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PREFACE

-2k
This Volume contains unrefereed manuscripts scheduled for presentation at
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THE PREPARATION OF THIS WORKBOOK sme cases abstracts or extended abstracts have been inserted for
manuscripts not ready in time for the preparation of this volume. RefereedHAS BEEN MADE POSSIBLE BY THE manuscripts are to be published in a special issue of Surface Science
scheduled for Spring 1984. The Proceedings of earlier conferences in this

SUBSTANTIAL SUPPORT OF GEC THROUGH series have appeared in Volmes 58, 73 98 and 113 of Surface Science. -
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ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTANCE IN SILICON MOSFirs The uae of inversion layer and accumulation layer MOSFET's to study the physics

of a 2-D electron gas has been extremely important (8). Probably the single most
A Hartutein. R. A. Webb. A. W Fowler and J. J. Wainer

importans feature of these systems Is the ability to vary the Fermi energy i the
IBM - Thomas I Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights. New York system simply by controlling the gate voltage. Thin can be used an a powerful tool

In the MOSFET system an electric field perpendicular to the interface between silicon

and silicon dioxide produces an interface charge sufficiently narrow to quantize theA reysen *r given of esperimests on the conductance of I -D

MOSFET's The types of samples studied, the phenomena observed electron or hole wave functions perpendicular to the surface. The carriers are still
and our theoretical understanding of these phenomena are discussed.
Particular attention is given to the strong localization regime and the free to move parallel to the surface and thus form a 2-D electron pa as long as the
structure in the conductance ats a function of gate voltage. temperature is mneall compared to the energy level spacing for motion perpendicular to

Over the last several years there has been considerable interest in the conduc- thr surface.

tance of I-D systems. Thin has been prompted at least in pars by the growing body
In recent years I-D MOSFET samples have been produced by a variety of

of novel theoretical predictions, as well as the recent possibility of making such
techniques in order to exploit the ability to vary the Fermi level position to study the

systems The range of ph ronw i which can be studied in I-D systems is quite large.
physics of conduction in a I-D system. The most obviou technique for obtaining a

It is possible to study both strong and weak localization. It is conceptually possible to
I-D MOSFET is to use a narrow gate. Optical lithography (6) has been used to

study t-D smbbasd structure aising froms se quanOtiation its an elementary pirlitle-
produce gates ans narrow an 400 nm. Electron beam lithography (5) han been used to

in-a.box picture It is also possible to explore the occurrence of resonant tunneling

produce ass as narrow as 100 nm. These techniques suffer from the drawback that
phenomena (I,2) in the I-Dl system

width variations of 5 - 10% are typically obtained. Shadowing techniques (9) can

The first I-D MOSFET's reported showed strong localization behavior (3.4) result in gates us narrow a 10 - 20 am. However. results obtained on samples

The dominant conduction mechanism was by variable range hopping, and a transition produced by this method have not yet been published. All of these samples suffer

was observed between I-D and 2-D behavior. This work was done on pinched from s common problem that the conductance curves exhibit a rather large hysteresis

acumulation layer samples. Other workers (5-7) have explored the weak localiza- as a function of gate voltage and irreproductbility after thermal cycling. This proba-

tin relpme, looking at both conductance and magnetoconductance to elucidate the bly results from charge collecting on the urface of the device adjacent to the narrow

pbyswb This work was done using both narrow gate (5,6) and pinched type (7) gate changing the effective width of the inversion layer channel. The problem is of

supe, In the pinched accumulation layer type samples the experiments suggest a course most important for the narrowest devices. An attempt to overcome this

departure from lowest order weak localization behavior. A notable feature of all of problem by defining a mesa structure for the device (5) by reactive ion etching leaves

tsate experinents a the occurrence of structure in the conductance us a function of the sides of the device open to similar problems. This type of strscture. however. has

gate voltage The structure wan particiarly large in the fist pinched accumulation one big advantage. It is readily amenable to modelling of the potentials. anergy

layer .m ps In the main body of thin paper we will present detailed data on this Iace. and electron distributions. Only the boundary onditiom s at the edges remain

wature. sad try to aussestand 115 origin il-defined.
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t-D MOSVET's can also be oblained by a technique of electric field pincuing of

the 2-D electron gas in as accamulatie layer MOSFET (3,4,J) This technique has uodes is about I sa, and the legtah of the marrow conducting regpori s about 10 am

both advantage, and disadvantages. It requires no special lithography so that samples The pie oxide is 30 am. th. sod the gain is made of aiummum.

can be processed by fairly standard and well characterized techniques. No free
In the actual device, shown In Igj 2. the dimensions are seen to be sot e.atrly as

surface area is located adjacent to the conducting channel, so that no hysteresis is

ideal as indicated in F~ig. I, Is fact we have no way of ascertadning the effective
observed in these devices The effective width of the I-D channel can be altered by

width variations in this type of device. Actually, we don't even know the width of thevoltaes applied to the device The major drawback to the techniqoe ma that the

conducting channel. ezcept from our analysis of the experimental data The effect of
resulting devices cannot he readily modelled, so that the effective channel width must

be inferred from rather indirect experimental meurements. The effective width of an applied gte voltage is two-fold in samples of this geometry. A positive gte

the conducting channel i% believed to have been varied between 20 nm. and t gpm. in voltage will induce electrons at the surface, thereby changing the carrier density and

Fermi energy Moreover, it will tend to broaden the width of the accumulation layerour previous measurements (3.4). and from tOO am to 2 #m. by Dean and Pepper

17) channel. A negative hiss applied to the control electrodes will pinch the channel

down to narrower widths, but will also tend to change the threshold voltage and

The range of I-D phenomena which can occur impose different restrictions on the thereby reduce the accumulation layer carrier density.

width of the samples necessary tI observe each phenomenon In order to observe a

1.0 variable range hopping, it is necessary for the sample to he narrower than the Our devices were measured using an AC modulation of the source-drind voltage

average hopping length for the electrons This was found to be on the order of 30 To avoid hot electron effects the source-drain field was generally kept below 2

nm On the other hand weak localization behavior can be observed when the sample mV/cm. The samples were measured in a dilution refrigerator. Great care was taken

width it les than the inelastic scattering length. This can be greater than jinm in to eliminate extraneous noise signals. In our original experiments noise heating made

these sytrrms (5) Particle in a boa type behavior will be easiest to obtain in the any measurements below sbout 100 mK questionable. In our more recent set of

narrowest samples In oder to observe this type of behavior it is important that the measurements his limi was extended to about 50 mE. The bulk of the data in our

width of the channel he very uniform At the present time no one has presented original measurements were taken by setting a gate voltage and varying the tempera-

zonvinscing evidence for particle-m-s-bot type behavior tre. In our latest measurements we measured conductance as a function of gate

voltage for fixed temperature. Therefore, the derived temperature dependent curves
Fig I shows Idealized top and cros section views of our pinched accumnlation from the recent data sow somewhat more acatter

layer samples The substrate is 10 ohm-cm s-type <100> silcon. Two n* diffusions

st wari 4, the -urce and drain contacts to the accumulation layer. The two lateral The mass of data needed to explore fully the nature of the structure in the

p* diffusions ere used to control the width of the accumulation layer. The electrons conductance curves necessitated the use of an elaborate data acquisition system In

at the surface are in effect pinched into a narrow region because of the electric field order to obtain the data it was aecesary to build a noise free voltage ramp and to

applied from these control electrodes and arising from the buit-in potential between carefully interface the equipment to a data acquisition system. The expermnt and

the p regions and the n-type aubstrae. The separation between the control lec- the computer systeam were decin led by se of active filters on all interconnecting

3 ies Thea measures were necemary to avoid noise beating of the electrons.

d
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Typical data obtained in this way wre shows in Fig. 3. The notable feature of

these data as tha large struists in tise ressductaence, as a function of gat voltage lenth 3-0 weak locaeltio hahavior is obervad. Thaen data will be dsussed

obierved is this system Th"uis care a reproducible in a given sample. hut varles al"hehte.

from mple to sample. This structure wait aol observed to chapg ovar a perlod of Oue can aso obtain vales for the pamametar To as a faunction of pat voltage

mtote than "l months and resurers temperatuare cycliam up to 300 L. The relative from the data tig. 4. To raduce asparlmenstal fluctuations, we aessumed if

amplitudes. of the peaks cast he -Dn to decrease at higher gate voltapes. The width the exponents of either 1/2 or 1/3 daptinding on the gate voltage andl it .aned

of the peaks ae observed to increase with increasing gate voltage. As the tempera- Inesqared fits to the remaining parameters in order to determine To, Oues of

lure is reined, the peaks broaden and the smaller ones gradually disappear. To show considerable fluctuationts as a function of gale Voltage tn mine' me way

These data look qualitatively like peaks superimposed one a baseatine when viewedththecnuaceds.Iorrtobaiavagdals o 0,1 41

averaged over a range of gate voltage to effectively average out the peake.. sractcre
on a linear sal. For this reason we will first try to understand the overall gate

The gate voltage rag employed wan 1-05 V. These averaged conductnc values

wleap an riespeature deeadanomof the cnductane beshowcothentstieg temperatouree dependepereuras showneninas Figow 4in forgconductancectaneinima.
peak etructures themselves. Fig 4 shows the temperature dependence of represents- The values of To were then extracted from these averaged ploets esing a lea squared

live conductance minima. These data were obtained in the original experiment by fitting routine. The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 6 for both the t-0 ad

selecting a gate voltage and varying the temperature. As we have discussed before 2-D regisms Essentially the sme riesults can he obtained by analyasi then conduc-

(3.4), Ihe temperature dependence at low gate voltages is loG -T-
1
12, and for higher tacemiim The procedure nsed givenselightiy higher valus for To then using the

gatevolage*goe ove toLars- r/3-coneductanece minim. and emlphasie the fact that the behavior is the vrwage behav-

A leasi squared fit to the data wan mae to the form LaG/G%- .(T 0/T)-. The V~ lti aa

best fie exponents are shown in Fi. S. It is clear from this figure that the exponent These results are sprising In the I-D regime vasiable sing hoipping; theory

bas a value rar 1/2 for low gate voltages and shows a transition to a valse of 1/3 at gives To - 4a/Nlk. where I/n is the diecaty length of the localized wave functions,

higher gale voltages. We hae interpreted thi result as a transition frees 3-0 variable N, is the I -D density of states, and k is floltsmasns comeat. In the 2-D regime TO,

range hopping to 2-D variable range hopping in this system. This haS boon discussed - 27e2 /wN2k, where N2 In the 2-D densily of states at the Fermi energy. Here N, is

in cosidersble, detail in our previous pubticationis (3.4) and will not be treated in approximately equal to 352w, where wa Is thn effective chatne width. All of the

detest here quantities which determine To were believed to be slowly varying functions of gate

voltage However. Fig. 6 clearly demonstrates that To is an "enaetial function of
If the gat voltage is increased still further. the conductance oaters a weak PItS W01111111.

localizato regime. We bae obeained data covering the entire mnap from strong

locialin. throngh a terasition region and Int the weak localization regime. Freom the canves one obtains laT0/TO0 0 - -&Vs. whes TO0 0 and a are fitting

Because the wvidth of the aseumelation Jay"r is masii ltan the inelastic scattering Parmeters sand VS is the gate voltage. In the 1-0 regime a . 0.g V and TO. .
610 K. Inthel2-D regime' 13 V-1ad Te,.0

1 .. 4 x 10' K. It is intresting to

5 6;
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sote that &'/a L The could be ndersood if one assumed that a varied exponen- of these results is not yet clear. but these depeaideacrs should be Instructive in

tally with got voltage. Tla i contrary to the 2-D result obtained on wide samples arriving at a theoretical understanding of chese experiments.

(10). but these narrow samples appear to tehave differently.
Fig. 10 shows the widths of the peaks plotted as a function of gate voltage.

Let us now turn our attenton to she peaked structure shown in Fig. 3. Let us These data show a general trend of increasing width with increasin pie voltage. If

fruse conader the possibility that buried beneath the mass of peaks is some systematic the average density of states at these gate voltags is esnotiadly constat, as one

structure artsing from a particle-in-s-box quantization in our sample. In order to might well expect at these high carrier densities, then thin shows that the energy width

evaluate this possiblty, we fist obtained averaged conductance values by averaging of the peaks increases with increasing Sate voltage. in our earlier publications (3,4).

IJn( as discussed above This was then subtracted from the conductance curves, we argued that the peaked structure might arise from fluctuations in the density of

leaving the structure on a zero baseline. G'. The correlation function states. Within this model, one would expect that the transitio temperature, T
r, 

would

f (i'(Vs)G'(Vs+1V l) dVa was formed, as well us the correlation functions for other be given by AE/k, the width of the density of states peaks. Therefore. T, would be

powers of V 3  I f any systematic structure had been evident is the conductance expected to increase with gate voltage in a somewhat random way as shown in Fig

curves, it would have showed up as peaks in the correlation functions No such 10. However, we have noted in Figs. 7 and I that T, actsally docresss with incroas-

structurt was observed. The correlation functions show only smoolh featureless ing gate voltage. We have no explanation for this apparent contradiction.

behasior, except in the region, AV - 0, which correnponds to the width of the

individual peaks. There is another quantitative reason to question the density of states model for

the structure. Fig. 9 shows that T/T 0 may obtain values as small as 0.2. The

To better understand the origin of the peaks, let us look at the temperature density of states model would therefore require that the peak density of states be 5

dependence of the conductance on s peak. These dat are shown in Fig. 7. It is clear tlimes larger than the background for these targe peaks. It is hard to see bow such a

that the conductance shows two separste regons of temperature dependence. These large variation in the density of states could arise from random fluctuations in

curves can be characterized by essentially three parameters: To, the slope for the system.

upper temperature region. T. the slope for the lower temperature region, and a

temperature, T1, where the transition occurs. We use the sotation T
o 

for the upper Azbel (21 has suggested that the structure in the conductance curves might arise

temperature relpon because in this region the peaks have disappeared and the slopes from a resonant tunneling of electrons in this I-D system. The theory shows that

for peaks and valleys are essentially the same. It is also clear from the figure that adl electrons can tunnel through the entire sample if the Fermi energy has a few very

three parameters decrease with mucreving gat voltage select values determined from the microscopic structure of the random system. At

these particular values of gate voltage the electrons could be expected to tunnel

Is u instructive to pk the ratios T/T 0 and T*/T 0 as a function of gt voltage. throusgh the sample with a high probability, via resonant states near the center of the

This I shown m Ftl I and 9 Sinm T
o 

varies exponentially with gate voltage
. 

it is sample, This is a zero temperature theory, but in a very natural way can account for

clsta that T, and " bash sale with T
o 

to fit order There is some mall systematic the large differences in conductance. When finite temperature effects are incoeporat-

dependence co gate voltage that remains as well as fluctuations. The ful significance ed into the theory, the highest peaks are found to decrease with increaesei tampers-

7 8
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tune because of thermal broadening of the incident electron distribtttion. We haer

looked carefully in all of our low temperature dta for tbis effect N4o peaks were (2) M.. Ya. Asbel. Solid State Comma.s. 45. 527(11"31).

found that behave in this manner. (3) A. B. Fowler. A. Hartsana and R. A. Webb. Phys. Rev. Lest. 48. 19% (19012)

(4) A. B. Fowler. A. Hartslein and R. A. Webb. Physics 1173 & 313D. 66I

One might also cosie wbether or not it would be possible to have resonant (3955)-

tannelng is parallel with a variable range bopping conductance. Thin might give (3 W. J. Skocpol. L.. . Jackel, E. L. Hu. R. E. Howard and L. A. Pate, Phyt.

resonance peaks n top of a variable range bopping background with the familiar loG Rev. Lett. 49,.951 (1932).

- -(T0 /T)' ' dependence When the data were analysed to allow for thia posaibility, (6) R. G. Wheeler. IK. K. Choi. A. Goat R. Wisneff and D. E. Prober. P"y Rev.
Lett. 49. 1674 (1982).

the experimental results were found to be incompatible with this auggestion. In effect
(7) r C. Dean and M.. Pepper. J. Pbys. C 15, L1287 (1992)

what we have abown is that inelastic processes. us incorporated in the variable range

hoppirng theory, ar tmportant in this system. The theoriea of resonant tunneling,(8 T.Ad .B.FweanF.Sg Rv.M .Phs$443(12)

whih w hsc aalyed.hav no inludd teseproesss.(9) N. Giortdano, W. Gilsoni and D). E. Prober. Phys. Rev. LetS. 43,
whtc wehav anlyse, hve ot nclded hes prcesen.725 (1979).

A modified retonant tunneling theory, which adequately accounted for the (10) M. Pepper. S. Pollitt and C. J. Adkins, J. Phys. C 7. 1L273 (1974).

inelastic processes, might explain our measurements. We are currently working on

ar-ch a theory in collaboration with M. Ya. Azbel. and the results look very encourag-

ing.

In this paper we have presented the reslts of a comsprehensive experiment aimed

at understanding the otigin of the peaked structure observed tn all small 1 -D MOS.

FET samples. We have examined the characteristic features of the peaks and the

temperature dependence of the conductance associated with the peaks. In discussing

these reulte. it has bae possible to eliminate several candidate theories as possible

explautations. However. it bus ot yet bae possible to establishs a complete theory

which can explain all of our observations.

We thank M Ys, Azbel for many valuable discussions on his resonant tunneling

thory We also acknowledge the able technical assistance of J. Tornelo.
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Magnetoadutancea -d Quantized Cofniu

in Narow Silicon Inversion Layers wargy; in that cme the liftoff stencil s a single well-baked layer cc

jvlyinthylinthacrylate (MOW) 100 as thi. (21 22doiave highly uifotm

N.J. SkOl' L.D. Jadiel, LIS. Rowrd, B.G. Craighead, widths, @van in the smalleat devices.

L.A. Fetter, P.M. Mankiewich, P. Grabbe, and 0.11. Twumnt

2. Shubdkow-de Hlams P~am nt

Bell Laboratories, floldl to 07733, Thagt much narrow channels crAvAt at all is jachaja surprising. In fact

the moility of narrow channels Inferred free the cn~bctance masurements is
We report condictance ond agnetocondctance amasumota an narrow bili- generally arable to that of wider devices sujected to the eas proes-

ca inversioun layers 40-200 im wide, with moilities of 1000-S00 m
2
/V-aac atinIet cduacemlmaprxaeywthheit.Dvcs

2 1. At high magnetic fields Sls±tikov-de Bass ocillatia.o are observed, but annealed at 450 0
C can have mobilities at liquid halium tempratures greater

at zero field there still is pronounced structure in the conuctance versus than 50M cm/V-sec. Figure Is shows the Thubnkov- do Blass magetococmiu-

electron duaity, with Irregular spacings roughly that expuected from quaentum. tc osilain obeerved for such a device, appoxiately 140 -m wide. The

onfinment ("particle in a box*) associated with the lithographically defined otmbailit' of oacillations at 20 flI is a clearout indlication of excasluit

width. device quality. The epacing in gae voltage of the peaks (coresponding to

1. Narow Inversion Layers the Landau level structure of the density of states) confines that the alec-

tron density In the narrow channel can be allaed with qostaly 10%
We are interested in the transition from two-dimiorl to one- acrc rmteuulsml aaiac omluigtemsu sd

dimensional conduaction in the narrow silicona Invesrion layer. at special N* thickrness of 65 na. Device annealed at lower tertures, much 40 250 c,

P11'S that contain aegments of gets and chavel so narrow as 40 a. Thegata hav lam moilities in the range 1000-2000 1m
2
/V-sec. igqure lb Iam

pattern is formed by electras-bees lithogeqfiy mid transferred to the diusnal. Shuiw- de Ese eaesurements an much a device, 110 -o wide with a 50 -a

by reactive-ias etching, using the gate et me a "eIf-aligning mas. The oxide. The Landau level structure at high fieldn 1s leow pronounced, ar

narow eaert is aufficiently long to doinate the resisanca (onductance) expected, but sill cbervabl*.

of the deice. The fabication Is similar to that deribed previously 1ll,

except thaft each device ontains only a single narrow sequent stat 1 An long. 3. QwDmnaoa *fr l In a Box* lamity of Saes?

Alao the opticlly patterned etallization level ise tungeta, wichi all.ws

higher-tamperature annealing at the devices. 7be lithogesjhy an chips with Even in zero magnetic field, the device in igure lb ame considerable

devices arrower than 100 m was written using a Phillips 400 scanning qsiregular structureatc the onzictance versus gae voltage. uchistructure

(Tranosianion) Electron Mcroscopei with 2 a diaeter spt and IN20d ass tend to b e rksced in narrow, lam conductmnce asges. &I analg to
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the S;lU_.ikov- de Baseffect, am aspects that we are seeing structure in the
and width dependence predicted by the simple theory. Like ramru other dev-

density of stts. The density of states ould affect the condctance eihrices of order 100 no wide that we have investigated, the structure tAbon in

by iret mdultio ofth sctteingrats, r b i~irct odiicaionofFigure lb is sufficiently irregular that the agremi with theory is tantal-
the nomsetallic localizationi and interaction effects observed in narrows am-

izing, but inon~clusive. Devices Lpto a factor of two wider still show aome
pies. fi] The magnitude and temperature dependence of the observed structure is

structure, but a characteristic sacing for quantitative corison is diff i-

somehat aqWtiveof te ltterintepreatio. clt to identify. Recently we have begun to make devices up to a factor of

The quest ion tter, becomes wimether the structure is statistical fluctua- two narrower, and prelliinry results are more promising, but still (nom-

rions caused by the inflencte of inomogeneities ai the several thousand elec- clusive.

tron eigerlstateE in such a dvice, or whether it reflects a regular organiza- Fgr bv opeesv aastfo ordvcsvrigi

tios of eiqenrtates caused by quauntization of the transverse Plectron wdhfo 5t 2 ,Ala h aeci nelda S C h odc

.vefisictin. In the simplest version of the latter explanation, the energy tne(aue w-emrl clsapoitl ihwdh h ubr
of tune 'psrticle in a box* eigenatates is given by indicate the positions of structure predicted by the simple theory based an

E 1[= 2 . L2C the width observed in electron m~icrographs. Depite the Irregularities, one

o 2r' W 2.- wild argue that the data shows the expected trend, since the numers serve as

where E. deperak an the shape of the pott&ria1 well binding the inversion a powerful guide to the mind and eye. Close examination reveas, however,

l.ayer tc the Interface, p enuserates the transverse qiuantization, and R is a tht short range stucure adlonger-range fluctuations are yresen in all of I
note closely spaced longitudinal Litm variable. Clearly there will be a tecreadtedfeecsaea etasbl ifrnei mhss

peak in the density of states whenever the Fermi level reaches the bottom of revdaatknnaPAuy ayithmmwdvcsoeraarwr

another paratol ic subband. WM can estimate the electron density at which thisragofotvlgeshwdieenAlsscvnigaitonfte

occus fr ech itegr pby smmig te nuberof tate beow he btto Ofstructure. After prolonged strns at high gate voltages our deviose have
eachn sintband, whtich clsely corresponds to the numbr determined from thelanmbite rmtpotvehesldwch mdacutfrgetr

usua 2D ensty o staes.Thus peas ocur handisorganization of the eiguuotates. Nevertheless, at the ties that this is

n :wZW being written, we onmsider the came for *prticle in a box' behavior mnproved.

This predicts that about a doen binia diould be oberved in Figure lb, ga-I .. S ,LD acaEL u .. Hwrd n .. Fte, fs

dratically spaced. . atrAl95 (10)

Clearcut proof of "particle in a boa' behavior requirs oberving suf- 11BG rihaRE oad .. JceadPM Nfeih W
fiently regular structure that the spacing can be seen to hae. the magnitude Phs.Lttr 3S (198).
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Figure Captioss- -. w . --

Figure 1. Shubnikov- de Ilsas oscillations in narrow devices. (a) High motbil-

ity device. (b) Lw robility device. Also note zero-field structure, particu.- **

laxly in (b).

Figure 2. Zero-field structure in four devices of different widths M the

@me chip. The small rnurbers indicate the pattern of structure empcted from____ - _ _

simple "particle in a bivs quaiitizatien, based an the measured device widths. ...."".......

Us --
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.*'Oi t L.e .. , t. , tt ,. otult wiIrdth where No !,) I& the usual two-dimensional density of states and p * y is

uIII.-r Inrers r Layers defined £rwm the tertri energy,

%z -tf/b%( P4(T7)M (-I
It cit r K. K. Ctui ard H. W:s,rrtf where 0 y y < I expresses the guasicontinou nature of the motiGn paral-

Yale Lint etuity 1e1 to the bunirdrles Charnel conductance is given in terms of N(E)

fle ....n. . .. = elna(s) D (5)

where D is rte electron dflUsIvity. SItLe D0 I/N(E). this "sawtooth'

Ab~t,~t density tan be observed only through second order effects. Conside ir g

the change in conductance due to localization R ,

A I" _1 , 1 a~taion in ti.seved in naro inve.on Jay Da~ T~rr1 i~r

te ,Ir. -re.tii length is greoter than the utorneI

W. I,, ' i . - , .ne ji.,,vt- , al density of states is detected by vart- where the inelastic scattering time

... a.. .. ..... it .nce o a funtr of eleron deniry. n1. "t..'- E PKTj(

for impurity mitigated scattering. W With the dependence of diffusivity

upon dentity one f inds thatWde [lN(E)fl . 5 iailarly the conductance

change due to electro,-electon interaction A is proportional toealw(E)
-- " 

Ii~rl. te +:.elSait e~ectronl mean free path lie in u silicon ihover-

to1- s liester thort KIt. uhere w is the nid tot the chanel.r . Thus a minima si the lucILLatiuti resistance occurs when the Fermi

L, r. jeo in tr,jctarce with temperature ard r i nretic field ire energy is toincudent with the bottom of a obband. The relotive mag-

tot isti, ci a or-e dinienstoral system. I These results sugg't that nitudes of hin between local extreme are determined by comparision with a

;, trt ant1aL-n in tie .unduction properties will te observeable it magtetic lenth in nagttoCurtiin. A2 can ha seen in figure I the

- ,tfocta nifoe drnel width such that W lie. density of otatet peaks are asymmetric which implies that kT need be

tt .<i t iig electrons, the "porticle in a lice1 quastiz its much est tha, the level ryacinri in order to observe resistance oscilla-

rItt-iro thre ua.oe of K. to values p(pi/W). where p is as integer tons.

i 1. tt.at a c.aw roth' like density of states arises.

pjie)- () [O iLE -I)
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For high mobility samples the inelastic length is about I x 10- a at lotions as a function of electron density at 0.5 K. At 4 K no oscilla-

I K. In order to fabricate gate widths less than this value we have tions are apparent; in the wide channel such oscillations are absent at

used a combination of optical macro- and micro- photolithographic tech- all temperatures. For WO.3 x 10- a , nss2.75 a 1014 per *a the

niques on an initially wide gate structure. 3 The design creates both a level spacing from equation 6 is deaoD.2 a 1015 per m2 . The mean

narrow and a two dimensional channel in series, where each segment is spacing in the data is too small by a factor of two. We have then fitted

probed potentiometrically. The distance between probes on the narrow the data with two overlapping sets of state densities corresponding to

section is 2S x 10-6 m. The devices have an oxide thickness of about two widths. Figure 4 shows the results of the fit and the deduced

3.5 a 10
-  

m with maximum mobilities between 17,000 and 20,000 widths. Figure 5 shows the width distribution deduced from measure-

cu
2
fV-sec. After all electrical measurements were completed the width ments made with the scanning electron microscope. The mean width of

of the narrow section was measured by scanning electron microscopy. In the device is 0.33t0.
0 3 

x 10- m. The fact that the deduced width is

order to associate a local minima in resistance with a density of state smaller than the measured width may reside in our simple assumption of

peak. figure 2 shows the result of magnetoconductance measurements on a non-interacting electrons, implied in equation 6. or due to fringing

device of width 2.a 10-
6 
m at r t.5 x 101 per m2 and at 0.47 K. We fields at the edge of the gate modifying the shape of the quantizing po-

conclude that the resistance minima corresponds to a minima in lin, thus tential. This work has been supported in part by the National Science

the position in E of such m:nima are chosen to be the energies of the Foundation under grant no. DIK - 82130809.

sutbands at fy - 0. We fit these minima to

for the [l00j surface of silicon. width variations on 0.8 x 10-9 a de- REFERENCES

vices cause differing regions of the channel to experience density of 1 R.G. Wheeler. K.K. Choi. A. Goel, R. Wisnieff end D.E. Prober,

state peaks labelled by p to occur at different electron densities. Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1674 (1982)

2. B.L. AlItshuler and A.G. Aronov, Pinsla Zh. Eskp. Teor. Fia. 33,Thus variations in the resistance of the channel will be the result of SIS (1981). [ JETP let. 33 499 (19l)].

superposition of resistance oscillations associated with each elemental . 8.D. Feuer and D.E. Prober, IKE Trnas. Electron Devices 26. 137S

width, weighted ty the distribution of widths down the channel length. (198

Reduction in the width helps resolve this problem by increasing the lev-

el spacing. We report here the results on our narrowest devices to

date. WIg0.3 x 10
-
I a Figure 3 displays the small resistance oscil-
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Fig. 1.Subbands and density of states as a function of Fig. 3. Resistance oscillations as a flsoccion of electrn denaIty at 0.5 K
for device AU317. The star labels and arrow labels are the positiona

Ferml Energy. for a channel width - 0.1 a 10
- 6  

of the fits 1o the eq.Ition for two widths.

MU

J. X1

Fig
. 4. Data fits to equation 6. SI1m"" reemasWs f

Fig. 5. Measured width distribution.

Fig. 2. Plagnetoconducttar' observed on device AU33 at a

out-sm or- shown on the upper curve.
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NOR EACALILtIAIN AND INiERArcOM EPPWM IN TM3 CIWIVOKS The." mdisaniins are meot coveniently separated by a Magnetic

fii.1.4,5,, %hidh has the foibceing ef fects.

R.A. Davies', C.C. Dean sAM U. POPPer
2

Cavendish Laboratory, C~ridqe 1. The effective length scale in the localisation0 Correction is reduced by

the introduction Of the cyclotron length ic. To a good appxmion

the ne length L' is given by

1. M at G.EC. esearh XAbortOriee. firat esearch Centre. W~iey,
Middlesex

2. .E.C. heeaarch LeboratOries. Hirst 9esearob Centr, embey,
Niddiesest and Caendsha lAboratory. Ceabridge

The reeult IS a negative eagneto-resietanoce ALich IS an orbital effect

sand hence dependent on field direction
7

.8. A field parallel to the

E~toned Abtractcurrent direction also prouces a negative wagneto-reeietanoeS but tise

In this article a brief ueftry IS given Of our unch on week IOCalisatiOn is inad Smller due to the short confineeent length perpendicular to

and interaction effects In 211. For moali changes in conductivity, theth lno msri.

correction 8o due to the weak localization of all states ts
2. The Magetic field reduces the effects of screening 0n the

8. - -/ftin C II eiectron-eicton interaction. The coupling conetant g increasing to

near unity So resulting he a large increase in the Mgnitude of this

s the Inelastic dif fusion iengtht LIM varis as -/2this beosp

So - M2PIn (L 11/1),
2e2, The enhasncinnt of the interaction effect in principally a spin effect

%wer a io a constant near unity and I is the eiastic Mean free path. although there is mm owhbita. ontrihution. Thue a transverse - t

Vsa Interact ion correct ion io field will Separate the two correction tone, but a Parallel field will Add

ao -f 2~ In (T/7 1), thee (to first Order), until the field beonee Sufficiently great to reov

2.21% the localisation contribution .
Is I. Constant and the Coupling constant g W I In 51 inversion layers due

to ecreening.

2g
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AS the Interaction contribution In the St InvOersof layer is Oaaki for terms it, the notatior ef rukuyemfi wio, are sip;ressed by ners"Ing tte

90 T Metallic behaviour down, to temprtues of - SOW CAP be Obtained sagnetir field. It is clear that wihereas, the effects of Screening -~ the

provided H ios ufficiently big that 1,c W LMAnd the temorture dfepennce -nctivity Are understood this is not true of the Mall affect. The results

i. r..ovad. The ablilty to achieve oomlet* separation coneiiiitly were principally obtained using Si inveorsion layers but are eubotant isad

depends on the valie of ieobiity Anid hence LIM, if this is seall then the by wor on G&aaosu" hoterejunct Ions, 0. hee also investigated the

interaction ef fects will be found at values of field such that the behaicour of the interaction correct ions in the conductivity and Ball

tesprtre dependence, due to localiastlon, is still present. oft--st wthen the magnetic field i. sifficient ly strong foe L-ands level to

be fo.mdl. As io theoretically predirted we find A sign rhange in the

AS the soent a field induced interaction ef fact diesapeas for tT a gRH, temperature dependence of reasistance but not in the Wali coef ficient.

the posit is. agnet-,esitance, dlsappearsa to he replaced by negative.

Turning now to the regim of weak localiation whlich in 21i inversion layers

The principalI eeperisantsl evidence for the aetence of interact ion (unlke Ga~s systesm) can be investigated without the omlct-o of

effects cron free, the Ba11 effact
4
' t,12. Zrlirmntm hae" confireed the significant interaction effects. Abrahom et all he"e suggested that 5.11

theoretical pedeion that the relationship between the oorrectinneW In th states in 2D Are emponentlelly localized and a scealng (t) function ealeto

Nall Constant, AM. arid ree18ta'i05, R. 10 defined by

The initial confirmation of this relation, ON foe -large- Magnetic fields shere q is the conductance and L Is the length scale. At finite

nO.5.. localization effects oese sigpeeeed and Intera~ction effects testpeesturee the length L is the inelastic diffusion length. us has.

e-banned. Recent ly o hawe aeuetd the towgrture dependence of ag/% defined an osparisantal saling function defined by

at magnetic fields down to 0.01 1eela, whici onr not sufficient to ofthanowel, -ale,

interact ion ef facts. It oe found
13 

that the temerature dependenceo of a1 .rT and w~ here r -

SWg.5 wsa the smn am at higher w~.etlc fields, a resut Also apparnt in We find
1 5 

that PE o o uniquely defined by the va.lue of g but is A

the earlerf data of liren at &.13 f.the toopgatue dependence of&-J one
Pg funCt ion of both g and the Peemai energy, Me haes published a detailed

indpenentof ageti fild W o I t o th Mgniudeof heAnalysis of our results and give reasons as to shy the relationshipbeon

chane o 8XV ortheMecanis do~rlinin th toparsurmd~mdenc offar fdoes not invalidate the conclusion that a eingle, pareer scalin"
the resistance The exlaaton my7 be in the behaviour of the 12 end gg ucinde o ~it h"Aetw anojcin oti ocuin

teram (in the ntat ion of Pukupom) which are, suppowesed! by increasing the tefrti h Jcrnaeto nemtmadtemodI h au,
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of Inelastic0 scatterin. mamaments, of the Interaction correction in the ft find that Al is in agreement with the prediction of Qoen at va5.O ba.. d

range of tmyerature and carrIer concentration used ohme that it. on static screening which glens a Value of 2k/£kpI. The dynamic screening

-ncrpOrat to ouid hAv* no affect On the obtained value.. of E. ".- to fonsul, of Abrahaem at &122 wtihid predicts a t~prature dependance of

of co..ree the p055101Ilty that the interact ion enters in a mon subtle Way. T In T Is I erious diagreement with eperiment, as We hera also found

awasurvusnte of the .lsctron-slactro scattering rate as a function of Woith Other systaem
1
'.20. The A2 tae is5 found to be in reasonable agressapnt

tamprature supprt the asumt ion that y - y( 9). in order for nOr results With thesory for anduSkDAr scattering. We heve also investiqatad the

to b. tonseant with, On parmeter scaling Weold require L to osoy as slectro-fnpn couplin,
2 3 

end find that the af fect Of disorder is to

a-16 relation not found experimental ly. Anowntly tarehlG suggested introduce a sore rapid scattering proces, in a similar anncar to that found

that the Obtained experimntai behaviour of PEcan be exppined in alectront-elsotron Scattering.

theoreticalily on the powr lao loctalisation mndei of seanl and Hatt"'. In

ti" Model a localisation edge exists Wichld @oerates exponentiahly ft have previcoely1 reported exgperimnts on the tranaition betWeot three and

localisad states in the band tall fom etates Wh~ich ate power 1ao localied. to dlsenislonnZ
4

.
2 5 

and the associated change in the localization and

Io this moel the 2D1 condutivity As a function of length Of L) in given by interaction corrections. In a silar my We hare electrically narrowed Si

a accemsiation layers and observe larwe diangae In1 oondutiv.ity and the

ii *2 mOI)
2

temperature dp nne of the condutivity
2

S. These results indicate that

-here *a i the floltann conduct ivity. I In the elastic Man free, path and Whlen transport is ID,. or Intermediate between 21 and ID the onroretions, are

iC- 2/ftriy This fon..is giees a E function in good agreemnt with large anld cannot he regarded as a perturbation. The Conductance

osperument. We note that auch an waverimnt could not he performed on Gm~ oei..atico do not appar to be a consequence of ID behaviour27. but my be -

rwtaro~unct ionM Where Pool* et &I"~ he" shout that the inteaection ef fects related to Cmoib effects in smll regine

are a. present or Ins IneersionrO layers dWhereepin-orbit coupling to

preent

No reee invest igated InI detail the rate of sccrnelcrneattering This Work Wa supported by the SEN end, in part, by the Suopean Aerci

frow analysis of the negetice Weet.raitnel e confirm our earlier Off ice Of the U.S. Army.

fIndilill- a that the ret. (l/,._) Is duet to a T tare and a T2 tare.
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teaitsatitn a( 2D Feetra-ct 2. Pbrip~etmentai Details
in G.Ae -AIG, As Hetasi-rueture Our sanples were taAs-AIGaAs heterostructures, consisting of a jutm thick

undoped GaAs layer. an undoped AIe5 Ga 5tAs layer. a Si doped Alxoia ?An layer.
and a thin A s"t p layer, sequentially grown on Cr-doped GaAs substrates by

M A /ltalanen Ot" test' P J ne' and A C (;k r1-d molecular beunt epitaxy The Si doped AI0 Ga0 ,Aa layer was made sufficiently
tin that the depletion layer extends throughout the entire AxsGaooAs layer As

lit ]uboral crir-s M~urray !1 '3 037974 a result, the doped layers are depleted of free carriers and the electrome con-
ductio in by the 2D electrons in the undoped G layer confined to the GaAs-

'I teIrtment rf Ir:,.al f ngineering and Computer Science AlGas interface The electron density was determined from measuring the
Irince ton i nvers-itv Princeton. 12J 0A544 quantum osciiuaLione of the 21) electrons '5]. and from low field Hall measure-

ments Agreement between the two measurements indicates toa no parallel
channel conduction existed in our samples Our transport -d low field magne-

Abstract totrartport measurements from 00 K to 0 8 K were carried out in a ddution
We dterrmned n the weak ocalizotion regime the localization parameter refrigerator with a superconducting solenoid, using standard four terminal

nc :ntrr i"t- coefficient , -PI the nelastur scatterin tLime rv and its tem- arrangements
e." -1. 1 -ffui rit p Seaterlrg by the hakilhom oni process reduces s to

le' th. 1u 'h h extreroe qua rim limit. localization due to disorder, know a. Weak t Jloeahmti
- c 'n - - a0e. .cteoral qionti lall plateaus is derrrotrated to inhbit i)etdlred measurements were made in the we"i localization regime on three

, frtcr1 1,,a . p l l: fict different samples w--h electron densities n 7 x 70/cm
2

. 2 f0i"/ icme
and 087 x :0i/cm

z 
and mobilities p n 299 XnO cmX/Vsec. 0 5b'

I Intrmdluetaa.: 04 n'sv, see and : 6S x 04 cm2/Vsee, respectively All samples show oga-
,ocaladt, , is believed t, ha ceniral to the many physical phenomiena rithimc T dependence in their conductivity in the absence of an external mag-

ot,-er in two-dmentiona 21) clectronir scste is ! I In this paper we report net field I. and a negative magnetoresistance in a perpendicular l The
the rsuits fn, Lw expr cn ,n the loclizattior of the 2D electron, in rcsuts are interpreted in terms of the scaling theory of localization 86] and the
i;,AAitIaAs het rnstroir .r, in t he first experiment 21], we investigated th theory c' (oulomb effects 71 on transport in disordered media Since detatls of
wiau ,nca laton phenomeron whi h is observed experimentally as a loga ths work are to be published elsewhere .2]. only a brief summary will be ginmn
rithmie correction to the [)rude conductivity From detailed measurements on here
the temperature dependrces of the rcnistsice and thr low field agnetore.os- In the absence of B, both the localization and the interaction effects contrt
tsnce we deternined directly the localization parameter, a the Coulomb bute T. to the observed logarithmic T dependence in conductivity according to
interaction coefficient (:-F) the melLstic electron scattering time, s_, and its 6,71
te.mperatur coefficient P The enperimont shos unambiguously that both the
Ixcadiention effect and the interaction effects are important in 2D electrome AoL(T) = powin (1a)
transport We found that a < : Tius reduction of a is explained by the Vaki-
Thompson process which is also operative in the ease of the repulsive electron- and
electron interaction in our system However. several outstanding features of the
data remain unexplained They include i) T,, being ten times larger than oi(T) =(I- -. (b)
theory (2) -I') at a high density being flee times its expected value, and (3) a ITLI
temperature sensitive negative mignetoresiatance in parallel B respectively Here a

s = a/2nftand p ts the temperature exponent of the ine-
In the second experiment, we investigated the magnetotransport in the lastic scattering time, c,, a T

-p 
The localization parametsr a is unity for

extreme quanturn limit in . qmple in which the recently discovered fractional independent particles and the Hartree parameter F is defined by
quantum phenomenon 3] wa, not observed The temperature dependences of
both the diagonal resistivity pm. and the Hall resistivity. P.. were studied as 4 Frof dda'Zfr 12)
function of the Landau level filling factor. v a nh/eS We found that both p. and + 2k/KsInt2
p show a thermally activated nonmetal-like behavior for v < 1/2 Our results where k, is the Fermi-wave vector and K = me/ 2O=ff is the 2D screening con-
demonstrate that while localization due to disorder is essential to the observa- stant in tIs work. a. p, and (1-F) are regarded as the unknown parameter
tin of toe integral quantum Hall effect 4]. extremely I -h electron mobilltyr determined by fitting our experimental data to theory 18] This is accomphshed
indicative of minimal disorder and a high degree of lot od interfacial per- by applying a perpendicular t. which affects the two effects differently i
fection. is prerequisite for the fractional quaLntum Hall effect The two effects different ranes of B More specifically. in the weak f limit (H < 0 ; 11. the
are different in origin and in fart competing with each other observed negative magnetoresetance allows a direct determination of a and c=
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and the 1 dcpendetce of vields p directls 9; on the other hand with If - 03 4 Iiaaiaatioa in thin Extremse Quantumn limit
Th r o- al/ticit tern; is qu, o-hed entirely and the I dependence of the con- Figure 3 shows the high field magnetotranaport data taken from a sample

ductyvity directl% deternlme, F1 with n= 880 x010/ c.' and p = 2t a t0cm 
2

/Vsec The integral quantum iHlll
pl ateaus given by fR, = on, = h/1jel, with i= 2 sold !are well developed. together
with the vanushing of p..- around B - 2 T and 4 T respectively However. struce-

O. 1 * turs d cue to the fractional quantum Hall effect around v = 2/3 and !/3 is not
.55 i obserosle ot all with T down to 0 05 K Our failure to observe any atructure

attributable to the fractional quantum Hall effect results from the fact that this
in sample has low ;A, indicative of strong disorder In the 20) electron system The

presence of such strong disorder Inhibits the formation of 'he new electroic
I ground state. whinh gives rise to the fractional quantum phenomenon Osir data

ran be understood in terms of the localization due to the disorder, which in the
. 1t cn current picture for the integral quantum Hall effect are essential to the observa-

bility of the !fall plateaus

in ~ * ,.:. i

i xre sc-AIIF) pilte ,, o fi.cct hrFg-, 2 I eceoage hebsge in 13,e corde- Fil- 3 P. and pg.I!I froam a avapi.
.f 2r/Kro treaiple, le 1-age tinl a, - fictior. of parallel HI from tI,, I - anail n at l0, /cm and

sIro lie!1 14 and lye. daahed n-e an eal- ner, c 0 b
1

/m o : a.
c,-.aed 1-o Eo (21 055 l' m

2
/yaao an dseftvd byeV a chef. loet illustates

lie diaorder broadene d lst thsee Lardai

F ue sumomarizes our rests 000a p and (:-F) Several comments are alenela Tha extended sditasoe the shaded
n order First a Ko and this fury cannot be uccounted by the spin-orbit refloo
ihte'ruction in GaAs 21 We attribute this reduction of a to scattering by the

,ot- h.topon process ;hat gives rise to fuctualtinn in supernondootisaty It eils
ous Pointe d out by Larbir. 0] that this process is expected to be also operative .

in the case of repulsive certron-electran interactions Second p =Vsuggest-
ing electron-elrntIroy- 3coatlering as t he dominant inelastic process Hioever the
magnitude of 1,. t5 0 "sec at 1K) is an order of magnitude larger thane
that fromthetheory of Abraham. of al ':) Third. -P4) isnconsiderably larger sIAnV... Me 0 i
than that calculated from Eq 12) (dashed curve in Fig 1) The difference isa
epecily large at large n where saturation is expected Finally. Fig 2 shows
the percentage change in the conductivity with Bf parallel to the plane of the 20 According to Laugflins argumeint t4]. observation of the integral quantumn
electr ons Instead of the enperted positioe magneto-resistance '71. a strongly T fll plateaus nenessardy implies the existence of a finite number of extended
depenideni negative magnetoresistance was obsered Ibis effect, also seen in states in every Landau level beneaLi' P,, to carry the Hall current As ilustrated
the 21) electrons in/nrt) 2!~ aod in nAa :31 remains unexpiained in the Inset of Fig. 3. each Landau level. broadened by disorder into a bard.

must contain some extended states (shaded regions in the Ifllustratian).

separafed from the localized states. When Ep is in the region of thes localizedl
states labeled 2. the Hall current is carried by the extended states in the lowest
to suhhands and the i 2 plateau is observed When 9 is increased. lpmoves
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into the eatended states in the second Landau level between regions and 2 The work at P'rinceton University was supported by the Office of Naval
anid pi, increases It reaches the & = : plateau as Fe enters the localized region Research through Contract No N00014-82-K-0450

" ri like the 20 electrons in Sinvoersion layers where the i = 1 plateau was not
veci the , = I plateau is ovious here and it denionstrates the fact that not Reeiewne.

all the states in the lowest level awe localized If the broadening is symmsetrtc
the eatnded s tates are expected ia/center at P = 1/2 U nder this condition. p., I See for example, T Ando. A B Pewter and F Stem. Rev Mod Phs 54. 437

wilrmain an the i = 1 plateau until FE is sufficiently close to the center of the (1982)
nand i, allow thermal excitations in the extended states Al sufficiently high B 'Im afnn o n osr t epbihd
whe n F,, enters the localized region labeled 0. there is no extended states below 2 F2Fli.M olnn CtwadA asr t epbihd
Fsr to carrv the Hall current and p,, should reflect that of the thermally excited 3 D C Tsw. ifLk Storner and At Goasard, Phys Rev LAtU 41L 1559 (:962)
states in the center of the band At T =0, ps, is expected to increase abruptly to 4 R B L~aughin. Phays Rev B 2, 5632 (1981)
ini'Lsy from the i = plateau and p. from its vanishing value at c z /2 5i D C Taui and RA Logain. Appl Phys Lett 3. 99199

Figires 4 and zt shoe the temperatures dependences of p, and p. near cv 6 E1 Abrahanms. P W. Anderson. D C Liclardella and T V Ramakeishnan. Phys
'It IS Clean that at c = 0137 both p, and p. are thermally activated. indica- Rev Lett 42 671 (1979)

tive of an Er inside the localized region of the tower part of the band At v =
itf 71R , 04-creases towards the i = plateau (i e h/ e') and pio, decreases 7 H C Altahuler, AKG Aranon and P A. Lee. Phys. Rev Lett 44. 1268 (1960)

t wero leewth decreasing T This is the expected behavior when Er, is located 6 Fl L Altshul or. D Kttmeitzbti. At1 Larkin and P A, Lee, Phys Rex B 22.
imid-- the localiized region of the upper part of the band ftoe region 2) The 5142 (1960)
irainanliec from the frest to the second behavior occurs at v - 0 . as expected 9 R G Wheeler. Phys Rev 9 24, 4645 (1981)
However our data are Insufficient to determine the number of the extended t0 AtI Larkin. JIP Letters 31. 219 (i(180).
st ates or whether sharp mobility edges do exist. separating them from the local-
eel states 11 F1 Abrahama. P W Anderson. P A Lee and TV Rantakrishnazn Phys Rev B

24. 6763 (!961)
I12 Y Goldatein. Y~ Gnnauhpain and A. Many. Phya. Rev 19. 2256 (1979)
13 S~ Kawaji and Y Kawagucha. Proc. Ots Intl. Conf Phys Semconductors.

.. ae Moscow (Nanka Leningrad). p. 7110. 1966
14 D A, Poole, Ig Pepper and RW Glen. J. Phys C 14. L995 (1961)
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up to 1000A or mar. T. commonly sand uniformnty of that im is excellent s monitiod by

TRANSPORT STUDIES IN SINGLE-CRYSTAL FILMS OF COS12  35S and TEM.4 In addition, tb. interfac of lb.. soansiu is round to be. resuabbly sbsop. in

AND NlSI2: A NEW CLASS OF QUASI TWO-DIMENSIONAL METALS to-ne ~nial odto;i etlypreaa nmsc ek

J C Hansenl. R T Tung. I M1 P... Is the Iooo wort th lb. mo biln a, mm iglar cryoni VMS by nmomof ib. UIIV miaipes

sod F.C Usw.sld hiso d 'behd eanbol Th tb.ickebr fim sur makeor single arn01 in polyroyllime of prain
Bel1 .bonvborios. Murray MI)l. New Jo-y 07974. USA

oum-1000 A. bosh lyp..enfit ioo~sly lb. urs iufoy. Atn Alm -or. grono a-pe.Si

Messuconocatoha b n oafode of nioctinco transport in smgI.loystal. tben film of substratn. eithen (001) at (Ill1) oufotattom. of 1-10 nc. senitiity. Contolled knb of doficis
CoS,, and NiSi2 Controlled aoutso of dnfect. were introduced into certain film. H
bs 2 MoV 'He bornbhordonol Tbes. system pose.s novel pooperties. faorable foriwere intnoduced into onntoin im by bomobardment at 77K ith 2 MoV"H an
,,ad,. of 90051 2-dinosonal pbotonnn in soi. uh so weak locaIhoslto

I londrl.Mmo~o uo of the rnnistoiiy of ooncolaivrly thick im (-1000D A) of Cod., ad N&2.,are

Metal slicin bhin filmrt occupy a promnnt place in pnesnt-day integrated circuit technology. shown in Fig. I as a Iowa=m of tempertusre lb. smmsraiats sem emade in a 4 probe

unn a o n oductors to link cuicioo .1.0.1.01 sad on contaoct. In tbis connnoiion. lbe fonnlollon and cnfigurationo on bridge, idoped! ssmplem pattersol by pbotofithogrnphy aod etched chumily Tb.

structurn of' then film doolAldes boan been exltnvly ointigated' Rolatlles boos kon ou cuin am.. of the uosa form hooing atihigh temperatures a limos. teperatuoe Ioo casin ag to

lb. electronic prop..!... of theebmp.orpont inolnnool., In porticular. spu.! from the fac! that lb.. p.mooscattering and flatten~ing off in latmperature ina Ws pa, the reiual ladisity do. to

bo... rymncoll as good root.!. with high ocondootnoitcs. or much else is availoble regarding their dofecia, .mnnom.za bounary mscaig. oe. Asmmigdllaiisno to. bold.we ca exproa lb.

elecrical transpoort rooperties aod tbe inoolosnuumo respoonsible for rtcautivil, - sa.1 ltPt rriin in total rieiiit ao a in of niin. sad pIm sanioriog oimtnksiions. p - ft + ACT). If inn

view of lhuim *a sconoductors To addres, ti. problem on boow undertaken trnsportie n0 examine Ant te data d i. Fg. I bubllod udsseoif we a bs ha .h phioos saxattoing

thin Ailtm of CoSi2 and NtSoi. preliminary results suggest lba! Its tin film positio novel ovitribohia. pifT). is obosclip Wosoland for CoSil sod NiS0. but lb.t rmadva rmisti tly Act NiSi

futuls that could be exploited 00 lbn suady of qusi 2D plammon. 0.0 .werak Iomolizalon. (#a - 20 ol)i a losist an order of magnitude largerhn bs.r Cotil (ft - 2.l~Icin). On. lbs

L. siiam ha.n of mi an oTisil forever cmeo se i to name =test rumple dIm 1dmo. but 2lapoers is lb. lonmo aslo. 1- sbor o

fur.) Tho imnplctiblon is lb.at th is rthe soimuntial lobmit oins.iio of defect Culstom in
Much of wbat is dislloollr outm NiSi1 snd CoSil thin film0 0owes t0 leir structural propnrties

N&I~ sto presnt on presen at0 a smck Isner co nulaios in CoSi, a rather surprising
whicb oe biefly summarize. Of ail lb hetol silioodos CoSi. and NiSi; are unique in tbot they

development in vim. of lb. imultrity of Codil said NI in an awamy other respects.
crystlline on lb. f(tubic) Alonett structure and. moroon... boan latticconsat within a111 percent or

oino of that of SI Thus they amo particularly good candodates fin .plais!ia growth~ on Si substrates; If defects a" indeed lb.s explanoion, oat should be sble to himu~lt lb. proporties of N&2i by

:mo d 1 ext0.oensive mufi s be dem oistratd that under IHV oonditio os single crystal epitartial d ag~in o okt wih igh eery hs. bombsdmo. T b. results s .. in ig I by a family of

fim of exodindary paofaccnn a" bet 11 ow with 0.kkk varyi.. ng0 from le oulra lbi, (-60 A) coo... each represig a different bombardmenst dose of 2 kO.V 4W Oo boor out tbis supposition
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A dma of -2.4-10" Ha/-~ woultd oltder C0613 00011hlY asqaislet to undamaged NsSi, Alan R(1)-R(T.) a AR up f

tncluded us F.S. I isata of NiS., bombarded with a des. of 5-01" He/et'. mnt thea.t.) R at

douhling its An A most ressathablet fastate of Fig I in that all otsrnes dispay virtually idatiesi
Hmt. P is an expontentt in the teampeature depeadence or tho inelastc scattering time ,T)

temperature dependences; they differ only s their wrtstel dslmets representti differsa
-I- f f - al i al an mprssii timanissyto attk '- uksand a is atontant of order unity A nather of stodus, or thaesects an thin maetallic ib.t hase

Neabplotting in F% 2 the iemntl chage int oCoStprdcedyisomadmaet
It is tea psapese hare to potss ot that Ctdit ad NiSi,. as the transport masersset

wte ohatase that there is a hinear depenadence: to the Isalssst Ieee) reached. as = Shem. Eotatsilly

(pehat,. 2 to 3 timses higher) wittatas would be expected to occur when the esteiat baeomes soevisrtcnpoieasgnfcmftr hthsbe akngi otwr.mil h blt

to onetrol sadepadeatly the ieportant paamtes. RG (representing the strength of localiestioe)strongly disordered a to hI esetisalty . teetaihai glass, The fael that sauraioe has nor yet

hae reached at in 9haoti estabhs a lower limit at the elastic scattering kntob 4 is n imtikes(ersnigtedge fqisi w iesoaiy hsai diint h

eroy dieshale structueal properties entoned earlier, As as examtple. aoe tentacite data has heanaedamagedl Ca~, fat which pi, 2 6p Oasn By invoking the loffe-Regal criterioe ate aote that otie s 4 igecytlfl fCsgonwt ahrhg ocnrto (dfi
l* > (06/2.a htms- 4islote stoslucig inClii esutinsgin > 80A. Also isno 20Asal astlfa oi sa ihaeta thssttsao eet

but otherwise of excellent qality as regards to uniformity. stradte. etc The results t5 Ftg, 3 shoe
ig 2 a sat dtat fioe NtS, which iteetinssgly enough, alasest exadtly atiecsdes with CaSts This

a logarithmic dependence is sheer rasistasat halo. -20K. aitaat with . locaheastiat picture.
tasld tentatiely sunest that these teo mateals am essetially equally saoelsshle to defect

witth 0P =t 5. somewhat larger than the valsas is the nighhorhood of 2 stat typieally sa sple
formaion y se, bomstrimestestimates would andicate that kr 4 Z I (k, as the Feat arasacta), imeaning the alsdity of (t) fat
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A PLUIS MAC TEJ-TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF p-TYPE GERMANIUM INVERSION LAYERS respect to the dislocatiuns. It became evident already many years ag that the

AT VERY LOW TEMPLRATURES holes adjacent to a grain boundary with a tilt angle of 20' represent a two-

nryl. A.Uchidd', G.Landwehr, Max-Planck-Institut fur festkorperfurschung, divensional electronic system (3). This was clearly demonstrated recently (4)

"u..tfeldnaqnetlabor Grenoble, F38042 Grenoble, France, A.Briggs, CR.T.BT. when the anisotropy of Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations in a bicrystal with a

ar4 'N (A.. Centre National de la Reherche Scientifique. Grenoble, and 15 tilt angle was analysed. Self-consistent solutions of Schrtdinger's and

I darirt. Physikalisches Institut der Universitat WUrzburg, Germany. Poisson's equation indicated that the system is quantized with discrete elec-

trical subbands. For surface carrier concentrations above 10 1
2
/cm

2 
both the

o~revet address OcUnersity of Tokyo, Deportment of Applied Physics

heavy and light hole subband are occupied, with a splitting substantially lar-

Abstrdt : A logarithmic increase of resistivity of p-type Ge-inversion layers ger than Il at helium temperatures. Whereas the heavy hole mass does not differ

adjacent to a grain boundary in Ge-bicrystals levels off in the mK much fro the bulk values, the light hole mass is substantially enhanced, the

range, whereas the longitudinal magneto-resistance continues to rise. actual value depending on the carrer concentration.

At very low tenpoerature a negative nasghetoresistnce is observed
Froi the logarithmic increase of resistivity and Hall coefficient with decrea-

which is possibly connected with the Rondo-effect. sing temperature it was deduced (1) that many-body effects dominate in speci-

mens prepared from bicrystals with 10' and 15' tilt angle. In magnetic fields

keceitly we have begun to Study the eugneto-transport properties of p-type up to B tO I the magneto-resistance increased Togarithmically with B. the

germanim inversion layers present in germanium bicrystuls (1). These can be existence of a finite longitudinal magneto-resistance indicates that locali-

prod,,eJ in a controlled fashion by pulling crystals in which the 2 halves
dative effects caused by quantum interference in the 2d-system are of minor

have been tilted with respect to each other. In our case we investigated bi- importance. This conclusion Is corroborated by the absence of a negative tranis-

crystals in which the 0O011 directions were tilted relative to a 11001 axis, verse magneto-sitc in the low field range.

the twist angle being negligibly small. This Is schimatically shown in fig.l.

[,] p (001 In this configuration a grain boundary arises 12 Ova mu' In the meantim we have extended
' """-,me asurements of reststtvtty.1ongi-

which is stabilized by an array of dislocations. meu eto stiy0g

Cr6 a -i tudinal and transverse magneto-
1 For not too large tilt angles a regular sequence C -. , S ignto

" //' of edge dislocations with acceptor character --.. o resistance of bicrysta, specimens

exists (2). The resulting hole concentration is -15' 1.7 with a tilt angle of o and I'

so large that a degenerate p-type layer arisesteperatres do to .

for tilt angles 0 > 8. The linear character of 1.3 It turned out that the logarith-

the acceptors manifests itself in an anisotropy 1.1 mic increase of resistivity

of tee conductivity, depending on whether the so: 05 0.1 52 o5 1.0 ' 0 I0 decreasing temperature does not
Grain boundary oT pI

fly I current flows parallel or perpendicular with fig,2. continue in the mE range. This is
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,hj.r in fig. I where the resistance per unit drea has been plotted as a funt- relative change of resistance in a longi-

tin of temperature for samples with 0.10' and 15
. 
Whereas for the 15' specd- 20 a 0USK tudinal field of 8 T Is about 101 the

00
tei o , reistivity levels off at about 600 MK a larger increase is observed changes observed at 50 in" are larger than

i, ! V 1 pecinens helow 500 mK before R is getting constant at about 8OmK. ais 1001. In the low temperature range a ne-

It .6u .hnckedi that this IS not due to noise heating. Euternal high frequency Igative magneto-resistance shows up which

tg,,a1 wre eifectively blocked off. The dissipated power due to the sample GU 7becomes positive above B * I T. A similar

..r.e.t .4, below I01j W. an increase of the power by about 2 orders of magni- 0.25 behaviour was found In samples with a tilt

/ 010
t.Je JI1 riOt Lhange the resistivity measurably. A temperature independent re- , 0 angle of I5'. This is demonstrated in

sltivlty in the MK range has also been observed in Si-inversion layers (5). fig.S. Because of the presence of high

the Ionituiinal magneto-resistance for both the 15 and 10 specimens in- 0obility holes in the light hole subband

17we preferred to plot the negative change
Lreastc logarithmically as a function of B down to about 1.2 K with a scaling of conductivity with magnetic field.

behaviour proportional B/T. At T - 0.6 K significant deviations froe scaling -- One can see that a hump In the 4a vs 0

showed up which became more and more pronounced when the temperature was low- 0 2 4 6 8 10 B,(TI curves develops which becomes more and

ered further. This may be visualized In fig.3 where the negative change of Fig.4. more pronounced when the temperature is

1 , ~ Ir lowered. A negative tagreto-resis-2e ur

x1 - 1-0*a +2G 15
a- A Itance develops at T < 0.3 K, at a3.0 Ba o0 -- ------ --------........

3Q~.4 , .4 temperature of 0.1 K the magneto- oO -.

0 KO.K( resistance Is negative between

003K about 0.5 and 2.5 1. At high mag-

1.. ma.2Knetic fields the magneto-conduc- 0 &.1 K

S %. . ' 'tivity shows a linear dependence \ \1.2
.v- ;, ,. / V . A" o.,SK Ion the magnetic field. So fir a\

*0 .- negative magneto-resistance in "2

:the m range ha: only been obser- \1. BT[.K 1 Fig. 3. ved In specimens in which the dis- 0.5

O 5 0 15 20 locations were oriented parallel N

Conductivity has been plotted against B/I for a 10' specimen. The observed to the current. By,%. NZ 's/.e

change in resistance In a longitudinal magnetic field increases very strongly -20
0 12 3 4 56

with the temperature in the mit range. This can be seen In fig. 4. Whereas the Fig. 5 B (T)
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The magneto-transport data obtained previously on samples with 0 10- and 15 References

can be analysed within the framework of a theory by Fukuyama (5) which employs (1) S.Uchlda and G.Landwehr, iniApplicatlon of High Magnetic Fields in Semicon-

4 oarameters. g1 to 94. The measurenent of the magneto-resistance in parallel ductor Physics, Grenoble 1982, G.Landwehr Ed..Springer Verlag, 1983, p.65

and transverse magnetic fields allows a complete evaluation of the constants. (2) See, e.g. H.F.Matar: Defect Electronics in Semiconductors, Wiley Inter-

Deviations from the predictions of the first order theory (5) indicate the science, 1971

necessity to incorporate higher order effects (6). The scaling behaviour as a (3) G.Landwehr and P.Handler, J.Phys.Chem.Solids 23, 891 (1982)

function of B/T suggests that the Zeemann splitting of the energy levels is (4) S.Uchida, G.Landwehr and E.Bangert, Solid State Com. 45, 869 (1983)

the origin of the relatively large longitudinal agneto-resistance. It should (5) M.J.Uren, R.A.Davies, M.Kavch and M.Pepper, J.Phys.C: Solid State Physics

benotedhowever, that the magneto-resistance observed in our specimens is 14, 5737 (1981)

very large (up to 100%) so that it is doubtful whether it is allowed to make (6) H.Fukuyama, J.Phys.Soc.Japan 48, 216 (1980)

use of results which have been obtained by perturbation theory. The observed (7) H.Fukuyama, Y.Isawa and H.Yasuhara, to be published.

negative magneto-resistance in the MK range at not too high fields suggests

that spin dependent scattering could be the origin of the effect. The interplay Fig re captions

between the Kondo effect and localization and the many-body effects could be Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of a bicrystal. The [0011 seeds are tilted by the

the origin of the observed anomalies. It ds not probable that a substantfal angle 0.

concentration of magnetic impurities is present at the grain boundary of our Fig. 2 Resistance per unit area as a function of temperature for 2 bicrystals

bicrystals. One should keep in mind, however, that the dangling bonds of edge with different tilt angle.

dislocations in germanium may have a high concentration. It is probable that Fig. 3 Change of conductivity (with negative sign) as a fanction of B/T for

only a relatively small percentage of the acceptor states along the disloca- a longitudinal magnetic field.

tion are occupied due to the band bending caused by the Coulomb field. Fig. 4 Resistance per unit area as a function of a longitudinal magnetic

It seems that it is necessary to take also anisotropy effects into account field for a 10' bicrystal at various temperatures.

because the negative magneto-resistance In the mK range has only been observed Fig. 5 Negative change in conductivity per unit area as a fanction of a

in samples with parallel dislocations, parallel magnetic field with the temperature as parameter.

Acknowledgemets ; The authors would like to thank Mr. Ulsher of the Mx-Planck-

Institut fUr Festkhrperforschang, Stuttgart for pulling the crystals and Prof.

H.Fukuyim, Tokyo for commnicating results prior to publication.
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Theory of Impurity Band Conductivity in Inversion
2. Theoretical developmentLayers in Hagnetic Fields The system which we consider is composed of two semi-

infinite half-spaces, one of p-type silicon and the other of
G. M. Kramer and R. r. Wallis

silicon dioxide with a common boundary parallel to a (100) planePhysics Department of the silicon. The inversion layer is produced by an electricUniversity of California. Irvine, CA 92717. USA field normal to the interface which is assumed to be constant

over the extent of the inversion layer. A distribution of
A theoretical investigation has been made of the electrical

+impurity ions of charge +e is assumed to be present at the oxide-
conductivity of an impurity band in an inversion layer in an

semiconductor interface. The external magnetic field is taken toexternal magnetic field. The specific case of an n-type in-

be constant and oriented normal to the interface.
version layer on a (100) surface of silicon is considered. A

The first step in our calculation is to write the Haeil-
distribution of impurity ions is assumed to elist at the inter-

tonian in atomic unita (3) in the form
face between the inversion layer and the oxide. Results are

H -HH 1 4+ 2  , (1)
obtained for several values of the electric field in the

Inversion layer and for the two-dimensional limit corresponding , 2

to xero inversion layer thickness. Contact is made with the 0

experimental results of Hartstein, Fowler and woo. H 2 2 + i(y - x a + (K2 + y
2
) (lb)

I. Introduction " b "y 2 bx by 4

Over the last few years, Hartstein and Fowler (11 have H2 - O(r) - -
2 
+ y 2 + , (lc)

carried out a series of experiments on the electrical con- 4 3 2 5

ductivity of silicon inversion layers where *a+ have been been where m - /M1. 6 ('2- 'l'/4a2 ft (cl" 2) /4mte Is the

electric field in eau, mt and m, are the transverse and longi-
diffused to the oxide-inversion layer Interface. Over a certain

tudinal effective messesm, t1 end £3 are the dielectric constants
temperature range, they found that the data can be understood on * 2 * in the

of SiO2 and Si, respectively, Y - (a0) /(hc/eH), a, iththe basis of variable rangel hopping of charge carriers i., an
effective Bohr radius (31 and H is the magnetic field. Theimpurity bnd. Becently. Hartstein, Fowler. and Woo [2] found quantity 0(r) is the Coulomb interaction of the electron with the

that an external magnetic field significantly decreses the con- impurity ion neglecting screening by the free carriers.
ductivity at fields above 4T and attribute this behavior to the FOr the ground state wave function, we take the form
shrinkage of the impurity orbit sixe by the megnetic field. In y (xy)f(x) (2)

the present paper, we develop a theory of variable range hopping
The functions I(ry) and fix) have the variational forms

conductivity in inversion layers in magnetic fields. %(Xy) A exp[- 4(
2  

+ y2 V) 3)
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In trcoAt ion

.,.Ei itco dlmensional electron gas) fromed on the liquio

"i. ,n -",rface has Dee, l ter-I vey s tuOe for this oecade is it

jies jn :deal testing grounO for classical 20EG. One if the most

,vgItlcant discoveries in thl ytem is the electron zrystal
a - NAL E ITR(,N SYS EM JN THE SOPFACE OF 5LI C NE N Va,~eJ Dy iirrelation effect

.he phase transitlod of e~ectrons to the -rystal has peen

,o- - ro be cnaracterized Dy a relation -z(fNa)ie'/kTxi3i (1,

where Ne is tne electron density and T Is the temperature. )Ives

. .P n'c.Lty Jf Science, foh uinvelsity, a meai-re .f the strength of electron correlation far a class.cai

.- Lasri, 74 ,APAN 2Uu. In the hnigh e region, however, a slight deviatlon of the

inase diagram from the rziyl reiation has been recognized 2),

anic, nas beer attributeo ,o the change if the electronic state

Iwom the classical to the degenerate Quantum state. unforto-• .,:, ie . fl oh a -:e teD dimensiornal eiectryn

'. 1. . e-tr I, --it yetween iOdlcm
2 

and 3X0O"cm2 fotmed ndteih,the juantom effect joserved was very meek even at the

highest Ne.2.IO
9
/cm

2 
k3) which can be Sustained on the Ilquld

scu ? 6id e . hLectryn coductivlty is Ceasared

L. . ' *e e,-tr JCe ity, the density if Scattering helium surface. In order to clarify the Quantum effect on the

electron correlation, a new 2DEG with N above 2xiO
9
/cm

2 
is, thus,u.eraT I.re ,' Jir.'ary mer~ile field strength. sner,

rednired.
ie .ity .. ,,n , tre electron correlation mas fGnu

tie transpo;tnhhomeha . Electrons It Is, io easy to Find such a new System among 20 electron

film adsorbed on solid neon are systems formed i-oide of solids , because electrons with lw Ne
are liable to be locallzed due to lattice imperfections. Electron

- '.. .. S r that -.rface electrons citn nigh

Ity I.0 tle In the iresent system. systems on the couter surface or dielectric materials, on the other

hand, mill be candidates for the nec system, since electrons on

the surface of solids are less affected by imperfections.

In a paper in which Cole et al. () predicted the existence

of 2D electrons on liquid helium, they also shwed that 20 electrons

are possible or, the surface of solid neon and hydrogen. trIyanov-

skii et al. (5) were the first to demonstrate that electrons are
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* We- rv~m 'rnra m aI

leirsity Ne On the s..rface is djetermined by tne voltage v as

r .rereeA (d , to -ac is toe caoacitance between the

-en rt 'n., e/ ~ tat ecrar. vet ina the tnotice electroces for nlt area. Hereo 2

.std ,acu,2 a d are the thickness f toe

l 'Late a fca tnhe so id neon, and -5, oini.24 are the aoelec-ri.ss e at.a swthe Mg.' *eonlanm'

tI/c orstaLdt/ t,;r the glass and solid neon , respectively. For

k-' ta , ,e tile Piresent system (J .. lmm, onlbum), we obtain Nle-.37si0

S,,lurit, /i it , I It is noted that when electrons uith N
e 

are

m traoped In the surface, they are Oressed to tne surface Sy an
*,. .t " ~ ~,; r 5 anU tie stient' .1 di/n}; e0- 10t l =. i {N/iO c2)

- tetet,'te.ectric ieldj Iu .. i 'Ne/( 10 Mce2 volI/tt.M

re uh .h e [ i vs1tarm R of the electron sheet is determined Dy

.ri t rev ,:Ictcnnr
applyly in tf electric voltage vrf on one of tne oOt Om elec-

' .r ,, l'nin t:/Am.: .2 a ti'. , r.. 'i.e in vther trades ann Measuring tne image current signallwhich appears on

,m 'avt ,,rmo thtat electrons the other electrode. T e signal Is written as

- i1,0 -onid *-m 0 53so. mu-. mureover, it L' "'"e) wL/
.t tP N~ t..r2' ,-igher t'ao that accessible n.ere, . is the angular frequency of the rf field which is about

.: Oe t rmed o n t ne f ms. mm"z in tire Present experiments. A and C
e are the constants

PnIcn epen on the electroae arrangement.
•.-..n~rrta.i ro.eo ,ien

snen the absolute valve of the conductivity o Is needed, .e

-r iffiltdl - tem s usn In t'e Inset ff ig. , ,.orists have .neas wreo the magnetoresistance M=(R(H)-RIOI)/R(O . This
I . t v -catn .Ctrden adfa PAss late. two electroOts gives the inagnetocesIstance mobility P as awN/ti. Using the

value of p we can calculate the absolute value of o as aNeep

-' .t'.t ' tdt -M. "ee -e,t.des are

-, i'.t,vt! v/t .a . vt-A s~ ar/A . Cea. Ce tnt ninCtlrO

3. Electron Muobility in the low N
e 

region

.fdt Tlod s te em mieter In tnis section, the conuctilvity of surface electrons with
:. '0 *= PasS J,ate, a .'~ .uthf lies toe evr.Tpcaitl n0n e ve

1
.

N
e low enuuqh so that electron correlation is negligiole is ols-

*. .t , 5dii, '0 : Crir, with tt i ness of LC- f3
0  

i O, rtleed rr
Cussed. Figure I shoes the electron Mobility at a.2e. The

'a ,
t
m. 'euir the ttn. eettti des at a pusitive Or

rability is measured as a function of the density N,, of helium
'*,.-, ttu' ate teuod ne v'C',e of 'ceun. 'he eiectron gas atoms which nave been intentionally introduced into the
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in Fig.2 , e see that - -ncreases noviinears1 with. N,.H
-- ce:Tentai tell, H is one -f the imoortant advantage of the tn eion , 0e see h

c:esert svsten ',at ae -an -otroi. the density of the scattering the region N
G 
S2vi02/cm . We have found that the critca. ,.

:e'Zers attn :ther ;ovditizns rxeo. depends on the temperature. for examples, when T is i-e, r. "

-1e Jaa .r c-g.. are exclainec oy considering two scatter- is prcporticnal to 4 S o to NG=uxO 20,cm3 whereas at "=..9K, the

.- g e--asms. the surtace rougoness scattering and the helium deviation from r
G -  

N
0 

relation oeglns at N-=i.hxi02OlQc 
.

cut i:,' ;:ave:ng. At critical densities, the mean free oath cf an electron is

suno to oe comparaoe to the wavelenvth of the Lectron. This

' a: as 'e gas Jtc iehsity S not so nigh, the scattering means that in higher N. than the critical oensity , inte:le -

se :r cne verse ; 0 the scat-er ng ime *t-, of the electron ence of adjacently scattered electron naves is moort nt.

. c.s.sed is -he abrupt increase )f rG in high N is , thus, to be exolaineo

from the pCbnt of view of the localization of 2D electrons ir a

random octentius. Similar ohenomena have been observed for ther-ez " .5 --ne c teri-.; :3t,, e 'z helium gas atoms teia Smlr

.1 a rortJa tc N : 0 and J is1 the scattering rate due 30 electrons in the neilum gas space (L) and for the 20 electrons

ti the surface rougnness whicn is Independent of oG but depends on liduid helium (1:

-e :caracter af t'.e sur'ace.

m. Electron conductivity in the nigh Ne region-:m"e lata n rig.2, we can :3ecuce T. and T ,separate-

.. we :btA -0 i.C i '" NGi 2c.m)) , sec and te have succeeded in forming a 20EG with Ne up to 3s10
0
/cm

2
.

Ohs aue is aot nerdrof magnitude higher than that tan
se, . l O

-
" sec for two different neon sur- This val s about one order

'aces. be sustained on liquid helium. Here, we discuss anomalous trans-

-'e "eoret.cal calculation of tne scattering time for a port phenomena in the nigh N e 
region.

: 3ssc. 'DEC nas been per'ormed by 3altoh h9) . me has given One of the anomalies Is shown in Fig.i, where the conductivity

.T. "(b/.,N,/lu/ch,3] sec. Here, t gives the eten- a Is plotted against the electron density N e' In the region

* of t-e lectro ic wave unction v - (h/b))i/2ze ub(-z/b) N <10I /cm2, the conductlvity' is normal, that is , it is r.,,Iy

i- Te 11recicn z normal to the surface. Since b fr electrons Prorcrtionai tc Ne , While in the higher N region, the value of

cr sO..d -eCn is estinated to be 194 a), we obtain -G2.79.l10'2, o tends to saturate. This implies that in high Ne, either some
, '0

N- . c sec. This value agrees with the experimental part of electrons are localized or the electron mobility de-

T'uith within a 'actOr f 2. creases. Mugnetoreslstance measurement has shown that the Change

i -.gt , region in the mobility dominates the phenomenon.

afen Gis nigh. lo clotrifi the nature of the condtictivity anomalies,
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V -.

, t -,, cc ---c 3 " s-e-e~ts -f tee concucti~it/ 3s , -rC- -iectron correlation effect becomes impcrtant when - excees

-" P - -a ' ensitv, 3'>, ave oufl that ye this value '12,.x).
---- 7- .cclitv :s ected iy "fe efecs-,-c -e -nother interesting peenomenon is seen in tne temperaccre

s --- v se:.e ga' itons. dependence of con,ctivity. Figure 5 snows tne Orelminar, tata.

-- - . eiect: ens '. 0 ahen N is low, - is itter independent of while in i g '

.- -, cc . e: wnvre te !iec*., tra nSPcr t S -e ends strongly n T . It seems that there exists a :rlt oai

I .n s cc tee c eci , wee e -ne -,- ,e -, T. below hiChn 'he decreasing rate ;f a mitn tecte3s-

c -,. se: 'ng T is very high. This temperature becomes nigh when Ne

--cc-- -t a': A -i 'm tws , eent~telv :scee :s nige. We emphasize teat the value cf t talculated 'or each

........c 1 -v r.- !ig. N4 ue tc - iococ:- T and N, gives t 135 which is the valve where 'he electron

-C3'w C3tcc> a 5ry-cS --ot -- cc r.-,c s, crystal is exoected -o ne tormed 11). The highest TC we atavieO

-mn.:"oV - t:st cr-o terms cc:resDtnt : K . fr Ne= .8IlOi/cm2.

- - c c or: t 'c ng ' ,- e " .rC Nonlinear transport phenomenon is also a charocteristlc lea-

" E. " n. e, vtt- -v-g c nS . ~r-, e - - . ture if the present electron system with nigh ie .  It seems as if

,, .- cc' i ' - -m -_ - 5. c ,cn " - - 1 -. the ef'ect of electron correlation which causes the reduction of

C.n - a -e e 3: - or e , o becomes less effective when the driving electric field is; - C

S 'c , at - -'creases altS .ncrevsi g . strong.

cr inc yin-c it inadcates trat the recoctlon cf

"e Jersitv cf the cattering center- an 5. Electrons on thin films of liquid helium

-a - -o--ct.vt voaiy .s lue to the electrcn Electrons on thin helium films has been a object of theoret-

ical investigations (14) because no experimental attempts have

. .... o f'ec t ucceeded te -,cnluct:u:ty 3y it- scteedd ;n forming stable electrons on thin helium films. aere.

,-e " , r . Howv.et , i t ctner 3catt,rt o we live an experimental demonstration that electrOns are staoly
"c . ratic Cay ennace the Stdttetr'g tratoed on thin relium tilms which is adsorbed on s,.id neon.

es. e y' r]r - I as is Shcwn in the experiment in g . figure 6 is the electron conductivity plotted against the gas

~ -. . e'ce ,-: " 'ws te cotdvctivjt/ anomaly IS Cue to the atom densit, for t.2.02K (6). In the vicinity of --e saturated

S0e.'t.diced 'roe the value of at the gas density fur 2.26. we have observed a sudden iscrease in a -

" -. P, whi on w t atcatyon cc o is observeO. For a11 exam- This increase in o has been attributed to the electrons floating

.e, - . -i' it .K glives r'vm. it i3 aell .nown teat te on the surface of helium film.
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;I Its the :r it y p,otted agaInhSt the Veiu t~e to the 1:n de ralIS. for ce II.. thesuoStr ate( 16 o

'd0, 'r a wery low pre sig e:eCtriC field, 
0

r eecron taod onI0hiufl oohc , cr

... mtr, is aticut 3.5 t~mes of that on solid neon, neon ae can say more, that is, .e .an 5
0
Wtateetrn r

* , e i fie tsnih the hnange in 0 is less signifl. itacle even if the film is not stiff.
T
o shoe this, we Compoare the energy of surface electrons with

the repon 't1 ' ly., electron scattering ',S tnat of electronic State In, the Meitym fi.m. In our system, the

t,,o of reim gas itonis withr a constant density whicn 1s possible electronic state in the film is an electron bubble

uroj Jensity it 're .L,'erat.,re. In such a case, the at the Interface of solid neon and 110010 hellum. In the press~nq

_roctivity i w j:t.onal *c tne range if the electro- fleloi E, the enrergy of the oubble electron is estimated to be

1rc J s sh-.' Ly oaiton 9,. about d.2eV-etd (171 , where the first term is the formation

I .4d'nrtosn it n-esturs is Setetnined! dy the potentia. energy of the bubble utatE In the lIdu;J ne.-11 and the Second

0 e~.ct~.nstermr comes from the fact that the bobble is located at a distance

e, .1. .e~z i oelow the surface if MeliuM film. 2,the other hnthe

*,rm trm.~ ~.. .otetia. d~e ti o lu I' energy C f the surface electrons is written as c

th..t izm -e s. t,2cc aO the thilre term 15 thC where C.is the binding energy if the electron and 4, is the nine-

.e~oc.~m'rr.,.tic energy. Since E.'0.2eV, the energy of the surface electron

.ressig f-ln t s wedw, the range of the wane fc-Is iower than that of a bubble electron ,nlesS *Ea)0.2ev. For

; es from .)4 'or 0 to 15A for d. - . The solid d-IOOA for an example, this gives E)2.iQ v/ce. This value ofE

i'gi.t, the -- -.ec o for E-0. The agreement Corresponds to NO1 i /re
2 

as is Shown In Section 2. Thus, It is

e~.re nt n tOC..ty Is jood. whn a high pressing snown that electrons eith N0.10li/cm
2 

are stable on a helium film

*-.,,. _n . tre Antr hanid , the third term of the Above of 10116

.1-t.es Ixicrra'-t. airjce this term Is independent of 3. In Such a nigh E, hoenr.. eiectrons once jumpeid Into the

* , . itn l _ea c g 0 15 small. mhich explains the helium fiim will stay there for a long time, Since it Is very

* a n..t 'r ~2..., /ref -n Fig.7. difficult for an electron in the bubble to tunnel onto the surface

Dy recei-ing the surface tentlon energy from the buDtile. On the

10 C2 A4.r~ n the srfa~e electrons other hani, if taN,,alo for 13-100A , it is shown that elect-

'iS. h .. '~tO .t theoretiL&LI that electrons with Ne tons In the bubble can come onto the film surface in a short time

a. e s..ta,,et or, U,16 liu..d helium in he trapped Dy leaning the bubbyle as it is. 1n this sense. e can say that

.. , fls ths n Dcaue thn ilmiselectrons with Ne(Said Ire2 on a helium film with 0.1006 1s
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tnecr tical calculation by 5altoh (9). The inset shows tne inset is an enlarged figure of the results in low NG.

tne exoerimental system.
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CRITICAL LECTRON DI?4SrY AT THE LIQUID HELIi ction with the experiments by Saviepac Leiderer r?] and Volo-

SURFA" din, Bdelman (11 . In the first of the works mentioned it was

shown that a multiolectron dimple on the solid helium surface
V. B. Shikin

can exist in the region of electric field exceeding conosiderab-Iu~titut5 of Solid State Physics, academy of Sciences

US&. Cbernogolovka, Moscow district 142432. USSR 1y (3-4 times) the field E1 :' at which such dimple appears.

Accounting that the chasrged core radius Q of a multielectron

Varloua possibilities are discussed of increasing the dimple in Inversely proportional to E. squared In the range

,ilt c l electron density on the liquid helium surface.
zQ(4i and the electron density n. in the dimple center has the

scale n. , it Is easy to see that the electron density
Ir. recent years Intense search has been made of various

a.tt-od to hightea critical electron density at the liquid he. n. (increasing an E, as the electric fieid increases) can

exceed considerably the critical homogeneous electron density1 um mooface. One of these methods swpcoao to Use thin helium
a bove bulk helium. In other words, a multiolectron dimple is

leeS as a eubstre for the ! o-diaJenaional electron sstem.
a suitable object for creation electron densities on the heliumIn sout, filmrs existence of the additional van de1r Wasle forces
surfacs higher than the critical homogeneous one.'r..re55ee considerably tbs cajllsary constant 2 of helium

An independent but ideologically very clos to ref. [:?I

wl., leads automatically to increase of the criticel density

result has been obtained by Volodin and Idel'man [8 . The
r. f th.e electrons o the film as comared wilth its bulk shwdtatuig cil bt fo-ii

,9. This Idea in supported by quantitative calculations 1i-31. authors (81 shoed that using special substrate for a liquid

helium film which had the form of a nomb with the tooth height
"..re re also first experimental data which confirm that this ~ibeing of the order of the hlium capillar constant and a

les 1 .... sons ble ( 61 B owever, in the given case, if
typical period much less than If", one can sharply increase

.:,e has In sind VLgnor's crystallization, the question In that,
the critical instability field maintaining the electron nobili-

ir, fact, it is a new problem since on a thin helium film we deal

i-t with the Coulomb but with the dipole gas (the distance bet- ty on the helium film characteristic for the case of bulk helium.

It is worthy to note that tho idea about artificial suppression*eeo elnctronl on a thin film is comparable wih the ditanceS

of the capillary instability of the charged surface of bulklee,, so elect~ron and a herd subst~rate, so each electrOn

helium by boundary conditio s hindering development of charged
:tezmota alnily with . e image but not with the neighbouring

.etrarns. This problem is being developed successfully (Mo- liquid surface vibrations with sall wave numbers (of the order

of the capillary constant) has been presented in the i11i1ame
,a rka 3 ) hut ,a. to no only thsoretically.

review article' 191 . -tus, it is a useful Idea with euools*-

one more l.ossibility has been outlined recently in conne-
ful applications. It is evident also that the resulte though

fe')

, I
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thay aee.& to aiffer from each other, present arguments In favor for the normality condition n(t') A& N we find

,r tt,u a-tvattuts of ultiseloctron dimples and, easpecially, a I

be asTaects with ightened critical value of elect- bo an Id (4)

r. ni oet6ity.

In tce given note mechanim of destruotion of a multielec- T s gve us relation between and OL

t .rl =;-!a In a strong electric field is dislcussed and a oriti- The second of the equations describing according to refsa.

el l i density in the dimple is estimated when such destruc- [lOs , [111 the equilibrium lineshape of the dimple has the

t ,r, form eEA, S tf conet 4, is the elctnopotential

IL ov .r to obtain quantitative information on conditions associated with the electron distribution ti Ct) on the dimple

ur tte dicq,'e destruction in a strong electric field E, we con- surfae). Thin equation In valid in the region of high fields

be.JU' t1- £general e4etln of mechanical equilibrium near the and yields an additional relation between i. and OL

center 0 CLflta(5)

- e En(%C n( & N (1) Combining determinations (4) and (5) we have

LUGa) { q -4P~ )/A' (6)

Here is the surfacu tension coefficient, R, and R, are the

i.r, uvsatre radii f the dimple surface, n (%) is the elect- A " ) o VVO. /1E A

'" d1btribation in the cbarged ikmple core, in a t wo-di3en- In the limit A' 01 the value OL 71 IE, following from (6)

aixnal r~diLs from the dimple center. The gravitational term coincides within a factor accurao y with the definition "a" from

in ej. (1) In gitted. refs. [10 , 111 . This definition of "a* te independent of Q

Jsiing the general definition of the mean curvature of the and inversely proportional to E . But if P - the aituation

' e s~fac and exjansion of the shape (' of the dimple changes. It turns out that the definition "a" from (6) is valid

n,-a,:e L,&r its center in the form only in the region A ( r which is the aeme when

0 t (2) K E'~ (7)v~O/Q

nL. m.Y write eq.(l) as fllo h
** "This inequality defines at a given Q the value or the anti-

.. e En () oal field E destructing the dimple. The corresponding(3
' Q from (6) becomes a function of

, now both prta of e*q.(3) over the area *v$Q where

," the ralius of the charged dimple core and accunting O I ir /4 E, (8)
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scattering of ripples. from the crystal is a sharp excess power

lose peak that occurs in the vicinity of the melting point. This

Dynamics of Dislocation Mediated Malting excess power lose has bae measured anea function of temperature
of a Two-Dimesional Elect ron Lattice

In the range 1-55 Mso. The tmappirature dependence of the excess
D.B. Mast. CJ. Gu.o , M.A. Stan. R. Mehrotre. T.Z. Rum, and A.l. inhm

Cost Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 4ill8 scattering peaks for two excitation frequencies is shown In Fig.

Abstract 2. The temperature at which aximms power loss occurs is a non-

The power absorbed by a two dimensional *heat of tonically increasing function of the frequency of the excitation

electrons when driven In a low frequancy compressional voltage. This iose peak Is the direct analog of the dissipation

mode exhibits a sharp maximum versus tamperature just peak in the experiment of Bishop And Sappy' on a thin liquid heli-

above the mlting point. The dependence of this excess on film. and the explanation of sur experiment parallels theirs

power asorption on frequency is explained by the theory with dislocations playing the role of nortinlae in heliums film.

of dislocation mediated melting. Ou.r experimental results e interpreted within the frame-

Measurements of dynamic properties of a 2D electron latticewokfth2Dmlig oyofotrizTous% epin

supported by a liquid halium surface is tho vicinity of the melting Nlos n on. nti hoydsoainpiseiti

point are reported and are interpreted with the theory of meltingthraeqibiublotemlintmpaue .A.% s

approached from below the average separation of the two partners
vie the dissociation of dislocation pairs. The data are fit very

we11 by this theory, and we believe that theme measaurenents, combined o arIcesswt nraigtmeaue n tI o

Ith the measurements by Gellert e I '1 on the abrupt drop inthe pairs separate to become free dislocations. At temperaturee

shear modulus at the melting point, provide convincing evidence in above Im both pairs and free dislocations =eit, and the density

uppot o disocaion edited altng.of free, dislocations Increases rapidly with temperature. In the

A cross-section of our experimental tall Is show in Fig. 1. asneo llctos h nryo u opesdltiei

Our measurements consist of driving a low frequency conpresionalstrdaeltiengyndsgvbckothpwrsulys

madeof he attce (aralelto he lqui sufac) byappyin anthe voltage is removed. Rowever. when either free or paired die-

: votag atanglarfreqenc w o eectode I .aton*aid oflocations are present they move In such a wy as to relieve the

h,# rysal r ampingthecapritielyindcedresons ofthelattice strain caused by the distortion of the lattice and die-

electrons on electrode 7 located near the opposite side of the iae"rybcetngltcepons Thsedsoteex

lattice.' The is phase Component of the detected signal can teas power dissipation.

be shown to be proportional to the power absorbed by the lattire.Thtepruedpneceoteexsdiiainht em

Superiposed on the background paver loss caused by the wre u yAbgwa 1&.7Teeutosdsrbn h
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The critical1 density In the dimple center h"0  I/T O

with allowance for 0_: (8) and E 1  ()is as follows

0 iTte ~Q )(9)

according to (9) 1'l increases as the total chaerge Q decrea-

ses. Thin circumstance should be taken Into account when looking

for possibilities to highten critical electron density on the

helium sur'face. The nuerical value n ' for N ,l0 
5 in of

the order h '110 cm-2
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dislocations are analogous to the equations of a charged 2D gas. separation r are bound with different strengths and relax to equil-

When a "teat" dislocation (charge) is introduced into the lattice, ibrim, when the lattice strain is removed, with different relax.-

other paired and free dislocations (dipoles and charges) respond to tion times, t This relaxation time is given approximately by

screen the strain created by the "test" dislocation. This screening

can be written in terms of a d:electric constant. The difference be- 12 D/r, (2)

tween the usal dielectric medium and this system is that the dis-

location pairs (dipoles) occur with various pair separations r, and where D Is the dislocation diffusion constant. The pairs which

thus with different polarlzbilities. The dielectric constant c(rT) dominate the power losses are those pairs for which the dislocation

is greater for pairs with large r since these pairs are screened by separation is such that ut - 1. This means that pairs of different

smaller hound pairs. Because of the enhanced screening of the strain separation are probed at different frequencies w. The dielectric

field for larger pairs and the logarithmic interaction between dis- constant E(r,T) used in Eq. (1) in thus evaluated for a particular

location pairs, large pairs are more weakly bound when compared to value of r given by r - (12D)
1 / 2

. Therefore, it is the temperature

smaller pairs. dependence of the pair separation that determines the temperature of

The power dissipation PMT) for dislocations can also be the maimum of the excess scattering peak for a given frequency.

written from analogy with a charged system as There are four parameters used in fitting the data; T , D. the

dislocation core energy Ec(which enters the expression for )and

PIT) Telt-
1 

(rT)) (t), +(1")' (1) an uncertainty factor of approximately 2 in the density of free dis-

locations. The temperature dependence of the maxisms power absorption

Th real part of c - c' + It" is due to the polarloatlo of as s function of excitation frequency is fit very well with D j-us

pairs while the imaginary part is due to the lossy motion of both where m is the maximum transverse phonot frequency and a Is a lttice

paired and free dislocations. Since C' is nearly temperature indepen- spacing, and with E. -

dent. a maxuimue occurs in the power dissipation when C" = C'. The

temperature dependence of P(T) is obtained by inteeratins the Kosterlit,-

Thouless equations numericolly7 to evaluate C' and E" at a series of

tempeatens and then substit,'ing these values into Eq. (1).

The reason for the observed frequency and tenperature dependence

of this peak dissipation stems from the fact that pairs of different

87 88
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Figure Captions cr"

lit p--
Fig. I Cross-section of the rectangular (2.5cm x 1.8cm)

experimental cell. A dc voltage applied to the

submerged electrode provides the holding voltage in
-3

for the electrons on the helium surface. The syep-
21

bol C refers to an outer guard electrode. 0

Fig- 2 Excems power absorption peaks with the background b.

subtracted near T. versus temperature for excitation I

frequencies: a) 23 Hz and b) 4.0 MN. 450 500 550

T mK)
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LOCAL17ATION4 0F ELECTRONS

AbOVE A He FILM

by

Eve Andrei

bell Laboratories
M, rr ay HIl1l. NJ 07974.

Th. mobility and effect ine mass of electrons above a liquid He
film wre e . ur ad am a function of film h rbcbk... for different
temperatures and Oanxitles. The film tbickneas wes varied In
th. range Im-7O00. and the temperature 10'-40K. For films of
thl cknesm 1600X.-20001. (depending on temperature) a *h arp 44i order
of magnitude drop In the mobilitv was observed. This drop was

accompanied by a & order of magnitude increase in tha electronic
effec tive nams. Theme observations are strongly suggiestive of
the localization of tbe electron in a pelaronic state. Theoreti-
cal swnrk

1
., on the .1081* electon poron predicte thie tranel-

tinto occor for afil th noes of l00~. Electron-electron
interactilons are probabil reponsible for it. occurring on thicker

1. S. A. Jackson and.P. H ..Platnean, Phym. gev. B24. 499 ( 1981).
2. . MlPGoifto, G. A.Fr la a nmd H. Studart. Surf, Sri. 113, 39.

(1 982).
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Localization of Inversion Electrons on iP

The samples are MOS capacitors fabricated on mechanically andW. Hansen, I'. Merit, and .J. P. Kotthaus

chemically polished (0.01% bromine in methanol) p-type (100) InP
Institut fur Angewandte Physik, Universitt Hamburg 5 3

Jungiusstrae 11, 2000 Hamburg 36, F. ft. Germany (NATSX 10 cm ). The gate insulator is a thin (d -250 nm) sili-

con dioxide film , deposited by a plasma-enhanced CVD pro -

cess /3/. The gate metal is a semitransparent N1Cr film. The

induced carrier density No is calculated from the capacitance

and threshold voltage V
T  as determined from the onset

of the high-frequency conductivity (v'. 100 cm -1.

The high-frequency conductivity of 
inversion electrons

on InP in measured by Fourier transform spectroscopy. At The high frequency conductivity at various induced electron

sufficiently low temperatures deviations from Drude beha- densities No is shown in Figs. I and 2 for two different samples.

viour are found that reveal localization of .rt of the Figure 1 depicts spectra of a sample with relatively high conduc-

carriers. In comparison to electrons on silicon, locali- tivities at the temperatures T-15 K and 80 K. The conductivity

zation on InP prevails to relatively high carrier densi- scale is calculated from the relative change in transmission

ties, frequencies, and temperatures. -AT/T=(T(VT)-T(VG))/T(VT) = 2 Real (a()/Y), where V
G 

is the

applied gate voltage, and Y the wave admittance /4/. At the lower

temperature (Fig. ia) the conductivity differs drastically from

Recent cyclotron resonance experiments on two-dimensional (QD) Drude behaviour up to electron densities !Nge
2 
x 102cm

"2
, exhLbi-

electron space-charge layers on InP have revealed anomalous line ting a pronounced maximum at finite frequencies. At low densities

shapes that cannot be simply described by cyclotron resonance In (A. , 0.2-0.Ss 10
12
cm-

2
) the maximum is observed at about 70 cm

- 1
,

an unperturbated 2D electron system /1/. By analogy to earlier shifting to lower frequencies with increasing density. At the

cyclotron resonance experiments on silicon /2/ these observa- higher temperature (Fig. 1b) the spectra approach Drude like

tions have tentatively been linked to carrier localization. We behaviour. The sample in Fig. 2 exhibits lower conductivities

have studied the frequency and temperature dependence of the con- than the one in Fig. 1. In this case, the maxims are broader and

ductivity in the absence of magnetic fields to enable quantita- are observed at still higher frequencies (Z 100 cm) .

tire comparison of the results to existinq theorie, and to avoid
we have also studied the quasi-static conductivity at radio

complications in the interpretation that are caused by the pre-
and microwave frequencies. In the Inset of Fig. 2 an example

sense of magnetic fields.

for the gate voltage dependence of the r.f. conductivity is

depicted together with the simultaneously measured low-frequency
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If

CV-curve. Th ci-,asitatic ricrowave ar~d r.f. conductivities evi-

dence Strong localiiati- 2: that at low temperatures the cooduc-

- - -- xvit~y threshold Occurs at higher induced electron densities

20 than the CV-inversion threshold ff 5 xe 
1 1

cm-
2 

at Tml K), The

7C p 0In.O 1100) -conductivity threshold approaches the CV-tlireshoid with~ increa-
55m15 C--

as) sing temperature, and coincides with it at typically T-8o X and
1 ) 2 . S PKabove. Aiso, w~e observe a negative magnetoresistance that is most

to - pronounced at low densities N..- Similar effects in silicon Inver-

sion layers have previously been connected with localization

S 0'.

C

2 k, 2s Id'Cs,' Itp. .s ('00
20 ami. 1 2-i 41.20s,

IS) OK7 S

14. 20 2*-

10 - N. [0 2e2 5  
10 is 20 M

S 06 2.0

0 so to0 ISO 200 5 I

WAVENISS EtW'l 
AO

so5 100 ISO 2111
WSVENtS43EHtS (C1

Fig. 1. High-frequenscy conductivity of Inversion electrons OnFi.2 qhfeunycdctvyofneron lcrnsn

Inp t TIS (a an T-0 K(b) Ateac desit th tw lies nP at T'.15 II. The inset shows the gate voltage dependent r.f.
are different pieces of the spectra obtained with different cnutvt n h o-rqec Vcre08Pz ttesm

bea~pljter in he ourer sectomeer.tenperature. Data are taken in the presence of above hand gap

radiation.
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/5,. Because of experimental limitations Imposed by using r.f.

Re ferences
methods we have not yet been able to study the temperature de-

pendence of the conductivity at low densities 1 s for exponential 1. M. C. Cheng and F. Koch, Phys. Rev. B 26 (1982), 1989.

temperature dependence. 2. J. P. Kotthaus. C. Abatreiter, F. Koch, and R. Ranvaud,

Phys. Rev. Lett. 34 (1975) 151.
We feel that the strong localization effects we observe are

3. U. Mackens and U. Merkt, Thin Solid Films 97 (1982) 53.
caused by oxide charges and inrerface impurities that are

4. A. Gold, S. J. Allen, B. A. Wilson. and D. C. Tsul,
found in plasma-enhanced CVD oxides. It is well knorn that

Phys. Rev. B 25, (1982) 3519.
such oxides contain impurities like water /3/ that has been found 5. D.J.Bixhop, R.C.Dynes, and D.C.Tsui, Phys. Rev. B26 (1982) 773.

to cause charge trapping centers in silicon dioxide films on

6. A. Hartetein and D. R. Young, Appl. Phys. Lett. 38 (1981) 631.
silicon that were subjected to water diffusion /6/. In addition

7. A. Gold und W. G~tze, preprint and private communications.
non-stoichiometry of the uppermost InP layers may produce

even n-type behaviour on nominally p-type substrates /I/ and may

contribute to the strong localization potentials that are evi-

denced by our experiments. Our interpretation that a relatively

high densityof charged impurities near the oxide-semiconductor

interface exists Is supported by a recent theoretical study /7/

of the metal-insulator transition in 2D electron systems on Si

and InP in the presence of charged impuritins. However, w
- 

only

find qualitative agreement of spectra such as those shown in

Fig. 2 with theoretical expectations /7/.

We wish to thank A. Gold for stimulating discussions and

acknowledge financial support of the Deutsche Forechungsgemein-

scha ft.
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Dimensional Crossover of Spin-Orbit Scattering

Observed in 2-d Localization

R. J. Narkiewict and C. 1. Rollins

Northeastern University, Boston. Has.. U.S.A.

and

Francis Bitter National Msgnet Lab,+
.

Cambridge, Mass. U.S.A.

and

J. S. Brooks

Boston University, Boston, Mass. U.S.A.

and

Francis Bitter National Magnet Lab,.+

Cas ri~d~ a as.. U.S.A.

In the temperature rsnge 4-20K,* uitra thia films of PdIPd 2St (6-50A)

show a positive, anlootropic magnetoresistane which is lugarithmic In field

at high magnetiSc fields, characteristic of tweo-dimensinal localisation writh

strg (three-dimensional) 
spin-orbit scattering. At lower teperatures. the

change as due to a crossover of spin-orbit scattering from its bulk value to

.form characteristic of a 2-d file. The resulting eagnetoresietance, Is

consistent with the theoretical rewuite of Blkami, Larkin and Iingasoka.

balow '0.5K. our analysis to complicated by superconducting effects is

the Pd S.

*Suppy.td or Hir by the National Science Foundation
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Wea Loaliaton n MtalicThi Fimsparameters other than TC To and T. In order to get physical information

fros the expariment. we should be careful to choose principal parameters of
F. Komoi. S. tobayashi ad W.Si..isoki

eac analysie amang then beceuse they sr. not always independent. Rere we
Department of Physics. lccvrnity of Tohyo cu~ htT0 o" r rprioa ocf otetsvrlFlswt
7-3-i Hiccgo. Bunhvo-hn. Tokyo 113. lapanastota . an arprptialottorcteealfiswh

different sheer conductivity Co. and that g - 2 for simplicity. On the other

hand is the analysts of the temperature dependence of the conductivity,

Electronic conduction is sudied in various metallic thin films and rheorele of both localization and Interaction effects (5) are seed.

discussed in tere. of eakh localization . The roles of Inelastic scattering first e demonstrate the effect of spin-orbit scattering in the localize-

tine , cpln-orbit scattering tie aod spin scattering time are clarified by tioo mechanism by showing in Fig.l the saegntocondutinlty of composlt film;

analccing the magnetocoeducitcitv of several thin films with different Cu-Co. to-Ag and Cu-Au film.(6) These film are 30 A thick and prepaed by

od1ue ri the parameters. Also by analyning temperature dependence of the repeating vaccue deposition end oxidation three times. The former two layers

codutivity, the effect of efectron-lectron Interaction in these film i. are "ede of Cu, and the last of Cu, Ag or Au. Because those three elements

are isoeiactrontc. only the strength of apis-orbit interaction is varied.

By adjusting only TI for theme three film, the theoretical corvea of

Is yeah localizeation there are several important parameters such usthloaitonwic rsoninig1ssldlneepduealte

inelastic scattering time T. spin-orbit scattering time Ta end spin scatter- experimental results is both directions of magnetic field while the other

log tim lo, T. The roles of theme parameters are systemtically studied using parmters are kept coo. Here To is neglected for sIftlicity. Thet value

several kinds of metalflc thin films with different values of the parameters. o h aaeesaegvni al .Tesrnt ftesi-ri

In addition to these le the localization effect. eiectron-electron Interaction interaction in heavy elements is generally stronger than that in light ones.

causes snother tmportant effect on electronic conduction of metallic thin This fact reaatonahlly eplains the change of To ohtained for the"e three

film. and isaone of the origins of logarithmic temperature dependence in the film from ahone analysis.

conductivity, Tha role of spin sattering in the localization msechanism is sudied by

Is the later analysts of the enperismetel results of the magnetoconduc- analysing magnecocondoctivisy in Cu-mn alloy film with various concentrations

tIvity. we make use of general theoretical expressions of ronductinity due to of 4n.i
7
) The saetples are prepared by the similer method a that for abone

only the Localization mechanism (1,2.3.4) hecause in the Interaction mechanism toble metal film. and Cu-lMt alloy is used for the evaporation source.

the terso isaeaitive to magnetic field mainly contribute to the conductivity. Figure 2 shows the magneocondcutivity of these film. The iat concentrations

The expression due to the localization contain diffusion coetmit D, carrier of the files are directly measured by PIKE method (8) after the conductivity

g-fatorS, eastc oeeteigtim To nd hickessof he fle asmasuemrents. and are given in tahle 2 together with other parameters.



these film. The origin of chL cer in magnetic film such am the Cu-Mn alley
, L.,.g nly t h ii,.e fJms, the ihetetio.l z.ures of the

films ts the intecaction mechanism because short spin scattering tlme supresses
.... ihr.. 4ir shOwn an solid Lines in Fig.2. reproduce veil the

. ilore the t-t yaramtesAre also kept common to allthe loSt teLrm US to the localization mschanism. In the case of the noble

"Ie c Itty .i '1 oi Cosd-tivict ty In Co-Mn Alloy films can metal films th Interaction mechanism is also the main origin of the logt term

e I mu to ,e , .c e Mn because it Is observed even in high magnetic field and the coefficient In the

field Is almuost the same as that in zero field. The absence of logT tern doe
AMo A imitelng ,rhavior of short spin scattering time.

to the localization is ascribed also to the considerable magnitude of spin.... .B .t,;IO, 11 nu n I~is 1 otiterod [in fltre thn films.e(71 In thIs case

I- eroYs r~ 1,, -aI aisutoii efct completely. scactering In these films. On the other hand in i film the temperature

.. -1- cla a-t, g IIme re petted in B1 film dependence of conductivity Is de-cribed as the sum f two terms due to both

the lesactlon and locai ation ebani*m though tho letter tern disappeers.n,. /7 ,.,l* .u s iecle .lepooitlon loa vaccum with the thickness

in high magnetic field.-.. . . A.: . 'iy~oau'asiog the oeistion of the magneteolondoc-

.i jitnr mm iatutn in theec films is veil reproduced By comparing the amplitudes of above lost dependence with the theories,

i snaeurro.i her I ri theories are kept commes. The it is comnly tuond that the teem independent of msagntic field is dominant

. o- in ig. - as aunction of temperature and other among the interaction effect. This is consistent with the results that

i. iuhe Hteren is neglected for simplicity. mnagetoconductivity is wel explained only by the locallatlon mechanIsm.

.. t:o amples : t propotiinal to in lower temperature range Systmtlc stilies desceibed here clarify how the localizstiun and inter-

-J roportional torI- At higher temperatures. . recent action mschanlim cause the various behavior of electronic condition in

metallic thin films. Must of experlmental results in thin filem at Len,

, ,t...,- li . ptoportions to I/Tln(T 101t law temperatures Ith a teperature can be now well understood as the combinations of the both effects

t~~~Lc~dn spnori _c,,eln .. d spinor toalt DTt(,/)atlo emeatre t

S IT., ,opare iie seo IeimenaL rtsuits with this., T is assumed to Inolidg spin-orbit scattering and spin scattering.

A/? and the values of A are given In table 3. These values

gefeesnces
. . .tsm..ttotoai DsO. being consistent with the theories.

(.) S. Hlikami, A.I Lrkin and Y. Itagaak, Prog. Theoe. Phys. 63 (1980) 707... - -tdn -u~nductiv-tv depends ou temperature Also in the amoble

. re ieu e become weaker as temperature decreses. (13) (2) S. Maskawa and K. Fuk.yam, J. Phys. Soc. Jspan 0 (1981) 2516.

(, I.L. Althufer and A.G. Aroov. So. Phye.-JETP Let. D_1 (1981) 699.. . h ,,, , e cuploined by taking impurity epic ecetterleg into screotn;

(4) 1.S. Karkiewics and C.J. JchIins, preprlat.i-i,:. t tt .ispeotde iltris on tempeestore when T c t s e v

(5) Y. Ngasoke and H. Pukuyama ad.. Anderson Localisation (Springer Verlag.., iir ,, aatiSrilc tLis.

o,hr ioou , logarithmic temperature dependence ot conductivity in WeL, 9M)
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Ta1e L- .1 81 fil . Thick-.O sad the. Pftftet e. gyes.

, 1 1 l, 5 KRtvayashl and W. Sseki, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 51 (1982) 3136.

K -1. .ria nd W. 5...ki, .1. Haga. and Magn. Hater. 35 (1983) '" f d' 'I * 'a .s

- a .., a.. aa a.. S.i ile

* , Ain.. Review of Oclear and Particle Science, Ed. J... D0 I ** ae .e It.

... . Iin, Reviews. Pal. Alto, Cetlfornia. 1980 ) p.211.

• , .o.I. Kt-yashi .ad W. Sassini. J. Phys. SOc. Japse 52 (1983) 368.

I Al -,s. P W. Acsrnora . P.A. Lee aod T.V. Ramakriehn8ai. Phys. Rev.

1 s.ya anid E. Abraham.. preprlnt.

I I AsliolheC arid A.G. Aronov. Solid State Commu. 46 (1983) 429.

K-, . i, S. Kbysehi and W. Sasaki, to be published.

Figure Captlons

FPi.1 Hagnotocoaductivity AC3 ) -OH) -SO0) of Cu-Cu (a). Cu-Ag (b) and
1n ... a,,t Cu L, C.. Ag 008 CO si false veicaa o ois.ol and 0th., peeeot~e alre vn

M-, C-.u (t) films. Values of o(O) are given in table I. VaSetic field

tI perpendicular (H) and parallel (8.) to the flse. Solid lines are

theoretical curves with parameters &Ivan in table I.
rari,0 a aa aJ a. s.a a.,

a aa aa as aiFig.2 Hagnstoconductilvlty of several Co-Ha alloy files at 4.2K 
i
n the field

' i, a a ia is t perpendicular to the fi1am. Values of n) ad o concentratlons are
a. ,.|., ia a aa a.o 5 t a

aha ,s.i a gl oss0 ven in Table 2. 8e.1 sample is the Cu-Cu film whose date are the

same as those In 56I11I). £h1id lins are theoretlcal curves with

T-i i 7 10 sec and other parameters gives n table 2.

Fi.3 Inelastic scatterig time , Of several 31 films as a function of

Si . ..... temperature. Thlse veUs are obtained as a fitt lg parsoters of

magentoconductiovty due to the localisatlon mechanism. Other

i a.,. a, . ae tl e parameters are given in Table 3.
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Studying Iocalilti n ph e. becalus there is a considerable amount of disord• due

WEAK LOCALISATION EFFECTS IN GAAS DOPING SUPERLATTICES to the relatively high doping level and the density of mobile carriers can be changed

easily.
Th.Englert. i.tMuan, G.asmenyt. l.Ksnzei. K.Plootg. AFiachar

Three MHt-grown samples h been used for the present Study, two muitllayer
Mao-PlanA-Institut fur Festidrperforchung.

F-380 2 Grenoble and D-l000 Stuttgart structures with 10 alternstingn- and p-layers (sample A: Nob Tx101 cm 
- )

3

MA-7.8Sxl0"7cm-3. doping layer thickness du90 nm; sample S:

NO 5.25.Ol " S.?% 5. 1Tcrms3. di- Aoinm and One Single ler sample
S4CI. CN5S Grenoble. France 0 A

consistng of one n-layer sandwiched between two p-lyrs (lND.AN7 
1
0

7
cm3.

Abstract d0 '0 nm, dp-500 n. For the ahelysis A multilayer sample is considered s 10

The Conductivity of an n-iayer insa GaAs doping suparatticI decreases logarithmically layers electrically connected in parallel. In Fig.1 the sheet conductivity of the n-

with teomerature bet ween about 25K and 250 mo. The magnaitoresistance in low fields is

gat-s and varies iogarithmically. The results are eiipluined in terms of the theory layer Is plotted Is a function of temperature between 50 mK and and 25K for tsmples A

of weak IWclisutio in two dimensions. The inelastic scattering time is determined and 9. It shows a logarithmic behaviour over two orders Of migitude in T and Saturates

iii a ft of the iagnetoresistsnce as a function of temperature and carrier density. below about I50mK. The slope of the straight lines connecting the data is 4IP.OAO..1

in agreement with the theory of weak Incalnttion (equ.1I. This result indicates thet

the weak localistioin mechanism rather than interaction effects is dominant at these T.
In sicent years the concept Of weak is.li1aticn has proved to be nary fruitful for

The saturation of the conductity at low temperatures is not an experimental artifact.
an rdoerstoming of the electronic transport in a regime between complete lot.llstion

It has also been obsetived in Si-MOS. and has been attributed to an 'hot eectron -
ano Quas tailsc belhavior. especially in two-dimensional J2D) systems such as Si MOS.

finite size effect', which occurs when the energy rela ation length becomes Comparable

CsA:/AICsAs ha terstructures and in thin metallic films (1). In the present paper we

with the sample dimensions I5).The inset in Fig.l shows the Tgllaetoreolstance for two
reort the obsevation of woes locliSation effects in a new quasi 20 system, the

different temperatures in the lows regime. It varies logarithmically in agreement with
doping suprlttice on GaAs. Such a structure consists of alternating periodic thn

thleoryi an with espermtl
T~ J 

resul~ts obtained on other 20 sYotemald 15,l). In the

layers of .- and p-type doping. The electrons from the donors in the n-layer transfer

folltowing we determine tPhe inelastic attersng time I from a fit of the negative

to the aceptors in the p- layers and the resulting sp ce charge leads to potential

magnetoresistance. Theoretically the temperature a magnetic field dependence Of the
wells in the n-layers for the electrons and ,n the p-layers for the holes. Through

conductivity is iven oy I9:
sslecte tacting f then- and P-Illyerl, the potential difference between the

,aers can be changed ste rnlly. In this way the carrier density of the layers can be .(T.e) -T.(,.0) +ad
2 

--o + +1

vrioed by injection or otractiorn of carriers. Lp to how a roumber of different

experiments 12.) have confirmed the quasi 20 nature of the system predicted
where iselei anI. tedgmif4€~n heedt~ ltm 4~f O

thaornii ally ISV In any aspects this system seems tobe particularly Well suited for a and i the digans function. The additonal term depeding On

ah/kT can be neglected in the present Case, since the g-factor in GaAs is smell find

in the limit of very low T. wermpgklT becomes important the conducthity and the
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-9agntorsiac eel. 1-od to stre.The ligetis iagntoresstonc gi-e by q,, I Reference,

-h,cid depend on the penj idicolar comnponent of the siagnetic 4held only Thill'St eC. g., P.W.Andarsons. Proc. of the 16th lht. (0Ohf. on the Physics of
Semrcnnduo torsBd..! 5.Aoerous. INorth-llolehd Amsterdam. 1963) Part 1, p3t

confl-nid Rh -ci e-P-rlst in the l.int of -arn small magnetic fields. Fig.2 show tile adf hri

sieneorc~tacef-i B e8 eniu and paratiel to the lay.r plane for the tingle (23 8.l.Oiher. l.K~inzel. 0.0egis. liPleeg. Pesidena. l.I.Stele. G.Abstreiter.

loe apeAso 11i-h is . fit -sig eCosiI with "~.I~ Sec ."O a& 0. Phy.Beov.tter 47 1982)a64

T" h,.SpvP ml-(, 7my -30C2/ ) rI-irm() J C.Maan. Th.Englert. Ch.lihliit, liKurzel, K.Pleag. A-Fiecier.

.ac.S-iehos. lh press
meessirnt, sn -gl ield (7), A strong anisctropy 15 observed. howecer there is S 14 G.H iblrer. phys.etat.so.b3 (1972)353 and 533. J.VAc.Scl.SeChno. 16 (19793

atoAnegstis c-Oment fOr Is //. whereas eqol IYields a straight line et indicated. 851

T
i.s ael-inal maonetoresistance, is found coe DiSample dependent and presumsably (63 r..e8,h. Skaweis.. SoefTace Sci.Re113 ((R1902585)

-idates deoltion from as strictly 2Db Renolor hI). 7)3. .CManc. hEnglert. Cls.dislen. B.smae*i. lIPlOOg. A.Fiacter. Solid States

rimAfit of the negioc shaona.oeeatealso - ha deaterinrad a function of TComihsjn. is press

38) Z.Ovadyaho. S.Moahslecke. Y.ime7 . Surface Sci. 113 l1!B2) S44
fir sample A iin a range where the cofdoctsity caries logarithwicaelly and no saturation

iS observed (Pig.31. The lin cennecting the date points Corresponds to 7- .' This

depe~ndence .1 Somewhat weaker than predicted for eleictron-electron Scattering Figure captiens

.no he .p.,.wrt. vale. fund n th S. OS Sstem161FigS1 Sheet conductivity vs- T far two different sampleawithy =0.s
As already mentioneds the corn~er density of the System Con be changed by applying an The inset shows the maguitaresistausce at ?.4.2K end 7.8.36( for Sample A

0n bials voltage. The inelastic scattering time as a function of the 20 carrier wt npo' ot h hntrssacla - r Qe h

and 12(188 Otsm respectvely.
decl.p 'a plotted in Fig.k for 7-.2.2 where.i taken from th, Hsall effect end I
Shubnikosa-de (sas Oscillations at high B lIIThe increase of C with he may Fig.2 Magnetoresbice end fit for s singl layer with B perpendicular

Qualitatively be actrioted to screning. The variation is much weaker then foRund in Si and parallel to the layer plane. The temperature is -.1,5K.

145S. lsooeor compaing these two systems Ce hs to conelier that here en increase ih Fig.]. inelastic scattering time es deterelifedt from a fit of the neagatie

c, is not gireotly Correlated with an increase in the Fermi energy, but with a magneteresistance versus 7.

wenayrg of the space charge potential andt thug a reduction of the Sabband separation.
Pig A: Inelastic Saettering tin. versua 2D Carrier density at T.4.2K.

which sleads te the Occupation of higher Subbanda. In the limit of nigh forward Bias a

tranitio act rrm 20 to 3D.

in suey, .. hen- fouand that electrohig in thin layers of Gjaul Produced by

aisternotig e- end p -doping are waeeldy localialed at low, temperatur5es. lIsa tioeprature

deplvene of tne Sheetcnondcuctinty and the negative megietoeeitance Can Be

understcood in tarms of the eaisting theories. The resualts farther substantiate the 20

bhaviour of the system in the limit of loss Carrier density.
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Kagnto-ransortin d: Sme umeicalResltswhich are localised exponentially for 8-0 [2]. There is also no rigorous argu-

ment which gives the steps in the Hall conductivity at integer numbers is an
A. MacinnonInfinite system with stochastic potential. The approach using edge states needs
glacettLabratoy, mpeialCollge.Lonon S7 2Z, .K.detailed information on the influence of sample geometry and disorder. If both

L. Schweitzer. B. Kramer models are correct there must be soime possibility of joining the two ideas for
Phys ikal isch-Technische Bundesanstalt. flundesal lee 100, 3300 Braunschweig, F.R.G. large sample sizes. In this contribution we want to address the question of (i)

the localisation and (ii) the influence of disorder on the edge states.
Abstract

We present numerical results on the effect of a stochastic potential end the 2 oe n onaycniin
finite size of a sample on the density of states and the exponental decay We consider the tight binding moel for an electrion In a two dimensional
length of the transmission coefficient of a two dimensional system. For periodic random potential and a magnetic field described by the iHamltonian (6,1
boundery conditions the date suggest the existence of extended states in the H.I 'kJk ~-'' j j-k 1
center of the mgnetic subbads. For nonperiodic boundary conditions the axis- j I k J.h

tence of disorder independent edge states is demostraed. which extend along whre
the whole length of boundary of the sample. The Implications of these dote for Ii 'adJ
the explanation of the quantum Fl l-effect is discussed. 'j'k' x(i*h802ifj-Jank' kt.

1. Introduction '4k Is the rands, potential distributed according to sow probability distri-

The theory of the quantum Hll-effect [I] is still is It UInfancy. although a bution which we teke as a rectengular box of width Ii. Thus. Wi characterises

number of moels hae been proposed during recent yas. which are capable of the disorder. For simplicity we consider a square lattice. For U-0 the spectral

explaining verious aspects. However, there Is no moel. which gives a satisfac- properties of H were discussed earlier [8,93. The result is the so tailed -self-

tory explanation of all experimental data presently available. similar-btterfly*. For W+h. there Ia no quantitative information abeut the

There are two wein strewm of argumnts starting from sore or less comlme- spectrum. We present resslts for the density of states and the exponential decay

tory points of view. One is based on the localisation of electrons in a ranidm length Of the transmission Coefficient for system which art essentially tifini-

potential (2.33. Here one dels with a systm in Its thesmebiramic limit such tely long in. say, the s-direction. whsich is characterised by .3 in eq. (1). In

that surface effects are eliminated. The other one, which essentially needs the the y-direction the system is of finite width N-a (a -lattice spacing). We con-

finiteness of the sample, depends on the existence of edge states and was worked sider "et periodic boundary condition In the y-direction (P0-systm), which

out for special annular goometry 4.6]. correspond to a cylinder like geomeitry, as wall as nonperiodic bounidary condi-

The essential qwution in the localisation theory is whether a mgnetic time (N-$Otft). which Correspond to a strip geometry.

field A cam dalocaliue me-electron states In the center of the Landau bendis
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3. Method and results stays finite. In the center of the band AWN is found to increase with M.

We have evaluated the density of states n(E), and the decay length s.(t) It is, however. not yet certain whether sm/M increases to infinity if M is fur-

using the iterative procedure described previously [10J. The respective defi- ther increased. Nevertheless, one may adopt the interpretation that x M tends to

nitions are infinity in the center of the band at least in proportion to M. If one could

n(E) * -1/.lim m k jk (E v in)( (2) establish a relation between the behaviour of k and the conductivity as for B-O

and [11], one would identify the energies where Y/ - const with the mobility edges.

I)I'ln G (h) Fig. 2 shows the results for the total density of states for the N-system

N_ ik' 'lk Nk' with W-0.5 again for energies near the lowest band for three different values

where GI, Nk' are the matrix elements of the resolvent G * (t-H)-between the of M (M-8. 16, 32). It is seen that the data have not yet converged. Increasing

first and the N-th slice of the system. We also calculate the local density of M leads to an increase of n(E) at energies lower than -3.2 and a decrease in

states n(E.k) as a function of the y-coordinate. i.e. the band tall above this energy. We suspect that the boundary plays an essential

N role in determining the behaviour of the states. This is verified in fig. 3n(E,k) - -1/. lira lm 11 G
'j k 

jk 
(
E 

+ 
in)j (4)

-0/ where we have plotted n(Ek) for N-16 at E - -3.3 and E - -3.1 for W-0.5 and 0.1.

The results are shown in figs. I to 4. The magnetic field was taken such that The exponential decay length for the N-system behaves differently to that for

L 1 * 8 (5) periodic boundaryconditions. At energies below the first magnetic subband An/N
is similar to the data shown in fig. 1. At energies above first calculations

This corresponds to 1/8 flux quanta per uit cell and splits for W-0 the tight indicate that i, diverges for finite N. Further calculations have to be performed

binding band into 8 agnetic subbands, A ich are symmetric about B-O. If W#O in order to clarify the behaviour of the states near the center of the magnetic

these bandt will raiin well separated as long as W is sell comared with the subbnd.

ignitude of the band gaps. The imaginary part of the energy, n. us take as

0.02 throughout all densty of states calculations. 4.Dlscussion

In fig. 1 we have plotted the total desity of states of the lowest magnetic Our results for the P-system indicate that the magnetic field is able to

subband for a P-systI with W-0.5. Within the accuracy of our calculation (IS) "delocelIse electronic states. These are the states near the centres of the

this had already converged as a function of N, such that it represents the total agnetic subbands. However, the quantitative aspects of this *delocalisation"

density of states of the infinite two dimensional system. are not yet quite understood. Although, for instance, it is possible to derive

),(E) shotn in this figure is for the SaIe system. There are characteristic a scaling function for these data similar to the case of vanishing magnetic

variations with N. In the tails of the band the ratio aW(M decreases with in- field (li). it is not yet established whether XAN stays finite for N

creasing 14 such that am may conclude that or tends to Infinity. In addition, at energies near the centre of the tight

• l Ai a (6) binding band the behaviour sew to be more complicated [123. The-e is not

yet any conclusion about the transport properties of such a system.
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without periodic boundary conditions, we observe edge states, which are It is worth noting at this point that this result can be expressed purely in

SituatnJ energetically between the subbands. These were discussed earlier by terms of the behaviour of states around the Fermi level, whereas in a system

Halperin for an annular geometry L5l. They are well localised within about one with periodic boundary conditions it is necessary to sum the contributions

lattice distance of the edges of the strip, which is what one would expect from all occupied states. Thus we have two methods which give the same results

from the magnitude of the cyclotron radius z rj7r a = 1.13a in our case. for the macroscopic Hall current in spite of the fact that it arises from con-

'he result that iM
- 
with N- for finite M indicates that these edge states pletely different microscopic behaviour. A one-electron picture, where the

extend along the whole length of the strip. Fos WO such states were obtained electrons and the electric field are decoupled, is therefore unable to predict

recently 1131. Our date demonstrate that the edge states are essentialle inde- the local current distribution.

pendent of the disorder. The situation is more complicated when the Fermi energy lies near the centre

of the subbands. Here, for periodic boundary conditions the exponectial decay

5. 'sards the explanation of the quantun Hall-effect length is of the same order or larger than the strip width. Again, we have

The explanation of the quantun Hall-effect needs two ingredients; (i) There preliminary data which indicate that this will remain true for the bulk states

must be states between the magnetic ubbands. which are able to pin the Fermi when nonperiodic boundary conditions are applied. A further complication arises

energy, and which do not contribute to transport. (ii) There must be some from the fact that there is no clearcut distinction between edge and bulk

state, which carries the Hall current, states in this regime. However, if we make the assuption(which is well supported

:f one accepts that each sample contains a certain aiount of disorder the by our data) that the states may still be characterized by the exponential decay

first ingredient is easily provided by the states localised exponentially length and that this appears to obey a scaling function similar to the case of

within the volume of a sample. The data for , shown In fig. I demonstrate zero magnetic field [11, a region of extended states exists around the centre

that for energies well between the subbands the exponential decay length is of the Landau level which will contribute to xx.

small compared with the strip width. Therefore, the contribution of these states Our data are for very large magnetic fields, however, so it is by no means

to the tran;port properties vanishes exponentally, in particular at T-OK certain that such extended states must exist for physically more realistic

jxx - 0 within the gaps. We have indications that this Is still true for the fields. Our analysis of the quantum Fail-effect In terms of edge states does

states within the bulk of a system with nonperiodic boundary conditions. If not depend on the existence of bulk extended states, but only on the existence

one admits the fact that each sample is of finite size, the second ingredient of some conduction mechanism however weak (4]. This is always available in a

may be provided by the edge states, which, according to our data, seem to be finite sample or at finite temperature.

decoupled from the bulk properties such as disorder. for instance. As It has

been sho earlier (51 that these states can account for the steps in the

quantm hall-effect in an ordered system. This must remain true in the disordered

case, since the states are unaffected by a certain umunt of disorder.
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ii. thin work oe report our oborvatlon u2 lo&arifnic cur-

reol,ionn to the contuctivit ol'2. ho,,le s ncn- (111> t i

aurface oveo' the temperature range 0.3-S C ir. the abserxe ar

in the preuo;ie of the majnctio fiold.The bChaviour of these
vV corrections wos found to be completely detemined by the effects

naitu o." .e cooniuct~.r lrh 'cico cncxicv.' of .icicncee
of hole intereetion ,when the strong spin-orbit scattering

o h the Jibirirn rZanch.Iovosibirs; ,tjSA. sa tee onto acoot

itxperlmental devicen wer'e p-channel ol 0 trenintors
-n this work ioiarifmic corrections to the conduc-

as were used in [1]

-ivL, of a Lo-4inenzional hole Gas nar (11) Si surface

iig. 1 ohono channel conductivity of one of these sam-
"h.av 'we o cb-rvcd anl atudied over the temperat.are range plea as a fuw Lion of the temperature for the different hole

u.) - I n r. the absence and in the presence of the magnetic concentration .Lne sees that the conductivity at pe = 2.7 1012

f-cId .eva~lue of loari~uic preferer A was f ound to bo 0.3 cm
" 2 

is decreased following to the slow logarific law overW': e';2lr'i).IL mnnetic field increasing of A to 0.3 wa
the tmperatur'e ras6e 5.2 - 1 ti At ' I ;; the sharp drop

iserved becwuse of the supprewsion of the contributionn to
of 'T-dependar ce of the conducivity is observed . At slightly

the cnductivity of effects in the cooper channel.In this ase hi aole concentration the inclination of -depe-lawc of

!Qaa:ifric correctioz = are determined by only exchange effects, G from IL T wa not observed~and conductivity was decreased

beauze "1rtree-like term cancelled 6y apin-orbit scattering logrifmically to 0.3 K.

of holes. on it follows from the theory 1 3 - 5jthe change

of the conductivit; ith the temperatu. is;
In the ;crk 1 lithe anomalous nagntoreist.ance (A;&t) in

two-6imensional (2..) hole gas with a positive sign ha been G(1) e
2  

lr. T / (1)

-u'nd 4o be due to the influence of the magnetic field on the T
2

scattering of holes by superconducting fluctuations [ 2 where A - - .p + ( p - 1 )p.) - 4 + 3 2 In (+12)

Absence of a na.ativo al in this work have been assumed The Ziret to=i in due to the iadersoa localizatioL

bec,.,e uf Jhe oupprcosion of localization correction by Lhe 3,4) .Throe cases should be considered;

the :-troD& spin-orbit scattering of holes by impurities.This a) o. -l,a;pi-orbit inte;roction is negligible

feature in behaviour of 2D hole oas should lead to the diffe- b) oL - -1,'2 relaxation proceso of the spin parallel to 2D

ren-es bet'.een tempea&u-c dependance of logiarifmc corrections plane (for exampleelastic scattering between subband of heavy

o. hole a. electron gas.
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I Q hoICS are taken into account confirmed by our measurements of G(:) in H.The magnetic field

) ,k=O, ,- latation process of the spin erpendicular to 2 as it follows from i ,gives a rise to the positive AM},i.e.

a1ne prn-or'it coatterii Uf Loles by' impurities). suppresses corrections which increase the conductivity with

are 6uaen xn~c account . deacreasing of the temperature and connecting with the first

'Ax second tex. -_u en;ression (1) is the contribution and the second term in the expression (M).It is clearthat

. e ... of curriers scatte.rin ty superconducting the magnetic field leads to increasine of the value of the

fluctuations ' , , in the coefficient *depending on logarifaic prefactor A,as is really observed in experiments.

the conatant of th, mutual hole-hole interection in couper ch- Fig.2 shows H-dependance of A.One seesthat A is increased

*ue .to the value 0.9 and after becomes a constant .It shows.that

4 - 3 In ( I i/2 ) is due to hcle-hole mutual at H>1.5 kG in the terms in expression (1) connecting with

nnu ~irecti iffuaicn channel 5.6j where P describes the electron-electron interection remains only ,and corrections

the contributLion to the coiuctivity of Kartrea-like term. to the conductivity due to effects in cooper channel are

in 0I) the contribution due to interaction with the small suppressed.

differecos of ccer& end monta (cooper chianel) is absent In 2D hole gas the ratio a/p, (where X is the inverse

,,e neG~oct this ter.,because it was not found in A it measure- screening lergh in 2D) is not small ,therefore P and consequent

ments. :erm in (1) are large enough to contribute to the T-dependence

Before our experiments onl; 2j eloctron gas have of conductivity.But the experiment gives A . 0.9 ,i.e.

uor studied .Luarifolc corrections to the conductivit., of Hartree-like term is negligible *Therefore,the existence of

2t electron 6am ia surely provided to be first of all duo to the strong spin-orbit scattering in 2D hole gas ,as it has

the localiza'iorn,.e.firot term in expression (1) ,and been assumed in lj ,is emphasized here .The theoretical works

Iogirfmi prefactor ^ is equal to 1 18.9 It can be seen 10,11 have shownthat in the presence of the spin

ii, rig.1 that the slop rf curves Cives A = 0.3-0.4 ,i.e. relaxation process Hartree-like term becomes independent on

3 tmies lowe than for 2r; electrons.It can be explained by In T .Consequentlyin magnetic field the correction to the

the fact of the existanco in 2D hole gas of the strong conductivity due only to the exchange effects is observed.

opin-orbit scottering and the case c) must be taken into The mall difference A from 1 can be explained by the existance

account . of the rest of the contribution of ]iartree-like term.

In this case,for 2D hole gas interection effects It should be noted that the influence of the strong

and spln-oriclt Interection play the important role in conduc- spin-orbit scattering is a main difference In this came between

tivity rather than for 2L electron gas.This suggestion is hole and electron gas,where Hartree-like term contributes to

G,but it is completely compeneeted by the exan tezmand
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efeet~nofects in 2D1 electron gas is not occur 9
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NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE MAGNETOMiSISTANCE IN Cs ADSORBED the interaction constants in these process. However. 't is difficult to

Si (ill) N-INVEi'ON LAYERS observe these three effects experimentally in usual silicon lcSFETs.

The positive nmagnetoresistance in the perpendicular field and the logT

Yoichi KAWAGUCHI

Gakushuin Woen's Junior College. Toyama. Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, JAPAN dependence of conductivity have been observed simultaneously in the conduction

Shinji KAWAJI in n-inversion layers on highly cesium adsorbed p-Si (Ill) surfaces at teer-

Depertment of Physics, Gakushuin University, Mejiro. Toshima-ku. Tokyo 171 atures lower than 20K (4). The electron concentration is estimated at

8 X TO16,
-
2 from the Corbino wagnetoresistance at 40K. Though the conductivity

In n-channel inversion layers on CS adsorbed Si (ill) surfaces. the range of lS01smho at temperatures around 4K gives kFt=0.S. the temperature dependence

of electron-electron interaction constants g's are determined by magneto- of conductivity is still metallic or not an activation type. Electrons in the

resistance experiments ( the positive magnetoresistance in the field parallel inversion layers show the clear two dimensional behavior at temperatures lower

to the surface and the negative magnetoresistance in the field perpendicular than 200K. The angular dependence and the field dependence of the magneto-

to the surface ) and the log T dependence of the conductivity. The results resistance are well explained by the combination of three effects; the Coulomb

are 0.95<g
4
<1.52, 0.36 <_g

1 
<0.55. Og2<l.14 and 0'g

3
D0.57 for nvm

6
. interaction, the spin-zeeman effect and the localization effect. In the

For n-Z the value of g1 is the same as the previous one and the values of present paper we will estimate the interaction constants through the anlysils

other g's are one third of gi's for n,-6. of 1) the positive magnetoreststance In the field parallel to the surface

using the Kawabata's formula (2) due to the spin-zemn effect, 2) the negative

II. Introduction magnetoresistance in the field perpendicular to the surface and 3) the loglT

The recent development of the theoretical and experimental studies on the dependence of conductivity using the Fukuyama's formula (1) including the

electrical conduction of two dimensional electrons in metallic region has shown localization term and the Coulomb interaction tern, and discuss the value of

that the Coulomb interaction effect (I) and the spin-zeeman effect (2) con- the interaction constants. In the following discussion, we use the formula in

tribute to the conduction as well as the localization effect (3). The Coulomb the limit that the Intervalley scattering happens very frequentry in comparison

and the localization effects come from the orbital motion of electrons and are with the Inelastic scattering as shown later.

sensitive to only the magnetic field component perpendicular to the surface. 62. Positive Maunetoresistance in the Field Parallel to the Surface

Both of them contribute to the log T dependence of conductivity. The Coulomb Positive magnetoresistance increases with lowering the temperature and Is

interaction gives rise to the positive magnetoreslstance and on the other hand proportional to the square of field at high fields as shown in Fig. 1.

the localization effect contributes to the negative magnetoresistance. On the Excluding the negativemagnetoresistance part observed at lower fields, the

contrary, the spin-zeeman effect contribute to the positive magnetoresistance magnetoresistance Is well explained by Kawahata's formula (2) devided by valley

in the field parallel to the surface. Therefore, it is possible through the degeneracy factor 6 (6) as

analysis of the meagnetoresistance in both of the fields parallel and perpen- 6oZy
I 
* 12.32 (g

3
+g4) (b) [Emh].

dicular to the surface and the log 1 dependence of conductivity to estimate where g
3 
and g

4 
are the electron-electron interaction constants associated
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witn the iartree type correction. bh=iz/ZokT .0 214B(T)/T() for electrons in foilows. I) The interaction constant g
3 

in the spin-zeeman term is assumed to

silicon and the function G(b) is Gab) -b l1b2( 
. 
In 2)/n(n 2b )'. for b-'l, be the half of (g

3
+g

4
) value estimated from the magnetoresistance in the field

,() - -3.16b I In the present case. h' 0 2 The B
2 
dependence of the parallel to the surface. 2) At Iow field limit the data is reproduced by the

magnetoresistance is well described by localization term only by adjusting the single parameter T. 3) Finally, the

Av/g
4

.04 (g3-94)a
2 
(T)/ 1

2
(K) Cvhom]. whole experimental data are fitted to the total magnetoresistance formula by

In Fiq. 2. the slope of the AoZ1iversus B2 curves are plotted as a function of adjusting the value of (92-294).

T
-2
. the result gives the mean value of (1/6) (g

3 
g
4
) - 1.52. The inelastic scattering time T extracted by the preceding procedure is

i3. negati e toresistance in the field Perpendicular to the Surface fairly well expressed by T, (e18 I)IT Cps]. The temperature dependence of x.

The negative magnetoresictance observed in the field perpendicular to the is qualitatively explained by the inelastic scattering time due to the electron-

surface cannot be explained by only the localization effect over the whole electron interaction at dirty limit discussed by Abraham et al. (6). However,

range of field ovserved as shown in Fig. 3. The critical field 
c 
at which their theory gives the inelastic scattering time of 0.04 ps at 4K which is the

the cycrotron radius is comparable to the mean free path is given by one hundredth of the observed value in the present system.

B
c 

- 31.OO n N,( 1l16-2) /o
2
(iamho) [T] It is expected that the intervalley scattering time T' is a several times

and B=O 1 in the present system. The magnetoresistance data are fairly well of T as for the electrons in Si (100) channels (7). The elastic scattering

reproduced by only the localization term up to the characteristic strength of time T is equal to 0.OO2 ps at 4t and has not considerable change with teper-

the field to observe the interaction term B
O 

which is given by ature. As T'/T I , the intervalley scattering happens many times in the

60 -
4 4
0 r.nu /o(umho) T (ps) [T]. interval between the inelastic scattering. Therefore, one is allowed to use

where rm is the ratio of effective mass to electron mass. In the present the localization formla for the single vally case.

system., we have 60o0.5 T. To get a perfect fit between the theory and experi- 64. Results and Discussion

mental data, one shouId take the interaction tern into account. The formula The interaction constant extracted fr ne data in the field perpendicu-

for the magnetoresistance in the field perpendicular to the surface Is given lar to the surface -(g
2
-2g

4
) decreases with decreasing temperature and at low

Cy the combination of the localization (3), Coulomb interaction (1) and Spin- temperatures the value of -(92-294) tends to 1.9 as shown in Fig, 4. The

zeemn (2) tersn , *x • *a| uao . and each of them is given by increase of -(92-294) with increasing temperature arises from the increase of

Ao
L 
*12.32 )( 1/2 n 1/h ) -p( 1/2 0 ,/Th ) + ln(ic ) I) . (mho]. T'/it with increasing temperature since nv-l/T and T' IS almost independent of

]-12.3Z92 - 294 ) 
"
' (112 (L +h)/Th)l/ (yh) 2,My + h)

z 
2 mho temperature.

The temperature dependence of conductivity is well described by

Ao
z 

.12.32 g
3
G(b) Cufbo]. o" 15.6 In T(K) + 124.1 Cumho]. The temperature dependence of the quant"I cor-

where * and #- are n- and Tetra-gIa function, respectively and rection term in the conductivity is given by Fukuyama (1) as

h-aT'O.O0423 o(uaho) .S(T) - Y€(ps). a I.12.32 [ p + (6g
1 

g
2 
-2(93 g

4
))] nTt [oimbo],

The procedure of fitting for data in the whole range in the field is as where P is the power in the expression of T,-Tn
p
. From the comperison between
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the theory and the experiment. 6g
1
*g

2
-?(g

3
*94)0.26 by giving p-l in the Fig. 1. Magnetic field depend-

present 'ystm. 0 ence of positive magneto-

From the positive m4gnetoresistance in the field parallel to the surface, '.2 resistance in the field parallel

the negative magntoresistance in the field perpendicular to the surface and2 to the surface.

the temperature dependence of conductivity, three relations between the inter-

action constants gf's are extracted as 1) 93 *9
4 
- 1.52. 2) 92 - 294 -1.9 and iS

3) 691 +92- 2(93 vg4 ) 
-0.26. If dynamically screened Coulomb interaction is <3

assumed and give 1/6 to the value of 91. the value of 93 becomes to be -0.58. 21_

To get a positive value for 93' one should give the value larger than 0.36 0 1 2

to 91 And 9
1 
value larger than 0.55 gives a negative value to 92- So as B(T')

to heep all Interaction constants 9,' positive, each g1 should be in the IV Fig. 2. Temperature dependence

following ranfes; 0.36< g, 10.55, 0<921 .14, 0<93<0.57 and of the slope of ad versus 62.- - s -d(au,), AB 2)

0.95,94 1.52. d

In conclusion, 1) the Coulomb interaction correction plays an Important 0.0 0.1 02 0.3

role in the quantum correction of conductivity. The magnetoresistance In the I/T
2 

(K0)

field perpendicular to the surface cannot be reproduced by the localization 1381 t uAtZ~oW. Fig. 3. Mtagnetic field depend-
theory only except the lowest field region in the experiments. 2) The range LOwCAVIence of negative gnetoresiut-

of the electron-electron interaction constants g's were given by three 137 ance in the field perpendicular
a16 to the surface. Expermetlindependent measurements, positive magnetoresistance in the field parallel to 1tcv dta cthe exparin the

r date cannot be explained by the

the surface, negative megnetoreslstance in the field perpendicular to the , localization theory oly.

surface and In F dependence of the conductivity. In the analysis we have b135 .z -

'03
assumed the valley degeneracy n, of 6. if ny-2. then 92' g

3 and g4 are reduced 134 T.1.748

to one third of the values for nv-6, however 9l dones not change.
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Fig. I shows the log of conductivity vs. inverse temperature for some representative
MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE OF TD SODIUM IMPURIN BAND CONDUCTION magnetic fields. The solid lines in Fig. I are from lesm-square fits of the experimental data

IN ACTIVATED REGIONS (dots) to the equation

H. Eelekger. A. B. F-r lad A. Harttiel EI £3
x s op - 1- + s3 X -

t.B M. Thom I Watson Research Center

Yorktown Heights, New York 10595 From these least square fits the energies El and E3 aa well so the penfactors at and s3 were

determined foe each value of magnetic field. When o wasi taken as proportional to T nilar

fits were obtained.

ABSTRACT

It can be clearly seen in Fig. I, that the conductivity deresases monotonically with

We h-ir measured the irseprto.re dependence of condocles of electrons in 2D mngroetic field at all temperatures. In Fig. 2 the parameters F, and E 3 are shown as functions

,odium educed impurtty hands in aitcon invertorn layers front 4.2K to tOK observing both of magnetic field. E 3 incteases linearly with maptic field by about a factor of two between

-tln of electron to s wohtty ,dic, F:. and nearest neighbor hopping. E, in magnetic 0 and 25 T. As can be sees s ini Fig. 1, the arnetic field baa only a mil influence on F

oueld' up to 2'T The results are that L, dcrcrws vlghtly beltween 0 and about 20T and then The decrease between 0 and 20 Tesa is nevertheless an effect which is far above the error due

inreosev slightly Tht prefactor deoreasss by shotU a factttt of four F3 increases monotona- rt the fitting of the data ITe estimated fitting errors are indicated in Fig. 2.

,alt Nore of thes t.lts a, esprcted
In Fig. 3 the prefactors, o

I 
and a,. are plotted against magnetic field. The magnetic field

dependence of o in the given geometry might he expected in the simple case to he given by a

tmpaetto level . irS o ittro may be created by deiftin Na tonis tn the Sit)2  - o fI + w'r21"+ The solid line in Fig. 3 is fitted to the above formtul and shows that

0.e t the uiStS. nieface The temperate dependence of cundoctusce dor to ther. basically behaves as expected . is about 6 x 10

- 14 
sec for the fit.

wyurt level, shOws three ranges The on htghest in tempersture (40-80K) corresponds to

s-t-tic to the mhuty edge IF., the middle one 130-10K) to nearest-neighbor hopping, An shown in Fig 2, E, decreases from a maximum value of 17 S

I ot and the 1it e tit artahk runge hopptng Tempratre dependee sa fui ti omeV at ero fteld to about 15.5 meV at 20 T and then increases again to about 15.9 meV at

a' oncentrau-tn and filling-font of the impurity hand bus been studied in preerous 25T It was expected that the magnetic field should have increased the binding energy of
electrons in tusoiated stares. flalf of the Landau energy in ahoat 6.2 ineV at 201 an that it is

petrments' The effect it magnetic field on varibie range bopping has al- been stud[ted.t

In this paper we present tbe eftect of a magnetic field perpendicalar to the surface on the significanr in magnitude compared to the binding energy of on electrons band to an Isolated

-rduhsctrnce in the two highs, temperature ranges sodium ion of 20-30 meV
t .2  

The only calculations of this effect are due to Kramer and

Wallis. These calculations are for fields much higher than the range covered by mur experi-

the asmpev used for this study were MOSFET devices with a circular gate of 90 microns ments The surface field in these experiments was about 4x 104 V/cm or 1 .3 102 
c

n. Since

diameter. and with L. the gate length, equal to 10 microns The Na' Concentration was set to the experiment supposedly measures activation to a mobility edge the unexpected decrease in

4. 0Io1 cm t tonductane was treasured an a function of temperature The temperature wai F, may he the result of a decrease in the position of the mobility edge in the band tail This

determined from the resistance of a cbon glas thermometer mung a correction for the decrease in E is aainst experience. which tods to show omrsed localiation in a magnetic

m aetic fid dependence of this reasianue" Coodoetansce measuemeots were made at the field, We bae no explanation for this result

peak of coodnetasn¢ which l ben assumed to coemspoad to thi peak In the density of K3 is presumably a measure of the band width
6, 7, 

It may be sen to inereuse from sbout

states The conductance peak did no chane on ite voltage with the magnetic field or 2.7 leV to about 4.5 mV. If it is a memgare of the bad width, one may inter that the

temperatue
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deatity of states at the Fermi lnee at the band centei mat decrease by about a factor of two 7 AI-Sadee S.R.. Butcher. P .M. and Hayden. RIJ.. Philon. Meg. 543, 173 (1981),

If the effet of the megnetic field mer to indent the binding the electron might screstn mote
poorly to that the effects of fladufiona in surface, field aight he greater whith weeld lead to FIGURE CA.rnoia

ea .det band However. ttis argument doesnat teemo to be consistent with the observed

deceae n tE , which might he explected to incease, if the screnng deceent Fig. I
The log of the conductivity at an impurity hand peek

The prefactor ,decreae% from aheat ft0.OS to 120,S, According t. Hayden and (N0 , 4 xl0u"m-n. NS s, 2tl10tem-2) ats a function of reciproca temperature
Buiche,' ., it a proeottiseal to top - 39 /~ N

2
iY' ahrs, a it the decay constant Ioe the The data ame shown ats a fanction of magttetic field peependiclar to the steface. The

Bohr orbit Fatther estimates were that , t do 106 tm)- A very ceade estimate would he lines aie leatt-sqaee fitst to the data seaming two activated processes,
that a t increamed by ahout 30% at 25T Again this woald be eapected to correspond toa
ntgnmficant scea.e at btnding enegy ad Ft. Fig. 2

The activation energies El. and E3 taken from the least-sqarme fits to the data int Fig. t.
In omnar, we hae found a totally nmexpected and anexplatned rest. El. the &dttva- The data f or E, ane circlet and the seele is the tefthand on. The error hart ate the tome

tion energy to the moluiity edge. deereass a the magnetic field Incnae Ont the other hand. foe all data. The lines dirama throgh the date ate nnly meant to guide the eye

#,. a, tnd E, heheene qualitatively a one, might base intaitively expected. Because we bave
an theory, to qecatiative analyin as possible Fig. 3

The prefactoes. a, and v3. from the hinee-aqac fit. The solid tine is a fit to

We would like toithankF SternanedS. DueSeems forhbelpful discusson. and 1 Toettello 0-n (I0  + a
foe technical mastncer 
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BOUND ILLCTRON STATES OF COULOMBIC IMPURITIES AND with the potential including the electrostatic field of the bound electron.

THEIR EFFECT ON NOBILITY IN INVERSION LAYERS The calculation is carried out in a self-consistent manner.

F. Green, D. Neilson* and J. Szymanskit 2. THEORY

School of Physics, University of New South Wales, The hamiltonian for electrons in the Sl(1O0)/SO 2 inversion layer in

Kensington - Sydney. Australia 2033. the presence of a Coulobtic Impurity can be written as

IF- Ho - V ie + Ve 1

Bound state energies and wave functions have been calculated for a charged where HO is the self-consistent hamiltonian for the inversion layer electrons

inpurity in an inversion layer. We apply a Lippmann - Schwinger scattering in the absence of impurities. Ve is the bare impurity - electron interaction

approach which permits an unambigunus interpretation of the bound state and Vee the bare electron - electron Interaction.

properties. The effect neutrulised impurity scattering has on electron In order to determine bound states of this hamiltonian some approximation

mobilities is discussed. nust he introduced. The simplest is the linearised Random Phase Approximtion

(RPA) in which V is omitted and the bare impurity-electron matrix element

1. INTRODUCTION vie (q) is replaced by Its linearly screened counterpart

The present level of refinement of conductivity measurements in Si/SiO2  
e

Q ) 
- - vee(q)

Inversion layers with ionized impurities introduced into the 
oxide (See (1,21) 

SR r

where IIo(g) is the Lindhard function for two-dimensions [101 and n(g) Is

requires precise theoretical information on impurity bound states and w

the bare electron - electron mtrix elment.
scattering rates. The theory must take into account the screening by free A serious drawback of thIs siaple scheme Is the oweretimtom of

electrons, which is crucial in the experimental range at electron densities. Acreiou s d ue o thi negle scmeis rttion of

In previous calculations of bound states the screening has either screening. This is due to the neglect of correlationx, particularly beten

the bound electron and the screening electrn.

been treated in a Themes-Ferm-like fashion [3,4,51 or neglected entirely

In our approach we add to the impurity - electron potential (2) a non-
[6,71. In an attempt to take into account the influence of the bound iner term which takes into accont the non-linear screaming effects due to

electron on screening Takada [8 added to the energy of the bound electron

a single electron. (This includes the electrostatic effects considered by
the electrostatic energy due to bound-screening electron interaction. The

Takeda 181.) We use this effective potential to calculate the bound statewOnt conlsitelt approach via thme density functional formalism [9J still
energy and wave function, and the scattering rates off the neutralised

leaves the question of the bound state energy not clearly answered.
impurity. Because the imprity is massive the non-liner term can be re-

our approach to the calculation of bound state energies and wave
placed by an equivalent two-body scattering tem in the presence of an

fanctions is boxed On multiple scattering theory using the Lippnenn -
external potential, and this can he solved without approximtion.

Sdwitngerequation. In the cane of an occapied bond state the screening
Our procedure gives the dominant non-linear corrections to the RPA for

electron wave function is also given by the Lipmann - Schwinger equation
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this particular problem. It approximately takes into account the simultaneous For the bound electron (B) we approximate %(q) by its leading ter. the

non-linear interaction of the screening electron cloud with the impurity - electrostatic field of the bound electron.

bound electron system. It reproduces the known bound state properties as Finally, we assm that electrons in the first subband are described

toe electron concentration tends to zero. Further arguments about using by the variational wave function 131,

only one screening electron to approximate non-linear effects may be found -b( )=1 eit zebz/
2  

(6)

ref. 11. Appropriate vie(q) and v(q) can be found in [121.

Accordingly, we replace (2) by the expression In table I we present our results for the bound state energy and theie() rf e () )

i In~q ) Vee~q + Vieq) A - flo(q ) Yee(q) . (3) Mobility at various electron densities. Scattering rates used in the

uhere e.(q) includes both nonlinear polarisability and electrostatic effects calculation are for a neutral centre. In all cases the density of the

from the electron e' (fig. i). depletion layer is 3.6 x 1011 cm
- 2 

and the ions are located at the inter-

we follow a self-consistent iterative procedure [111. On the first face in the oxide. The experimental results for Mobilities are taken from

iteration t. and 
t
ie' in fig. I are the bare Coulomb interactions. The (I.

electron - electron interaction te- e is taken to be the solution of the It should be noted that the bound state energy E exhibits a maximum

Bethe - Goldstone equation for electron - electron scattering with a bare around N S  4 x 1012 cm
2 , 

while the mobility flattens out at the san

Coulonb interaction Ill
t
e-e is not modified upon iteration. The Lippmann - electron concentration. Both effects seem to be due to the interplay

trewinger equation can now be solved with the interaction V1e(q) from (3) between the change of the screening and the change of layer thickness as

for the conduction band electrons (S) in the presence of the screened functions of NS .

inpurity, and also for the bound electron (B). The solutions tis and tie These preliminary numerical estimates are somewhat crude, and we shall

are then used as the appropriate 
t
ie and tie, amplitudes for the next report elsewhere on a more complete calculation of A,(q). The formalism

iteration. The iterations continue until t and t are consistent Is not restricted to the simple wave-functions (6), nor to the single sub-

after successive iterations. band approximation. Being a microscopic scattering theory, the approach

provides scope for the unambiguous treatment of bound state properties.
3. RESULTS

In this preliminary application of the theory we approximate Ae,(q) for REFERENCES

scattering electrons (S) by a simple local construction using the correlated Fornmerly 0.. Lowy

wave-function *, from the previous iteratiom, t Also at Department of Physics, University of hollongonwMollongong 2500.

0s(q) I q- I S>local no(q), (4) (1) A. Hartstein, A.B. Fowler, and M. Albert, Surf. Sci. 8 (1980) IBI.

where 4 is the unperturbed electron wave-function, and Ss given by (2) A.B. Fowler and A. lartstein, Phil. Mag. B (1980) 949.

ti4 " n 5
S " (5) (3) F. Stern and h.. Howard, Phys. Rev. 163 (1967) 816.

(4) F. Stern, Surf. Sci. 58 (1976) 162.
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(5) 0. Hipdlit0 and W.B. Canmpos, Phys. Rev. 8 13 (1979) 3083.

(6) B.G. Mlartin and R.F. Wallis. Phys. Rev. B 18 (1978) 5644.

UJ N.C. Lipari. J. Vac. SO. Technol. 15 (1978) 1412. e

(8) Y. Takada. J. Phys. Soc. Japan 46 (1979) 114.

(9) B. Vinter. Solid State Conw. 28 (1978) 861.

.101 F. tern. Phys. Rev. Lett. 18 (1967) 546.

(11) O.N. Lowy and A.D2. Jackson, Phys. Rev. B12 (1975) 1689.

0.',. Lowiy and G.E. Brown. Phys. Rev. (1975) 2138. t'
(12) T. Andy. A.B. Fowjler and F. Stern, Rev. M'od. Phys. 54 (1982) 437.

(I W() X(e)

ABLE I.

N S(10 
12
c-

2
) 2 4 6 8 10

E9  (Ili) -0.09 -0.02 -0.03 .0.09 -0.14
8 LIGURE 1.

os o theory 2. 2.8 4.3 4.6 15.8 'A typical contribution to the term fvie(q) JIAaq) nee(q)) appearing
ISO154.154 1.6 1.5 1.8 2.2 12.5 fin (3). The corresponding exchange terms are also present. (1) is the~eopviu1charged impurity and (e) and (e') are interchangeable label$ for the

conduction band electrons or the bound electron. The scattering amplitudes

t i tie. and t,, are discussed in the text.
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(b) to aoply the formalism for electrons on films of helium

TWO-IIMENSIONAL ELECTRONS TRAPPED ON adsorbed on solid neon and electrons at the interface of phase-

A HELIUM SURFACE 
separated He-e mixtures.

Marcos If. Deliani and Oscar Hip6lito 
The electron motion parallel to the interface 

and interacting

Departamento de Ffsica e Ciencia dos Materiais with ripplons of frequency wk is

Instituto de Fisica e Outmica de Sao Carlos, USP

13S60, Si, Carlos, SP. Brasil O" A " x (

where _p , are the 2D momentum and coordinate of the electron.

A 4imnlu .taq-tiaa.otmation 6otratiam is used in otuet m is the free mass. {(ak) is the creation(annihilation) operator

t. -veatigate the 94oaod-state pAopetie6 od an efectoon bounded of a ripplon with wave number t, A is the surface area and Vk is

a. a 1iqaed-hefsam aunace aed iatact~cng aith the acace reode6
au fqutd-helaum ( oulAg 'and -del with thau e u4anA~cemoes the Fourier coefficient of the interaction potential.ol ct tat~on (iipptonsl. A 6itat o~de4 phaAe-ttanaition-tilze

b'fhLwos Atem the quabaaiep to the Ae1g tnapp~ae eleetko state For the electron-ripplon ground-state, the variational

a the fa-ob,,ehtenah etpctatc ast d exceeds a ceatain eticat wave function 41> will be postulated to be a product of an electron
,atue a obaerved.The ieautt ate p~caented 601 both cases, etvom hn hi ufc

-a gtlmh o heltup adaoibed oe a l d neon and ffeCt4001 at the wave function and a coherent ripplon state. Then, this surface
34

,ntekgace o6 phase sepatated H3- H mixtateA. state is not an eigenstate of the total parallel momentum

operator Pt

Recently Farias 1'. Hin6lito et al 121 and Jackson and (2)

Platzman 131 have worked out the Path-integral formalism as - A o ts hp
and the minimization of the energy should be performed by

introduced by Feynman for the polaron rrot'lem to compute the
constraining the operator Et as

round-state energy and effective mass of a two-dimensional S u<'H ( '
- 

r '.? >)\ o ()

electron on the surface of films of liouid helium. In references where p is the Lagrange multiplier, introduced to keep the

V and 2 the problem was treated strictly in the range of expected value of the total momentum a constant.

larte pressing field correspondinp to a strong-coupling limit.In
The canonical-transformation technique 14.51 consists

ref. '1 on the other hand, the calculation was performed for all first in subjecting the Hamiltonian 3t- to a unitary

values, of the coupling constant but only for one particular where n ia a variational paraeter.

thickness of the film. The purpose of this paper is twofold: (a)

to show that all the results of 11-31 can be obtained within a recovering the weak-coupling approximation in the case n -
I and

canonical-transformation method, in a much simpler manner, and the strong-coupling theory in the limit n - 0.

Next the expectation value of the resulting Hamiltonian
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ealuated for a trial wave function given by Waals acceleration and thickness of the liquid helium layer.C is

112 r2 A) r >the clamping external electric field and A is related to .l -2
( ;v!k) eop(- n.r/2h) s(-,? .) S, 0> , (4) and e the dielectric constants of the vapor, liquid and substrate

where O> is the ripplon ground state wave function, obtained respectively, as A = (6z' J)
We have carried cut the numerical minimization of the

from ak1P- -0 and 0 0, 1. A and Po are variational parameters ground-state energy eq.(S). with respect to the parameters A and

and S, is the second Lee-tow-Pines canonical transformation,]q n. Hence, with the hest-fit values of these parameters we have
S:- a)j with the function to be determined

finally obtained the energy and effective mass. In figs.(1) and'ariationally. ?4inimization of the energy with respect to those
(2) the results are plotted against the external electric field

variational parameters, and up to second order in the velocity .,
- for various values of the helium layer thickness, in the case

we obtain for the ground-state energy and effective mass the 92where the substrate is solid neon (a,- 1.24 and kc  1.45 109d).

Il lowing exnressions

As we can see from fig. (I), the energy has two distinct branches.

-V 1 'eqThe first branch corresponds to the weak-counling regime and the

2 ~ Wa -4 2 yzM second one corresponds to the strong-couvling limit. At the

crossing point of the two branches there is a dascontinuous change

n , ! -
- in the slope of the ee gy ch arac terizing a first order phase-

( t . ) -transition behavior in which the polaron state transforms from

We shall now apply this formalism for electrons on films a nearly-free to a localized state type. The extremely rapid

of helium adsorbed on solid neon and electrons at the interface variation at the critical electric field cc is most clear seen

He-He mixtures. in fig.(2) which shows the effective mass changing by several

I. Electrons on films of helium orders of magnitude of the free electron mass. The transition

referred here as localization is not be taken so literally butT h e e l e c t~ o n -r i p p l o n i n t e r a c t i o n p o t e n t i a l , i n t h i s c a s e , n t e s m p r t o o o.a S o k 1 1 ~ . n t r s o his given by !6-81 in the sane spirit of Toyozawasa work 1. i.e.. in terms of the
magnitude and rapidity of the change of the effective mass of this

K, -, , 2 .)l ( d2 ) .,) system.

We finally note that for very thin helium films, the
The ripplon eigenfrequency iak is well described by contribution to the substrate becomes important and totally

X .( K -9(0/j) K ) (8) dominates the external electric fihld.

where o.o. g' and d are the density. surface tension. Van der
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Flectrons at the interface of Hi-He 171 vu. . monaakha, SovieAt J.LoTemp.Phua. I (19751 25*

iIl V.5. ShiniM and Vu.P. MonaAki, Sovit J.Low Titip. Phya. 1 195) 459
The Fourier coefficient of the electron-ripplon interaction 191 V. Toyoz"aa, Pa .Theot.Ph y A. 26, (1961) 29

potential V' Is given ho 181

t k / 2 (itwm) e.(9

with k described bY

( %)/ =(/-)k+- (10)

uheii atnd are the d ~nstes of 11 nd m 0 7
.e and He , g the acceleration [' [--

of gravit and ' the interfacial tension. The results we have /

,'ti fehed are ,loted in fips.(2-4) as function of the external -es-

rI <tric field. The rresent results are in perfect agreemettt with .a

ttose varlier oltained il the hiph electric field limit by Farias _ l-,
nd lipolito et al : who used Feynan's path integral method ,ia

oe lir aie ite Fen.nptitgrl eho t te , ,....IS ). U.S. O tt ......

o the polaron problem. GOO.d-5tS. t+t'it.., tf th . i.o, ith O i.t.,O l ,.ii

Bh corparing the results with those of the previous ... ,,i,.. .. in ..i,... ... . ..i.n it I

.ecttn we can note that the electron localization at the surface

,if vero thin films of helium, then forming a two-dimensional -.- '.

((,ilob svstem. is easier to be observable than the similar W

oo:,n on the interface oif phase separated He-H1 nixtures.

Twe can alo observe that the value of the critical external

el ... ic field r, - O.S v/I.. where the transition occurs is in

*T'gion thv-icallv unaccessible with an extremely small binding

, nertsvy I lO" I meV J. Inf ae" n

(,A. Fat-3~. Pitt llieaa, USP, Sdo Cooa Sliadt 1190) )ampuhbaiiedj IP it-
Z C. o€p,.6 t '. A. Fal(ca aid N. Stidntf, Saijare Sc i. 173 119*2) 394 ..- , ,. .
t S.A. Jaohaon and P . Ptazm., PO .Rev. 524 ( 19811 499 . .. i....t. .. . ... ... , .. . i. Is flit

W.I. Huiqh tehts, 1, M9a.C: SoA.Id SSte Pli . 9 (1976) L 211; J.Phqa.CI ,ip .,1,, ii t, ,,. ,,i,, Ct:,, ,, *ti , tit. , r,.

Sotvd Sae Phya. t0 (19771 3761

f £ 1. RoA a"d 0, HiAI6abto. PtiqA. Ree. 527 119$3l t1t10
6 V.F. Shdkin and Vu.P. MoiatLha, Sovaet Phtq. - JfTP 3l 3 1 4 173
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'ToOMcl Y-C,lyLt RlPPtLlNlC POLARONS IN HIGH KAGNETIC PIELDS

coupl d equations which are set up by the variational principle to the free
Itotohlko 3417011 energy and the exprension of the free energy i. obtained. Section 3 deal.

T..M (c&e,,di~b laboratory. Masdingley Rd.. Cambridge C4 Sift, UI.K.* with the calculation of the cyclotron mns and the line-width.

2. The nolution to the coupled equations and the free energy

Th., qosti-a dieesional nintem of electrons on a thin liquid He film.

uhlh ar, otnogly cooplod to the grnnity-capillary waes (ripplonic Thc coupling function Irq between electrons on a thin liquid He film

plor-osf, in inventigated theoretically whn a high magnetic field in and ripploca in descrihed by [Il1

..Wited peependtolarly to the surface. The lree energy and the absorption

11n-shape of the -yclotron resnance ate calculated with the ase of the rqoq-2ftok/(qa + ball., (2.1)

path- integral method. Th e expression toe the cyclotron mae has the same

!,rma, - o, 1 Thewea coplin cae. ad i alays ea ler hanthewhere 'LL qIs the ripplon angular frequency with the two-dimensional wane

- :., tro. omo nwes. The lice-wIdth in of activation type with the vector q, of the coupling constant, kc
0  

the capillary length and S the

-tvat- rgy -p-iona tothecoupingconsant and1. eryarea of the system. The coupling c~onstant 0f is related to the appropriate

carri. rho pre-factor oi the line-width is dependent both on the coupling hligfedF omlt h ufc hog

co-o act wed the magnetlt f id, and Is ditfferen.t from that of the inverse * (2.2)

where C1 in the surface tension of liquid fie. The ripples angular

1. Inrodutionfrequency flq in glves by

The sytes f electrons on the bulk liquid heliu, in en Jq - qI qtc) 23

wet -ta.hed a-c oe of the most ideal phyuical realizatieo of where R 10 the sowed velocity equal in the geometric man of thn effective

q -t-wo-dimecicna I yntom.. Foe detaile readers .ae referee.d to the geavitaional acceleration g' and the film thickness d. In ou e

roeo article. which appeased in the tories of the proceedings of this path-Integral formalism 112-141 physical qwairtitlee such ae the lee energy

ci stueco 11). Recently considerable attention hen been focused on the and the condactiuity are expressed in terma of the variatinal functiens.
testeam of electrons an the this fitm (typically the thickness of IS0 A) of Theme variational functions are determined by thin coupled integral

liquid helium which t, ouhuteuted on dielectric materiale such an solid equations ghich sre set op by the minimization principle to the free

neon 12.31. 1n particuar the possibility In pointed oat 14.51 of having ener gy. The coupled equations which we htave to solvor e actly the see
rippl oslo pclartons strongly coupled to the surface roughness created by the as the set of equations (2.11). (2.12) end (2.13) of reference 110). except

thermal fluctuations of the geneity-capiliary w.a of the this film,. their that (2.12)1.i replaced by

qsoetieed oesions being called ripplons. The ground-state energy of4(.)

ripplonir pulerns. the fee energy, the effective mas aed the do meability At Co PT (2.4)( -co V

bane hes. studied theoretically [4.6-IS1. 0V0I+ %I aOceVaS,,

Th. purpose of this report. as . sense$ with 110.11). is to because of the presence of the magnetic field, where I)-2rTaIP with
investigate such a sroorgly-nnspled system is a high magnetic field. Thm being an Integer and Pthe inverse temperature anad Weto0 i the bars
lfroe energy, the ms-ehift and the Itin-width of the cyclotron resonance cyclotron frequency. The technique of solving the coupled equations is
will be computed with the use of the path-integral method which was exactly the ew so before 1101 end similar to the spirit of the adiabatic
developed by the author 112-141. inctions 2 presents the solution. to the appeoximation. We list here only the result
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sien

- . 2 v~)iI (2b) 1 ,osh (lT 1 2)) -gliq
5
A%(t)r- dT -

2 
/  

8lnh(O.IqO/2)

" - nn'n,'- W .a *X ) (2.7)

Note that the free energies of free Lndau electrons sad free rtpplones re

i L, th, electron vacuum moss. With this solution we have not included in the above expresslon. The fieal result is obtained by

approximating A in tite lost integral by a constet

C - h~ coh~ T " / Au- 2ii1FK1W
2 

+. CAfZ + K yielding
+l'~ a t d sinn ~2) -- c 2il/OnJ3*~ 0  1e

p - -Ci /2(1- 1 /2)) +On +__)l______

S - "__ v - T(i - "- ), (2.8) + -W M. (2.13)
2 tinhl6 /.2) p

where K 0.5172... is the Euler constant. The dominant first term comes
from the lest term of (2.12). Note that when (nW

c 
- 0. we recover exacly

.-/Kn .$a . + A u 1/2. (2.9) the some result as the zero-field free energy which was obtained before

[10). This result is. therefore, the naturel extension to the case of

- vc
a 

i v+ o - &J c1/. (2.10) finice magnetic fields. The factor In the logeritha indicates thet the

electron wvefunectlon In the adisbatic approxtmation has the Gauseian form

ate e bol v ,,,s nhbnVe are valid under the condltton with the decay length 102/2m(roi% ac _+W +cK )I A. I

lI " 0 " lip . 2 tAC)cp, (2ms .. end 12krl/2. (- E,). (2.1|) 3. The cyniotron mass and the lIne-vidth of the absorption line-shope

Ie pp1..- n.trrpretstin ot (2.8) is that the interne excited state The mess-shItE and the line-width of the absorption ilem-shape of the

attn. e.-rgy K .ot . ripplonic poalaot, at zero magnetic field is split into cyclotron resonance are related to the following smenq (con 113141

to b t,,thot wilth erg n I. and S . with he I -branch heing of th2

.bs o tIer "I the fIrst L nd &, level. and th t the center of gr vity of the ( W)) - 21

y~ti t . l drifts freely with the eftective mss Ol/Isa. L Ismlrioh(I.V /2)

io. ee...ry cae be calculated from the formula [121 fA

xa dT (coh OW"T - 0)1oshlf.Jq ( 2))e A'
l A (

T
l / 2
m

0

-I sI ah(IOW/2)Idt .id t o(gto t)K A(it+ /
2

)
2

"j. (3.1)

The resonance point of the cyclotron resonance is determined from
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W LC . (W) U.(32)dc culllalon time 110). However the pro-factor of is dependent on the

coupling conniacit. tile Magnetic fie1d end cdelptratorm and appreciably

it? -1.. liotr.- it 14(w). it it cinto to treat A as constant A dltfercnit troe the Inverse dc collision time .
o The conditions of the feasibility of the strong coupling system were

di cused iully to JIll. and need not be repeated here. It Is only

+ c~~c, .~ -cc )1.0'1. (3.3) napheateod that the presetit nYbtme of electron. on a thin film of liquid Hie

holde aouniqueuita Jjcec tbe strong coupling condiota will be achieved

It)c .. Uth iri (1i~. we obtain Wv. - urlla.exected. bad by a carciol arrangement of the noperlntal condition. while no other

--hI,, opretbsion for the cyclotron mass m syntem. have fulfilled the strong coupling conditions so far.

0 Po),i I .O j l2)EJ WC 1 (3.4) Aclcoooledge.ae

p,. ..>tra ,t v I ie 9 l1t Lacndau I-oI Ina wIdened because of tire Tire juchor would be grateful to Professor S.F. Edwards for providing

irpltcg. tile cyclotron nos Ia amaller than the nIactr,, him the opportunity to stay at tbe Caenirdiabh Laboratory ad for the
T1- --. L.n.. i .tol Ii he utrccig coupling cane pr..totE. also hoapieality utond to his. Heins1 much obliged to Dr. R. Joynt for the

rU..I.. 11,Jr.plrgr .p In both cott tin nipploo frequen.cy ta criticu1 reading ol the manuacript. This work is Performed With the
wkrd ith tile .ycl,,tron f cequecicy, aod tile polarization partial finahcial support from the Sciaica and Engineering Research

,.-der by tiPPlone Ilv alcott static, end so the adiabatic Council.

1.p 1 1, 1tlr employed here to ncurato I1S). Tire widening of the Lendsu

level cperst ion or the reduction of the cyclotron mea occurs ae iong as

di , Ii..v~att.References
it ch. eva luation of the line-wIdth f7 we only need to evaluate Re M

aLA) /0 I. In thin came the tr1i t-depnndence of A should he retained. + ornr.11nen address; till Inatitute of Physics. Collage nf General
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TOPULOGICAL DEFECTS AND MELTING OF WIGNER SOLID ON CORRUGATED SURFACES* Electrons on the surface of liquid heliun form a classical two-

dimensional system whose properties are completely determined by the dimen-
P. Vashishta, Rf. K. Kalia

sionless variable, r e
2
(. ps)

1
/2/kBT, where ps is the surface electron

Materials Science and Technology Division
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, U.S.A. density. Experimental (1) and computer simulation (2) studies reveal that the

and electrons form a triangular Wigner solid at large values of r and that the

J. J. Quinn solid melts around r - 130. However, many of the experimental 20 systems,

Department ot Physics e.g., rare gases adsorbed on substrates, are different in that they are formed
drown University, Providence, RMode Island 02912, U.S.A.

on periodic substrates. These systems exhibit a rich variety If ccaAensurate

and incommensurate phases and melting from these solids have been the focus ofMbstract
several recent investigations (3-5).

Melting of electrons on sinusoidally corrugated 
surfaces S1 and 54 (of

- n t neIn this paper, It is shown that the underlying substrate can alter the
Wave lengths A = a and a, a - lattice spacing), is investigated using

SW onature of the melting transition. A system of electrons on periodic corruga-
the method of molecular dynamics. BoER continuous and discontinuous melting

transitions are observed: Melting on S2 is found to be discontinuous if U0 is tions S2 and S4 (see Fig. 1) is investigated as a function 
of height of the

less tsun the critical value Ut whereas for U.> U the transition is con- corrugation U. using the molecular dynamics (MD) method. The 14D calculations

tisuous. On S4 the transition is always discontinuous. n m grain- are performed for a system of N = 256 electrons with a neutralizing, uniform,

L.oundary loops are observed in systems which undergo discontinuous melting positive background. The dehoity of electrons is kept fixed at es - 1.477 x
10

s 
cv

"2 
and periodic bouvdaryv conditions are used. The long range nature of

transitions whereas continuous melting transitions are accompanied 
by a Small

the electron-electron interaction is properly taken into account by the Ewalddensity of defects.
sunmation.

For Uo - 0, it was previously found that the melting transition Is first

order (2): The temperature variations of the internal energy and the constant

of self-diffusion showed hysteresis, supercooling, and release of latent heat

on melting. The entropy change on melting was found to be 0.3 k8 and the

melting transition was observed between r - 118-132, In excellent agreement

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. with experiments (1).
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the system goes into an ordered state. Thus, the ID results snow that the

nature of the melting transition changes from discontinuous to continuous

around U, - 0.06 K. In other words, there is a tricritical melting point on

S2.

On 34, the melting transition is investigated at U, - I K. The internal

energy and the constants of self-diffusion show discontinuous Jumps around the

melting temperature and the transition is accompanied by an abrupt change in

entropy which suggests that the melting transition is first order.

Stmay of defects upon melting reveals grain-boundary loops on S4 and also

on S2 if Ue < U1. Iowever, for U0 ) U€ the density of defects on 52 is much

smaller. Thus, the corrugation height appears to enhance the dislocation core

energy, thereby reducing the density of defects and changing discontinuous

melting into continuous melting.
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Figure Captions

figure I: triangular electron solid of spacing a in the presence of corruga-

tions Sg. S2, S3 and S4 with wave vectors K 1 1, 2, 3, and 4,

respectively. Here K is measured in units of Gx (' i(2ps/ )1I12),

i.e.. the x-cof%,oneut of the smallest reciprocal lattice vector of

the triangular lattice.

Figure 2: Total internal energy per particle. E. as a function of temperature

for three val, .s of the corrugation height Uu . S and L denote the

solid and liquid phases. The melting temperature chariges fron 0.3 S4 ANJlAM M
K to 0.6 K as U0 is increased from 0 to I K. S3 N

s2AAAAM
Figure 3: Time dependence of instantaneous temperatures, T(t) a m av (t)/i , S1

for three valu,:s of U0 after the systems have been cooled from the

liquid phase. First T(t) rise sharply and then oscillate around * .

the mean teqperature corresponding to stable solid phases.

_x

figure I
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The Ef fect of Interactions on th e pol aronic
S tate of Two Iliaen sional E le ctrons on the

ur face o of Liquid Helium

S. A.* Jackson
Bell Laboratories. Mu rray Hill. NJ

ABSTRACT

hearlier work") we predicted that two-dimensional electrons

twurface of a liquid helium thin film would form a polaronic

,t~ato with a mass enhancement of at least five orders of magnitude.

wc - e r-~ently done a more general calculation of the threshold

IItiell where the polaronic state 'orms as a function of

I 0.it, ti~kiCss and areal density of electrons on the surface of

the liquid helium, in particular, the contribution of interactions

,etween electrons to the localization of a given electron and to

it, odss enhancement. We relate these results to recent measure-

-,nt, ot I.. Andrei" on the mass enhancement and mobility decrease

.11 el-truns on liquid helium films.

Is A,. Jackson and P. .4. Platzman, Phys. Rev. B24, 499 (1981);

Phys. Rev. !2S, 4686 (1982); Surface Science M,~ 401 (1982).

h. AndJrei, to be published.
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,,t,.tion. Spv ific Heat, Magneto-Thermal Effect and

X.'vr.,o-r lectric P wer of Two-dimensional Electron Gas in 1. Electron Density, Fermi EnargyMagnetization.

a w rtiaing Magnetic Field

We consider thermodynamic properties of 2D gas of noninteract-

lOdek Zawadeki ing electronas in a parabolic, spherical energy band at finite

-btof y Warsaw, Poland temperature T in the presence of a quantising magnetic field H.

er ..tetf Lxpeimertal Prnysics, University of In:8bruck 
We include the spin degeneracy but assume the spin-splitting

Iratsrcc, Austria factor g02O. Irversior, layers and superlattices based on GaAs

and aatiofy quite well trese assumptions, if the g*- value enhance-

Rudolf Lassnig ment is neglected. An incorporation of the spin splitting into

,.t.. te for Lxperimental Physics, University of Innsbruck the theory is straight-forward. We assume further that only one

innabrucA, Austria electric subband is populated. The energetic density of atates

Abstract is taken in the form of a sum of Gausaian peaks

..rory magneticalion, specific heat, magneto-thermal P(C) . I ep - (n) (1)

::e,:L 4 t,.ermoelectric power of the two-dimensional gas of 
.

-1 t-r Lg electrons in the presence of a quantizing magnetic -where L s (nc/e)/2; Xn - I w(n 
+ 

1) and r is the broadening

arm1 a riite temperature are considered theoretically. The n

.., to,{ rde to Landat quantization oscillates around 
the parameter (t:ie level width At - 2r). A dependence Of broadening

.... z.,..va e tlor ofau magnticao f ielandtvanies ioun the on the magnetic field is neglected, cf. 111. The electron density

. a function of magnetic field and vanishes in the in I ans
2 

is

, mit. Tne apecific neat consists of an intralevel and

;,, r.eoe. .ontributions, botri strongly oscillating. Magneto- N * A I e dz (2)

-L1- .- .- atlmOfn f a thermally isolated superlattice 
are 

d2z z2)

., e!. ( A ' t ~ e r e r o f K a t lo w te m p e r a tu r e s , w h ic h i s 10 3 w o 1 e - / TU.Scrir K a tmpeatres wichiswhere A c (l/n)(eH/hc), Yn 
=

(Z- n)/Y and a = /kT, ni = /kT.

S. u ' r tm&r, in 3D semimetals. The thermoelectric power at

n. uCtC fmelds does not depend on electron scattering and On - A/kT, 
y 

- r/kT are the reduced quantities. The filling

proportional to the entropy. Its scillatigns in factor of the system is defined as v - N/A, denoting the nuamber

., il as sell s its dependence on the temperature and 
of occupied Landau levels. The condition of a constant electron

ii. are e ml g0density 
in the sample leads to an integral equation for 

the Fermi

energy c(H). Fig. I shows this dependence calculated for

"w-l.-ensiorl elrrtron gas in the presence of a quantizi,g m
e 

s 0.0665 mod. m
0  O  

8xlD11 cm 2. r a 0.5 .eV and T a 6K.

t:, ! IS ,own to possess strongly variable properties The free energy of the system is

P, f......0 tn , r.atlve position of the Fermi level with - ("

t. Lnd-. lvels. In the transport effects the 
z N; - k, ()In r 1

v.I ea are of crucial meaning, whereas in the equilibrium It is convenient to :rite o(E) in the form

:.'r, te e-tencec anJ tne localised states play comparable o(c,H) z a.H.R(c,H) k4)

-' .. ,,m,'ipose o' tins i aper is tO consider equilibriumofLIspae i t cnsdr qulirimwhere 6 z I (ll] The mag[netization of the system is

electron gas in strong magnetic fields, where -dld. After some manipulation one obtains

tI ,- 1-h~tr n ,t ,'r. , is of secondary importance, in order

r. r .I~a ,r, lre.n.frol..,t frsrmetion on the density of states, . -2y' On

S.ry ni elated problems. a -

It oricz to calc.l,,te a contrit,,tjon to magnetization from on
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,cmpletely tilled Landau level one should put n-z-O0 and the 3C Li

i.tegration limits s-. The integral can then be calculated to T - (8)
give Mr z XTa(-20r). Figure 2 shows the magnetization calculated and
o z .-i ng to Eq.(5) for the above m , N,r and T = 4.2K. It can 2

be seen that the diamagnetism of the 20 electron gas oscillates Cv = kA(L - (9)
symnetrically around the zero value, vanishing in the limit of 0

where
- -.. This i3 in contrast to the 3D situation, where, apart from

te deHaas - van Alphen oscillatory component, one has also a x xf n e (1
no tntc contribution to magnetization, which at low fields r . ( dc (10)

represents the Landau diamag~netism, Cf. 1 1. The inclusion of then
in which x = z-n and the other quantities are defined above. The

spin splitting does not change the situation - it simply doubles Fermi energy is first calculated from the condition Neconat.
Vhe numeber ot levels. Thnus, we conclude that also the para- and then all the integrals computed as functions of the magneticar.etism of the D electron gas vanishes in the low-field limit. field for the corresponding t values. Fig. 3 shows the specific

As follows from Figs I and 2 the magnetization oscillations heat calculated for the above parameters at T=6K.
follow quite closely those of the Fermi level. On the other hand
the Sth.Jn~kov-OeHsas oscillations of magnetoresistance have The specific heat od 2D electron gas is seen to consist of

the h~biko-de~as scilatons f mgneoresstace avetwo contributions. At high magnetic fields, where tbw, >> kT, only-axim a when the Landau levels cross the Fermi energy. It follows t he ontr ib ti ns t i a ti c o i but e to >> Wh , the

then that there should be a phase shift between the magnetization Fermi energy is between two Landau levels, the lower levels are
and the magneto-resistance oscila tlons . In fact, this has been cm le e ly i led, the l ety, aeobserv ed recently in the eagnetization measursnts on OaAs - completely filled, the upper ones completely empty, and Cv
ob s serverecentlyte mag o mvanishes. At such a magnetic field the system can not absorb low

-he a ~st sup teor o31. menergy excitations. At weaker magnetic fields the interlevel
excitations begin to come into play if the temperature is not

been carried out using the delta-like density of states, withthe results quite similar to those presented in Fig.2. 121. It is too low. They are of importance when the Fermi energy lies
aesufitest oe lat the prsnted e naion 121. t isbetween two Landau levels. The interlevel contribution to Cv is
also Of interest to note that in the first explanation of the seni i.3ivh omo sapsie ic.a olw
iHvA effect in 30 metals Peierls used a two-dimensional model of
a metal at T=0. Already this early consideration exhibited from Fig. 1, the Fermi energy "Jmps" between two Landau levels

certain features presented above (cf.! I). within a narrow range of magnetic field strength. The rise of
this contribution with decreasing magnetic field follows the

C. .pecifc Heat, vagneto-thermal Effect. general behavior of Cv for two-level systems 1I. Thus, Fig. 3
illustrates a continuous transition of the specific heat from

Th.e specific heat is given in general as the intralevel to the interlevel behavior, which is characterised,
C df (,-C)O(c)dc (6) among other, by a change of phase of the magneto-oscillations.
0 (T At very high magnetic fields the Fermi energy is forced below

in which the lowest Landau level and the electron statistics becomes non-
-degenerate. In this limit only the lowest level is occupied and

df - ( (7) the specific heat as well as the electron concentration can be

The dependence at/IT at a constant concentration is determined by calculated analytically, to give at a finite temperature
differenciating Eq.(2) with respect to T and using Eq.(7). This I

leads to Cv p(
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!t can be seen that the intralevel part of Cv depends crucially 3.34xlO16T3(cm-3), so that at T 1 lI the electronic and the

on the level broadening, going to zero at vanishing r. lattice specific heats are, in fact, well comparable.

7ig.Zi shows the peaA value of Cv for the filling factor vz2.5 Next we consider magnetothermal oscillations, which denote

(a- ! : 66 kO) as a function of kT/f. Consider the regime temperature variations of a thermally isolated system as a

n, -l T and 'w c - ., and the Fermi energy in the vicinity if function of a magnetic field. This effect has been measured in

he -tn Landau level. Th. completely filled levels contain A-n three-dimensional semimetals 161, where the temperature changes
'vctrons, which do not contribute to the specific heat. One can are of the order of 10-3K. In a thermally isolated sample the

st.ow both analytically and numerically that In this situation at processes occur adiabatically, i.e. the entropy must remain con-

a ' xed magnetic field the contribution of the n-th level to C, stant. Since the entropy is an oscillatory function of a magnetic

- o te.nsined only by kT/P. This means that the dependence Shown field and an increasing function of temperature, the latter must

it Fig.i is universal in the sense that it can be used for any oscillate in order to keep the etropy constant. The same prin-

given r in orter to determine the behavior of Cv with tempera- ciple is used in the magnetic cooling. The etropy is
ture. Sel = -(/MT)v, which becomes in the previous notation

ft is of interest to examine validity of the general formula - . 2

for the specific heat of a strongly degenerate electron gas: e d. kA FL1 [ln(le-) . Lx~e e n dz (12)

V (W/3) kOT'(r). It can be easily seen that this formula does n o1*

rot account for the interlevel contribution to Cv, describing It can be easily seen from the above expression that the om-

only the linear range of the intralevel part, as seen in Fig.4. pletely filled levels (x = 2-n << 0) give vanishing contribution

The above expression is usually derived using the Sommerfeld to the entropy. Together with the condition of a constant elec-

"apanson of the statistical integrals with respect to the small tron concentration, cf. Eq. (2), we have two integral equations

parameter (kT/C)i', in which the Fermi energy C is counted from for two unknowns t(H) and T(H), the second being of experimental

the band edge !5'. In our case, how.'ver, the completely filled interest.

Landau levels below the Permi energy are statistically inactive Fig. 5 shows the temperature of the two-dimensional electron

and within one partly occupied level the expansion parmeter gas as a function of magnetic field calculated for a GaAs sample,

becomes (kT/W). In good samples this parameter is mall with as characterised above. The constant value of entropy is chosen

respect to one only at very low temperatures (below lK). Thus, to be S o a 9.68x1o016k (corresponding to T = 1.25K at H c 100k).

for the 2D electron ges in a magnetic field the whole concept of "be very strong oscillations of temperature result from vanishing

strong degeneracy and the validity of corresponding approxima- values of the intralevel specific heat at the minima (cf. Pig.3).

tions is limited to the vary narrow range of lowest temperatures. On the other hand, the phallic shapes of peaks and the strong

If the above effects are to be observable, the specific heat damping at lower magnetic fields are due to the fact that, as

of the electron gas should be comparable to that of the lattice, the temperature rises, the interlevel contribution to Cv comes

A typical period of a superlattice is 200 R. Por this value we into play hampering further temperature increase.

calculate, using the coefficient A in Eq. (2), the electronic The magnetothecmal oscillations can be calculated for the

specific heat Cv/k - 2.42l0 
1 5

E...](cmn
3

), where the values in realistic case, including the entropy of the lattice. In the low

brackets are plotted in Pigs 3 and 4. At low temperatures the temperature region, where Cl - aT
1 , 

the entropy of the lattice

specific heat of the lattice, due to three acoustic phonon is simply 3l c1/3. This can be included in the constant-entropy
branchea, is Cv . 234k(ta12)(T D6 3, where Ma ia the number of condition: S. 1 S1 = const.
atoms and 5

o 
is the Deby. temperature 141. The factor 1/2 accounts The result is shown in Fig. 6. with Se 1 * 9.68-1016k. Since

for two atoms per unit call in OaAs-type materials. Taking for the lattice prevents strong temperature rise, the interlevel
GaAs N

a 2 2.2151022 ce-3 And O
D 

- 46K we obtain C 1/k
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contribution to electronic specific heat is negligible and the at a constant electron concentration one determines directly

magneto-thermal oscillations have spike-like behavior. This 
the entropy of the electron gas.

should allow one to use the effect as a spectroscopy tool in 2D Fig.7 show$ the therso-pover of the 2D gas in a strong

systems. At low temperatures the amplitude of oscillations is of transverse magnetic field calculated for the above parame-

the order of 1K, which is 10 times larger than in the three- ters and T 6K. At high fields, as long as the interlevel

dimensional case. The effect is so large that it can be used for contribution to Cv is negligible (cf. Fig.-3), the entropy (and

consequently a) vanishes when the Fermi energy is between two
magnetic cooling. Landau levels. At lower fields the interlevel contribution to

3.7nemoelectric Power VC becomes of importance and the entropy, an well as a, does not

reach the zero values. These general predictions agree quite

A quantum theory of thermo-magnetic transport phenomena of- well with the first experimental observations of the themo-power

fers some serious difficulties, since in the presence of a tem- oscillations in OsAA-GaAlAs heterostructures 112 I. In Fig.
8 

we

perature gradient the system is not homogeneous. As a cnse- show the maximal values of i(H) calculated from Eqs (2) and

quence, the automatic application of the Kubo method led in the (12) as functions of kT/r in the limit of Bec >- kT and fc s> r.

past to results, which did not satisfy the Onsager symetry This dependence is universal in the Same sense as the one

relations, violated the third law of thermodynamics, et 17,8,91. presented in Fig. 4.

hese paradoxes and puzzles were resolved by Obraztsov 11.0111. It is of interest to compare the above results with the

who showed that, in order to obtain a correct description Of the published calculations of magneto-chermo-power in 21) systems 13,

off-diagonal components of thermo-magnetic tensors, one should 1,15 . All above authors used the delta-like density of states,

explicitly include in the theory a contribution of the magnetisa- which is equivalent to taking r o. In this limit there is
tion. This is related to the fact that the microscopic surface 2

crrents, which determine the Landau magnetization of conduction are then equal to their inteerand with i replaced by nd A

electrons, make a significant contribution to the macroscopic maximum of the n-th peak occurs for "O
0
n' i.e. for x=0, at which

current density when a temperature gradient is present. At high the fillin1 factor is ,,- n + 1. Hence, we have N A(n +

sagnetic fields, i.e. for .,T 1, the diagonal components of and the thermo-power at the maximum becomes

the transport tensor may be neglected with respect to the

off-diagonal ones. The latter do not depend on electron scatter- k In 2

in in the high-field limit. Taking into account the contribution n i T (15)

of magnetization N one obtains for the off-diagonal component of This is the result quoted in 114,151 (the authors of J131 erro-

the macroscopic thermoelectric tensor neously estimated v-n). It should be borne in mind that the

o . c dN = c (13) asumpti, ns r 0 and T 9 0 correspond to the limit kT/r -.

y TY 1 It can be seen from Pig. 8 that, in fact, we obtain the above

where xy d~tYinee the microscopic current density. When value of a in the limit of kT/r - . However, the experiments

is calculated using the standard methods of the density matrix, are usually performed i the range of kT/r < 0.5, wl.ere the

the equality (13) is obtained, in which S is the entropy of the maximal values of a are distinctly lower.as seen from Fig. 8. We

electron Fas. The thermoelectric power becomes conclude: 1/ The "universal values" of thereopower, as claimed in

S !- S (04) the quoted papers, are not really universal; 2/ These values are
x - e not likely to be reached experimentally.

N is giver, in Eq. (2) and 3 in Eq. (12), SO that a(H) can be

readily calculated in the no-scattering limit. By measuring a
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Figure Captions

Fig., The Fermi enrgy vro. magnetic field calcilated for the 35

2D electre. ga s:, GaA at a corstant electron density ImeVI T-6K

and the terperature of K. The Landau levels are also

indicated.

30
Fig.2 Magnetization of t,, .*.I electron gas vcerpa magneti3

field Calcjlated for tit same conditions as in Fig.1 and

'K. Mo oTCt.'/t ).

Fig.3 SF'cific :,at r The 2D electron gas vergus magnetic 25

*ield caieulatcl for thlie Came conditions as in Fig.1 . A

transitior from tie intralevel regime to the interlevel

regime of th-I-a. excitations is clearly seen. A I(1 0 20 40 60 80 100

(eA/nc) for l A IG. H[kG]

Fig.4 Iotralwo. ,ntribution to the specific heat calculated

for the f[ilrg factor v z 2.5 as a function of kT/r.

Fig.5 n oscillations of the 2D electron gas in
GaAs vor 4§ the filing factor calculated for a constant

electr-m .crtri-tion and a constant entropy. The entropy 30
of the iattice Is r.ot included.

Fig.6 .agneto-tnennal osill,tions yqr§q, the filling fastor M/M0
,aicalatee %.,r a GaAs-CaAlAS superlattice including thed

entropy o: "!, lattice. 10-

FIg.7 Tre t:.ezroec>.- pouer of the 2D electron gas ytqKs_

magreti: fi.ld :a.njlatea for GaAs parameters &nd T 6 6K. 0 . ..

S cato, values of (-e/k)(ln?)/,.

F .r a, he filling factor v 1n 0
: .nctior, of MT/f in the range rmc >> kT
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THERPOWR MEASUREMENTS ON THE TWO-OIMENSIONAL Themomagnetlc coefficients of a two-dimensional system in strong magne-

ELECTRON GAS OF GaAs-AlxGalxAs HETEROSTRUCTURES tic fields have been calculated by different authors/
1
'
2

/, but experimental

data are not published. In this paper we present prellminary data of thermo-

power measurements on GaAs-AlxG&1 x As heterostructures in high magnetic fields.
H. Obloh and X. v. Klitzing

Physik-Department, Technische Universitht IJnchen The experimental set-up used for our thermopower measurements is shown

8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Germany in Fig. 1. The GaAs-AlxGalixAs heterostructures with standard Hall geometry

and and a typical overall length of 7 m are located within an evacuated sample

K. Ploog holder in the center of a superconducting coil. A temperature gradient in the

tx-Planck-Institut fUr Festkdrperforschung direction of the long axis of the device is obtained by connecting the device

7000 Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. of Germany to an electric heater and to a heat sink (bath temperature T) as shown in

Fig. 1. The temperature difference AT between the potential probes is measured

Abstract with AuFe-chromel thenmocouples.and values up to &T - 0.2 K are realized. The

estimated uncertainty in aT ts about 0.01 K. The thermal voltages parallel

Thermopower measurements on GaAs-AlxGe 1 x As heterostructures and perpendicular to the temperature gradient are measured with a resolution

show that the Seebeck coefficient oxx oscillates as a func- of 2 20 nV.
tio of magnetic field with peak values 0max at half filled

Three different devices were investigated with the following carrier den-
Landau levels. On devices with mobilities higher then u sities a5 and mobilities p:
41 x 103cm2/Vs a temperature-independent value of , al 5lcm-

2  2
xxSamle 5185 A: ns - 6.6 x 1O0c'2 P " 107000 cm2/Vs.

40 pV/K is found at helium temperatures (2 K < T < 5 K) for Saple 4 E: ns - 3.7 x -Icm'2 p . 4100 m2/Vs.

the Landau quantum number NL * 1. However, on a sample with Sample 5170 A: ns - 2.4 x 10
11
cm'

2
; y - 24000 cm

2
/Vs.

lower mbility (p * 24 x 10
3
cm

2
/Vs) so decreases with de-

creasing temperature and reaches a value of about 31 pV/K In Fig. 2 the thermal voltage Vth as a function of magnetic field is

at T - 2.8 K. The oxy-component shows a coplicated oscil- plotted for different temperature gradients at a bath temperature T - 4.2 K.

lating behavior and changes within the experimental range The man temperature T. of the sample varies with aT and increases epproxi-

v 2 (v * filling factor) its sign at magnetic fields mately up to 66T above T8 depending on the length of the device. Within the

close to the filling factor v - 3. In the plateau region of experimental accuracy Ath varies linearly with the temperature gradient AT,pp
the quantized Hall resistance both xx and a, tend to zero. indicating that YthaT ox is not strongly influenced by a wll variation

KY pp
of the mean tmperture. The vanishing of oLx between 3.1 T and 3.4 T (cor-

responding to the plateau region of the quantized Hall resistance) dnnstratos
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that contributions from the substrate material can be neglected. The masured References:

ax. is always negative (as expected for electrons) and shows mxim and minim 1) S.H. Girvin and N. Jonson, J. Phys. C 1., L 1147 (1962)

at the sa mgnetic field positions as observed in SdH-experiments (see 2) S.P. Zelenin. A.S. Kondrat'ev, A.E. Kuclm, Soy. Phys. Semicond. 1_6.

Fig. 3). 355 (1982)

The peak value 0 mx Increases with decreasing Landau quantum number and 3 P. S J. Piws. C 16, L 369 (1983)
axX 4) W. Zawadzkt, this conference.

approaches a value of about 40 pV/K for the Landau quantum number N L  -1. As

show in Fig. 4 this value seem to be constant within the Investigated tem-

perature region (2 K - S K) for high-quality devices (p t 41 x 103cm2/ys).

This result agrees with calculations/"3/ predicting a value ome
x  

s

- (k ln2/(e(NL  1/2))) (NL: Landau quantum number). However, W. Zawadzki/4/ Lnd. .

has pointed out that this equation is correct only in the limit kT/r -x I

(r - collision broadening). Therefore, with decreasing temperature "x
x 

should

be reduced. Our experiments at T 2 K show that this deviation is sall for

samples with m bilities above p Z 41 x 10
3
cm

2
/Vs but seem to be visible below i __ Ow

7? it on our device with p " 24 103 cm2/Vs. £
A comparison between ax and axy * Ey/VxT as a function of the mgnetic

field is shown in Fig. 5. The off-diagonal elemnt axy oscillates in a dif- e c.-'

feret enner than found for xx and changes its sign at a magnetic field close

to the filling factor v - 3. This behavior has been observed for different

devices. A theoretical discussion of the measured axy-component Is ccmplicated 
3 ,-u

because axy consists of a sum of different contributions which my explain the --

observed change in sign. However. in the plateau region of the quantized Hall

resistance all contributions to the threml voltage disappear and both %ix i: Experimental set-up used for our thermopower masuremnts.

and aXY tend to zero at these mgnetic fields.
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dynamical theory albea lbe earlier on.i was olatiO" to lb. erote that it dol acl dsirvely with conrbtionm illed1 fromo Eq. (1).

lioxfq-) as a absorption nionlmn To fit.llita alulato.ns uepproximate tbe probability Tb. osnoblion, 4A of Eq. (1) (al1 a toam.) with appropriate pbo. distribuoto U(q.T) is

do yf(.) of tb. olon.,. lay. no 1. to tb. plano by a metw~ful., profile of tbickness . spaed shown in Fig. 5. We ice thaba t ibs. ralbo. good agreement with b. dama in Fig. 2 in tbe a"

di,.-hc f-ot the interface l-ooid at , - 0. i.. 00 - l.
1

(S(z-hft) - 6(.-b.)! where 9OW is arm. where accord was formerly lacing; lb. 0over1tall giild awe now ac0000010 for sad tbe

lbe unit step fanutto. By makin.g this simplifiati and labiag odivaitage of tb. fact that tb. ebopotn of lb. profiles, particulaly the susaineid tails. am. ratber boile. ..pres.ote Th. only

paoertubiiona am. ws~k (tbey am. only a few pa so Ia ho present oaft) we we0 able o obtal it a wri5s discrepancy is that lb. ocae am shifted t0 larger 2kV For th lb. mt thls remain

..acoisally 'aaci' analytical exsip on to Eit order io X(f4) for lb., Iotal. far,4.ld LA amitutde unexplaind; it may be that ow, characterization of tlibeph.n. specltu s closer.. soralisy. It

m, refiection frotm whbcb fell.- ovt fial -mba (quoted for b-.oe tb m lb. limit -0). sbould be emspbosized tbat lb.... am mbo paameters in lb. lbacry except s and b+ Butl lb.

Aq - L a lxcokb - qgI sik)msl rougly conform to lb. actual &alty proifbi x) of lb. inversion Layer. asd. ildod. lb. bat
I Itt a cash n o fitb~ -~ys.2~ a obtained whe lb. profile midpoint poitio. it - b -a/2. is chboe to fall at -3.5 st (where .0

- 23' qlsny isth. variational tickness parrarecie of the lowest uabband give by Eq. (3.30) of rod- 1) - very

close tO lb. vsaiatial firnst aet of a for lb. oblug density. z. - 3&.
+ 6 mortermts (1)

Here R1,w a sake xv coafti.e1... ratio of acbono to tiids LA amplitudes, p is lb. crystal 4 ecae

density. C,s lb. LA potto velocity ad It, - q oo as tbe LA plaoinu waomaolo.o normal to lb. Theory and exp.........w now is amiod on lb.01e sigat ati. obse...v is lb. propagation

plane Th. aleci...ph... coutpin a represented by B - a -ot4 +i b.. -Ilheaadb of bollistic ph.....es ibmog a 2DEG, Shing oaoisoisg htimastr that lb. elaclooa-pao.

deformaton potential corbswuao A plot of (t) (in Its catlmly) is shows is Fig I(a) for A.) intersction is basically n, diffenat in 21D lhan is 3D. Intrestingly. lb. work remelt that *ba.

calculsad for a n0.aoraeoig ellan... ga'at sure. Kellim IRS 3fbl scatering~ many perit direct secatoscopy. lb. thakn. respons. Insonia telb fusction 41fq)[,

A taning fista.. of Eq (1) is the madiatory eats., of &Mfq)fl eidena t inte~rfe.recsoehnthtiqueiacsibeliswn.Tsmdbepti" itrsigintersne

of qsusntizig siallotic fids.
betwees. aplelvas mtered from the 2DE0 anduase frome lb. to.(s..c lb. phae duffooa.

haas samlly, lb. risl. of path diffisosax, 2b Is. ph.. sagibl, 2wk- (in lb. opanisst Ita Adiealssess

san Ilastani to iasla !52wfl, sO the oasisa is ine tboows clude) Bob Rex and Ima, appear The conatributios of G. Kambashy and JI. P Oars. inseample preparation ans gratefully

. (1) - a ets, dsalla spas th phase diimx Tb. lending term is (ll. ..thaaoed by atksioledged. Spacie) thans so to F. C. Usterad for his crucial rol. is tbe execution of tb.

Rdj I- - 50), ar i ns .es lalites (wote I is Fig. 4) sidled by lb tde s LA vans Tb. expeiment. On. of lb. avitors (SR) is Oraafal ito lb. bospitality of lb. Nattonal Istitute of
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PFactional Quantum Hell Effect at law Temperatures incompressible electron fluid awising from the strong electrc'i-electron Coulomb

AiM Chang. M A Paalanen'. H L Stormer". Interaction A theory due to Laughlin 41 predicts the existence of 1/3 charge
J C M nd D Taw-excitationo at 1/3 fillig of the lowest Landau level and a gap in the excitation

-Depertmrn- of lectncal Engineering and Computer Science
Princeton Uiuversity, Princeton. NJ 08544 spectrumo

'Be!l Laboratories In this paper, we report a detailed, low temperature [&i CIC .ue) otudy
Murray Hill, NJ 07974

of the 2/n quantum Hall effect in a GaAs-AI~aAs sample of ext lugh mobil-

Abestci~ ity (-I0' cmtfV-sec). in magnetic fields between 68 and 101' e serify that

We report results of low temperature (85i nK to 770 inK) magneto-transport the I101 plateau is accurately quantized to 3 pars in :04 . .ie urve Is
measurements of the 2 '3 quantumi Hall plateau in an n-type GaM-AI.GaI _.As
heterostructure Both the diagonl resistivity p. and the Hall resistisy p, inear at low electric fields (< 10-0 V/emn) We investigate .uIpeature
shew thermally activated behavior The thermial activation energy was mass-
ured as a function of the Landau level filling factor, P, at fixed magnetic fields. 0. dependence of pu and p. (the Hall resistivity). We fin that at each filling factor
by varying the density of the iwo-dimensional electrons with a back gate bias
T-he activation ertergy A of p. is maxamums at the center of the Hall plateau. v = oh/eli. where n Is the electron density. B the magnetic field strength. and
when iP = 2/3. and decreases on either aide of it, as v moves away from 2/3 This
resonaince-like dependence or. P Is characterized by a maximum activation h/a the flux quantum. p. and dAo* = pv -(3/2)h/e area activated with the sanie
energy d, = 830Omitand dvl vc= 8% at l = 92 5kG In addition. we have verified
t hat the Hall conductance is quantized to (2/3)el, h to an accuracy of 3 parts in activation energy The activation energy bos a maximum natic at v = 2/3 and
!&' and that the I-V relationis linear do"n to an electric field of less than 10

Y/cm shwin noevidnceforpiningdecreases to each side Other than the 2/3 quantum Hall effect we hae"

The recent discovery by Taut. Storiner and Gossard 11] of a fractionally observed structures in pu near vi = 5/3. 4/3. 4/5, and 3/5. consistent with a

quantized Hall plateau at the value of1 /3 has generated a great deal of interest recent report 181 of wxtra structures close to these values Only 5/3 and 4/3

Fuirther wsperimtentotion 2]j has shewn the eistence of an additional plateau at shew plateau development in p.. The 5/3 plateau is accurately quantized to 1 1

2/3 These plateaus ace observed at low temperatures in a high mobility two- part iIo

divmensionoal electron gas sytem in GaAs-Al.Gal 5AA heteroctructure when Our sample is a modulation doped GaA&-AI5Ga1 ,As heterostructure grown

placed in a strong perpendicular magnetic field They occur when the lowest by molecular beam epitaxy The layered structure consists of 1 pum undoped

Landau leve! is fractionally occupied - the 1/3 end 2/3 plateaus at 1/3 and 2/3 Glas. 300 A of undojied AIGeAs. and 400 A of Si doped (2 a ',Oil cm-3) AlGaAs.

fallings respectively At the same tUms the diagonsal resistivity (pes) develops a Electrons ionized from the Eli donors are trapped at the GaAs-AIGeaf interface

minimum which becomes more pronouced at lower temoperatures Mocre recent and form the 2-imenslonal gs&E The region of undoped AIGaAs separates the

experiments '3) revea that the 1/3 plateau is quantized to an accuracy of electrons from the donors and reduces Impurity scattering Our sample has a

better then sow pert in 10' and that os 15 activated ar both '1/3 and 2/3 mixahhty around 109 cm
5
/V-eec at 112 mC. By using a hack-gate bias [7]. we are

FAhin over a liited dynamic range Current theoretical results [4.5] Indicate able to wary the electron density continuously between I and 2 1 w I01"cm-

thas the"e unsulal phenomenam are associated with the formation of an Figure I shows typical traces of pe and pe as a function of gate voltage at
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seveal empato' ', -rl; -Io isplotd t th to Th vaLOU P.This IN a arpriirig reslt -since the 1/3 Pltcu deveops much more readi~y

tra. es rorresp. rid to different contact pairs in our Hall bar of a geoilietrv dey- than the 2/31 plateau at similar flelds

.ted iv the -t!' The tr-, , are tak, , at H3 94 t, kG The p mrouc and to conclusion several interesting results have emerged from our study of

Hail puleiral. t , 1 are evident A lew temnperatures pm approaches ,ero the fractional qaimum Hull effect in the hvgh mobility. low temperature regime

over a te range in giiure 2d shows raw data for the temperature depeo- h'rst the 2/3 and 5/3 states are found to be accurately quantized the farmer to

devie of e.s arotird , 2 at several fixed gate vottages IVii) HI is held coon 3t parts in :0 and the latter i: part in 1103 The IAV characteristic it linear at

stant at W2 * kit Al each 
1
acorresponding to a certain v' p. is activated The too electric fields indicating that the ground state at v = 2/3 is not a pinned

best data at Vs = 40 volt~s covers a dynamic range of 2 orders of magmitude in p.. charge density wave state Other structures are seen near 4/5. 3/5. and 3/4,

and a facter at 6 is tenperature tn Fig 2bk we plot the activation evergy as a but their quantumn numbers are not precisely determined from the data Both

function at V, and v for both Pm and 6p., The resulting resonance like curve is pxx and 6p, show thermally activated behavior around v = 2/3 aver a fairly large

characterized by a full width at half riammuin of At, 00M The maximum dynamic range This activated behaior demonstrates the eistence of an

energty occurs at v = 2/It with a value at 630 coltc 50 mK Unlike a usual reso- energy gap in the excitation spectrun above the ground state at v 213

nanre however the activation evergy must go to zero at a certain point to each The work at Princetan University was supported by the Office of Naval

side corresponding to a mobility edge The number of localized states which fall Research and the National Science Foundation

between the mobility edges is apprommastety 0 :in terms of tflling factor 164; E Electronics Laboratory, P 0 Boo 486, Syracuse, NY 1302

In addition to the 2/3t quanitumn Hall affect Fig I shows other promiunent References I
fftrcturesnewv =4/51'5and3/4 oweer.thelac ofconistncyI. D C Taut. H IL Stormer. and AC. Gossaird. Phys Rev Lest 48. 15596(166W)

between different contact pairs and temperatures and the abeence of carry-
2 H L Stormer. D C Ta: A C Gossaird. and JC M Hwang. Physica 11t13 &

berating plateau developiment in ps, precliude any deftnitive statements concern-
1168 668 (!683)

ing their exart quantum numbers The possibility of 3,4 is particularly inngu-

in, since 1he even den,,ninalar indicates the presence of electron pairivg, as 3 D C Taut. H. Stormer. J1 C M Hwang. JS Bdrooks. and Md J Naughton. Phys

bv Hlpern A;Rev B to be published)

in Fig I we stow magnelic flield traces of pn, and pa with the late voltage4 8lailtnPhsRvlt5015(Ii

.el ark ri-cts A flat 15, plateau is observed at a temperature .f g5 mK b D Yoshioka, Ill Halperin, and P A Lee Phys Rev oxtt 80 1216,16863)

ai, e t,, a deep nin i np. A rough niessumenit of the temoperatuarc aT 6 H- L 2tormer. A V Chang D C Tsw. J C Md Hwang A C Go-swad. and W Wieg-

r.. ge 4rac trvat-lr rirres of 20t0 mK Plateau development is also observed mann. tahys Rev Lett 80 :603 (!683)

a-a Hoer it 1- less at m the 5,1 at nearly identical rmagnetic fields

logo-1



7.T T] 7 7
itSt.,-e A C U-ssrd. and W Wiegntanxi Appi Phys [cit 39 493

l lt : llalpen innted talk presented at the Cenference of the Condensed 0

k.otter DvisLon f the Furopein Phsmcdl Society lu sanne 2P-,.0 March

:963 Proceedings to appear in Helvetica Physca Act.

[Jurc Capuoon *

r and i,, ervi back-gate voltage (V,) and tilling factor (v) at R = 94 ')156

and various tcinperatnre a) Hiall bar contact pair 5-6. b) 4-5, c) :0. and ~
d) 0-5 w ranges between 0 5 and 0 9 Inset in d). Hall bar geometry I

a) p versusTIatBt =92 0a various V. for varound 2/3 b) Activation s "

energy o! p. and 4o, - 3/2 h/e' versus V5 and v Solid circles Pn 4

SquarJ pII I m

iMsgneti, field races ofp andp at Va=700volts andT=65mK TheSKI -o a Sa -3 o a o m a o

plateau appears very flat A corresponding minimum occurs in p. 4/3 Fig. 1 pFg. 2

also shows plateau development

IlkI-

Fig. 3
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Multiply Connected Quantized Resistance Regions The second method Is also perhaps the easiest method to use for analyzing a

D. A. Sypherse, F. F. Fang
t 
and P. J. Stiles* single Multiply connected QR region. Examples of soe Interesting multiple

Physics Dept .. Brown University, Providence RI 02912
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights NY 10598 connections of a single region are shown In Fig. 2. Plots of resistance

versus gate voltage for these configurations are also shown In Fig. 2. TheAbstra8ct

We have examined the results of multiple connections on a single accuracy of the values Is the same as any source-drain resistance of a QR
quantized resistance region and Inter-connected quantized resistance
regions. The experiments were done In agnetic fields up to 15 Tesla at region which has been shown to be equal to the Hall resistance to within a
low temperatures In Si WISFETs. Interconnected regions are connected
in two different configurations: (1) Isolated regions connected by some few parts In 105 [8]. It Is also observed that reversing the magnetic
region of low resistance, and (2) contiguous quantized regions. Both
single quantized resistance regions and connected regions of type I field can change the current path, In soe cases be lng radically diff-
separately al Ow the tailoring of resistances to any desired rational
fraction of the quantlzed resistance. These measured resistances are erent. However, the change In current peth has no effect whatsoever on the
easily accurate to better than a few parts In lOW of the Idealized
resistance. Connected regions of type 2 do not act as separate and dis- resistance value of the configuration. More work has been done on multiply
tinct regions. These regions behave as If they Interact via the p tarm
which Is doinated by the region characterized by the lowest Landautlevel connected single regions and will be published elsewhere [9].
index.

Single Regions Multiple Regions
There has been much Interest In the quantlzed Hall effect [1-51 since Isolated quantized resistance regions can be Interconnected by

Its discovery In 1980 [6]. The Hall resistance has been shown to be equal regions of low resistance (such as n contacts) to attain any desired

to h/ia
2 

to within a pert in 107 [7) for filled Landau levels where I Is rational fraction of the quentized resistance. The accuracy of the value

an Integer representing the Landau level Index. It Is expected that attained Is also Imited by the relative accuracy of the sorce-drain

studies of multiply connected quantized resistance regions will shed sane resistance of a single sample as compared to the Mall resistance as tbove.

light on this unique two-dimensional state. An arbitrary set of Inter-connected QR regions can be evalueted by

A single quantized resistance (R) region characterized by Landau the saes methods described above for a multiply connected single VR

level Index I can be multiply connected between terminals on the perimeter region. Using either of those methods, the voltage between mny two probes

such that the msource-dreInm resistance of the region can be my rational divided by the total current can be easily calculated. The resulting

fraction of the quantized resistance. An arbitrary single QR region with resistance can be made to be virtually my rational fr tion of the

eultiple connections can be evalueted by two equivalent methods: quantized resistance. le slple examples nd the resultant resistances

(i) By using Klirchoffts lass where an arbitrary VR region con repre- are shown In Table I. An eccompanylng experilental emaple Is shown In

sented by a collection of resistances end voltages as shown In Fig. I. Fig. 3.

(2)By describing the region wilth currents leaving terminals and All voltage differences er seasured froa points on the ample

voltages on the perimeter which are constant between current-carrying perimeter through which no current pasmes. As a reslt, the devlation fram

terminals as outlined In Fig. 1. the calculated resistance Is due only to differences between the ectual

The second method shows that the only discontinuity In potential current nd the calculated current. These differences originate fro the

along the perimeter occurs at the 110 where current leawes the saSple. differences In the resistance of Individual contacts connecting the

198
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quantized regions. Thus the measured resistances can easily be accurate to with electrons within that level.

better han a few parts in 1id of the ideal ized resistance. We also observed the effects of similar eodiflcations on devices

of closed geometry (see Fig. 4b.). A corbIno disk was modified to have
Cont iguous Regions

Contiguous OR regions have regions of differing densities charac- two contiguous regions wiT h each region connecting the source and drain of

terlzed by different Landau level Indices. These regions exhibit entirely the device. The SdH oscillations of the fixed density part of the sample

different pr opertIes. Such properties require an entirely different per- were not as strong as In the previous sample, and the results ere not as

spectlva to understand the Interaction between contiguous regions. They pronounced. In spite of this they still show that the two regions are not

do not behave as separate and distinct regions. t have performed acting as Independent regions. Typical results at 8 Tesla ere shown In

prelleinary experiments on devices which have a uniform oxlde thickness Fig. 4b. When the region of variable density Is at Landau level Index l-4

and the gate is composed of a region of fixed voltage contiguous with a the resistance becoes even larger than the resistance of the fixed density

standard gate electrode. These experiments Indicate that these regions region alone. Two Independent regions would combine In parallel and give a

-comoun cter v Ia the . xy term. lower resistance. Thes" results suggest that this type of device mey act

A conductance deice (open gaenotry with large r/) was modIled In lIke a Carblne disk chractrJzod by the smaller Landau level Index In

this way with each region connecting the source and drain (see Fig. d.). parallel with a conductance region characterized by the difference between

We studied the fined density region of the smple In Isolation to cherac- the Landau level Indices, although hatter devices ara needed to detereine

torlze It. We observed Shubnlkov-de Haas oscillations, but They were not this unambiguously. However, both the open and closed geometry devices

as distinct as those resulting froe a voltage only on the gate electrode. show that the contiguous regions comnicate via the sypermster.

At constant magnetic field we varied The voltage on The gate electrode We have also Investigated devices with periodic wisiendsA of differing

and plotted the sample resistance versus gate voltage. The results are oxide thickness. The resistance of this device as a function of gote

shown Is Fig. 4a. They show that There is a strong interaction between the voltage Is shown in Fig. 5 along with an outline of The dloce. Analyzing

regions. The resistances at the 1-2 and i-4 levels are far above the this plot shows that The islands do not affect the resistance of the over-

values expected for non-interacting regions. then the density due to the all region when the latter Is strongly quantized between Landau levels

gate electrode Is at a filled Landau level, the resistance of the smple (note -2 and 1-4). The value of the ample resistance at the 1-1 level Is

tends toward The resistance f whichever region has he higher Landau level most likely due to a ron-zero valu of p. such that there Is coupleng

index. We do not have enough data to uambiguously state what exact Inter- between the bulk region end the Islands. The basic difference between

action causes this other than that it occurs via the , ,term. We suggest these devices and the contiguous region devices described previously Is the

a aodei In which The smple behaves like one overel I region characterized topology of the contiguous regions. If the Islands had spenned the width

by the imaller Landau level Index in parallel with a miler reglon cherac- of this devIce, then there would be coup lng between regions via the r

terIzed by the difference between the Landau level Indices. This suggests term o wlth the other eleples end not just via the p. taeo. Put in

a picture In wich aThe electrons Init" filled Landau level Interact only siepi, terms, the electronic state 16 6 11led Landau levels does not Inte-w

IS.
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act with other states unless It Is forced to do so. More work on better

murnpies of ontiguous quantized region% is underway to daerwifle Completely

the dynwMiCS Of contiguous regionfs and the affect that topology has on v v

them. A-.{j~ R A - . - n

We would like to Thank M4. Thoaes for his technical assistance wi~h F

some of the exparisments. Thin work was supported In pert by the National

Science Foundation.
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QUATIZUED HALL EWVECT IN SINGLE QUANTUM WEUS OF Ix.sU InAs-GaSb constitutes a sstem qualitatively different from GaAs-

GaAlAs in that electrons and holes coexist. Becas of the relative energy

E E Mendez.t L L. Changf. C-A. Chang, L. F. Alexander. and L. Esaki position of the valence and conduction bands of bulk lAs and GaSh. in a

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center beterojunctson of the two materials a 2D electron gas is formed in esA, end a
P 0 Box 218. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598

2D hole gas. of the same density, is formed on the GaSb sae of the heteros-

tructure. The intrinsic nature of the process determines the density of the 2DWe report magnesotrsnspol measurements, down to 0.55 K aind up to 28 T.

on GaSh-InAs-GaSh heterostructures At moderate and high fields, the gases and prevents the possibility of varying the carrier concentration in an
magnetoresistance vanishes and the Hall resistance shows plateaus at values of
h/ie

2 
when i (t - 1,2.3.. ) magnettc levels are fully occupied. In addition, in InAs-aSb heterojuntion. This limitation can he overcome in a GsSb-InAs-

high mobility samples. new features appear, the most prominent being a
plateau at i - 5/2 The characteristics of these features are different from GaSh double eterostrcture (see Fig. I). in which the semimetallic nature of
those observed in GaAs-GaAfAs at fractional occupation numbers, suggesting
that they are likely related to the presence of oles in this system. the system is preserved but the number of transferred electrons into the InAs

layer depends on its thickness L. Above a critical thickness (.60 A). below

which no transfer occurs, the number of carJrie increases monotonically and
The study of two-dimensional (2D) carriers confined at the interface between

tends to saturate for LZ300A. when more than one electron subband is
two semiconductors has attracted great attention especially in connection with

occupiedit.
the Quantized Hall Effect (OHE) So far the only system studied in detail has

In this paper we report a study of the ORE in GaSb-lnAs-OaSb
been CiaAs+CiaAIAs,

1 "4 and to a much less extent InGaAs-lnP
3

,
6 

Recently an Quantum Wells (OW) with L ranging from 70 ; to 200 A. The structures
anomalous QHE has been observed in the former system

7
'9: Hall plateaus

were grown by molecular beam epitay on semi-insulating GaAs substrates.
develop at magnetic fields above the quantum limit for fractional Landau-level The thin InAs layer was deposited on a thick (3000,A) GaSh buffer, and

occupation numbers i - 1/3 and 2/3. Additional features have been resolved finally 200 A of GaSh were evaporated on top. Sin-arm Hall bets, 2 mam. long,

for i - 4/3. 5/3. 2/5. 3/5. 4/5 and 2/7. No structures however have been
and 0 I mm wide, were prepared sing photolitographic techniques and ohmic

detected for any series corresponding to even inverse filling factors like I 2 tontacts to the 21D carrier were made. The elctron conctatin and

or IV,4. although the possibility of a charge density wave with a square density mobility, as determined from low-field Hall measurements at 4.2 K, increased

pattern at i - 1/2 has been suggested.
10  

with L from 51101 cm-
2 

to 8.5XIO1
t

cm-
2
. and from 4101 cm

2
/Vsec to

I w

i



2.1xlO
5

cm
2 

/Vsec, respectively. Background doping levels for bulk InAs (n observed in Pur Several aspects of theme results are noteworthy (i) The

type) and GaSb (p type) grown under similar conditions were in the low suggestion of quantization of the Hall effect for fractional filling factors i > 5.

l016cm- 3 range. The magnetotramport experiments were performed at the (2) A better-defined fractional qumntization for i - 2.5 than for I < 2. (3)

National Magnet Laboratory, with fields up to 22 T with a Bitter coil alone, The existence of a Hall-quantized region (at 12 T) without a clear indication

or up to 28 T by placing a Bitter coil inside a superconducting magnet. Sample of a corresponding zero-resistance region. All these characteristics are

temperatures down to 0 55 K were reached using pumped liquid He3. remarkably different from those of GaAs-GaAAs. where (a) fractional

Figure 2 shows the magneto and Hall resistance, at 1.6K. for a OW quantization has been observed only up to 5/3. (b) the structures are always

with L - lOOA. The magoetoresistance exhibits a typical oscillatory hehav- better resolved at higher fields and (c) no evidence of inverse even fractions is

ior, corresponding to the crossing of the electron Landau levels (N - 1. 2, ...) found. Moreover, for the sample of Fig.3 the plateau at 12 T was clearly -

through the Fermi level. At moderate fields. =8T. the levels are spin-split, as distinguishable at 4.2 K, a temperature at which the fractional structures are

indicated by the ±signs. A zero-resistance ttate. already hinted at 1.6 K in unobservable in GaAs-GaAIAs. At this temperature the broad peak in p55.

Fig,2. is reached at temperatures lower than I K. The Hall resistance shows centered at 12 T, was clearly resolved into two, and, as it was lowered to 0.55

well defined plateaus for fields as low as 2.5 T, and a good agreement was K, the high-field peak decreased in intensity and moved to lower fields.

found (better than I %) between the experimental and the theoretical values Preliminary data at much lower temperatures also indicate a very different

Ih/ie 2
). A similar behavior was observed in other moderate-mobility samples, behavior between the two peaks of the doublet in pas at 5.3 T.

up to the extreme quantum limit, which for a sample with L - 70 A was These facts suggest that the origin of the extra structures is different

reached at a22 T from the regular Hall plateaus. The presence of electrons and holes in the

On the other hand. samples with mobilities Z l.Ssl0cm2/VSec pres- system makes the analysis much more difficult. In a trully metatic structure (

ented a different behavior In addition to the regular Hall plateaus they n - p) the crossing of the electron and hole Landau levels through the Fermi

exhibited extra Hall structures, like the ones shown in Fig.3. There, three level should be simultaneous, and thus no new features, due directly to holes.

extra featires are revealed in pay, at fields of 5.3. 12 and 23.5 T. The most would be expected. The observed new structures could result then from an

prominent is a plateau, that, if described by a fractional filling factor, corre- electron-bole interaction in a way not known at the present time. It is also

sponds to I - 5/2 (within 1%). In all cases corresponding structures were possible that they arise from a deviation from complete balance between the
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two types of carniers. so that the fieldinduced emptying of the Landau levels

is not concurrent The additional structures would then be due to holes.

which would explain the different temperature dependence found. This

interpretation is also consistent with the fact that none of the additional -qu' antu imt fad oture, G*bin heeletri

features is observed in low-mobility samples, in which the hole mobility. dobl feeor atre The valence
£band (VD) of GsSb lDes hiher i or

always much lower Ifusn the electron mobility, is expected to scale down 91 S). by an amount Ikfu0l~eVI, than
the conduction band (CB) of InAs.

accordingly which is the origin of the electron
Ga transfer. The electron and heavy hole

We are indebted to P Tedrow fot his cooperation in the low tempers- levels_____________ Th e ermienerg y E rsnd HH*

-L/2 0 L12TeFrieeg i ersne yp
lure measurements

661k IAs east.
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4ovl Pysis i Tw-Dimnsoci Wih oduatlct-ope Has~ratrctuesthe Int~efaoe between a crystaline Seflooducor and a giasy OxIde, in
H. L. StO,...,

a.,lI Labratories indulitOdoped C(M) hetarojunctloca the carriers are bound to a lattioe-
Murray Hil, He, 'ersey 07974 mtched Interface between two cryslines materials. 4 A variety of

R~tprores wih adultio-doed wo-isoaloal ar-Ill-I materials including their ternary and queternary alloys oMich *JlIM for a
ria, system is reviewed with emphasis On the observation ofma u wofltoogchd aerlcmbnins Myhg-ult 2

new herosm Motd*Rsa-an Aphe afect n to dmm-electron systemn can ho e oreeted In a %bole class of eato .ricle incompatible

sion . uanize Hal efect S~ mlstnoestao~tac-with the standard MOB technique. The hiab quality of the crysalline Interface,

tioal uanizaionandtwod~saloal olesubandstrte-and the high degree of control of the HZI Ceciecuier beam epitaxy) growth

proceee
1 

aliowed increase of low-temprature electron echiiitiee in HD

Atvo-dtleeacnl (lilleistron system is a theoretical concept. Tm lA GaAa-CAlGa)Ae interfaces to values well beyond 10 6.
2
/y...6,1 These ebilities

tiocas invarianc in the c-y plane and no degree of freedom in the c-direction translate into scattering times of -e 5x10'l eec and a mean free path of lo!4mt

ar it& Predominant ingredients.' These ideal oditona can he approached for en elastic event to occur. Mu-eteriala had considerable Impact ot Only

esPerlsentally In a number of different medla. Electrons on the surface of on experimental 2D physice but also on today's transistor techoclogy. 810

liquid He2 and at the weeionductor#'ouide interface of a 5i-f65fl7 are the
in the following, r Wi1ll briefly review mdulatlco-doping. focusing on

classical esaspVise Of euch systemn. The success to aihlch the Intrinsic proper- et pors in lcrn mblts. ?e eodpat fthsevw

tie Of a 2D system can he determined experimentally depends largely on the descrihes recent experiments on 2D system In ND Ih~s-CAl~sals with emhasis on
degree to duich the physical structure ref'lects the Ideal 21) concept. This teosraino rcinlqatnto fteHl fet hsosre
requires elnieluetion of undereiced interaction of the 2D system with the hoat. lnIowbiedtoeev mefrtheza m fanvlcr" td

Modifications due to the Periodic Potential of the beet ame easily worked intoelcrncsa .
the theory end of little concern. The prim coern must he random futue-

tions in the carrier confining: Potential which leade to scattering of the 2D MMATION WPINC MATERIALS diM MILITIU

electrons and thous a finite xcatterine tine Vfconve'nieutiy determined by the wn- In modulatica-goped beterostruotures, the 2D electron eystem in created vta MEZ

biliy ,- Te Prsiten strvin toImpov.theocat~ria tes n ralet a semiconductor Interface by doping exclusively the wide-gop material while

2D oates t ledby he im o aproah te Idal D sste andhane t bethe neighboring narrow-gap satectel is kept free from dopant. (71i.1) At the

abl tommit Is Itrisicproertes.junction. carriers from the impurities trenef"e acmoe@ the interface. thus popu-

Hnemous Improeents in r hae been achieved during the peat 5 yea. A lating the low-lying bend edge ates of the carrow-gap eMiocndwetor. These

no1e dloine tacheinue. dubbed endulation-dovin. (ND). allow. geneoration of 2D carries form a 2D electron system kept at the Interface by the bend-edge

electrue systeme art the hetero-jonction hetween two 111-1 seonducotor eaten- disonctinuity at the heterojuactica end by the Coulm fcrcms of their icaisad

ale. 3Different from the traditional SI-MINI? where the electrons reside at parent Impuritis across the interfaem. The heterojonotlon separate* mobile

marrerefrom the strong part of the scattering potential of the Ionized donor.
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reduction in phase-sece for scattering to scour wltbout having to inorease.

simultaeously the mober of scatters in the fare of Impurities. The smm.
reducing considerably the scattering rae.

phas.-space reduction is responsible for the density dependence of the low-T

Though MD hoe -c been demontrated in a variety of III-V mat.rl- moblit:y.,, 6Vith inCreaing density -n increasing fermwe~eveecrIt
.. 3.10-12 moto h aahrebe cuu~dI the res- (AiGs (AS SYstem decreases the effectiveness of a scettoring proce" of lean wavevactor 4.

on whichf we will concoentrate free nw on. In ND GaAs-(AI~a)Aa, Si is the pre- This Is th origin of the density dependence of p. rilenced screening of the

fwi.'d n-type dopent. Areal densities ewe fixed end established during growth. Ionised impurity potential due to Increased electron density, an often quoted

They we. determined by the doping oonontrotion, the distribution of dopent source for thin dependence, is of much less importance.

the U, structure, the donor binding energ, the discontinuity betwen bands
The enoreous Improvements in mobility that hoes been scbieved during the

(Ai-.eoncentretlon 0) end the proxeleity of the surface. lectron densities~ 2 pest "ears we* mostly due to two facts: 1) Improved cleenliness in the UZ
range up to -20101 one liaited by the maxlimum density of electrically active

growth process. 2) The introduction of' en undoped spaea yer betweein dopent

1 clvbei AG)sadis.dplma bidn enry yiclsrcnd the 2D system, sa" fig. 3.17,18 This spacer layer further reduced the
tees cotain 30% A1(0.0.3) end 1-?@101acs SI3 resulting In the population of'

geerlly only one eubbend with T-independent 2D densities around 3-5
1 

bm- strength of the Coulomb potential of the ionized impurities in the (il~a)As at

and m-Twbiitie of2-510 5'2 lhoc. Mbiltie dro to-8603/yae henthe site of mobile oarrle. 13doped epecer laere were already Incorporated

In the firet HS-smMles.3 Systematic studies of the mobility dependence on
raising T to 300K.

sp-.)I lyer thicbness easmed to reveal en onexpected o see eyrtik

fig. 2. shows. asan example. experisentel results of the io-.field mobil. 19, 20 The existence of en optiemew is nonderstood to result from a owe-

ity (p) of one of the best quality GsAs-(Al~e)As hotorojenction*
6 

No oopa petition between mobility enhenoement due to en increased diesace between

it with the mobility of high-purity bulb G&Ws40l0lbm3).13 Above T,621 p of carrie end soatterere end mobility reduotio doe to a dearese In werr

both emnles Is limited by optical ploonon scattering. Belmw this temperature, density fur the think saenr layers.

P of the bulb samp~le decays rapidly doe to tonlsed-isprity scattering while P In concuding the first part of this revt.,, we amuid like to summri~e

of the MS material keeps increasing reaching 2 maximuem of 1.6810 6 cmZ /eec at thet modulatlon-doping of semiconductor hetercetructures has supplied a new et
1.21. betwee 109 end 5M1. the 5-dependence of the MD maeple in very closely o eetl 0eeto ytmst c eue o- ntelgrtswl

described by & 7,1 lee suggesting scattering by pisso-electrlo coupling to suited to further Investigate the funaldmtel properties of 2D electrons.

acoustic phonons1 to be the dominating ecettering process. Belmw 121, p is

flat end moet likely limited by Impurity or Interface roughne" secattering. It VDVLt M1CS0 WITH ND MATERIAL

te Interesting to point oat that IS) material with a density equivalent to 3 The low nerrier scattering rae in IS material end the posibility to

density of 1Ue1Q
1 7  

ex-eed the tO.? mobtY of the 1101013m-3 bulb stank a large member of wsh 2D syme during the growth promee (sultilayers 1
mterial by orders of manitude. Mobilities of 10

17
am

3  
bulk GO hardly allowed for a anee of novel experiments end observation. The mltilayer-

exceeds 104=
2
/Ysec at my T. The enhencement results from the fact that HD

elimes on. to weste 0 degenerate Ilfron system corresponding to en enormous 213.
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advantage as well as the material combination O&Aqs(AI~a)As we insatrumntal

For a whole set or light scattering oaperiamats whtich allow"e pichn the po-exrint caotb prubdbylglsig d-nrat wch t,&

partes r 2 sysem ptiallywitin wavlenth egim covenentl &.a.-voidable in 20 systems In the regime of the ser-restaiance state.

s101. to dye-lave. teique@. 21 Submd-le~l acheee,
2 2

,
2 3

, the depolarlos- O(yUstizcd Hll Otto-I

ticO field @ffct24 20 1lsmr25 and L~andau 1e"el traneitionali can now be

studied by optical Means. This field hog recently boon revlewed. 
2 1  

Shrty after the observation of the quantloed Hall effect (Gilt) in a Si-

PW0MI* the sama quantisatico me observed in the 2D electron system of & HD

douua.-e A114M ffeo Gads-lAIG*lAS beteroatructure,
3 0 

(eec Fig. 5). By now at least two other HD-

Th awilc~fa~in ayIet~llyr n sn,~ o *ec nsystem showed this quanitm effect.
1 1 

.12 G-A.-(ALIGa)A. hetvroj-ottoo roasin

otherwiSe vanishing signal has baeemloyed to observe the deoss-ven Alphen.h preferred material combination for studia* of these kind. The small cycle-

(dNvi) effect in a 2D system 
2 7

,
2 0 

which So far hae only been a theoretical tron Mas of electrons in Gale (mof..06m.) assures a large Landau level split-

textboob example, see Fig. 4. 0000 layers Of 20 electrons equivalent to an ares ting at technologically easy attainable magnetic fields (81kG). A Mall carrier

of 240 ccS have been stacked to provide a magnetic ment sufficiently large to asso is advantageous in Optimizing tbe5 /kT in particular since there exists a

be detected by a commercili $QtII-yatem. The experimental reults ahow ones lower limit on the electron temperature wichlo is achievable in practica to

bigucualy the oscillatory variation of the magnetic moent with varying eag- trnpr-aermne on 20 system. Yet unctear is. the benefit of the 1004

n"tic field. The Oscillations wichb re due to quantization Into discrete Lin- scattering tie v to the width of the Sall plateaus. Since Mall scattering

dlu levels howe the SMam Period in 1/9 es the sell knew Shubnikov-d*flaa rates Indicate Mall amuts Of potetIel fluctmtioals ad since the Occurrence

i3dN) oscillations taken On the mm eeale. The ampiltude of the oscillations Of the 1kB is intimately cometed with the elxesft of states iocalized due

Is considerably ieee then expected an theotmtical grecods. Izoogeanities ini to potential flectuations. one Eight argue that large scattering rates would be

carrier density mong the layers which constitute the secimen are a likely boneflcial to the width of the plateau. Such a correlation between jP and the

scurcs of apitude reduction. With the advance of Hst and by Iamrving the plateau width actually hae been found In 3i-MnSM '3
3 1

3 but bas cot yet bean

experentsl technique to probe the magnetlzation of a smaller specimen It examined In WDi material. This lack of date I1e costly due to the fact that the

should he possibie to suppress this artifact In future esuremens. a-dnsty in rN-gaterial is difficult to control end hene* comparlson between

The Importance of the observation of the dOVA-effeet in 20 system lime In different samples toin reliable since an n-dependence can obscre 

the fact that It provides a uniqos tool to determine the shape of the 2D- den-denec.

.Ity of states (DDS) In a magnetic field. WhIle magneto-transport Is a convo- Zer Reitnc tt

lution of DDS ad carrier scattering processes, the dyed-effect at low-? Is

soley dpendnt n th Ms Naes, faorabe crcuetams, he P3 cniA the field poeition were the Mall reslatenoe &$sums Its quantined

Value (. h- 1.,. .. the diagonal reslstivity an raishes Go 1.D. Wooi*-
he determined directly from the esperidonal date. Heasuremento of the mma- y 1e

2

catic Manmt with a SQUID-system are of particular Interest since schb d.c. tivities ma mll1 as 0. e510 
7 

Wo (and Indiretly lIO/,hse been

214 easured at 1.2K 3 (see Fig. 6). 2sWInIts conductIvIty V has been attri-

1AWi



and Vy h 2to batter than 3 ports in 10 0 respeotively. At other
butod to 2D variable rees hopping via the localized Stat.s In the talls of thae 2/3.2

Landau levels. Teerature doeedoes, of o.d exp.(TO/) 3oaetrs values or V' where ainjee are, observed In (n. @ starts to develop plataus.

tic tar 2D variable range hoppng in thea' Ibac of a maetic field as well as am aalhaig; the experimental results, o am speculaste that fracticnal

34.35Quantization exista for VI a 1/4 (q - 3,5P7 ... ) end all their multiplex U' w P/c.
nxx f sp_(./T1/2 (inagremet wth arecnt heoy asumng ausianIto strength Increases with increasing 3 end decrease. as q increases. At

lamalleatlon of the etats Induced by the sagaetic field) have been founsd
fixed 3, the strength La independent of p. Fractional quantization at evem

experimentally In HD GaAs-ChlQ&)e bi eteroetrucsaree. The experiments indlast-

,.a T-/2-lpsmsmm aso podue t corec exonen fo th temeraureinverse tilling factors Is either copletely absent or secure at T lommr then

dependent prefeotor. Nomer, the density of loca~lized eatem at IL darived of their odd onterparts. Raperismi at still lower I are to prepmme~os to

froms i weeptude Is umphyaicelly large.3 The discrepenciee between the dif asj. tee poltos

ferect experimental results as well an these between experiments ad theory are While the existence of the noral quaatized Nall effect La a result of the

yet to be resolved. gap* to the Stogie particle density of states of a 2D system in a blip magnetic

field sad the euistance or localized statea wlitoi tose gap regices, 3, frc-
Preoticealjq"1g.msoo of the Hall Ef fect

tinel q'mtitation of the Ball effect aenot be understood an this basis. Them

A recent observation of plaeaus In the Hall resistance p W and sleultsce. exi.stence of a amkind of Sps at fractional value of V' aused by the cocien-

ously vanishing resistivity p017 at fractional ocupation of the lower Spin- mies of the 2D carriers Into a cherent may particle state with a finite gp

state of the lowest Lande-level (ase Fig. 7 )3 has Induced a cowsider- In Ite excitation spectrum has beon postulated to be the Origin or the elperi-

able concet of Speculation sbout the origin of this phenomena. While quastion- mental obeervation. -ecet enlyticel caloulatiime41,
2 

and numerical eleuls--

tic. Of Py and viaiSso Il MIshCs of Poo .1. qwtarfd to -uo -,1v t time@4 Indicte thet the moy particle ground state responsible ftc' fractional
ict(We 0em of filn5etr C. ere the Feral energy RFresides quentizatlon or the bell effect Is en Inompressible electron Uiqeid iftich

within the region of lcalized states between LAwdeu or epin levels, both exists exclusively at raticnal frentiem of U'. Initial theoretical Set com-

pheomna bae am been observed et fractional values of V. This quantization eluded the state mziete onll at I'.. q - 3.5,7... end with the prsneof

occurs st ahractorietic tompereturee mobh lower then the teSpomre s moes- elestres-bole eSymesry also at (41-1.4 M bec recant Studies. activated by the

mary far the observation of quantitaties at Integral values of V. In low- observation ot a mast older variety of rational freebies.. sam to be able be

doesty, bigh-mobillty 0,105 M
2
/ve) .ags-f hlkm.ds h ateuturee mioles La account for all fration wtb add integeprs or even all integers, So the denemi-

hav BO een base erved st volume alms to (4.1/3# 2/3, 4/3 ad 5/3, (1a215. 3/5 zeter. 4-7At thin Usme the euperlmmtal Gets we set yat enffLaiet to be
sad V/S ad (*2/7. ad plateaus were clearly Identified to the viclaity of compared with my~ or the pradictlcce based en cm, or the other tertical

.I/3, 2/3 an 3/539 (see Fig. 8). The relative strength of tretere toVa meal.

end pry te enslosometo their relative strength La the normal Smetised Wall eal w =1 tstmtoheTttatll mdta n otma
ofttet. At the paeitles of the plateaus aou.nd V.113 sad 2/3 the bell reas-

tome ~~ Sa on ob qet o0 t better than Ipert La10 qmmntization were takes from momlee with blob inbilltes, Indicating a low

215 l/32 217



degree of Potntial fluctuation at the position of the. 2D Ssatem. Samples of While th, mobility behavior is rather similar for 20 electrons and 2D

lowar moblilties ohm no indioetioona of fractional quentinatlon at M1 ociln- holes, their subbeod struacture is nary dl'farent from one amother due to the

teger value f U. Instead, such maples develop extemely wide platea in Px existence of light and heavy maseo in the valence hand and due to the strong

and wide aaro-resietance minima in fat integral (/, suppreasing any add).. anisotropm of their dispersion relation. In spite of all thee complication,

tlonal, structure. We conclude from, this observation that the Integral quantuma the quantized Hall affect" and even fractional quantisaiticon ba. been

Wall effect and the fractional quantum Hell effect ae wary different in origin observed in mach a *yet"m (ame rig. 10), indicating convningly that the exis-

and actually era competing with cMa another. tance of the pheoomena is independent Of the details of the hand structure.

The cheervcation of fractional quantization in a hole sample. with mobilities ao

20 Hle S~stlow1 as 20,000 on fvaeo shows clearly that the scattering tIme , and not the

In he final Mction, I would Ilke to PMact a maiw 20) system With inrge mobility p is the Important paramater deciding if thin phenomnon c he

potential for interesting future inveatlgationa. It consists of a modulation- observned in a givn material.

doped 2D hale gas seaerated in ooftlete analogy in the 20 electron gas at the
Of particular Interest Is the affect of the interface on the electric sub-

interface of a OaAs-(Ai~a lAm beteroatruactura. Though thin system has been
hand structure of the 20) hoas. It han ee postulated that the lack of inoe-

introduced senlsee oncly recently could It carrier moilittec be Inproned to aim symmetry due in the exist sce of strong Interfacti electric field.

beeuvln2 otoeo iia Dsacrmsse.6Mblte fn"ta would lft the epic degeneracy of the bounad sattes. 
5 2

.
5 3 

Sach a lifting of the
50,000 pa Nsaehv bashe damonatrated by em. Considering the difference, ndgnrc a em~yonosre n2 oe 1adas in 2 lcrn.5

carrier same batween electrons ad hoes (roughly a factor of 8), scattering
In the nme of 20 hales, Itsaeffect On the aubband structure In conniderable.

times In 2D boas ae now equal in scattering time of the beat NO 20 electron
systms Fi. 9 shos te T4apakdnce f pof 2Dhol sytem49 ombnedThe splittlng of the degeneracy actually leads ho the observation of two dlf-

ferent hale mama* whtich both eaeto derive from the heavy hale band, though a
sitb data on the T-dep-dee Of the beet high-purity -type bulk Gain pub-

aimple model would lead to a light inh-plane ma Of the lOweat hound atate. A
Againi he ~ p , as in tha Owe of the 2D seetron.p of

expected from theory, bath aubbands are fomad ho ha degenerate at keG. With
the 2D hoem follows the data of the high-pianity balk material down to -40K and

the poaaibility of tuning the interfacial electric field by a gete this aplit-
fisally exceeds '.a valuaes for the lowest 1 measured. Comarison, with fig. 2

ting mill allow to wary the carrier mens of a 20 system by simple external
suggests that the quality of the 20 boie sytem man he further Improved. The

means. At thia time detailed theoretlecal calculations on the subband etruc-
chermoteristlaa of the T-deverldemoe of p in 20 holae are sieilar ho those of 20

ture, dispereion and aninotropies of 2D holesam arenry desirable to understand
electrons. Uamanr, In the Intermediate T-region the influence, of scattering

the spectrusa of ow reault.
via acouatic p'oo ai inmet be eaabhmore pronounaced than in 2D electrons. At

the lowet teaparatares, p of both systems becomsa f-independent, indicating AKDLDMC

similar p.1a-lmting proces* to be present. Moat of the reniewed work results from a nary fruitful collaboration

with several onlleaguaaa from bell Loba and Princeton Univereity to whom I am
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grateful foe resr such a etimlarlng ambiance. Those collagu.. are 27.H. .Stdtraer, T..aa.a... V.arvaamt Athoanard1 -nd Widirgamne.
JVat SI and Techeo. . 423 (198l5).
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I. Integer Quantizetion
The discovery by von Klitzing, Dorda and POpper(1] that the Hal.

conductanoe of a two-diaensional electron system can be, with very

hlb precision, an Integer multiple of e
1

/h wa a trlmph o
experimental phyalc. In mot omperable cases, such ua the
quantizatlon of flux in supercobductivity or the quantization of

THEORY OF THE QUAkrIZED HALL EFFECT circulation for euperfluld helium, there have been previous
theoretical suggatlons of the existence of the effset, even If

there were unexpected features in the experimental result. In this
case there vas no more than approxieate quantization suggested(21,

D.J.Thouleas and so there wea no reason for the experimentalite to examine the

transverse voltage in their device with the precision which they
Debt. of Physics FH-I, Univ. of Washington, used.

Seattle, VA 98195, USA Once the discovery had been made we theorists rushed in to show

why the result had been obvious all the time. There were a large

niuber of papers, of which I lint only a few [3-6], which used bulk
perturbativs argumants to show that the disorder in the substrate

Abstract A review Is given of the current state or the theory of potential gave no correction to the almple quantized result which
the quantum Hall effect. The Integer values of the Hall conductance can be obtained from full Landau levels in an Ideal two-dimenslonal
,e0 In ystes with moderate disorder and predicted for systems ystem with no disorder. These arguments are sufficient to show
with periodic modulation are fairly well understood. Charge density that corrections due to disorder or electron..lectron interactions

wave and Fermi liquid theories or the fractional quantization vanish to all orders in perturbation theory. One such argument says

observed in systems with low, disorder are triefly described, that the Lorentz transformation allows us to move to a frame of

reference moving with velocity -K/B, in which there in no electric
field, and in this frame the substrate potential makes a local

perturbation of the electron density, but does not carry any
electron charge with It when the Ferml energy les in a gap because
the perturbation of the electron density falls off exponentially
with distance from the perturbing potential. In this frame the

current is entirely carried by the positively charged substrate (in

an n type layer) moving with velocity Z/B. These arguments also
show that localized states, even if they are shifted from the
unperturbed Landau level enough to pies through the Feral surface,
do not affect the quantization and do not change the value of the

quantized current.
A more profound approach to the problem was introduced by

Lauiin[7]. He used gauge invarianom to show that, for a system

with the topology of an annulus, a change in the flux threading the

Annulus by an Integer amsunt would lad to the transfer of an
integer number of elctr-18 from one edge to the other. Since the

change in flux, by Faraday's law, Is given by the time Integral of
the 1 I and the transfer of charge Is given by the time integral of

the current, it follows that the ratio of current in one direction

to voltage In the perpendicular direction is an Integer multiple o

e divided by the quantum of flux. This powerful argument has the
gret advantage that It can be applied In circumstases in wbnch the

perturbatlve arguments are not applicable, such as, for example,
when a Landau level in split into sub-bends by a periodic potential;

in this scs, as I shall discuss in the next mtion, eoh sub-bend
muet carry a multiple of the quantized current carried by the entire

level. Ut ham the disadvantage that it makes the Hall current
appear to be an edge effect, and therefore possibly sensitive to
boundary conditions, while the pertrbatlve arguments make It clear
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that It Is a bulk effect. One knows, however, that two-dimenlonal 2. Periodic Potentials
bulk effects and edge effects can be related by s wmsar rIn of It has already been mentioned that a periodic modulation of the
SIcke, thewre•. substrate breaks the degeneracy of the Landau level In the ideal

All these argueents assume that the electric field is weak. In systee and breaks it up into a set of sub-bands separated by gape.
the perturbative arguents the response lInear in the electric field The number of sub-bends produced is p, where the number of flux
is calculated, while In Laugh ln' argument It Is as amed that the quanta per uni, ceil is p/q, so the structure Of the energy bnds in
rats of change of the vector potential Is slow enough that the highly sensitive to whether the number of flux quant per unit cell

electrons can follsw It adiabatically. in a s
t

rong field we can be is rtional or Irrational. h nn he seen most clearly in the

sure that the quantlpatlon is not eact,ri field due to electrons energy level diagrams oaloulated for p up to about 50 by Hoftadter
tunnellIng rrem a full Land. level to an empty one, and ths [15] for a modulation with square syetry, and by Claro and
longltudinal current must in turn affect the transverse current. Wannler[16] for a modulation with hexagonal symeetry. The quantum
Such correct o t ust in turnet tn tanverse c urret. number associated with the Hall current Lives a useful way or
fiel strerthv suet h, reanonablal en there are ay classifying the energy gapa in th4s aort of diagram, and the study
crrections vhcth. are i ebraIC in the fld strength. It a em of periodic modulations sheds some logt on the problem of a rando.

rikely, I.o from the precision of the experlmstal results and on substrate. There are not yet any experLments to which this theory
hkretlba grounds, th there are no such algebraic terms, but Is applicable, but It is likely that some experiments on two

thortical odimensionally modulated layers will be done soon.
do not bno of any general proof of this result. Studies of this problem have been made by various authors

It Is generally thought that in the absence of a magnetic field [17-19). We found that from the Bloch wave function 4J,. the Hall
al states in a two-dimensional disordered system are localized
[8-I0]. The exiStence of the quantum Hall effect shows that this is conductance of a sub-beand Is given by the Integral over the
not the case In the presence of a magnetic field, since ne Brlloun zone
nonlocalized states are needed to carry the Hall current. The
question naturally arises whether in the presence of disorder the t: .- (J d (K'I.*> >/i~ \ (2.1)
Landau level in broadened into a band whose tail states are / - ,,1 as lt.-, " (A2.
localized but whose central region consists of extended stats, as This Is a topological Invariant which can be shown to be an integer
3 c0 numerical calculations have suggested[1l], or if all the by using Stokes' theorem to reduce it to an Integral round the
current Is carried at some singular energy, as a simple perimeter of the rillould zone, and then the periodicity of the
semilassical argument sugglests12,13]. If the potential varies Hamilltonlan In the Brillouln zone nan then be used to show that the
slowly over a magnetic length, the electrons should be confined to integrand is Just the derivative of a phase round the perimeter. A
constant energy curves on the potentIal surface. or a rando. nonzero value of the Hall current Implies that the wave function
potential these curves will etr be electron-like, surrounding a cannot be written as a continuous single valued function satify l g
minimum, or ole-like, surrounding a maximum. It is only at the periodic boundary conditions in the unit call, and therefore well-
singular energy dividing the two that there can he an open orbit behaved Vannler functions do not exist for a sub-bend with nonzero
capable of carryIn current. In the presence of an electric field Hall current. We derived, with some difficulty, the general
this open orbit Is broadoned into a band of open orblts whose width relation
depends on the field strength. In this model, which seems to give a ptoqeer (2.2)
fairly good ascount of the experimental situation, the steps between for the Hall current t In the (r-1)th gap; all these quantities are
Hall plateaus, and the corresponding regions of nonzero longitudinal integers. This is equivalent to Streda'e[18] expression
resistance, should get sharper and sharper as the electric field ta/hds/dE, (2.3)
strength is reduced. The problem of the existence of extended where n Is the electron density. For an Lnooemenaurate flux
states in the presence of a agnetic field has recently been density, for which p/q would have to be replaced by an irrational
diaeused on the basis of the nonlinear slia eodel(lH], but the number, the equation equivalent to 2.2 has a unique molutlon, but
question of whether the extended states form a bred band or lie at for a rational flux density this equation obvioualy gives a value of
a singular energy Is still open. t which is only determined modulo q. For the modulation with simple

rectangular symmetry we argued that a should be as small as
possible, and this determines the solution uniquely, and apparently
correctly. In the nase of a modulation with hexagonal symetry,
wIth Its minima at points of sixfold symmetry, there Is an
additional restriction that m and t oannot both he odd. It turns
out, however, that a does not always ave the lowest possible
magnitude, as can be ean fro. an inspection of the energy level
diagraem in Cla and Vannier[16]. The gap for p.5,qsl,r-4 clearly
corresponds to t.O,*.H, not to tUl,s.-I, for example.
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lt.h, Indirect fashion this model can ched aome I ightt on the Two types of theoriea which are in accord With the principles
10.. tot ina r andom potential the Hail current is all carried at outlined in the previous paragraph have boon at udied. There are

o igl r " erg. A slowly varying potentIalI Is one in which p models In which there Is some Sort of charge density wave, and those

Iathe crerte q.orf ~ li in certul*ay treta s ro 10 which there Is no charge density wae. it is natural to expeCt Ia

Lv .. te enerof t tsda tls . n unity ave the center, for charge "enoty wave in such a system. mos at Tory high magnetic
u ~ 30 h.,r latie 1ot1 llteHl current is carried by the field. or ery low Ilectron densities the systom behaes classically

cetial o- ads ri s of nu-hndsero ct lagrtAnuiyd forms & hexagonal lattice. Yoshioka and rukuyasa[23J and
vo 1h.ft~ Zfub-band are oneocret but it is still ilaloka and Loe[2H] are among the many authors who bhave studied

Ic,,. l~st the sub-bands fell into approlieately p/q groups, with this problem recently. There aea two sajor difficultis with this

curront." p therenergy ghpocwithal group arryinntail cHeardl it approach, however. The first Is that a charge desity wave Is
t Te energy apesbeteen inrous. upor sre rapi sml omae wth likeiy to be pinned by euhetrate ichneogeneities. as It Is Inote

tt nrygp ewe gop.Frmr ai odulations, 80ta ystems, end should require some elniaca electric field to fre I t
an "' ar of c:parabhie anitudo. the Hali currentyvsrli ina from the substratet25). The second is that there dos not Seem to

-rtte r tc anr fro ap to gap It Is. generally true that the he any particular stability associated with simple tractional
.arn"r 6ap .orastun t maler Hail currents, but there is no0 occupation of the Landau level, or, equivalently, with the
.otn- l.1s that tcurent is carried in one particular part of ccmeensurahiity of the electron lattice and the flux quantum. It
itospebctrum. can be meen why this is from the type of energy hand diagram eh own

In Claro and Iannier(16]. If there is one electron per unit call
thbe Fermi energy lies in agap thattextende from the botto left to

3. tractional Qiuantization the to p rigt of the dLawr and It 1a eas to show thatolif the
Tthe discovery of tractional q..ntliatlon(?Ol s&rved to undermine Fermi energy io in a gap the energy ine an analytic function or the

tie complacency of theorict8 even rurthe.r. Rece~nt work seemsto magnetic field, and so there ban be no commenurationl energy 15 a
.th civarly iat the Hal l cond uct. an of hig moblity InversIon sean field theory. There are gaps that close at simple rational
.ape*rs at.very ice temperature. ia precluely 1/1 ii], nd can probably values of the flux density, but It is hard to See how these could

i t oir eat ratlIona. of ez/h(22l. so cis an arimentaI lead to enough stable fractional occupatlons to explain the observed
rci de andsa lear.theoretical espisnation, and promises to lead rsults, or how pinning could be avoided with such a mechanism.

to a It of ne and u nepe. ted phy' c bt in mY opinion, there is A rather different version of the charge density wave mechanism
so ror no theory which matches the elegance of the experimental ha. been proposed by HaIdaneL[hl. in thie model the lattice is
rsn,lts. loched to ommensurate values by the reduced energy of defects such

There are a few thing. that are generaliy agreed. In the firet a eacs n neeiil hc cu.we h atc pcn
1iin.-a.co ientee Hallquaontlintion Is observed in lower is commensurate with the flux. The lattice Ie rigid, and free to

mbltdevIce as d th fractI onal affect Is obaerved In very hlgh carry the Hail current by sliding over the substrate, and it is only
soiiiy devices, and since Integer quantization appeare to ha an the defects that get pinned to the substrate.

aisoet inovlible conseque nce of a thoy of nontnteractlng Yoshioka, Halperin and Leo[27) have carried out 4 omisulatton
1n.tos in a ahsbatrae potenialw it seem reasonable to for up to smm electrons in a single Landau level who"e degeneracy Ie
5~iIO5 ht rstnnlqua n tintion In a result of the dominance of broken by the Coulomb Interaction. They found "som signs of the 1/3
elc.trn-lecro inerctinsover the effects due to disorder. It quantization even in such a Small system, but no charge density

In5natu ral et 0..ion of this observation that a model In which the wave.
dagsrercyofrtthe Landau levels Ia broken by the Coulomb Interaction The theory of LaughIlnl28J does noi involve a obaSsg density
6 tmen *Iectrova, hut the suhstrate potenti a nd transitions to wave. In this theory the wavs function for the lowest Landau level
,,her Landsu levels are aignored, should be sufficient to show In written in the form
'r.,.tl1 1n1 l Qunti . L on. I t is alsotclar that any mechanism which ,

a es rational fracti an occupato othe Landau levelenergetlcally FJ 9 ~ Iz)ex 1 Isj/4e (3.1)
funrale wil go a l ong way towards.a eis InLog fractIonal q 1L

4- ntlnation. The argument from the Lorentz transformation shtowa where zex-ly and p IS odd, so that the level has a l/p occupation.
list, provided the electrons are not locked to the substrate, A on This gives a speclally low energy for comensurate occupation, but
tird foll Landau level will carry one third of a quantum of Hall bs no variations in charge density to provide a pinning mechanism,

,,urronL. &4ua tlon 2.3 also shows that If the occupancy of the an It ehould give a I/p Hall quantization. It is sot led"I&tey
tatota,, level Is what determinS the energy, then it will also give obvious how this can be generalized to give fractional occupation

an appropriate fractional Hall current, with denominator greater then unity. but AndersonC291 has shown how

this can be done. The state described by eQ. 3.1 has a broken
symmetry, an there are p-1 equivalent states that Soe generated
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fr us 1 state by Sauge transformation$. States with fractional
-,"tIo 1., , ca n be produced by taking the product of q of these Rferenoe.

A.1r own pprnach 1tibi problem] 30. 31) has se reatue in ~(KItig 1980)090.PPor t .No.Let

-o ih b ok of Loughiio)1201, although our approach Is quite 121 ?.Ando, Y.Pateumoto and Y.Oinurs. J. Phys. Som. Japan
ilfivrn~t. ws hae tria to 0 ue conventional many-body techniques 39)(1973)279

4.c slt iiS rle dl ~d the Coeplete degeneracy of the (3) N.Aoki and T.Ando, Solid State Comu. 38 981)1079
hP ls.yo.woa Landiau level Is broken by the Coul omb (0) R.EPrne, Phya. Rev. B 23(1981)48602iti, t I - . noe diffivuliy in comparison with the more usual sort (5) ti.J.'rouless J1. Phys. C 14(1961)3475

io iO-r 11 ha the sp1littifig between the energy levels In Itself (hi R.E.Pranse and R.Juynt, Phys. Rev. B25I 1982)2943
cl D y teperburbetlon, so there is no variable Parameter that 171 RBi uhlis Phy. Now. U 23(1981)%632

gio israi f the pe tur Lo to the unperturbed energy (8; E.Abrahass, P.W.Anderson, t.C.Licoiardello sad~ n theher''- hand there is ah igh degins af symme try T.V.Ramakrishna. Phym. Rev. Lett. 42(1979)6T3
t!- u enilted to simplify oalculations. In ow' work so far (9) F.hegner, Zeite. f. Phys. 936(1980)209
en s~ .. edt L Le d guge but the a mmetric gauge could he used 110) S.Hikaml, ?.. Nov. B 20) 1981)2671
el oi t'easing anys esenil dtofr 'au, and in that gauge it I5 [III T.Ando, surface Sci.113(1982)182
. 15,t .. e ou re i ot",it Laughlin's. We asome that there (12) S.Luryl and R.P.Kazartnoy, Phys. Rev. B 27(1983)1306I. ~ ~ ~ u e ittewertw'hed ground state in which some fraction of (3 .~rgm.pero
ti sI5rllesate ,in thea Landau level are occupied and the (141 H.Lvine. S.B.Lihby end £.M.RI.Pruieken, preprint

cot .ooc.-td. ' e thOnwese m&an-body technique* to calowlate [ill D.R.Hofctadtor, Phya. Rev. B 14(1976)2239
ii. f.1enrgies of the various one-particle states. It the (1k) F.H.Ciaro and G.H.Wannier. Phys. Rev. B 19) l9'7)6068

4.nistate. are chosen in a regular manear, so that, for (171 D.J.Trhouiems, I0.Inhmoto, H.P. Nightingale sod HMdeo NRj. Phys.
enssp,.. oo-sat ui o loid and the nest P-I states are ReX L tt. 49(1982)405
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,2- ,; ate r t n d Electrons in a Strong Magnetic F~eld

and the Aromal~us Quantized Hall Effet Two dimensional electron system in a strong magnetic field

without the Coulomb interaction has highly degenerate energy

Yoshia a B I Halperin 
b )

. and PA. Leelc' spectrum due to the Landau quantization. The mutual Coulomb

outl,,,e cr Solid State Physics. The University or Tokyo interaction should have a large effect on such a system, and it

r~ongi. minato ku. Tokyo 106 Japan was believed before the discovery of the anomalous quantized Hall

-3apateent of Physics. Harvard University effctil 3; that when the Landau level is partially filled, a

soabr. Mssahuse'ts 02138, U S A charge density wave .CDW, state. which is essentially a Wigner

Vpart -' i,,ysis. Massachusetts 'nstLtute of Technology crystal. is formed at zero temrerature(4.5), Since the anomalous

.mi dge. 0assact.setts 0239. U S A quantized Hall effect is obse ,,d only iR samples with high

mobility, and since the behavior of I., and O, indicates

:mpurity efrects are not important. it in clear that the Coulomb

interaction :s essential to this phenomenon and that the anoss-

lous quantized Hal) effect is caused by the property of thesorical '1gflnnlzaton of the Harlltonian is done fora

* mensi,:r system If ,y t- sin :nteracting electrons. iri the ground state of two dimensional electrons with Coulomb

interaction However we carnot explain the phenomenon by the.si uc~al :eu. :n v reotangil ar boo att periodic houndur;

t oud tformation of the CDW state Because firstly the total energy of
r .rmct s it s f-nd that t:;e g un ,itate is not a Wigner

rysta tt a liqu liam state The ste energy sthe CDW state is a smooth continuous function of the filling

factor of the Landau level v(6). while we need some kind of
to have a downward cusp or 'commensurate energy' at 1/3 filling

Although the nat-e of the groind state is still not clear, the anomaly at -1l/3 to have finite width for the plateau in Hall

-ductiv-ty u.. at 1/3w, /h Secondly the CDW state ii
magn itude of the cusp is consistent with the experimentally rxp ct edit o be at easily y the CDi a t e i n

,o-rv-d anomaly in n,, and o,, at 1/3 filling by Tsui. Stormer

makes o,, quantized not into fractional of e
2
/h but into integer,,nd Goasard 'Phys Rev Let.t 48 (1982)15591 Several proper-

times e
2
/h (7.8 Thus the observation of the anomalous quntizedu:s <fthe groind s'am are also investigated

Hall effect requires the discovery of the true ground state for

interacting two dimensional electrons in a strong magnetic

field. What we must do is to show the existence of the true

ground state that is not the CDV state, to clarify the nature of

the ground state (which will be a new kind of an ordered state),

and to explain the anomalous quantized Hall effect.
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o cconside, only the intrS LacU eut,. The bonlnary condition

We have investigated finite systems to 
find the ground

state We consider a few electrons in a rectangular cell with requires that the area of the cell at) should be 2xL2m, where a is

a n integer 7hnh the single electron wave function in the Landauperiodic boundary conditions. When the size of the cell ahd

number of electrons are small. we can numerically diagonalize 
the gisge. AO.lzn is given by

Hamiltonian. and ye can obtain the energy and wave function of

every eigenstate. In this say ve have found that the ground 0,(- It exP(I y (X,+e-2x2)23

state Is not a CDV state but a liquid-like state and that the

:round stteenergy as functIon o vate downwad Here integer . (tj;6m), specifies the state, and Xj-2WLIu/b is

the x-coordinate of the center of the cyclotron motion.

simple rational values of u from a smooth interpolation. This

When there are n electrons in this cell, the filling factorinvestigation does not tell is abet is essential for the ground

o ig n/s. The bal n-electron ve function us specified by the

state. so .e cannot tell with confidence the behavior of the

ground state energy for an infinite system However if this occupation of the single-electron state: (mu. - j.) . The

downward deviationst of the ground state energy at simple rational total number of the bases is (,) end all these bases are

values of I remain for the infinite system as dips in the ground degenerate without the Coulomb interaction. The Coulomb interac-

tion sixes these bases, and lifts the degeneracy. Hence we need
state energy, the anomalous quantized Hall effect can he

to diagonalize lerge Hamiltonian matrices.euplained.

Recently Laughlin proposed a trial wave function for L-1/p. The symmetry of the system makes the calculation easier.

The total mmntum In the y-direction. Jjt~nji* .. i. (modm) is

where p is an odd integer(lO). Unless v is too small, him wave

function also represents a liquid-luke state. We investigate the conserved due to the translational symmetry along the l-axis.

Hence the dimension of the Hamiltonian for each J is approxi-
relationship between his via function and our ground state vane

function. 
mately -( ) . Two value, of J which differ by a multiple of i

are equivalent due to the translational symmetry along the

2 The ground atate for finite systems z-axis. Hence when a and n have no common factor, the energy

We consider a rectangular call with periodic boundary spectrum of the Hamiltonian id independent of J and every nigen-

conditions in the n-i plane, the boundary of which is given by energy in at least i-fold degenerate. On the other hand when a

and n have a common factor, the states are less degenerate ando=O. x~o. ti-O and y~h. A magnetic field B is applied parallel to

the r-ais, We assume that the magnetic field is so strong that the grouad state is realised only at certain choicmes of J. For

the cyclotron energy fu. is much larger than typical energy for example at m-12 and n-4, the three-fold degenerate ground state

the Coulomb interaction e
2
/cl. c the dielectric constant and is found at J-2.6 and 10. Due to the electron-hole symmetry the

the Larmor radius. Then It is a good approximation system with P-n/n is equivalent to that with V-(Q-n)/m. Our
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calculations are done for v20.5 and extended to v>0.5 using this The q(L) for the excited state is alaist identical to that of the

symmetry Finally due to the rotational symmetry the cell with triangular COW state obtained by the Hartree-Fock approximation

aspect ratio o b is equivalent to that h/o Hence the calcula- for the infinite system. Hence we identify this state to be the

tions are done only for aspect ratio o,'il . CDV state. On the other hand that of the ground state is quite

Since we are interested in the ground states near v=1/3. the different from that of the CDV state. The g( ) has peaks at

actual diagonalization is done mainly for n=4.5 and 6 and L=(±./2,0) and (O.±b/2) . but not at r-(±0/2.±b/2) vher6 ye

C 25in,,m=c05 . except for n=6 where we calculate only up to would expect to have peaks if the state were a square CD state.

m-2' The ground state energy per electron for the choice of Moreover the shape of the peaks is different from the gaussian

aspe-t ratio i/h-n/4 is shown in fin. (This choice of o/h seems peak of the CDW state. This behavior of the o(r) suggests that

to give approximate local minimum in the energy). The energy is the ground state is a liquid-like state. Overall behavior of

not a smooth function of v for each n, When e and n have a g(r) of the ground state for other value of a for n-4 is qualita-

common factor, the energy becomes lover than a smooth interpola- tively the same. The g(r)'s of the ground states for n-5 and n-6

on through every point for each n The lowering of the energy also show liquid-like structure.

is rost noticeabie at , 1/3 and -'1/2, At P=l/3 the lowering nf For n=4 e tind the CD states at even a. The energy of the

the inergy or the magnitude of the 'commensurate energy' is CDW states become minimum at o/b-2/43 as expected, since at this

almost independent of n. On the other hand at i-1/2 the commen- aspect ratio the CDV state has the hexagonal symmetry. These

surate energy seems to exist only for n=4 and 8 and not for ,=5. energies are also shown in fio.l. They seem to lie on a smooth

This difference may indicate that for the infinite system the curve, which is consistent with the result of the Hartree-Fock

commensurate energy or a dip in energy remains at 1=/3, where calculation for the infinite symtem(6). This fact indicates that

the anomalous quantized Hall effect is observed, and does not the dips in the ground state energy are not due to the boundary

remain at v=1/2. where the effect is not observed, although our effect, but come from the intrinsic nature of the ground state.

system is too small to draw such a conclusion.

To investigate the nature of the ground state, we calculate 3. Discussion

the pair correlation function g(r). In the previous section we found that for a finite system

the ground state is not the CDV state but a liquid-like state and

o(r fdlr,< ( L yr)P( lN>, (2) the ground state energy is especially low at P-1/3. If we

extrapolate the present result and speculate that even for an

where P(L) is the density operator and ( mn Seans the normal infinite system the ground state is a liquid-like state and has a

product A graph of q(r) of the ground state for n-4 and m-12 is dip at v-1/3 (and possibly at other simple rational values), we

shown in pn.2 together with that for one of the excited states. can explain the anomalous quantized Hall affect. The dip is the
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ground state energy means the existence of an energy gap in the determined by the competition between the energy gain soJE, where

quasi-particle excitation spectrum at -l/3. That the ground no is the electron density at u=1/3. n0=(I/3)(2Xt)1,1, and the

state at v-1,3 is only threefold degenerate. in contrast to the charging energy 2tLd(edn)
2

/E to transfer An=(v-I/3)/2xL
z 
elec-

highly degenerate ground state for other value of v in the trons across a depletion layer of thickness L, If we extract a

vicinity of 1/3. suggests collective nodes also have a gap at rough estimate of 4EO.008(e
2
/cL) from fig. . and we use Ld=240A

,.1 3 Then it vil be possible that the liquid-like ground and L=68A (B=I5T) . this would lead to a full width of the Hall

state floss without dissipation, and o, is given by the sase plateau at v=l/3 of i//vOl 15(L/Ld)'
1
2

0 .1
6. which is consistent

value as that of free electrons. i.e Ii3"1e
2

/h with current experiments. In this case the width depends on the

As for the origin of the finite width of the plateau, namely thickness of the depletion layer L, and independent of the

that the quantized value is realized in a finite width of the mobility of the sample as long as the ground state is not

magnetic field, we can give two explanations. The first explane- destroyed. It should also be noticed that if the plateau comes

tion is the foloivn Vhen the filling factor is near 1/3. the solely from this mechanism, we will never observe the anomalous

g-ounu state is composed of the -=1/3 state plus quasi-particle quantized Hall effect un Si-HOS. where the giectron density is

or quasi-hole excitations If these excitations are localized by fixed externally. Returning to the experiment on GaAs-GaAlAs

impurities. they do not contribute to a., . and o. is given by heterojunction, we notice the magnitude of AE is also consistent

*:/3)el/h If this explanation is correct the width of the with the observed temperature dependence of a. end a, . The

plateau should become narrower for a sample with better mobility plateau in on and the dip in a. begin to appear around T=SK(2).

The other explanation is the following. As pointed out by which is of the same order as 4E/k,=t.5K.

araff and Tsui..I . the density of the two-dimensional electrons Nov let us compare our ground state with the trial wave

in GaAs-GeAlAs heterojunction is not fixed, but should be deter function b Taughlin(lO). Since the gauge and the boundary

vinvd so as to minimize the total energy of the two dimensional condition are different, we cannot compare the wave functions

electrons and electrons at the donor levels in the GaAlAs, When directly. However there are some evidences which suggest the

the gro,,nd state energy is a smooth function of P. the density of agreement of the wave functions. Firstly there is a good agree-

the two-dimensional electrons is a smooth, slowly varying func- ment of the ground state energy. The difference between

tion of B However at v-1/3 the ground state energy per particle Laughlin's estimate and the present result for n-4 system is

about 0.1 at v.1/3 and 0 5% at v=I/5. Secondly the mhort range
has a dip. and when i, approaches 1/3. rapid change of the density

behaviors of the wave functions show qualitative agreement. Theresuling into pinning of v at 1/3 for a finite width Of the

magnetic field is expected To estimate the width let us replace g(r) of the ground state at P-I/3 (jig.2(o)) shows a strong

tye dip in the ground state energy per particle by a 6-function depression near origin In contrast to the parabolic r-dependence

singularity. dEB(- 1/3) (12) Then the width of the plateau is for the g(r) of the CDV state (fiqg.(b)). This is in qualitative
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aordan-e with Laughlin's wave function. which vanishes as It is expected that as o-0 the CDW state or the crystalline
when . tends to zero The same strong depression state becom the ground state We performed the numerical

is seen for QgZr of the ground state for L,1/3 for each n. On diagonalization of the Hamiltonian for n=4 down to u=O.l to

the ctiher hand for t-1,3 . the ?-dependence of 9,r) near origin investigate the cross over of the ground state. We find that the

is alvaos parabolic This behavior suggests that for o l/3 the liquid-like state remains the ground state in the whole range of

ground state is made vp of Laughlins 1,3 state plus excitations L, we have investigated However the difference between the two

However there is a slight disagreement between Laughlin's states becomes smaller for smaller i. snd an extrapolation of the

,ave function and our wave function As a function of one of the data suggests a cross over near v"0.075 in accordance with the

electrons, the zeros of Laughlins wave function coincide with expectation. although the numerical value of the cross over point

'-e positions of the other electrons, mnd around each of these should not be taken literally

-eros the phase of the wave function changes by 2x/c(13). In In conclusion oe have found that the now liquid-like state

other wores there is a 2r'v vortices at each position of other is the ground state of the two-dimensional electrons in a strong

-1-trons There is no other vortex in the system. On the other magnetic field in a wide range of the filling factor v

and asoally there are a zeros in our system, each zeros being a (01Iic0.
9
); that the properties of this new ground state are

2, vortex For vi1,3 three 2w-vortices. one of which is bound consistent with the observed anomalous quantized Hall effect. We

to an eiectron, gather and form a triplet of 2w-vortices. If investigated the relationship between the present ground state

this triplet merged into a single 6-vortex. our state would be and Laughlin's wave function, and found a qualitative agreement.

iderolca, to "nat of Laughlin a However except for special Hoever we noed further investigation to clarify what is easen-

ccnfigurations of electrjns there are finite separations of tial for the new liquid-like ground state, and what type of order

vortires in a triplet of the order of 0 Is or 0 lb, even in the is realized in the ground state, if it is an ordered state.

configuration in which the maximum of the wave function is

realized This finire size of the triplet is in disagreement Acknowledgement
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Sstructure will llkly be realized (5). For this case, it in shown in the
THIRMOLUCTIC POW'ER Of SUP£RIATTICES

present paper that the low temperature thermoelectric power as a function of

the Fermi level (hand filling) maps out the location In energy and widths of

the mintihands. thereby providing basic Information shout the band structure
Lionel Fri ed:dn

Lt , I s Iearoris Inc. and densltv of states dlntribution of a superlattice. Additlonally. information
40 snloan Road

haiti MA, Kb 02254 in provided shout the scattering mechanises operative.

Abstract The standard form of the electron's dispersio In asuperlattice is free-

The los temperature thermoelectric power of a doprd superlattice as electron-like parallel to the layers, and tight-binding-like perpendicular

function of the Fermi energy (band filling) locates the positions of the edges to the layer., viz:

of the mirlhands. The thermoelectric poser is anisitropic according to whether t2k,,
2

I(k,,,k1 )- 2m + t (l-.ooskil). (I)

the temperst.re gradient is alone or perpendicular to the 
sperlattlce aIs:

for momentu relaxation rates proportional to the density of final state. and where a* is the conduction band effective msas, t Is the transfer integral (half

f~r the Fermi energy In the gap between mintband.. It vanishes In the former the bandwidth) in the perpendicular direction, and d le the superlattice period.

,.oe, but not tnthe letter. For the Fermi level near the tops of the minibands, The density of states corresponding to eqn. (1) Is (6)

a In rever sal is predicted indicative of hole-like behaviour. .m I ton-I ( - ) ,

Introduction .4 etid 1(2)
.svered structures with precise interfacial and dimensional control made I . ,2t

possible by molecular beam epitaso (NBC) are the sbject of much current interests. At T-0, inporites introduced by uniform or modulation doping yield carriers

The spatial quantization of the electronic energy levels In such single or multi- which fill the density of aeilable states. For partial filling of the lowest

ple quantum well structures bas been observed In optical absorption (1). When minlband, the carrier density N Corresponding to a Fermi energy C Is glve by

the quantum sells Ire sufficiently cinne that theta is a spatially periodic, finite N a

,.vorlap of the electronic wsve functions of adjacent wells, one has a bona-fide 
.4) Co.-(

suporlattice. The resulting zone folding and broading of the discrete electronic

levels into-narrov Inibands was the hai. for the surly predictions of negative The thermoelectric poer S of a degenerate electron gas may be written (7)

differ.tial. resist.anc nd Bloch nsiltn.by Esahi and Tan (1), end later n2 WOss I a
predi-itos of nonlinear optical properties of esperlatticee (1). While 3- ) t 2 (4)

-. 2i 
1

.'( 8

snalolous phenomena have heen observed for the phnon spectres (4). It has net I
where n(c) is the density of states, 'Yi h qar fteeetrnsvlct

vet been sas for electrons (or holes). Noaever, with Continued Improvsent in e ny the equate of the electron' velocity

gront' and interfatial qsal lty made possible by IE. the electronic minhatnd In the direction of the external temperature gradient averaged over the Fermi

2 A S s u r f a c e c , a n d ( r. i t h e e n. r y -d .f l.en t .m .me t u r l a t I n t I e .

Moese .

I

a1



low,

Fqr. (4) requires that (1) kaTc. and (2) that the energy dependent quantities while i the second case, V1  (tdt) sink d,

be slol vating on the cale of kbT. These conditions will be investigated

iediately below. 2 -I I A2i-82)-(1_6)2-(26_67)2
-  

(1- 2

The logr-Jheic derivative of s (c) in found to very smoothly with I21 u-2 (i-d)-co-
1
(i-S) cs- fl-d)]

tiooRh the miniband. but to diverge at the sand extrema as 0 62

~(7)
2v - (5) both eq.. (6) and (7) tend to diverge as 8-i at the bottom of the hand, and

nSL ( t 7 i (2 ') as - (6)4 at the top of the band, i.e. a sign reversal Indicative of hole-

0, 8,2 r "'havlour is found here. Their behaviour are very similar and Is shown in

where e - r/ . 6 - (2-'). The behaviour through the miniband Is shown in Fig. I. Fi The removal of the divergences just at the band edges occurs for the

However. when the energy variation is sufficient that condition (2) above is same reasons as for the density of states.

•tulated, the quantity Is averaged over an energy Interval - kT and does not Finally, ve consider the third term in the brackets of eqn. (4). In contrast

diverg-. Rut for laver, "' fficiently thin to show superlattice banding, e.g..Ai ttto the bulk or an Isolated quantum well, the momentum relaxation rates are not
o o

yp1 . al GaA-GaAIxAS_ superlatticea (d-AOA-7AA). tr-nig-Pnney calculations known for all the scattering amchbanis of interest in the case of a true

veld honduidths 25t-60-120 meV (0). Since kT in lot teperature theroelectric superlattice. Unlike the quantus well case, there is a density of final states

powr measurements can he mrade ittniftcant ly matter than this, most of the with momenta along the superlattice axis into which the carrier can scatter.

variation through the hand will be Aiiscernable. except very close to the mint- One remit derived for a superlsttuce is that of deforsation potential scattering

'tnd edges. Of course for 6>2 in the "gap". clv ns
1
/3 - 0. Thus the positions under the ussal asstmptions of elastic scattering and phonon equipartition (6).

,f the minthand edges are indicated. We also find that for carrier densities -1 (c)-n (c). the logarithmic derivative of T- exactly cancels

!r.16 10f17 h- 3 s condition (1) .also natsfied for typical drprlttvce of ti eae cancels

the first tarm of eqn. (4), and the entire contribution to S comes from eqns. (6)

,onfiurationn. and (7), exhibiting the sign reversals at the tops of the minihands. On the

Turning next to the seccnd tree in the brackets of eqs. (). there are other hand, if energy independent rates characteristic of a quantm well (infinite

twc cases according to ohether the temperature gradient is prallel or perpendi- potential barriers) seaesnumed (8), the logarithmic derivative of 1 vsntshes.,

color so the layers. er the first usse.oV-k.,/mts. it in foond that
and the contributlons to S are the sums of eqns. (5), (6). and (7). In this

1 11 ( ) 1case, the sign reversals at the tops of the miniands do not occur. Kso. as shown by
1 -- cct

;v (I-6l. - , S< eqns. (5) (6). and (7) for the case ge2 (PeFmi energy above the top of the lowest

i2 4ij + {-d2-
5 
cnsi- sislheond). these contributions to S vants when the temperature gradient is along

-t ( )-l. 612 the superlattice axis, but not when It is parallel to the layers. The reason is

that there is no coherent transport of carrier getic energy perpendicular to the
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layers vhec the Ferml level is to the gap betweem ainibands. If rates proportional

to the density of final states altiplted by the carrier energy to Smoe power

e
p 
are asetmod (the laettr characterizng the energy dependence of the eatruL

el-0nei), then an additional slowly varying term -p/s contributes for both

orientations of the themal gradient. and S never vanishes for the Fermi level

in the "gap". Roeer. the tendency of S to "diverge" at the mitlbantd extrem

occurs in all cases. indicating the location to energy of the iatnhand edge*.
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Thermoelectric Effects in Silicon MIOSFETs the" results are preliminary In nature; more complete data will be presented

In High Magnetic Fields soon.

Theory:

R.P. Smith. H. Closs.
, 
and P.J. Stiles

trc- University, Providence, Rhode Island 02q1i2. USA As was mentioned above. Girvin and Jonson proposed the existence of
'present address: IN,. 12200 S.J.dos Caepos, Sac Paulo, Brazil

a new type of thermopower based on the temperature dependence of the states
VITTACT: The thermopoer in quantized Hall systems has been suggested to
he a sensitie probe of electron transport. We performed experlents on edges of the Inversion layer. They predict that the theropower should

:00' silicon MCSFETs at tfw oratures of 1.8 K to 4.25K, temperature
differences ci 0.01 K to 0.7 K, and magnetic inductions of 8 tesla. reach maxime when the chemical potential Is at mid-lnael end that these
Insults are presented which clearly show mobility edges within Landau
leels and also a signal which Is apparently due to the temperature depen- maxima should equal -In2(ka2)/(l+I/2) where I Is the Landau level Index.
once of the edge states.

They also predict +hat In the absence of impurity scatterIng the transverse

Irtrouctlon:

component of the thermopower should equal zero.
The thermoelectric effect Is often used to examine the nature of

A thermopower can also result from the presence of a mobility edge
elntronic states In conducting systems, yet to date it has not been used In

Ci,3J. This type of thermopoaer occurs when the FEni level Is near the

stu dvng quantized alil systems. It Is of particular Interest In these
mobility edge and the temperature gradient causes an Inhomogeneous

systems fon a number of reasons. First, the thermopower is very sensitive

distribution of carriers In the extended states.
to the presence of nobility edges [1] and It has been suggested that large

Large numbers of localized states hes been suggested to be the
rumbers of Iocalized states are the cause of the width of Hall steps. Also,

reason for the widths of Hal I steps In two dimensional systems. The
it 'as been suggested th"at there Is a thermopower which Is due to the temper-

thermlopower should be a good probe of the location of the treesitios'
ature dependence of the conducting edge states 12], so measurements should be

from localized to extended states and may well giv Information on the
a good test of that theory of quantized Hall conduction. Finally, If an

numbers of extended states In mostly localized regions and vice-versa.

apprlarle thermoelectric effect does exist It may affect the very high
According to Fritzche's results EJ and assuming a reasonably high

a(rurace quantuer Hall studies 0e being done in several laboratories.
number of localized states a thermoponer of the order of 100,qt/eK can be

Aesuls are presented of studies of thermoelectric voltages ir

expected.
[lot' silicon Inversion layers. The temperatures of the sample range from

1.8 X to 4.2h K while the temperature gradients for the reported results Experiment:

range from 2.01 P to 0.1 K. The data clearly shoe mobility edges within The metalization mask for the sample Is shown In fig. I.

Landau levels and also appear to show a signal corresponding to the edge The thermoelectric voltage eas measured on the long Hall bar. The

states' temperature dependence. Transsverse date Is presented as well. All of temperature gradients were determined by combining data from the mail
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tsa I co geometr Je Ices wi th the known a/Ti dependence of the thermal
ccndsctiu~tt at cm tenperaturen. Thre constant a is a function cot the

fig. 2. It Is not known why the signal Is so large for the lOW indices. It
material, Tm, Seep-ins gecanetry, and it' surfaces. if was determined

seems reasonable that the reduction In signal In the longitudinal case for
epirIl rl and may he a large source cf yrrro in the asperiererts.

small Indices and the corresponding rise In the magnitude of the trensverse
til of ttetctltlF s ar n !itc '; licoc and raue mot,iiitie., of abc-ut

case may be due to the larger Influence of Impurity scattering for the
4 rJc c / (V-sac at 4.2 . The, r n- diffused reqions at the ends of

io-er Indices.

tt.naHl{ car that serum as heaters. Tianperatcre grad~nnts are created e temperature dependence of the thermopomer as measured from the
C*.iaepirn., thy cupie at one and ard passing an eiectrical rrent source to the drain Is shown by the two curves In fig. 3. The broad
throrbqh thh etr at the cplcosi'e mnd. tt

0 
entire aprparatus. is then features In the 4.2K data are thought to be due to. in addition to the

,ealed and px apeu 00cr tr'rhutu IC- torr to reduce ant entraneous
mobility edge signal, the thermop:ner proposed by GIrvin end Jonson [13.

.-e is.es.
Measuring the thermal voltage from tk source to the drain Is expected to

Heat eas ppi :ed ith an A(; voltage at 7 Hz. The temperaturese
glee sane scanbiration of the longitudinal and treenerse componen~ts of

Sthe cierr range frain ?.6'l to 4.2
0 

K. and the eprlifed heat raises the
t he thermopocer because of the fact that the diffused regions wil 'tend

&nc tempertaure from 0.( ri, fo ti- 4.2S adta to -._35o for the 1.6*
to change the apparent conductivity between the two sides ear the ends

d Lata ,t the pea. oi the heater vignal. of the sample. This Is reflected In the 1.8 V data.

The method for measuring temperature gradients has not yet been
The icrccladi nal ceolcanr of tha thereoponer In stah n I fig. 2. perfected, so there Is an uncertainty of 25 to 50$ In the absolute values

Tly aati nc* of the noblity eaten are clearig shn by the peaks and
of the stated temperature gradients end thermopomers. This uncertainty

Oi[s in, Ire trarmop-er. There a- large numbers of focal lzed states ddoes hat carrt oner to reletine comparisons.

Ul o ' 41 0.8 and a ove - t* '.s where I Is an Integer. The indexing count - Conclusions:

earn spin aye Ca.,iec sci c' nyniJ adinidual i-,, hut conductance data (not
The ThermOpower has been shown to be a sensitive probe of the

shown) shos ONi weak spit, spilitting. The structure in the centers of the
nature of electronlc conduct~on in a qrientized tne-dieensionei electron

levels Indicates that there are large numbers of localized states at the
gen. At is- tenpereteres. mhe fongitedinel component of the thermopomer

edges of spin spilt levels. The relative eakness of this structure Is
clearly eerks the locations Of nanhifith edges, end it may be possible

probably due to sone overlap of levels along with the coexistance of
to obtain better inforeeatlon on the reletine enesbers of iocaffazed end

extended and locized states in those regions. extended states In the future. At eround d.2Cf the signal predfcted by
The transverse component of the thermal voltage Is else shown In

Glrvl ed dancs becomes deeflmeet.
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Future plans Include using higher mtability saPples, which may

yield more information In the first few levels, especial ly for the

tranlsverse data. Lower tanmyaratures and higher fields can also be used. -

A direct comparlson between the numeber Of local ized sttes derived frome,

the thermoponer and from '., and fn., It the same sanpie willI also be made,.r
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Fig I. Me tall zation mask fur sample. Longitudinal data wes taken
between Fi4l and 

1
1411; transverse date between AH3 and Lf.The Fig. 3. Source-Drain thermopower. The IAN81 date wes teken under th~e same

probes contact the Inv~ersion layer at the smell bups on the Hll conditions as abonej I " 4.25 K date mas taken with a temperature differ-
bar alongsi de "il marked contacts. S end D denote the source and sOnce of 0.01*K.
drain.
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ANALYSIS OF QUANTIZED HALL RESISTANCE AT FINITE TEMPERATURES 1.5 K T < tO K at filling factors v = Nsh/eB close to an integer I (Ns

surface carrier density).

A. lausendfreund and K. v. Klitzing

Phpsih-bopartlhit. Technische Universitit Mijnchen High resolution data for Py in the plateau region are obtained using an

a.c. bridge/g/. Fig. I shows experimental results for a silicon MOSFET. The
0G8046 Garching, Fed. Rep. of Gernmany

resistivity pxx close to the filling factor i - 8 is plotted in the upper part

of this figure for different substrate bias voltages or after illumination

Abstract with an infrared Ll. The variation of oxy as a function of the gate vol-

tage is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1. These data demonstrate that a
High resolution measurements of the Hall resistivity pxy quantitative analysis of the shpe of Hall plateaus is difficult because an

within te Hall plateaus show that the slope is finite at

finite temperatures but decreases exponentially with in- anomalous minimum in p y (which disappears at higher temperatures) is visible

at a filling factor slightly smaller than a completely filled Landau level.
verse temperature. This behavior is observed even in a

min The depth of this minimam increases drastically, if the threshold voltage istemperature range where the resistivity cxx is only

changed by infrared illumination or substrate bias voltage. Calculations

weakly temperature dependent due to scattering processes show that the corrections due to the finite aspect ratio of the devices
t 0
i/,

interpreted as variable range hopping. which reduce pxy if the Hall angle deviates from 90o, are not responsible for

the minima. We believe that inhomogeneities lead to the observed structures.

A characteristic feature of the quantized Hall resistance is the ap- For a quantitative analysis of the experimental curves we used only

,earance of plateaus in the Hall resistance as a function of the magnetic measurements where the Hall resistivity Pxy shows no anomalous structures.
,1 /

field or the gate voltage . These plateaus are explained by a pinning of This means that Pxy varies approximately antisyunetrically relative to the

the Fermi level in the gap (mobility gap) between two Landau levels by a gate voltage of a fullyoccupied Landau level (this condition is always ob-

reservoir of localized electrons. A large number of calculations indicate tained at not too low temperatures because the minimum shown in Fig. 1 dis-

that localizes states in the tails of the Landau levels are responsible for appears rapidly with increasing temperature). Under this condition, the

the ohservations'
2
-6/, but also trap states outside the channel of the 29EG minimal slope dpxy/dNs seems to be the adequate quantity for the characteri-

or edge states may contribute to the development of plateaus/7.8/. Infor- zatlon of the so-called Hall plateaus. In the temperature range where

nation about the density of states in the plateau region and their contri- Pxxmin is thermally activated/
11
.
12
/. dpxy/dhs is directly proportional to

bution to the Hall effect at finite temperature is not available. In this Pxx . This is uhown In Fig. 2 where p has been changed by a factor of

paper we present measurements of the resistivity components p., and Pxy on Il
3 
by varying the temperature of the magnetic field. The one-ta-one relation

silicon MOSFETs and GaAs-Ai atal.xAs heterostructures in the temperature range between P..'
ln 

and drx y/dN0 can be explained within the model that only the
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extended states close to the center of the Landau levels contribute to 
0
vu Hall plateaus at helium temperature demonstrates that this slope shows an

and , and that a variation dNs in the carrier density corresponds to a tem- activated behavior corresponding to doxy /dNs ' exp(-AE/2kT). At high magnetic

perature and nagnetic field independent variation of the Fermi energy dE. fields (B > 10 T for high-mobility silicon OSFETs) 6E agrees with the energy

Calculations show that both xx and d 0xy/dEF are determined by the same ex- gap between discrete Landau levels. This activated bahvior is visible even in

Doneet'al factor enp -sE/fkT where .E is equal to the cyclotron energy for an the temperature range where the resistivity Oxx
m
in is dominated by a scatter-

idealized system. but is usually smaller due to the spin-splitting and a lng process interpreted as variable range hopping. This result supports the

finite linewidth of the extended states. conception that hopping contributes less to Hall effect than one would expect

clv from nonval conductivity.

Theoretically, the ratio (dox /dNs) : 
in 

depends on the density of

ay The work has been supported by the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk.

states D1 in the mobility gap. Preliminary calculations on the basis of an

elliptic form for the density of extended states and an energy independent References

contribution D1 of localized states yield a relatively large value of D1 > 1) K. v. Klitzing and G. Ebert in: Proc. of the 16th Int.Conf. on Physics of

0.1 Do (Do - density of states without magnetic field). However, this result Semicond., Montpellier 1982, Ed. M. Averons (North-Holland Publ. Camp.,

depends on the model used for the calculation and may he unrealistic. Physica 1i1B - 118B (1983). p. 682)

mis2) R.E. Prange, Phys. Rev. 8 23, 4802 (1981)

It is known that at low temperatures ,,,* (T) deviates from a thermally 
3) H. Aiand T. ndo S Stt 4802 81 7
3) H. Aoki and T. Ando. Sol id State Commn. 38, 1079 (1981)

activated behavior/
13
/. This can be interpreted as an additional contribution 4) 1. Ando, Surf. Science 113, 182 (1982)

to the scattering rate by variable range opping. Such a contribution is not5
6) 3.T. Chalker, this conference

visible in Hall effect measurements as shown in Fig. 3. The slope do /dNs  6) W. Brenig. to be published

decreases exponentially with decreasing temperature even in the temperature 7) G.A. Baraff and D.C. Tsui, Phys. Rev. 824, 2274 (1981)

range where cxx
in 

is only weakly temperature dependent. The activation
8) H. Bando, Solid State Comun. 1983 (to be published)

energy deduced from douy /dNS(T-deta (Fig. 3) at high mgnetic fields K. vH.owioo, and T. Herzog, Lecture

(B 10 T) agree within ! 3% with the cyclotron energy 16c minus spin-spltt- Notes in Physics 177 (1983)

Ing tS. Measurements at lower magnetic field values (8 - 8.1 T for silicon I0) K. a. Clttzng, Advances in Solid State Physics XX.I (1981)

MOSPET and 8 * 4.1 T foe GaAs-Al Ga ~As heterosrcue tl Evle
Sanrostructre) yield A-values 11) Th. Englert and K. v. Klitzing, Surface Science 73, 70 (1978)

which are up to 20% smller than calculated from % c - As. Such a reduction 12) R.J. Nicholas, R.A. Stradling, S. Askenazy, P. Perrier, and J.C. Portal,
in the activation energy has been obtained from an analysis of the exponential

Surface Science 73, 106 (1978)

part in the Ou.(T) curves, to, and my originate from the broadening of the 13) G. Ebert. K. v.Klitzing, C. Probst. K. Schaherth, K. Ploog, and

Landa levels. G. Weimann, Solid State Comin. 45, 625 (1983)

In clonclusion. the analysis of the slope dxy /dNs or dxy /dB of the
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Fig. Resistivities pxx and O.y close to the filling factor 1 8 for

different substrate bias voltages (Vsb) or after illumination with

an infrared LEO.

Q., 0% tn'_ Fig. 2: 5 -

v Hll resistance -
.o 

"
' doxy/dVg %

" 
doxy/dNs  - 0 a

'0" . as a f nction of the

miniml resistivity pxx"

The magnetic field is

varied between 8.4 T

+B , 13 T. the tempera- 0 02 a, 06 02 02 CA 05

ture between 1.5 K , T lIT IK') I
< 4.2 K. and the sub- i

rin ad milsopdx/l
$ (odoy/dO - do y/d~s) as a41 1 10 i0 v.. f0o strate bias voltage Fig. 3: .' 0 nd minimal slope do, dE / ( do en a

between -
9 
V Vsb < 0 V. function of inverse temperature (1/T) for /As*Alx~oIxAs htero-

structure and a silicon MSET. doxy/dR$ rmismn activated even

i f panlIn is saturated due to variable range hopping.
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at very law temperature. Quite recently, Interesting lv.. temperature magneto-

QUANITUMI HALL EFFECT AND HOPPING CODUrIO ansport studio. balom I K have been reported in GaAs - Alx~ Ge
1

Avi and
In" Ga I A.n- loP 9heteroj unctionsa. We want to report here recent investigations

IN Ins a.-An-Il HETERDJUHCTIONS AT LOW TEMPERATUIRE of the temperature dependence of the QIII and a. performed down to 50 mK in

modulation-doped In GaiAs- lal? heterojouctias and the observation of &

xude c o variable range hopping conduction oz in tha vicinity of the eagneto-resietan-
Y. Gudn F. .. Nirtz A. Briggs * IF. Vieren M . Voon C. inima.

end M. Raneghi The I.Ga -As- 10P heterojunrtiona,. which correspond to x-
0
.
5 3

. wer.

grown by low-pressure metalorgamic chemical vapor deposition' ona (100) aemi-
Croup, do Physique dos Solid-n de ItH.NS. 24. roe Lhoscnd. 75005 Paris, insulating Pa-doped substrates. The top layer (2000 A thick) was n-type wcith

France. Ni - N A 3z10 re c-3.The laye was Aeoatyewt N "

L.C.R., Thomeoen-C.S.F. * 91401 Urnay. France. 1.5 a 01 cm3 and ito thickness was equal to I v. The electron densities

;z~z C It. T B. T.aed rhe mobilitien at 4.2 K were 4.5 x 10" cm- and 33,000 cm2 V- aer-
C...~.and SNb.C.!. * C.NRS. 38042 Grenoble, France. (oample 1), and 3. 1 cml-l 2 and HO,000 cm

2 
V-1 aec (.amle 2).Unusl Hall

bridges were used to meacue ffl and pay Theamept wan cooled in a dilution

ABSTRACT roefrigerator, and the magnetic field B. perpendicular to the interface. wae

provided by a superconducting coil and could be ewept continuously from Oto9T.
wie report investigations of tha temperature dependence of tbe quantum Figure I aoves data obtained at I1.85 V. and 55 in for try end p. ans

Hall effect in modulation doped In Gsa1  Ae-InP beterojunctions . The diagonal function of B for a current equal to 108 A in eample 1. The temperature
conductivity a. is studied at several minim of the magntto-raiscance 0.dependence of tbe ONE is eseentially characterized by an increased vidth of
between SO0 and 2 K. A hopping conduction mechaniem is observed when the the px plateaue and by a narroving of the associated p peak. vhan T is

Fer, lvelic n he ailof heLanau evaa.decreaed. Ha have investigated particularly the width of the Pay h/4e
2

plateau between 4.2 K and 50 inK. Ams hown in the inset of Figure I(&), this

Halleffct easremets n atwodimesioal lecron as TDR) sowvidth rangaes vith en =ccuracy of the ordar of 0.5 1, from 30 1 to 80 Z of its
fal efectmoauceent ona to-dmenionl eecton as t~t) nnvlargest possible value obtained from the midpoints of the adjacent etepe. A

that the Kall resistivity at lmw temperature and high manetic field presents 2iia aito sotie nnml o h b~ lta hc

plaeau whch re qua tothequatind vluc - /ce* were0.12.. or: .jiithe same magnetic field region (Fig. 2). At low temperature 0=z
in the nuer of filled Landau levels. Simultaneouely. the magneto-resistanoe decreases uith decreasing temperatue. even at the lhubnikov- de Hass peaks,

,a. vanisee. Th* Quantom Hall Effect (QH E) was firet observed in Si where, for quantom numbers a b, 2, thu logarithmic dependence 6o.- 0.8 10
5

tcSFtTe.
1 

and. then. in modulation doped GaAs -AnG
1
.. Aa 2ad 3n~1

.~~e En T (ehoa) is ohserved between 0.2 and 2 K. This dependence, previously
Iceterojunctions. Thin effect implies that the Fermi level is pinned between observed in GaAs- Al Ga1 .As heterojouctiona , my be due to Coulomb inter-

Lnaleesoefiierneofmagnetic fedSInsrg magnetic actione in the TDKC under high magnetic field as pointed out by Girvinet al.
fields the TDEG Landau level energy separation becomes large compared to the
Landau level linevaidth, and only the tails of adjacent leves overlap. The Completely different results are observed for the o. minim an prenented
electron. who..enege fall in the.. taile are localized due to disorder 

4
, in Fig. 3(a) vhich above, in sample 1. the temperature dependence of oz at

And the localized statee are separated from the extended etat*. in the center three pian minima. nmsly between the n- -2 end u- 3 (curve A).* the n - I and
of each Landau level by a mobility edge. The pinning of the Fermi level E is n -2 (curve 1). and the a~ e pin-eplitted (curve C) Landau levele (see Fig. 1).
due to the exieceece of nuch localized states and, when g

1
F in in a mosbility Curven A, 5 end C correnpoud tn &- 3.3, 4.95 and 6.3 T, respectively. It can

gap between to Landau levels, the conductivity isdrops tn zero as the he even that the data can he fitted to the folloving expression over a wide

tieperature ie decrea...d. the conduction occurring by variable range hopping rag fan.bten5 a n
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i.ertant to point out that) the ro It.,: at h S point could 1..o h. inter-

-. o11 pr ed with the :ap -T IT I? ,' .:tt a. to..:,..,.ding to an exponential

Ti .locliaat ion.. The. oheervatione confirm that the Hall plateaus occur when

Thisbeh--,recntl reprte inGa~- AG&_,Ashatrojn~t on"".the Form% level E.F lies in the localized states in the talls of the Landau

ASe der-V*J LY Una" tot a coppin, conduct-o in a two-dimensional e-crun locals whil:,the.1 saltep. appear when t, a. in the extended states in the

go. ad., b..55 -ag..-tkcfild. -- #g gas,-.. Lo-iatio fI.,tt. cl..e Io ceter of aeth Landau 1-ev4l The observation of a plateau width reaching

ff1. c~.f the broaded Landau levels Such a Sued agrent ould no be about 80 1 of itst lret osible valu, ateless temperature shows that noat

ota#:ne r w this ran&at of fpturn Ior oap( ( TO/11 which ofth letrnstte rep loalins Io the lowest indices Landau levels as

"craepocid, to the lNatt's Iaw far & OrI. at aero "&"ntic field end was already observed in C-A--AaAsAl I-n rjunctbons 58

t purted by St aroer tl alI in ..as - Al Ga f. As hat aro junctionme invanarrower

tepecAtul. Tag . a.i Eq. I -s fie- b,1
2
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uroblem is now to understand why this result is unaffected by the scattering

THF QUANTUM HALL EFFECT: A SUN RULE processes active in a real material. Approaches taken have been of three

J. T. Chalker types: Linear response theory has been used to discuss the influence of dis-

order on the Hall conductivity (2.3.4); the gauge symetry of the problem

Institut f,,r iheoretische Physik, Universitat Heidelberg. has been examined (5,b,7); and it has been shown by explicit solution that

Philcsophenueg 19, D-6900 Heidelberg. FPG the presence of a single delta-function scattering centre does not change

the Hall current (8).

Abstract In the present paper a sim-rle is derived for scattering from an arbitrary

static potential which leads to the conclusion that a disordered backgrouno

Tne inflbere of Jiiorder on the Hall conductivity of a two-dimensional elec- potential does not alter the Hall current in a non-interacting, two-dimen-

rcn gas in a strcng agnetic field is examined by studying the sc 'tering of sionai electron gas. If se electron states are localised by the potential.

a single particle from an arbitrary potential in crossed electric and mag- the remaining, extended states carry an extra current which exactly copen-

retic fields. The Hall current in a large system is shown to be unaffected sates (9).

by 'islands' of disorder.

The scattering problem

lntrouc cton

Co ider the scattering of electrons moving in two dimensions under the in-

-he measurements by von Klitzng. Torda and Pepper (1) of the low tempera- fluerce of a uniform, perpendicular magnetic field and an in-plane electric

*ure Hall conductivity of silicon inversion layers in intense magnetic fields field. The appropriate Hamiltonian is

land a simple theoretical interpretatics. Attempts in this direction pro-

ceed in two stages. Firstly, lire system is modeled by a two-dimensional elec- f 5  2 t ( ~ ). & V y I

tris gas and *t is argued that the density of states in energy consists of a

series of Landau levels, broadened by substrate disorder. If the electron where units have been chosen so that the cyclotron length, cyclotron energy

states in the tails of the levels are localised and those near the centre are and magnitude of the electric charge are all unity, and the Landau gauge has

entended. at least on the scale of the sample size, then the Hall conductivi- been selected. The external electric potential, v(x). is translationally in-

ty as a function of electron denosity will rise whilst extended states are variant in the direction of the Hall current (the y direction) and monotonic

filled and show a plateau when the Feimi energy is vared within a region of in the direction of the field. The Hall potential is chosen to be less than

localised states. Secondly. the observed plateau values of the Hall conducti- the cyclotron energy: v(-) - n(-) <I. A scattering region, hich is of

vity, integer multiples of -elih. are simply those of an Idealised system, finite extent but otherwise arbitrary, is represented by the potential

without scattering. In Wich the Fermi energy lies between Landau levels. The e(n~y)-
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The spectrum of the pure system (V(x.y) 0) consists of a series of Landau The right-hand side can be wrlttenby using I r (E'-E)It , replacing E$E
levels broadened by the electric field. Each eigenstate is extended and withitiE and integrating by parts to obtain

carries a current parallel to the y axis. A very unusual property is that no

two states are degenerate in energy: the electric field lifts degeneracies t. (5)

associated with symietry under spatial rotations, and the magnetic field

breaks tle-reversal invariance (10). The elgenstates in the absence of It is clear that the time delay is related to effect of disorder on the Hall

scattering, h°(w.y), can be labled by their energy. E, or by their current carried ty an eigenstate at the energy, E. whilst the derivative of
y-a~onentum and Landau leuet. k and n. Their functi nal form is the phase shift, d$/dE, reflects the influence of disorder on the density of

states. In the final section this connection is formulated mere precisely.

4' (xs)k (2)

The Hall conductivity
The presence of a scattering potential may give rise to bound states and will

also modify the extended states. Suppose that a particle prepared in the A single scattering centre in an infinite system has an infinitesimal effect

state o is incident on the scattering centre from y - -. The absence if on the density of states. We therefore treat a system similar to that dis-

eqev t..ies severely restricts the type of scattering possible and, far cussed above, but with periodic boundary conditions applied in the y direc-

beyonO the centre, the wavefunction, 4o, differs from that in the absence of titn between y = - M/2 and y z 14/2. The length 14 is chosen sufficiently large

scattering by. at most, a phase factor. for a given V(x,y) that the wavefunctions of the infinite system are close to

their asymptotic behaviour at y - t M12. This should not be a serious re-

- . striction since corrections decay as (polynomial) x e
"
1
2
4 in the region

~. ac<~' ~(3) t(o.y) - 0.

The eigenstates of the finite system consist of the bound states of the in-
A second qoantity which is retevaet in characterising the scattering process finite system together with extended states at those energies for which

is the time delay (or advance) an electron experiences in passing the

scattering centre. Our central result is that the phase change and time de- Mk + (k) . 2"11 a in j.r (6)

lay irduced by scattering are not Independent quantities. Let *0 and

bE be cigenstates at the energy E. as introduced above. ormallsed to carry The number of states in the nth Landau level with momenta in the range (k.

unit current. The time delay is k n 2k) is therefore

t7 - a I 1 (4) N(I)Ak a(
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Yhe current arried by each eigenstate is. on normalising the wavefunctions (6) B. 1. Halperin. Phys. Rev. B 25 (1982) 2185

ittin the finite system. (7) V. Ilry, J. Phys. C 15 (1982) L 721

-1 (8) R. E. Prange. Phys. Rev. B 23 (1981) 4802

j(k) - O Mj'O) ji M"K.- } (8) (9) J. T. Chalker. J. Phys. C. to appear

(10) R. E. Prange and R. Joynt. Phys. Rev. B 25 (1982) 2943

.nere M'i 0(k) is the current in the absence of a scattering centre. The re-

lati between the time delay and the phase shift allows the curren to be Acknoledgements

expressed as A

I am indebted to Professor F. Wegner for stimulating discussions. The finan-

-i. cial support of the Science and Engineering Research Council is gratefully

I. k acknowledged.

o that tne total ovrrent carried by states within a small energy range is

T~k)Ak - --L (c)A (0

which is independent of V(x.y).

The presence of disorder may thus influence both the density of extended

stites and the current carried by each state, but these effects cancel when

tine cc tributiOn to the hall current from a range of energies i considered.

Equation (10) may be integrated and conventional units restored to show that.

ahen the extended stites of n Landau levels are occupied, the Hall conducti-

vity is - ne
2
/h.
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Fonder (4) haver found that for each positive charge drifted to the inrterface,

a bound impurity state is created at the Si-Sb0 interface. by drifting the

mobile positive charges to the interface it is possible to vary the number of

The Efectof Iterfce Cargeon te QuntumHallEffet* iterface charges NoK ta givesn iamle. Eaperineataily. the width in gate

j . £~c :sroean d 7. L. gejoieche voltage of the flat Hall1 plateau to genorally determined from the region for

Nava R ...r~hLe b I or, Wshigton D.. 2375USAwhich p nyh/i. itt where A to a small quantity ansociated with the eaperimental

resolution. A s1,la -rtroni sd here in an AC technique which allen

Abltact so to se ey lots -nitation curreot (100 nAl. At a coustrist field of 131

The effects of viti-ble oxide charge an quantum Mall plateas have ad at T=1.331 we have -.. anrd pe, pz * dp_/dn ond dp x,'dna a funrtion of

be-o studied -nlng S, 100711. which have tletftoble Hetaoo. to the VG using an exeietlcniuainsmlrto that of Yaad Fowler(5

".,olt Interestnt g 00 nsd anusual behaviors have heen ohserved for The width of the Hll step woo taken to be the width of the region in lover-

both the aidths and positilons of the various plateaos in the gall slon layer density . for which dp
0 7
Jd. '3 .5.15 2cm The A corresponding to

resistivity an function. of increasing interface charge. The origin thin criterion no -112.

of these effectn in discuosed to teema of a picture I rd 00 iocal- The -. Iot. of the.e studies are sthown ins Figs. 1-3. In Fig. I the

tied electroo states ts the inversion layer. widths of the Mail ateps are seen to be approximately proportional to the

The qlcautimsIHall effect (gill) in the two-dimnion~al electron gan (1) amber of oxide charges drifted to the 0SiO'0 interface for sma11 drifts in

-cinoel at the SI-Sib interface in aet& I-oxide- semiconductor field-effect high mobility namplen. The Mall plateau widths fall os universal curves

truo-storn ltDSFETs, has hero oi considerahle experimental ad theoretical b iear in I/pj at high mohilities as seen in Fig. 2 where the nohilities IA are

inern retly (2)(1) It is ohserved that the 8.ali .resntivity has fiat meanared at 4.21 and Ho0. The parameter I/Ij provides a masure of sctttriag

,tep. with valoes p " -h/~e .,2 , . . corresponding to filled Landau. spill is the inversion layer (6). A notable featares of these dot, is the diffetritnre

aod valiey, leveln an a function of increasng gate voltage. The mxagaetoresln- io behavior between the plateauso ssociated with the full Landas levels and

unity P.vaioishes for gate Voltages to the steps., It io generally thought the plateaus ansociated with the full spin levels. The spio plateaus grow in

:hit these plateaos ate auocta ted with localized electronstates io the hand width moee slowly than the Landau level plateaus. A similar behavior is

tails of the Lasdau and spin levels These staten pin the Ferat level for observed (rig. 2) an a fuoction of I/p for high stability samles (pBZ12).

-cres log I gate voltage. The microscopic natulre of the localioed states aod A remarhable feature of these data in showng in Fig. 3. The positions is

their effects 00 the QIII hoever are sot pet weil uoderstood (2). gate voltage of the spin plateasaore found to moae with respect to the po.i-

The purpose ~f the present work 1. to investigate the effects of well tione of the full Landau plateaus for inrreased oxide charge at thte interface.

characterized chunagea in loef Ce harge and the soncttd localized .eer In order to determine precisely the position of a gives plateu. the tersr-

tron stateson0 the gill IVSFT samples with wohile positive charge in the tore was chosen such that Paz shows well defised minimi rather than flat

gate oside are -ry attestive candidate. for the*. studies. lartstein and region.. Measuremens of pac versus VGwere made at a numer of aspri
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I-l,. hetne- 8T an lit and appaent It hihcldn flir the lull span and full electrons in the lower spin state of a landau level with the localized el-

1-d- level, r, hliatned Im thr usual ta- dtagrama il The posit-n sI Leon state is stronger be,-ause of their orthogonality, and the resulting shift

have %,Ienh.l0,i orr then , pared t o the ,nlactivity thrPehld, t at 77K is asymstrcal because screenang dereases this interaction an the band

.
7 

are ihno- iv lIa The amount o1 drafted totertface charge as deter- fill.. The i;oteratiotn Oh these localIaed electrons causes the moblity

n dnrh to n * elM( ohere C s the capncaiace pr unit .... Il the WfSFET edges of the lower spin hands to move sore with interface charge, and

tan he seen that for &Na -xlO Icm
" 

the full Landau level poxstaos do not increased screening caurn the upper mohailty edge in each band to be affected

oe ith respet t, the codutvlty threshold within enpertental error, less. These effects give the dafferent increases of the spin and Landau Hall

The minima wsit istet oath tilled span levels however iove closer to mantm plateaus seen an Fig.. I and 2.

hoc tbe neat l.l Landaa level. The positions of the pax malnama asnsted

cth 1h filed valley leveln behave like those for the filled spin levels ad
*Partially supported by an Office of Naval Research contract

tI) be Jt acosed neparately 17) (1) K. Von Klitzing, G. Dourda. and N. Pepper, Phys. Rev. Lett. 45 (1980) 49W.
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d sorsed in Im o t a pacture of lotalared states in the inversion layer 1982) ad references theei.

(3) Tsnneya Ando, Alan B. Fowler and Frank Stern, Rev. fod. Phys. 54 (1982)
Increased interfate saide charge leads to greater potential fluctuations 437 and references therein.

(4) A. Nartstein and A. 8. Fowler, Phys. Rev. Lett. 34 (1975) 1435.
there and heote to greater ] otahaati on. Thon the ancreased widths nith

(5) F. F. Fang and A. B. Fowler, Phys. Rev. 169 (1968) 619.
areana oxide charge to fis I and 2 are consistent with a picture o Hll (6) H. L. Stamer, D. C. Tsui, A. C. Gosed, an Electronic Properties of Two-

Dimensional Systems, ed. Peanh Stern (North-Holland, danteedam, 1982),
plnteaus arising from localzed anverson layer states. More specifically at p. 32.

9on4 SOlh c- the Xa forms a Ivsliaed hydrogeni state in the inoers nn (7) J. E. Purneaua and T. L. Reineche, to be published.

layer (4) The tombaned Hai and localized electron then Ive rise to the
Fag. I. The width of the Hall

intrlrfae potential fioc'tuntoo plateaus plotted versus drifted I as
interface charge The open symbols l

The different shfts of pinateaus for full span and Landau levels (Pig 3) are ,he Landau level widths and
the filled-in symhols are the

and the difterencen an their nIthn as functions ,f oaide charge (Fags. 1,2) spin level widths. Each point in

I composite of data at six dif-

anopeally r rkable In order fae there to he an apparent shift an a p ferent substrate biases giving
the plotted error bars.

mimn a t as ne.....ary not only that the adjacent band tarls overlap but also

that they sbaft with respect aoate another an such a say that the antreane.d

overlap is asynsetrical, The data tor the filled Landau level in Pig- 3

therefore suggests that the band tails do not overlap signilfcantiy nath the

Perious span level The upward shift of the filled spin plateau is connlat-

est wth picture I) in which thinteration of the hind elertrnns With thea

eleatroon focaltoed at the Na depends on spin The interaction between the
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ff0SFT. (3). On the other hand, the interface disorder and thus the localia-

tion should be less for the beterojsctlo than for the Sc-SiO
2 

interface.

Secondly, both suhinteger plateaus corresponding to esll gaps in the energy

States* spectue and alse substantial widths for the integer plateaus are observed inPlateaus ic the ,Hcaot cocci Hall Resistance Ifithoot [ocaulized Sae

the saw high .oblity heterostructure devices (4).
L L. Reinecke

1as .Research Labratory The channels of the devices in which these resistivities are measured
WOahcngt o. VC 20375

have heavily doped, degenerate u-type contacts diffused into the nemiconduitor
and

material. The nomber of electrons in them and in the associated metallaztconsHS Ifgctnmfe

eparitment of Pcyics. Sae tniversity of New YorR at buffalo is sufficitntly large to provide etfectively infinite resernoirs ins the

buffalo, New York 142h0

c -channel electrons. The experiments are done under so-called "cold, dark"
the t..e of the <hannel ontactsc gin ying rise tc plateaao in the

conditions in which the therial equlibri m of the inversion layer with the
pi~art ize Hall rencuitocty cc the inverso layet elec teen syste in

oft s o t and in Sc Sfl it ccis It depletion layer and with the hulk semiconductor, which is established at

uhi-r tha under -rsc i - icncr this effect can make a higher temperatures, is no longer wmintatned at the low temperaturen.

Coasilter first the all conductivity of a GaAn.As/GaA heterostructurecst int coscra hotiun tcc che plateau widths particularly in the 1-

for increasing magnetic field. Charge whoch mves from the inversion layer
case ccl the heicioniruituris

into the contacts is expected to remain near the inversion layer in order to

The quantized plateaus in the Hall resistivity of the twvo-diamnsional
reduce its electrostatic field energy, and ct should affect Lbe potential

-neriion layer elect iron %ystema i a function of magnetic field H in
energy of the inner.ion layer electrons in only a small region corresponding

'ca AdAsIGaAo he~tetostro tuit sod as a function of gte vottage V in a "frigig field" near the conactn. Th- in the regios away frem the

1fi1:ETs have attracted i, h coterrntre...tly. The sn-,aled "teger"
contacts the band bottom for the inversion layer system and E. reain fixed as

plateaus correspond to the ftlling of Landau levels, and the "subiteger"
fonctonn of density, the latter being specified by the Value of the chemical

,late-, t., the -penin o1 a ap in the electronic spectrum due to masy-body
potential in the contact

r ttects the cidths of these plateaus are generally thought to be 
caused by

The Hall connduetiocty is the relocation time approsimation is 0onae/N

Iclialired states hich pin the Fermi energy v, in the hsnd tails 
of the Landau

where 0 is the inversion loyer density per cni t area- In hugh mobility het-

levels or at the edges of the many-idny gap (1). The microscopic origin of

eroiaoctin devices the Landau levels should be nrrow. At TQ itf E- Ien

the plateau widthn, however, is sot yet sell uderotood.
betweeo Landau levels, then for increasing B charge flows from the contacts

Several consideration suggest that another mechanosm is addition to that
into the inversion layer, and o remains constant with a value ao=e&2/hfrom Incahied stuten my contribute to the plateau widths. The low tempera- y

where L is the nusmber of filled levels. When a Leas level posses through E.7tote scdths of plateau. is high mobility Ga Atl As/GatAs heterojnertiools (21
its charge is transfered abruptly into the contact. At arbitrary temperatures

ar generally tound to be considerably greater than those in lower mobility St
the chemical potential of the inversion layer system measored from the hand

23 224
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bottum remains constant and is given to good approximation by that for an (2) M A. Pealaneo, 1 C. Taui, and A. C. oesnard, Phys. Rev. B 25. 5566

ideal to-dimensional electron gas (5). The resulting o Is shown in Fig. I (1952).ay

for zero Landau level widtb and no localzation. The broad plateau. Ate seen (I- V van Klitzing, G. Dorda. and M. Pepper. Phys. Rev. Lett. 45, 454

at low temperature, and as T o .reata to kT/fktu O 2 they disappear. This (1980)

temaperature dependence is similac to tl,.t seen tn evertment (6). The effeots (4) H. L. Str-er,. A Chant, I. C. Tsat, J. C M taag. A. C' Goasrd, sad

of finite band nidth and (,t lcalized states are such as to improve this W. Wiegman, Phys Rev Lett 50, 1953 (1983) and references therein.

agreement (5) A ithart .nd ). Y. Koita, Phyn. Rev. f 9, 846 (1979); A. Ilshara.,

In the ane of Si PO)FTT chatge will flow between the contacts and the Solid State Common 46, 265 (1983).

iverson laver as a function of VC. In many, but not all, of these devices (6) H, L Steerer, D C. Tsui, A. C. Goinard, and 3 C. Arang, Physics

there ts a additional contact At the back of the semiconductor which is kept 111yg/lB, 688 (1983).

at constant It, trostatic potential and chemical potential with respect to the

channel rontaito As . r5 -It when c. lies between Landau levels a small

change in VC, - 0f, volt, for a typical device) moves the next Landau level to

,F, and the resuliung cicttibutcon to the plateau width is small (of the ordec

of Yt of the ideal zero temperature width!, On the other hand, for fOSFETs

oh,,h effectively lath such . contact to the back of the semiconductor. the 8

cOtrbutioin of the present mechanism to the plateau width will be similar to

that for the ase of the hetercunction. <It
The present analyscs suggess enpeccentn to distinguish the present 4i - -

mechanism fr that arising frs Iccaliced states as the origin of plateaus in F

the q U.1t1ed II resisticvity These include contactLess conductivity 2 .'.r'

tudies and experiments using high mobility fOSfETs whuch do not have tack 0 ' .

contacts 0 2 4 6 8
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The temperatures are gien by klcT/6fc r 001 (broad plateaus). 0.05,

Amsterdam, 1982) and refence threin 02, 10 (no plateaus). The chemical potential p in effectively

constant Spin splitting of the Landau levels has been neglected.
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V .i

On the Theory Quantum Hall Effect in 2-1

[Ite r;ummCh ,id T. 1tadu

Institut fir Theoretische Physik,

UniversitAt zu K1ln, D-5000 Vin 41,

W. Germany

The influence of a voint impurity on the Hall conductivity of a

finite system is investigated. It is shown that the bound state

contribution vanishes exponentionally in the thermodynamic linit

for a completely filled Landau band.

We show that for an infinite system containing nonlnteracting

electrons and uncorrelated statistically distributed impurities

the isothermal Hall conductivity exactly coincides with the classi-

cal free electron result. This result is in agreement with Streda's

analysis, which indicates that the linear response Hall conduc-

tivity reduces to the isothermal one as long as the Fermi energie

lies in an energy-gap.

Some asiects of non-ergodicity which are presumably significant

for the quantum Hall effect are discussed.
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pulses up to I isA the change from the quanstized Hall1 resistance state to
xoc"-tQlllIloRll:m BE AVIOIO OF THE TWdO-DIMENSIONAL ELECTRON GAS 15 THE

QANTILID HALL RESI 4TANCE REGCIMHE OF GaAS/Al D 30. hAs the Ila.sical state is observed. It also allows to locate very exactly

F. KkICHAR te magnet ic IfielId strength where the Fermi level is midway between two
Institute Io, F,,t keeper ,hvsi k "ct Vtuivot sitat Wien, and Ludwig Boltzmann adijacen t Landau Isevel.

I nsti Itt-,c V ico.. Austria.

I;. RAIJFR 
2. EXPERIMENTAL

lst.te , fu hysik. -ot-nurticraitat, Laouban. Austria. The epitanjal GaAs and Al
0
.
3
G5

0
.
7
A5 layers ofcstandard layer thick-

.;.WFIMAN., H.BRUHAI nesses w ete grown on Cr doped substrates in a Cosercia VA:IAN Ges

F.,- -Usnsti~itderDeutche BunespsE.Dar~adtF11 ]ME system. Concentration and mobility of the 2D electron. weere

Experiments ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c aocriggoerclefet n h x011 2nd 1.ll cm 05_ /Va, respectively, at 2.1 K. A Mesa structure
ic-cq-nthr,,at hehaviour uf con and Pa under pusled current with side asm. was produced photolithographically (dimensions see tig.l)

-cd ,in w ere ertctnd in GaAs/Al 3C0.7 As. A sharpth In the no-qiirmexperiment current pulaes of length betseeno

rastI-nfy the quantized Hall resistance state tu h 250 us and Sma were applied to the isample. Current -voltage character-

classical s tate in a very varrow critical current range intion with a 100 kohes resistor in series with the saple wers recorded

an ohserved in px when the Fermi level is midway between using uampling techniques. D.C. measuremnts concerning the potential and

twoc Landau lev.els. Under tis, condition Pay is independent current distribution were performed under constant current conditiona with

of fbi. curs-ent intens ity. Spike-ahaped voltage (P_) drastically different length/width ratios Uhf of H.3 and 0.23 on the um*

instibilities at. obser-ved just balow and at the criticAt ample. L/Wf0.23 was verified by using the central side &a of the

currnt.L/W-4.3 geometry as current contact.

3. tEFPERIMENfTAL RESULTS

3.1 D.C. Meaaur emaeate
1. INRODVTIONRecordings of the Hal11 voltage V% and of the voltage drop V. in the

The quantize alrssac 1 a eosrvedi w-me longitudinal direction versus magnetic field ares shown inFig.l(L/I.4.3).
sieonal elect-, onnyns (.'DES) when the Fermi level lie. hetween twn The insert shows the numbering of the contacts. In the tcast LIW.0.23 the

ad:acent Landau levels. The value of the conductivity component isy following voltage drops are measured in the magnetic field range of the

owsi~h is sshtetced to hbe _ 1h 0 ... filling factor) coincides with the i-2 plateau:

v*5-according to the classical for mula oi - -ne/B when the l ower one V -V3-0an(plrtB"

of the two Landau levela in fully occupied. In actual samples the 13 V
2 7  

V12
34  

03an 12437 H 5

situation becomes complicuted dnt to facts like the presence of imapu- V13 V27 " '4 7 , 0 and V 1 2 ' V3 7 'V 3
4 ' VH (Polar-ity R

ritis. he inie etenionof he 2IS nd he lecricl cntats.Reversing the polarity of the current changes V to -V but leaves the

potential distribution unchanged. These results man that the Hfall
Atteptsto nclde hesefai. ito thoreicaltretmet (eviwedvoltage appears in one corner at each current contact. With reversed

in Refs.2 and 3) are criticized by Hajdu (3) a giving no conclunive polarity of the magnetic field it appears in the opposite corners.
aegumenits fcr the importance of the finite dimensions of the 2DES(i) With negligible contact resistance thesall voltage is also observed

cr fr te prcis anof he qantzedHallresstace wen he emibetween the current contacts. An analogous potential distribution is
level is nct iv an energy gap but in the range of Iscalied states (5. observed with L/W - 4.3.

These observations can be understood on the basis of consider-
The ecp-eer ntal results on Ga"s/Al0 3G0.7 7As reported in this ationsa of the potential and current distribution in rectangular sam-

paper do demonotrate the effect of the finite dimensions and of the o s 91) o alsnl 90teptniladcretds

currnt ontcts.to he on-i~qulibiuiexprimnts ithcurenttrihbut ions are sketched in Fig.2. The contacts ar-e equipotential
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lines and the current direction has to be perpendicular to the electric voltage appears between contact 6 end I. The behaviour of V end v
31 

is

held direction. As a consequence, close to a contact the current linen ar
are aralel o i an tur by90 in he orne oposie totheoneanalogous for opposite magnetic field polarities. The pas jump is not ob-

arce parallel to it and turn ho 90
° 

in the corner opposite to the use servable close to the current contact..

.hetc the electric field is highest. This field corresponds to the Hall The effect of cinging the magnetic field from the I midway nitos-
veltThe eThec curen wonnuld only flowti throug trhe thr partda of he ay-

cit.**,'. The conrent would only fliot through the centre part of the layer lien (B
1
/2) is shown in Fig.5. The steepness of the increase of V

56 
is

if nctt ol the equipotential lines did end in the contacts. A consequence weakened and I in reduced; P is no longer isdependent of the torrent

ould be that the voltage between the current contacts would be mch intensity. Ahove I,, p decreasen when and increass when
eai:hn 1ote( in the caye L/W-'.3). This is inl12

smaller than the Hll oltage (V12 itesB-/2 approaching values according to the classical formula p BXY e.

ico"radicciom t, the eopclmenftl observation. DIISCUSSION
1.2 Nov-equilibrium fEperiants The transition from the quantized Hall resistance state to the

Figure I shows the dependence of the Hall voltage V45 snd of the classical state visible in V. is steepest when the Fermi level is midway

longitudinal voltage drop V,, on the current intensity at B-4.6T and between two Landau levels (Bn/2). Under thin tondition 
0
sy cannot change

T-2.1, .leasured 250 - after application of the current pulse (L/W-.3). with current since nxy(quant.)s-py(classical). Zn tie geometrical picture
At a rritial current. c,, V, 6 (proportional to of.) jumps by about I of Pig.2, this mans that the Hall angle H changes to a value signifi-

kohm within a few percent of increase of the current. At T-4.ZK Icr is cantly hmler than 90o but Atilt close to 90O
. 
consequently the poten-

by 1O lower. The value of Ir is of the sa-e order of magnitude as tial distribution changes and locks to one according to the classical

measred by Fbrt and v.Kliteing (l1) in a d.c. experiment on a com- cxy value. In the middle of the sample V
x 
has to be finite in this case

parable sample. (equipotential lines cross the lateral boundaries of the sample outside
Spike-shaped instabilities of the voltage V.,

6 
appear at certain the refion cstes to the end contacts in Fig.2).In the corners the situa-

-orrest intensities just below Ic and are particularly strong within tion is different due to the bending of the equipotsntial lines.Consider

the steep ticrease at I_. Their temporal sparing is about 50-200Os Fig.4, polarity 5 :At tur(Vsl ) no additional equipotmntial Inns related

below Ior and narrower at I . Their amplitude is up to about 202 of to the jump of V51 cross the boundary between contacts 6 and I. For the

the height of the voltage pulse usat above lr. polarity B- the H. jump is superimposed on the Hall voltage(V
6 1
VH).

The to. jump is steepest at 4.4 T which corresponds to the Fermi The following two facts have to be considered for the interpretation

level Fy being midway between the ,-O and the H- Landau level. The of the spatial origin of the xx jimp

Half voltage is prcpirtioi-1 to the current (constant pXY) particularly fa)Siece theSectron current flows very close to the edge of the layer leo
also in the range where the xx jump occurs. The behaviour of V. below the current density is very high.

Ie depends on the quality of the contacts as also reported in Ret.fil). (Iln the corners the electric field is very high (A singularity (10)

It does not affect the qualitative appearance of the pax jump. How- should not occur due to the non-zero value of b).

ener. it hes a weak influence on the time dependence of it. The strong- A scaling of Icr with the width of the layer. as approximately observed

est tree dependence observed was a decrease of Ie by 32 when sampling by Ebert and v.Klitting (11). not necessarily proves the pas jump to be a

the current pulse at S en instead at 250 ws; the d.c. value of Ic blk effect. It could also be cained by a dependence of the current

wao another 3 lower. Increasing values of pas below the oe. jump tend dhon ity(:i) or tlt field (b)on tho width u1 ike layer.

to wahen the time dependence. Possible mechanisms for the transition of the 21) electrons from

The spatial distribution of the Pas jump is demonstrated in predominantly localized states (Hall plateaus)to delocalined states

PigS., The voltage drops VI5 and V
6 1 arm measured between potential (classical behaviour) are impact mnisatim by a smll number of delocal-

probes and current contact. At low current intensities these observa- ied electrons or tunnelling between two adjacent Landau levels. The time

tim reflect the situatim of Fig.2. With the polarity 1- the Hall constants fovolved are apparently smaller them 100 ms. The weak tim de-
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p-dece observed in our experiments cannot be excluded to be a thermoali

.,tlc T (inc..asing the lattice teinperature decreases 
t
cr

1
* ( I

An ndrt.die "f t, enon-equ ilibriun behaniour, particularly of V4 hasSn6

t h, sha rp transition at B112. pr'imarily needs the dene lopesnt of a do hI.........0
ailed theory of the equilibciia um all effect. Since the current flows

,1o,1 tcoedge of the layerithe incliin of edge stte (7) in the

thortial tratment is definitel necesnry Pe frhr nesi

tionsef the temporal development of the transition palsed current esperi- Li.&: Qualitatv pitr f ahlcrons

inntsn a shorter time scale are is preparatin. cret(rknln)adptnild
,ur.. (roenlie)andpoenia ds-O0, 0.4 0, 0

StF EgFNCES trihtitic (f ull lines) in a rectangular lf.A

Ill fv.Kli1aing. G',.rda and M'.Pepper. Pbys.tfev.Lettera 45s,494(1980). 
e.opl* fee a Hall angle of 90". The Piz.3 gall voltage V4 and cottage

(2 n 1 Hflri .1 evti Phyi.At (to he published). .urrent contacts (black areas) cover drop V5 6 vs current samled at t

13) J.*,adu, in1: lutr (dt in Physics. Vlo . 77,d.G.Landwehr the wthl width. 250 1a8. l. r 
1 l 4.4T. T- 2.1K.

llpri ger. (3) p.23. t

(41 B..lpere h.R. v 25.285(1982). a

:5) RgBg.a hl55 Phyi.R-B.23.5622 (1981). 
s

uh inAoki and r-Ando. Solid State Commuin.38,1079 (108i). Iv)~ - 5

(7) D.J.Tkou less. J.Pitys.CI4.3475 (1981). sI

(8) K.v.tlitzing and C.Ebert.Physica lllgBllflBh112 (1983). -a. [

19) H. Weiss tn: Semi conductoos and Ssisetails, Vol.l.Ed. i

g.K.ifillardson and A.C.Deor (Aoadinsic Preaa.1966) p315.

110) R.W.Rendell and S.M.Girvin.Ssrf ace Sci.113 (1982). I-
(11) G.thert. K-n.litaing. K.Plnog. and G.timann (to he published).

2 IV)5

b ~ fjL~ gall voltage V. and Pa /s ..5

as wmlI as voltage drop V56 and j 4 .
ax vs moagnettic field. Side arms
(w2 idth 0.32 I-, spacing 2.7 em) 0 0 0 t61.010 a. 41 ate5l

ot showno en inset. Sample area. f . Logtuia voltage drops iizi V
45 

sai 6v, urn o

-01 2n vs c current for both different vals of the magnetic

field polarities B* and 3-. S- field (1) in the plateau region

0 6BT 4.4T. T- 2.1K. t- 250 ps. is 2. Ts2.IK. t- 250 as.
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QUANTUM4 OSCILLATIONS IN SMI-1 INKS AT LOW TKMPERAT~UF4S where r 1  ri t (1-1. 2) are the reflection amplitudes for right going sod

loya Gef.. cod Tovph lacy left going waves aod the tranttion amplitudes through the ilk barrier,

rp .rtmen of Physi- aod AUtronosy, 1vi Aviv Univerity, Tel Aviv 69978. which represents the ilh resister Inv stLaLar metwr to previous works on

Israel thne IDi Ilivatlo problem (2.3). A simple sodel for the two splitters

and was used following Shapira (A). The trtasission coefficient i. given

N. Y.. Aer by F12 In the case where the diameter of the riog is scalier than the

i. d. M. Research Ccoter, Yorktown Heights. N.Y., 10598. U.S.A. appropriate inelastic diffuaion length, IT' ito onductance i. gien by

the Landauer formutlae

Abs tract

The traoeslasion coefficient of two terminca of an effectively one- C _ (e
2
/lvh) - (2)

disnoali (IDi) ring with arbitrary scatterer. is caiculated exactly asa

iuw iion of enclosed magnetic ties, 4. At low temperatures. where the Let as first consaider the case with vo magnetic floe (#-fl) .fven Iv this

vneiati, dtffusion iength Is larger thee the sIxe of the ring, its CO- -a s ay exhibit oscillations as a fuoction of the phases of the t's cod

lertatoc foilows from the Ladauer fors. Oscillations of the conductance r'.. In Figs. (2) we show asm representative results of the dependence

.. a function of the characteristics of the scAtterers cod of f are found. of vOa the relattve phase, mat~se t 1 an& tooC, varios &gS1tudea

The prriod of the oacillations is the magnetoresistance i. to- hele. though of t
1 
Icad t 2 (note that r,,r

1
' are determinedup to a phase by I rilIt I'l.

tor weak scattering higher b-assoic sy deveiop. Th. ocillatiots persist cod by -ti/tie . r I/r
5
*). Is these figues we chose t,. it, and it 11 to

even when the elastic scattering i.sotrong. A conseqee of this caI- he reali ancd t 2 . It 21 exp~i). We vote the sebstantial oscillstioss so

-ui.tion ts the i eappiirakiiitv of the civssicoi additive of reaoance. In a function of a. For a gives vale of the Larger Iti these osciUatiose I
the quantum case. Cooditiono for the oheervability of these effets are are is generci iargest when It, I - t21. Eves when, say. It 21 -n ItI,

di., -ced. the oscillatios persist and say he qeite large. It tutrns out that for

these qucntum systems the rombined resistance of two parallel resistors

Wr cosider the qantum ood-~tane of two effertiveiy one-dimet~i 0.1 is in sany cass smalier thas expected frem Ohm's low. Is fact, the

(1D) parcilel resisters, which in oquivclent to two-tormincl ring geoetry addition of a parallel larger resistor with the sae phase, a, sake6 the

can rig. 1). The complex transmission amplitude of this device was; combined resistance larger than that of the original (smaller) resistor.

recently caicelated is gof. I cod toIsI gves h For the tae of equal reusistora. Rt. when a-0 the comined parallel te-

sistance Is g. Likewise we have founid that the sallest reelatasre of a

-tlt 2fti*t') + tLfr2-1)(1-r2 ) + t fit I-P pI ar
-- 2) t-p2-i~ 2 11 parallel resors each having a resistanc Rt. With a SInfLcr sysistoy

aplttar, is also equal to g.

:'s t
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Thee, obse "&tlon sunggest Interesting effects of the temperature should be possible to detect the oscillations stuied here. We emphasIfe

(or other pha.se breaking chai~) depenv of the comined renistanc. that a ZD eiconducting ring, such as a W1SPKT rtig with a width of a few

Onc becomes much salier than the size of the ring, the commn parallel houndred A. might lie suitable for the obsermation of these effects. SinaI I

Ohm'. law should. or course. apply. Thus. a decreaae of the reaistance measuuing currents arc needed due to the necessity not to heat the electron

with increasing temprure is expected In mny cases. This may offer . and the reqoirement that the generated field E wilt he such that the length

partial explanation for the negtative TCRe obtained In the localization (7) Et, (tcD/e)t
1

3 b larger than the ring dimter. S-all currents

thory, will also redone the number of electsons participating in the prones.. To

We now turnon 0a magnetic flur. *. to generalf in periodic with a avoid electron-hole Ifterference effects one may oae systems where one

pe-riod *, although one can find .pcific conditions to enhance the effect type of carriers is localized or ina less whbile, This happens e.g. for

nf the higher harmoni- and torn the effectiwe periodicity into #.12. donor levels, sod may also he achieved by appropriate band strietore, rffecta.

Our effect lIa thus different from the one reported In Rein.(5) and (6).

InFig.(l) wehom the dpne cofi on n lofrvrosvle This work was partially supported by the National Courfeil for Research
.t the t'.. The combined resistance of two equal parallei reafstors, 9, and Devlopinnt, Israel and the I.r.A. .11111th. Germyn, and by the U.S.-
with equal phaes at a zero magnetic lox (i-) oacilates as a function Ire iainlSineFudto RFJrslm sal

.1 0 bclw.es R and -. Again for a glen n vlue of the larger Itj these

-aciilleions nre in &.nera largest when 'it I' E2 ' (Figs. 3a, 3c) . References.

When lt -, it the osc1llation. In arsill persist. hot they are of (1) Y. Gefen. Y. lnit and M. TA. Azel. to be published.

theordr f !2 1 " Mg 3). n 1 tesecass he mbied(2) Ri. l~ardufuer, L.B.14. 0. gas. Div. 1 (1959) 223; Phil Nag. a(1970)

reslotAne Is larger than the value enpected from Ohm's law. lice seneitl- 83

vity of the oscillatios to - i. .. emplitted in Pigs. (3d-g). The shallow (3) P. W. Anderson. D. J1. Thoules. E. Abrahams and D. S. Fisher,

lit easIn (ig.3a) inearn that higher harmonics have developed. ForPiy.Rv (18)35.

very large 'tl1 . .crying %c introduce. a clart second harmonic (periodicity (4) B. Shaft '. ysr. Rev, Ltt. M (1983) * '47.

of n./2). We don't know whether thia biltd-up of the scond harmonic C. ,g. L.Al -- Iffe A. G. Arotion sod B. Z. Spivak. Pisnma Zb. Ekap.Teor.

lortj * - 1 . related to the weak sattcering LImit(S) in wichfch Fie. 113(1981) i01 (Sov. Phyn. JETF iett. 33 (1981) 941.

periodicity is #*/2. Cletarly, higher harmonica are also possible. A (a 0. '. . SharIn and To. V. Sharwin Pif,'m Mb. Ekap. Tent. Piz. 34

full understanding of the dependence of the oscillations 00 the parmts(919 ~s hs TVLt. 4(91 71 .I lthlr

mus await further ntudy. A. G. Aroson. It. Z. Spivak, D. Tn. Sharyin and Tn. V. Sharns

The experlfenta -ealability, of the mbuve effect. is discussed tn Pis'm Zb. Cluap. Tsar. Fin. 3M (1982) 476 (JET? Ltt. M5 (1982) 588).

Ref. (1) It was isse that with the present "a abe techoology It (7) N. Wlavsh. N.J. tiree. LtA. Davies and M. Pepper. J. Phvs. (14 (1981) L413.
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THE COMPLEX CAPACITANCE OF SI INVERSION LAYERS IN THE QUJMTIZED RESISTMCE While exploring both the real and Imaginary part of the cagneto-cepecltance,
REGI If

VZ did not analyze In detail the results due to the Landau levels per se. They
1. C. Zheo*. B. B. Goldber-g. D. A. Syphern and P. 4. Stiles

8rown University. Providence, Rhode Island 02912. USA Illustrated that this complex capacitance Is a strong function of frequency.

MSTRACT: We have shown previously that the picture of the charging and dis-
we report the results of an exaltnation of the complex capacitance of

S1 Inversion layers at lon tempretures and kHz frequencies In the quant- charging of the Inversion layer-gate capacitor Is of a one dimensional
lzed resistance regim. We also discuss the results for the capacitance
without a magnetic field and In a non-quantizing magnetic field. We find that diffusive nature when p H Is less than one. These results are Illustrp-
the wue dimensional diffusion model as discussed by Stern Is adequate for
the discussion of the latter cases, but does not describe the quantizing ted In fig. 1. The behavior of the real and the Imaginary parts of the
case. A description is given which may he a basis for deriving the density
of states and the contribution of both the localized and extended states. capacitance as a function of the parameter fRC Is within a fan percent of

The study of the quasi-mwo dimnsional electron gas In Inversion layers that predicted by Stern In his treatment [10]. He uses what Is essentlally

has a lOng history [1J. [2]. The earliest studies were of the Shubnikov-de a one dimensional diffusion (100) model. It Is Inportant to note that In

Haas effect (Sd). Later, results trom aagneto-capac[tence experiments were this treatment the ratio of the real part to the Imaginary part at the peak

reported 3), [4]. The recent ubservation of the quantized Hall effect [5) Is about 1.4, and Is about one for ell greater values of fRC. Our results

has brought additional focus on the properties of such systess. tost Informa- for both linear and circular samples Indicate that the ratios In the above

tion on the density of states has been determined frou the S44 effect, a non- regions may be es large as lOOx that expected from the Stern model.

equlIllbrlm property of the electron gas. The recent observations of the The samples that we used had oxide thicknesses between 500 and 2000 A

2 2
Us Hans-tan Alphen effect [6 In a Si Inversion layer and In a (GaAI)As/GSeAs and dimenslons ranging frum 600 x 2OO/a to 500 x 3750 = . Peak mob[lI-

multllayer structure [71 are expected to give Information on the density of ties ranged from 300O to 12000 cm2 /t-s. The capacitance wa measured tram

states via the study of the magnetlzetion, an equlllbrihm effect. 10 Hz to IMHz although we focus on the results between 1.5 kHz to 65 kHz In

The capacitance and Interface condu-tance of MOS structures have been this report. Data was taken with magnetic fields as hg as S T and at ts p-

widely studied (83 under the usual conditions of no magnetic field at room aratures as lw as 1.2 K.

temperature. The technique has bean very useful In determining the density The source and substrate are connected and the drain Is connected to the

of states. However. until recently little work has been done under the source vie a smail I resistor to masure the conductance of the sample. The

conditions of oar experiments [£9. capacitance Is masured between the common connection and the gate under

foschankov and Zonel [4J ItZ) examined the eagneto-cepecitance of Inver- camputer control. The computer records the gate voltage, real and lIaglinery

slon layers In SI at lc temperatures. They studied the complex admittance of components of the capacitance signal and the conductance In real ti1me.

circular SI ICSFETs at kHz frequencies. The edeittence exhibited structure The results in the quantized resistance region are distinctly differ-

due to the quentizatlon of the two dlamnsionel electron gas Into highly degan- ent than those In other regions. For the long espes we plot the reel end

srate Landau levels. The io density of states at the Fermi level In between Ilagleery parts of the capecitance, CRE and CIN . and the eeittance Versue

Landes levels results In a large reduction In the Inversion layer capacitance magnetic field for three densities In fig. 2. The reslstances In all three

ireelly the differential capacitance) and hence In the total capocltace. cases are iow enough that we are In the low fRC region of fig. I. Negative
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eegnetoresistance Is seen It the adeittance curve at liw fields and Stern's value of R tram fRC at the peak In CIN to the value calculated frm

Is appropriately reflected In the capacitance. This relative behavior b- our data at 60 kHz, we see that the former Is about IOx larger.

tvee CECIM and edmittance which Is designated as normal behavior, holds At iOT, the extended states are apt to be a few met below the Ferml

for magnetic fields less then about 6T (e < 1.5). However, above that field energy. Thus the mepty states at the Fermi energy require tens of kT

the results are stnlcklngiv different. Notice the opposite behavior of CRt activation energy, and hence the Inversion layer cannot be charged rapidly

and CIM for 1-2 with the Peak In admittance for n7.2ItO a /0-s. This Is via the extended states. We conclude that In the QR:

the antmalous behavlor observed In the quantlzed resistance (QR) region. I. The only charging of the Inversion layer Is via the dissapative

In fig. 5 we plot the same parameters at fixed magnetic field versus localized to localized state conduction process;

tilling factor -) . Notice that temperature mars the behavior of all three. 2. The similar results for long and circular samples further confirms that

Although we are on the I ot fRC side of the CIM peak, there Is a peak In CIM Rd plays little If any role at low temperatures end at moderate to high

at 12,4. For I-3, there IS a weaker peak in eadittance and one observes frequencies;

a peak in CRE and a minumum In Ciw, the normal behavior. Such has not 3. There is a critical value of AH or Gkt which Is necessary for the QR

been seen previously. Note the charecterlstic peak In CIM at 1-0.5. regime. It appears to be about I.5. Below this vaine the capacitance

There Is no characteristic structure at 1-1 at this field and temperature. behaves normal ly

The results for the short samples show that the Imaginary part of the 4. Real structure exists at the 1- valley splitting and the observed

capacitance Increases In the QR region as expected. and often exhibits the normal behavior Indicates that under the present conditions, extended

double hump structure shown Ir fig. 4. Most samples exhibit more symmetric states are t least within a few kT If not at the Fermi energyg

structure than the one chosen for this figure. We assert that the resistance 5. To explain our results me probably need:

is sytrlc shout minimu In CR0, and therefore the mexlen In CIM on a. To treat the system as Involving a two dimensional diffusion flow;

either side of the minimum In Cap (double hump structure) Implies we are near b. A proper treatment of the capacitinc of localized states;

the eaviwuw in CIM versus fRC. Yet, the measured do resistance is low, much c. A resistance for charging of the localized states that has R'-

Ioer then any resistance calculated with the application of the ID model. for an open structure.

In the regilm where &H < 1. It appears that the only deviations tram Wa would like to thank R. Zeller for his help and the National Science

the iDO model are caused by local ized states. For the QR regime the behavior Foundation for partial support of this work. We would also like to thank

Is much different. We show CRE, fRC and R as a function of f In a log log R. Wagner. Y Takeishl, end A. B. Fowler for samples.

plot In fig. 5. First notice that the veins of fRC and CRE are only meakly e Permanent addreee, Shanghai Univ. of Science and Technology, Shanghai, PRC
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Use of CapT 1tnc@ Technlqoes in the study of fvo-Dinamional
toYars in 3iliCon IMflra

R. R. Goodall. . .J. Higgins, J. P. Harrang.
Unswereity of Oreqo

Capacitanca tactniquaa have been developed to study the density
of states and conductivity tensor coponents in the n-=p
invesion ler of Si )SMTS at Ti .45 and 5-9T using both
Corbino and bar geoetries. As first demonstrated by Kaplit and
asinl . the capacitance signal shows radical fluctuationswitehn

tha Parmi level in between Lendau levels, even %.tWmr the
conductivity, vanishe. In order to extend the technique to study
Lhe gentve alal Ef fact a .ndel for the device dhidh relates the
real and isaginary parts of the capacitance signal to the density
of states is used to test various Loi for D(E) am well a. fit
the level broadening. The Analysis is als applied to apparent
changjes in the localized state density that ame observ itwwn a
subst rate bias is applied,

'Work supported by MWGrant 50U 51-19550 and the
Tektronix foundat ion

in. Kalit and J. R. 31.l Phys. Nwo. Let. 21. p212.
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.dluT SCATT.-AINU LI-IITJU 4tiILITY OF TWO DIIWIIUNAL "CTON in limiting th., mobility. The theory end toe results aeGAS FORMD IN I% 53 050.47 A.
presented below.

F.K. Bae and S.A. Nag
CAB in itadio Phyoico end il-ctronico. University of Caloutta 2. Theory
92 Achary. Prafulla Chandra coad, Calcutta 700 009 INDIA

We asumue that the 2DSG ocoupy the lowest gubband and

the wave function of the electrons is
A theory of alloy scattering of 21)4 is developed.
Calou it n.'n for 1 ."3 Go,.,, AS indicate that V -/t , 3)'sIL ..

alloy ... tterns is mor doant than impurity and b - cap t-uzISanta.?)
n. LIface ro ugne scattering and the calculated
-oLility at 4.2 c oe lone to the .. part..entalolit. aS is the surface area and b is the variational parameter (4).

The scattering potential, which is the difference of the

1.Intruiuctic,,
actual potential at site A or B end the perfoctly periodic

lc. 3a As is cnidered to be a prospective virtual potential, in assumed to be a spherically symmetric

material fur extendisq: the frequency re•n,* of operation of square well with height &M and radius r
° (5,6). The poten-

Tw~d~nsi,.l leetrton (ts(fu'~ )Ciastebl--
GaFTs ( (1)se the bulktial at (r,a) due to a well at (-1 .,) may be expressed s

matur,,ti:, velocity in the highest (2) in this material.

-lectron tronopo:-t in 2DWK; Ln in.A. i. tneni're receiving 2q
catenaive attentior rid r~ecently boetalecy et al (3) have

-her J Is the Bes.cl function of first order (7) end H is

proeeted the mooility vales. The 2"U in the InGaAe is stop function ( (x) . 0 (1) for x<(>) 0 )

neparoted from impuritie in a dopd InAlAs lyer by an
The total tranuition probability Tros a state I tO

ondopod slacer, the 20 concentration a~nd sobility aure found another state 1' may be written by using Nqs.(1) and (2) an
to be idsed. of tcoporature from 2 to 77 K and the mobi-

ity at 4.2 & in out 9.;elO .o2V-15-1 Since at low r(''.")r 3
teo1 "iacure ptoone mctteeir g in inseignificon~t and the role

where N is the number of sites per unit volume and the A and

of imp rity 8catto-ln to reduced by tho spacer, the mobility B ites in th crystal A B am assumed to be randomly

i-s sc,cted to be limit-ed by alloy and surface roughness distributed in the ratio ill-a. Also

eT,'tiring. The theory of alloy scattering of 2DAG is not, s _V 11

.w.v.r available in the liter,.ture. In t'his paper, we 4II bJ 4,
1
. t1), - esr. I] y

!

... e sorted oat a t ery of alloy scattering of 2D05 and 3 .V+ h r. 
"
r

applied the theory to esetiate the role of alloy scattering When the radius r. is smell, qr0  1, end J(x)kt(r/2) (7).

in comparieon to ispority end surface roughness scattering One then obtains for the relazation time

.10 311
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wt' " ", Aff r' ,,o,-X) Ther exist. in the literature a good deal of contro-

ILI 3 b vermy (2.1) about the choice of the potential AM. In the

Calculation of mobility using T(Z) is standard (8) and the bula, its value is determined from the beat fit to either

wobility ia independent of teperature. the low temperature ohmic mobility or the high field mobility

. l ta and Disousalone data. The low-tempersature ohmic mobility in influenced also

We have mad* an estimate of the mobilities limited by by impurity scattering, the trength of which OiannOt be

alloy, imp-rity ai surface roughness scattering by using aecertained correctly due to uncertainty in the value of

.q.(5) and te eapre..ions given by Tekeda at .1 (9) and by compensation ratio. This, in turn, makes the estimate of

Ando (10). The following values of parameters are used 1- Al quite unoertain. The above results for 2D systems,

e* . 0.042 .;: G(InGAm) . 13.7890; G(I.AlA.) . 12.65601 however, indicate that a proper analysis of 2D mobility say

l
D  106 oam 3 I . 80 1; 4 - 15 1; A. 4.3 ; lead to a better estimate of AN, or at least of the product

AN . 0.42 V; r. ( 5/4)a; a °  5.868 (AM x.). A correct estimate of this product by using the

present analysis ie not possible, sinco in the experiment,

in the above, N
1 

is the donor concentration in tl
A

o subbe are populated. If we assume. however, that

x, is the thickneen of the spacer. d and are, reepectiv ly, Intersubbead scattering is absent and the mobilitis in two

the seun square height an~d lateral spatial decay length
subbands are equal, the above values of AM and ro give a

connected with surface roughness (10) and aOis the lattice close agreement between calculation and the experimental

nctant. The valu.es of d and A correnpond to Si-SiC2  
value at 4.2 K. (indicatod by a dot in Pig.1).

interface and we have taken thene values in the present case,

in the bse,ce of any other reported values.

The calculated values of mobility ae a function of 2 D

concentrution, pre ented in liC.I, indicate that impurity

scatterinj limited mobility is about 10 times and the surface

roughneom scattering limited mobility in about 25 times higher

tr-n the alloy scattering limited mobility in the experi ental

condition (n2D 7210 1 cm
" 2 )

. This obse ration and the fact

t..ot t-e experimental mobility is independent of temperature,

indicate thut alloy scattering is the most dominant process

in the experimental situation.
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PHONOn SCAlTESING OF ELECTRONS IN WiAS I -ONE-O1MEWS: )NAL
W(k11 Wtti .0 . . . (4)

AND QUASI-TWO-D2)ENSIONAL QUANTM WELLS 5'M

F.A. Riddoch and E.K. Ridley, where the son is over all final sub-bsnd numsbers w subject to
Department of Physic.,Y
University of Eases energy conservattion.
Wiinltoe Park. Colchester.
Essex. U.K. in the case of deforetion-potential scattering the evaluation

ABSTRACT of W( k is straightforward. For scatter ing by acoustic phonons

7he present work is a,, extension Of previous analysis for quasi- (2.6s )(2-6. .2 TN%

2-0 vel to uasi-l-0 veils5. Anlytic expressions are determined for C'n 'o ( 5 J 5K.
thescttrin rats due to the deformation potential interaction, and -

nueerical results (scattering and moeent,.n-relasiation rates) are my. a CL

presented for polar optical mode scattering. We calculate the rates as
a functioni of seergy, and compare *ur results with the bulk solutions
and vith those for 2-D yells. (absorption pius mission)

The scattering and scuentis-rlaitio rates for polar optical mode end for optical modet riftiftinq

scattering are shrown to he considerably enhsanced Over the bulk result. (206m .n ((2+0 ' is2E~ll~ ~~~f
the thres hold of emssion being very Abrupt. The letter suggests the W( - I -

existenice of an intrinsic n.d.r. The possibility Of a negative momertue- 40 -
rlastioni rate in shown to exiot for low, energy associated with motion p 0. 0
parallel to the barrier..

c(nla.)+lltt~k 4lbff)] (6)

we describe ant electron confined between potential interfaceswhr .daonsi pt ". C-.1,ccntn.D0 otcl

(quasi-l-0 well) at s-0, a-Lz and y-0, y-L yby the wave function dfraincntn.p-ms est m

2 4.n- !
So f %U) ft.

1 0
kn -yti .oe snkYsil l112 2)9 2 2

where k.-n e/L, a nd k.-n nIL.. Nere V is the electlron-cavlty Rere. thte upper sign denotes absorpntio and th~e lower denotes mission

volume. and k. is the x-component of the total electron wace upion comaring eqns. IS) and (6 with) the results for 2-D wells (1)

vector k. (For the 2-D case the x~y component of ils expressed as and the bulk (1) we s-ee, ha lls) Is dirnotly 4.pndent upon the

li. nrg asciated with the stte # is fore of the density Of stAtes

x 2 2
2.- - 0 y J K o (2) Th. polarmode .cte .ised ascrIu tlutorates

The density of atetes, for given spin associated with a particular(ngetg ra-1o,420feaIVwlf- hhYLa.

shows in Figs. I and 2 ft 5110w -- weint -irarsta. with the

gus.-- results end the Sult result we- nIdet absorption and

23 1K hk S -YL (3)P aI isor separately end express VIA) A. ntmairfiN4e rates

The totalei tgigrt is computed fromii-
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_1 Kl C1 ad ru to re he hgh-reqencyandstaic owever for t .. i. in the range 0.433 to 1.32 the model predicts

pr. n r h ihfeunyadsai th~at the momentum, relaxation rate is Indeed negative. This implies

peeticities. Tm nentum--r~AtiOn rate. t, is normalized in
that for energies below the eission threshold, for a range of veil-

the some aenner. As in the 2-0 case, the 1-D results are clearly wdhtea-zosmygi oet naeaefo h atc
dominated by the fore of the density of states, the onset of eission

before rapidly loosing their moentum upon reaching the emission
being very abrupt. At the Onset of meission there is an equal amountchehl.Ti ugssarltosi ih10cag est
of forward and backward scatter; indeed, WT (emission) is unity atwae 5inteondgesolmt.TefecaparSmlyo

this point. This mas that for quantum-wells ther* will be more ale out of the bias in favour of forward scattering which is

equal forward end backward scatter at the onset of mission than in the charteristic of pola" erttering.

bulk. As in the 2-D cas. the disparity of scattering rates above s~s~w

and below the threshold for maission supports the possibility of an (1) s.K. Ridley, J. Phys. C: Solid St. Phys. 15 (1962) 5699.

Intrinsic negative diffearential resistance (4). (2 r.A RSdCh and s1-K- VidlfY, .J. Phys. C: Solid St. Phys.

for Larger veil widths Inter-sub-bend scattering will occur 3 .. Rde.QatmPoessI eiodco&(...

at lower kinetic energy. Figs. 3 and 4 (2-D and 1-D respectively)
osford. 1962) p."9 and P.

1
0
9
.

show the lntra-sub-band contribution to the polar sods total rate(4 . Rde.JPhsC-Sldt hs16(93)

for an electron in the lowest but one, sub-bend for a wider veil.
(S3 g. prolhitb Proc. Noy. Soc. A223 (1954) 296.

it is clear that intre-sub-band scattering is doinant. However. crwet~

due to the f orm of the density of states associated with transition. This work wae funded by the U.S. Office of Naval Research.

in thre 1-0 well. inter-sub-band scattering, unlike ths situation In 20' E~h .!. a) Abswplon 2' E.h, b) Emission

2D. actuaily boes iselnaint for the threshold energies for V5 I"' n,

scattering to higher sub-bends. 
'0~.0.

A calculation of the Intra-sub-band polar suds momntum relaxation 05,0

rats associated with absorption for 1-D veilt utilizing the moentum 0 ~ ~ ~2 ~ 6 B 3
conservation approximation of (1) had previously indicated that this KSinic ergy Chjj5  Kineic energy (.6]J

ay be negative, and this curious result is investigated In ears detail. Fig. 1: Palar optical soda scattering rates (solid linre) and

rig.5 shoes the variation of intra-sub-band scattering end momentume itotm-relaxotLon rates (broken line) as a function of kinetic

relaxation, rates (absorption) with KAa*appropriate for an enrgy relative to the lowest sub-band minimum for an electron In the

.isctrco with the-a ener..gy at 130K In GaAs. For wa11-widths such lowest sub-bend Of a quesi-2-D well. The bulk curves for scattering

that f 'LF. -0.433 inter-sub-band scattering is permitted. su this rats end momntum relaxation rate are indicated by the upper And lover

nerioc of the graph is not indicative of the total scs ttoring -rate. dotted line, respectively.
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ol )Abr-l 4b Es-o 20 r0) Abaorpto 20 F /h.-_ 1
E.~tEI'. 0 3 ~ r"' 5 *2 -1.5 ./,..1

10 10. 3 0

0, 05. <. 0

0 8 000 2 4. 6 8 0 0,F 2 i, 00 2 10
Kww eio (?E5 ~ Kowhe &*~h 10, KWWtic enemg (0k4.J Kkmtic enorg (?o.%,

Fig.2: ola optcalsof scaterng ates(soid ime)andaiont-Pig. 4: Polar optical Mode scattering rates (solid lines) as a
relaation rates (broken lima) as & function of kinetic energy relative functio of knetic *nargy relative to the low.est sub-band sinilasn for

to te lwes su-bad silasa fr a elctrn inthelowst ub-andan electron in the Lowest but me mub-band of a quasi-i-D wail. The
of a quasi-l-D well. The bulk curve. are indicated a. in F19-i. intra- bband contribution Wo the total is given by the dash-dotted

Line. The dotted line depicts the bulk rate.

1.220r . 10a) AbIOmPhon 20, 10 b) Enuea.on I 2D
I5* n, .2 IS. n, 2 .1

03 0O 2 1. 6 8 8

C'40 2 4 6 10f*(ela~KMI enry(,.JO~nergy [he.]

rig. 5t intra-cub-band ecattering rates (soid lines) and Lntre-sub-

rig. 3; Polar optical gad* scattering rates (soid lines) as a function band eoeentua-ral~aaat ratee (broken linea) as a function of

of kinetic energy relative to the Lowest cub-bend ainisn for an 3 ,'Irl for an electron in the lowet cub-band af quaci-2-D end

electron in the lowseet but one mub-band of a quecl-2-0 wail. The guaei-1-0 My *L C wles. For the 2-0 wall N/16.b - 0.3, And for the

incra-cuh-band contribution to the total Is given by the dech-dotted i-b wail Zk /h.,~ . 0.3. The dotted portion of the curves indicate

line. The dotted Line depict* the bulk rate, the range whtre inter-mub-b-an scattering is Aiso penmitted.
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reasonable in a quantum well. Becausm of 'his shape the mobility rolc,03tion

taking into account the intersubband scattering if tedious but not difficult.

It is worth noting that ?or usual electronic densities at sost the two lowest

IAOTIROBAN SCATTERIN IN MOBILITY IN mAs-mAhlft IfETEROSTRUCTUROS subbands (so-called "0" and *10) can be populated.

The situation can be quite different in a simple heterostructur. if the
Nguyen Toan Thang(s). 0. Pishman

Al concentration x is belm about 0.25. so that freeze-out should not be

Groups de Physique des Solid@% do I .M. ., Universite Parts VII, expected in the GaAlAs. Let us recall briefly the geometry Of the samples of

2 place Jussles
interest. The donor% are located between z - 0 and z - d, (we keep the usual

F-752T1 Paris Cedex OS. France
notation of quantum wells) in GaAlAs. Between z -m

2 and 2 i d, * d
3 there is

the undoped spacer layer (always in GaAlAs). Beyond z d, + d
3 
the taAs lye-

begins up to the total sample thickness d, + d + 't . Contrary to the njantss

well case, the electrons re only in a narrow channel of the GaAs near the

interface between GaAs and Aa~lfs. We have tuen the 7ond ctioc bind

discontinuityAE - 0.22 eV, d2 - VO0 A and lj3 - t. '. and I60 1, and for tho
The energy levels and the oove- fqnc tions of asG Als

TA 4s-0aj_°AIs potential we have taken the boundary conditions that V - O.1? *V Thy - 0.

htftrostr'ctures are quite !ifferent froe those of multiple quantum wells: for
and V * Va - 0.2 eV at z - dz. d

3 
+ 2200 A. As shown in Pet. 4, there con be

an A] concentration belos about 0.25 and for standard densities, many subbands a lot of energy levels below the Fermi level. The aim of this ynntribution is
are bolos the Pen., level. some of them a0re mainly in Oal~s and the others to show how a mability calculation can be made in practice in such I case and
mainly in GaAs. le present realistic calculations of the mobility in this case them

to paint out the maio differences from a quantum well.

is a finction of donor -oncentrt-ion and buffer width. The intnrband

%rater ing lowsers the obilit by 3 farto, of three when the spacer thicnesst 2. Mtethod and results
:, ceo tat only some lens of vercent when the spacer thiclkness is 100

In principle we should take into account all the levels. However, or th-

one hand only two of them correspond to wave functions mainly centered in GA,

and on the other tiaid the mobility in naAlAs is Inown it.) 'o -e e in
*. Introi,,J ine

compt i .oy with that of AaAs. Then a calculation without an, adjustihle

The ifluence of spa.er wldtt, -n ability is 'low ell understood in parameter treating the to Pinds of electrons tin CsAs nd n tuAsi on the

at'le&l a aantam wells Il-li- lii (hut case the culcs]ation is made easy
same footing would have no meaning. These reasons lead '. to tate Into account

I. a,,se the nave f,nctinn'. l ii, -orr esrod to bound energy levels ot a only the electrons for which the wave function is -irlv *n oiqA *siiaiiil .in i

v-0m w-11 1,#,r a ns. I v- (tic eletrons are mainly inside the quantum the electrons in OalAs aive a negligible cant, b,-tni to the mobility.

-,et. in., in cr ,- tho iuo is .er mitth 13mplifled if the Probability Furthermore .@ ' hit il dono r, acott..

* fi , - a 1 et , , u'i- 4, wt.. well is assumed negligible, which is
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not, that the. nualber of dono. is expal to the -. b.-e of '"i electronit l. hoteroj'anttieon sty'jfqre of finite size wen somt thin one subband is lte'

GaAs. This as depicted in Fig. I and indicates onm of 61m vain diffepronci' into account. We have shown olw vasoflable afpprayisatons can 'jiapilfo ft.-

free the w8u.a well case. In aede, to calculate the nooh, and disirtroition Preble. and have Presented results of such a calculation.

of active donor% in the tAIAS we -s. a classical "odel in which the

calculated vaisen of the Potential at the surface of GaAlAs and it the, References

GbAIA-6aft interface and the calculated nuader of electrons in the "nVAlA% We 0. leaus of absence froll enter for Theoretical Phy'uins, tqhis nc

layler wce combined with a Schottky approximation far the chaerge distribution To Lie., Hmino i ttta.

to aio, the thicknessets of the tee depletion layers at the surface Ind it *h- (1)I S.ftori *ad T.AOIIO. J.Ptiy%.Soc.JePan 4S '1"')) U-5

doped GaAlAs/undopcd spewer Layer, interfa. ft the lith,- hand the full (2) 1.L.Staroer. A.f'inszuk. A.r.Oassacd, aod U.litemnn, APPI.Phys. Let+, 1t'

,vuntu.a gechanical calculation gives the L~sn wisie-svetor needed -a -'-Iuto (1981) 491

the eabilite. (3) G.Filthean and O.Cileorki. Phytici 1178 and tt 1 "11l~n 744. aod to he

Far -alntll well. &iait tpran.ations; of w. functions '.ead to 0 piablithed

calculation of the scattering ties te d Tf of subbinxis n and I hi a sinylr (41 R.Vinter, this conference,

intogral. Unfortunaltely such simplifications do not item possible here (5) e.g. T.lshikaaa, J.lito. as and S,.liyoeizu, dip. I.Appl. Phys. 2!.

especially far the fir-st excited subbhuod. In fact W find that when only oni (1982) 1675

sbbad is PePalated. even vw ,i slaplo approimation% (such is A-functions) (6) t.1.Stglier. M.Giossard, and l.Uiegoarn. Solid 'tatq ro..i. 4l il9*2)

nicevolisnt correct results, ~he#a% when two subbands wre occupied, sisple 70

app-oxoations, lead to erroneous results.

Our results -re shavwn in Fig. uhict, echibits the Unbllity I. a

function of total donor density (oot is ifanction of electron do-ty' wit*

spec. width d, as a poa neter. Coepwring ith still- resultn in panotia.

wlla we note that (ii thes*ersults hawe the sawe qualitative fnatures,

especially the relnticev jumps of tha' sability at t, onset of Population of

thet first excited -uhhaod w-. do, resing when the 'jeerer" th--e.' v

Increasile 411) these jumps dulnt occur for the sn..r value of loping3. If wn

coepe', our results with the V~peri"entol data of Ref. -. we so -ot fied the.

sae electron transfer (Ref. 4)t this widkens the relevance of a direct

roaciison between the ovissled* and calvulated sobilit,

1. coclusin, have Pointed eut the conce -ptual differences beween

ectilto nci, l~'i i .iiip. pat'i . well untO.. -1d 1 - ept
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Fig. It ralculate-I moitlity of electrons beloning to the channel as
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Ci in I-~lided1 dished -- Osz? mobility of loisest subband only. Fr ,
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the pla- e tOo integer sltiples n of it. Tim DC properties of it. ,mR-MInSSIO rpm 110 *N" 3D5LI

theat are un naltered by laving a high naai.tislty atal gate .iartrod.

which 1. tranaparebt for FIX5 radiatin ( '50 Ti o. RIC.) . Tis sothodTer

allowed the veification of th. Planers, disperfion relation V to wav. In th foloing we discuss t optical prnoprties of a free 2D alAton

,actors of 0.1. k7 /8/ by coupliing plion. with n -4 to gratings of systese in the Ablw.fowa Of 4 SAqbotLr field, regarding Only the lowest para-

a - 11se. Devtiations oo. theasi~al dispersion m.iatio due to finite boi suha file wit as-4 of OffaCtile, sa. . Their optical

intsnmlectoon sacing,. du. to corrlation ef fect. or do. to finite inver- properties can be desribed by a oosias dyamalal conductivity O(wj , saren

atoll layso thioknassva b een bas tudied theoretically /1.9-7.1/. First -~i- th specific fone of 0(w) depends on, the appoxiaation ads. For si-eNeFS '.

denco of a we-etor dapandent -plaeounaaaa was reported by *.itsain to hs satllic density regisa (na 1.1012-2 7.It baa baa. shown arpaoi-

et &1. /1.2/ at high wave vatoo (up to 0.1. k,. awnal by Allen at al. /1.9/ that 07..) in tha fnasqoanoy rang. of 0 to 4c-

Tha extbod of ooupling photzo and pianson via a astallic grating alionaeseldwxibdb teDue zm L

furtha..ooa ths Observation of wapato-pianaw /7/. of plaa in holae

apace charge a yers on ail-as /13/ and, msstly, of intaoart.b of 2D- 1 iLir

piawa with Latersuand reraor8 /1.4/.

In WtjIFm4gtretum, i addtio tothe arsvocot pralel o wth On takan fxO DC-UaaarMsett as n - n .6 U. mae abaoptvlty of a

in ltllyaod aolanora. i ad~tio tothaaec tacot aoaielto2D eaotXO aYatn An calculated using the boiadaoy oonditions for tha alar-
th. 20 wyarm, ala" a rcovoat P-panpanitlar to the interfacs "Liate. rcadMgeifelivn

Theaa plase. eades oo bsoad for the first tim by mens of light- .
scattering in Osh-AlGM~-.ltiiayars by Otago at al. /IS/. A different as- 4r

A(..) - 2 (.4)
panisantal appoach to 2D piasnona weas initiated by Tsui at al. /16/. who (Q - 7)

escited piassons by passing a crrennt though tha 3D aystea and obsarvadWhmF-Raw/c IthPrsneoadsltz adon=nei.

narroo-barwd 77I mission do. to radiative decay of 2D pianan via the a- o h DcrirWrteasrtvt scagdacrigt

t.ilic grating. This -aitatIon -0a recently show.n to bo a teal af fart

resulting fres th. heaaring of Oh. 2D *ieatoo gas in tha eiectoic fiald 4

/17. The thersodynaelc equiiibnimi of electrons and piainona by icros.- ('I .F)

copic excitatin was qulitativaiy shown. to be dua to Coulomb sattering weeCi h atc ilcrccntn ftesbtae o h lsiinar th syaa Oh./ intir thiasoi paperan of will alhstoato the tecea olanl-I
in Os aati /16. I thn paan .01 rtisoOh.narnt .0k .. iRcal slartrodynioal calculation of tha oouPling photon - plasan 1i. a

misson rue hrolly xcied leasons In ddiionthe laxwxi coori-pariodir grating stnrtons. on.l has to calculate the rasponse of a 3D 0a1-

boMtion to thespecaific hsat of a 2D syate is discused, Ohs thereat bark-

grounid radlation will bo used for daterainiaq electron tesparteo5.
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FU-DlIN IkAL PLMWIIU AND' FAR I1JFIAM MESI
The dispersion relation of twdsnsca lsesns was first calculated

by F. Stern /I/ who found a deperdesmce of the plasea-f rerpency on the wave-

Ralph A. 115f 1 ,l Erich G.i vector k. witten in first order (hk )a

Inatitut fdr Msprlaentalphysik

tnivrsi t~t lnabrurk 2 n..2

AIJS" A .p 2.*t .j

In .. 2D electron cofcentration. 7 ... dialecthic cobntaint of the uoro--

ding edim) . This relation .as later sodif led for a real NDS-structore ta-

Abet!.n" king into acounet screening by a metailir gate in the distance d of the

210 electron .fyst" /2-4/ resulting In

The experi-etal work on piaens In two-disensiona (2D) carrier gyatmn

is briefly reviewed. Thersi, I ecitat ion of the collective sod-. In a 2D 2 . (2k

electron systee by apptlying a voltage along the systee is described quen- p M*E((Si + En 0cth III d))

Ttativeiy. OW present resuolts of far infrared mission esperiesote fromi Two-dseansional plaaseone were observed for the first to... by Gri-e end

n-SI-noerion layes. using a grating coupler for the radiative decay Adam. /5/ in the 2D plasma formed by electronse in image-potential-nduced

'f te Z plmmos. he ntrbut oftwodisnsinalpl- tothesurfafe states on liquid hall=i. The authors produced standling, ees in

'p-Ifi het o a D crrir sste isdisussd. rom th thrmwl bck-the rf- renge (SO - 200 MUa) and eseasursd the absorptIon of the 20 eleftron

grcund far infrared maienoon electron temperatures in si-)PSFvrts can be systesi. By relating the resonant frequencies to the integer numbers of

detemund. esuts n te rnge2X<T130 ar copard wth the wtodsknods in the cell, the dispersion relation (1i could he verified.

of electron temperatuore meaureents.
Plass In n-inversioin layers of Si-HDS-stfrtuxvt5 we"e observed in

far-infrared (FIR) tranexission espewrisenta /6.7/. Since the phase-velo-

city of the plagsmns is always esaller than the velocity of light, the

mseta of photon and plamxn have to he matched in a proper way. For thin

purpose the gate of the ICS-davice Is altered to a metallir grating of

perlodini ty (a) which al lows an exchange of osnte n - 2t/a. Since thne photon

oxmintm Is such saller than that of the 2D plawn of sies frequency,

coupling is achieved when the grating ws. sector ki - lt/ is equal to

ta



tier tsI. to a perindic electrt, field E E a- In. heI.C- Ewristnt

tecetatic limit, l'issoue equation in conjunCti-n withi the equation of Th.e PlIA-fissn set-up is schematically eihowin in figure, I: The emtting

-otinuity ;eads to . dyneamical codutivity c')o,k), which is non a funct io sepic (DS0ET) and the detector (high purilty fl-GaA. NM' -K 1.3.10 on'

,f raequency and nave vector '20,. 5 *N - 2. 5.10'4. ') arse mounted in a brss w&Vguds immersed in liquid

Hellum. A schematic cos-seetion of the KDSnT I.s howni in the Inseet:

(6). Ups. the semtrsparent Ti-Gate * 0,ae 2.5x2 .Sm2)A-rii

1- F' t' cothlbdi (thickness 10015A) of periods 3ma, 2um avid 1 .5AM 5e evaporated using opti-

Cal cntact lithography snd llft-nff-tehnlque. The giratIng eawe-vector de-

Poles of He-I. XA for T- -1lne an, implicit dispersin relatin fnr the 211- fine. the moetum of the plaamon si-h cso he coupled out. The gate voltage

plasson, which is ident ical Inith eq. i . Fre the Absorption of FIR radia- V, and rtus tie electron concentration ne is swept so that tie plasis5 fee-

tion polaratd parallel1 to the grat ing save-vector the strength of the spa quanvy accordihng to sq. (2) is tunable. The 20 electron system is heated

tinily modulated field -imponeeta acting at the 2D system have to he calcie- by applying electric nurcee-dcmin-pulses of 0.5 V to 10 V to the

lated; fi,, leviii. to 41 fACtor i II, whlich depends on the geometrical deaign MOSPET's which have mobilitis airound '0.000 cs 2/vs. The. detec-

and the distance of the coupling grating tn the Inversion layer as dis- toe signal is Corelated with the pulse frequency using a Lov-l-mllflr.

--sed tefritely in ref. 120- TI,. aheocptlclty due to plsseC eacitatin The, sec~tral detector rgapose is shoen in figuire 3a: The phet=OcndUrti-

is dthus given by oity peak at 4.4 "eV ( N35.Seet I splits up into three lines in die magne-

tic field. At BD - 0 the detectors' reaponslvity is in the order of 10
6
v/".

a( i 0 w ith r. . e(.hI)/ ItC(
I I 1F) 0 rigure 2 shows the main results of the emission experiments: The deter-

The FIR-mssion erom die 2D system can be calculated if thermdyamic toe signal is plotted ma a function of the electron concentratin for tee

values 01 grating nae-vector. The heating pulses are 12 V/=. in both Cases.

wl-1brim i asume : f elctrns nd lasmon areexc te toa tst-Upon a background of broadband FIR emission from hot slarotro - djscussd

peesture T according to, their quatum statistivs, die emission from the
in sect ion ZV - a peak from the 2D p15550.5 can he amen, that changee its

system is given by
position, iinserldth and ampitude foe different grating periods. fro the

olk)-relation (sq. l( it can he identified as the plautn peak, which

IfT- - I(T,) - ( ),(a)is desceibed by eq. (71 beth in ampiitude and in lisnidth: The

5155C 1l.Ais he m~sionof blchnoy o Ispertne T.Thersmalnler plkras signal at a - 1.5 am (looner cure) 1s de to a leswer
.her 1.() 1 theemisionof .blacbod of empeatue T.The ealcoupling efflciancy ai and a lower rsectrort ctoncetratdon nt giving a smalilee

amurat of thermal plamo excitation and the problem arising especially
value of the remonaic* in Ama lo.

at higher tameretuZ5" wi11 he discssed in Beetios 111.
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I ---- K
V -.

sir is Sco~t W perfornrO qxlr-ernt , th, &:ect- -orrro' ccc 1 K , 4x
S(.t, D Ch-,.) 1 22 -2 o r'!.14r9 f2-IV

-FP" "' C.Got, to ci-tton te ,zturrs of ,• up. t,30 al-we H-liua bath tea rutur.

_A T~tIn this whole range the modil of thermal -cltation showed up to describe

2Dy ''eet well the experiment. In order to prove the model ale" at frequencies above

SD ~35. um - we ued the GaAs-detector In the magnetic field, where the photo-

conductivity peak eplits up Into 3 lines, as shown in fig. Ia. In fig. 3b

Wenqd Fig.: Epep:ilntal setup for the FIR- the spectra at B
D  

I .1 and 1.3 T are shoe, the frequencies detected by
aLeIpo epr lee in liquid

hell,.. The insert shows a cros- this mthod are Indicated by arrows they exactly prove the dispersion re-

ictlion of the FIB emitting mas-

eAn etrde. eaple. lation (2).

(3550 1)

In a : getir field the dle*reko of a t n-d ima lonal plae wave ie

c.~mo o u ied according to /2,21/

..... E N ) .- '' , 3~ n
,

50 (k - E(k(*)~ ' (9).
5i-~J-Pn II

. -.D_. .. 0.. This lead. for a given detector frequency to a shlft of the resonant photo-
_____ _WOuer' cm-l conductivity peak to lower n

I , 
as it Is shown in the spectra of fig. 4:

4 I 0 5 6 b 7 I

z 
3

.A.4 TN The inverted trlangle* give the na-poitiom of the 4.4 .ecv-agnetolaetr

S16t, 137 according to eq. (9). The position of the magntoplama, resonance follows

'A the theoretical caloulation. The intensity of the signal. however. decree-

see strongly with increasing magnetic field. This effect can be ex-

4 i (ld
2

i1 plamned by the cloaical theory based on o(w, k, B) /7/. Te

carrier mobility is decreaed due to Landau quantisatlon, leading to a

Fig..': 3ignal of the G.A.-detetor (35.5cm) Fig.3: Photoconductivity apec- strongly decreaeed dynamical conductivity as wll as carrier heating. T%

us a funct ton of n for ten different trim of the n-,GaeA-detec-
grating periods. Dished 11e back- tor and Its magnetic field oscllatory FIB aeisaion at 7.5 T La due to probably four oscillatory

ground mislion from aepIeertmt with- dependence (). Detector
out rstiqe. kittd liac, f pen cgnalCe aLOF~tIOCofeffects in the aeintti field, whirh canInot he qu..titatlvely separated.ut 9, 'tjngi, dotted lines: 2D pla-o .t0 .l " tction of efcssprtd

elec~tron conentration fort vr;,o dutect or since they axe not all yet exprimntally observed sepwately: The input
ton valoen of defector

eagneft fld (b).

"5k
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p-~e as well a. Of~w) osc illate due to oscillations of the coductivity.

B ~ ~ 1 osillations of --outic phonon scattering .nd the specific heat 1221,

B. 1 /1'which both cusearz oscillatory carrier temperature, are predicted.

2 1 T n 105 .l1En

25 Ill11. THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF THE FIRE 2D ElZ.C1HO SYSTEM

3T The spectral energy density of the longitudinal 2D pleonaM Can be caln,,-

ev 5, d"Cfl
2  

Sated with Bose-Einstein statistics. Por an arbitrary plaseon dispersion

75T 
relation wi(h), the plasmon energy density is give by

5 5 t 5 15 20 25

ELECTRON TEMPERATIJ !K ck T uw)Tdl

F-, Spectranof the pia""neisira Fig.S molar spec ific heat of a
dfeet mantc fid aen with 2Dcre yt rewhere the spectral energy density uiciki .7) Is

he Gusdtectee r ,S.Sc The In- caresaueI ahed
vtd tciang lag give the n.-po.si- lies and pa AC tribu-

rions Athe saqoneto planeeonac...r- ti-o(iC,,.dtted lines) tc 1 ioihWhkft/d
Tittjw tsqi.tetot specific heat uloihiTi - - 1 (10

('tot (2mi' eap[~hoik)/k5 Tj -1I

yin the polar angle in the two-dimenaional h space ald! i6k/6.) is the

inverse of the group velocity of the plesmont wikl. T denoe the electron

TO - .5.temperature.

With the known energy density (eq. (TS)) one can calculate the sPecific

/hat of the 2D plasmns, For a pure 20 plaes dispersion - 02 proportionalI

to h - we obtain for the eular piammon specific hat

/ 2 . I-I f-r II

fie nt /4
Flg.f: Experimentally obtained elentros temperetwe T s

behesinue f roe FlR-broadbaed mission in 0 to (C C.)2
comperiseon tM previous hT- surt.

~3.17
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a.d a lt~j N~ A denote., the Avogadro number sod cr. the cri- iv. ELEcTom TUU'ERAiURs iNs si-itosrt's

ti, al frequency c utoff frequecy) ,where the dispersion relation of the

plamon rosets the single-part tile excitation regime. 'Mere the pisa-o FIR emission from the inversion layer of the Si-15JSffs brings a new

toe. not exist any more as a well-defined mode. The teeperatur o is ethod of determining elecron temertures. line the broadliand FIR ab-

,ha,t-sr t ic for the low-temperatore plassmon specific heat. Tyia sorption, by the 2D electron syste is knowrn eaperimmsstally /19/ and theo-

oal -ra 0 for Sii are, e.g., 328 K for a la on02c- and 35 K fo reticaily (eq. (4)), the absolute eission intensity Of FIR-radiatin

o . ( . , At low teperatures and high densities sci can he from the 2D electron syste according to sq. (6) reprsents a direct ma-

in laced by -. In this rrgivit the plaseon specific heat increases with Ti sure for the electron temerature T.

-1n Jerrasicy n. At high temperatures and low densities the plaseci In theme experiments we used WlSFLff's with transmparent gate electrodes

,-.1- heat would be of the older of the free-electron specific heat, and a Gaja-detector. whose respossivity at 35.cmn has been determined

al. ht is limited by MAh
5. Howeever, the plaseon and single-parsIcle con- accurately by using a Carbongiass-holamater as a reference souree /23/.

!liutioina to the total specific heat cannot he simply added, sine the The 20 electron sy~ts is heated by applying electric enuree-drain pulses

kinetic energy of lctoa.a single particles -nd their collective en- of 0.5 V up to 10 V to the mDSyEr's. Simultaneously the currieot-woltage

tion --nnt he considered copletely independent. Is addition the upper chtta jo an aIre of the mDSFEf's is measured to determin, the s.- end field

limit s,, becmes finite and limits the value of CV l Therefore sq. Il) dependent mobilities of the smpls for the calculation of the input power

decribhes the piasmon contribution to the totai specific heat of the aye- oiiE e nd the dynamical conductivity Rao Wii.

te only at is. temperatures and high densities. Ws expect, however, the We Inetiae INS-sampiss with different mobilities frau 2.000 up to

total specific heat cf the electron syste to exreed the fre-slctzon-gas 10.000 eM2/V5. In fig. 6 the eleetron tempratures evaluated according to

vaiue as a result of plasmon generation at Ion densities end high tame- eq. i8) are platted versus the input power *ieus'0 which, is equilibrium

ratuarea, since the restoring forces in the plesa oscillations Increases situation, is squal to the power loss of the hot electron, gee. In the fi-

the time-averaged energy of the system. gure also the elope for AiT - ieisEll/2 Is indicated. As a result

In fig. 5 the calculated T-dependences of the free carrier specific the electric heating AT is in the whole. range of temperature exactly

hear Cv, in comparison to the plaseesw contribution Cvp are plotted for proportional to the square rooit of the input power respectiely the power

to Valuss Of ..n At . . -at 5.0ic- the plasmotn contribution is -9gi1- loss mat 2. Ie cen therefore express the electron, heating ae a fonction of

gibi.. at n. - l. Sly01 can hOwever, the plawaso specific heat should give the input poser sil' quantitatively ae

a 1ignificant contribution to the total specific heat of the electron sys-

t em, which excee. the Oulong-Petlt limit already at temeratures of about AT /2 (1.2 t0.31 0 
2
X .1/2 (V- 1/2 (12)

I- K e4MY

. te t .41/.
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electron temeratures by Yang And Fuotler /4/. fattaJI and rlaWaguchi /25/ generation by drifting carriers cart therefore be *upeoted int the sear

And Hfoleis and Lanoisehc /26/. as indicated in fig. 6. sod somew.hat higher future.

*han those olttained from subband emission /27/. FIR-emission is the first

method that can give results in the whole temperature range of 2 K up to Acknowledgement&

more thian 30 K. The li-ea dependence of AT on (eVE2)1/ is predicted by The NOS-smpqles were Made at seli-Leboratorles, Murray Hill, USA, And

recent theories of acoustic ph,-o sottecing in 21) sysems /28,29/! up kindly provided by Prof. D.C. Tsui, Princeton U~niversity. This work was

tocectros temertures of at ieast 50 K. supported by the Fonds ur PFrderung der wissenmchaftiicheo Forschung,

With the method of FiR-broadband-amieeion we were furthermore able to Wiss, Austria (Projaht S 22/051 and by the European esearch Office ,

measure the effect of Increased carrier heating /26,30/, when a negative L-ondf..

substrate bins is appiied. The effect is do. to a decrased channeli width

.,9, sod so Influence of S'0
2 

pho"o' moe /26/.

In conclusione emhasize that r15 emission from heated carriers in

2D Ssems is a powrerful tool to studly electronic seritatlo In ten di-

mensions. much as piamne. eubbnid excitation. etc.,* since only the misc-

tros sYce is heated. and other excitations vf the device ore not die-

cur~bing Is the experiments. Up to mow only spontaneoua elsion from ther-

gally excited piasesa could be experimerntally mohieved. This me that

In all experiemeta thermodynamic eqgililbrium of piassons, anid elecronamas

given. A som-equiilbeio specific ecitation of plassos would be of in-

terest since the radiative decay efficiency Is quite high. There "a, theo-

retical calculations of Amlification of plasoxnin 1 2D systems, e.g. /31/.

Promising possibilities of nmn-eqtullbrim excitation sosuld be drifting

carriers - eneeding the phase velocity of the plam wev or interacting

tronly ith the grating, is analogy to troelling wave tubes. High drift

selOcitem In GsAe/flGA-htor0StruCtUree Up to 3X107 m/a have bees re-

ported /32/1 which "a already equal to the phase velocitIms of 20 plan-
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INTERACTION BETWEEN ELECTRONIC AND PHONON RAIN It is well known that when a discrete energy state is superimposed on a

SCATTERING IN HOLE SPACE CHARGE LAYERS ON SILICON broad continuum the phenomenon of resonant interference may occur. This effect

has been studied extensively in bulk-SI with heavy acceptor doping /4/. In the
M. Baumgartner and G. Abstreiter nonpolar material Si plasmon-phonon coupling is negligible because the optical

Physik-0eparteent, Technische Universitit MUnchen phonons at k - 0 do not split Into LO and TO components. The phonons. hever.

8046 Garching. Fed. Rep. of Germany couple with the electronic excitations via the deformation potential mechanism.

These effects are usually small but have been observed directly in RAmn

Abstract scattering. They appear as a shift and broadening of the phonon lines, which

The interaction of quasi-continuous electronic excitations Is caused by the formation of a quasi-particle consisting of a phonon dressed

in hole space charge layers of Si with the optical phonons with single-particle electronic excitations. The quasi-particle has a self-

is investigated. The induced asymetric broadening of the energy. Its real part Is the energy shift. its imaginary part the additional

one-phonon line can be understood as a quantum mechanical broadening introduced by the carriers. The lineshape is described by the Fano-

interference of the continuum excitations with the discrete Breit-Wigner formula where the Intensity is given by/
5
/

energy state. The lineshpe is directly related to electron- Q 2

phenon interaction matrix elements. 3
I.E

Resonant inelastic light scattering has been used recently to investigate with c - (u - .0 - buo
)/

r and Q . (VTP/Te . awo)/r. 0 is the &symetry para-

the subband structure of hole accumlation layers In Si-MS-structures/
1
'

2
/. meter. r" the broadening, u o the phonon frequency without carriers, end Nothe frequency shift. Q depends on I" and d.wo and on the electron phonon metrix

The measured subtend splittings are found to be in surprisingly good agreement

with self-consistent Kartee calculations of Bngert/3/. With Increasing sur- element V. as well as on the ratio of the Raman matrix elements of pure phonon

face hole concentrations the experimental lines broaden considerebly. For and pare electronic scattering Tp/Te . Q, r and &a.. which can be determined

Ns k S x 10
12

cM
2 

a mare or less structoreless continuum is observed which experimentally, are directly related to the microscopic properties of the

extends to energies as high as 100 mmV. The extrme broadening of the hole sys

subband excitation lines Is mainly caused by strongly different kil-dispersion These types of interactions have now been stodied in connection with the

of the individual subhends and also by the contribution of various subbnds. hale subbend structure at Si-surfaces. The experiments have been performed in

The transitions involved are show schematically in Fig. 1. In the present back-scatterin geometry, using the 3.48 eV mission line of a Kr*-ion laser.

comunication me ent to report on the interaction of these quasi-continuous This energy is close enough to the Ea gap of Si in order to fulfill the

electronic excitations with the optical phonons at I 65 maV. resonance condition for electronic light scattering. The laser penetretion

depth is of the order of 100 A, and thus comparable to the width of the sur-

face specs charge layer. The effect of a hole accumulatio layer on the
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optical phonons In Si is shon in Fig. 2. The dashed line represents a Raman their contribution to the broadening has to be known. This requires extensive

spectrnum of pure Si under flatband conditions. 
T
he solid line is observed when subband calculations including the dispersion in the whole two-dimensional

a ,ate voltage V0 . -50 V (N5 1 a 10
1 3
cm 2) is applied to the NOS-capacitor ka-space. Such calculations are not yet available. The asymmetry parameter 0

sample. The interaction between the electronic continuum excitations and the is also related to the ratio T p/T e . This can be determined independently from

one-phonon line manifests itself in a decrease of the phonon Intensit, which the measured scattering intensities. It, however, depends on the surface

is concomitant with a slightly asymmetric broadening of the phonon line. orientation and on the scattering configuration.

The dependence of the phonon peak height on the gate voltage is shows In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the effect of free carrier exci-

more explicitly in the insert of Fig. 2. While no change is found when a posi- tations in hole space charge layers on the optical phonons of the nonpolar

tive gate voltage is applied, the phonon intensity decreases by as such as semiconductor Si can be measured with Ramsn spectroscopy. The analysis of the

15% when a hole space charge layer is formed (negative gate voltage). Both the induced changes of the one-phonon lineshape yields microscopic information on

decreasing intensity and the asymmetric broadening are seen mere clearly in electron-phonon interactions In surface space charge layers.

Fig. 3 where we plot the difference of the Ramn spectra as obtained with a Achnoledgoents
pasae sensitive technlique. The gate eoltaqe is switched periodically, between

This work has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinscheft via
the desired values. The differential spectrm shows a strong negative signal Sonderforschangsbereich 12.

at the energy of the optical phonons ( 1: 65 meV) which gives directly the

decrease of the phowon intensity. Both on the low and high energy side the References:

positive signals reflect the increased scattering intensity In the wings of 1) 6. Abstreiter. U. Claessen, and G. TrIlnkle. Solid State Comaun. 44,

the phonon line. The different mlitudes are caused by the asymetric 673 (1962)

broadening. 2) M. Baumgartner and G. Abstreiter (to be published)

In order to obtain the parameters Q, e 0,. and r quantitatively the spectra 3) E. Basgart (unpublished) (197S);

have been fitted to equation (I). Without carriers good agreement is obtained E. bngert. K. v. Klitzing, and G. Landwelir, Proc. 12
t h 

Int. Conf.

for 0 ! 400 and r - 0.13 mae, r being the halfvidth of the phonon line at Phys. Semicond. (ed. by N.H. Pilkuhm), p. 714, Stuttgart (1974)

half maximum. At V*g -SO V we find Q - 60:
0 

and r . (0o.17 t o01) maV for 4) See for examle:

the scattering configuration used. The points in Fig. 2 represent the calcu- F. Cerdeira. T.A. Fjeldly, and N. Cardona, Phys. Ran. B 8. 4734 (1973)

lated lineshape. The frequency shift ia
o
is found to be smaller than 0.01 meV. 5 U. Fane Phys. Rev. 124. 1966 (1961)

The carrier-induced broadening Is directly proportional to the electron-peson

interaction mtrix element P. The Interference parameters can be varied by

changing the carrier concentration. In order to calculate Q, r, and No

explicitly, the combined density of states for the electronic transitions and
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the one-phonon Ramn line of Si with and without a hole

space charge layer at the surface. The points represent a calculated lineshape.
The insert shows the decrease of the phonon Intensity with applied gate vol-
tage.
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INTERFACE OPTIC PHONONS AND MAGNETO-PHOION EFFECT IN
PHONON STR'"TURE

POLAR , UBLE-HETEROSTRUCTURES In order to determine the phonon structure in a DHS we make use of the

energy loss method. comparing the classical and the quantum mechanical rate
R.Lassnig and SA.Zawadzki k of energy loss of a test charge. The interfaces are taken parallel to the (x,y)

nestitut fur uck.rintalphysik plane at Z=-d/2 and the bulk dielectric functions of the layer and the surroun=

dingmaterial are denoted by rm and c.. respectively. The symmetry of the problem

-institute of Physics allows working in the (q,,z)-space, which makes the calculations simple.

Polish Academy of Sciences, 0668 Warsaw, POLAND At first the potential induced by a test point charge moving in the z=O

plane with velocity a, is derived. In order to account for the dielectric
The properties of interface longitudinal optical phonons and their interaction discontinuities at z=td/2 image charges am and as are introduced. Since they
with electrons confined in doubleheterostructures are derived, the latter re= are no real charges, their value and position depends on the position z of

presenting an intermediate step between single heterostructures and super- the observer. The potential ansatz is

lattices We .iscover a continuous transition from two- to three-dimensional

interaction. The results art discussed in relation with experimental observa- e6(-qv) fe-q Z,0 (e-q.(d-z) -q(dz) )]/c. ... zld/2

tions of the magnetophonon effect. e'qqz [e-q.z(l+os)+e-q.(z-d)]/Cs ... z >d/2

INTRODCTION From the Maxwell conditions, requiring that both the potential and the

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in the interaction dielectric displacement are continuous across the interface, one obtains

between low energy electrons and the elementary excitations of solids in the (cm-cs) -q~d

presence of interfaces. In the case of polar crystals the electrons couple _11 "s Cs(ly)+cm(l-y) - (2)

to bulk as well as interface optic phonon modes. Semiconductor heterostruc.

tures and superlattices therefore represent an ideal tool for the investiga. Setting z-O. the classical energy loss of the test charge is (3)

tion of interface phonon properties. di lim ev,0(x.z.t)- 2e (3)

Shortly after the first observatior of resonant magneto-phonon effects in * iw

GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructares (I) Nicholas et a1. (2) performed similar eaperi- 1.*(q,.. ) (c.)~!± _:ie 4 _YYjac~lYn~(-))()

meets on GaInAs-InP superlattices, this material being a good candidate for

the detection of interface optic phonons. Eqs.(3,4) are now compared with the quantum mechanical rate of energy loss. In

The interaction Hamiltonian for a completely two-dimensional electron gas terms of the destruction operators bZ and b3 the electron-phonon interaction

with interface optic phonons for a semiconductor-insulator structure has been is specified in the following form:

derived by Tzoar (3). In the present paper we generalize his approach to V(2) - aqb(d/cZ. (q)(d/2*Z))vhbc--(5

doule-hterostructures (DNS) between arbitrary polar semiconductors, for a(3) .... "zsd/2
realistic wave functions spread out In i-direction. The iNS has been chosen, Ph q, njin(z/d-1/2)nn)n~b 3 a h.c. (6

since on the one hand the single heterostructure represents only a limiting V(n
3 ) 

isthe bulk potential characterized by a restricted number of phonon modes

case of the former. On the other hand, the difference to a superlattice is in z-direction. V(2) describes the pair of two-dimensional phonons from the

notvery great, especially if the insulating layer of the superlattice is not two interfaces. Writing themntrlxelement for one-phonon emission as <Hint>
too thin. The results are compared with new experiments of Portal et al. (4). the quantum mechanical expression for the rate of energy loss is

-'~4

mv. lZ<'
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N r

dW" - "ZNt>'6(-Q,.,) (7) phonons and electrons. En stands for the energy of an electron in Landaut _K .level n, r is the level width, I'-hc/ei, p(qI) is the Fourier transform of
a-n

In the following we restrict ourselves to the situation where the layer and the electronic charge density p(z) and the functions L n are associated
the surrounding material are of single-mode type: Laguerre polynomials, which are equal to I for n-0. In the above expression

m u.) -c (%'9-L' )I(h'-T' ) (3) the Frbhlich interaction has been treated as three-dimensional, and kBTs>r
in m5 Wo has been assumed. The form factor F depends on the spreading of the electron

where E'. L and T denote the high frequency dielectric constant, the longitu- wave function in z-direction and is equal to one for a completely two-

dinal and the transverse optic phonon energy, resp..tively. In this case one dimensional electron gas. The factor Im becones large if the Landau levels
obtains two interface phonon modes, characterized by the frequencies , and a and h are separated by the phonon energy A., which is the usual magneto-
the interaction strengths v-: phonon resonance condition.

Interface phonon effects show up in a different effective interaction and
s)(LL;T s T Ls () smaller phonon energies than in the bulk case. If the distance between the

p [c;(T-L) . t;(T .L;)]i2, c-c(l-y). -c(l7 y) (I0) DNS interfaces is not too large, the lowest electric subband can be described
by the following wave function:

2 - e'Pu f1/Aq. (II) 9(z) - vA-V sin((z/d-i/2)nn) (IN)

- m (12) The corre:rondlng interface and bulk effective potentials are

where A denotes the normalization area. The bulk interaction is given by I(2) ehoi+f 4(l'e')
). Tl N ) off Aq.qd (20)

iv 3) Ac - ) qI _ (nh"/d)' (13)3 Adc. L; 1b)M~ e'ILm (1-: 4

eff A M) _±_ (la/ (21)

MASNETOPHONON EFFECT AND EFFECTIVE POTENTIALS where thc bulk effective potential V(b) has been approximated (within one

In a previous paper (5) we have derived the following expression for the percent) by the interaction with the longest wavevecto, phonon with qz"/d.
mgeto-phonon contribution to the conductivity oxx for a quasi two-dimen-
sional electron gas: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Oxx ' n (n l 0 'XZq'V eiJme(q'I'/2)j'.l (14) By a comparison of the classical and the quantum mechanical energy loss of a
x k-T; 11M,.. ,,,n test charge the energy spectrum and the interaction strength of LO phonons

in polar double-heterostructures has been determined. The namerical calcula-V eff _ - 1 ) Fq.) (15) I
i (.. , -c. o tions are performed for a Ga. 5 nAs layer embedded in InP. Although it is

dq well known (6) that GaInAs is a two-mode material. the lower mode is neglected
F(q ): -2 1 dg1 ,q 1 /q *q 2 ) (16) for simplicity, since for the given composition it couples much weaker to the

I ! -&a-n e-aILmn(a)a mv (f) electrons than the upper mode. The material constants are taken to be L.-34.
TO-31.7, Ls-43. Ts-37.6 (all in meV). -11.35 and c-g.56.

In. - [f(En-4)-f(En)]/1l ("E -)) (18) Generally it can be said the properties of the D1S phonons depend essenti-
2ally on the dimensionless parameter a-qd describing the relation of the layer

where n and fiE) denote the Bose and Fermi distribution functions for optic thickness d to the phones wavelength -I/q, parallel to the interface.

35t
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Fig.la shows the phonon energy spectrum as a function of a. revealing the

characteristical features of DHS phonons. The full line corresponds to the oscillations. For the lower GalnAs series they found 1%.-33.6 (32.9) meV for a

bulk phonon energy, the dashed and the dotted lines to the higher (InP) and iSO (80) A sample. The decrease towards lower d-values can be well explained

lower two-dimensional phonons. Whereas in the case of a single interface by the increasing influence of interface phonons for d-c0. Weighing the phonon

the interface phonon energies are independent of the momentum q, 3), the energies (Fig.la) with the interaction strengths (Fig.lb) for a*'q,-d one oh-

DHS phonon energies va-y with the momentum and the layer thickness. For hains 1t=33.7 (33.2) for the 150 (80) A sample. In addition interface grading

a-l, i.e. for relatively lung phonon wavelengths, the DH phonon correspon should further reduce the phonon energies.

ding to the luyer naterial (GaInAs) is damped down to the TO phonon energy For the higher leP-like mode the energy was found around the bulk value.

liTm . At the same time the InP-like mode approaches the bulk energy value. On Theoretically, one expects a lower energy. However, the phonon energy varies

the other hand, for relatively small wavelengths (a-a-), the DHS phonon with the momentum and, as can be seen in Fig.lb, the form factor is consider,

energies converge to the single interface phorion energies, which is the sinle ably larger for low momenta. Therefore the range of effective phonon energies

heterostructure limit. is quite large, between 40.5 and 43 me, so that the resonance is expected to

Fs.ih sho0ws the two-dimensional form factors F
0 

and Fb. defined as be broadened, but around 41 to 41.5 woV. The remaining discrepancy to the ex

and . b) desided by V (Eqi.1 with F-.1l. They are compared with the three- periment is possibly due to shortcomings in the description of nonparabolicity.

dimensional form factor F (circles) and represent a reasonable measure for the ACKNOWLEDGEIENTS
This work was partially sponsored by the Fonds zor Fdrderung der Wissenschaft=

effective autlirg. Just as fi- the eneregis. !he interaction of the InP-like lichen Forschung, Proj.Nr. 522,105. The authors wish to thank Prof.Erich Gornik

phonon approaches the three-dimensional val.e for u-aD, describing the transi- for his interest in this work and Prof. Jean-Claude Portal for informative

ties from two- to three-dimensional ectron-phones interaction, discussions aod for making his work available to us prior to publication.

For the GalnAs modes it car, be seen that over the whole regime the bulk REFERENCES

interaction is considerably stronger than the interface interaction. This (1) nC.Tsui, Th.Englert, A.Y.Cho and A.C.Gossard; Phys.Rev.Lett.44,1930 (1980)

is due to the fact that the OHS phonon energy is closer to the TO phonen (2) R.J.Nicholas, M.A.Brummel, J.C.Portal, M.Razeghi, M.A.Poisson lnt.Conf.
on the Appl. of High Magn. Fields in Semic., Grenoble 1982 (Springer 1983)

energy, which corresponds to weak polarity. (3) N.Tzoar; Surf.Science 84, 440 (1979)

To interpret magneto-phones effects, the integration Eq.(14) has to be (4) J.C.Portal, J.Cisowski,-R.J.Nicholas, 14.A.Brummel, N.Razeghi, M.A.Poisson;
J.Phys.C, July 1983performed ni merically. In the present work, however, a more qualitative (5) R.Lassnig and W.Zawadzki; to be published in J.Phys.C

comparison is given preference: Consider a 0-am maonetophonon resonant situa' (6) M.H.Brodsky and G.Lucovsky; Phys.Rev.Lett.21, 990 (19.68)

tio, where the phonon energy is a multiple of the cyclotron resonance

energy ()i&'m1c). If the two-dimensional form factors slowly varying, as

Indicated in Fig.lb, the expression under the integral Eq.(14) has a relative-

ly pronounced maximum at qgl'-2mul. Determining 12 from the resonance cont-.

tion, this corresponds to q''in',/f(lZm) , which Is magnetic field inde-

pendent and for Ga. sn 5 As. where the effective mass m- is 0.04 to 0.05, is of

the order of q-l/OA. Since q*, denotes the momentum value, for which the

resonant interaction is strongest, u.(q-,d) can be interpreted as the typical

OHS phonon frequencies involved.

Studying magnetophonn effects in Go 4 7 Iln5 3 As-lnP siaperlattices (for d-80,

I0 and 150A and InP-layers of 400A) Portal et al. (4) detected two series of i Phonon energies (a) and fora, factors (b) for a Ga. 5n. SAs - IsP double-

heterostructure as a function of o-q.d.
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CYCLOTRON RESONANCE STUDIES OF SCREENING AND POLARON EFFECTS In the 2D system different transitions are induced ty *e-,, n thc . -

IN GaAs-AlGaAs HETEROSTRCTURES level. In addition we have studied the influence of % ,erjn effect G

the CR linewldth.
W.Seidenbusch, G.Lindemann, R.Lassnig. J.Edlinger and E.Gornik

Institut flir Experimentalphysik RESULTS

Unitversitlt Innsbruck CR absorption measurements were performed using a FIR oa;ersystee wi 9
AUSTRIA wavelengths between 201 and 96pm. Sanples with a con,-'iration of n

2.5xlO cat
2 

and n2 - 4.xlol
11

cm
-2 

and mobilities - ? 0 - ZO..1Tfcn
2
/VS

Abstract and P2 - 320"O00cm2 s were used.

Polaron and screening effects in a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) as The electron concentration (ns ) was varied by illumination with a LED ( h
present in GaAs-AlGaAs heterostru-tures are determined by cyclotron trans- and monitored by SdH-masureents.
mission measurements. The experimental data for the cyclotron mass are well
described by a nonparabolicity model. A strong reduction of polaron effects In a 20(G the rnuaber of states per IL is given by the magnetic field. The

Fermilevel shows an oscillatory behaviour for a given concentration with
as coepared to the bulk GaAs case i% demonstrated. An influence of scree-
ning effects on the cyclotron resonance linewidth is observed varying field. The position of the Femileve is characterized by the

filling factor v. defined as the number of electrons divided by the num-

iNTROOUCTION ber of states within one Landau level. Fnr , smaller than 1, the Fermi-
level is 4ithin the lowest LL (O

th
) and only CR transitions 0-1, for v

Recently Das Sarea (I) has predicted that polaron effects are enhanced closed to 2 only transitions I -2 are possible. The observable transitions

for a 2DEG as npared to the three dimensional (3D) case. are therefore unambiguously determined by v. By illumination of the hetero-

Horst et al. (2) have performed Cyclotron Resonance (CR) studies in InSb structure with a GaAsP-LED the 20 electron concentration as well as v is

inversion layers for the 0 I Landau transition through the reststrahlen increased and different Landau transitions are Induced. CR transmission

region and confirmed the predicted increased polaron interaction. However experiments were perforned at several laser wavelengths with v as an

this is in contrast to subband resonance studies performed by Scholz et experimental parameter. Fig.1 shows typical transmission spectra as a

al. (3) in CdHgTe-accumulation layers, who found reduced polaron effects function of the magnetic field for the wavelength of s6um. Before the illu-
as rompared to bulk tdHgTe. This controversy remains unexplained until mination the electron concentration is 2.8o00 Icm-

2 
(v0.66). With increa-

yet. sing filling factor (1) a shift of the resonance position to a higher ma-

We have investigated the influence of polaron effects on the effective gnetic field is observed. This shift-can be explained due to a superposi-

mass of electrons in high mobility GaAs inversion layers as present in tion of different CR transitions. Since we change the carrier concentration

GaAs-AiGeAs heterostructures. By using CR transitions with energies well by LED illi inatlon we have to investigate first the light effect on the

below the optical phonon energy we use a three level method which has been band structure. We asme that the increase of the 20 carrier concentritio

successfully applied at investigatiuns in bulk GaAs (4). In high purity results from two processes. First from an excitation of electrons from

bulk GaAs electrons were heated up by electric fields to occupy higher deep impurities in the AlGaAs (6,7) causing a deepening of the interface

Landau levels ILL) and several transitions wmre observed simultanously. potential and second from the generation of electron-hole pairs in the

From the analysis of the different LL transitions polaron effects and depleted p-GaAs region, which are separated in the depletion field; the

contributions from nonparabolicity were separated. Both effects were holes compensate the ionized acceptors, the electrons increase the 2D

found to be approximately of the sae size in good agreement with theo- concentration. The compensation of the depletion charge results in a de-

retical Calcuiat'ons (4.5). crease of the interface potential. The change in the potential well in-

fluences the subband energy which can be monitored via a change in the
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effective mass. Since the energy gap L, in GaAs is large, nonparabolicity cluded. A good agreement between the experimental data and the theory is
effects are smell and the electric and magnetic contributions can be easily found. The 20 experimental results can thus be well described by a non-
estimated. parabolic bandstructure model taking into account the selfconsistent elec-
We solve 7aadzki's nonparabolicity equation for the 2D electron system tric potential in the inversion layer varying with the electron concen-

(8). The electric potential V in the Inversion is calculated in Hartree- tration. The inclusion of the compensation of the depletion charge due to
approsimation by a variational ansatz using the well-known Stern-Howard LED illumination improves the agreement, but does not substantially change
trial functions. We find that the relevant terns describing the total the result. We cannot identify any significant polaron contribution to the

energy and the nonparabolicity can be expressed in the following way(g): observed experimental spectra. The strong reduction of polaron effects is

-c c clearly demonstrated by comparison with the 30 results, where the equivalent
.- <T' v , c*, (1- ?T-l) with c,- v , cgfic(n, ) ( ) LL splittings are about a factor of 2 larger.g

In addition we have investigated the CR linew dth as a function of v. A
The brackets T, and -Y. denote the expectation values (lO)of the kinetic variation of the linewidth with v was first observed by Englert et al. (11).
and potential energy in z-direction respectively. The electric contribu- Our results conftm this observation. We have found a l-newidth of 1.9em

"1

tion to ronparabolicity enters by changes into the form of the potential at v-0.66 and 2.5cm
-1 

at v-I. This increase is due to a reduction of the
ci. The third term represents the magnetic field contribution to nonpara- screening of the ionized impurity scattering. The experimental result can
bolicity. be well fitted by theoretical calculations using the sam impurity concen-
We have calculated the influence of the illumlnaton on the cyclotron effec- tration derived from the effective mass analysis (12).
tire masses mc (0-1), mc (1-?) with this model. Fig.2 shows the ca, ulated

influence of the increase of the electron concentration by ligth illumina- We conclude that the polaron interaction is significantly reduced in the 2D

tion on the effective cyclotron mass. case by occupation and screening effects for energies below the optical pho-

We start with an electron concentration (ns) of 2.8o0lcm-
2 
and a deple- non energy. The variation of screening effects with the filling factor is

tlon charge (RD) of O.Sxlo 
"

c&
2
. First RD is diminished by illomination proven by a CR linewidth analys

4
s and well described by theoretical calcu-

leaving wiC (0-1) really constant. A further increase in n. leads to a con- lations.

tinuous increase of mR (0-1). The total massincre4ase due to nonparabo- ACKOIEDGMIEENTS
licity is about 20% when changing ns from 2.8x10

I
I to 5.9X0

1 1
wm

"2 
ndi- This work was partially sponsored by the Fonds zur Flrderung der Wissen-

cated by the arrow in Fig.2. In analogy to the 3D case polaron effects chaftlichen Forschung, Austria, Projekt Nr. 5 22/05.
and nonparabol icity are determined from the magnetic field shift of the REFERENCES
(1-2) transition in respect to the transition (0-1). This shift is derived (1) S.Oas Sarm, Solid State Comm., to be published.
frnm a c mpearison of the magnetic field positions at e filling factor v 1 (2) M.Horst, U. erkt and J.P. Kotthaus, Phys.Rev.Lett. 50 (1983) 754.

(3) J. Scholz. F. Koch. Z. Ziegler, H. Maier, Solid State Comn. 46and v %2 where the different transitions am observed individually. (1983) 665.
In 1g.3 we have plotted the esperiantally (fr' the transmission minim) (4) G. Lindemann, R. Lassnlg, W. Seidenbusch, E. Gornik, Phys.Rev.B. tobe published.
derived cyclotron moss me as a function of v. The mass remains constant (5) G. Ltindemann, W.Seidenbusch, R. Lassnig. J. Edlinger, E. Gornik,eup 16th Cor ference on Phys.Semicond., llntpellier (1982).from v -0.6 to I and fro 1.6 to 2. From v f I to 1.6 a continuous increase (6) H.L. Stdrwer, R. Dingle, A.C. Gossard, U. Wiepunn and M.D. Stge,

due to the superposition of the transitions 0-1 and 1-2 is observed. Solid State Coenun. 29 (1979) 705.
The dashed theoretical cuve is calculated using the n e(7) A.K. Saxena, Solid State Electronics 25 (1967) 127.

:(8) . Zawdzki, J.PhysC: Sc d State Phys. 16 (1983) 229.
of Eq.? and taking into account the superposition of the individual tran-(9) . Lassnig, W. Zandzki, reported in the saew confervnce.

(I0) T. Pade, A.B. Fowler and F. Stern, Re.of Mode Physics S4 (1192) 466sittons. In the full theoretical curve in addition the effect of the chn- (11) Th. Englert, I.C. Moan, Ch. Uihlein, D.C. Tsui, A.C. Gossard.
ged band structure, caused by the increased electron concentration is in- 16th Int.Conf.on Phy'.Somicond., Montpellier (192).

(12) R. Lassnig. E. Gornik. Solid State Comu., in press.
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1 choe typical experimntal
c'Ct.ON RYSOMANfE AND POLARON FFBVCTS to A 2DEUG 1f G.NJAO i.s- of the transission of

9.A.gctus~el' 6.. Nchols S.Nu.0
4  

j Gal oda-AllndA heterojunction a
MA .. L.C. S.o H . ' M. B~' 

freqoenci.s up to 265 cm- and

C. Pct~l 4 f gf~ MA * p fy AYtemperature of 4.2 K. Th. trues

T..Prs~.M aehl .. d ot-o..0' K . uhnt n A h*I salon scale. ame not the s.'frtedfeetsee e emhs

*Clarendon tb o ur. Park. Road, Oitford 001 3PlJ* U.K.fo 
th di er n a l rth.

S.NC~t-C~~t...166X, 3804.2 renobt. France

'L~h-rtoire de Physique don Soliden. I.N.S.A.. 3f077 Touloue, France

"Luhurotoiro Central do Recherche, Thomn-C.S.P., 91401 Orsay, France

loll Laboatories. Murray Hill, Mo. Jersey 07974, U.S.A. + 2C2.+K)w l

Cyclotron tresomance results fromn CaloAInP heterojunctions and super- r

laftri coo and CGetoAs-AllrAs heterojcooctiofle in fields op to tOT are reported. where a0ithbndedge sias. ZRis the band gap, L. is the quantum number

For icc frequencies. the effective sees is compared with the predictions of of the ioitial Landan level, R, is the energy due to aotion parallel to the

t.p. theory, and the resonance lioeseidth is fitted to finite range scattering field. and K 2 is a factor. -0.85 for CaInsa. wbich is determined by the

theorie. At higher frequencies, the linewoidtb increses dramatically.

wchilec the effectioe mas deviates from its lon-frequency value. These hand Rap and spin orbit splitting. For Faed energies IF th facto

effects acr attriboted to resonant p0)0000 coupling. (2L. - 2)lloc is almost constannt. and hence the constant effective sean.

The subject of polston coupling in tseo dismenional system has causedSiia osrmn naGanNIPht juto wha- x tca2

cosdral heoreticalt 1.2) adeprmnl tnt(3-5) reety nand V %. 90.000 tin
2
/"SI at 4.2 K give a constant effective met of 0.047 s

chi. paper we report cyclotron resonence studios of the 2120 in Goilngs atupt6Tshw hihhee.a&m]nc m I mscoitntih

frequencies up to end sbove the oti phons valves. We howe studi~ed both 9.0f). A mmr promounted example of this 1. sees in ?is. 3. in which

suporlatticas and hetecojuactiona of Ga~nAa-ln?. grown by fP-MDCVD at the rsl.ae.- fra101G~~-u unu alwt .l~ a2

Th-oos-C.S.F. L.oatrisa 16) and hetesojunctione of Caetngo-AltnAs. The first few lose field results Rise a ma of 0.040 a.. after wichd the

grw tbl aoaoisb ... (7). isl esolcnie h deviation from the puce linear dependence is quite obv~ious. ibis value is

linewidthe and effective messes in the relatively los. frequency regim 'wereata owcmae ih h oeal acpe ukbadeg so

polam cuplig i no sigifiant andthe wehallso toosemrimthe0."41 %(9 but is probably due to en excess of In in such this layers.

pcl.. efect athigh, fequecie. Ado ( beeha calculated that te value Of 91f to he used I. Eq.ff)

Fig. I chowen typical experianintel retordins of transemission for a frtelws ubn nhtrjntm sapoiaey1/,wo t

WnmAirh trjnto, iho-W 11c- n - 9,00c 2 -f -f is the energy of the lowest subband. which my he calculated from the simple

at i4.28. iA plot of the reoane posltis as afuntio of mantic field eatees spression (f1). This leada to the prediction of lose field cycle-

IFPit. 2) I accurately linear. sith a constant effective smac of 0.04920. tron messes of 0.0465 mo and 0.0435 up for the two hstecejurkctissts reaper-

an Predicted by three band t.p theory In 1 the omprossioni cively, ie significant disagreaont with the emperiamntal values. Tbis is

36~ on'



notaltwthr orprsin invie ofsam -- t W.-a. a buk765 cm-1 Both of the loP-G.anA structures shows a similar reseet

a T's " . hic supea tht E.(I)undoesivatesthen-prablicincrease in Iinetujdth. but there is no decrease at 265 cm *, since the

ceetnnto the -as. b, a fact.r of aroitevtwo. 'G&Ma 1.0. phonon at 271 c.m' is domant- For these sttrutre(
2
1) Th

The aneoti, field deycdecce of the cyclotron resonance linewidtb
picture i uch less clear for the resonatce positioni. and hence offer-

C") is sh-o in Fig. 48,b.c tor the same three saasle.. This is plotted tv ass o h InSCl~ eeouoioteei icniut

f-1 a t I ti a II f to facilitate comparison wtith lisnevidtb theories which - ihtehge rqec ek curn talnrfed

,-ed,,, a oule of 0.65(11/p) i in T) fer abort range acactrcs a 4 a ihtehge rqec ek curn talwrfed

sand hence givng a lower msins than the extrapolation of the low field

At higther field, the lineoidtba fall wsll below these oalues, us observed

r,,,tlvin &U-a~l. -taw("",howver- ccillL~r beaviur 15)results (Fig. 2). This is consistent with the expected behaviour. seen in

b ulk materials (2) of a shift occurring ahove the optic phoston frequescy.

For 11 hr .... t a.foud tat he ielddepnd,- culdThere is howver no displacement of the renontance to higher fields at fre-

he very well descrihed in terms of finite raign Catisisa stuttering tentres,

with. v1- f rgive by(1617)quencies below the optic phomon. For the GalnAs-lnP superlattine there is

a similar discontinity at around 240 cu * knunvec in this nun the reso-

r3.2 2 2.(2 natnces are strongly shifted to higher fields at frequencies just below the

-V -'T 1 .Gaa 1.0. phon (Fig. 3) at 271 cm -. There sir several possihle catmes

where L is the radi us of a cyclotron orbit and the range. a, was found tofothsdfencinbavur ewydfeetelto-pi pnn

o - coupling strengths in the two strutures must play a ren but it should
ho 35 A and 40 A fon the AllnAu- and Top- hetemisnetiuna respectively. and

also he noted that the electrm oncsentration in the AllnA-harojunttin
5 A for the W.lM-lnP uperlattice. These values are rather smaler thsanmc ihr edngt h cuaino h nx ihs lcrcsb
the screeing length is GalnA. (751 )"ll) hot amc owarabl. to the width isnd ath hissier, wryi toffthen occupatnofpa- tefnaf igtect rics ase( hs

,f the gnraded interface in the Mt-CVD leversll. At ntill higther fieldasad n osbyvr ifrn ant-lsaefcs a an a

h, -otrn fequncyapprach th opic hownfmqnci&. iththealso shown recently that the polaron coupling is decreased by screesing.

resut tat he iwwdth hms& wy pononce resnan inrr~. wichAnother point is that the superlattice is very close to a fcactionael

may he saes te fall again for the hiohest frequency t-ed wsith teAns-occupiancy of v - /3 by 13 T. This rather canft-ing picture mirrors the

results en other systems; is Is~b, increases in lit-width on going above the

Ourtcest mugneaphemn ameaure.
1
9-21) hae, sh, that the optic pheosn frequency banw be.s whasred. togather with a decrease is

&lootron-hason interaction in CubAs is stagly dependent uon the por- 6),ufo gd (.noeincofa*fctwussicuiuty

was founid. and for Gaos hsterejasctios it bas hen claimed that polaroo
ticulor strutur e hing studied. AllnAs-CalnAs structures are domistated by

. IW. ikeL~n phnem at215cu-(20, i agown wih te rsulcomntribution. to the moss, at frequencies well balsm the L.ll. phon. are

pressmnted here. v""r tbm resoasnce llaewidth boo a sharp peak atame ipificatntly lass than for the bulk. (5

260 m-1, msd has isreased &&mis to a.1.61 ita impurity limted value by

aft4
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Is~rRA AN *ET I HPRISU br/bS..S PArIE PbSnTo laers are present dopending an the relative position of

K-F-1111111h, 1,Cl 1, rthe bond edge.. Layer thihnen..w.r. selected by two limitations:

I tersb t " .Clesos... E. wetnr GOar
,,atitu 1~ Phy!,b M~t ni I I Lt~ in . A-8700 irbn 11 )the 100Cr boundary., Ia isted by the qredl,nts . *Itdiffas-

Oh~rt .I.k.C, ,oof t h cno titruonte, fillt th uppr tn detrmnd by th isa
lostitot I- r haorcii-hc Physik. ,eat i -*; A. C ICI tr-.
Austria fr:e pabo h recrrest civ tasto rmcper-
n.J. hCISltiet bul be a . Th l ayersto re ana1sd by X-ray df-

Cla% .Lab t~r, Oi-sty f Of~r.Ox~rdOXI)PUZ~qo~dfracto...try to .h:,k the layer.,:"p,:ition an soby probing rthe

Abwtjact S-proil usln tue epo oy "Id BIN techni des1.

tOTe/Pt -St Tr 10 - 0.121 uoperiattices 0d:300-2000 . , "P to bue to the fct tat the difference in lattice cnstants Of Pbe

40 lofernl) 1ore prodluced b y eudifid hut wall technique. The fies Pb 0 8 5 Sn0 . 1 2 To is 1,62.10-2 X, lT-300 9,(. 1 a
2
)/.,-2,5.O I03 this

mere anaIy trd by .0-ray rd Iffr ect netry and it t etC oat that tin p- syetes fore, a traIned snpeclattl-e. I order to inv~stiqate these
PbSnre Iayer n are under tertile n train. Shubnibo-d ean.. and
cyclotron re-nsaice e,,pehot c r pro d . A n analysis within strain in the temperature req 20-30, theltti:ce contants ofti aaor tteeelp fanctio aroch pileinformation d ifferent cryetalor phic lattic lneicie ne aiu

onte lctoicsbbns n ter nsurpy nlen with r espec t to th. [Ill growth dir*ctiond'. weremeaurtd(6)

I. lo inrduct iorn The difference in lattice constants Is completely accommodated by

Semiconductor hcterost-ures ard superlattices have been prepared :Jisit etrain. At T-bOO K. ,Phie aehibit* A coepreeeive. Pbhet a

by oloiarlen Pit:ay lOSE) tot a variety of I-V/11l-V and tesi tanof 17.0 irsth (III) f i pln.At2 . the

ala ftr TV/ Il-V nyntesma !). Recently, Ki ... hit.aet al.(2) and nuintrate indUced strain reuses- an adtoa tensil dlaoci
Ci-a.. nt 51. 21 nucceeded in preparin g super lattices of a IV-VI/ of t he PhS T c layers lc-2,25.10 1. whereas the strain in the Phi.

IV-VT system. tamely PhTe/PtlnTe by ueing a rather simple type of layer ' e reduced to0,.0

vepor phese epitaoly. the hot wall npitesy (5551. In thin paper. Sbuben .vdo Saas eaperisenteu were pefre:tib nd 4.2 K and

qa-lu. t' aport acn cyclc. on re-nance enperiments on PbTft/ as a 1el . 1 shonereslt rfor::dep atT 1 (4 a. Al -ndo

Pt I_,o1tTP In - 0.12. op to 40 linyels ate described. An empirical .2C ll.aSOS Al. The period* of the 945 oscillations of the d A

tight !Cicdinq calculati on shows,* that the.n structurtee do not yoremapeen hi dpndence on the tilt angle G(Jj,(lll tare. out

typ TIeaprateicee.r Osing thin infoteation an inalysis wam peto be dffereto f tmhe bath ihewior which is aiready found for

fo~rmed it~hin the I eanewor of the eroelope-funoctl on approach (4) the dZ 700 R sample.

taking lno account the detailed toed structure of the L-point of :ig.? show enIso a nrrdtrnsmina ucino

the OTeiovin none. e::n:eti 1 1ii in SIEIII] geometry IspL. Tworcyclotron resonances

ar .osrwahle,the light eaee resonnance being rother weak. ns this

2. tpeesena I nd ~eute semple Id-5O0 K) the carriers are situated in the p-PbgnTe layers.

PbT, and Pt O.nais layers ware qronin alte rnatively by a modified where doe to the tensile strain a redistribution w.1thin the 4 L-

hot 011teoeiqs c clave Ca I ~fl ubsrote (1. he aye valey occurs..r or a in the plae. of the layers (S11l, the dinSOOR

k-3- -Crcqe from 700..-2000 A. lr~h tip to 40 layers deposited saple do no sahibit cyclotron resonances. For do 700KR tilted

yor- 0r h a O-knes ,t,-st 4000i... S000 A cobit -- n-lsC. _ an"d hjtid resonaee a ppeatr, according enthe

the, Car -substrats. The growth conditiona were chosen to yield Pbie isual bali behavior.
2 Ii -3

layer. wtthale ar0 ccenrationm of .. 0.5S.. 3b%03 c_ and -33. Theory

P I- _S.,T. layse.with hole -cecevtrat ions of p-2 .. O117 Th . type of saebtleto he s:pected for th:es etr1ct"eee Is
Frt larqe differences of the electron and Aol. concentration, either d oraIate9 h -Cn

moble boles In the, Ph.%eT. layer. or electron% in both the PbT* andtiun ar&:.l'toan.piafLAcluain(7..

performed for bulk Phi, and SnTe by setting Up a tight binding
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Ha,-Utonan fr the ottm-:;t valet-. S and p states, including pendicuiar ensues dopond yearly On layer thickness with the sal!

and - -.ont n .arest neighbor ntnrctlnc. kilnear inter- ease decreasi ing g layer thickness end the larqe eana

| :ii- c0 the spirit -ItO evrta I'rystal opproaiaation yielded being roughly constant ..r energies In the gap of one lever. The

th' botr-ies ,I Pt- 0- Totno crystals with a alte, gap at density of rt ates i si. lar to tec-dixecsi nal electron g

. . ' '" -i." ,* me.-"' "r ,,. ,1-t O w, -,flttu.n.fS O I~ th. *
I 20

ptcasect oup..l~ttl -en clic~oan in Tatle I. Ir.veoftgatiog the p(t) " D- gv -

ranefTr met / p-PbShiiTe hctnnnlnctinn gives a de-tr.r in - b - h - n vThe agnetic flield is introduced via the commutator relation

rl-tten length .,f rmly 1000 a Rhih .s larger than the aldtn of

eoh layer in II sample-,. Theor tIll .11 -1-trens will combine - -
i

2 (hI

.1 h the hreacitm a ositi, -lo i -iay l PhTs layer and a net (I cyclotron length, 2 - 1/eB). It turns out that for energies

t.I, cren trao on of 2,10 -aI to the PSnTe layer. The en- riBe to the hand of layet A and within the

a t) nuperlottit-e band atructure is shown In Fig.3. The neeto- lnetly thik layer l0)0 R) the superlattice Land& fantar Is

static potential is given ty equal to the bulk L:nd" factor of layer A.

vl;, = N{dI 12£(l}The calculation of the dispersioni reation for quantitelg mantic

T h c ,d. d2 illln~

1.0 0 l.n fields in arbitrary direction is a difficult nomerical task. Ve

citt. is layer w-Itt . - ct yIeld.. Vn0. and VP=O.45 eV. therefore restrinted aurselves to 8
1

. Again, for the oblique

,he- r
7 2 

.hira 1-en-latin for the -uperlattice was calculated valleys the continuity condition access the boundary cannot be

in the frr ew,rk of the enve,pe fu-ttln approach (4). The Hamilt- treated in a taple wa y. As an appronlestion the ob lque valleys

-nan- appropriate for a n,-rw gap at the L point neglecting the were therefore treated as being perpendicular to ill1. IC a

toe iodo s strict two band model of the IV-VI material. the Landb spXltting

-E h~v Is enastly equal to the Landau splittieg. It the fan churts Fig.5

f - 0 (2) the horleontal lines represent the single degeneate Oh level

hv Ev- pertaining to each subband. whereas the next curves act daubly

sith E,E
v 

the band edge energies apprprLate for each constituent, degenerate.

with
h - P2

3
h.k a p

1  ] 
-• a~ f ifs.., 4. Di.sti

0 !*k) eaThe dependenc of the Sd amplitudes on () is explained by the
1-deote t he P-1lI mat r ces, and ' In't 'ocf., to the main Yi~

cylioders of constant energy as predicted by the model. Also the

valley axis and two perpendicular directions. The continuity of cyclotron reoance data is Faraday and Voaits geometry are 1n

the schr~d r function require.sa f, to be contious acros. quaittioe g areeent, escilly also for maqnetic field paralil

the houndri s and the aupertattlce periodicity D - d
A 

+ da
to the Iars. eased on en anatysi appespokate i n s tao delms-

isposes tie ninch conditin
lonsl electtnn gas 81 the minsma of the SdH osillations wre

i  

filx (41 plotted into the fan chart (rig.5). The density of etat.. for 31

whence the energy dlpernion 01i,Xy .K
) 

Is determined as given in ce atsle s ein the tao dimensional nese of a aris. of i-spikes

-1 .- -- II t .s< 9 ,c,,'d r-civlye mil-iu t 1. sf0~ 'ho smominu nm'mmr n1 cart .. ras.t ,h pike Irpncpoeti na

A naano tnp tatur intheinfttis mas i k~l I iretin. ~to the sagneric fiat
8 

i/(D2sft ), The totat number oi carriers

totI -arie:Jnseqinco of the (am-l that the energy lies within the gap of

one constituent and of the high btickne of the layer. The ear- agreement with design paramters. The superlattice subbmhd

face of constant energy is a circular cylinder for the [111] system for tha h1l1 valley is shifttd by about 10 seV with

valley and an elliptical one for the oblique valleys. Its per- respect to the suhband system of the oblique valleys in agree-
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t th t A.e me -ue uta-in iota, i are sse af the tact that

w: tI iei-erauio 1oi ,i field the Perot level poultice it ioni nit-K

aeviadv ty the 1 1 ley. liocvr the sl1 to t this effect is td7

.'oPI: lt th-e, r ivtra ed hy the idteuIodtanhat. We -* **tt

7-1 o atri .t i- f- ,c iporlatti,-octou hulk effects. jR
whi h retv l by cci:-eiq the size of the ciutron radios.- -

7ve tsapac, c f Pi oi. ti ffeirs fur thy 2000 9 asple fat s'

a I is-atcteitiaedisha the mean true puth heitg b)tulh

a I 00o0 Xfr. P-If t r1 -- 11iet t ociiI . Thi mo .de' in a .I so .~tt.C

4r eecment Ith thc measured "ccitre a-ss Pre the ablique

t-'.yt -l u0ar- ha to l1a made fur the simplified geometry in iFlq. I rig. 2Fig.

the presmt - clfls for the mcgeetic field case. rig9. 1I- Shabasho-de. En' oscillations s esoel fiel ;1foe

sample C1IE asd O2C; G0 on asd 900 respec ti vely Isese

h'to~edeetdepenidetnce of fundame nte megee tisc fields on sOe

liv ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pr flas Po..'llcfrtes'tudsctisaHihfedCpeista1 data, full lines:~ ccoediog ha hyreos 0,
W- h~nkfct-atng isusion. ig fildCAFig. 2: Cyclotron esssaue ofsapl CII for earieus fat in-

I,. w-, ab-no it' vvllhrtv with MSin fitieG. ntble. fered lase1. r .tao:neths.

With -piorttd by u-ide tar PFerdtrt' 1- winasiiochaftichea rig. I. SupcrlatnIc. baodetroctoee.: a) i~lt~hpeopserties i)rsolid

P *ruicro',, Osterteic 1 lie oeplet charge t.refe dottd floe el sotatic

potnta of hs aa y, dIeteibuted posi tLee sod egt-
Ie veese le chaeee of dens ity 2.1017 ce_

3 
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relstive importance between the electron-electron interaction and the weak

tie plaved by the elect rn- acoostic phon interaction in silicon invers i o IrcIa tion contribution. to the recently discovered 'I)Rsrithmlc' rondurtlv-

laver is provided ho a serist. f beautiful exterievtst
? 
on the ballistic fty in the teo dlmenalonal electron aYptee.- 

9  
Very reent developments In

ihonn, shecrt io by Henerl et al. berg-ann has re-e tly arguedig the theory of acreening in two disenalonel electronic ystems intlude a self-

convincingly that ele¢ct-roncovatic phonon Interaction Is pssibly tie tonsiaree' local density fusctional calculation
2
' of impurity Screenlng in

dminant I- temerature 1nlastic scattering mscha.1sn for cnction silicon Inversion layer. calculati.25,
2 6 

of two dimensiosal screening

.1 .tr.n in thin etnllic film. Thie is Iaorant in tonterpretiog including impurity scattering effects and a theory
2 7 

of creen Ing near the

enyrrntal data
1
9 -n eak loculiation. Electron-L- photon Interacionn mobility edge.

plays
2

*
' 

sigoif icart role in the inelatic light scattering experio.t o, In many physical situations screening by free carriers affe-ts electron-

the C.A-AIG; Ar sorlattie system because c$ the couplinES,
0 
between the phonoe Interaction effects in an important way. A recent exalr Is provided

LO-inonOn. art te lntrschbbnd paemn . Ot rher iI-V space charge raye by the calculated
? 
reduction In the polatoic effects In GaAs heteroterrctor*

'ys'.. are xpectd to behave the ne, wa. 4agneto-phonon anomafte. in the due to screening by the free carriers. 7Tlh in in agreement with a nusber of

aFetres stance have ben observed
2
l by a number of group in Aa G..yet. recent experlmental findings.

2
6
8 3 0  

In principle electron-phonon interaction

A saEnet o-optlcal anotal' has recently been observed
2 2 

in the cyclotron effects in two dlmensional electron system are always coupled with screenini

resonance experifni on InSh Inversion layer by Hnrst at al. They attribute effects and theoretical calculation should include the two effects on equal

this effect to lO-phonon-Landau level coupling based on an earlier theoretical footing.

,redictiont of DIa Sora and Padhukar. ficheola et .1. observed
2 3 

at The rest of this papee is ortganised as follos: Section I1 will coven

interesting variation in the cyclotron mas with the cyclotron frequency in aspects of electron-acoustic phonon interaction. electroe-LO phonon interac-

InSe accaucletion layers. Even though a quantitative theory for this tins is taken up in Section 11. screening effects are covered in Section Mf.

nbservat ion does not exit, a possible candidate for the phenomenon is thr. future tbsoreticml prospects are briefly discussed in Section V with a

electron-LO poton interaction effects in the presence of free carriers, concluslon in Vt.

Screening effects ontinue to play an Import t role in the understanding I]. Electron-Acoustic Phoon Intetractlon

of arious physical pheomena of thee system. This Is npected since these The mont spectaculer effet of the electron-acoustic phonos interaction

eysret~ are ratallic In the sense of having well defined Feri surfaces on bslk electronic sytsn (mte ) is poerhaps the pheenmena of superconduc-

(ectually Fermi circle. 1i teo dinseafore). Also for the aceselbl carrier tlvty. A surface aneing of the euperconduetivity in quasi-te dimewseonal

density r-Wgs (1011 cm
- 2 

1 tq . 10!3 -m
. 2

) in these systew Thomma-Pe-i electron system has been invettiatedS.
3 1 

and detailed calculation including

saversasber (q T) ti usually lItger than the Fermi selnomber (kv) produci g realistic alectroo-acoustic phoson intetactio peraters predlcts32 a trast-

strong sn.. ing. his aat . statent is actually ore appli, able to siit" tion teerature of atousd 10 In silicon electron Inversion layers. Since

spae charge layers rather them to the tI-V system where lighter carrier slactron-ecoestic phonon interaction In silicon is rather weak (particularly

ms mkes Ip larger. Screening is an tepertt factor in determining the in the presence of free carrier screening) earlier investigations
3
l
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Introduction

In this paper smof the recent developments In the effects of the

oeoctron-phonon Interaction and screening on quaai-two dimensional electron

tLV'R(1 -PGMO INTRACIONANDSCREKIN EFECT INsystem will he reviewed. The article wiii concentrate metnly on deoelopments

that took piace after the Fourth lecervatlonal Conference ont the Electronic
QOASi-TNO DIMENtSIONAL ELECTROIN SYSTEMS

Properties of Two iimensiona. System held In New tendon, Nea tiapshire

(August 1981). For references to earier tenth (not coveted by thia article)
R. D .s Sara

(enter for Theorecicol Physics the readec shooid conoult the proceedinini of the New london Conference and

Ilciver..Ity of tacylaod
(Minor Fack, Marylond 20742 the encillent revien artioie

2 
hy Ando. fouler and Stern.

Eariy interest
2
.
3 

In the electron-phorlon Interaction In qoml-two

dimenaionai electronic nystem arose in the context of the transport hehavior

of silicon electron inversion layera which at room temperatares Is limited

Abstracthacically hy the electroo-acnooiic phoon Interaction. icreecing effects were

also moon the Important early conoidnrarinn
2
' in onderstandlnp the

Ape- tof ci ectron-phocon ioatcocion and screen ing effects In quasi-inc
transport ini Inversion layers at lonw temperaturee ce sAtfterIng of the

dift-ional elctcroc castes (c.g. Inversion and uomlto'layece:
carriers hy the charged Impority centers at the interface contributn

nrnl -d-cto heteroat ncturen nd sapenttilien) are eev-d with particlaru
sigoificantly to the resitivi"ty of these system. Transport miudy in these

rqIhaaln on recent developuento. Theoretical nd exoyritnin neaults arc
system in still an action area of research where hoth electron-phonon

compated whete ever posnibie. D1ff ecences with the hulk three dimensional

can- ace poiote, out and yronpects for future theoretical effotsocn interactin and screening effecta play iortant and essential roles.

Howeever, the Introduction of heterostroctuces and eaperiattirna made mostly
outlined.

from the weakly polar compound semiconodactor mterials of rho Ill-V series han

made the niociron-LO phonon interaction an esnential ingredient in our

understanding of the physical properties of the qwasi-twcn dimensional electron

system. Also the focus of the current activitien is not just the transport

properties of those system. Theoratically electron-phonons interaction han

heen invoked in the discussion of a somber of phenomeana Including auper-

cnndtativity,
1  

agnato-phonos nnmlc polaronic effets,
2 

subhand

straciaacc.
8 

light scattering speorrascopy,.tO1 nyclotron resonane,
t
' specific

heat "aomly.
12 

Ineiamtic lfa-tim nffects,
13 

phowon ahenrptinn,1
4 

Interface

traps
13 

and ch'arge do-lefy wae. 16 ostc eeperlseotai ecldecre fcr the
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concentrated on a novel mechaniam of supercofnctivity bfled on *lectron- absorption experiment. gparlfant has so far been performed at a fixed

acwotic pleamson Interaction. IHowever detailed anelptn63
2 

eventually temperature of 2 1.

showed that in the region of parmttr values (electron density etc.) Share In hulk sotals sloctron-acouetic phonon interaction =onifset* itelf in

the euporconducting traation temerature Is the highest. electroo-acontic thea renormesliaation of a numher of electronic properties (e.g. sPecific hoat,

Phonon interaction Is the dominant serhania. driving the sparconductivity. cyclotron re-onne, etc.). In an important paper
3 7 

Prange ad KadaoffI

So far experimental efforts to obeerve soerconactivity in quft-twn analysed which electronic propertiee ae affeoted by the electron-acoustic

dimensional electronic systems occurring near ealcoviduetor surf aces and pheonm Interaction and which are not. Basically a deneity of state Se to

Interface. he- failed. rencomalised by the electron-acoustic phoon Interaction but a conductivity

One of the intereting recent develomnts In the elantron-acoustir mean, Is nt.3
7  

7h, bas of the Prasge-Kadanoff analysis Is Hlgdalos

phonon Interact ion effects to run dimeneional electron systems ha heen the theorem3
8 

aaeerting the Smallness of the electron-acouettc phonon vertex

observat incI .3 of ballisatic phonon abeorption by the two dimnsional correction in three dimensional metals. Even though the analysis of Prange

degenerate electron pax in the (100) Si Inversion Layer siatm. to thee. and rodanaff wa restricted to three diensional system, it Is easy to shoe

experiments oue measures the aheorption of ballistic phonona passing through that their conclusions are equally valid In two dimensional systems provided

the tso dimensional electron gas In the Inversion layer. The smamured Niidale theorem holds. There is a problem'
9 
about the applicability of

abnorption given a direct estimate of the electroon-ostic phonon Inter- Higdales theorem In silicon Inversion layers due to the emailness of the Ferai

actiton mtrix elements and is a potential powerful toni f or probing the energy in these system (RP is typically comparable with the ilebye energ).

Forms surface In thme*e systems. Rscent theoretical calculation by ftnel These questions hae sot been Investigated in any bled of detal.a. Hsaer

et 61.
14

.
3 1 

shos that Inclusion of the interference effecte (in solving the the practicality med the relevante of these fundamental isaspe to actual

Freenel problem for elastic waves ohliquely incident on the mlti-element aeperimotal situation mey be lmited etoca the slortro-acauttic, plionon

planar system) tn the inverelon layer geometry, Is crucial in a quantitative rawomlsation is found
40 

to be very Small is leading order calculation of

explanation for the meesured phoon absorption which more originally
1 7 

thought the effective sa Io silicon Inversion loars. Snallee of the electron-

cx he ton large. Mssever the Improved theoryih mainif the ksown bulb deforme phonon coupling in silicon and etrong Screening by the Inversion layer

tion potential for silicon ie In reasonable agreement with the exparimntal electrons ake such renorualimation effects much loe Important quantitatively

results. gelly has recently rons8idered
34 

the affect Of finite temperature GO than the corresponding slectrne-electro Interaction effect..
2

the phon absorption. One of the interaetisg prospects is to se the one recast theoretical calculaton
1

2 euggfeete that the temperature

ballistic pbonon absorption a a probe to etody Formi surface Instability is dependence of the electronic Specific beat In a twe dimesnael el*Ctr'rlr

she reo dimensional electron gee. ?bere are prodietin
35 

for exebmege- @yse" could be quite different frm the correeponding throw dilmnionl case

correlation driven vallay-noccupancy phaso trwnitisa In silicon Inversion due to electron-wcasetit phoni Interaction affects. to Particular a amy-

layers eith critical temperaisre
3
' in the 1-10 K range. These transitions body "cluitias,

2 
Including the electram-phosime elf .nerg effect givee the

should smetfest thameelve In a variable to~ersture ballistic pheonm following electronic specific heat.
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I A-

C,(T) vT 11 b(EITy)
2 

In (T/Tin)]. uIepsrlattlct, InSb apore chorpfe layer etc. All thoe materials are weakly

.here V~ -I -' .k- e* 1, the -renrelieed .lectronIc ap..Ifl, heat polar (Frohich coupling constant is around n,i for thee materials) In

cono an Is he enotmlled eecton ffecivemss) TFend D aen:ture. However this weak coupling nay very well give rie to sone Interest-
ccneactIs I nb reo:.alse elctro efectve sne) Tpand a ae lg obeervable effects particularly becase lnteraction effects are uesaly

reapectivoly the feral end the tieho. temertures and the position Constant
enhanted In system of lower disenelonallty.

t'i Ia- b'eh
Electron-La0 phonon interaction In usually diaruneed within the content of

a Frohlich model which employn a continuum approxnatlon. it han recently

In E. () . h ff-tvph.. Ino- een shown
7 

that electron-Lo phonon Interact- ifies the energy Elk) of a

:It.. l..tb(0 I 0.) nd ,, rp.S ea he ~ra, hok.-Fml ndtwo dimnsieonal electron from the simple 11tc relatlor Elk) _ 4
2 
k 
2
/2. to.

thher erorm llz d oo nd vvlo tt len of the two dlown aonal system. It m et e F ~) j L K0 2 3

spa- , ed t hat t he ..ec-d ter in tq. II() come with an opposite sign to the SOO2

cotreepondingit, ter the the.. dimensional spntoo.
4
1 Thu. CvE) in two where K In the complete elliptic integ 'I'. first kind and q -

0
dimensional will be'" a wak local minimum at low temperatures dune to the (2...0I), 12 wIth .1.0 " the LO-phonon f .Eq. (3) eigeifies

logarithmic tern rather than a weak. uslaw as In the three dimensinal
poloronir wane enhancetent In two diseenelon from e to.

system. Thin Interesting manyhbody aftecc tn perhaps difficult to oberve

hecause of the enediness of the electronic specific heat In meet of the twom (k) - m(l + 9 . (4)

dimensinl electron sytem.126 
o 2(4

Finaly.elstro~momtlcphooetIntracion & c~jkd42to layThe polaronic hinding onergy in two dimension in given by.
7

.
43

etlfirat role In the noohaic carrier transport in silicon Inversion E, - -oI.1W/2 .(5)

layers. 1%e energy lose of the hot carriere te he used
42 

to obtaic These resultn (Eqe. 3-5) art obtained n the hesis of leading order Rayleigh-

Informat ion about the ecttn-atountir phonon Interaction in these two Schrodlnger perturbation theory for a sigle parabolic electron (no strean-

dimnsional electron yret-m. log) interacting with the polar lattite. Very recently these talculations

1l1. glecton-LO Phono- Interaction hae. be.. extended
4
" to include the setond order tern In the coupling constant

Mont of tihe discuseions in the last *ccton on the elartron-aronetic a and the no-pairaholltity of Eke here eletron. These effects torn out to be

phonne interaction In qunts-twn dimenoion.l electron system io based an sall for GaMs heteroetrurture system.

e$life" inversion layer syntam. Elactroor-optical phanon Interaction Is, Comparing the polaronic effectie muss correction (Sq. 4) and the binding

howeer. set of etch significance in siliton. mset of the work Involving energy (E4. 5) with the Corresponding three dlseoinSo resulte (itn three

electre-LO phoomou ieteractiom tn qinami-two dimensional electron system in on

the ill-T meflcemductor system like Geos bnteroetrwcturs, Ge~e-Atecasi..A

381l
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d
2  

- reduces the polarneic efn icts. These results are shows In Figs. I and 2.dimension• s(k) - (I + 3' - end KO - m.LOoe conclude.

and In rig. i, the mas correction (at b - 0) 0520 - (m - St is shmo as

that polaroilc effects ere appreciably enhanced in two dimensional system. i ,M2D1iA3
0
), scaled with respect to the corresponding three dimensional

For eame thr effecti mass oenced by a factor of L. 2 erohlich result without say screening. The psramter $(- b/ql) gives the
For xamle he ffetiv ums i enancd b a actr o - 2.4 and the

effectine width of the tmo dimen*l.o.e crriers with i/b me the average width
binding ener g is rohnced by . factor of j = 1.6. Also the polaron-tnduced of the confined electron. and the parater y(- qT /qo) $ives the effective

nco-parabollcity correction in the effective moan (i.e. the h0 term in fq. A) screening in the system with qTF( 2 2AI
2) 

-s the Thosa.-Feral screening

is enhanced by * factor of 2.95. These results are quite consistent with our wavenmber in ten dimensions. The snid curves ore the resits for the qosa-

tjtuittve expectations that Interaction effects or, more important In system two dimensional system whereas the dashed curves (g * ) give the purely two

cf Iwer dimnosionalily. fowever. carefol experimeotal search losing dimensional limits. Resolts s a function of 0 for various values of the

cyclotron resonance) for the polaron mass correction In CaAs heteroetructnrc
2

sscreesing etreogth fy a OI, I * 2, 1 etc.) iaciwilsg the ascreened y - 0

sod also to in de space charge layer
10 

hone foiled to obseroe any epprectable situation are shown. It is clear from this figure that the polarnic ass

mast rnnorsaliootion. in fact Lindemano et ai.
2R 

in thetr snrh on GaAs
correction may be reduced appreciably from that given by Eq. 4. In particular

heir-structore concluded that the poamon mss correction in two dimensional the elperimontal situation
20 

for the GaUs heterostructurn ronresponds to

systes is at least a factor of three smaller than the correspondirg resultIn in
S"1.0 amd n 0.55 giving 03r a 0.A *irh is in areem•ent with the enperi-

boltk GaAs. Thin to -n order of magnitude maise rcorrecticn then what 74. is mental results. In Fig. 2 the corresponding quasl-two dimenasonal polaronic
.old onfeet. Also, HgCdTe has a reasonably high polar coupling (s s 0.3 for 20 1

NgCATe as against tl.07 for CaAs) and so one would hae expecte apprectable binding energy, tr( i

polaron correction in the two dimensionally confined carriers In HgCdTe space screening and finite width effects appreciably reduce polarmsic corrections.

charge layer. In contrast to the shove experiments
2 8 - 3 0 

reporting negligible polawroic -

Thee meastiee esperi-ental results hve recently been esplainsd
7  

effects in two dimermionel electronic systems ,e recest paper
2 2 

reports the

theoreticall o the basis of a siple model that includes screening of the observation of a ma rked discontinuity In the cyclotron resonance energies and

electron-li phonon interaction by the two dimensionally confined carriers. It linewldths In InSb electron inversion layer in the vicinity of the LO-phonon

has been shown that stronf screening by the electrons In the heerostrocture energy. These features have been attributed to resonant electron-LO phoon

seduces the polaron mass correction from that give. by Eq. A. is aditlon the interaction effects in the two dimensional electron system. A detailed theory

fact that the carriers in these system are quasi-two dimensional in their for the resonant electro-LO pho on interaction effect in two dim nsional

character (i.e. they are confined in a region of finite width) further electronic systems; has bee worked mot
6
.
4 5 

a fe years ago. The recant

experiment observations
2 2 

are qualitatively quite consistent with the

theoretical predictiton' about the magamto-optical anomalies tn two
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dimnsinally Confined carriers around a, * ~o A fully quatitative theory
A asfretipect of the alectro-LO phenon coupling In thesea.eemws to

for the .agoeto-opt teal anomalfes inclaudig the finite width of the carrier o arsoi Ieref*6 u oteL~h m

oec-f-uction and the scr-lcig effects doe. not exist at the present tim.

The asi Ida a theresnan elctro-phnoncoulingto athr. nd ftheoplasuora asociated with the hetereubbend irstaht in. between

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I bai dao h eoatrrtonpao opii trte ifrent quantum levels to the space charge layer. This ha wery similar to

sopele.
6  

Aroond ac - aeO. ten states of the syatm given hy en electroni In h 1-td~4 lmo-. h opigI h oe ukcmon

the (W-0h Landa level lus me L-phononand onl a.ieiecrnn Inore system. in prir sysepl. InprihcnploLD cananos pinco tole ethbothetelIirea

Laodau level are degenerate and hence errn a seah electron-LOt phovon couplivg suhhcnd plason Involving two dimeesional oscillatins within a quantum leel

whit hecao hwcortant at this reaonance lifting the degeneracy and thu.

splitting ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~o th hlvlIt wlvl ,adW ilhv neeg dthe nt.Csubhbmd Pleammons which involve motion of electroas perpendiculae

diff erence procrlconAl to the effective #ectrn-1.0 
phmmo coupling In the:ft 

diesoa

bhoom to te ivcrceuhitcd picceons, he. sat heens erved because the plaeeo

.cste. Cyclotron resonan-ce b.-v and below, the L-chphonen frequncy sill
ener t (sahly belo iO V a) is way below the LO-phenos energy (ubout 35 maV

thus he different. Ir. principle one shotuld he chie to nbserve both the
in ilcA.). On the other head coupling of tf)-phonomis to intersubband Plemmons

split levels In an enpermnent, however one of the levels may he pushed into h:wyI~ttefcso h nlsi ih cteigsetu yte

the reatetrahlon hand atowed LO und hence mny become mnoservable. Clearly
.y aw,. Thi asubject hce re.ently baa. meviewndif by Pisosuk and W-ook.

hv an experiment whee the Cyclotron frequercy. ,c Is varied through h O n motn on eadn the s1.0--ho ooln I hs

,hcoon frequency 1. one wold seae ..ra flmo to the X-. level for e < wW quash-two dimensional systems to chat the alectenn da see always to couple to

and trnsiton o te M.levl t, me) W(theothr I-Is illbethe balk phonoec of the relevant material. This is clearly true for the

1, he estttalenban). hu.Cycotrn efeciveMaewil behiger lectroo-LO phono coupling where experiments like ceeast aguto-phenon,

than the usual cyclotron was for frequency belve the L.O-phonon frequency anomalles
2 1

.22 and inelastic light scattering spectroscopy,
20 

unambiguously I
..d will he lower showe 1.0. This discontinuity is exactly what io baing identify the energies of the relevant i.O-phson endas which alweys tarn out to

chnecced xp-l_Intuly.
2 2  

Liewdth should also he higher for we h W e the bulk three dimensional (rather them the Itierface two digtenalonal)

h-u .. .. ost ofLO-honn. ecoe. lloed ncrasig te dcayphonwo Sodes. This Is prestmably becauee the interfaeta Phoneme decay within a

chaennl Of the exccted electron. It haa been Shown theocecicallyh that Id*" 1teItraewavsteeetoi aefnI .t.

s,h reu...Ct electron-LO0 phoon lntera.ction indeced anseasli.. should he
epystein e 'ucue lly Peaked at a disuses larger than the typical decay length

uh stoneri two diensionally Confined carrCiers couper..d with the threeo h ue~~*poos

dimnsionul systegp due to the lark of a wave-ector in the n-directive mad.Srein fet

the roccouittami sharpness of the Landau levels. Hagnet,-pheonm eowmaies
2
I Amme f.ta~u hr mlso ftesreigefcst

In te mguaoroietace hic be bea obervd i Ga~ btrosrucuretheory is crotal to the undrstanding of the enpercienotal results have,

is aothr esepe ofSuc Caemet alctrs-10 PotonCoulin Intwoalre*ady beet mentihoned In coensotloe with the elartroa-Phomon Interaction

dimesioal e~trJC ystaw.Phenoea. UPIlSS are electron effective, nme reesrml iatimn do* te
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electron-phonon interaction affects both for the acoustic
0 0 

and for the
Tmace approy inttona are valid onlly I. the lhmft of iii c< 

5
q. is. the other

optical
7 
phonos. This section will concern Itself with apect* of acreening

hand esperiment
8 

clearly show. that the obIlity lo (200) silicon electron
effects In quest-two dlanosional electron syetems are not related to electron-

inversion layer due to charged impurity scatterlng at los teiperatures bee the
phonon Interaction Phenoena.

following form,
One of the important recent developments In the understanding of screen-

ing effects In quasi-two dimenalonal electron system Is the recent work
20 

of I I * b N(7

vister on the eon-linear screening around a static impurity charge center In where the coefficient h h(NS) is ery small when i (< S. Vinterle reaults

the (100) silicon Inversios layer. Wlthin a local density functional are valid in that limit.

formalism VInter calculate, the self-consistent potential around the charged Recently a alt-consistent screening theory
2 5 

haa been developed which

impurity and gete vry good agreement with the experimentally
4 g 

determined explains the eper ental
4 8 

reaults very wll over a wide r age of MS and Mi.

scatterinf eaten is the dilute ipurity concentration limit. He also ahmws The theory Includes the effects of Ipurity scattering on the screening

that there Is on oe four-fold occupied bound state associated with the function. In particular scattering effects reduce25,
26 

screening in a way

impurity charge center. This is a reflection of the strong screening in the rather similar to the reduction of screening at finite tmeratsures.'
9 

This

system. In fact. Vintsr finds that this four-fold-degeneracy is not lifted is only taderstasdable since both scattering (even at T - 0 K) ad flinit

een If oplo- or nalley-de.aity functional methods are used. Vinter's work temperatare effects msar
50 

the elsctronic Ferm, distribution function around

clearly shows the importance of keeping screening effects in calculating the - by. This is directly reflected in the rounding of the sharp career in the

bound states associated with the charged impurity center, particularly in the two dimensional screennsg function arond ik - 2 iy. Since 2k, - scattering Is

high carrier density limit. Similar self-conaistant density-functional the dominant scattering mchaim limiting ability, such scattering effects

calculations have not been performed in any other quaai-to dimensional on screening can significantly reduce ability particularly for higher vales

electronic system. of 
I
. In Fig. 3 the effect of impurity scattering (finite man free path) on

While Vister's self-consintent-local-densisy-functionai calculation glnes the screening is shown by depicting the static polarisability function 11(k) a

a good picture for the screening effacts in the limit of high carrier density a function of the vanumbor b for three different values of the mean free

,-S), it clearly becomes inadequate isaen the charged impurity density (MI) is path tkp - -, 10 and 2 Including the ann-lnteracting (I - f) situation first

large. In particular Viter's calculation is strictly wslid ft the single calculated by Stern.
5 1 

The scattering has been treated in No" approximation

impurity problem (the -dilute" limit) ad the calculated obility () at Zear in this calculation. The long wvelength value fl(k - 0) gives the density of

cemperature has the form. states of the electrons in the presence of impurity scattering.

a-, - a Mi, (6) The aelf-consistency aspect in the screesing fuction arisse from the

whera the coefficient a ! "(Ns ) is independent of the impurity density N
I
. fact that while scattering determianes sceesniag through the polariability

This is true in the sora approsiastion or singla-site-scatterimg type theories function, scattering strength itself is determined by the screened Coslomb

where scattering by individual Impurity renters is treated independently.
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interaction. Thu& screening one scattering should be obtained together self- Inclusion of exchange-correiation effect.s
0 

into the sl-oitetscatter-

consistently. The self-.ergy correction due to rlectron-iouity Interaction log-screening formalies.25 This however Involve. Incorporating level

in ye. Bo- spp-onialon 1. Iobbroadening affect@ Into a iocsl-deosity-functlsnal screening formalism. This

Md
2 

2- is-i- vt-RJ'r. +i)1 a difficult theoretical problem.

( 1 
5

2 -') Ci' Screening in the ten dimensional electronic syete" inthe~ preec fof a

ecrong perpendicular agneric field moet Include scatte rn eff cts .sl-

- A~k.~) I ~consistently 52
.
51 

.ie.e the electronic density of states to singular in the

:here V(!) is thy screened eletr- ioprtv Interaction and C is the absence of levl broadening. luch calculations uggest
52 

that screening is.

electronc Green's fonction. The screening Is uanaily treared in the ranine function of the filling factor and in particular screening is a maximum when

phase spproxistiton. The broadening , (k.,) turns ot 
5

0 to be not a very the Landao ieoel Is half-filled and Is a aefoilu when the level is full.

strong function of k and -. The theory2
5 
calcolates the seif-energy and the These theoretical predictions have recently been confirmed experimentally

5
4 in

screened in- ection seif-consistently and thee .*-. the self-conaistently Gaos heterostructars systes.

screened Interaction U(h to oh~In the nobility. There have bees a snber of efforts
5 5

-
57 

In going baynd the random phase

In Fig. 4the electronic level hroadening i. shown as a function of approximation In calculating the screening Ie two dimesional electronic

impurity density Mj both for the simple Thouss-Fermi! screened interaction sYoiem. Howesver the experimental consequences of such msny-hedy corrections

(dashed line) and for the saif-conaiStancly screened Interaction (solid line). on the dielectric functin are difficult to "ssees.

Obviously the Thnia-Frid result Is linear In Ni whereas the oelf-coostatent V. Future Prospects

result baa higher order Wt correct inns. 1n Figi. 5 the inverse of the abhility A number of challenging theorstical question@ resaln open as baa hess

is shown as a function of Wi for the simple Dom approximation theory (dashed Indicated in the earlier sections of this paper. Am Important problem is to

line) that is linear In 51 and for the seif-consistent result (solid lise) consider the electro-phonon Interaction effects In the presence of full

that is is excellent agreement with the esperleenital results and with Eqi. (7). dynaeical screening by the ten dimensional carriers. The situation in the

The calculated,
25 

WS-degssdence of the coefficients a and b is also in good presence of a strong magnetic field also aedo to he investigated In mos

agreement with the experimantal results. The specific theoretical results are quantitative details. Inelastic life tie of the two dimensonawl electrons

for the silicon (1uG) electron inversion layer system an that a comparison due tn alecto-phonno Interaction effects Is another unsolved theoretical

with the onperissetal
4

6 results can be mds. problem. Possible importance of the aletron-pbnonm vertee correction In

for MI (< WS, the self -consistent theory and the simple theory gins these gyatamo Is another difficult and aneolved theoretical problem.

basically the Gom results whereas f or N1 < Wg the self-consistency in screen- In screening, the Important ilewe is to devslop a theory that

log i. Importat. A real desirable theoretical Improvement will be the intorporstee both Viter's self-conaistent-local-denity-functiona calcula-

timon and the recently d.elsgd
25 

acattgring-ermanisg 09lf-consieisei

formoalia. Bach a theory will he able to Assihie the cbargod-impnrity-

-
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INFRARED STUDIES OF THlE GaAs/(CeAl)AS 2D)FG Bly applying 4 voltage to fatnketltee to the back of a thitnned Santple. the elenleit schbrid

7. Schesingter J c. m. lnaoqg. s i. Allen, Jr. and 11. L. Simmter

belLIiotr trasition criry, cars be Stark tunod Fig 4 sloe, tke capeimoetl osicitioS of the electric

Murray Hill, New J-e" 0?974 sshbbod trateiticas seegy and clectto.i desity witb gate .011mg.. TI.. solid Isomt isoa ctimato of
H. Ix

Francis bitter Natioeal Magnet Lab the theoretical tuning rate ssating a triantgular pcotidi sell" model of the interfce fixed early

Camobridge, Ms.t 02139 by depiction layer ettarget, Inclusion rof the Hart,,. termt will denr~ t te lo
t

p, of1 the ey firm

ABSTRACT impeonvitt the agreemt with ciermts(

Cyrjoum m cros, (c ). of clcorera sp ce charg layerslroduchd nkG.peI(G Ms se Alhough twispectthem prebed with teldlectricfield tnt oeoplain of interocas. th anti ok )

bele st-atone has been studited with, aragoetie ted& op i. 20T .od feq-itsane frotm d.. 1. tl.10 tretin ocur at th i qecy of thte daf deiation alted electric sobltod transition. (A.)

optic phormc ftrequect Anti tenet coing of Landatu levels sd electric subhed transtions. uniformt, (q-0). inftaed exito n 1 n COnotly setue ithis depolsetestiott shifted cneeY.) A precise

eyclotroe line splitinog at a mtactic laud deteminted by t1k 2D eletotno density. aod piocinif of the OSM fthanldeneceose.pitnghudgvehe]WK ioeM&k ltitl

ocychano tesoboaaee aod localitatioo to a lnow mobility, low density suamples hasis lce. imenestod. betwecn lbsan too stotes aod pnoriali a cittcal test of models of electeic sobacd stases in this

systemO.

The electoocs space charge layer forneod is a selectively doped G(iat/GaAI)At hettereotructe''L Rue o"

(tltp 1) has emoerged as an interesong todel systemn in which to study Inagneto transport is to- Atsfarostmagnetic fields sateplet such as the aforeenttionted neon~
t

sothe, unrelsted and totally

dimoensions. Tim ob-ontions, of plateus in the quatoeed P.11 resistance at fractiotal Occupation unexpected CR fice splitting Or beeedinog. whtich does not depend ott etoal tip aogles of the

of Landlau lenels was totally .- stpeclod' and -odatcool oo the bigh mobtlatim that .. o h mtagnetic field with respect to the sample toctost Fig. 5showes thk ,ehtltiotn of the specIe foe a

achieede i tibs sym-n To Ie.~ cmone chest those high -abihty 2D syoteot wo. ban studied samople weith electtos density N. - 3.9 x l0"/oat,". CR peak Feqeqncies and the cecdcoati-ity as

"doot-o eosimoc.. (R), os.sniety of samrople. Atboogi the otigreal goal of ibis research .. , reaction of tcarroeds, field one shon in Figsr. 6. The 20 electron density is obtained tno.. the
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ELECTRIC SULBANDS IN THE LIMIT EG 0

To date there exists no satisfactory numerical evaluation of subbnd
J. Scholz and F. Koch energies in the band-mixing situation. The Takada at al, calculation/2/,

Phvsih-Departmert. Techeische Unlversittt ochen which explicitly ignores this effect, gives a subtend shparation for Hg xCd.Te

8046 Garching. Fed. Rep. of Germany which is only weakly dependent on x when the latter varies between 0.17 and
and 0.32. The energy EI - E0  E0 1 is calculated as . 35 meV for surface density

J. Ziegler and H. liWter N, x 10 12cm
2

. It decreases as EG increases with x, an effect that one my
lelefunkes Electronic, 7100 Heibron. Fed. Rep. of Germay link with the increasing mu. In the triangular potential-well description, lot

is proportional to (m*)
"1/3

. For comparison with this EoI of 35 met we note

Abstract that the gap energy at 4.2 K varies approximately linearly from , 10 mry at

The subband energy separations E0 1 and E12 are shown to depend x - 0.17 to % 60 maV for x - 0.20.

sensitively on the energy gap E G when tunneling overlap of the The Experiments

surface-bound electron with a filled valence-band state be- We became aware of a very significant N-dependence of a given resonance

comes possible, transition such as E01 or E12 by comparing the subband excitation on different

Introduction samples. Thus the detector-type samples with anodically oxidized surface

layers (as in ref./l/) gave if-values which were typically a factor of 2 - 3In a viter of recent publicatios electronic sabbands in an accumulation

less than comparable lacquer-type samples with different a-values in the Sur-layer on Hg1 ,,Cd0 Te with a '0O.2 have bee studied. In particular, Subtend

face region. The fact that the stoichiustric cG~osition x'a of the surface
energy separations have been determined in far-infrared resonance experi-

layer for anodically-oxidized HgixCdxTe differs significantly from the bulk-

It has5 be"m spculated for some time that for Hgl~xCdxTe with its small value xv hau now been established from surface cyclotron resonance end oubband
Itd hasbenE.oe spec uld for sa e tha fobser HgCde wiefe t h i sal spectroscopy/4/. The present work is not concerned with such differences but

and a-dpendent E6 ne Should be able to attinr the effecta of ai surface-
seeks to establish the experimental facts as to how the subtend energies

potential-induced coupling of the conduction end valence hand states. The
depend on E6 .

point has most recently been made by Takada at 01. in ref. /2/. From a realis-

For this purpose me work with a series of "lacquer-type' samples prepredtic. self-consistent potential calculation for the subtnds the authors have
fromun tents with s-values 0.171, 0.i81, and s * 0.200, as detrmined from

estimated that tunneling overlap of the surface electrons with the valence

density analysis. The sample surface is polished in a bromine-methenol solu-band states becls sigaificant due s ( 0.2. The electric-field-induced tan-

tion and coated with an insulating lacquer Imediately afterwards. A thin gateneling is responsible far band-mitxing. Such band-bend interactio is included

in principle also In the very lucid formlation by Zlodiki/3 of the subbnds electrode (N 100 A nichrom) is evaporated onto the lacquer. Because there is

and resonant excitation for narrow-gap samicoauactora. no significant difference of surface CR (in the limit N . 0) and the corres-

ponding volume CR on such samples we conclude that for such saples 5S  KV.
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A check of the volume CR serves to confirm the above x-values to an accuracy level separation E01 in the table decreases by a factor 3. while energy E,,

of the order of 
- 

0.02. changes by only ' 40t.

The subband resonance on the various samples Is observed in a 450 reflec- Hg,,CdTe
tion (R) geometry and recorded as a derivative dR/dVG for • 10.5, 12.9. locquer'-somple , "

17.6. and 30.2 meV. Fig. I shows such resonance data for 17.6 meV. The resont- 1-j T - V. ,-.

ance structures on the Drude-type background are not as sharp and well-re- T - &

solved in Fig. I as for the case of the previously published detector-sample G_, _C . . 0200

data"
1

'. Nevertheless by carefully observing the evolution of the signals x 0 200
with and s we arrive at the assignment of the peaks as in the figure. I I L4
"rarsitions marked , are the depolarizatIon-shifted, perpendicularly-excited /2
modes. The onoerked transitions represent true subband energy splittings. In FfmV, ? W 0'-

Fig. 2 we have collected the resonance data obtained for the four values of L xn0181 10 /

in order to construct curves of subband energy vs. N. for each of the 4 n b0

different materials. 1
T o Illustrate how sensitively the separations E and Eh2 depend on / 20

at a fined density N, - I x 10
12
cm-

2 
me have constructed the following table xv-017120o

using the data from Fig. 2. 1 10 NS(lOb"CNh [u-
xV Yml) xmeV) 61meV) 05 .. 0171

6' 01 12 Fig. 1: Subband resonances ob- 05 0 15 N__ _ _ M___

0.200 60 46 16 served as a reflection-derivative

0.181 28 30 14 (dR/drG ) signal at t6 - 17.6 meV F Subband energies EOI(0-1) and

0.171 10 16 s 9.5 for samples with different x. E12(1-2) vs. Ns for different x.

Table 1: Subband energies for surface density
Ns - I x 1012 c

"
-2 For the case of several occupied subbands It must be kept in mind that

The data in the table must be contrasted with the calculation in ref. /2/. the resonances are not strictly energies between the bottoms of a pair of

whish gives E01 and El2 nearly independent of x in the range 0.17 ! x ! 0.20. levels. Because the k, - 0 transitions are blocked by occupancy effects, the

For p-type material with NA - iO  1016 cm-
3, 

Takada et al./2/ give l01 resonance is a weighted contribution for finite I . The energy difference,

3S maYl and E12 ' 18 smY. The discrepancy of theoretical and experimental however, in comparing with the k - 0 result from ref. /2/ is not nearly as

values is unusually large. Doreover the theory does not properly describe large as the discrepancy. The "finite k,*-shtft for InSb and InAs has turned

the sensitive depensdence of the subband energies on E.. We note that the out to be only a few percent.

:' . - ... . .'. , - .. .-

• I
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Discussion and Conclusions E

The experimental evidence in Table I for an influence of EG on the sub- E- - -

band energies is clear-cut. The effect is much stronger than the theory in 2 2?

ref. 1/ allows. Moreover, It has a different sign than one may expect from 1G -E 0

the dependence of V on E[. The subbind separations decrease with narrowing r=0

of the band-gap. We suggest that this is prime facie evidence of band-mixing

via the tunneling interaction.

In the absence of sbband calculations which treat band-mixing we are

free to speculate about the consequences of having a significant overlap of

the electron subband ave-function with the filled state in the valence band.

The overlap is most important for the n * 0 groundstate as sketched in

Fig. 3. The higher lying, n - I or 2 levels need not even coincide with a Fig. 3: Sketch of the surface potential well with n 0, 1. 2

filled state of the valence band. Since both the conduction and valence band subbnds. The tunneling overlap of valence and conduction bnd

ave-functions is largest for n - 0.
states. whose wevefunctions overlap in the figure. have the Bloch function

is) and jp) admixture of a typical narew-gap semiconductor, we have a situa-

tion in which electrons with the sam "quantum numbers" are In the same

region of space. Paul exclusion must be operative in this situation. The
Enough for the speculations The subband spectroscopy evidence for a

effect could be to reduce the Is) and jp> abisxture that cones fron the

band-mixing effect is clear-cut. It is time for a quantitative theory, per-k-p-perturbation, with the subband state becoming wor s-like and the valence

haps along the line of the theory in ref. /3/.

electron more p-like. he net effect, as suggested by the observations,

is that there is a level repulsion in which the n - 0 state in Fig. 3 is References:

pushed up. F
0 1 

is decreased as a result. Moreover, it is decrease more than 1) J. Scholz, F. Koch, H. Mater, and J. Ziegler. Solid State Commn. 45,

the corresponding separation Eil as Table I shows. 39 (1983)

It is interesting to note that the tunneling effect, which in principle 2) Y. lakada. K. Arai, and Y. Uemurs, in "Physics of Narrow-Gap Semiconduc-

allows the electron to leak out of the surface potential well, results In tors" (Lecture Notes in Physics, Vol. 152, Springer, 1982)

raising the n • 0. groundstate energy. Tunneling into an empty valence band 3) W. Zawedzki, J. Phys. C 16, 229 (1993)

state should lower and broaden the surface subbnd energ. Level repulsion 4) J. Scholz, Doctoral Dissertation, T Itnchen (1983);

thus applies only to the case of a filled valence band. E. Schindlbeck, Diplom Thesis, TU ftnchen (1983).
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Intersubband Resonance of Holes and Interaction

with 2D-Plasmons on Si Because of the warped energy contours of the valence bands

and the nonparabollc subbandatructure intersubband resonances
A. D. Wleck, E. Batke, D. Heitmann, and O. P. Kotthaus

can be excited with electric field components parallel to theinstitur fu~r Anouewandte Physik, Unlverslt~t Hamnburg

surface and thus can be observed in normally transmitted radia-
Jungiusstrage 11, 2000 Hamburg 36, F. P. Cermany

tion. Experiments are performed on MOS-capacitors at 4 to 15 X.

Typical sample parameters are. gate diameter 4-5 m, gate re-
Abstract

sistance 500/b,substrate resistivity 20 Qcm, oxide thickness

lntersutisnd tesunanres of holes have teen investiga- 45 n. Both, accumulation layers In p-type substrates and quasi

ed on 'he hiqh symmetry surfaces of silicon fo, a wide
accumulation layers in band gap illuminated n-type samples are

ranae ct ftcpefcl-~e. 1-400 cm- and charge densities investigated and yield essentIally the same results.

,1_ 1(I12_
- 2

) With Fourier +ransform spectroscopy.

Spectra are measured i- transpisslon with the far infra- Typical experimental spectra of the relative change in trans-

red radiation polarized parallel to the Si-SiO2 inter- mission -AT/T - -[T(VG)-T(VT)!T(VT) with VCGate voltage and

face and allow a detailed analysis of excitation strength VT-threshold voltage are shown in Fig. 1. The intersubband reso-

and resonance ilneuha-. . Also iI-le interactIons of nance is superimposed on the 2D-Drude absorption and shifts with

enerqetically low lying subband resonances and 2D-plas- increasing charge density N to hiher wavenumbers. The diffe-

mons have been studied, rent strength of the Drude absorption In Fig. I for the diffe-

rent polarization is caused by the anisotropic mass of the (110)

surface /S /. Our data also show that the excitation strength of
Intersubband resonances in electron space charge layers on

the Intersubband resonance is significantly different for both
51 have been studied in great detail experimentally and theore-

directions of polarization. However, within the experimental
tically /)/. In contrast there exist only little information on

accuracy the peak position is not affected by the polarization.
the sore compiex surface bandstructure of holes /2-7/. Using

We like to note, that our transmission measurements are call-
Fourier transform spectroscopy we have studIed hole Intersubband

brated and thus make possible direct comparison with theoretical
rescnances on the three principal surfaces of Si(100), (110) and
171) for a wide range of frequencies (30-400 cm

- I ) 
and charge excitation strengths. Our frequency domain study allow also

12-2 )direct analysis of the resonance lineshape. Substracting thedensities (1-Us 1 OIe-). Here wm restrict ourselves to the die-

Drude background, the intersubband resonance is found to be

cussion of the results on the (110)-surface, 
which is especially

strongly asymetric. This reflects the fact, that for holes the
interesting because of its snisotropy.

eeie 1( ,o) Of different subbands i show different depen-
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dence on the waveve-tor k and also split for different spin

v0'' a( orientations afor 900 . Experimentally we find that the

X, / linewidth increases with increasing charge density N., which

is consistent with increasing dispersion effects for higher N..

Experimental resonance positions are plotted in Fig. 2. For

N, different samples data coincide within +1.mev. They compare well

with calculations of Bangert at al. /5/ and correspond to a

* , ° , transition fromn the lowest heavy hole subband h. to the lowest

0' .... light hole subband 10. Deviations of experimental and theoreti-j6
0 - -o cal resonance energies at low charge densities N. can be ex-

,,
[
100- IJ plained by two effects, first that many body correction are not

included in the theory /5/ and second that the calculations are

Fi., Fq. 2 carried out for inversion conditions whereas our experiments

are performed on accumulation layers. Both effects become impor-

tant at low densities. For low densities, extrapolation of our~jj Frequency dependent intersubband resonance excitation data also agrees with experimental results of /3/. In laser
on p-accumulation layers of Si (110) for different charge den- transmission experiments we also detect a second transition at

sities No and polarization of the infrared electric field low energies, which compares with a lo-h,-transition of /5/. The

parallel to [I1 and 1110].01
excitation strengths of this transition is comparatively weak.

Possible reasons are a low occupation of the 1o-subband, matrix
Fig. 2: Hole intersubband resonance positions for Si (110). Full element effects and perhaps also the fact, that the light hole

symbols (*,a) show data for two typical samples. Positions (a)
energy contours are rather isotropic and little monparabolic.

have been extracted from laser spectroscopy. (0) are experlmen- For comsparlson we wish to note briefly that on Si (100) we

tal results from /3/. Lines indicate theoretical resonance ener-
observe a transition which compares well to a loh 1 transition

( 1h ein /5/. On Si (111) we see a weak structure that agrees with a
from the lowest light hole subband 10 to the first excited heavy 14h, transition of /5/ but the sai observed resonance cannot

hole subband h,, 8. o. means spin orbit split off subbands.) be easily identified. The good agreement of theoretical resonance

Dashed lines indicate the density regime where 1O is not occupied.
0energie with the experimental data for many transitions remains
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surVrising, since all theoretical data are evaluated for f0,

thus k-dispersion effects are not included in the comparison of We like to thank E. Bangert for access to unpublished calcu-

experinent and theory. lations, W. Beinvoql of Siemens, Munich for supplyinq oxidized

wafers and the Deutsche Forschungsgemelnschaft for financial
On samples with periodically structured gates 2D-plasmons support.

cn be excited with FIR-radiation. Recently, 2D-plasmons have

been observed in hole space charge layers /8/. With presently References

available gratinci fabrication techniques plasmon wavevectors q
al. -t 2 x 1"cm- I can be achieveo, which corresponds to plasmon // For a recent review see for example:

w icit s of aut h50 aci t ch corespons toS pon ,,-2.T. Ando, A. B. Fowler, and P. Stern, Rev. Mod. Phys..

freque'ncies of about 150 cm
- 

at charge densities Ns 5 x 10
12
cm

-2
.

4, 437 (1982).

Since In holy space charge layers energetically relatively low /2/ P. Kneschaurek, A. Kamgar, and J2. F. Koch, Phys. Rev. B 14.

in- intersubband resonances exist, it is possibl, to obtain 1610 (1976).

c, incidence of tt- plasmon energy and an intersubband spacing at the /3/ A. Kamngar, Solid State Cosasun. 21, 823 (1877)

sam e density. At the (11C) surface the loh I transition coincides /4/ G. Abstrelter, U. Claessen and G. Trinkle, Solid State Commun.

wIth the plasmon dispersion for plasmon wavevectors g% 1.2x 105 44, 673 1982).

cm at densities about 5x 1
12
cm

-2
. Por this transitIon we find

/5/ E. Bangert, K. v. Kiltzing, and G. Landwehr, Proc. 12th
or, many sampies with periodically structured gates a more pro- Int. Conf. Phys. Semiconductors, p. 714 Stuttgart (1974) and

noinced excitation strength in comparison with samples without E. Bangert, unpublished preprint.

4ratinq if the interaubband resonance occurs within the line- /6/ F. .2. Ohkawa and Y. Vemura, Prog. Theor. Phys. Suppi. 57,

width of the plasmon excitation. Also deviations of the measured 164 (1975).
plasnn dispersion from the ,As-dependence in the crossing /7/ F. J. Ohkawa, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 41, 122 (1976)

regime give evidence for an interaction of plasmon and inter- /8/ E. Batke, D. IHeitjsann, A. D. Wieck and J1. P. Kotthaus,

subband resonances. However, more experiments are necessary to Solid State Commun. 46, 269 (1983).

achieve a quantitative understandina. Also, if gratings with

smaller periodicities and corresponding higher plasmon wavevec-

tors and energies become available, it is interesting to study

these interactions in tr ton space charge layers with much

sharper resonances.
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Abstract

The variation of the resistivity isx of GaAs-AIGe 1As

heterostructures, at T - 1.5 K ander far-infrared or micro- I0 00D5 0.1
wave irradiation is analyzed as a function of the magnetic tie)

field. The observed resonances are attribated to cyclotron fFig. 1:
resonance and electric-dipole induced electron spin resonance. !~ ) Resistivity Vx and the

variation of the resistivity

Phiotoconductivity measurements on semiconductors, which are often more r dermcoaeo
Tn.~.d.Aatnn raiation as a function of the

sensitive then absorption measurements, are vainly used for the detection of 0meagnetic field 6. For cuqia-

optical transitions between sharp energy levels. In this Paper we present . rison. the thisrdulation

pisotocoidsctivity eeasureinents on GaAs-Al G&a1  As heterostructures as a func- FIR L-na k, 118. welnl he A obsere sonasc

tiov, of the magnetic field under microwave or far-infrared illumination. AO.. wel s Tructu saeariued oc

cyclotron resonance (CA) and
The samples have standard hall geometry and consist of 1.5 pm undoped ESR CRelectron spin resonance (ESR).

GaAs on insulating GaAs. a spacer of undoped Al0 3Ga0 7As. 60 nm Si-doped pooinludrFRrda

Al0  Go6 As. and 20 -a undoped GaAs. The two-dimensional carrier densities p ~ .. . h tieR-dende c ofR theia
0.3 0.7- tion (k. -Ime) at two dif-

are about 2.3 a lO11cm-2 and 4.6 x 1011cm-2 forea spacer of 14 a and 5 mao, ferent magnetic field values

respectively. The variation of the resistivity p. dae to infrared radiation I IL. A and a (see Fig. 4e).

(I - 118 pm and A 337 Me) or microwaves In the frequency range 12 Gas I IT 1

I5 Qlz is measured as a function of the magnetic field. Photovoltaic signals

did 415
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are eliminated by analyzing the variation of the photosignal under a.c. con-

ditions with an additional lock-in amplifier. The temperature in all photocon- -1 ,

ductivity experiments was typically 1.5 K. -

A survey of experimental data is shown in Fig. Ia. The upper two curves !

are Shabnikov-de Haas measurements for different temperatures. At T - 25 mK 4_ " ,

the spin splitting of the Landau levels n I and n 2 are clearly resolved, , 9

whereas the structure visible at a filling factor v /4/3 at T 1.4 K dis- I
appears below 300 iS. Since photoconductivity data are usually influenced by

a bolcmetric signal, the thermoatodulation signal dpxx/dT is shown in Fig. Ia, illing 3fctor v 5B(T

tOO. Fig. 2: Fie. 3: lgnetic field positions of the ESR

The measurements under FIR radiation show usually a strong enhancement Amplitude of the ESR signal signal at different microwave frequencies u

of the photosignal at the magnetic field of cyclotron resonance/1.21. How- (normalized relative to the for filling factors close to 3 (N - I) and

background signal) as a 5 (N - 2). The tilt angle of the magnetic
ever, if the resonance lies in the plateau region (px - 0), the absorption function of the filling field is 4 % 500. The straight lines are

process is not visible in photoconductivity. This means that the lifetime of factor v. characterized by the offset vO and the slope

photoexcited carriers is extremely small. The time-dependence of the photo- PB/h"

signal (Fig. lb) demonstrates that at least two different processes with dif-

ferent time constants contribute to oxx,. The amplitude and the sign of the attributed to spin resonance of free electrons (ESR) in the two-dimensional

contributions vary independently with megnetic field. The signal with a time system. In principle any absorption process within the device my influence

constant of more than 10 ins is attributed to a modulation of the lattice the resistivity of the two-dimensional electron gas (20EG). but the following

temperature. whereas the fast response originated from an electronic process results indicate that the observed resonances are really connected with elec-

which leads to a change in the electron distribution function and in the tronic states of the 2EG:

simplest case to a variation in the electron temperature. We have no explana- a) The resonance can only be observed, if the Fermi energy is located between

tion for the fact that at the magnetic field position 8 (cyclotron resonance spin-split levels. The amplitude of the signal has a maximum at fillig fac-

field) only the fast photosignal is visible. This result may indicate that tors close to v - 3 and v S. (The magnetic field for v - Iis outside

radiative recombination is very effective under this condition. The photo- the experimental range and at v - 7, 9, I1, etc. the spin-splitting is not

signals plotted in Fig. la are obtained at a chopper frequency of f • 900 Hz resolved.) A typical result is shown in Fig. 2 where the normalized ampli-

and correspond to the fast photosignal. tude of the EtR signal is plotted as a function of the filling factor.

The amplitude relative to v 3 is reduced by More than one order of
With microwave radiation, a new sharp resonance appears around B - 3 T magnitude at v 2.5 and v > 3.S

at v - 14 Hz, as shown in the lowest curve of Fig. Ia. This signal is
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b) The resonance condition is a function of the Landau quantum-number N, as measurements on sample 1, whereas the data for sample 2 are obtained at

shown in Fig. 3. For N - I (filling factor close to v - 3) the observed ." 00. The dotted lines correspond to measurements on the same device but

resonance obeys the law v - 4.35 GHz + 0.25 p6B/h, whereas for R - 2 the higher surface carrier density Ns obtained after another cooling process

relation v - 1.67 GHz * 0.27 pBB/h Is obtained. from room temperature to helium temperature, A shift of the resonance energy

These eaperimiental data demonstrate that the observed resonance under to higher frequencies is also observed. if the carrier density of the 2DEG is

microwave radiation is connected with the electronic properties of the 2DEG increased by infrared radiation . The extrapolation to zero magnetic field

and can be explained as electric-dipole induced electron spin resonance/3/, gives always a finite excitation energy.

30 -- Tl All these experimental data are compatible with spin resonance of free

S mple 1 N N=3 Il lcm 
2  

electrons in the two-dimensional system. Especially the lifting of the spin-

l.NI N 7.10
11

cn
- 2  

- - - degeneracy at B" 0 T for a two-dimensional system without inversion symetry

N 6.10 cvi has been predicted theoretically/
5
'
6
/, but a quantitative theory is not

20 -available. A discussion of the experimental data on the basis of electron

2 spin resonance will be ublished separately/
4
'.

0 Ns.3 1 ldl|rn-
" 2

,

- -- Ns=2 4.10
1
cm.

2  
Ti Nw2rk has been supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

10 Ns=2 ,d. (SF 128).
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Iropertie, of -11'-t oloptlng 5perl Ittices in II -V and separated by intrinsic (i-) layers. The term is now used for the

IV-VI Semionductors whole class of doping superlattices, even if no intrinsic layers

G.H. DOhler and P. Ruden are incorporated. The major results of the original study (i,Z)

Max-Planck-Institut fur lestklrperforschung. 
and of a few subsequent papers (3-S) can be sumarized as follows:

Heisenbergstrasse I, 7000 Stuttgart 80 I) The superposition of the periodic space charge potential of

the impurities to the crystal potential of the host material

We discuss the unusual electronic properties of n-i-p-i do- reduces the effective band gap Eg f by an amount which de-

ping superlattices. i.e. semiconductors modulated by periodically pends on the design parameters of the superstructure (period

alternating n- and p- doping. The work on these systems involving length and doping profiles).

GaAs as a host material is briefly reviewed. New features which

are to be expected from doping superlattices using IV-VI semi- 2) This effective band gap is an "indirect gap in real space"

conducters as host materials are then presented. It is shown since electronic states near the bottom of the conduction

that the different electronic structure of these materials leads band are shifted by half a superlattice period with respect

to doping superlattice properties which are qualitatively differ-

ent from those observed in III-V materials. The effect of a magne- to hole states near the top of the valence band.

tic field on the electronic states is also discussed. Finally we 3) The spatial separation between electrons and holes causes a

propose a new hetero- -i-p-i superlattice which combines the large increase in the recombination lifetimes. The lifetimes

tunability of doping superlattices with the absence of impurity

scattering of modulation doped hetero superlattices and allows depend on the design parameters on an exponential scale.

for the observation of the subband structure in luminescence Large deviations of the two-dimensional electron concentra-

experiments. tion n
(
Z) in the n-layers and of the hole concentration p(2)

in tie p-layers from the thermal equilibrium values are me-
1. Introduction

testable. The non-equilibrium charge carrier distributions

The first successful experiments on n-i-p-i doping superlat- antbe chei-eqibriucre arier distriuton
can be characteriied by different quasi-Fermi levels tnand

tices have initiated a steadily growing interest in this new type

of semiconductor superlattice. Those experiments of a few years OF, respectively. in other terms, the carrier concentration

in a given n-i-p-i crystal is tunable.

ago were able to confirm the theoretical 
predictions of very un-

usual electronic properties characteristic of n-i-p-i superlatti- 
4) The free carriers in the n- and p-layers partially compensate

the fixed impurity space charge. In this way they reduce the

ces. Then, and also in most of 
the work done subsequently, GaAs

amplitude of the periodic space charge potential increase the efeec-
was used as T host material. bef is also a tunable quantity which

The term "n-i-p-i superlattice" was introduced by one of us can be varIed by changing the non-equilibrium carrier concen-

(G.ti.D.) in his first theoretical investigation of the electronic 
an

properties of semiconductors with doping superlattices 
(1,Z). It

5) Electrons and holes in thin respective layers form a dynmical-

originally signified a periodic sequence 
of n- and p-doped layers,

420 4 2I
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ly two-dimensional many-body quantum system. The subband Tne objective of the present paper is a preview on our futu-

%tructure is also tunable by variation of the carrier concen- re theoretical studiet. which, we hope, will soon be followed

Iration. (or even accompanied) by further experiments. So far most experi-

I.) rhe tunability of carrier concentration arid electronic struc- ments on r-i-p-i crystals and, implicitely, most of the theoreti-

tore, which is a unique feature of this class of semiconduc- cal studies, have been restricted to GaAs as the host material. A

tors, results in exotic properties such a% tunable bipolar particularly appealing property of n-i-p-i structures, however, is

-.luctivity, tunable luminescence and abi ,rption coefficient, just the fact, that there is almost r1o restriction with respect

.-3. tunable ele,,ntary excitations. to the choice of the host material- The only condition is that a

Although these pcoperties seem quite appealing from the point preparation technique is available which allows for sufficiently

of view of basic physics as well as for exciting device applica- well controlled periodic n- and p-doping during the growth process.

tions, their experimental investigation became possible only many Although, there is an enormous flexibility for designing

years later, when GaAs n-i-p-i crystals were grown by molecular n-i-p-i structures with very different properties made from the

beam epitaxy (Nl) by Plong and coworkers (h). This was particular- same host material but with different superlattice period and do-

ly surprising because cde n-i-p-i sys e does nt contain any interfaces and, ping profiles, tne choice of different host materials provides a

therefor, represents a siler itrnture than thL compositional suorlatti- now dimension of flexibility. In the first part of this paper we

-es (7) whicn had already been studied extensively at that time. will show how strongly the features of new n-i-p-i systems may

Witnin a rather short period the experimental studies on differ from their GaAs counterparts. In a discussion of the elec-

v-i-p-i crystals have confirmed most of the theoretical predic- tronic Structure and of some of the resulting properties of n-I-p-i

tions. the investigations include the electrical and/or optica' superlattices in IV-VI compound crystals, it will become obvious

tuning of two-dimensional conductirity (8,9), luminescence ( ) I2), that such systems can he much more suitable for the observation

ypti - Igain (3). absor~tion coefficient (14), 2-D subband struc- of phenomena which involve both, electron and hole subbands. In

I,- i carge iand spin-density "citations (tO,S.tb). In all cases tunabi- addition we will see that many new n-i-p-i phenomena originate

lite over a wide range was possible and was found to be in quanti- from the many-valley band structure of this host material. In thq

tative agreement with the theory, which was simuitaneously exten- second part we will discuss a few examples of extensions of the

ded (17-19). The theoretical and experimental work on GaAs n-i-p-i original n-i-p-i concept. There we will combine alternating n-and

structure has been reviewed several times during the last year p-doping with a periodic modulation of composition. With respect

(2O- 4). In Ref. 24 and Ref. l, also the various device aspects to their electronic properties such systems feature both the uni-

which, derive from the tunability of the optical and electrical pro- qua tunability of the Electronic structure of n-p-i crystals and

perties have been discussed. Therefore, we refer to one of those the high mobility of modulation-doped compositional superlattices

reviews for details of the state of the art In this field. ( Z6 3.
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2 l -lI cmpond_n-i-LL±c stls Fig. I Schetic real-apac energy diagram
The VlEctonic properties of the binary and ternary TV-VI corm- f.ZV punni-' crystal wIth

d. doping superstructure along one of the
pounds of the elemient- I.n and Pb. and I), Se and Te are cbaracteri- wIth n1 . in an yassetrl? ie cneruton

thickne Othe ~nric lyer)i n-rd by ahorw drc and gap Eo at the L-point. with nearly £0O E, mied Theeltrncsbndnrgeae

equal and smallI t-rn- , rse crooduc tion and valence hand masses mc t E10 E, Will nery5erifocresndgnnu-
Zi E, iirotn and eszence band valleys. The hand

.- d in f- edEkl ges are indinted by full linen for the
,.t re an,.Sotropv. rat it. X between longitudinal and trans- a V, E- and by dashedtlines for the a -valleg?-rs mass1\ahr-ag nms The value of the effective band gapEerre ases s aterlare nmstcases and it nov differ coo- 52 to stnbewti wd iinb ae

,Z d isjetnbl orithionwieit$ b an oGsA
- lerably between condurction and valence. hand valleys. The values inji-tio erstoeamn ir, sinG

trie static dielecte i, cro-,tat are extremely high. Finally, in- M E.sentl

icities don't form brood states in these materials (
2
7.
2
6). In the direction of pweodlJdtyC

following we will restrict ourselves to PhTe as a typical member ce as indicated in Fig. 1. From Eq. (1) it follows that the super-

J this family. Pbre can be grown with well controlled depositiwn lattice period and/or the doping concentration in PbTe n-i-p-is

rate in the (11t) direction by hot-wall-cpltaxy ons Ma2, substrates (29.3) have to be considerably larger than in their Ill-V counterparts

ircying. concentrations of n- snd li-type of 101 cm- can hr achie- in order to obtain values of V0 wihaermparmble with the band

vel by intentional non-tsichiometey. Each Pb vacancy forms a doub- gap Eo of the host material. The reason for that is the static di-

li orloel hg-dfct whose chrei etaie yelectric constant ao -1500 (at T - 0 K), which is by more than two

two holes in the valence band. The fe vacancies behave correspon- orders of magnitude larger than that of GaAs. Thus. the situation

Jingle, generating a doable positively charged defect and two free shown in Fig. I with a modulation of the band edges such that the

eetrons in the conduction band. A PbTe ni-i-p-i crystal can then effective band gap in the ground state

b, grows by periodic n- and p-doping just as in the case of GaAs. Eefflo E~- 2V .(2
g go (2

ie r'lctrnoic strrasrlrn. sioeyirt, henses rqiite diffrett iie tio nearly vanishes can be realized with d n-d - 200 rn i f Zn D-Zn A
ttire different material parameters of the host crystal. We consider.,t is m-3.W aeue Eo -10mVfrteP adgpa
for the sake of simplicity, a n-i-p-i structure with constant and g

T - 0 K. For the lowest electron and hole subbasnis whose wave func-
equal (net) n- and p-dulling no and nA in the respective layers. tosaecnie oasnl aaoaadwoeeege r
The layers are assumed to be of equal thickness d *'d *d/Z with no saleog o h o-aaoiiyo ~)i oet

intrinisic layers between thee. The fined charge density Z Cm1n Itue space to be negligible, we obtain the harmonic oscillator ener.
an 21.A in t he dnping layers causes a periodic parabolic spa- gies as nubband edges (2'0-24)

,e charge potential of amplitude;.) 
E0 V0,2..;i aob

c.-4- gn V (d/ 0.2.. iao b

onich modulates thie conduction and valence hand edges in real spa- E '( * ha) i 0.1,,... j- a or b(3

4 -- 44W .a.
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[n I if 2lc dIe,, -tyL of states diagramm for the conduc toll suhlbands

is 1i 1, i; Itl f ,r Inn 1 t18l cmn -

We note that the calIculated elect ron ic strtlctlre

0 il L.~ite present system represents much less air idealization than in
4-tA/ 0X:

thle case of a tytpical lit-V compound n-i-p-i structure. Due to the

We see, that the subb~alnd spacing; are less affected than te space absence of bound impurity states and due to the very efficient scree-

-arg poental b th hue dilecric onstnt,;trce K enersning ot thre imparity potentials which results fro. the high value of

with1/2powr i Lq-14) Eq- () an (4 relec themulivaleythe static dielectric contstant. impurity hands, subband broadening

bandstractureof the host material and the anisotropy of the valleys. efcsadrno oeta lcutoswl eeteeysali

by cnvetio th a-alles ae tose whse eerg elipsidsarec~mparison to the sobband spacings. Therefore, the presence of im-

oriented along the direction which coincides with the ni-direction parities does not significantly restrict the observation of effects

(valley degeneracy factor g (a)- 11 whereas the bi-nalleys correspond related to two-dimensional subbands, it. contrast to the case of the

to the band extremat at the three other 1-points ( degeneracyhoesbad inG s -picrtl.

factor g (b).- 3; see inset in Fig. 2). The values for the relevant Another remarkable consmquence of the huge static dielectric

effetiv Itmases a') nd ~j)constant is the weak interaction between the carries at energies
C*O I a e eiedfo hecresodn sufficiently below the optical phonon enmrgies.Hbrtree. exchange,

transverse and longitudinal masses by the expressions given by Stern
and owad (31)forcondctin sbbads n Gespae-carg laersand correlation contributions to the subband energies are negligible

with (II I )surface orientation. The same applies to the masses m(i) in many cases where they are.,f crucial importance in Ill-V n-i-p-i

C y 0(j), and .,J for motion ini tie-y plane (i.e. parallel to thupratics
V~x In order to illustrate this observation we comare the ratios of

favos) nd te rsuling wo-imenionl dnsites f sttesperthe compensating space charge density - jeloct) at the center of

subbandan nk-type layer to the fixed impurity space charge density. For the

o~). g (i) (M(i) m(i) 1/ ~ /(nh fi two systems we assume a two-dimensional carrier concentration such

that the first excited subband just begins to be populated and we

o) n9 v0p (m/ 0)1 (,h I neglect all self-consistent corrections to the space charge potential

at hj 7ig.2 flemaity of stats diagram fw the due to the mobile carriers. A simple calculation yields the result

eamiiantieei subbsall in a Fhl' n-i-p-i
Cryal grown in (ttt)-direetiom with
doo eentratio 5 10h ea-)/, 3.~,/ elf /t (6)
Vvahe heat (a)-ali ewhbands. Fall nnU/d *~tm)(ghl)(~/w~

-. 0 lime: (hI-vallefa. The inet alhow, the
'Oiltaim of,0 thWapitvismi where a is tire decay length of the harmonic osciillator wane

to aany .. tVl fae- funcion a-d 1,11 tire bintding entergy of tile hydrogen l ike effect ine

4174



+ssd on lt. Ihe itmcri al o.lUe at n . 10 m8 are however, intere ting to note, that this expression represents

a better theoretical description of the situation in PbTe n-i-

11(;-)) / n tot7 + i~ aAs
.) / up .t.r iA,' (7) p-i's and that it implies interesting consequences,

The transition prohability for interband recombination

lhese results demonstrate tnat a non-self-consistent calculation between carriers in the lowest subbands, as obtained from a

(without the tIartree corrections) will provide a completely incor- calculation of the overlap between the spatially shifted har-

rect result for toe case of GaAs. whereas the selfconsistency cor- monic oscillator envelope wave functionsreads ( 22 2

rections are negligibly small in PbTe for the present example. From
Tnli T 

b u l k 
.[t H. (i).w /

' 
(. ])/

the density of states diagram in Fig. 2 we see, that n(z-O) / t
D  

n u c u

is still significantly 11 at the carrier concentration where the (8)

population of the first excited subband of the b-valleys starts exp {8V/(h - h *i 
) )

and where the two-dimensional carrier concentration is already

tCcm.2 where w('
) 
and w(j) are the harmonic oscillator frequences,

From toe latter result we deduce that many properties of PbTe n-i- of the i-th and j-th conduction and valence band valleys ob-

p-i crystals can be calculated analytically by using the harmonic tained from eqs. 4. The numerical values obtained from eqs. 8

oscillator wave functinss as the solutions of the z- dependent part of are very different for transitions between (a) or (b) valleys.

tue SchrOdinger equation. In the following we will discuss the (Note, that optical (a)-to-(b)-transitlons are forbidden by the

transitions between conduction and valence subbands and the magne- k-selectioi rule). For nD"-A= I018 cm
"
S
, 
and 2V, - 

40 meV

tic field effects as two instructive examples. These two examples (corresponding to dn-dp 90 ntm we obtain

may also serve as a demonstration of the qualitatively new proper-
ties 1b 0k(a ~s  

tOS(9
ties of this group of n-i-p-i crystals. (t I" hulk Ia) , 1 n (9)

I.l.Conduction to valence band transitions and

Llectron-nole recombination lifetimes are generally very nipiA bulk)(b) S10)

large itn PbTe n-i-p-i crystals, just as in GaAs doping super-

lattices. Their actual values depend on the design parameters This means that the luminescence intensity increases by about

of tae structure and on the degree of excitation. 10 orders of magnitude when the population of the (b) valleys

Recently, we have derived an approximate, analytical en- begins upon increase of the total carrier concentrations
n(2) an (2) h odcinadhl ubns

pression for the life-time enhancement resulting from the n and p in the conduction and hole sabbands.

spatial separation of electrons and holesuz) . ntis expression nas This is true, if all the electrons and all the holes are

been applied successfully to GaAs n-i-p-t's 10 1 It is, in their respective thermal equilibrium described by the quasi

. c-' ." - 'L ,

S1'.
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vI level, n d Op respe t ively. This situation can be realized. n, lll / ~ nii i C zab;nec (

or :hstatKc. in the cAe of electrrluminescencc with electron

.,."j oles injected Via selct ive electrodes ( I1 ) .and the spin splitting

it the crystal is ent ted by absorption of light tie

distribution of carriers in toe (a) and (b) valleys depends aots, (1) , B
11
, (12)

the polarization of the absorbed light. on the relaxation

ytcesses. aiid on the lifetimes for (a)-(b) intervalley increase faster for rhe (a) than for the (b) valleys. Because

scattering. Moreover, a frequency variation of the exciting of the small electric subband spacing the first quantum limit

lignt provides an interesting tool for influencing the din- reached with increasing H.-field will correspond to a popula-

trioution of photoexcited carriers within the (a) and (b) tion of the lowest Landau level in serveral (electric)

valleys. subbands, if n ()isothoreof02 cm-2. Only at con-

For photon energies Awy E the absorption coefficient siderably higher magnetic fields the final quantum limit (all

due to interhand transitions hetwe-s (b) valleys is much lar- carriers populating the lowest Landau level within the lowest

gee than between (a) valleys, again.because of the such lar- subband with spin down orientation)will he reached This si-

ger overlap between the relevant subband wave functions. tuation implies interesting consequences for the magnetoab-

If, finally, we consider that the position of the lu - sorption in the l'bTe n-i-p-i's.

winescence spectra provides information about the effective A magnetic field parallel to the layers has two important

eneregy gap, and therelore about the carrier concentrarions consequences. At relatively moderate magnetic fields H. the

n(2 and p 2.we nemlite, that interesting new phenomena curvature of the magnetic potential

can he stiadied by absorption. photonclxtivity, aind photo- or t
electrenlmuuescence experients.Me arm not aware of any other systems whr VO) (2) -(oNC a 1 X a- 2.2 n-c.vl i-a,b 3

reduction of symetry yields such dramatic differences in be-

havior between (a) and (b) valley carriers, exceeds the curvature of the space charge potential. The value

of the subband spacing, given by

Z.2. Magnetic field induced peculiarities

rhoe ffects of magnetic fields, both, normal and per- Al 1w 1 1 hf 13.02n /vnvZ (V (I4)

pendicular to the layers, turn out to be quite unique in Pbie

n-i-p-i crystals. increases strongly and becomes dominated by the magnetic field.

A magnetic field normal to the layers will shift the The subband wave functions, however, are essentially pinned at

charge carriers from the (a) volleys to the (b) valleys, since the center of the doping layers, due to the large amplitude

the Landau level splitting

410 1
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of the spate charge potential- rhcir position shifts onl in the rmiddle of the dored layers. This particular structure

slightly in z-direction with increasing momentum of the free i rbbytems utbeoefreetia xeiet

motin p,,ediclarto he 1 1fiel. Te oerlp btwen eec-where large lifetimes are reuired or for studies of the lu-

tr.s and holes in adjacent n- and p- layers. hcuever. de- mninescence or absorption by vertical optical transtitions

creases dramatically doe to decreasing localization length uithin the layers of the smaller hand gap material. The point

of the harmonic oscillator wave functions. Therefore a strongofpriua ine stnth ltercecnenshe im

tunability of the recombination lifetimes by the Ili, field dependence of the tarrier concentration in the layers.Depen-

paralel o te laersresuts.ding on the design of the structure . on the excitation energy

We have discussed only a few remarkable properties which aditniya nraignteeto n oecneta

we predict for this newo hind of doping suverlartices. t ion will pile up fast or slowly in the bra band gap layers due to

Ite ope howvertha we avebee abl todemnstrte hatvarious binds of transitions between adraccet lavers.

cliasing a new host material does not merely imply the applica- A different version of a hetero n-i-r-. is shown in

tion of thre estairilished concept to a different system. we lif. 3. Electrons and boles are spatially separated from botir

hane tried to shrow that interesting newo physics result% fron types of impurities, just an in the former structures. There-

tneinvstiatins f tosestrctues.forewre expect again only small impurity induced subband broad-

irig effects for the electron and hole subbands. The modulation
. Hletero- u----soperlatttcex

The bsevaton f to-Jmensona efect oter hanof the baind edges iii the present version. however, differs

taos reate to isoderandlocaizaionx gnerllyin-strongly from the former one. Electrons and holes are closer

fluenced in an ifanorable manner by the indispensihle presence .1 p I

Of impurities in doping superlattices. Therefore, we have pro-

posed a few years ago a modified version of the orginal con-

cept. tire -etero iripi structure* which combines the high

mobility of modulation doped compositional snperlattices with

the unique tunability of modulation of band gasp and carriert

concentration in the n-i-p-i soperlattices(32).Recently this (b) 7ig.3 Exmple of easrpace energy diagram or
a hitorn n-i-p-i crystal" consisting of eiai-

system has been realized and the expected behavior, conducetors s.c. and a.e.tl with superposition
- ~ . -. ofaai-p-i doping at rucars. (a): Geoausd

wsia observei (33).- state. Th. naroth eletron and hinavy-bol. sub-

The version of a netero- vi-i-p- istructure just mentioned fe schemhaad ally.op wae faneitasat witm i ice
sad effeetive bandl gap and different quasi

conssts essentially of a normal doping superlattice with thin Paimx levels s arid *for electrons and holes,
respectively. n p

intrinsic layers of a smaller bandgap maternal interspersed dieclou of parldidlely Z

4" I"13
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togct. -1 p.I-v. and en- gt ic i ly they are no longer (10) Gil :lihler,ii fiiniei,1.Olego.K.Ploog.P.It~aienand H.) .Stolz, Phys.PRev.Lett. 47

;ej~e:by potential barriers involving the larger hand-gap (1981) 864

nater i.: . Th-, the preset! structure tha~vesmuch more l ike a (11) It. Kunizel, G.Hi. Ollilet. 1P. Rasien and K. t'loog, Ap~l.Phys.1.ett. 41 (1982) 85Z

-- nt icn il n i-p-i I rys tal with respect to its tunable oh- (121 1.Jwg,G.ii.lMiir,t.Kktzel ,K.Ploog,P.ihLden and ti.J.Stolz.So.SttA~mt 43

soption and luminescence. The Iluminescence spectrum, how- (1982) 291

e-ver, should he- muc, narrower as the subbands are no longer (13) )i. Jung, GAL1 Dblher. E. Glihel and K. floog, Appt.Phtys.Lett.. in press

roiistue to ratnoom Ituctuation o1 toe impurity istribim . Moreover, (14) G.ii. ttdhter,H. ttnel. and K. Ploog, Phys.Rev. 5,25 (1982) 2616

we aiil obser-ve tranitionts into note siiobanus. in contrast to tne con- (1S) Ci. Zeller, B. Vinter, G. Abstreiter and K. Ploog, Plsys.Rev. B 26 (19%2) 2124

:c'tiolt I-V cW~omiiit1 n-i-p-i crystal , where the holes are in the (16) G. Fasol,P.Ralen, K. Ploog, siubmitted for 1siilikatioui

acceptor impurity band. Note also, that the vertiral recombi- (17) P. iten and G.H. thier, Phys- Rev. B 27 (1983) 3S38

nat ion processes, which are the dominant ones at excitation (14) P. Mxkien and Gil. Ulster, Phys. Rev. B 27 (1983) 3S47

energies in the range E~ I hi. o £ in the previously dis- (19) G.H. dithier and P. Raidon, to be puiblished

cussed hetero n-i-p-i, are completely suppressed in the pre- (20) Gi.dii5hler,in Festklrperprolem: FAvance% in Sol.Stat.IPiys., bdI. I'.Grosse

sent one. ( Viesa.Baas~~g 1983), Vol. XXIII, p.

Acknowledgiment (21) G.l,.Ltler, .lap.J. of Appl. Phys. 22, Suqlpl. 22-1 (1983) 29
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MAGlET-0P11'AL STUDIES (IF Til)-l1lM?.tNlItIAl confinement and the magnetic ftid1 In determising the valence hand state..

tiLiCTROfrS IN ttl nEtERtnSTglCTltnly Sto oa f ,Irsot ohservatiton of Landau level (or CR) Rama sctterrig,2

J.M _ C a, C Mc, ' ,d) (h. . I e ,: wea have searched foe an explanation for this foehidden scattering. whle

P, I A&,.rwal." ' M.. Smith.(' A. C. Cnr', and W. Wtegmannt. (f) -ttoving to mahe experiments designed to unmit the theoretical search. In

Thi two topl, i'noered to t1I arpot arc I) detersinarticy thit quest, we havr masured the ahasoue cross sections, at resonance, for

of the --s -e iot I-e Landa. leve Rtamso scat trIng and a -. hcth IS and Ci nodes.. These were ohtained hy comparison eith the stoat

atrlanarton for thin "forbidden" scatterlng; and 2? new spectra cross section foe optical phosos in sltacn.5 We concentrsted on a high

.1pht.Kom nenoe hy MQW elv. tros in magneti f' hlds. shajog mohility ample.. 90.000 cm /noltaeo.. with nt 5.101eecrnsc

,i"I elted It electr:' exchange energy. and copetition for Workhing at 2K and 8 Tesa, e determined the following ceves sections

d's mace, In the v-attn. a -haO erern c-nIltiment and magnetic (on2 per electron): IS (FD, testsitin), o 1.5-10-l and CR. , 1.0.10-1

field tt,:e Wie haoe shoan' that the paxatmon theoretical cross section ld'O/dldmao for an

In ti rep-r1, e d i--s Iwo aap , sof -r studies of two-dimienxi-A. electron in GaAs. ansuming all envelope function onerlap macrim elements arc,

lctr,n, Ic. m'ltIq-aoa~ anti 4114) hetnrootrcvres. Ito hate pertorm,,! unity, is 1.0010 cm 2, using a resnant energy denominator of I0 el' which

s.gncr' - Romao atvd photo) vsinsacene experitents or PA)W samples of in connsiotent with our resconnc- measoremen. The crosa arctics for Ct

.hs pAwAni -rwn t,, -t. tar, tons pitaco using the trctiq- of ncd'vit, 'n scattering in than ahoui one percent of this theoretical Eawaimun. no e cancor

.. rouc , lev,, . 11 diftod 2t' clteo vers,. tolerate any reaily small oveelap macrim elements. The crucial factori so.

In the tirt part, at prencot the man It of maesen o ahschvt, the maccit element In

c -t Itr, foe Paman scaItetIvg h, 1 -teh incern',h'.-u CIFC and cyciutron n. <fn(s) lfm(nvg
2 
qD

resnvance 1,2g. m-n and ompaco thte- with a new thee,. f- inttha, where It and f. are the Landauc usciliacce wane feacclcon In condocrion and

maget., opilta,. tt hl,.t wne .ea nplains the f-rtidcn :n calerce hand; 2ic the square of the magnetic length, R2 - o/eI; aod q I%

e-artericg the component of Optical save vector perpendicolar so H. The "feehiddentent'

In thr se'osd pact. we show ape tea of pitt lomlnetence and t,r of first order cg scattering comes from the fact that list in, i6.. ,

'n It.' eagoeri field, o! etu'u i. qoa1t I ely in serne of intehmand optical transition. preerve Landau Intel index, In the limit of

many hod ceffects ie tNe electron syste, -4l .omperito, hetwet qoartum-e l -t1mai q. In or experiments, foe the scattered heam, q2 in nery small, hot

foe the incident lancer bean, at 81, qi 310.091, which gioes 110.112 a0.004

and 11. 20.006, when the nverlap Integral In, is evaisated 6foe finite

;,*,I phsc bprmef .. eteaff 1,i.,B~evi Three are a htt smal, hat she eight order of magnituda to explainour

IcC eneal agetLoh.rsoy KIT. Caohridge. MHA measred crone sectiens. lWe note that i beome large. t lower fields, which
dwreet dres Ciacado Lahora..cr.y. Omod ln In. O.foed, England

in) Phmia artmns. MI T. Cambeidge, MA helps no amplai why our trass sctions are larger at small fields, in spite
If) Hail La aoIe MtAy Hill, NJ3

of the fact that many elecsos hide In the Inner Lasndau levels. unavailahle

4.1
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I rs tin and hence t& st forth ipateC in Ci scaIteringS. Figure 2 h.n.i has the first few ,peet-nI peak. denelccp aiti H Roghiy.

N-n - orn one oncfe I Ice to, the ne--d iha1 cI Io. paper. rQw sample. hot very enughclyc. Lcey increase is energy an (n + 1)tw wttere (wu/H 'a1. iseV

c..1,,g been tctcited by !csteeCc, ed flce literalcre is far inn nas1t fc Tccca) is tc. cot Intron frequency for ran elettron Is ClAn,. and n Is the

i.-c- e d.,-ic. Our r-cotihct i Is. tc talject tinC ametple, to titoble Landau, level iccden.. If the nalence band were iuneptfcated. and if the

tI,I I te .-c 0.t sct -oit tagos - c cciudy elct- nee. toeat ee! reseic et troen* trfiet sere not affected by enohonge, we wold caper. the

ia feldi- 1ccct iesper.Icnren in the hccpe :f cont Ibot-cn to the ctndee- reenshiniatlfoc peaks tcc hnav Cc.ccmtn ttic field origtot at iG+iufnmn

tog tin yccatcs 4all effect An we nhan1 se.-, w. see still nos and than toc increase an 
1
n a 4 F, ic with wy rice hale cyclotrocc fre~nenr.

!-l-e crc tic. -Z. -.. we toc a.v ca hoe o --nd 1cce eteentg Tlce'c'oly sctc-nccestct I1 cyclotron, resonanC In two-dimeniinoly ocnfieed

10 T mh.lles gtinen a hole mas -n the ordee of (1.4 p. implying ,, -/6 1.,. The

Fitoctl Not cicw p,,tt, ic- 0W nsple, with. , reter bigh electron enper-ted slnpen of rice transittions shows would he. in units ot tl. 0s.8

n-n ca nc n 61(1 el-r-cna/c
2 

In each quantum well of thic kn..n 1.74, 2.90, and 4.0b. In constrast, the measred slopes ReC 1.0, 2.10, 3.27,

- . The tn, id-e til mis .ct 30 atItwatto of SI4bA tager tight and 4.20. Beycond a few Teela the slopen, do decrease in moee respectable

aats,cm ), I inese ly polariced. And ilce Crystal ih held at 2K. Thfnit n alues, asd evntuolly the single tine.snplit into two polarieed componenits.

the o c~c. amleantyed
1
nPi. ek,, a..attitscofttnce The follesing factcces will he Important in one)lyeing our spectra.

7l.,er.. field npertro displaynr cccgily hec iOulcs we sold escect fens 2) Electron eachange energy MAa change with field. tadeed oscillstinns is

t ctl -toen -I, 1~r~~-- .ntnn owicth cc, tc holes: a Icon eorgy exchesge energy on tice onder ~f seeral ei see espeocted an the Fermi tre)

c -- eh. T' ea-. I caociloE, I.,n! acc -ne-t I.,! therma tail becyond pa.e- throu~gh landau lenelt.Q 2) The natooce hand Is. in fact, fone-fold

rttti g, I,-V. Analysis f the high energy taft givec. saelection degenerate, and two effects see fighting foe dnelotace in breaking this

te-a-ttcre lbs. degeneracy: a) confinement in the quantum welIts, which glees hote lenvel

1,illtc ptesesc of a magnettc field, the e-,tess -ot intits ireabs into atacings nn the onder of a few met; and I the, magnietic, field, which alone

Larod leecl.,and w -e peaks in oe ree-ebfatifan spectrum (. tessish,, glees rite complicated but welt honned energfes derined by Lottinger.1 tie

examle) .ccnresl;cding to teaastfts t-c electron landa, teveu, ,. o , t, heltene that at high magnetic fieids, the holes wilt finally simplify end

2, ... - cR ome naleneC hand statrs, .ctp aecoerding ttc blctiaan follow Lottinget As indicatin that this happens is thact the luminescence

statistics. bcy the photLonectet boles. Wie sole atsc that the i-tin-eel hecomes split ad cirealarly polarised. When the hate states are finally

effiiten fncreases. aed that the bradening ta eeduced as field Is understond, is will he puossible tc se the recomhination energy to study

.e..a.. The teen field MOMM~ nalue of I me-% doe to 0.) pep - 0.8 ao -1 simply the electronic behavior in high magnetsio fields.

ithe estreme field of 15T shows is Figwee lb. At IS?, for this ample only one bepAohenwledgmaenssc Vs thank P. A. Wolff, A. Pinesek, sad J1. Shah far
ha.f1 discssin a; end L. Ruhin and thn e'ff af the fNational Magnet

Landa- level isoe opted. though hash spin compasenarse preseant. The Laharatoep foe ceocpseratlen Rnd heafpltalt lbs Natiomsal Magnet Labhorstory
Is enspprted by she National Science Posidatios. This werk wee &I" supported

npsn raace nw ieclarl 1elaeaed nd he ingl ff) ganstionI..in part hy she Office of Navel Research, under contract fl-000l4,-8l-K-651, a nd
the Nat lact Se iece Pntsdat ion, unader grant.

split lets tun rowesns.
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_________ : C'AI bLCPii IN A

iufTpi lkonly 5OX. 1n emsion spectra wefind evidence of areve trbIwr. of the

parity clton rule for the optical matrix element.

Ai. I~~a eta z nde uk hah
11 ,trot.c. blade. *J N J - I.- ver F.C. Vii Ic, A. C. ilssnrd ard W. Wicronane The measuremfents were carried out in three ixc- li-t,_,x An molt iple
"I~ rot r -n, Mur-oy H; ll , NJ1 ('7l qoantumo-weli beterortotrec, grown by mlecular beams er-itaxy and modulation

dvped with Si donors (1). The erpis parameters are given In Fig. 1. d 1in

4e -~i-i wi.I eisson ad ecitaionprocss-the thichnen of the Gads wells, d. that of the doped (Ai Ga lAS larger ad

." ' -i -il r, a0 in I n a io-dpe .A., -
t
t.aAn d, that of the undoped (AtGa (A spacer Introduved to enasor the electron

-d vi "1-n cu~~ -op .A
,ct-orl.:.ter-structoree. Thy oo inspectraiict coo- mtobility t6. Characterization of the Ml plasmaso is these samples was
l--n(''e -negy sap renoevalloaticne, Resigoed to smany-body Inter- cridotbHaleffect, Sbubnihov-de Has oscillations !1) ad inelastic

a, - lare Lcrodowo pr toe larity nelection role for thecareoubyHl
atnoro esr in iuarto--lIsl. Is upite of thy tip! light scattering (7) measuirementa. Substantial occupation of the two lowest

t. r ooly i 50(1s t io pers efsd cdscflam-conduction ouhbacds in observed In samples 9-25-(2 and 9- -Ad. I

sample 8-4-81(3) light scattering spectra indicate that ocvupation of a

second sobbarnd in much smaller (belotw O.3lO 1clm ). Iainemsnve was
''xr tu - unit. n rpct a,, lsstlctatlcr of optical procesae acTOno excited by memns of an LD-700 dye laser, continuously tunable between LA85A

'r -e- .1i 
0

rcortatior-dtied (1 1, GRAS - (Alr&ani qiantums-11 hetero- and 8e3 0A. Incident power dennities see about i,0 3W/-2. All measure-

I.n. emission mod in Ilumlnesen-e excitation spectra we bave mests wee carried oust with the amples imersed in superfluld be. Figure 1

:il. tt inttrnsic rc bitonand absorptioun processes asuo..iated shows lumisescence spectra from the thbee samples. The major structures

co l-tront ovefined in the l;as qimotum wril. Cior research reveal, occur between 81001 mod 82501. The weaker emissin obserived at lsnger wave-

-k-able behavior of yD tlamas in semelvnnductco that ban not been lengths is associated with impurities and will sot be considered here. In

rij cted in preoliouns studies of frete eiectrons ins nmicondoctor beterosteno- the assignment of the emission between 8looA mod 82508 we fwcus ms the fact

'cc1,)eddoiog errlsttices ().that spectra from samples 9-25-80(2) mod 9-25-60(3) show well defised doshlet

structuries. These are the samples in which there Is substantial occupation
fi- oreisslv spectre ar- dominated by intricsic recetblnatior. of two condustios subbands. This characteristic behavior Indicates that

.- v . -~ivoln oretl transitIons hetween electrons Am the condor' Ion emission originates in recobination processes that are associated with the
t-1 and l-hntoexclted 0dme icn the valenre band states. The spectral shapes electron plasas confined in the GaAs qsmtus-wells. Thin assignmest also

cv., te fitted1 In tere o! 20 densities of states and the equilibrium explaiss the separations betwees the two ecoponents of the doublets. They

o-uitlon factors for electrons mod boles. The energy gaps determined by are, 013 met apart, am eneegy that is close to the spacing between the lowest

--i mo.sol 00,0 rein! icely large renoensalisatioss, comparable to the subbands determined from Sbubnikov-de Hams mod light scatteringmesren.

4iutree eneeglec. These findings isdicate that miany-body phernenta is these

Al. electron system .nay he more important thmo thse calcwlated at higher Optical absorption processes were studied by means of lomineacesce eocitatiom

densities '<) spectra. Is addition to a step-like onset of absorption , these spectra show

structure in the form of maxims MIS misima with a relative amplitude that cat
cenpected b'eaoior is observed in emission mod excitation spectra. Is the be as large a. %,15%. These obsereatioss poise ts final-state interactions in

luc,lsescrnoexCcitation spectra W observe structure that suggest fial-state the absorption processes. However, the affects are here mush smaller than

electron-bole isteractioss in the optical absorption processes. This occurs the excitoos observed in undoped qssastum wells (3.8). They are also founid to
in aflte oIf the fact that the screening lengths of piasmas Is our samplee are broades with increasing teperature, mod arei sot observabis for temperatures

above optag.
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ot earprlvilng, Slnce lluilnatloO at very low pover levels vli, induce 1-igni-

ne observe ciarc'leristc separation-, between .lssi 'n and excitation spectra.

r2 coap-c the spetra -.. ,red in saple 9-2-h( 3). Tie energy fiant heating of carriers in semiconductors (11). The adjusted vlue of

'Ifferece etoreh te .aximum in the emission spetrim and the onset of depends on me and m h
. For me  0. ma and a * 0."2 so We obtain T (,c,.

r~tion. indicateJ - EAI ;n the extati-n spectrum, has been repre.ted It is r emarksble that the adjusted valule of E 1 1.5095 eV is lower than t..

senerg gap of intrinsic bulk Gas (Eo = 1.518 eV) (1?). We have estiaated E_
within the Haree approximation using the conduction energy level. *alculatel

Etiie/'n' (1. by Fishnan (13) and valence band exergy levels obtained in a parabolic-well

1,' s thc e-r;t ermi . ,f te 2 plaes. Fr the condu-t:cn bd apprnimatIon. We found EG 1.521 e, 5 osise that iodicatcs a renorrc-.~ .0-

-f-ti. mass we have ise, me - Q.0(8 ('0;. itltitative areement with tion of the esnrgy gap, asigned to many-body interactions, of %2r, "V. 7his

r;arl o sto-o n Fi. P is oltsanei with e o .02n. Thi vau ' i renorealization is comparable to the Hsrtree energy (s30 meV). It indicates

r oe : cesercired is p-tyle, ;od.aAt-o,-dcicv, ;s - At)Ar tLat in our density range (n. 5xll 1,a
2 
) many-body effects are slinificant for

•t~rzo~,cr s , . the IL' plasas confined In GaAs quantum wells. At higher dtnltvu the

hartree energies are expected to become more important (5).

> tI.e' I:h-vOr c re charncteristlc of bscrpti',n ant etti sion ;roceases

nr,: t fcrtilden ener " en:. Thus, we have fitted the e-nsloon pecte. The emsnion band shown in Fig. 2 at An energy E
01  

3- 1 meV ato the anaor

uie )/tae lu - ,n Land is Assigned to recombination transitions from first excited "'ndouti,.

suthand to ground valence ssbband states. The assignment is hed -i. the

I = A F h f IE act that El is very close to the conduction subcand a goans letermined by

light seattering and Subnikov-de Hs oscillations (F1 .iiQ-Il meV). Thle

where o .; the emitted thoPon errrgv Aind F represents the trsition energies. emission violates the parity selection rule for the optica matrim element In

r I is t"c Fer"'ci fun ior - ,h eltcrno. fh(y' 
1  

the bhtzmsn fartcr quentum-wells (14.). Breakdown of the parity selection rule has been

f-r the ihotO-COitrd h-1cs. El trves anid hol-e ae, umel tc b at the previously observed in luminescence from photoexcited plas s (3) and in liiht

-ae teapeatur- r . c E, iv the -1 daeslty ..,f stuaex. Wv hare a-vsae.d4 aatterne spectra (7). Our results show that the effect Is wnexpecteily

oroabl iodLc And taken ,E a0 A step fcnction 5'. th energy gx I,. F h. large. The ratio between parity forbidden and parity allowed matrix elements

An olprrsinati..n nve th, val nce Panic are ko, toi bI i hhly nc,,- determined from the data In Fig. 2 Is 0.5.

a t ,i . io-eneo i rudening I., c.tdered in 6iF-, by scans of

ic ar te rh hir hr h otility saples I -. I Ie InirV, '.geeo,c In summary, the investigation of optical processes reveals f undamental

r alening is inciude! in pF. A is a constant factor, ad.jistalle in the brehavior of 2D plasas confined in GsAs quantum-vells. We have observed

:,neracal snalysis. phenomena like energy gap renoraali&tion. final state Interactions and

large breakdown in the parity selection rule for the optical matrix in

d Inat F'4. '2) rVi- cACeliont fits to the measured emission spectra. quantum-wells. We anticipate that these results will stimulate interest in

Figrure &hows the resuite otssnea In sample 9-25-80(3). Two teras are optical studies of 21) plasma behavior in setleonduvtor heterost ruture%.

required. one for each of the ocvupied conduction subbands. They are the

lashed curves In Figure 2. The full line It the total fit. Mhe adjusted Acknowledgements- We thank P. A. Wolff for numerous discusslons.

value of the energy gap and the separstion between the two terms are indica- G. D. Aumiller and K. Baldwin provided technical assistance.

ted in the figure. An inhomeneous broadening of ri . 1.5 mel is u.ed in

cirder to fit the low energy tail of the spectra. We find that the carrier

t'aperature also needs to b considered as an adjustable prsmeter. This is 445
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CYCZI.ORONRd ESMRANCE OP 1WO-DIMNPZSIWSALL ELECTRONS The saples -I the experimental setup used cere 1lst the case is those

IN Alfl~af ,As/CaAn NETUORfl3NCIION described in precious, repirts 12.31. However, in the first study 121 the too

W. Nuro, S. Nort ando S. Narita high-freqoency gate voltagle stodulsrvsvt loIkhul brought oumme erroneous revolts.

of Mteril Py,,, I.-ty f EnineeiqSciece nd in the second study [ t1 nde, static gate voltages. onfa...urahle base-

Csaka Un ivIersity , Totyosaka, Osaka 560, Japan lire shift sod additional structure appeared in the spectra. Therefore, in

S. limyania and K. Pnax the present experusenr. the goic eoltrage modularion technique with ulsa

Fujits. l tarator ins Ltd., Ono, Atnuqi, Kanaqawa 243-01, Japian repetition rate ('I (tillu was adopted and the transaisnoon signals alter a

aufficient delwy rise (3'. baser.) were picked op. in order to obtain good

Pela ehsvbuirs tr two--dimensional electron gas in the rytlottur fidelity and i.proved S/N ratio.
reuant hiehr studvied using a high mobility PE !of 11I ,a 6w
Coshee 'vton. The tesulIts sre faivlr o1i1 esplve b hie 2. Rasult. and Discussiton

io ulaed IstiI based on th theoreticsl amvdel asauiog th~e long-
-Rsca -tirrer o e by Ando. Hoarser, we find remawicing Typical CRo~pectra Ior 118.8-ad 170.6.is lover lines bsereed. at4.21

disc ep"'t yes twee"n th erIperisenc.) and the calrulated results shich
haeposibilt I i he a btied to suer retrvvn-electton torrelation are nhon inoFug.l for vrioslerton densities. %a, ar fil ling fsctors..

ff- 2t.12).where 1-Im-ti/eHgl . (the cyclotron radias). The peak

1. lint-,du ttor frequency shifts. wc b- fitoe the bulk C1 frequency, wb, (which corresponds

,Iv ovo rccre (CR' .vpetise t 1lI so far performed ow St-MOO to the hulk sass; mbIO"0) and the lirewidrha are shown against the

torruice later hare reoea led nsemi s.- if ic properties of two-dnmensional (21D) filling factor, u . vs Pig.2.

rlritti systes. etpe, tall Itoi the quantum Itit. These results hate been So, the other hand, Landau level width. !a , and CR width, r;. tlcai-

ti-s-i , a -ailey if thectticl t~del:; trapped erleutroni andel, pine.d laced theoretically by Ando and Cleases (51, and Prasad and Pujira [61,

harge dennity -as rude andf o or. However, the ictepundence hetwen he assmig a scartering potential with a gaussias Iota; V(r)-V/sd
2
enp(-e

2
/d2),

vsp-eiietal reaoltr and the theoretical ones have hew noct ot~cessarily mide are sb-ann yr Fig.3 as a function of psaaeter a,. Here, 0 (-dlt is the

rat1. Oit the i-te hnd, ye hate esterded the IF study to a IIIs 2D noemalized range of scattering potential by the cyclotron radius £. The

-!-.e Ai ,
t
.a, 

5
A%/GaAn hererounstion ItT 1211. ITiough thr characterint ics theory about the CR 1 ioesoape presented by And,) (41 shows that Cf under the

If (P I,, the quantum lit resasle thoset in h-9tS neroro layer In ir. lung-ranged scattering potential (u 'I) can he described as an lsbomrgeneously

uertasthe high energy shift of restise- peaks, and their teapeerure- broadened system, sond gvsthe CR livewudibs with a siailar a -dependlence ti

dependence (31. there are som diffetenrcas between the two syatems. those by Pruadsi and Fujlta, though the forrir does sot whon the eaplit it fort,

Is the present moth, detailed CR spectra of the 2b beterojswct fan In a Ing-ranged acattarer sctremes (a!1). the CIL Ivnewidth r*, depends oh the

electrons are masured oven wide tanges of electen.. density, magnetic field Landau quantas washer, a, that ia; on the flIling fator vu. avd decreses

and temperature. sod the results are disrwssed in vaaparison with the with iaureasing mgnetic field.

valcultat tow, according to the madel presented by Lards (41. By comparing the resoance field- and filling factir- dependesues of the
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R inewidth ksht in Fijg.c with the the-retioal ones, we detrieed the range I IIng fintar i consistent with the enhanced effective g-value; '5 (e.g.

I. i trer u ,,ep!- a t he 150 2i0)t. Th . long-tanged ocattering /, -14 co I at h Tesla) reported as an experimental result (7).

,enc-t -,n be teorinahin snibted ,, the Ionized donntn in hi-doped ALGAs Figures 9(a) and (b) shnw the observed temperature dependence of the CR

; -,- h. vnd Ithe nd,,ped Ai;tAi inter liner with a thicknesa of 601. if we spectra for I1h.A ca laser-ncidence an -0.64 and the corresponding theo-

- , t t, e e ih efcnion th coes 1 If the 2D efectron, '1001, and retical fcneshwpe calculated assuming O-2, respectivey. The spreading out

'etetrage ci t et dtnors In the doped AI&As fayec. r8l1. of the Cf spectra to higher field frao the spectra at 4.21 with increasing

the iR I 1i--hape -snoera1 In cafofated according to the eq.ation temperature is considered to be caused by the thermal distribution within the

ctc'.in net.(4L fir thi dynamical conductivity On(W). The lineshapes of inhomogenous broadened fLandau level In the abone theoretical model.

portil l y cc, i pied macst Landsu evel for %.2 calculated are shown in However, the experimental peak shift seems to be much larger than the theo-

Fcg.4Ai). asming that d '0A and in101 which corresponds to the apectra retically expectation.

at !N1d us in Fig.1. Alrhotgh observed spectra are obtained against In the above descriptions, we have eamined the characteristics of the

azoetri field, we (an interpret the magnetic field as ms a frequency axis, observed CR spectra, in the light of the theoretical model by Ands [4 uder

,,,T reversing the direotion, beause the CR ltnewidth is sufficiently narrow the long ranged scatterers scheme, and known that some aspects can be

in the present experiments. understood successfully.

The calculated spectra have a bell-shape due to the elliptic density of fowever, we find folloing rmailnng discrepancies hetween the experiment-

states in self-consistent Born approximation (51. which is in contrast with tal and theoretical results; 1) observed Cf Zinewhapes are rather Loreazian

the nearly Lorenzian lineshape of the observed spectra. fowever, the waning in contrast with the bell-shape in the theory, 2) a part of the spectra at

if the spectra fron high field (low frequency) side ad the subsequent peak v < protrudes out to lower field from the full spectra at v-1, be is Ianoe-

shift with decreasing fi l ling factor in the experiment are deduced in the mistest with the theory 141 and this tendency becomes prominent in high msags-

theoretical freme work by Ando [4]. tic fields and at lower tesperstures. 3) the tesperature shift of the CR

As seen in Fig.1 and Fig.2. the waning of the CR spectra (peak shift to spectral peak at v <1 is mch larger than that expected fros the thermal

higher frequency) occurs even in the region ; V >1. and this tendency becomes distribution in the lnest Landau level.

pretnent with decreasing magnetic field. This effect is qualitatively under- The problem 1) may be improved to employ a sore realistic density of

stood by taking into account the incomplete spin splitting of the broadened states than the elliptic one in the theory. While, 2) snd 3) see to be

Landau levels. Figure 4(b) shows the calculated spectra for v <2. where the difficult to be understood in the frsmework of one electron theory. and are

spin splitting. a is equal to one half of the ground Landau level width, r0. possibly ascribed to same many body effects (the screening (8 or the

In the present experimentl condition (a-i.5 %2). the gtomid Landasu level correlation effects (9,10 is the 2l)-altrom system) or other origins.

etdth V0 is estimated to he 79 cm and scarcely depends on the magnetic Eaglert et *l. 111 have obsmrved the oscillstios of CR liewidth as a

field, and therefore the present CR lineshape profiles with changing the function of filling factor v and ascribed It to the scremning effects [8.
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SURFACE CYCLOTRON RESONAACE IN A STRONG BO Basic Ideas

It suffices to give a qualitative description of the subband levels in aWen-qlin Than. C. Mqazuan, and F. Kch

strong Be. and to contrast the Ba-surface CR from what has in earlier work

Rhy0ik- Galrcnt. Tfed. Rep. ofertman hn been described as subband-resonance shifted by a Bg/4/.n(O!h Garching. Fedl. Rep, of Germny

and In the absence of Bl the surface layer electrons occupy a system of sub-

Ziegler and H. Maier band levels in an approximtely triangular potential-well as in Fig. Ia. tost

Telefunken Elettronic, 7100 Heilbronn, Fed. Rep. of Germany carriers occupy the n * 0 groundstate with the minimal binding length zO. For

a B without a surface electric field EL the situation is shown in part b.

Abstract Except for electron orbits whose center coordinate Is less than the cyclotron

we discuss the cyclotron resonance of carriers in a surface radius away from the surface the energy Is independent of this coordinate.

accumlation layer on Hg1 . d Te for a mgnetic field in the For Fig. Ia the 2 degrees of freedom of motion parallel to the surface give a

sample plane, constant density of states for each electric subband, which is filled to some

appropriate tF in the surface layer. In the case of lb there is the one-dimn-
Introduction sional density of states associated with the parallel momentum ky. Fig. Ic its

Cyclotron reserance KS') )f volum carriers in a saemiconductor can be Ob- an approximate desription of the spectrum of states in the crossed EL and Bil-
sneed itn either a B(Faraday)- or s%(Voigt)-confiquratin,. the latter in the fields, assuming a relatively weak EL and neglecting screening in the surface

extraordiniary mode with current J to Bl" if the experimental energy f is layer. The t - 0 groundstate electrons are spread most deeply Into the semi-

much greater than the plasm energy 1p the two resonances are quite similar. conductor. The density of these states is one-dimensional.

r f finite w . there is expected a plasm-shift in the Voigt configuration
pthe relation w 2 - p2 The physical picture that we suggest for the experimental observations ofaccording to terlto jo

the 
8
l1 surface-CR on Hgi xCdxTe is one, where for typical fields Be most sur-

Electrons in a 2-dimensional surface layer are usually studied with B.. face electrons occupy magnetic-like states on the 0 - 0, 1, ... etc. straight

For the case of a strong Bu and a finite width of the surface charge layer, lines. Such carriers mo-e on spiral paths within the width of the surface
however, there is also possible a Cl-like excitation of the surface layer In charge layer. The lalter mast be several times greater then the quantm limit

ar extraordinary-mode Voigt-goxmtry. The criterion for the existence of this orbit diameter (256 A in I T). The density of electrons is the layer Is graded,

mode is roughly that the cyclotron radius is sriller then the charge-layer decreasing with the number of states available with increasing depth z. To the

width. Next to volume carrier CR and 6±-surface CR. the B-mode In a surface extent that electronic states are predonimontly determined by the Be-field.

layer is a 'CR-experience of the third kind'. In the work of surface layers the selection rule for their excitation Is expected to be cyclotrn-rmsonace-

on PbTe/I/ such Be-surface CR mas first observed. Mare recently it has been like. Resonance should be obsenveble in a surface Pf field perpldicular to BI.

studied for 1n56i surfece layers'
2
' and for Int/1. By coentrast, the Be-Shifted subeand resonance in ref. /3/ as observed in an
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rf electric field polarized perpendicular to the surface. For the strongly non- values are strongly Ns-dependent and they reflect the subband binding energy

parabolic conduction band states of HglxCdxTe. we expect that the effective and occupancy.

mass of the B1o-reson nce is an indicator of the energy of the electronic state b) N, -Dependence of B -Surface CR

in the band. The Bu-resonance amplitude and linethape depend on the Ns of the surface

Experimental Results and Discussion layer. The peak position Is largely independent of Ns. Particularly for low

To illustrate the R5-surface CA we give here a number of results obtained excitation energy tk, (and consequently low B') there are structures on the

with n-type HglxCd.Te (n c 1.5 x 015cM
"3
, a x 0.2) that are intended to show resonance that change with Ns. Fig. 3 is an example of such curves for lk•

the characteristics of the effect. A more detailed description will follow. 10.5 meV. The linewidth tends to increase with rising Ns. The llnewidth and

a) Three Cyclotron Resonances lineshape changes indicate varying contributions from states other than f - 0

Fig. 2 shows the conventional volume CA in the uppermost curve. It is ob- and ky * 0 in Fig. Ic. Because the B5-field is quite small for 10.5 meV, the

served in the extraordinary Voigt geometry under conditions for which wp': -. states are expected to be more subband-like. The limit Bg - 0 is. of course.

The evaluation of the line width gives an an , 24. The line position is that the normal Ns-dependent subband resonance. With B. small, the resonance is ex-

of the quantum limit 0* . 14 transition for an x - 0.206. The volume resonance petted to shift with Ns according to the perturbation-theory ideas discussed

is followed by the Ba-surface resonance for Ns - 7 x 10
11
ce-

2 , 
recorded as a in ref. /3/.

change in transmission with on-off modulation of the surface layer. The reson- c) Amplitudes of the B-Resonance

ance is observed for a plane-parallel slab (d ' 10 ia) and the lineshape is There is an unusual and marked dependence of the resonance amplitude on

certainly affected by standing-wave interference. It is a relatively sharp Ws , different for each of the frequencies k. Typical signal strengths are a

line domninated by reonance contributions at the position of the volume reson- few percent of the transmitted intensity. Fig. 4 shows that the signal grows

ance. It is evident that these can only be transitions of the 0 - I type in linearly with N. only at the lowest la. At the highest 
15
u the resonance signal

fig. Ic. The dominant part mst cope frnm the ky = 0 states. Transitions at is much smaller and nearly constant in amplitude. Because of the plane-parallel

finite ky and between the other levels are expected to contribute to the ab- slab geometry. standieg-wave effects make difficult a comparison between the

sorption on the high field side. A complete lineshape interpretat requires frequencie', but the Ns-dependences for given 16 are quite distinct. In con-

knowledge of the exact spectrum of the states in Fig. Ic including rmning, structing Fig. 0 the maximm height of the resonance has been plotted. With the

nonparabolicity. etc. The Ba-resonance originates from a layer in which the lineshape changes as in previous Fig. 3, this procedure is not necessarily an

3-d density is of order 10
17
cm

"3 
and 1p I 10 meA. From the subband resonance appropriate description of signal strength.

with perpendicular excitation we know to expect a sizeable plasma-shift. There d) Frequency Dependence. Polaron Effects?

is no comparable effect on the R-surface CR. The very lest trace in Fig. 2 is In studying the %-CR at different %.. we have searched for evidence of

the previously reported Ri-surface CR/5/. In addition to a contribution from resonant polaron effects. The VCR signal in Fig. 2 shows the distinct lowering

volume carriers near 2.4 T, this resonance is dominated by the two cyclotron of *c at 17.6 meg by -8% as reported in ref. /5/. The SCR in BL fails to show

transitions from the surface subbands n - 0 and 1 as labelled. Their mass a comparable effect. The Bi-resonance shifts by a small amount, if judged
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solely by peak position. It remains to give a proper description of the line-

shape in order tc idertify iniquely a resonant polaron effect in B
1
-surface CR.

The B -surface Ct is yet another and distinctly different resonance mode td ._ Fig 1:

of the surface layer. It my roughly be treated as free carrier reson, ce in Q 8e: 0 ) B
1

*0 Quantized electronic states

a slab with density of order 101 7e/cm 
3
. Nevertheless, the unusual lineshape E'. O E. t 0 in various configurations of

the surface electric field EA

and amplitude effects will require a more detailed analysis for a proper des- and the magnetic field Bii.

cription. An outstanding question that needs to be addressed is why there is ' In iC are drawn the cyclotron-

appareetly no plasm -shift of the resonance in the high-density surface layer. 
:  

- -' like orbits in the surface

- y .. charge layer that correspond
we recall that the subband excitation In perpendicular excitation Is consider--- to transitions 1 0 y to Io

ably shifted by such plasma effects /
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found (1-3) to be just vs seall us .v -wAs, and one would not expect sch
t

difference from the hydrogenic-Ile behaviour of shallow donors. In this case

StebetlTS IN PACe-bATED HETERh0ee(f7lhwt freoesit t should not occur in doped siamples and the electrons io the AlSaAs

sh-uld be free In accordance with these csnsiderations we have performed

9 .iter calcuilaaon o.. hterojunctions io which all donors e takeni to he ionized

lii sion Coenosants sirroonde. and all conduction electrons free, also on the AlteAs side of the junction.

THWON t-aSF. Docaise do furbevIl., Furthermoare we have taken into account the (usually very "eall) thickiness of

h.P. l0, F-91401 0.-nay. France the AlecAs layer ahach qsantices the cotton of the electrons in the AlhoAs

per-pendicular- to the heterojwnction interface. Consequently the potential for

The subband -t-uctur. at low temperature of en 6lWGai,suAsA the electrons in the junction forcs the familiar cane of a double well with

heteoaounctivn in whirr- the ee-nT' is moduilated hr a gate on the ('wAn the condiistion hand tiscontinuity giving rise to the barrier betwseen the *wo

substrate has lees calculated with full acrurt Of tunnelling between the two wells.

sites of the jucin 'he 'esults show that when the first -iitd an I- For the actual calculations we have eaployed a fairly stndatrdt Has-tree

crru-td. the -uter of nret--n in the lowes.t suit,-an -e-t esctal apprsoimatian is which we nedlect the differences in permwittavity and in

constat independent of hart -gite voltage, in bgreeent with a recent effective mass of elert. na in AlfuAs sod GaAs. The effective mss Schi-Idinger

e-neriset. onisnof the 4alclatn en iat which 'he *ir-,t e-c,tw-1 equation and Poisson-s eustion are clned self-consistently to calculate the

Sulihalnd starts betng -rC14i20 watit' the ev-esiaent Indicates that the dopioc subbaad energies, wave-functions, the total electronic charge and cts

iatseritien behave -eiate differently in Al~aAs than in GaAs. even for an Al distribution in the haetojonctian. Compared with other sicilar Nactren

ro-otratiov of 0i.22. rals-lations the main difference in 'hat w do. ot li- the electronic sl-ge

in the cheseel from the start but calculate it as a function of the

couduction hand energies on the houndar iarsa At the surface of Alas there iv

a barrier of approiiicately t.Ii et 171 and in the itaAs substrate away from the

1. Intro-tuctne rhannol th p otential is dotes-wineJ hy 'he bach-tate potetntiul 'nd',s tha

si ities Ie fI whicti Produce shallow donor levels in raAn ace i-noun doping of the sustr-ate. Rather thac trying to eodcl this Potential iv tir

etae lffe cvls i dvaAs.fu.1 atgi Al conentration x .1 0.2 substrate, we have assumel a certain boundary value ef ihe n-'in, iO

"1Wall efferia -i. cents il-4) show a hindi energy of wore than Si, .ct. energy at a point far uway from the junction bat close enowuh that effect- of

Ienawen'li-e wit, '-i- fivling, colculati-is on electronic ps-ore-tie, n on-intentional dor-ing of the %ubstr ate cue be neslected. The effect ef;

Oti~~a~s'vaI's 1ee--uri's10c acd ttfut elecirnn -v 'he 4AtAs are change is bach -gwte voltage is then ti- alter the boundary value. Detail'- of

1i--vut' , that It. F,- I ) end the tw-dacevsival sabbonds, the ralculation an he fri-. ,-n (Pl.

re-a^s side Ie well '-,ow the vto f nhe conduction t-ni, c he -0s..

Hon-,' Can A! *-1. 1- ho-tlso atost At?, the hini-a ev--a-
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2. Results anod discussion The density for onset of occupation of the first "-,tte-1 sutbnd :5'-pO

In Fig. I we show some, characteristic results. The ltio A layer is to be 
5
Nc, 7.- l C which is considerably tight, toan the P.7-10" -r 2

60 ne thick and highly doped. it, * 2-l0
4

ca'" , so that onm would eopect observed e::ericentally. As argued in 'St it is difficult 'a o'rnt for It-:

strong degeneracy in the bulk. The conduction band discontinuity is taken to discrepancy steely by allowing for fairly large incurco'o the sede

ho &E0 - 0.22 #0 and the bound ary condition in the substrate is tubes to be V aaees obsdo cmaio ihti ige yeietoew-l a

- *i 0.4 et in the Plane %A0 noa froa the AltaAs/ttaAs interface. The Fermi to c'icl'jdq that the donors are not siaply sballow whet tho daring is high.

level EF, * 0. The total nucber of electrons in the systee is found to be NA even for a low Al mole fraction for which other experiments jive no indication

q.d5wlO s aZbt eost wre in the aists layers 
T
AiGA ' 6.90Oa0O Can. of unusual behaoiour (l-3t. A core systematic study is called for, but

Manny suibbands are occupied hut inspection of the subband wavefuoctions shows certainly the dooble-ell behaviour described here should he ealizot'ln by

that in eat caseos a subband can he considered belonging to either the AlS&A, suitable choice of sample Parameters.

Potential well or the GaAs well, $i&me the wave-function has its probability

olcost exclusively in one welt. Thus. two occupied subbunads E 0 and E, can be 1,References.

identified as sutbbunds in the GPaAs chanoel with electrons of high mobility. il tshiuu..aio .a angd 3.Aicscmizu. lap. I.Appl.Phvs. !1 I-21

wterews the others uwe in the 410145 with low sabitity. tMe have calcuited the lA7.

sav-functionis und charge distributions for several doping levels and several (2) .f.ollios. tI.F.OMars. P.Pischer. sod Q.Xocot, I.Aprl.Phy,. 4 l9"IN

thickrnesses of undoped AIGaAs spacer layers, and these results serve as input 057

for the calculation oftcmobilities Presented in another raper at this 13) J.J.Yaog, L.A.Ilnudy. and U.l.Sicpson. AkprI.Phcs. I-ett. 40 I19021 744r

c-onfrence (4) (41 tI.tiess. A.ttorboc. .Shchijo. uod Rt.reea.Aerl.thys.tett I!,

If we now chaune the barb-gate 'oltoge. I.e. we slte he energy of the (1979) 469

codcinband in ther substrate, the subband eneargies change as shown in Figj. ONI T.Anda. .. Phys.Coc..Ispan sI (1932) 3A93 ibid. l 19'2) 19cr

Wie find the oiectad double-well hehaosours the subbuods belonging to0 *he 16) P.J'.Price and F.Stero (to be publishedinuf.c)

AIr~sAs stat alcost constant. mftic. eo the GaAs levels uncorese with, increasing 170 C.lllgebewudeuf, tt.igviron. P.flelesrl'usn. Ph,, Rj.!iu I.,cri ud

toi-jute potential, ani ho' sae the harrir is nery ourrow in tis Rucen T.LioI-, Eletron. Lett. 19 119021 [163

1sigh-doping Case, the subbsnds repel each, other where they wosld otherwise (A) R.Vontet. Solid State toectin. Ito h-e 'ublished'

',one crossed. MSoot intetestiva. I-v.y'. is the obseroution that a long os (9) Agoyco T.thaog htishaao., end ti.Vunter Ithisrnfr

the first eocuted subtond F, belonging to Gas is occupied, the ground Hlt0.1 .Stare.41.osr.gdt.igan oi 00 ,ao l I~

subband energy F, and occupatin t.main olmost constant, This igrees ith) Oh" o

exeeriment oe St~rcer et a). t10) and shows that even though the number of

elrta .i the c0.1n.-1 n' -.. e. for 1err@1uin7 ." the Ineesro

F,.b derreass. hen the slri o re .4,re' by toe tact -gate.
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Bach layer independently behaves as a 2-D electron ga.. F. Stern (4) has shon that

pyASMON ANDO IVTrRSfL'BBAS PODES OF A SIWEAI.ATTICE CLASSICAL VERSUS QUANITUM LIMITS such a 2-D elactron gas In capable of supporting plasn oscillation. with dispersion

By quite different from the bulk. 2.D (ltn2) hoe been shon, that the 2-D plasmons

W. L.. 31... of each layer wen arranged In a superlatice can coup]. via. the long-range Coulomb
CrE Laboratorien

Waltham , MA02254 force to give tie to a band of Bloch-liIke platoon oscillations along the euperlattice

The collective plammn oscillations of a semiconductor enporlattice in the quantum axs (the .o-called euperlattice plamns). (5)

limit co calculated incl~eding subhad etructure. For finite waell dimensions, super-.u prahcnit fdmosiigtedeeti arxfrasse

1attice las-a wth dispesion roation stillar t the resltieof revious heeriodicnsisrrayofof eliodtcono(orf helA)onlaryhrle ilayers ctteractng losbically.y

ar. found. we also predict the existence of a new collective mode inwvIng charge
In the limit, that the well width of the electron gas layers approachee zero, we

depolarjoatlrn associated with intersubband transitijns that can propagate along the
obtain the dispersion relatIon (5) for the superlttite platons modes

superiatt ice ax in. These collective ;,.ann oscillations are also Investigated io the

clssical limit nwcre the electron do Bogie n velength ia smaller than the weel~l 2D 1 - 2q i]

layr are shon to couple Into bsrndt when arranged in a supelattice. The hand. hrem 2.0 -D Is the 2-S plaon. d Io the superlattice periodicity, b ts the wave-

along th wperlatice axs forme from teso. sla mode.vn thetcassicanentitalongecthecomppnrtlatongtheasiarlandic aissthe q perpet p icularcu cormponent

shown t.correspnd to te superlttice p-n and ntersub(paralpeelttocethesmlayearale to noteathat) fornotetand fo *d 0,dthi-s0reducesed tos theheussal

edee in the quantum limit. Results for the intoraction of light with the ouprlattice

pjames illalo e pesntd.plasmon dispersion for an sausotropic syst, usa co.G, where, 0 Is the angle the -

sevevctor takes with the layer and a is en effectiv* 3-0 platten. a 2 - , .. ;
Pp sad

1. Itrodcti andResutse being a 2-D density. Recent eperimental verification of the acoustit behaviour

adee .d..ncement. to tto field of solecular bese pit..y (lilt) hae- nae It (u-. for Ud fixed and qd-O ) of theme plasoxn -odes hoe be.n obtained by Clego.

possi to grow sicondccio euprlsttices with extremely sharp, high quality inter- at. &1. (6) via light scattering. In fact, in their experiment the wall *staation

fuct. with dizonolo's ranging from ies to hundreds of Angstros (1). onped or modulated can about 10001, Indicating that the long range Coulomb intaertion is still

doped Sais-G&AlA.s nrrcturee fore a suporiattice of electron (or hole) layers because extremely important even at rely large distances.

of the heed Sep discontinuities between the conduction ard valence hands. Sn recent Our forealist. via the dielectric eatrix defined on site m-d suhhend indices.

wbhitstiott. ournelves (2) and others (3) have Investigated the collective plesmon allows for tbs inclusion of euhhend affects. In particular, on haes shown that the

nodes of such a @Upelttire complen "e the limit that the confirming sell width Is well-kneown charge depolarizetion shift of an Intersubbeed excitation (in a Slagle

less thee the eictron do Broglie wavelength so that quancization effects are Important 2-D layer system) sill also couple Couloshicslly when arranged in aseuperiattice.

and harrier widths largs enough so that slectron wave function overlap is negligible. We state here, our result for the dispersion of the intersubband ends* sinces It

In this limit, the electron gS in the layers is confined in the subband leels in the

direction &long the suPrlattice asia, but Is fret electron like Is the X. y directions.
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where It sad 0*are dat tad as

witll be needed later. r a* - 1/ t ab ()t 1/( a-.),,

*2 ~2 area~ tc 0  l__
2

qd se W12 ~ t ~ /-l2 4
10 10 I ZdadK[ 10 kt2_ ad+ (2) .2 '~ q - - . . ba W

1
. appropriate for interfaceanmd**. We. consider nw the

aeo-ratetdcd limit (qocro.) and from eqa. (3) finad for tbe dispersion raLatlon for tha

where tio-2fi 'o RIOo a dipole matrix elment, ensd 1 0i a Coulomb mtrix coupled surface plasin -oe.

elaeot (7). Other off*"t. auch as coupling to WD-pboewo (2). magnetic tield (2),* 2 2, ~a I;:!
and diatmicl-ite serelacrirc (6) (elecrron-hole or dual dmoatty suparlattlrct) at p b +ecm- C 2 ) 3

giving rise to optit and acouatto-lika mod.. have also been ctonsidered. Beam, e
where a - stch4. alnhqb and a - cosbi - tcehqa oahqb. Rate, the +(-) branch

"tend our -alrooso to the clasical limit whaose layer widths ate large compared
corresponds to the coupling of tha symetr (atiymsoatri) surfare plaa and"

to te d brgli wavlenth nd an b trate asmetaliclik slbs.of a single slab ito a band &long tbm soparlattira axie. In Fig. (2), ws plot

A ma&I-emiondcto inerfae i caabl ofsuportig srfae pasms =o* qa. (5) aleong tha suparlamttic* "it for qa - 0.5 and qb - 0.5. We. mat. that
If oe madlm has a positive dielectrit constant aed the other a negtive dielettricfrtrsaswieysprtdoq.()rdcst

tonstant. These surface ends. are propagating along the inteirfa hot decay 2 2 1
expettially owl frth ibm terface. A etal slab eupports surface plasoa at o 6

each Interface and theem surface plamon iteract to produea symtric aad anti- tha symetric ad unttaymmettt modes of a single slab. goa ma. consider then plasnoss

opcmcttr surface plawa modes. Our model conaitt of a suprlattlea of much slabs disperaion as the eallic alab layer width goes to sora (qb-O). In tbis limit, on.

with a periodicty 1.* layer widths a ad b. ad dielectic consatst tma) ad %W(a, finds tor the collective plameo modes. I
respectively, which arc taken tc ha the 3-D dielectric tonatatots of the ittopir. 2 heee

homogenaeo medleea with ft spatti disparsion (a.. Fla. 1). We show that the symetricA 2 l (7)

and ant t.ycttr surface plawn modas of a single layer (alab) couple Into torts- The symetrit (+) branch Is Identical to the prevtous resuit for the amprttt~

aponding symmetric ad mantiayetric plsmn hands wums arranged to L suoralatttra. plama eqn. (1) . If oec def toes an effect ive plamm frequency a 2 . ft- 10 1 1
2a102 p.Off - a

Our theoty proceeda parallel to prevous theories for the collective Oacillations and a effccivne length a. b of -1 . It follows that the artlaymmirtoi (-)

of the ro-plod -.,far. plain -o. of a. finite layer "aia ecrept here c" etead branch of "ao. (7) ia identical to the totersubbead pleasan made of eqn. (2) to

the calculatton to a periodic atray of astallit-1lke, layers. In what follows. the wtin a facter that to a quatiettee energy. Thim is phyaically correct siace

dielecric ronatSars for the two medto are specialized to he a 0(").t and the superlattice plame mode seats op a charge distribution aloag the layer and map.

. fo')c-hki -4 ); that is. alternating eltcedaucicr mod antsllc-lthe layers. After onto the charge density of the symetic mode ia the brO limit. whereas the loteor-

applyIng the Icondary conditions, centinuir. of K. am o and peidiiyw fitad the subhead ecttation has an induted charge density matrsel to the paeof the Layer

following a"uattc" describtag the coupled surface plama hads. and maps onto the atlaysmetrlc mode.

cosb C oak[(I~)s cl ~ S gsh (g' 
1

We have . s aIm nestigated the ittracione of the euperlattira ploman eqa. (1)

- abr~h (3) cdth light (the retarded limit). one eelva. Wessellcs equatitons including thes
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respone of the 4-D layered soperliattice. Alternatively. the result can aiso be

denived from the 6-0 liit of the classical result eqno. (3). Details will be

presented elnwhere. The diepernion relation for the coupled superiattice plason

polarition sods for kio' .nd Kt q 6 1 found to be

C * P - O 8)

2 L p i' pz

where t ts t. anoo e k make- ut0t the electxon layers. or D-900
, 

that is wavevector ,ti- oM *od t.64 tmA4 am 'a. -

2 2 e2
aiong the soerlattice, we find w - -- 2 a . For 0 - 00. the odes are

oncooiIed.
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THEORY OF RESONANT POLARONS IN NARROW GAP SEMICONOUCTORS U(z) is taken in the Hartree approximation. We fix the magnetic field H in
the z-direction. The resulting 4x4 matrix equation is solved by substi-

R.Lassnig and W.Zawadzki tution (4). Describing the motion parallel to the Interface by harmo-

Institut fur Experimentalphysik nit oscillator wave functions the resulting equation for the first cow-

Universitht Innsbruck ponent of the z-dependent envelope function becomes

AUSTRIA fi" "  
d' I A' dU d I

AAc.-'AO. C 9,-u o dz dz eg

Resonant magneto-polarons are calculated for two-dimensional electron sys- 1 - 22)
tems in narrow gap s*nconductors, using a variational mdel for the elec- E. Ilic(n7 )t Ig*I gg, r,n-c2,2o...(

tronic band structure. The results are compared with recent experimental a
findings, indicating that the resonant polaron interaction between adja- U(z) - - (N u Nr(z-fzz )pr(Z')dz')l (3)

cent Landau levels is not reduced by many-body effects.
a m and go denote the effective mass and spin splitting factor at the band

INTRODUCTION edge and wc-*eH/mnc. .o is the static dielectric constant of the semlcon-

Since the discovery of resonant polarons in the magneto-absorption of dctor and Nd is the depletion charge. The indizes r and n cheracterize

InSt (1) the electron-optic phonon interaction in polar semiconductors has electric and magnetic subbands, respectively, and Nr and pr(z) stz 'd for

become subject of extensive studies. In strong magnetic fields the peak the absolute population and the normalized charge density in the t ctric

structure of the electronic density of states leads to pronounced resonance subband r (we set Ninv
4

Nr). Multiplying Eq.(I) from the left side w~th

phenomena. Recently Horst et al. (2) reported the first observation of 'yrl and integrating one obtains easily a quadratic equation for the ener-

resonant polaron pinning in two-dimensional (20) system, performing two- gies:

level cyclotron resonance (CR) experiments on InSb inversion layers. C - -c /2 + <U'r- ! /i.+4(<T >r+' 5)/"g46*/ " (4)

The aim of the present paper is to describe theoretically resonant

megneto-polarons in 20 electron systems including nonparabolicity effects. 6- (U-<U>r)a. , -S)
At first we develop a variational model for the 2D energy levels in narrow 9

gap semiconductors. Assting discrete Landau levels, the polaron inter- The factor 6 /; is very small and therefore neglected in the following.

action is then included applying Wigner-Brillouin perturbation theory. The brackets CT>r and <Ur signify the espectation values of the kinetic

This approach is adequate, if one is mainly interested in the position of and potential energy in z-direction, respectively. For brevity only ex-

the polaron energy levels, and if the width of the involved Landau levels pressions for the zeroth electric subband are given, using the well-known

is not too large. The inclusion of finite level widths in the calculation Stern-Howard variational wave functions:

of the magnetoabsorption, which has been carried out by Das Sam and - _ zeb
/ 2  

(6)
tadhukar (3) for parabolic bands, is straightforward. T

The calculations are performed for InSb inversion layers and discussed If only the lowest electric subband is occupied, the calculation is parti-

in relation with the experimental data of ref.(2). cularly simple, leading to (5)
T> b. 3ea (Ndv ' (1)

THEORY o 0

e use a two-level k-; bend model for a narrow gap smiconductor in which Inserting T> and <U in Eq.(4) and minimizing the energy c(b) with re-

conduction spect to b gives a third order equation for bV. which can be solved ana-
the s-lhe r6 o level 9 sepated by the energy gap fit. the lytically:
p-like r8 level. The slowly varying potential within the inversion layer

171
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b* Cv-V . : 2PT).b( q-sumnation can be performed analytically:
jin 12m/e'o(N (f!) C)ln(O/b)

Wblm 4E A n * - cn-1 fi (14)

S q )/2 (c) 2 9

9 -  A n(  1 0
In the case of weak nonparabolicity, such as in GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructu- oAn (lva' ) (15)

res. the factor b can be well approximated by the parabolic value bo.  ( . 1

If higher electric subtands are occupied, the calculation becomes some- Co __ZW I 1 (26)
wat more tedious. expecially since the populations iir are not fixed. Com-

paring our model with calculations of Takada et al. (6) using the same Evaluating the last integral Eq.(15) numerically, a simple quadratic equa-

material parameters we have found that the results are very close for the tion for Ac, is obtained, the two solutions representing the upper and

zeroth and the first electric subband. lower polaron branch. The result is expressed in terms of the energy sepa-
ration k,, of the splitted level n from the unperturbed level (n-l), which

As has been demonstrated by Lax (7) for the three-dimensional case. the corresponds to the measurable CR energy:

phonon interaction Vph is included in the nonparabolicity equations in the

following way: * cnclf cv .A in-inal- * 4 (17)

c - -I. <U>+ -9 *1 * 4(T>c.fph k 9 (9 The effective mass m- is as usual defined as - Wc/.

Since the Frbhlich interaction is small relative to the subband energies.

Eq.(9) can be expanded to: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4 V h In the theoretical part we have demonstrated that a simplification of the

Ee> 5 1i (<Tr,) -,.. (10) nonparabolicity and polaron model is possible without loosing much accu-
racy. The kinetic terms uT,. ',, and Vph appear together under the square

We consider only the interaction between a level characterized h. n with root in Eq.(9). The expansion Eq.(10) shows that the polaron interaction
his adjacent level (n-I) and neglect interface phonon effects. Starting is decreased relative to the parabolic case.

from the unperturbed energies cn and En-l' Wigner-Brillouln perturbation The calculationshave been performed assuming that the electric subband

theory gives for the energy shift "'tn of the level n : occupation numbers are not altered at high magnetic fields.Although this

S
=

(q) 004 ) assumption appears unrealistic, the description of the detailed Landau
T q n * "n-l - /'L '(T g level filling at high densities is too complex and does not give much more

v a -dt(a)' (12) information. The material parameters are taken to .- 17.9, e-15.7, m--0.0135
lNfl!' vPr(qz) n 

e '
1 end 1g.51.

* I .1 e_ (13) Fig.1 shows the experimental data (2) for the zeroth subband compared
Vq Tq !!- 2.) with two versions of the theory. The dashed lines indicate the calculation

where a-qtl t2, I- (lc/eH) ard the furctions Ln(a) are Laguerre polynomi- corresponding to the measured density of Ninv-2.10
1
/1ci. In this case more

nals. fr( ;') denotes the Furier transform of the charge density ur(z), than one Landau level is filled at lower magnetic fields and the theoreti-

As usual, the denominator in Eq.(ll) becomes resonant for cnc-la
4
"L. cal moss does not increase apart from the polaron resonance, as it is the

when the energy separation of the two levels is equal to the L0 phonon energy-dependent mass at the Fermi energy. It can be seen, however, that

energy fL. The energy denominator is momentum independent, and the
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the observed mass does increase with the magnetic field. Therefore the 002

solid lines show a calculation using a lower density. N inv10 11/cm , for * i o., ewp
which practically over the whole considered regime only the lowest Landau

level is occupied. The agreement with the experiment is much better and 0018 ------ ---------- ----

the resonant polaron anomaly is described excellently.

Fig.2 shows the comparison between the experiment (2) and the theory -

for a higher charge density, at which two electric subbands are occupied. 0..-

The calculation is perfor ied for Nin=6.10 11/cm, which is again lower

than the experimentally determined density (N inv=1.1 * 10
1 2
/cm'). Also at

this density several Landau levels are occupied and the resulting effec-
tive masses are almost independent of the magnetic field, apart from the I0 Is 25 30

tefmev(

resonant anomaly. It can be seen that for the first electric subband the

agreement between the theory and the experiment is quite convincing. For Fig.l: Cyclotron resonance effective mass as a function of the transition

the zeroth electric subband the agreement is somewhat worse and it Is energy fku, calculated for Ninv-
2

.
1 

O/cm (dashed lines) and Ninv=
not quite clear, why the experimentally measured mass value increases so louI/cm (full lines) and compared with the experimental data of

strongly with the magnetic field below the resonance. Concerning the po- ref.(2).

laron effect, a good agreement is obtained if the theoretical curve is

somewhat shifted down. O24

In the present work we have not included the influence of occupation f .. .o oIi
number and screening effects on the polaron Interaction. However the ex-

perimental data are quantitatively well described, indicating that many- o02
body effects do not reduce the resonant polaron interaction between ad-

jacent Landau levels at the Fermi energy.
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sporlattlc* weneed only emens that

.tcnbadPlasm rcdaes of aSeal-infinite Suoeriueefre: .cif)E 2
A New Type of Surfsce Wave.. I ~*epif(E 2

"bah~l- F. {iluiiaot. G-o Ql. mod J. J. QuO. whcere hki ,"/a. This. is simply a statemest thae the field Asociated with

B-,r Uniersiy, -vidor.,Rhod I.~rid0291. USlth made satisfies Bloch's theoirem alims It is a solution of a wave equation in

a Periodic structure. Using Eq.. (1) and (2), and Iaposing the standard booed-

coe .relations are decicd f-c he bulk and .uface pla...n. m of ary conditions that EI be continous at A - ia, and that the diactintluinry itn

otI emi-Ifntle 8uperiartte Th, modc! consist. of a periodic array of V, - i K. at z - to be equal to hick, where p is the induced charge density on

* c-dine- tonal electron layers embedded in a mter ial of dielectric constant the plane a - Ia. gtvma

t, craicuc lg at the interface with a homogeneous medium of dielectric conant ae~,)q.I sn o

* . The hulk wildea form a continuum, and thie surface mode, %hich exstt only I cash We - coo ha

for wuoeiengtbo shorter than a critical value, can occur either above or below Hr r

the bulk continuum depending on the ratio of E. to ci qad)(~)t h oalblt fte 4 tnleeto

gs. In the no-retarded, or electrostatic limit (cqooe), 0 - lq. and Eq. (3)

to identical to the dinspetmion relationa w ca(q,k) obtained by Deaa Sams, mod Quinna
Ihe acpieat model1 of a superiattice tdhich can correctly describe the hulkbya#&htmrcopite tod

-J -f-uc intraaahhand plasm mode. consists of a soni-lnflnitn array of two-

Oisens,,oal electron, gaa layars located ae a - is, chere I - 0,,.. Theme Th. 1xitraubbsad plammo modem described by Eq. (3) form a band whom.a max-

laoeco ore ebedded In a meadium of bar kround dielectric constant Em, and the tam (for a given value of q) occurs eat w(4) - ca(q. k-0) and whose minium accure

*ca.-is occupied hy as insulator of dielectric constant E. In this model at w_(q) - caiq, (-oh). For all oa lues of k other than k A 0, the mides start

mi-btcand structutre of the soperlattice in igrored; only the ground snhhand ..ct for very small values of q with linear dispersion. The cosntinuum of bulk

!I -t, ...rubbad collect ive mode. are considered. -. d", is shown "a the uppar shaded region in Fig. 1, a plot of freqecy vs qa.

cteeightfortard ay to obtain the electromagnetic modes of the T. describe surface modes we make the ansumption that

t w. t rite down the general solution of the wave equation in each region ep-rt)1(

t1- anderd beundary conditions. For a p-poianened wave the solution

h~ #t lAyer Can e h Wmitten con f'S. where a has a posttive real part, This coresponds to an extitetis

F * l~s- -la ~ c* ~ - iwich decays seposturially with dietance foem the surface 9-0. Eq. (1) still
02.anat -q_ iqba 01a lo- a )]

*E~ -otlj (I)hol ds for g24. but for NOf the solustion of Khe wwre equation mast ha of the form

fete O's'..qlto savo-ber &Leng the layes, 0.A(c? te2_q, end 9' are 1(-st m*U at 1 0 1  q
1

:ee S

the amplitudes of the forwrd ad beekword going waves (or growing end din-

ceyleg: wvna if A is Imaginary). To describe the bulk moden ef an Infinsite
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r1- (q educes to the value qIn the electront..c llolt. and thne, Of a three-dlmecetonal matetlal *5 do not softer Landau dampisg. in a
t1 he tricanio wave -lcio ha- -'v-avihie amplitude. The honidacy con- sredi.,tnljelljim-like etal the Lingle particle energy is a continuous

COar 1o!aa- that I u-t he vauoand that the din.n-tniry t. 4evntot eas h erc ftesraeele h edto

waeett Becuts the rquaa tf atehe orrac relaxe.s The cosptaitreitn
S;-~ , cqA o-'a klt1-,. . h ipri eat; i .1 , uetotion of the normel component uf wavevaevre a surface pisamon tan

be~~act decony1111114 Into a single electron-hole ,aIr. This is sot iron in the. sper-

- _) 0. (b) Ia [ 1 't (hit,r hecause the entgiea associated alto, notilot notmal to the layers are

quant laid. ft IN Impossible to conse tue energy and perslsil component of wave-

Is 1 ply i,, -Ompiex valor A.k which is the solution of Eq. (3) for
-Ia. of an ., d 0. Th soutio ofEq. 6).victor Ain the C reaition oi an electron-hole pair by en eleentsary excitaion lying

poeticoar aluo o q nd., ad - (~ 1. he otaionof q. hIoot-tde the eingis particle Continuum. For the simple model ssd In this soe.

mus beobaind umeiclly dpens uit citialy o te rti ofI.the single particle centliuum consists Of 0-ot Portion Of the urif plane in which
I' ''For t 5 't a sueface wave solarion enits shove the continum of hwulb modes w f iq(k 7 + q/2)12a. The single particle continuum appears as the lower shaded

toe q larger than a critical vale q . Foe iE a~ o srfaen avn solution saints region In Fig. 1. Poe the model cona idered in reform=*c 6, there ae a snambar
below thi holk oontimnuum for 9qi . The solid crin in Pig. I sheam the surface of "tse-diaseiosal" electr-onic Cubbainde separated by smorgy liato frum the grossed
wave dispersion for the case in which t 55 and E.-20. The velues of q* can heubad dthrcn"ltastoitrubn ole iv Wem inht
ohtained mtelytically by requiring that tiqe. (5) and (3) (wdth k-0 or h-i/a) he an, there are addliinal regions of tE single particle cotfnuum defianed by
satisfi ed eieulcteowsiy. This leads to the result -4fq (ky - q12)/Zm + ws no K w <liq (6.F + q/2)/2m + wafer each aebbad separation

q. ai ft In ,, C(7wo. 0oIlective auefate excitations lying Oustaide rise single particle tontimoum
C'(7)

2 01 -are unable to decay into a single electmen-hole pair and see then met subject to

landau damping. Therefore, is high mobility semicndueting neperlatticee, thee.
. inuent in fig. I shows an enlargement Of the region in which the sorface mode

cu. I tfLIe cent Imum at q . The voice of the decay paraeter a Is given hy estdsshu avavrylnlitm.

[1 $arl) (a)J A good candidate for poesible observation of the surf ace poisritose modes

iItI I cosh q. s(s/ qxa sit qa. Per E.t. or is real adapproaches here, in the Gak/Ai 1Ga -i"A ssperlettie snyste. in this system the
p b-,.ckIeweind dialecttic ferrtien r 1s not A cotatet, but It is 5 Itctie Of

o .tq
4
- q fromashow . Fort c.O ahaesaogiaery port equal toeIN/a. 2 2 2 2 -1

A,..,- the teal part of a approaches seen as if - q* from shove. Thin hehavior .-O y (W _ "L ) (i. - WT) . wheret e5 () is the high freey

in shown in Fig. 2, a plot of the real part of as ye qe for the aes Co*oa dielectric contst.t and ws1L and eraar the longitudinal asd traeeveet optical

phamen frequencies respectively. by taking accstnt of the freqweey qeadmce
in Fig. 1.

of £ (u). one fisa, a *yet= of rotupled istersbband pleemMs-optil, pheme

It Is interesting to eats that these awilson plasma modet be cntrast to modes. Both bulb bondsaend serfacte eacitetions eist.
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Because the surface polarltons are no-radiative, they do not couple dir-

ectly to light. In order to observe the ands* Itn optical absorption or reflect-
FIGtURE 1.

ance it wi11 be neesary to destroy the translation Ioveriance along the sot-

face by. for msple. producing a grating en the surface. The Srating spacing WApot ffruec y.qath

-14 
podoct of --aneobhrpaale to

i hould satisfy the cnequality f lq ;this Is in the range of thousands 2 wp t he layers and euperlettIce

A7 X and uhoulId not be diff icult to achieve. Resonant Ras scattering and saig h pe hddrgo

ele~trn energy I-~ pectroecopy appear to ba poeible tachniquas for oserving00itebadohlkitshhn

t-sraeplrtu Inteeeprmnslreasea trnse p&loong The in0e shdd regio

srfrace is pos.. ble,..a that vale.a of q greater than q* can be attained. 
(d qo lbos h oe hddrgo

(1) i. the single particle castionm.

The authors would libe to thank Dr. 6. Cotalex do Is Crus and Drn. A. C. 4, m)Te sarfare polariton -o is the

Tsolle for atfMiotlr* discussions. E5 (O)o 5 solid lina which interets hulk

'EDgcg E 
2

0 plasmain continue at (qa)a a
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wherer T and Tare the two TO ph...n frequencie., c and r-rcthe ln

TPW MlF WlS.A 'AC HO NO. RYSONAHCE 11% ;alnA.-lU ..d ;oldA.-AllnA. and high frequency diel tri -o mm and ' ar, dampingt ratwetam. and

4VF~RSO N(71 5' ASP (-C"FRI.ATTI(I.S
r ai defined by the generalised Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relations

10 TV (2)

4.A. 11 Fore- Pat,, K.I. Chenji and ATY. (,to, - - -L-- 2

l-hrtir de rhyniql. 11ea Solidet. I.N.%.. 3 1077 Toulouse. Fr..n.e.
.,.d16X.304 CrnbeFrnc.The oscillaor sirengths associated with each mode armI -~ and ('rj

Park ltad, xfor. OX 3PU Engand.For (;a0) ,.,, 5 A. thin Mit..0.R2 for the 'InA.-like' moe at 233 m-1 and

91401Or.., 1SR for the 'GaAa-lihri mde at 271 cm 1. It i. thuso not sarpri sing that

'Bel 4-- Hll.%e.let.. 797, US.A manartophonon manurentoan hulk GanAs hawe shown that rho dominant

nontrrig in hy 'Gn-lihe, photna * although meant menaateesnts hawe

Ab- ra- detected sove teaon of osoillation. dan to 'lnAs-like ile (ade .

We re-nart the -hecroan ,f magrnetophnen resocane. in GalnAM-InP Magsatophonion maaurevients wern made on several GaInAe-InP heterojne-

hctec,,uncticrn and fnaoreventn of the temberature dependence of the ovini- tin grown at the Thomson-.S.?. Laboratories by the LP-MCDM technique (9).
Iliticon. A single aerira of oscillations date to scattering hy the GaM- -

like' made of CalnAa is nero. in contranst to CGalnAa-InP noperlattiren. with electron concentration. of 3.5 a il cm2 and tyipical wboilities of

where ncattering from InP phononno is also observed, and Cs~nAa-AlInAs 8000 M2~ V-10- ar IM0 X .ad 30 O00 _mI V
1
0
1 

at 77 X. The oscillations

heierojwuncsions, wher- coupling to 'lnA.-like' made. only in sen. Thin were detected by standard second-derivative techniques and a typical seriea
behaviour i% di scunse d in terms of long-range phonon interactionsand inter-

lace ph,,-n-. of carve., taken at lattice temperatnes between 80 K and 300 K, is shown

Magntopononresnane, i anextowlypowrfultoo inthe tud ofin Fig. 1. Rlotation of th. sample relati " to the field at several tempera-

turns showed that the resoanc". were two-dimesantinal tap to 300 K.

eler-phonon interactine in neieutc. In ro -recn letters, a The oscillations observed form a single series awirh afasdadntal field.

have shown how the dominant electron-U' phonon scattering process are quite 9Bof 14.4 T. Using the measured cyrlotron man nf maO 0.048 a. (10)

different in the two-dimensional Rasen formed in CalnAha-lnP nutaelttires with a small correction for non-paraboli city (1) the phannon energy can he

and in C'LalnAP-AIInAs heternjiuntions (*2). In this paper ate report the eugdfo

observation of magmetophon resonances in GalnAa-InP hoeaojanctions. where Die

ihe scattering obse rved is different again, hot quite conistent with the c

chanes obsere,! with increasing qaantum well thirkness in the usorlattices. shore a. is the cyclotron freqavery. This gives a phony astergy of 278 cia'

The optic phonn mdel of Gao. 4710. 53 As have haen studied hy a number chick my he edured slightly by a moent polara contribattion to the

of were ba . who have founad two L.O. phosnons at 233 cm- *sd 271 cm 1. effective sms; this bam baon ignored an dhane is sem asncertainty over its

The dielectric coen-ts for a asterial with two sacs of optic phoren miles is magnitude in two disienainnalt syntama, but it is thoughrt to ba small. of

ta ,2 .2) .2 .2 .2 ~ ore t(.,11)
-c W T ) (te T22Oore The dominant snattriag wuald thun appear to be by

2 22 2'2.
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wl

'-4A. like' chontn in othlk C:lnA. It can be seen from Pig. I that an screening of the InP photon field in the GaInAs (14,15
1 

and the penetration of

aid io~nu Ipeak iat 10.2 1 appear, at lower temperstures. he amplitudes of the electron uanrfunction into the TnP could lead to scattering. Grading of

thin pea and the N - 2 masnetophonon oscillation are plotted in Pig. 2. the interface region or interface phonons may alst play a role.

The saninnrhnon peak it isible coor the whole tetyerature range qtudied. Reslts from the ClonA-AllnA heterojunctione are qrY different;

,nd ". ousa mss at ii f. while the extra peak only appearn hetoo 220 K onto one series if oscillations is observed (Fig. 3), corresponding to a

and in, rase minotnical 1 sith dei-naning tepersture. MIagetophonon phonen energy of 235 cm
-

. This in thought to be due to the existence of

ali tides ftall at low teenpirataren doe to the decreasing 1.0 phonon popula- degenerate nA-like' -des on both sides of the interface. causing

rt,', ani at high temperature. the oscillations become increasingly damped sronger coupling to the electron gas. The oscillator strength (ro-c') of

doe to- additional broadening cf the Lidau leela. The extra peak is the 'InAd' ode in AllnAa in 1.27, greater than the nlte of 0.82 in GalnAs.

','tight !,, be hremains ,f ihe N - I Shubniko-de Has oscillation; at The results shot that the electren-phonon interactions in the three

",h high temperatoren the Shohniko-d Hams amplitude falls off less system studied are strongly dependent upon the interface, but do not pro-

h,-klt tt esnped from classic" X/sinh relation (X - 7,2 kToc) since vide any evidence for interface photns as such. The interface phonon eer-

Il is not longer nevu' less than ha . gies may be deduced by equating the dielectric constant at the interface,

fig. I shows magnretophenon oscillations in all three CaInda nto-darn- / 1y,
2 )/

2
, to ero. shere c

1 
and t 2 are the dielectric conaralto of the eve

sinAl system studied to datet heterojuictions and suprlattices of materials calculated from Eq. I). The frequencies and oscillator strengths

alvinA-lnP aid hoteroieot ions of oIn.ia-AllnA.. The sig ificant feature deduced are shown in Table I. For the GalnA-InP system the interface

I the superlattico reoults is the appprarvce of a second series of osci- phonon energies seem significantly too low to account for the series obser-

liati,,. ,ich increases in avplitude as the quantim wlt thickness is ed, while for the GalIAs-AllnAa heterojnotions the bulk and interface

teduced. becoming comparable in amlitude sink the ain series at a -lt 'Ina' modes are degenerate. This would seem to eplaln the dominance of

tht i-koea if AI A. This series cannot he the remains of the Shabniko-de 'Ins' photon ucattering in this system. nce the interface photo ocilla-

"aas osiillations, m the amplitude increases ith tenweratore in the range toe strength is not obviously dominant for the 'Inds' aode.

10O-It1 K, ond the fundamental field Is much too high. The main series In conclusion we nmy say that the scattering of a 2SfG in GatnAa by O

sines a photon energy at l6 on
- I

, and is due to scattering by the phonons my be controlled so that the dominant interaction is with ont of

t moslike' d at Gaodam, while the second series giws a photon energy the three photon nodes 'liAs', tGAa' or 'IoP'. The three oases corespond

of 350 -i. oorresrondisg to the LO photon of IsP
(

4
°
' 

)
. As the wel to: i) 'InAs' dominance in GslnAA-AllnsA heterojanctions and probably

thickness is reda ed, eleetrnm are confined closer to the CsAls-nP si-. tices.

interfae, and scattering by lnP phonutr eoms nore signiflant. The (iS) 'GaAs' dominance in GalnAs-IsP haterjteettionm or quantmi cells

heteortnctions reprent the limit of infinite quenttn call thickness, hen of thickness greater than % l00 .

the tsp phosn statering has heos o t a to ga ect. The detaile of (ii) 'InP' dominance in aianAls-inP quanta wells of ttl nss lass

the IsP phoem - Galns sleetran interation an mot clear. loth the fisite than ' 100A,
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It

Ta. . :how- the freqency in elhlewd hy the oscilltator strenth for

aIl I ,lk aod interfae U1 phonons in he w. o nte. .

-dr lo.n' ' uu' 'nP' 'AIAs' :

S-.l --h no. '... . . .. . . ~1 " "

I ," V 3 /

:alne lnl' 2 80., 21h/0.8 128/t./

f.,onAn-AltI .214 !I.O ? I.7S/ 159/0.7

1. 1. P -r .1. I. Ci 1-~ki . R.3. Ni h.oIas . 4<. A. 8,t 11, M. R.-Igh i..

- M.A. -i-un, .T. Phy~ C : S,,lid State Phys. 16 (1983) 1-573

.. Bull. .t. Nichlan. I.C. Portal. K.Y. Ghewo and A.Y. C.,. .
', 'los C S'liItd ate Ph's. lh (1981) L.579 * et .t 5

!in,..l and Ut. Lu ,nk, Ohys. Rev. Lete. 21 (19hs) 490
-l-n t. Fl.,t Mute,. IO (1981) . sho9e nagnetophonon oscillations .ig shows sagnerophono oxtals-

rn a tlnZs-InP heterojunction as a ions. in the three systems studied.
A. 'i,-t,; 1.8. NMorloch. 5.1. I -hopo and M.A. Pollack, Aptpl. Phys. functionof temperature. The extra pralt (a) shots a single serie, due to

II I 6 781 467 at lower temperatures is thought to be ITnisA phonons in a GAln.a-AlI.A.
- K. Kalodn, Aptl. l-vell. 1.0 1982) 826 the N I Shubnikon-de Haas peak. heteroJunction; (b) show A single

series in a GaInA.-tnP heterojonction
* 1.7. Nicholas. S.. Sessions a 1.C. Portal. Appl. Phys. lett. 37 due to 'Gaus' phonons; (r) shows

qO) IA. Iesults for a 150 GaInAs-tnP super-
lattice whore, in addition to the

.K. rkar, DPhi. thesis. xf,-d Uniersty (19113) . . ain series due to scattering by
.. ', . inl.'. I.'. Larivait. R. Bl.es,. R. irweun and ' 'a"' phons, there is waken

4z. 'tsohe-oi. Fleoton. tot. 17 (19A?) 641 6.ak, Ik second series due to scattering by

A 'nI'. r S. Haunt I.C. P-t.1. 'InP' phonos (resonance indices

S A I. ho-n prid); (d shows results for
. R.,e*1i. WA. dieorte-Poisson. KY. Mheng and A.Y. Cho. this an 801 GaInAs-ITp superlattine. where

,,,fortnceJ the two series due to 'GaAs' and

* TI,. (nelert. 1.. Tswi .7 . Portal . I.SBarens and A.C. Cossard ,'In?' phonoa are appro oastely equal
Si-lid State Csor. I. isOJ) II in intensity. The uses in the tv
* S. dos lo.. PhS. Ren. 8.7 ' 1983) 2790 1; saperlattices differ front each other.

--0 tr atd froa. c the heterojnctions due to
%-rsdi+ ,,a~la nd G.R. Wright. Solid State rnenain . 6 (1966) 411 1rn-parabolicity.

I . l 4s td P. VSgl, Solidalr le n. 0 t.q1,) ft9 C.

.A. ln.
1 1

l. .. Nicholas..T.C. Portal, M. Raitshi and
I.A Caiso5. Pro;. 16th In,. Cowl. on the Physics of qeescowdattons 1L

7982, Physiras Ill 1i1(I83) (53I
- P 1 

.
4 

shows the amplitudes of the

Ach A nldrwn t r l wa supported hy as S.F..R.C. CASK Student- .-.. s o) and the extra peak

ship in allaboration with the C.E.C. Hirst Researth Cent". We would t(tirces) as a functios of teee-

Ihe t, thank Dr. J.P. Ihihewin and 5.r. T.P. Pearsall for useful discussions.
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RESONANT TUINNELING IN DOPING QUANTUM WELL STRUCTURES between n- and p-layers of doping superlattices has been discussed briefly

more than ten years ago'/5. In the present work we report on the observation

Ch. Zeller and G. Abstreiter of resonant tunneling through the forbidden gap into subband states of a two-
Physih--lepartuefnt. Iechnische Unioersttt MUnchen dimensional system In the conduction band using ultrathin pnp-GaAs triode

8046 Garching. Fed. Rep. of Germny structures.

and
The samples grown by molecular beam epitaxy consist of an ultrathfn

K. Ploog
K.Fa - tt l u(40 nm to 70 rin) n-GaAs layer imbedded in two thick (Z 00 nn) p-GaAs layers.

Si and Be are used as n- and p-type dopants, respectively. The doping concen-
70(00 Stuttgart. Fed. hap, of Germny

tration N' a x - I x 0 18 cm
"3 

leads to a nearly parabolic one-dimensional

space-charge potential well with approximately equidistant subbands in the
Astract conduction band of the n-type layer. In the ground-state of the systems the

The resonant tunneling of electrons through the forbidden Fermi energy in the conduction band is finite, i.e. a few subbands are

gap into discrete subband states is studied in pop-GaAs occupied (see Fig. Ib). Selective ohmic contacts to the different layers are

quantum well structures. Transitions into different elec- formed by alloying small Sn and Sn/Zn balls as n*- and p*-electrodes. respoc-

tric subbands in the conduction band are observed in the tively.

derinatine curves of the I-V characteristicS. The concept
The carrier density in the potential well can be varied by applying a

of a tunnel triode structure is proposed which Is based voltage Unp between the selective electrodes. The potential well is then|

o resonant tunneling via electronic states of a tw-dimn- shifted with respect to the Fermi level *p in the p-typo layers. In Fig. I F

sional system. the situation is shown schematically for different values of Un. For Unp * 0

the Fermi levels In the p- and n-typo layers are equal, and the occupation of
annul ing esprimnts for the inoestigation of sabband energies hane

been performed so far only for accuulation layers on degenerate smiconduc- electric subands depends on the design parameters. With reverse bias (Unp
tors/il/ and in Si-S structures/2/. In those experimts the region through < 0) the carr'er concentration gets depleted, the depth of the potential

tors andwevnrSi-S insteastdres'
2

.. iI).thosetenporiprotsbthetregionethrough

which the carriers tunnel consisted of a very thin insulating layer. Quantum well. however, is increased (rig. W. The tunnel probability for electrons

mechanical tunneling processes bane also teen observed in doable harrier from valence band states to the empty subbands depends on the density of
states. Consequently, this reflects the step-lihe hehanior of the two-dimn-

structures formed by thin layers of semiconductors with different band gaps

(e.g. GaAs and AlxGi As)/3/. It is well known. however. that tunneling of sional system in the n-type layer. A forward bias (U • 0), on the other

carriers can also occur through the forbidden energy gap of a homogeneous hand,decreases the depth of the potential well, and the quasi-Fermi level for

semiconductor frow conduction to valence band states and vice versa, using electrons On is increased. Electrons can now tunnel from the occupied sub-

heavily doped np-janctionS
4
/. Also the posibility of bipolar transport bads into the hole states abe *, (Fig. Icy. If the applied potent
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eU . (n - O) exceeds 
t
n' direct tunneling processes are no longer we find a separation between subbands five and six of about 35 meV. Except

possible (Fig. ld). for the dip at 0 V there is good agreement between theory and the measured
peak structures.

In order to observe directly the tunnel current we have carefully

studied the I-V characteristics of several pnp-GaAs structures. In Fig. 2 We have also observed some structures for applied voltages where direct

results arc shown as obtained for a sample with ND . MA - 2 x 018 cm
"3 

and tunneling between valence band- and subband states is no more possible. They

the thickness of the v-type layer of do m 70 nm. The top curve is the direct are probably caused by deep impurity levels both above the valence band and

I-S trace measured for a large voltage range to show the overall behavior of below the conduction band edge. Sone of these levels are also seen in photo-

the np-characteristics. The two lower curves are the first and second derive- luminescence spectra of the same samples/6/.

tine observed in the region -200 mV Unp 0 ef. The mere sensitive den- The present experimnts have been performed on samples with relatively

vafive spectra exhibit a sequence of pecks, with a separation of approxiately low doping concentrations (ND - NA N 4 x 1O18 cm-
3
). For these values the

31 xV. At 0 V an additional dip Is observed which is related to a weak zero direct tunneling probability through the band gap is weak Consequently, the

bias an aly whose strength varies from sample to sample. This effect causes structures were observed only in the derivative curves but not in the direct

sone distcrtions of the subband tunnel structure around 0 V. The spacing of i-a tharacteristlc. A strong increase of the tunnel current is eopected for

the steaks in the derivative curves is explained by changes of the tunnel higher doping concentrations, which, however, requires an improved contact

current which occur whenever a subband is shifted through the Fermi level *p technology. With the presently diffused contacts the leakage current becomes

Ir the valence band, too high. One solution is the incorporation of masking techniques into the

molecular beam epitaxy system. Another possibility is the application of

soe 
observedon of 

uture can tunel strucre 
daon V.t 

ef-ossTel spacing- 
ofI 

caatrsi.Asrn 

nrae 
ftetne 

urn 
sepce 

o

the observed structures can be compared with self-consistent calcula- well-defined ion implantation for highly resistive areas around the contact

tions of the potential well and the subband energies. Using the given design
regions. The fabrication of such devices opens a wide field for applications

parameters of the sample we obtaln a Fermi energy for the unexcited state
which, for example, make use of resonant tunneling from one p- to the other

, l73ef. tonsequently one should reach the condition that the lswest p-region via real electronic states of a two-dimensional system in the n-type
subband moves through the Fermi level in the valence band at Unp .73 ma. layer.

This is marked in Fig. 2 by the large arrow. It coincides extremely well with

the strongest peak observed i, the derivative curves. The small arrows mrk Acknowledgements:

the calculated subbend separations as obtained for those subbands Which are
We wish to thank A. Fischer for the expert help in sample preparation.

closest to ap and are therefore responsible for the structures in the tunnel
The work has been supported by the Ileatsche Forschongsgemeinschaft via SF

n

current. The energy difference is increasing with applied negative bias nol- 128 and by the Bundesministerium fUr Forschung und Technologie of the

tage. For Unp 1 0 only the lowest subkands are involved in the tunneling Federal Republic of Germany.

processes. Their energy separation is of the order of 20 met. At Unpo -i10 mY
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!!2_CIV _OE OF TP ___lONi~ SPBA~I The eigenvalucs and eigentunctions of the unperturbed syese are taken
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ABSTRACT (1)

A general fornsuistion is developed to describe the electronic (rI 41(

collective modes of a type It superlattite as exemplifiled by the

InAa/GaSb system. Dispersion relations are evaluated to the 11.11 of Here. n Ina subband Index, 9 the layer index, "a" the layer separation.

weak coupling between different intetcubband xncitatiOns and the sod i anli P are tweo-dimensional cravevector and position vectors within

intresubband modes. a layer, respectively. The envelope functions *,,L(a) are considered

to be kown functionsj C() for all electron layers snd 'i (n) for hole

In this paper, we investigate the electronic collective excita- layers. In this model, electrons (or holes) are free to maw along

tions of type IT semiconductor nuperiatticen. Por many purposes, type their layer, hot their moton normal to the layer is quantized by the

I superistricee can be thought to consist of a periodic array of superlattice potential. No transfer of carriers fros layer to layer Is

quasi-tceo-dimensional elertron layers, while type 11 spetlatticee can allowed, so the alolbands of the periodic superlattice potential are

he thought of us a periodic array of alternating qait -deainlflat.

electron and hole layers. A typical exomple of the letter is the To obtain the electronic collective modes of the system, ws Intro-

IOA.yr.s1 system, In which the conduction band edge of loUd is below duce an external pertorbing potential Of the form

the valence band edge of GaSh. This results in the transfer of elcc- vot *.t - 0e* tut-iqo (2)

trons ito. the GaSh lavers to the mnA. layers. leasing holes behind in
Thi' ,xternal disturbance gives tie to a total, self-consistent po-

the Ca.Sh.
tential v which is the am of the external potential, a Rmrtree poten-

The mdel used to describe the electronIt structure of the type ta .ada xhnecraainPtnilVC h hnei

11 sperattce s th folowng.Eachquat-to-ctsentonl lyerdensity So caused by the selE-consistent potential is calculated by
is labelled by an Integer (the layer index. I), This index is eown lna epneter;I .gvnb

for electron layers (which contain no electrons per unit area, of(3

effective mas a and charge -e) and odd for hole layers (which icq s)- ev(qti'4 1 ei).(o.s 3

contain Ohboles per unit area. op effective Mass ab, and charge +e).
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Here. ws have assmd that there is no overlap of the wbvefunctiona In leads to an Infinite determinantai equation whose ronts give the col-

adjaceot layers. and introduced the symbol ctive mode frequencies a a function of ;and k . Limitations of

- 7~r~~------7w3--~-- .(4) apace Permit us to display only some simple sperial cases. It is ton-

k venient to label the electron sahhands n-0,1,2....and the hole suhbands

the irreducible polanleaility of thr i-th laver. The symbol -mIv a'' n'.O',2...The roe and colunsa of the determinant will then be

stands for the matrix element of v(q.,z.) between the m and a' suhbands labelled 0.0' 1,1' .2.2*. In the remainder of this note. we will

on the f-th layer. The klariree and exehange-correlatlon votentialsnelcthcopigbwenIr-ad trsbn meadbten

are ive hydifferent interaubband pairs. In that cast the determinant. is diagonal

v (~.a * q e e o~q.c~')(5) In 2X2 blocka..

Is the limit of seak-couplIng between the layers, where the layers

o (q....) 'Va n'--- 
5 ~q.a 6 ate far apart In the sense that qa - i, the moes consist of purely

run-dimenstonail plaanons, and collective istersubband excitations occur-
l

where V.,n is the exchange-correlat ion functional. ring Independently on each layee.

By combining these equationa. wr can obtain a relation between Int the strong-roupLng limit, whare the layers are close together

matrix elements of the external potenta vex' a nd matrix elements of (qa -' I), we obtain coupled 20 electron-hole plasmons, and coupled

the ntIS-consistent potential v. Thi relation can he thought A as a IntersubbAnd electron-hole moes. The firmer have been discussed else-

matixs equation to whihi uobhan4 indicen label the eatrlo elements. It where, bot -e display the two bands of Intra...bband Plammons In Pig. I

contalno the .~ Iniormatos as the n.,n-local dielectric f unction for the sake of comletees.. The coupled intersubband electron-hole

).e':yq-) which 1tcvlden an Integral relation beitween tic' external p- moden have frequencies to O(q
2
)gl,.r by

tential at position 2 aod the nelf-consastent potential at position z'. 2'o~ 21 .2,- II I hj , ;.I ')
2  

*

The condition for self-suataining collective modes ts obtained by

requiring chat the esIf-conelstent v remain finite ,.h.o vest ioset* where Li is the separation between the s-ti and ground elecron sub-

equal to oemo. This condition, together wit), ct.o ansi that bands, and

vsa(qu0 i 's -Ilq.w)IO' for t even O n( n-0 9

(7) Mere, a .8g'ive the dePOcacigation and excitation shifts respectively.

ibv(q)0 fi-IIla .. 10 for a add and *n (4ane2/c *)n1 ' .Is S-sinb(2q4cosh 2q&-... 2b.]- sad

51 S coatbafcnsh(qgiaro structure faetors describing; the coupling be-
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tween adjacent layers. The barred quantities are defined in the same

ay an the obarred -n., encept that they refer to the hole layers. Supported in part by Rational Science Foundation Grant M 81 21062.

The two frequencies - In (8) corresponds to the in-phase and out-of-
Present Address: Physica Department, Pordu University.

phase meion of the electrons and holes within a supercell (note the Veat Lafayette. Indiana 47907 U.S.A.

analogy itth the phonn modes of a linear diatomic chain). In the weak- t Present Address: Deporamento de llaa CINVSTAV-IPU,

couplin limit (qa -a 1). S-1, S'-O and we obtain separate electron or AFTDO POSTAL 14-740, 07000 85Xi1S

hole Intersubband modes. In the strong-coupling limit with I -0, so

that the otions In all the supercells are in phase. Sq-S'q-l/a, and 1. A. Telis and J. J. Quinn, Surf. Set. 113:362(1982).

eq. (8) yield, coupled softened electron-hole Intersubband modes. For 2. S. Ue Satnt and J. J. Quima. Phys. Sev. 925:7603(1982);
W. Sines, Solid State Comm. 44:363(1982).-

I 60, cn the other hand, -1 find the interesting result that

2 -2 -
° 
- 6 

2 )

- - . 1 (1*. - in
) 
+bOle). Figure 1. A qualitative sketch of the

5.0 frequency of the intra- and Lnaersubbane,

where the coupling occurs only in the coefficients of q 2. collective modes as a function of qa.

In Fig. (I) a qualitative sketch showing both the intra- and The ordinate is in mrits of 1013 mac
-

.

Interubband eacitatlon bands is presented. These collective modes can Both intre- and intersubband modes form

be detected by light-scattering and Infrared absorption measurements on to 0 a pair of bands whose boundaries are at

type It system suh as a"/GaSh. Ltght-scattering techniques are more k-0 or ks/2a. The four bands art

suitable for an nsubtiguous identification of the modes, since these . . 4  i shown as the cross-hatched regions.
1.O

methods allow measurment of the dIsperslon of the modes by appropriate

changes In the angle of incidence.

Calculationa on the affects of magnetic fields and the alectron-

phonen Interaction, as well as the transverse modes, have bee done and

will be presented elswer0te.o
qo
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progessof ur ork Itwasfound that th :urfac,of the growe fi1m even on
Optical and Electrical Properties of PhT,-?hbio,1 T. th f KC osrt wrk much& ipro by u.n:he i-fo got ato

stilcto Prepared on KC1 ho a biWT t tm:5o . uat
discretely~ ~ grwn . normtho of m"hing Plbr.-PbSnTe S1.9 using HVW one,

ii. Puj 11;a snd A1. lehida sot tp lrwig of fil. In a intrva between Ph!. and PbSoTe layer growths,
C'adu.t Sc Ilo Ele t ronic Science and Technology, wher, to hoc wall @yetem for Phi, and PhinTe ore used, i.e. this Is one hind

Shizuoka Uoivernitv. ffanosatsu. 432. Japan of the flip-flop growth thed.

H. Ku.war
Colg of Enginreering, Shizuoka Unlversitto The first buiter Ph!. layer with a thickness of ahout 500 A was grown on the
. xate. 4321 Japa .~ suera cleand alonig the (100) plane. The thichkne is munch thinner

S. Ihim-onr, S. Tehanka and K. Mourose compored with that in the early stage because of the reason metioned ahove.
.. epartment of Physic., Faculty of Science, Osaka University,Peidcleroftehe-h 

1 n 2TiswreuoeieygwnnthToycoao Omsk., 5hy. Japan Proi aeso h :eP08n0 oS.wr u-ieygono h

huffer layer.. SI.. prepared are clssified into two group.; I.e. one group (A);

The infrared cransmitrancee of PhTe-Ph ).5 o
5 2
T Isuperlattices prepared the thicknes. of &.PhgVT* layer ( width of potential well 1. is 4O00 A,

on KCl subntrates by a hot wail epitany were manaured at 200 K and their whil tahat of the PhTs-layer I herrier width Iis constant (200 dland the

ibsooption edges are compared with the theoretical calculations. In addition other group M:l the former is constant ( 60 A ,while the latter is 40 c. 350

re ults of itransvrerse Sagnstrealstances and cyclotron resonance are given. A. Tha surfacse. of the iSo ohtained is this way were al-ot specolar In

epparanco. The suhstrare imsperature, during growth wee 260*C and Te reservrir

1. Introduction tepratures were adjusted to he 300 and 310 'C to ohtain a and p-type amples,

respect ively.
Sice the first proronition of the one-dimensional ouperlartice by cash,

sod T-~ (1). manv works involving variousn hinds oi suporiattire. (SL.)l ( 2 ..4) 3. Experimental results and discussions

have heat reported. Phinfe* i, a nrro- gap nemiconductor with electron* Or I Optical properties I The infrared trosmittsnces of the II.. of group (A)

holes, both of which have very light effective melee, and large changes of were mesasured at 200 K and the, results are shown in Pig.l-a. Pot the
the energy gap should be. expected hv making iSL using this semiconductor, mterials used hoth messes of eleotons and holes are very light and the

Recently PbTe-Ph5, 8SPI.2 To Sl~a have keen prepared on the 9aP 2 (111)1 Surstain-Koes effect ohscures the fundammental ahsorption edges. To avoid this

cleaved surfaces hy the hot wall epitaiy (MMW) and their quantuesmsite effects effect, ell the "msremments waes carried out at the rather high tesmpera ture. I
weretinvestgated by our group ( 5. 7 ). Ph~nTe has vary valley hand structures Curves 2. 6 show the transmittance. of IsG, while 1 and y show those of 4

nd the features of the electronic states of the SL. are somewhat complicated. PhTe and aPh
5 
0 .To layers, respeotively. Total thickness of the SL we

because In the growth condition metionaed shove the =nie of ft In along 11111 fined to ha 2.Apa It io apparently seen that ahsorption edges are shifted
and two hinds of suhhand with light and heavy effective messes Occur. For the towards high energy with decrease is the thickness af the PhIOTe layer in the
reduction of this romplication or an application of the IL to PhinTe lasr (g), SIt. The energy level or wvesnuahee of the quantum state Is the potential well
preparations of the iLs on ourh a substrate as a KCS (100) surface are desired, of the conduction hand increases with this change . Similar variation should

We succeeded in making the sL I n or p - i10"-. 10' cm' and 45 -. 270 layers) occur in the valence hand and the energy separation between ground states In

and will report experimental results of their opticai and electrical properties the Conduction and valesce hands incresse with this chamge, eGasing that the
with theoretical analysis. harrier haight of the valance band (6A K ) 1. oerly equa to that of the

2. Sample preparation conduotion hand ( 65 I ).

In the early stags of 'oar experiments on maeking Pb~nTe It.. it seemed that To analyze the tranamitisooss the absorption coefficfeats were calculated

:tPh~nfe thin file geowth ow the KI substrate was met easy compared with free the Cre in the Pig. I-a. Absorptioli edge aergien g ware obtained

tha e the W21 substrate. The thermael expansion Coefficient of KI is enth sod are sheen is Pigs.l-b and 1-c for the groups (A) end (B). reepettively.

greater than that of Map ankd it was difficult to make flat thin film of St The materials se are marrowt gap amicenductore and the potential well depth

or the KCI suhstrate hated at rather low tempeature (250'C o.ut is the (barrier height Ishould he amall. So turanaling affect with rhane Ing the
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thickness of the Phi, layer I harrier width -were -oand and theia rsut usintg the fronig-Petny model, tahing into accont the mny valley hand

are shown In the Pig. i-c for the groip MB. In these ens lytiseo the Fronig- trtre with elipsoidel conatant energy surfaces and the non-psrahciicisy

Penne, And the Kanees models Werroord, Ahoorytion ,,efficientn abs depend ofctsceioi tate. Pot a p-type sample transversal matetores isane was

onualls on the density of empty states of the two-dimentiosel natse. meosurei and two-dineyyiooei motion of holes cnfined In the quantum wall

Temperature dependence.tof the taneeittancetvere mesuredi andl some hompt woo aoce rto ned. For a n-type sample cyclotron resonance s measured at 4.2 K

,ere appeared in tbed, corvet obtained from the transmit tance curves aa shosen and observed cyclotron mesane arc compared with the theoretical values. To

In Fig. 2. The humps be,- to he seen shar .t high~ temperature doe no clarity ratoes of the bTie-Ph~nic aup-rlatices In norm detail more eap.erena

increase Intshe density of empty states. Thos 'en cat eatimte poniti Weo f, the studies on cyclotron resonance are required.

energo of the opti1al Itaysitlon he re.... ce e utc. .he.ds ( Nf * ' ).

I Magoraoreatfarce I to uncertn tuc-dimoinel coduction of carriers Referetcen

co'nfised in the qyactum well trannrorse nagoetrreeistanee of p-type ( - 2ell' (1) L. Pusici and R. iso,. lIBM . tes. Den. 14 019f) hi.

cm I )Phi, (200 A)-Ph0 .81"
0
2 T (200 A) St wan measured at 77K and Bin12 kG '21 0.Y. iCo, Apyl. Phys. Left. 19 11971) 46?.

and are 9itcn in Pig. 3i. The "eoresittance car fee as ap/j,*C 1409911 (3) L. Peabi, ILA. Chang, it.!. Howard and VA.. Rideout, Proc. 11th lnEiConf.

here 0 4a angle between the magnetic field 0 andt she direc.tion of SL (fl4)ffl, on thin physic. of Semicanductors. We..... Poland, d972, PWRI-Palish

it decreaseaalecst, trer at w-9a.q Longinadina' magneiuretietancr wasalso Scientific Pahisher., Warsaw, Poland, 1972, p.
4 3 1

.

measured and wat found tc he verv small, Thete re~lttAncen should becoee some (4) Cii. S)6hler, Phys, Status Solidit, B52 (1972) 533.

magnitudes for auchts single cryatal a.say-type (e due tv many valley hand (5) Ht. Kinsehita and 5. Pujipasa. 1. Appl. Pups. 51 (19801 5845.

utructoces with ellptol.Il contant energy surf ace, at I. points. Prom thu bhove (6) B. Kinoshita, H. Fajiyeea, A. Ishida aud g. Kuwahara, Proc. 4th let. Conf.

-facu~osnin holes are foutd to be confined in the quan.tum well of ite St. on the Phyaic. of Harrow Gap Semiconductor., Springer Peeleg, Berlia,

Cclotron rsonarcce T, ivoryisgace electronic Motion of the SLn tics Heiderherg 1982 p.368.

-, tr-t resonance V-f1 -a mraured at 4.2 K asing a 331 *ms 5829 laser. (7) Ht. Kinoahita, S. isachua, K. Mutes. and B. Ftijiyaeu, Peso. 2nd. Inn. Symp.

Araular dependoencrvc CR absorption spectra and of Cf mass M. for the n-type on MB8! end Clean Surface Techniques, Japan Society a! Appl. Phye. 1982

PhoSis ( 40 A I- HtTe)
2
00 S1,I ace shown in Pigs. 4-a and 4n-b, innpectively. p. 61.

in tice Pig. 4-h hcoken lites were obtained theortically aseamlegi c/a AEl-. :8) p..i. Bryant, if. Ekin-Uddis, J1. Rined end f.L. Thomas, islr. Picys. 22

If o asse it 1/4n. the irc vincidence becomee good with each other. Bu t 11982) 97.

Its validity of the latter assumpt inn in% not now clean, ecen thoungh there

should be some sira ins in the Interfaces of the Stu. in any way. TB radian I The Infosped tranem -.iac of various hiode of Phie-Pc 0SnO. Te Ste.

become..SOO0 A with Permit energ,~ pf10 met, .u .0.01yn. and 5.1560, end at 200 It ( 1-a ). Variations of the optical absorption edge energy a.

is Is muich larger than the length A one period of the SL ( 240 11 ). It to (unction of Ph, 8
5n 

0
.
2 
Te I1-b ) and PicTs layar thicknesses ( I-nc

noticed that CR Bas oheerved even ie the condition end observed mause. are-prdwt h hoeia ale sn h rvgPnymdl

lightr- tican the conducti on, band edge mas of Phi.. In additton. transversePuth mpe3,5ad6iteFg.I.Pb unfo fls

( 40- 90 *) and l1-ngiidi5..l magnetoresissanee were observed to se exet % -'8 Am ) weee deposited onto the tape of the SLe In order to

These facts shotw that some quantum etihiaude appear between the top of nice diminish Interference fringe. neat the nbsorption edges.
harrier ( btta of the conduction band of Phie ) end the hoctom of the Fig. 2 V.ner. y dependence. of Mttsl fur the PrbTe ( 200 A )- Pr .

8
e So0 2 To ( 600 A

quantum enli ( hoctom of the conduction hand of Pb0 8
Sn..21e SL at the temperatures 71 (A). 200 (H) end 260 (C) K. Hrene lins

4. Sumary(a),' (hI and (r) show the theorstitel density of empty statee
4. set aree.pondlng to (A), (B) end (C).

Tb. stererd trn~teonof PhTe-Pbo. aS
0
(.

2
ie naperlattlree prepared Pig. 3 Reeults of the teasevereel magmiaesiasteoce of the p-type, ( I xOi

on nice 11 sbstrate by a hot wall epitauxy mere measated at 200 1 end the rm-
3 
) Phie, ( 200 A )- Ph 0

8 
n 
0
.
2
To (200 A I ST. at 77 K.

fuedamensal abeorption edge. rem be onxpliied by tics theoreticel nairuletiun Fig. 4 asnglar dependencee of CR epectra ( 4-a 5and ef CII was 1 4-bc at 4.2 K

fur the ni-type ( 9xI sol cm ) PbTe (200 A S b h
0
. So 0.2 To 40 A St.
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PH'r(iLkrtXESCFNCL AND EXLITAI0N SPECTROSCOPY IN calculations of the level structure associated with acoupled well system based

CWFU ;&s-G(AIAa QANTM WLLSon the enveltope function Approach, which include. in a natural way bond non-

C. Delalande, V.0. Zigailio. C. Rastard. M. Vooa parebolicity and various boundary condition intricacies at the interface. Our

Groape 4e Physique Am Solid-, 4e I'colo onale lupkrioure calculations indicate that one of tha four peaks observed in the excitation

u..w Lhcmod, 7%231 Paris Coden 05, France spectrum is due to an optical transition between a bontod electron etat@ and

At. ronArd atd W. Wiegmann a light hole virtual hbod state.

Bvl
1 

Laboratonin. Murray Hill. Mew Jersey 07974 USA
In the envelope function approach /3,4/, for nero wavevector in the

Abet-,layer plane, the envelope funrtion fS asaociated with the S periodic part of

We addreaa the nubjeAct of virtual hound states (reaonances) in a coupled the Bloch function is the aolution of a nona-parabolic hasiltonian of the Kane

quantum Well, GaAs-"alAlbA. structure Brown by molecular beom epitony. The type, in which the r0, re and r', edge* ahift at the llaAA-Cat .AIAs interfaces

hehaviour of boun~d hole sattes end hole reoooancod in calculated in the eon.- by the amounts VS, VP and V, respectively. Following Dlingle /l/, we bane used

lope function appc .b for . double roll ayet- with wall (GAN.) width. ranging VS . 1060 x and VPIV 0 -197 a. Bound electron 1.1 and hole (h) atata& occur

bcew U tc 200 A and a fined barrier (Ga0 *4A05 lh
0
) width of 12 A, taking into for energies 0 VS and c ,rsetvl.Snew "daigwt dn

aoont bond rn-parabcli~ity and the spin-orbit energies of the host materials. tical wells 1of width L?, the hound atatea are odd or even with respect to

Etp-s~ectal results baned on ecitation spectroscopy meaurements and pertai- the midpoint of the centrally located barrier (of width h). For energies corcen-

ocoig to the eniat-no of a transtion involving a virtual bouand hol. etat. are pomnding to the continusapectra (c. > V
1
S or Eh VP) on. nearchen for crane-

presented for a system conectatig of 40 period. of two 45 A rGaAs well. sepere- mieniow reanancee. Tha transmission coefficient of a double well strurture in

ted by 12 0 a 
5 0
~gA1O hA1 heroiners, le also discuas briefly the evolution of given by

the phctolusinencence and -ucitation spectra in the 2 to 40 Ktemperature T(,) - I c-4(E~ - )'W'5,2 o~,Lcsb ikLsnlh

where kw and It, are the vravevectere end ist the ratin of the prebability cur-

The development of technique. euch as minlocular he" epitany baa made rnuta in the well and the harrier. P4. kw and k are easily deducad from the

it possible to grow aingle crystal structures approaching atomic dimensions dispersion relation, of the boat materiale. gesonances (twice degeneorate) occur

and numerous atudies of quantum effects in thase eyetems have been carried ot for

M. 1n particular, Dfingle at al./2/ have conducted optical absorption eat

roeete in coupled .,iltl-11l GaAa-CalAl)Aa structures. which indicate splitting I0
L p Ier(2

of single well hound atates de to iater-well coupling. We report the firat cook .L~coabkbh - -fE t aiokWL2alnk h (3)

observation 4f thin poencomeson based on excrttifon spectroecopy meauremnts in A. b - 0 resonances nf the firat kind converge towards the even hound statre

ia&a-Ga(AIIAa dobts well aemple (ee Pig.1a). We also preent the first at the soe energy (cc - VS' Eb - V,), wherees resnances of the second kind

Lbohrsairs, ancld en 0555. converge in the *am limit toward, the odd bound state. nts that resonanesn

$89 510
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(3) would correspond to a superlattice state with wawwvctor *12Lt, h) if the tree and booed hole states. Peak DI is assigned to an optical transition between

(L., h) hbais wa infinitely repeated. oni the other hand, the coseditimit k L, - a light hole virtoal bound state (resonance) and the asymmetric electron stat*.

ps is that obtained for a single weil structure. gacI, resonance can be destti- We have varied the L., and x parameters in the theoretical calculations onear

bed as a virtual bound etate corresponding to an accumulation of density pro- rangengreeter than the growth error ranges of L, (AS !2.5 A) and x (0.16

bability in the double well1 structure. The present analysis shows that the 0.02) and we find that the light hole level of interest rmains unbound. The

double weIl structure exhibits virtual bound state. either clasped on, a single peak assignments for the excitation spectrum were verified hy circular polari-

c-ll or d.lc-.limed over the wthole double well, cation masuremns of the photolwieisecnce signal (fixed cnergy) generated by

The calculations predict, for the structurm under investigation circularly polarized escitatiee (scanned in energy) /6,7/t.

(L, - 45 A. h - 12 A, x - 0.1h), that two electronic level s and too heavy bole At 2 K, the photolonine-cc associated with the coupled wlls consists

leels are hound, however only a single light hole level (the setric one) is of a single peak (a - full width at half maximum 16 ell) shifted by 13 swV

predicted to occur within the valence hand barrier (VP - 29.9 =11). The light free the lowest energy peab (A) of the excitation spectrum. Ae the amsple toa-

hole resonance, which occurs in the continum at 4 usV from 9p is calculated peratore is increased from 2 to 40 K. a second line (f) appears in the photo-

to, he relatively narrow (0 ee). This resonant level is the continuation of the luminescence spectrum on the high energy side of m, separated free the latter

aotisysmelric (AS,) light hole hewed level after it has ered with the valence by approximately 10 e. R dominates a in intensity for temperaturs greater

continuum. As the well1 width is increased (s and h being fioed), AS, becomes than ahout 30 K. Over the range of temperatures studied, the excitation spectra

bonud for L, . 50 A. Figure Z ohmes the predicted behaviour of the bound and associated with peaks a and 9are identical, confinming that borb peaks are

virtual hole orates "n a funrtion of 1.i for the system of interest (b - 12 Associated with the double well structure. Circular polarization masurements

:, 0.16). The calculated level structure and the allowed transitions for of the photoluminsence indicate that both a and 8 arise free the rscomina

grund state (n - 1) electrons and holes are shown in Fig. lb. Since the cowdoc- Eton of electrons with heavy holes..

t ion and vale-c band edges heve opposite parities, electric dipole optical The behaviour of the photolneinescence with increasing soml* tera-

transition. are allowed only between states with envlope functions having the uesgstthtm orbhofheecbingtasrspsblfracn

sam symeries with respect to the midpoint of the central barrier, be associated with a shallow trap ;the f luminescence is then interpreted as

Figure 3 shows the obsered excitation and photolisminescence spectra due to the recomination of free eucitons. Under this hypothesis, the appearance

at 2 and 4nO 9. A dye (1.0 700) laser, pumped by the all-lines (red) output of a of f is doe to the thermal do-trapping of the trapped species. Work is conti-

re Kr laser, ws. used as a tunable excitatin source. The photolusinecoe suing to test this hypothenis sod identify the trap cr binding centre associated

was analysed with a 1/4 . snoobromtor and detected by a cooled photoultiplier with the a Iweinescaes.

(SI photecathode) using conventional lock-in techniques. The calculated tramsi-

lion energies agree wall with the energies of the excitation spectrum peeks and Referenes

allow the immediate anignrt: of a specific transition to ecb peak (moo /Il/ . Dingle. Pstbtorperprshlans, XYAdvancee is tolid Stte Physics. edited

rigs. lb and 3). Peks A, 5 end C correspond to transitions betweene bound eloc by N.J. Quaisser (PrnVseruslei,1975) p.
2 1

.
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1Z, 0. ,.gl.. 8.1. 120.ae.d and W. Wiegasor. Phy.. Rev. Lett. 14 (1975) 132.

,I S. Whit, ad . Sham. Phys. e. Let. 7 (981) 879. 
T F/41 6. Bastard, PhyC. Rev. F 24 (1981) 5693. x .016 lgh hoebud n ssa.ctt

R5 . Dlingle. W. Wicv~.n and C.O. HenrX. Phy.. Ren. Lertt L3 (1974.) 827. it a. a function of wall thickness i*n the

,h/ R.C. Millr,:).A. Klcin,vn W.A. Norlund. Jr. and A.C. Gostard. Plhon. 11,obecellasGe A .ss
SI'\ tea with h - 12 A. The hatched beni-

Rev. 8 Z.' (1981164h. al tI line indicates the valence con-

7C. W-inboch. 0.7.. Miller, R. Dlingle. 8.7.. Gosett!r and W. Wiegmann, SolIid 3 tinuum edge. Bound states are label-

State om0.07. 17 1981) 219. 2 ' lad according to syemstry, S sy ms,-

as0 teic. AS :antisyinnstric ; sbscripts

V ~indicate n values. Rtesonancei states

u are labelled accrding to type, SL

suporlattice (Eq.3) or pr "single
Figure I (a) Scheesatic illustra- ~L all" (g9q.2).

tion of the saimple ntructure. The

n.236 thick barriers swhich separate0 .0
individual double cell periods are Ld

1 CYCIE 0r, nufficiently thick to prohibit inter-

cerj.,d turneling. Dletails of sarple

n, ,growth are presented in Ref./51.Fiue3-Ect 
io

tdis (b) Scbemtric repraaeon a AssRuao~ (full line) ad phot-IGA,~AL0 a tt of calIesuluted I eoal attrure 1' 0tRE WLLS lmnsec boe
adtalloyed transitions for ground L.45 6~A a .oA lmnec2e bnenj

stl n-I ) elactrons adl boles. The C lisa) spectra of the

cm ~tranaition labels A, B. C and D refer 2Kn tocnls-elsml

AS toth escitatin spectrum peak as- 0 ,at 2 and 40 K. The smano

hI sigssments (see Fig.3). Symmetric and wnereto set - andrgi55
anisysmetric Level. are labelled Scae 65eP nd15

Aa nd AS respectively. All bole levels sm for the 2 ad 40 9

___con______ acr::sbothcellst -they are 40 exacitation setra res-

1.4td h forhe ake

PNOTON BElS Is-VI coincidence of the dye

::t.energies. Theoretically predicted peak position. moe indicaed by arrows
culated peak energies are gives insmV.. bath pbstllsinscnce spectra cere

ecitad with 1630 may ligh~t.
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Effects of Electron H/eating on the Iw-Oisensional KfaghstotraneportP.
in GAtA./GaA terotruturas t g

H. Saliaki. K. Virshaw1. yosh/so. p. atnae~ III7K - P-2 M''

Y. S~klgcnhI. I. i/ott. S. il and N. ir
5

0

Institute of Industrial Science. University of Tokyo
I net itute for Solid State Physics. Inioesety of Tokyo$
7-22-i Roppongi. Kinato-wo. Tokyo Japan Ea-5eSV/cm

20- at 4 2K

Modulation loped AIGaAS/GaAa heterost ot-O a-e kown to exhibit very . 3Vi~~ e#trofl sbility at tow tftperaturet. Kence. this syste plays an 20 at 42K
important role In high-ped-device applications -aell - in such rondasental mO

studies.aa qoaoiosd Hal1 effect (QHEi; tisi high exobility feature is effeotion
niiii the Landau level broadening and provides an idealIsed condition Ne

for Q/IE. //Vever, hig/i-eebIlity electrons are eaily accelerated by electric

.ie,1 an therefore .n neda to clarify the effects of electron hooting on 0 0t
__-i ? _ root ptenowena In this work. we study at 4.2K both the0/a 3 T
Stc,bikioo-de H/aas MHV effect and O/KE at different current levels sod shoe that MAGNETIC FIELD

eve, aeak electric field KE.oC.tV/os teat" up the ectrona, to a tevet Fig.l Electric field dependence of magietoreelstateoe
:",, th resonant e-I,*,-n of optlcal phonone get. imp-rtan, and aIso that

uch a testing affect. aleo t.he I/K nd the appropriate choice of current at 4.2K (solid curveS) and 173K (broken co-).
leve!is .eportact -n maimiaing the Hall voltage Platea width.

N-GaAlAa/G&As heterojooctiona studied hare were grown by MBR and tneir
,obi.ite ar. typicaly 70.000 ce'/O. at 10K. rigur. t shown, 0/c e.-pt. of

*dH oscillations !solid tines) for tao different electric fields E.- If woSVe /
assume thatt dectmro temperature Te is detereined by anlysing the i/aping of Zf /t

3
/

Sd _s1itatI on., T. is found to rise fro.s 4.2K to iSt when the field 41
raised only up to 10/cs. De ntic.. also in Fig. 1 the appearance of an extra IkA

peak structure St 5.12T when Eia rased to 1.50/ce. This extra peak can be A/Km
ac;ribd to 'heoreaoeant emission process of optical phonon. ?,wbten the ten
Iada level, s.ince sorb a peak appear. always at 12T. irrespective of smsplas

:th di~ffrent'.1lectron X-cetrtlna Mrva.It. position (1271 coincides
ith the positi on of the second harmonic Peak Oho, cI2h,) of the efagnatophoeon aa

reoac.which wsa observed at higher temperature. 173I (the broken curve in AiCe
ig .Itis noteworthy that euch a resonat phonon esimonuirs eves in the

range of nery tos electron temperature (Teolt/ti where the electron sobility-
deviates only a very little froo its lowfield value. 10 i-5

: Simlarly, the electron beating was foiund to effect drasatlu 'ii the Se/P as
Ih n Fisfi.?. Mote that the platea width decreses when the c rent le in

-ecds 2.4/ce. this resultKs froe the rise of . ectron tseraure Whei/n the

curent 1.0.1 is got too tow 1430mA/cm). however there sppears on tha edge of
eh plateo a peak-d-aley struture, @.eesting the need of changing the

vptimui corrent level fe sea saus Ant lthough Khe origin of this wide N
strotu&ras is sot clew at present, tb/s suggss the coplowad natucre of
Ioca/ieati on in this system. IVA*1at41

on sease from Dept. of Physics. Chalers tUniv. of Tech.. Gdtshorg. Swdse

a z a. to 6 0 r)
MAGNETIC F=E.

Fig.2 116ctsIK fild dependence of Quantied

Hall Effect at A.m1.
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NEGATIVE MAGNTORESISTANCE OF IQ n-Si-1fOfIS UNDER SUBST5ATC BIAS temperatures anti -ire checked by monitoring the threshold voltage Vth as de-

w isnlein and G. Landehr ducd fro n the Shubnikov-deHaas effect. The carrier density was held constant

ia-Planck-Institut fur festlorperforsrhung.Hochfed-Magnetlabor Trenoble. at N
s 
- 4.2.1012 cm

- 2 
by adjusting the gate voltage. The source drain field

f-38042 Grenbie. and Physikal isches Inslitut der UniverSitat Wurzburg, was kept well below 0.1 V/cm in order to avoid carrier heating.

D)-8100 Wur~urg. Fig. I shows the magnetoconductance at two different teiperatures. The lines

represent the closest fit to the formula:

0) ,.eZ 4,( 1 , I I
Abstract: We have determined the inelastic scattering time , g o(b)o(O) ma-n1t1-1 1 ()

condictance experiments as a function of substrate bias at a constant as proposed by Hikami at al.PS 40/1 , =B 2.Hr el
Fermi energy. 1, increases with small substrate biases but decreases I T-K (2). Here a4. e

at higher Vsb. The results are compared with the energy relaxation 'A N : k 2w l01( I-'ith u -mobility.

tlim 
T
r as a fanction of substrate bias. M. v-r=0g5r0 it F - Fermi energy. 8 * mag-

netic field, arnd ' are

It has been shown that the negatine nageetoresistance in a twn dimensional th nlsiCn lsi

electron system can well be expltained by a delocalization of weakly localized 3 u1i rs scattering times, respect-

electrons as described by a theory developed by Altshuler et at. (1) and Hikami 10in o rely, * is the diagrama

et al. (2) on the basis of Anderson localization and electron-electron inter- function, Am * 2 * valley

action. Kawaguchi et at. (3) extracted the inelastic scattering time ii by dogeeracy. and a Is an em-

fitting the theory to the experimentally observed mgnetoconductance in (100)- piricl parameter depend-

Si-MOSFETs. In this paper we describe the results of on investigation of the OL0S 0.1 BIT] - ig on the spin orbit inter-

influence ofa negative substrate bias on the magnetoconductance of a (100)-Si- Fig. 1 action, magnetic scattering,

MobFET at a constant Fero' energy. intervalley scattering and Coulomb Interaction. Here we have chosen a - 0.3.

The applicat on of a negative substrate bias enhances the depletion layer Although no perfect agreement between experiment and theory could be achieved.

charge and squeezes the a-dependent part of the electron wave function. In we extracted the inelastic scattering time y€" This seem to be justified be-

addition the anerage distance 'z. of the electrons from the interface is de- cause the deviations were the same for all substrate biases. Thus the fitting

creased resulting in a reduced mobility u. It should be noted, that for sub- procedure should at least yield reliable results for the relative change of T

strate biases P op to -14 V used in the present experiment an was nt with substrate bias as shmo in Fig. 2. At small values of the substrate bias

larger than 0.1 om or 5 Z of the average extaenion of the wave function. The i rncreasas slightly for both T * 1.8 K and 4.2 K. This result is in agree-

sople under investigation hat a length to width ratio of 8 with potetial mat with that obtained by Wheeler et al. (4) for higher mbility samples. At

probes 100 um apart. Changes of the substrate bias were wade at elevated higMr substrate biass t. decra s for T - 1.8 K and increases for T • 4.2 K.

517 518
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The broken line lattice temperatures T. At

indicates the PS 405/11 a low substrate biases
.- PS 40S/11I ov nlec fa v [19

"' influence of an shows a considerable in-

[' L - - increased sur- ._. crease of nearly one de-

H - - - T18K face roughness 20 cade for T- 1.9 K. reach-

scattering on leg a maximum at approx.

-~ - - - _ the elastic -8 V and decreasing slight-

2 2 scattering time 10 ly for higher substrate

T=42K. as deduced biases. Fig. 4 shows the

- t - * from the mobili- slopes of 'r -T 
r
' indi-

ty.-/-3 cating an increase of r, ... ... j 5 T= 16K

0 2 . 6 8 10 _V"b[V]I- In order to get from -1.5 to -3 at Vsb

Fg, insight in the '-9 V. For the substrate

microscopic biases at the maximum both

nture of itwe determined the energy relaxation time Tr fro enrylsse-2 -T d r are i odare

periments under substrate bias at the same sample. if the electron temperature 0 2 4 6 8 -VIV I- ment with the surfon theory

concept is valid, Tr is defined by Fig. 3 of electron-phonon scatter-

5 I (, (Tc) ( T)) z P (2) 1g by Shinba et al. (6). However, at zero substrate bias both Ir and r are-
Tr duced. A detailed discussion of these results will be published elsewhere.

where ,dldt is the average energy loss of an electron per unit time, :(T) is Is additin FIg. 4 shOWS the Vs dependence of the slopes of z- Tf
p  

At Vs

the average electron energy and for kB"' 'F we have

2 (kBT)
2  

= -14 V p drops to -1, whereas at Vsb 0 V p - 1.5 in agreement with results

f (3) of Kawaguchi at al. (3). This completely different behaviour of the tempera-

We then can determine t r to be ture dependence of Tr and T under substrate bias indicates, that the electron-

2,
4  

(Tc-T)

'r ) phonon interaction is not the dominating inelastic scattering mechanism in the

theory of weak localization in the temperature range of the present experiments.

The determination of P is described elsewhere in detail (5). It should be noted The reduction of p with increasing negative bias is, however, in agreement with

that the T. determination from the Shubnikov-deHlas effect yields cOnsistent the concept of e-e-scattering in a dirty 20-system.

results with the It determlntion from the negative magnetoresstance effect

under $sbtrate bias.

In Fig 3 we plotted 'r as a function u the substrate bias for two different
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Fig. 1: Magnetoconductance of a (100)-Si-MOSFET for two lattice temperatures T.
PS 405/11

The solid lines represent the closest fit of expression (1) with

a -~0.3.

Fig. 2: Substrate bias dependence of the inelastic scattering time Tc for two

2lattice temperatures T at a constant Fermi energy. The broken line

indicates the substrate bias dependence of the elastic scattering

time '.

Fig. 3: Spbstrate bias dependence of the energy relaxation time Tr for two

lattice tmperatures.

Fig. 4: Substrate bias dependence of the exponents p in i, T
p 
and r in

2 4 6 8 1o -vrvI-

Fig. 4
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EFFECT Or PrfrTM. I III P~ ON TifF 81?11DIP'G FNFRGY OFP A Htl)AMfEFtC
IM4PURITY CE:TTER IN OUA;l1' WELL STRUCTUIRES

Ronald L. Greene

Deprtmrent of Physics, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148. USA

and

K. K. Rl Jaj
Air Forte Vrinht-Acr~~nautical Laboratories

AFWAL/AADR. Wright-Patterson Air Force Biase, Ohio 45433. USA

ABSTRlACT

We report a first calculatiii of the birding energy (F 8) of the oround state

Of iydroiceelt donor associated with the first subband in GaAs quantum well

sArfe -ied between two semi-infinite layers of Ge I AsxAs as a function of

the pzoe' tia1 barrier height (or equivalently of Al concentration 0) and the

tize of the ouantuam well in the presence of ar arbitrary magnetic field, lie

e'suv. ,for the sake of illustration, that the positively charomed impurity ton

is i-ated at the Centel of 'e well. rurtherntore. the applied ma;~gnetic fli'ld

Is as'ored to be pareflel to the 8Ais of rrowth. Ve follow a variational

atpprce:ch in which the trial wave function used is expanded in terms of an

erpropriate gausstu, tools ret. For a givn value of x and a magnetic field we

calculate the nalue of E 8 as a function of the GaAs quantum well size (L).

As -pected. we fine that for e given valae of the magnetic field. 1~ 8Is 
-

larger than its value in zero field. It is known(') that for a given value

of x, in a zorc magnetic field, E B increases As L is redaced till it reaches

a r'axulr value and then erops to bulb Ga 10xAl.A valsue as L goes to zero.
In tie c-esence of a niannetic field we find essentially similar behavior except

that the maxinum valae of I l is larger and it takes place at a smalIler valae

of L. The variation of' E, as a function tf L for different values of a and

of the natnetic field will be discussed. The relevance of our results to

aagneto-optlcal and aragneto-transport phenormena in quantunm well structures will

be pointed out. The depiendence of E 8 on the locatioe of the donor ion along

the axis of growth w~ll he rwentioned.

1. Ronald L. Greene and K. K. Sa.J. Solid State Cofmmit. 45. 825(1983)
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OPTICAL STUDIES OF SEMICONDUCTOR SIJPERIATTICES in5 the x. y directions and a much smaller extension Z.ld in the, a direction.

The potential in the superlattice Is the sum of the potentials in the A and B

Paul Voisin
materials and of a square wae" shaped superpotential which arises from the

ttroup. d. Physique d.. Sol id,. d. 1Itrol. Noral.t Supdrieora* electron affinity and haodgap difference between A and S. For ths conductioni

24 ..e Lhrond, 75211 Paris Cede. OS, Pranc. band for exampe, the layers of one material - say A - form a series of square

shape potential wells which confine the conduction states. The quaoioied rosfi-

nement energies are of the order of

Abstract

R N tt INI2m I.A (I)

we review here som of the most striking optical propertis (hasirally

absoptin ad lminscece) f bth ypeI ad Tpe 1 sutyltties uil upTo eath of these quaetized loeesorraspoods a two diseaosional deosity of states

fromIllV seicoductr cmpouds.a a/02. The associated wave functions are minly localized is the A layers.

with evanescent wings is the adjacent B layers. These potential wells are spa-

I - ITRODUTIONrated hy the potential harriers formed hy the layers of tho B material. Tne-

liog of electros through these potential harriers leads to the formation of

Thouh ue~ltti.. (L) e,. t frstcm-id () fom te pintofeubhads having small hot finite widths, which are the SL conduction, hands.
view of their trasport properties alongt the growth axis, most of the interestThsuettispren adalyofxec , eqatmw lapct ih

has up to now been focused on their optical properties and on the quasi-two its associated notions of quantized confinemsent energies, two dimenio"Ia

da~nioni tansort n te lyer plne. n tis ape, w shal rvie sossdensities of states aed wave functions localization. md the eupertattice

of the most stribing result. obtained is studying the fundanetal optical pro- aset ihtesrnKnstoyo teBilunzn n h eutn

parties exhibited by indoped binary superlattices built up from Ill-V compounds. malis ftebnwdh ntetdrcin sfrtesproeta

Tbwr st sructuores consist in a periodic stalking of very thin alternate layers ascae ihtevlnebnteefciemodpnec nE.I

of two different - hot closely lattic-mtccbed - semiconductors A, N. The rea-shw tathedgrrcyo tehstrvlnebndi lfed nteSL te

liztto ofsuc asdultedstrctue, ithextemey sarpintrfae. havng.heavy hole states having smeller confinsmsnt energies then the light hole sta-
idealy. a compositional discontinuity over one monolayer), has at first brente.Iddamrcrfu anlss()hoshtte 320 >(evyoe)

allowed by the developmnt of Moleclar Seam Epitasy (MBf.) (2), hut it is nowan 132#2>(ih 0 S) toeArsrclyu oped tk,-k.y - .

estalised hatno~r*twph~ic resure pitxy y Mtal rgaic hemcalThis is no longer true for finite k,. To our knowledge. the problem of the ad.e-
Vapor Deposition (NDCVD) can also be used (3). In the ., y directions of the uthoews@ ihrspc toh n-a rsninis culyntfly

layes pame th perodiityI. , te latic pamewor o A id . wileresolved, at least from the esperimntal point of view. Also, it is clear that
alung she growth (a) eels, the period is the sup d -LA + Le of the A snd N w Lcniua osm cu,"ilsrtdi i-

layers thicknsses. Thus the DL SrilIlouie sone has a "meral" stsi Ws/
(i) Either the mecessive layer* of the sm material (say A) are
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q(ani us -e f-r both conduction and valence stats. This situation (Ty'pe Inqb(nt Ru 8,l~

SL',) i es, C n the A~t~aI_,,/(;4AAsystem.by fartheandtstudird Inoa-dpeennidnIt, aectorisninonLb.ctlayi r t planye s ofnt ares r Sa S. dndqqis
ISIL. hath the electron and hot, reve Inctions are localized in Lbs A layners. teS aevco ntetdrcin .i h eidcpr ftevt

(it) Or Ehr layers of the A Natarial confine the conduction band states boat Blonch tunctinn and C, is the associated envelnpe funotiion. wthich is slowly

whir, those of the B material confine, Lb. nalence band states. lxna/G.h Wte varying at the scale of a. C is solution nf a Int effective hesitnian Hu.

belong to this second category (Type 11 Wfe). In such a structure. the aec- RA RB a nd td ceote With It but not with each other. Wn bane( -'
tt-0 and holevae funectins are sptal eparated. -k I c' 2R'd (-')A

spatially ld I~nd. (RA*!d) RB~d~ -1), andlB.d Cl-t). In the Bloch raptre...n-

Up t,, noW. mat nf the optical studies in type I sytwoms bave bean par- ction, the IVseeegefaem of No an d with "S"envates C *, and

tfrmzed -n "mlti-quant.m well" lI)f) structures for which the nupsefattice nid respectively. At q - 0 and q - tt/d, alt these coutatora vanish, sad Ce

anpet tin, M secondary intuttaoct. On the other hand. InAn/Ga~h oaparlattices can choose the Bloch envelope functions fV &e "igeafuacteae Of RAad% Th.

Sent rally diaplay conduction bubbassd widths; of a few Lens of meV. and they eigcnnatues are - 1. corresponding to Cave functions which are even or odd with

present eter thyee disnsional character. respect to PA' PB how. the relation %R A fV. - e q f V shows that tha parity

to the next section. e- comre the selection roles or isserband tran- with respect to the centers of one type of layers mat be tbe sames at q - 0 sad

-titn. - Type I .nd Type 1t nt's, as obtained (5) in the envelope function q- n/d. white the parity with respect to thn centers of the other type nf

.enripttonof these stractor-, Then we examzis the informastions obtained frome layers weat he opposite at q - 0 and q - v/d. Thin is easily seen in Table 1.

,pticalabsorpt on andexcitaton specroscopy(sectioForI)and electromasgoetic anPlv.tpropagatingaveparpallelg tor thel SL aentLa the th nterheadn

I unioe~anc, Sudios (action V) In bth type. Scess omatrixserlement aresibtrwmss.sein Mthistnsfi ctihis efectite aze mtntes peoppr rpirtoaalto

revieowed is section V.a suit of P,,, optical mastria elsmeinta between the qaickly varying functinsa U
0

multiplied by th. overlap integrals between the slowly varying ewolopt fune-

11 - OFlICAt 5ZLCTIOti RULK.S IN THIR INVELWPt PILICTION APBIIINATIOM t.8 :-/2

ixixider two consecutive A. 5 layers, and let PA. Pe be the planes his- -d/h) P~~ 
2  e 3

selting the A, 5 lay.ra. The prnduct BDNA at two reflenction. 'A nd RWith where we have zeade ties of the neo vector conservation for inteeband tranaitions

respect to PA n P, respectively is eq"a I5t a translation 1d of the SfL parind tn any perfect solid. for transitions between the few lx.-lying nubbeads. ad

d- I.A * LS. We are dealing with direct hand gap Ill-h voot asnd we Aant ao long as noe-paratiollcity effects are not dramsatic, Only V S conduction

that nty the usual %i. I , and Is host band edges cantribute significarntly to (fi-lib.) and vt' -- valence (P-libel noms into play. Pot a heavy bots to c-Anaw-

the SL Wave functions. In the envelope fti-tion schemse, the St. "efuinctioms in subhend transition. 
0
0h * is thea psoportlensl to -0~ j~ while for

Sociated with the conduction Ce or valanco Mh nubbadsl of index a re transitien& from a light hot.saubbazed, p VV, will he n17smL.ler.

."freeFor type I systsma. we 8tass~i that f qand h retain the sse erm-
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simactry with cespoc tC PA as both q o 0 and q -/d. Then, if the tran- separated by absorption plateaus characteristic of the constant two-dismnsional

sition i paritv-alloed at q *0 (n-a even). ic will rcmain parity sflmed at density of states (ee Fig.2). For very this ( 200 A) layers, the first se i-

q - -/d. as ill itrated in Fig.l() for tie ground wave fuction case n - I. ton peak is clearly splitted, which results from the differenca between the

on the other hand. in a type II SL, fn. (mp. fhq) is enpected to retain the heavy and light hole confinent energies. From fits of such data, the offsets

pan arity cith respect to PA (rresp. P.) at both q - 0 and q - w/d. If the of the hosts bands Uc and AE were determined as Atc * 0.85 At$ and AE,

transition i- parity allowed at q * 0 (say that fn and h, are even with 0.15 AE,, where At, is the difference between the hand Saps of AIG,_*Aa and

r Ape' to P i lke in Fig. (b)t then this transition becoes parity forbidden G.A. (AgZ * 374 mev for r - 0.3). The small value of Ao is consistent with

at q - t/d beisuse in the integral in fq.(3), f. re-ains even with respect the prediction fre the conun anion argsuont (8). lIuever, in the absencs of
..q

. PA wh.reas fh becomes odd with respect to the am plane. More generally, a careful treatment of the heavy and light hole ocites, the accuracy of this

we find that in tpe I Le, M lyk ) almost does not depend on (k *q). is determination is perhaps questionable. In particular, from the assigsaeot of

partty-forbidden if n-n is odd, -od parity-allo. d if n- is even, the n - . 20 excitona absorption, Miller et af (9) hae recently concluded that the

transitions being by far the moat intense. In type 11 Si's, the intarband matrix "light" hole exciten should have a slightly larger Finding energy than the

element depends strongly on q. Tbs transitions which are parity-allowd at "heavy" hole exciton. Finally, the reported figures for the absorptlon coeffi-

q - 0 (n-n even) bece parity-forbidden at q - R/d, and vice-versa. In a wide clents (6) are in qualitative agreement with the calculated values (see halo.).

range I itactical situations, we find : Moreover, the parity selection rule (section t1) ee fully obeyed since weak

HMq.k,, " * /IHl0 , (lw(-Iln cow qd) (s) An - 2 and no sy try forbidden transitions are observed. Sielar inforemations

on the shape of the absorption coefficient are obtained from exeitation sper-

Mute that transitiowe with n-n 0 or n-a t 0I will a priori have e arable troscopy. This technique was used (10) to determine the origin of the snitonic

strengtbs, alwoys small compad to that of a a - a transition in a type f SL. absorption llnewidth. From their data, Weisbuch et al (I0) concluded that this

Finally, in the case of type II SL', the selection rule relies basically o linewidth is governed by intrlayer thicken s fluctuations which appear to be

the phase coherence of at least one the Bloch envelope functions f.. fh' and one in and a few hondre of A in lateral wise.
essntially m onrolayer inheightanafiehdrsofAnltrl s*

thu, could b relaxed if both the conduction and valence subhead widtha becone

Optical absorption masurovents were also performed in InAs/GaSb super-
ealler than their scattering induced broadening. On the opposite, the salet-

lattice grown by HIS (11,12). The very ell absorption coefficenats and the
tion rules for type I eystans are essentially those of the isolated quastm

spectral position of the absorption edge* clearly revealed the type II nature

of these SW e and also the very original relative position of the hests band

edge. Indeed, the interpretation of the data shown in Pig.3 ioplies that
Ill - OPTICAL ASSORPTIOW AND KXCITATION SPCTWSOODFY

the tnAs conduction hand lies about ISO maa below the top of the GaSh valance

One of the mot striking evidonce of the quotitation of the energy band. as predicted from the comparison of the electron affinities. Two sajor

levels en Al.G1 0 A5/GaA@ MQf' was obtained from optical absorption masure- consaquencs result fro this situation : (i) the luAu s conduction bnd

mats (b.7). The trasnoiseion spectra ashibit a series of sharp seciton peaks always strongly interact with the Gasb r' light hol hand. which is the very
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reason for the "large" bandtidths in these SL'.. (ii) The SL bond gap (defined icature is that the absorption edges are observed at energies significaetly

as the energy difference between the first conduction (9l) and heavy hole (ful) smaller thae those expected for simple GaSb quantum well.. However, the type I

subbands). which decreaes with increasing layers thicknesses, reaches actually nature of this system is definitely established by the consideratien of the

negative values when the e.. of the electron And heavy hole confinement net- order of agnitude of the absorption coefficients. For transitions between a

gie, become smelier than ISO meV. which is the case for periodicitiss larger heavy hole (Hgfif) end a conduction (Ej) states, the band to bond absorption

then I W A and equal layer thicknesse. The entrapolation of -nterband tmape- coefficient on the tic-dieional plateau reeds (5)

tooptical transitions towards negative energies (13-15) gave direct evidence e2 11.
K ij(h) - 0 I P' --U Y(h, - Ej - H - Eg) (5)

of this ,ofiguration (FigA.). The absorption spectra of semiconducting teas/ 4n .a
5

r 'mhcv d

.aSh S2s ese w (12) in Vig.3 exhibit step-likr. strutures which are attribu- where h, is the photo. energy, and u the electron-hole reduced ass with rem-

r.d to transitions between the various valence and conduction subbands. In pect to the ix-lay. eotion. P is the Kane matrix element, ose valoe is
aureement with the selection rules of section 11, trnasitions with 8n - 0 or 2P'/s 5  23 V. Iii is the eectron-bole wane functions overlap which, to a

" 1,ndd n sr ye odd present equi,,alet s ,Note ao that the good approximation, is simply 6 iS n the type I case, and has much smallet

repcrtd absorption coefficients are in god agreement with detailed calcula- values in the type 11 case. t is the energy difference between the relevant
g

tion. 'IS). The absence of exciton peaks in these spectra should not be regar- hod edges, from which the onfinest energies E. ad ff . measured. Th,

ded as t, indication of poor sample quality. In fact. no excitonic effect numerical entimes of fq.(I) in the type I scheme together with the tosta-

xhuld be xpected in th se struicture., as the spatial separation of the car- tion of the energy levels of the eystem (4) leads to An acceptable fit to our

riert in a type It AL results in a drastic reduction of the binding energy of data, provided an effective b..dap Seff about 50 wV smaller than that of bulk

g
-h pair (). GaSb is introduced. This eltect is interpreted by considering that the 0.65 2

Rcre rece-tly, it we. found that SL'e with good crystalline quality lattice mismatch is mostly scrommodated by straining the thin f•Sb layers. which

can be grown frt host materials with a rather important lattice mismatch stretch in the layer plane directions to confor with the thick AlSb layer

IA/s ,f a few percents) (17-19). Photocurrent spectroscopy was used to deter- lattice. Estimate of the bandgap shrinkage due to this biaxial tonsil stress

nine tiheee1g gap of various strained layers SL's (lf,19), but the reported gives 50 =V, which ompares favorably with the observed E
G
5
h 
_ Ef

f .

g g

date ,en hardly establish the two-dimensional character of these structures.

We have investigated the optical absorption at low temperature in HBO grown IV - LUNINKSCffCE

CASb/AISb NW'ls (20) where ?,/a - 0.S X. These structures (21) consist of
thn (The luminescence of bulk GaAs is dominated by impurity effects, eventibn 1510 to 110 A) GaSh layers separated by thich 1500 to I1000 Al AISb harriers.

for impurity concentrations below 1O''cli-. In sharp contrast, the luminescence
The trenMeIssion spectera shown in Fig.5 exhibit the step like behaviour tharer-

from CaAs/AI Gat~ l's usually present osly ens dominating line, eventually
tertc of a two dimensional density .f states, nd from the series of absorp- ' u

accompanied by a low energy tail and vsias smell structures (7) (Fig.2). The
tion steps, it is clear that the involved conduction band states are those

line widths see often rather lenge ( > 10 Im) med essentially sml5 dependent.
associated with quantised electron states is the GaSb layers. The intriguing

This description rules for the luminescence emitted along s. To our knowledge,
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nootiewtic aparison of the huars cs eitted aloing a aod perpendicular should be regarded as indicative only, since non-parabolicity was not anofaded

to a ,a u n carriedctrdut to ,ghthey should - and indeed sees to be 122.231 -different in the lineshape calculations. At I oo temeratures, the fits (15) clearly ex-

Strong arguments have been presented (7). which ouppuct the interpretation of hibit ahot elettron effect, as often obser-ved in small gap materials, &spetial-

this solo lusinescence line in termO of intrinsic free exc itonet recombinat ion ly when the excitation energy is far showe the band gap, which was actually

inhoinogenuslv broadened by tntralayer thickness fluctuations. Becenrt pico- the case. In our experiments, the effective carrier temearature is fetnd to he

necond spectroscopy measurementn (24) lane brought further confirmation of thin 10 the range of 50 K and to inc~rease lhightly weith the excitation level. At low

Iiterpretation . The shoulder on the high energy side of the mi peak (Fig.2) excitation,, a low energy tail develop. and at intermediatn temperaturen forms

in attributed (7) to the recomination of light hole eOcIL.eo. Rerently. the sometims a distinct shoulder at % 35 mell balom the band gap. In our eysten,

lou cnergy part of equivafent spectra was interpreted by Miller at 41 (25) in the acceptors in the p-type GaSh layers (MA - 1 10 olar ) are expected to

terso of orid-ition bao~l-uceptct recombination. The problem of a cuulombic give an energy hand extending fro 1f, to 32 moV above MR, (Z6,30) while too

centr a,, ao quanta umcell wat studied theoretically by bastard (2h) for infinite sonolayero fluctuations of the InAs layer. thichkae aheuld give rise to a con-

depth wells. The effect of finite depth, which was included in recent studies tinuta of sates extending op to 40 maY balow Ej (4). Donr.r in the In" layers

(27.28), doe. not alter significantly the practical conclusions of Raf.26 for (which are ny-type) and Gagh layers fluttuatiens would give bound levels with

a-cptotw. A systematioc search for ampurit e(faects has been repealed hy Killer binding energiea of '. 4 meP and % 6 aV respectieely. No attempt was meda to

ct al (25). uhc concluded to a good agreement with Bastard's calculations. fit the Ion energy part of the apectra since such a work requires extensive

2;-what diffarvr npe-tra reported by Lambert at a] (29) alec oo a c. infarsation on the denaities of states. optical Nutria elements. ae..., which

agreement with this theory, ar. not aiprimentallp available.

The temperature dependence of the, Itainesacc spectrum, of a 27 A1 Various, data on the lumoinescence of Gagb/Al~b euporlettites hae bees

44 ; semiconductor InAs/IlaSb SI is shown in Fig.6. The lumiescence conist# reported 131,32). is recent invatigationa of high quality sinlem, wa observed

of a soin lane accompanied by a Iee energy tail which toads to saturate with at Ion temperature a luinscence line centered 30 to 40 sell balon the ecitant

increasing eootation level (15,W0). The high energy aide of this lin reflects peak seen in absorption. Its width (20 to 40 soy) increases with decreasing

the increasing surioer tomperatuore s the lattice temperature is increased. CaSh layer thickness&*. Luminscence in likely to arise from conduction bead to

The position of the lioc at fow temperature is itn close egreement with the acceptor recomination. thin interprntatioe, being consistent with the p-type

calculated hand gap. All those observation. support the interpretation in tem 
M
A - RD S a few 1O"cu") nature of the layers.

of hand to band recombinatin. Further confirmation is obtained from the ma-

lynts of the linauheapes (15). The fit of the T - 300 K data is shown in Fig.
7
(a). V - 01111 SIIICitf

Th, theoretical In"ape in rethec sensitive to the conduction hand widthNueostdi.fohropcapoetesf IsorW0 owbs

a, a we I . t th inluene o th inerbmd pticl mtri elmen. "reported, which cannot be extesively discussed here. The early study of the
sheen, in Pig. 7(h). From the lie we deduce tol. - 60 t 15 self. in clean agree- waeeghdependence of the Intensity of resonant Basi scattering by L40

sent with the calculated value. The effective terrier temperature of 370 K aoiugnC~ Q' 3)hv rvddifraina h w-iesoa
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Refe rences
density of grates and level quantization. Resonant inelastic light scattering

techniques have been extensively used tvdettrfine both single particle and - Lahoratoire associO au CUSS.

collective -scitations in uodulation doped CaSA/Al . al_.As NQW' (34). Various (1) L. Eanki and a. To.. INK J. te.. Dew. 14. 6l (1970).

effects of an externat electric field on the optical properties of GaAa/AlI (2) See for example A. Cbo. NATO School on MNK and Meterostructures. trice

GL,-.A. 54'a have been reported. Men0deza t *1 (35) hae oberved a red shift (Italy), March lqi,13 to be pusblished (Martin.. Nijboff Publisher..

and a strong quanching of the luminescence when an electric field of a few The Netherlands).

10'V co- is applied parallel tooz. The first effect is qualitatively tmndec- (3) R.D. Dwpuis, P.D1. Daphne, K. Ifoleyak and A.M. Wolbas, Appi. Phys. Lett.

stood while the other do.. not seem to he esplained. Recently, Chemla at al 35. 4547 (1979); P.M. Prljlile and .7. Maloanda. Japan. J. Appl. Phys. L 21.

3k) have reported a 0 MeV red shift of the 100 9 escitonic absor-ption when 574 (1982); 1. Coldner. J.P. Viecea. P. Voisin. M. Voos. M. Saoeghi and

an electric field (. I.h 10 V cm-1 in applied in the layer plane. which is M.A. Poisson. Appl. Phys. Late. LO, 877 (1982).

aticihuted to a Stark cocitanic effect, (4) C. Bastard. Phys. Rav. 8 24. 5693 (1951), S 25, 7554 (1982); n.e also

G. Bsetard, in Ref.2.

Ccc I.. io (5) P. Voisin. G. Bastard end M. Vote, to ha pwblished in Phya. Sev. 5 (1963).

(6) R. Dingle, a. Vlegmnn and C.S. Henry, Phy.. Rew. Lett. 33, 827 (1974);
rho study of Ch- optical properties (bascally ahsorpriooa and luinoc-

Rf. Dingle in Pestk~orprbleme XV - Advances in Solid State Phys.,
cence) of varioc SL systems have certainly brought the most precise informa- t.NJ Oi..(tgm ivg17) .1

t, on lb teir electronic prcperties. which present indeed a variety of original ()C asub .. Kle.2 ige .. Gm~4sdW i- a oi

ph .n . Mee. despite the considerable number of works devoted to opticalStrComL,21(98)

studies Of ouperlattices, noome funamental quetiens are still unresolved. Among (8) V.A. Morrison. J. Vac Sri. Techeol. 14. 1016 (1977).
tham, we will qaot. the considerable mnhoemot of intrinsic reomination is

(9) I.C. Miller, Dl.A. Slalomsn. l.T. Tsang anm A.C. Gosard. Phys. Rev. B 4,
0&.A.,_A i-n ihrsettobl aeil ndtepolmo h 1134 (1981); se" alsn StL. Ilesem and 1.1. Sajal. Solid State Com. 45,

valence hond dispersion relations in the layer plane . It is therefore clear83(13)

thatodditoiel ptial nvasxgoiot. woid ertinlybe elpul.(1f) C. Ileishech. 4. Dingle. A.C. Geamord and V. Mlemens. Solid Stats Come.

38. 709 (1981).
ikml±! amt.(1I) G.A. Sal-llalaeo, L.L. Chang, 3.8. Melter. C.A. Chong and L. Seaki, Solid

L.L Chsan. L. Lski, C. Wishoch and their respective co-workers are state Com. 27. 935 (1975).

thanked for the hind aetoristion of reproducing Seam figure& from their ori- (12) L.L. Cliant. C.A. Sal-Nalass, L. &saki and S.L. Aggarwel * J3. Vatr. Sri.

ginal publications, and for helpful convernetlonas. I amalso indebted to ?arhme2. 9, 389 (198)).

M. 0oce0 ad C. Dastard for a number of valuable disewasioca. (13) V. *Aldnmc. .P. Viecen. P. Voisin. N. Vees, L.L Chang end L. teaki.

Pby.. Now. Lett. 45, 1719 (1900).
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-.. ~~u ri t, I- Maqneto-opt ice of

SPmiconductor Luperlattices riments auth theory, however, it is necessary to calculate

A. favlisno and t. Altarelli the landau levels in detail. In fact, it becomes clear by

considering a simple model of two coupled bands with opposite
mta-flanc-notitut fur feStkbrperforochunq,

L)-7001) Stuttgart ofT. ccutore, that the hybridized bands are strongly con-para-
Federal Republic of Germany

and bolic, and therefore that a free-electron-like linear bhea-

Mas-Planck-lnosttut fur fatkorperforschurg, -ior of the landau levels in the magnetic field cannot be
H orhfeld-Maqnetlabor. R.P. T66X
f TAIO2 trEsoble Cede., France expected. Consider indeed the band structure given for 1

in the (.,y) plane by the following MatrinAbstract 1

61Z - ok
2  

Pk i ky)

The muci-ba-d envelope-function approsiation to the band H (k) 0 tf(kxib) - / k (I)

,tructorr of semiconductor nuperlattices is extended to in-

in which u hole-like band is an energy A above a conduction-
clurte an et-rnal maynetic field perpendicular to the layers.

like one, the two being coupled by a h.p term with matris
Ice tslneau level stror lu~re r I sn-CaSh superlattices is

element P. Adding a field A in the z direction, one obtains
o-ruted, mtth e0itio$ ui tIe "ensmetallit" range of layer

solutions in term. of harmonic oscillator eigenfunctions
th ivu. eF. the Lwndau levels display striking deviations

Iron boes teAuvir s faction of the field.h, th - of the form (clOrn, C2 n-1 ) where c2 
m 0 for n = 0 and c,

.
2 

0 0 for o = 1,2... . The elgenvaluew as function of the
cal resulto compare taccocably nith sugneto-optical e',eri-

field are sketched in fig. 1. The band coupling introduces
ments :n the far intrared.

vtrsvg deviatios from linearity far all Landes lenela eacapt

There has teen mccv interest on the electronic proper- lo n = O, whil im purely hole-like. This simple model

tier of type-Il aemironductor superlattaces, like InA-CaS. providob good qualitative insight for the realistic celcula-

fapenriento [1-21 indicate a sesimetallic state for periods tonsa described an the following.

dud -lAA, shen the loaest conduction-like subband sinks We represent each constituent with a six-band model.

-.roofh the highest heas-hole-like aubband. However, calcu- i.e. the span-up and spin-down a-like conduction-band, and

lati os in the wany-band envelope-function approximation the fourfold j a 3/2 vlence-bend set split into heavy-

pred,rt smell rbridization gaps (llO ms) throughout the hole and light-hole bands at k s0. The split-off J=1/

frillocin rone, therefore ascribing the observed semimetal- bands are not explicitly included, but their contribution

lic behavior to eatrinsic effects [3]. to conduction band mama snd g-factor is introduced, follo-

Most informatlio about these system$ comes from magneto- wing Roth et al. [15]. We modify the method of Ref. :31, to

optical eperimert. [2,6). In orde to compare these expe- include an external magnetic field along z. the growth

5 '0 541
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4 tahAlattice. hs chievd by (a) replacing d 80 A with experiment (2). The good agreement could

by A, - (c) A in the Mt miltonan of each constituent; not be obtained without the split-off band correction to the

(b) addin-g a spin-dependent term to the conducting band electron mase, Eq. (3).

diago,,.l element., which become: Turning to d A 180 A wuperlattices, me shoa in Fig.3

r - c- m
0  

-(e) 2.c !l IT (2) the Landau levels of a d
1
n
5
s 120 A, d

0 5 1
b SO A wiper-

lattice at the zone center (k. = 0) and at the zone boundary

she .5P2:~h
le), '* =-- , 2

- M  
(3) ( 1 id). Notice the qualitative similarity to the simple

3m(-rvta) a model of Fig. I for k = 0, and the prominent deviations from

and 6 is the spin-orbit splitting; (c) introducing the the linear behavior of the Landau levels previously assumed

additional valence-band terms proportional to the purometer to interpret the magneto-optical spectrum of this system[4).

.n as showr by Luttinger [6) (the other parameter q is very It Fig. 4 me compare the computed transition energies,

small ard i- neglected). It is then no longer possible to compatible with the selection rule an v t 1, 6kr = 0, and

decouple the 6 u 6 system into "spin-up" and "spin-down" with a fermi-level position corresponding to a slight n-

levels. furthermou te sew .- dependent terms (stsp (a) ms- type doping, with experiments t41 for the some superlattice.

difv the current operator and therefore the boundary rondi- The agreement is quite good, in viem of the absence of ad-

tions at the interfares [T). The motion parallel to the justable parameters and of the flat-band approximation.

layers is described by a six-component eigenvector: Notice that the theory accounts for the deviation from line-

2' n cync6p
1
) (41 arity of the transition beginning just abose 6T, and that

with n : -2, -1, 0, 1. ... and vanishing coefficients for transitions between high n Landau levels tend to fall on

n < fi for components with negative oscillator index. top of one another it the low B region, to form the strong

Numerical calcvlstions for InAs-GosSb mere performed transition indicated as electron cyclotron resonance in

using the band parameters obtained in Ref. (7-83 by bulk Ref. (4. The experimental points in the low B, high E re-

experiments, and an energy et~p of 0.150 eV between the gion corresp-nd in our picture to transitions across the

bottum of the nAe conduction band end the top of the GaSb gap visible in Fig. 3 (s). which is particularly sensitive

valence bend (1]. The results presented here are obtained to the flat-band approximation.

In the flt-band approximsaton. In fig. 2, me compare the In conclusion, the agreement Is encouraging sod pro-

computed cyclotron resonance transition energy of sn n- sides support to the results of the calculations at zero

type sewrconducting superlattice aith d nAs -65 A, field and to the conclusions drawn from them.

Further comparison of theory and magnsto-optical en-
perimenta for other aempla Is in progress.
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SEF1. CONSISTENT VARIATIONAL. CALCULATIONS AIM ALLOY SCATTRfING Nac l) '0 y /)0

is ""CONDUICTO HETWJNCZOS S (a) XS (a) I)
N(Oo.)eeP(-b&/2) 5'0 xpr~ (-C.12) z 0

G. basard

Croup. do Physique do* Solid.. d. I , 1-1. Normal. Sop ri..r. In addition to (1) and Poisson equation. the el--, is pr- ,

24 reLhmad, 75231 Paris Cad.s 05. Prance (Nd MA N)Ed - NAw o + Old.,

Abstract wra. "dp n.L. i the depletion charge in the channel,.L the acceptor dep-

We report the results of self consitent variationseI calculations for the lotion Length, no the 20 shoot carrier concentration. Nd the volase Co....ntCC-

gr-ud aod first excited states of jomicoeduotor hoerojuoctioee. The calcut.- tion. of donors (Si in GefAi)he) and NA (%e) residual acceptor concentrations in

ttons have beoc performed for the electric quantum limit in the Ifectree *ppro- the barrier (channel ). w is the width of the spacer layer (non-intentional ly

-ntion aed applied to the GalAl)AS-GaA. and InP-In(CalAs modulation dopeddoe)wihsinrtdbwenheopdatoft arerndt 2gs
h.e.tev turve.. Charge tranfer* from the doped harrier to the conductingdoe)wihsisrtdbwenhededptofhe arerndheZge

channel are discussed. The alloy a attering for In?-ts(Ga)A. baterojunctione is to enhance mobility. At thermal equilibrium, the chemical potential p i. constant

tooacdc limit the channel mohility to 3o11r/V. if the buli .alue rhroughout the whole strocture. At T - 0, In the EIQL. we have therefore
(0.6 *V) for the strength of the i ~y potential is retained. E ,n4[.+FA d

There exist two kinds of lattice-metrhed medulation doped het-rjunctions V b b- 2' N' N~ ) 12. d "

che condoccing chan.J Can be primarily located wichin . biey .. Y A-i de . I L 3

e1d.t. (.&1h..A)-..MDHJ')Orwti enr admalyI (3). , %in the donor hinding energy in the barrier and 7the relative dielectric

te.g. t-InlG*)As N..J.'.1. The low temerature moility of Ge(AI)A&-GaAe constant Asumred to he the some in both semiconducters. Since the wavefuor ion

N.D.A.J. cae he cary high (iv CWcee Of 106Cm
3
/V.) whereas up to now lnP-ln(Gs)A. marginalIly leahs into the barrier, we ceo decoeple the Poiseon 0 Schrfdinger eqoa-

I.D.H.J. 'a have shown mobility lower than I0
t
rm'fds. It may he ef interest to tiome frea the electrical neutrality + thermal equilibriam condition. (2.3) :the

ecrctiniseuuthralloyf disorder. the hasic difference between IMP-IO(Ga)Ae end Penetration Of the Xi wavefuoction hs so small that ao overlap practically exists

(.a(AI)Aa-C&As II.D.H.J. 's, co hn e en efficient scattering mechanism. between the 2D gas electron state. and the hound donor states. substantiating th,

We need firat to calcuate the warefanctien. )1. S., hounsd states energies concept of donor depletion length. Fer the sees reason, the exact shape ef the

E,, t, of the ground and first ecited tw-dismnaional subbazda which are formed electrostatic potential within the barrier will not Influence the Ki binding

between the interface and the self consistent electrostatic potential. gecently. aotgy. Therefore. we cao first solveo the Scbrgdingee and Poisson equations for a

Stern fit and Aedo /2/ have solved thie problem numerically within the Nartre. given n% neglecting (2-3). te a second step, knorwing the fuoctienel dependence

end density functional apprnismatienes respectively. Rare me present the results L,(e) we will determine the equilibriuma. seatisfying (2,2) fo a specified

of a variational self censistent treatment performed fer the Electric Queanu beteroetructCure geometry (Nd.NA.to). Thaecceptor depletion length to has ban
isit in she Hlertras approniwation. we have generalized ?eag and Hoard wave- aprxmtdbrI.19'." hr stebnia ftewl-ig"atl

fanction. /3/ to allow the penetratien of the X's in the barrier of finite height
Despite the small wavefunction penetration in the barrier, the finitenese

rf. of V b come iderably lowers t1 with respect to the valu 2"Obtained fer the

a L.Wo i ascele e Centre National do Is Haesrche Icientifiqu. e" no hot infinit* Vb* For instance. cowaider a Ga(AI)Aa-GaA, N.J. with

5'6 547
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U3 eV. 0,. 0.07 a . (GuA* .0.08 8 a..c 13. Le Ph f X,(.)d. doping level -N 
2

Oce) reulting in remark~ably low e (black 6-1le-0

beteitegrated probual~ty density fo h lcrnt ei harrier, Fag.
3
). Itis. our imp..t able to find * suitable NA which would fir the n. ..

We ht f-un Ph I .I I t;E - 51 .8 xaV ; E, - 64.11 wef fot be - 5.1 cl-
1
oa H-voer, with Nd - 10"i- th N A" would be in oexcess of 10" cm- and it

said Nda - 0.46hvl& Ye. Th"&vaues are in good agreement with Stern's wtould be impossible to account fot the very high mobilities fowed by St~rmwer

result$ /I/ who found P * I.11% t; Ea 51.9 mVy end Etw - 63.63 n.Y for the -t -1 in their lone ape. At the Moeant, we do nut see how to positively

, am material purameters. F, is affected by Ndep- For the H.J. under considers- correlate the measured ni with the charge trceasfer effects a. described by

taco ad oi - 4ilO11cm-, E, incrasesCC from 43 MeV to 50.5 M.Y when Nd in- tqa.Il-A).

creases from 0.hI'c'o1 Ware ) to l.38sl0"ct- (n. - 9el0"cie-). In leP-ln(G@)As K.0.H,J.'s, the hand diacontinuity is not very well1 known

The residwal acceptoc concentration in the chanestil Mre severely atfsets the (Vt - 0.53 eV /7/ orn . V//.I n vet hs aeototm r

energy positaon of the first exci ted stabbeod Ea. assumd to he empty in the quite similar to the G.(AI)As-GaAs one axcapt that the conducting channel in

1.4.1- This is expected stnce ~, ts orthogonal to 3, and therefore is very small located tn the terniary rendom alloy I0 .
3 3
N.4 *,". The 2D itlactoono will ha

in tho .egion where the E, electron. asontributtioan to the electrostatic poatenttial scattered by the ehort reusge alloy fluctuation. Aaeuming the alloy in parfectly

is impcortant. for a given N dop' the difference v- 11 increases mere rapidly random, emobtais n I.the K.Q.L. at T - 0 K

with n. th an 9, - 1a does. and for sass critical *. Ea hecome. populated. We I -E e.l-r) I]. 01~'f.W a (A)

.how on rig. I the %., dependence of on an GO(Il)ABsGaAs N.J.'s with Vt - 0. T go'

&V. ?the two empty circles are Andoea re silte /2/ ohtained within thn density whetremea 0.047 inn 0b.7 401. - (5.87 L'e "A y <6>is the strength of the

fuctoalaprxiato. orrsiua tpeG" hanls(da,Sp 11ca scattering potential. Retaining the bulk value vdVc - 0.6 eV /9/, we have calcu-

e see thet there eist. a good agremet between ussr simplified model and lated the mobility limited by alloy scattering verss the 21) concentratiens na

Ando's refined teatment. fllfferemsa~ are largSr at very lown e Indicative of The results are sown on pig.3 together with the calculated K1 enargies for

the weakneses of variational procedure fur excited states (especially when they Vh - 0.53 eV (solid carves) and eb 0.3 eV (dashed uerva.). To Calculate Ea.

sae weakly hound). Notice is rig. 
2 
Cho steep increase of at with A d O ' 1 a. quaai-iosalation condlitiona has bean retained (Nde - 10'ceil. The mohility

Once t,(o. is determined, onr can sole the equilibriur onuditions (2.3) cures or. independent of the precise value of b tasers", 5 as expected. larger

tor specified NA5 Nd* " 'b' W. Osow en Fig.2 the w dependence of the trasefer- Vbleads to larger Ea. The calculated mobility decrese* from 3.5 lO'cmr/Y.s.

rsd 2d Charge n. in G(AIl)A.-G.As ~)II' for tmd - -0ac' Vb .0.3 eV tosl.5olO1Cx/V.s. when n. Increses fron 101a ts l0
5
c. Thesalloy scattering is

and three compensating aceptor oenas~ttios NA. Ws hae' taken t"1 0 baed thorat foe vry eff icient when the conducting Chanel Ini located in the ternary

on the ansuction of hydrostatic 31 dunces. There is however a recent report allny. In1 the reverse situation (ei.g. alloy scattering titcaring in the Ca(AI)Au

/A/ showing a very strong Increase of Eb above 251 Al coontrstln Is W.AI)Aui harrier for GA(AI)Aa-a~e H.f).I.J.) this scattering mechanism is rather ineffec-

alloys. Aglen shown we pig.2 ate Drummond et &I results /3/. II. a"e that there tive /21 de to the isell penetration of the eevefunction in the harrier.

as a tenadency towards the preentc of residual acceptors in GaIAl)ks. Naere klthough the assumption of totel randommees Is an upper bosed fer scattering

retently. Statter at .1I /6/ have sed wider GO(Al)AM spacers end higher $i fioleney and despite the possible deviation nf of 0s from its measured bulb

Wlo e fs'st
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value., it aees herd to ime~io that 1... taimactooe mobility of lnP-ln(Go)As

1..6.J. ey eceed those found in the Ga(Al)AN'COAS Oyetoi. GsAaoGs(MAA

Slj~4oA~t0m
4  ia.2 :Calculated 2d. concealra-

/it P. Stema, bull. Ammaicoa Plhys. Soc. L8, 447 (1983) and Private tcaietion. tiC, ae versus spacer thickness in

/2/ T. Aodo. 1. Phy.. Soc . Japan 51. 3893 (0983) tad 51. 3900 (1982). - GtAm-Ce(Al)A@ .... for three
A "A 0 coOOOssttig acceptor coaceatrt-

/3/ F.F. Fag and W.t. Houard, Phys. Rev. Lett. L6 9 (1966). 20 -ia .6(oi i.)i t~S.

/4/ T. 1.04k.,.. J1. Saito, S. Seem. S. HiymmmizO, Japanes. Jo.?.,. Appl. Phys. Symbol. carr..pood to experiment.

1. L.675 (1982). A triagle* /5/ ;blach circle. /6/

/51 T.J. Dt,-d. WI. Kopp, Mb. Seovec H. Ilorkof. A.Y. Cho, J. Appl. Phy.. 53.,N 114ae GPM circle /101.

1023 (1982).
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described by the hydrogenic approximation (i.e., very small central cell

-orections) and, in additicon, exhibit rather large Bohr o~bits (100 1), it

appears that GaAs-Al Ga
1 
IAs quanta. wells could serve as a model system to

test the concepts mentioned above in (a) and (h). Previous studies (41 have

Photoueioeces f "r!.'pike Doped" Iydrogenc Dartes
os Al Ga As-G'A' Quan. eWell.. investigated tbe properties of shallow areptoro in GaAs qoantum well..

1, V 1hanabroo. It' .1. Comas However, in this case, a qubntitativye comparison between experimental result.
.acal 'reerch LaorTry
Washington. D.C. 20375 USA nnd enisting theories in hampered by the inadequate dencription of Acceptor

Abst-at in GaAs by the hydrogenir model.

We hac- performed photclf. nesrare iPL) meaurements on GaAs- 
b:I

Al Ga ,n usperlat ties where St dunces have been .rlecticly doped Sample No. L
5 (A) n nl_-3I EleV)

at the cetter of the no-snteracting quantaon wells. A FL teature is
118E 1 87 IS so 10 .28 ± .02 uadnpl 1.534

shown to he donor related And is attributed to the radiative moonm- NNE~ .6 150 ±1 10 .28 ± .02 1,101 5 33
lMRE I1 IS ±1 .28 t .02 1.0 1.3

hi nation of an electron of a neutral donor At the center of a quan--__________

Sma nell with a heavy hale Furthernc, our measurements indicate Results and Discussion

that the binding energy of the electron hound at A, neutral donor IS We have prepared a variety of GaAm-Al G&I An superlattice. by the MW8

,slihtlylarer ten hat f acouped lecton eavyhol exctontechnique. In all cases, the width of the Al. 3 Ga .7A. layers were greater thin

and.to ddiion.ix ignficatlylarer tan hatobsevedfor150 X anl, therefore, the assumption of isolated quantum wells is justified,

do... ubul Ga~ Thse b~e.t ... .. n sbstatia Agee-Furthermore, to be able tn investigate experimentally the peculiar properties
ment with recent theoretical calculatios. of impurities confined in quantum well, and mentinned above is (a) and (h), we

Introdsilon have tried Sn incorporate donor atom, at particular locations in the quantum

Recently, the natare of She wavefunctioa. asd binding energies of hydra- wells. The width of the doping spike (L d) was eatimated by the product of the

geuss impurities confined in quantim sells has bees theoretically explored time that the abutter of the OR8 Si effusion coll was open end the growth rinte

11-31. Two of the main conclusions of these investigatios are (a) the pce- of the epitasial layer. The possibility of dnor segregation during growth or

dicsed sensitivity of the impurity binding energy to the locatin of0 the diffuaion indicates that Ld in nnly a lower limit for the actual width of the

imparity in the quantum well and secondly. Ihi that Impurities placed at the duping spike. Shown in Fig. I is the pbntnluiascent reaponae obtained fros.

rester of the well exhibit signifitantly larger binding energies then those nf three G.sg-AI.G.e- A. saperlatticem. The major difference between, these

impurities in bulb material. Of course, one Physically espects that the samples i. the doping concentration of a S0 1 wide Si donor duping spike

magnitude of thegse effects will be the largest and therefore the oasiemS to incorporated at the center of the quastum well. The dnping cnncentcatins and

observe experimentally when the Bohr orbit of the bydrogemic impurity is other relevant material properties of these Samples are sumarized in Table 1.

comarable Sn the quanum well width (La). Rince dannes in GaAs are well Small changes in either the Al toncentration of the ternary semicnductor or
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the width of the GaAs quantum weils result in small1 differences between the PL. state involved the capture of a coupled electron-heavy lhsle exciton, as one

energies obtained from different .sples. Therefore, the energy scales of the ought expect for D(e-hh) (5J1. and if the intensity of the c-bk PL. was a ma-

P1. spectra displayed in Fig. b ane bees shifted retative to one another (by sure of the steady state concentration of the coupled electron hesvy hole

lesn than 3 try) to bring the peah positions of PL. which arise froms similar excitona (as io true to first order with changes of laser power), then the PL.

radiative reombinatico proccsnes into correspondence. The actual energy occurring at 1.531 eV aod 1.533 eV would he expected to exhibit similar

positin of the PL. may be determined by suming the quantity E(given io changes Is PL. intensity with changes Is laser power. Sinte we do not observe

Table 1) and the X value given hy energy scale of Pig. 1. Previous Measure- this behavior, we suggest that the PL. feature at '.531 eV arises from the D-b

trnts 141 have indicated that cudiative recombination of intrinsic eocitonu recombination mechanism. Time-resolved or temperature dependent P. teasar, -

composed of electrons coupled to either heavy (e-hhl or light (e-lh) holes are tents will provide additional tests of the shoive-proposed emission process.

the dominant photolomsisesrent processes which occur in undoped quantum, wells. The D-bk recombinatin Mechaninm had been suggested previously by other

A comparison between the spectral position, shape and sidth of the P1. upectrom worhers 1f,1. Clow-ver, for reasons not understood, the band edge PL. features

obtained from the undoped uoperlattice, (PIES 187) wath what baa been reported they report exhibit sigsificantly wider esergy diatributions end larger ahifts

in the literatore 141 indicatra that the PL. peaks occurring at X = 0 NeV and in PL. peah positions with changes in laser power then those observed in our

X = 7 mV arise from radiative recombination of e-hh and e-lh, cespectively. samples.

When a 50 9 doping spike of Si donors in incorporated Into the center of the We have prepared seven spike doped superlattices with variows quanta.

enltiquanta elil, a PL feature shown in Fig. I at X = -1.5 teV becomes more well widths (1. ) betwees 80-540o 9. In all cases, a donor related peak orcurs

intense relative to the c-hk emission. This observation is in agreement with 1-2 meV below the e-hh P. and this feature is interpreted as arising from

the Pl. spectra obtained from seven different samples grows with similar 1. radiative recombination of a heavy hole asd an electron trapped at a neutral

values hut wsth differing Si doping concentrations and strongly nuggest. that donor. A theoretital calculation of the Pt response resulting fromt a D-hh

donors are involved in the cecombination process responsible for the P1. at recotbination mechansm is a titfortly donor doped GaAs quantum well has

X = -1.5 mrV. In analogy With the donor-related P1. features that are known to indirated that two peaks should occur in the PL. spectra. 13). The lower

occur is bulb Gaoa 1, we suggest that this PL peak arises from either the (higher) energy peak which involves donors at the center (edge) of the well

recombisation of a heavy hole with as electron of a neutral donor (D-hh) or a would ocrur just below (shove) the e-bb essission 11,2,71. Since this omission

donor bound electros-heavy bole esritn (De-hk)l. we observe always orcurs slightly below the e-Itk P1. peak (1-2 myVI, we ron-

ghowni in Pig. 2 are the changes observed tn the PL. spectra obtained from clude that we are observing D-hh recomination front donors at the center of

sample HU 3160 with variations of excitation loser powver. The maximu inten- the quanta. wall. This conclusion in also ronsistent with the location of the

sity of the donor-relstod PL feature at 1.531 eV of Pig. 2 (X - -1.5 Ye in doping spike that one would surmise from the growth prcedure. The cather

Fig. 1) exhibit* as approxiately linear variatin with changes in laser po~wer constant energy separation between the 0-bb and e-hh PL indicates that the

while a slightly faster variation is observed for t-bb amission at 1.533 eV. excites and the dosor are affected is a similar fashion by the comfinement

I f the Pn at 1.531 cV was created by arecsmbination protess whose initial imposed by the quantnm wells. Because the Bohr obits of neutral donors and
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free ex.itoss to bulk G.A. are rather similar (100 R ess120 2, eapec-

Fig. I. The PL spectra obtainedIIIII I
tively). this behas, too is not uneixpected. The combmnat ion of or PL. etfso fom 3 different mufttiqantum

nell namlca her 98 187 1a
corgies with the width of the qoantm ui ells and a theoretical taiculati- (7) ttnOped and KBE 15 and 16 hve

been selectively donor doped at
lead% us toc Coot*IuIe that the binding energy of electrons bound to donors at Concentration. of 1.1016_-an

the er~t- ,f he qoantu .,[I van-s from 6 -V o 1 0 s-V for L. width. 1.l
1
,
5
oCm-, resapectively. The z

2 ar~.toal energy sCale of the ne- 5
betree 540 and 60 9. These n-1u- are somewhat lower but in nubastantial t Cr. are determined bty the samof

0, quantity defined in Table 1,
agre~met with reet tt-teoetcal calculations 11.21. and X.L

0.a Is.

.th 5t donor doping apiheo at the edge. of the qo...tam wells. From two of 0

tltcte samples, a Pt peah appears 2 meV above the P-hh transition. A similar 0
-8 -4 0 4 6

teature in also observed in the Pt spectrum ahown in Fig. I for the undoped X 1MOV)
sample. The simpl est interpretation ort the origin of this peak which is

-tsiatent with the doping profile and theoretical calculations would suggest

that thin emission is probably asaociated with a D-hh transitin involving

lonora at the edge of the quantum well. Hfowever, these samples also yield a
Fig. 2. A comparison of the PL

systematic growth in the intenaity of the PL feature we bane associated with spectra ohtained from MR0 160
with the ialirated excitation I

donors located at the center of the quantum well and theref ore it appears that power of 6"l1 radiation.

the donors are either diffusing or segregating over a distance of at leant

50 A daring crystal growth. This observation is rather interesting in that it )e.

suggests that measurements of extrinsic PL In maltiquantam cells my provide

useful information about the diffasion and (or) segregatin of impurity Stuan 400 W/?

over disanoest which cannot be measured by other experimsental prohes. 0 tooa
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magnetic Breakdoec in GaAlA-/GoAk Quantum Well Structures

12 Deso pin fO erletal Mehdand Result.

J. YohinoH. Saaki ad I. otta ino. the radioc r of cyclotron aotion for thle Ith Landau 1evel IC given
institute of Industrial Science, University of Tokyo
7-22-1 topp-Ong Mlnato-., Tokyo 106. Japan by r.i/B~(2lo19y the cyclotron radius for 1-0 gete as sal a. 65A at

Abstracts- The Shiubnikov-do Haaa oscillations of various GaAs/GaAlA. B.15 Tools. Hoee the magnetic breakdown i. expected in relatively los
qoats wel I tructure wre stud Ied at 4.2K by applying the strong
cegnetc field patglleJ to the laYors. A e#rie of oscillat ions are
found to appear. obe the diameter of cyclotron orbit. hecoses eagntic field range (U1 Tools), If the quantu wells widh 10 arO Chosen
coeperable to or sae than the sell width. A sleple theory of such
%agnti c breakidown phenoxena Iea presented and is shown to explain the far greater then 130A. For this reason. we prepared osriou. Ga,,k10 1 AafGe^a
observed oscillIatilons quit. satisfactorily.

quentum selis(gW) with the well widtha ranging froe 250A to 500A. A care see

teken to dope Only the GaAs well layers with Si donors. This doping profile

§i Introduction creates nearly-Ideal square potential cells. All the samples wore grown by

It in sell known that electrons confined In ultra thin semiconductor molsolar beain epltaxy on Cr doped sali-insulating GaAs substrates. Two klind.

Intyers nook as Si-?VS inversion layers and IaAeAsA/GaAs quantom well structures of somles were seastured. One had 35 periods of 500A Gake sell and 500A

ave characteristic of questi-two dimensional electron gas (2010) systees. In G&AlkA barrier layers (No.393). while the otber had 40 periods of 250A Gake

much 2D nyst.. Sholniboc-de Heas (SdH) affect is known to he anlotroplo In and 250A laAAs layers (No.d0d). Ech eaeple was shaped Into standard NHl bar

the. enc, that the oscillatory .aneor..Iet-nc. 1. doeinated by the normal geestry, 50, wide end CO0ua long, by sea& etching technique. Potential

cooponent Di of the magnetic field. end is scarcely affected by the tangential probe. on this Hll bar were placed at two positions which were 200OM wasey

commoent h, .It is because the quantum se In which electrons are confined from the sod electrodes. Froe Call ssmuresent at 771K, electron mobilities

are very thin usually and interrupt the cyclotron envioc. One should consider. wara found to be lbO0cs
1

/V a and 2000cs
2

/V a respectively. Theae, relatively

however,* that the widths of actual qoantum cells are finite. Hen"e, if en low velues are due to the heavy doping in Gaos sell layers. The Fermi energy

extremely strong magnetic field is applied in paraleli to the laer plane and Of eleotrons in the ground level 1,-B, are determined fros the measured Period

if he letr f the cyclotron eotion betS.., comparable to the layer
of iAI Oscillations at 4.2K, and found to be 56 say in HO0-sell amsple end

thicknea cc expected the electron to complete the cyclotron motion.
72eeV 290k-sell saplo. The SdO Oscillations ear mesured at 4.2K1 by pasaing

Althughthee mgneic readow phnomea w offunametalImprtacethe cnstent correct along the n-asia. The direction 9 of magnetic fields with
Practically no work has been dose so far exempt one preliminary experliment (1)

respect to the layer (o-Y) plane sas varied between the normal direction
end a few theoretical (2. 3) studies. In this paper se present the first (90-0)an h parallel direction (Bgy,6 9oo. The results of much anu~lar

systematic study of the magmatic breakdown phenombena. In particular. we
dependence mssurement are shoen in Fig. 1. The SW oscilation of 500k-sell

ecnttexeperimentally the presenc of Suck breakdown phenomewce in various
seaple is fon~sd to be ssentially isotropic. Hoeseer in the lor field regOn

Ga~sAIGA. uantm-wlls In ddiionwe sow hatthe beawodOscilatonsthe peeks shifted slightly tOsard the lower magnetic fiald as 19 tI ncrsmd.
can be sell explained by the theory, In chIqh beth the quantum well potential

This suggest. the diaeter of cyclotron sation is sMellor then 500A In msat of
and thle hareoeiv Potential of magnetic fielda are taken Into secount.
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the field. On the other hand. -he SdH oacllla .on of 25OA-well sample clearly which are degenerate for different quantum number Z. In the quantum ell,

eelb ited anisotropic nature (Fig.I(b)). The general tndeecy of thie hover, such degeneracy is resolved because of the presence of the z

anLsotropy is in accordance with the sieple 2D picture. But the simple theory dependent potential V(z). Figure 2 shows the energy eigenvAlues C of SOOA

,annot explain the presence of an extra oscillation when h152 Tsla and the quantum well structures calculated numerically S function of Zn at 8-6 Teale

magnet: f:eld is parallel to the layer. end 10 Teld.. Since the oscillatory behaviour of resttvtty, 9) results

from the oscillatory change of state density D(EB) at earel energy 9 it is

13 Theoretical Formulation add Discussion possible to predict ot which magnetic fielda 5 the resistivity peaks appear,
For s mpl c ty . e consider the a st. in h ch the si et c field apph ed lo ng a e calcu 1ate the position of the peak in the m g tte density Du(EcB).

is parallel to the layer', y). We put the quantum well potential V(z) along Although the exact form of the state density function D(E.B) can be obtained

-courdicote and choose the vector potential as Aa(Sc.O,): then the only by counting all the states &(Z,ky) having different Values of 4 nd ky,

Hlailtonian H can be described a. one can readily see In FlS.2 that the peak positions of the state density are

- ( p A )e t 'Z, c) given sim ply by the elgenvalues & at Z0 and ky-a. Hence. we calculate the
energy levels l(Z..0,ky-O) am functions of magnetic field B. The result for

where ml in the effective sme. As is eell known, Hamiltonlan H and momentum 50OA-well Structure is shown in FIg.3. At los magnetic field lisit. the
,cerPtor Fe and Py can be commuted. Hence if we indicate each quantum number calculated energy levels are found to approach asymptotlcally to those levels

as Tlkx and Ttky. Schrbdinger equation i- reduced to the following one which are determined by the quantum well potential. In contrast, the energy
lia en onal form. levels at high magnetic field approach to those of harmonic oscillator,

1'i
0  

ci' Vmfr mni.k!(z )!N-&N IZ2Ew(nul/2). which would be expected from the shape of Hamiltonian. Since the

-
-

- g v - Fermi energy fE doe. not depend on magnetic field so strongly we assuse hre
-a p - 25i' - i' that EF-E of 500A-well ample is constant (-5eV. Then the position of

flre F Is the otal energy of electrons and Zo is the coordinate of the resstvty peks Can be easily Pedicted from ri.3, becaue () should

center :f yclotron motion. When the barrier width is wide enough to ignore show Pealt whenever one of the calculated anergy levels in F lg.3 crosses ti,.
the Interact.~ of adjoining wells, e can treat each of quantum wells

The trlangles in Fig.4 are the peak positions calculated for .OdA-well smplesepasely ar.j the potential in given a fcllnvn.
by this method. For comparison, Landau plot of measured peaks and dips atO -{ 3> )12 (3) and -90' are shown by solid and blank circles, and found to be explaned by

-Ia l < 44 the present model. Nots especlally tha' the peaks for high Landau-indices

in which 4 washe the 0*11 width. A. is wall known. the "orgy levels in the (S-a and 3) shift considerably toward the loer manetic field direction., in
ahsoe of quartum el potential V(a) sre those of harmiLc oscillators. accordance with the theory. A similar calculation ha been extended to the
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I I

25OA-well StruiCtcre. Figure 5 showe the calcuated energy levels II f~t
of nagnetic field 8 for I=n. to the ces of 25OA-.ll, the bousdlng of yell 2 ]

potential ts so strong that the energy level is not changed by Ilgetic fLold /
dreaticlly. If one assumed here that the Fermi energy is constant, then the 's5 .. ~ '!
first reistivity Peak i. predicted applea at about 16 USeIA, The experimental

results shown in Fia.l~b) ehibit no peaks for GWO' up to 14 Tel. in

accordance with this simple theory. ~\
in sumary. we have shown by the systematic experiment that oscillatory - .

changes of resistvitly apper in GaAs/GaAIAe quantum, well structures under the a 5 5 0 .

parallel magnetic field when the diameter of cyclotron motion becomes

Figure 1. Angular dependence of SdH oscillation n a 500A-well sample
comparable to or les than the ell width. The observed oscillations ore shown (al sod a 25OA-well sample fbI. The engile is measured from the normal

to the quantum cal plane.
to be cell explaned by the theory and can be viewed a clear evidence of

,agnetic brelkdon phenomena - juantum wells.

7he au-thors are very grateful for -he comments of sod discussions with - " .S
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I. Sek'4ccci ai4 K. Acraksws. The work I* pertly supported by the Grant-in-A.d

f-- te S-pecial Promotion Pesearch from the dinistry of Edjcation, Science and

MFigure 
3. Energy levels In 500A-well

Refe renes e -W w Dm. 1 structure. The thin lines how the
Fig.,Landai ls In free space.

R ett. 2. The dependence of energyS l.a-gI. N. Saaki. C.A. Chag sod L. Essi, Phys. Sen. Lt.level. in OOA-.ell structure n$

3 .1:449. qultum number Zn(see text).
N A Oaken. J. Phy.. Soc. l p 96(1g7g11669.
Ando. j. Phys. Sot. Jean 50(1 981)278.

-.xl S lotesa co 555.1o) ~ ' . nr eel n25Ai

1 0 jW

Figure 4.The Inverse of magnetic
field (I/B) tWihefB hw

sel.I ltted "m a fuction of Figure 5S.-19 1-er1y Iense 250A -q11
Landau index 0. In eperimenthl Structure are shoct *2 fuanction of
result@ (circle. dip positions mre iegnetic field.
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deli~at-vas Alphas Effect In Silica. Inversion Layers The two dttten.nal~ cteton gun (2f)F.~ Systemsn ati typiticd by the inversion layeto

in Si M10FI'M have been, studied extensively"'i Magetic quantum oscillations have been
F.F. F. studied proratily in the Shubmirnv-de Hans effect (SdH) and in oscillations tn the capacitance

IBM Thousas. Watsoin Researh Caete, be recent obscrvaion and identificaio of the quantized Hall1 effect in theme systemn,,' has

Yoektown Heights. New Yoek 10598 led t,, .. ,h .enece,,t theoeetical . and e ..erimeta1 fn...e.st in this area. The SildH effect is a

mavur of a ruon-eqtelvrt priperty of the 2fOEG The system is probed ander electtc field

Is.:ndpertarbation and undeestcind in terms oif curreat transport In this paper, we rept samse

I5 J* prefitiny tesults in the esciltatory magnetization experimnts int Si inversion layers

Brawn Univernity

Pnovidence. R 1.02912 1 he iicittaiory maticatton in three dintensions i% knowe as the de~uss-can Alphen
(dHAl cffect It is a measure of or. of the thermndyanamic properties of the electeonic

systcm ii j quantizing magnetic field, The dynamic scattering process eniters itnly in the effect

ABSTACTthrough the modification of the self energy.

The mwetic sanicestibhty of the Si inversion layer electeniw wan measured foe the field -,dra2 Gwihnelconocnttoncmi.hefe nfyFnj
up to 1ST Ideally, thter system ts expected so becam fotly, qusativaid with dieconatlnnonaq~i~n antc il sgvnb
magmeslas het~wn discetne magasntic level. fIs order to detlect the smal nicllltny
,sawi ente gals (deHana-esa Alpthen effect). me bane devised a geomsetry of the biOS field F - EAo + a - M~fiwc + In le Psl*ufe5 -nN,, (ll

effect asal stmucture whose inagnette pick-up in directly above the peiphsery af the gate

clactrod. The cange of gagnartation isprovixid by tinhodulaaonisobeteLgndeuollevelwequantumthniLeuau levisqutheumirdnn. . itateegenerdysi ofethey tw t i tw een-

( detead (100 hIaverai ae wa awesd at .fe anacy mrsarc up to e0n sional stibbond. w, - feH,/mof) is the cyclotron frequncy foe electrons with mass.n' paralicl
The dsuctd Apk we foud tobe- he epectd frquenc I - ', ag anlathexpesuet. t ace andan

spuken between maepoetie levels. We nlno enpect qantitaed stepe chsaracterized by inter salt

of doable effective Babre maperon fe*/m'c) in each magnastc leveil which ban not heen NL - (t~oHl/he (21

dscernd so Iss with the present setnstivity of the meanan no.
ts the density of stits of a stagle Lads. level with I_ being the valley and -mta degeneracy

For sitnplicity and without lost of generality. e have ignored spin and valley splitting.

temperature and colliston bresiseings. The magnetization M is then given by

M -6F In-O 4P*N,-nfn + Y.) 40N N + ala 4 Xl2Pn, (3)

where PI - rht/2mc is the effective Bohse magnition. Fig. I %how% thc noernalized fen energy

and magnetization as a function of the noaeesatittd electiven density at, Ni where integers. n.

desiignte the filling .f the particar Landaa levels. The kinkis in the Free energy and the

discaitnorite a tbic ragincttts at teegeshxtes of n,/N,. rrspecrttvly are the resnl the

dolts funcfton doesmit Mn sites at the Landu levels tn an ideal 20 system.
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Fig 2 shows schcematically the sample and measurement cnligratbsh. The active

flate and pick-up coil geomretry ane shown in Fig. I The Si susrate is 100 12 -~l p-type

an -
(100y The inversion layer has t shape of twenty 25 Pre Is 00 Per fingers The gate is N

doped polyceystatline Si. The gate oxide thickness Sirs 437 A. Around thn inversion layer.

the Si wafer is N-type, doped degenerate to provide the access for the inversion layer electrons.,

Os top of the 92te rlri . there is a 320 A CVD oxide layer. The pick-up coil surrounds

ihe gatr electrode and is 5Pmo wide AlI on top of tke CYD oxide. On the same waler. there is

a a a 3 5 4 a monioing FET with W and L dimensions eqal to 250 and 25 pim respectively with ihe

same gate and oxide structure as the di-vA samples.

AP Poly Si GATE

N I.

Ih .- IP 
s. GATE

Sinc the spin and valley equally divide the Ladau level density. these figure,

resnent tprosiwniely the welt resolved sptn and valley splitting specra of M if ott repflcs s

N, by ell, hc. and w, e. cj mxc. An analytical account foe the spin spltiing in a.r ciarrlrih.ac C

src-ttaantcned 20 system using odd and even inieger representations was given hy GacoviCh PCIKU OL...

and Shiki and by Kao 0t - 1 "

Since N, is aboui 2 4 a 1ll" Cm z foe H. t10T. in a spin and valleY resolved level. -ewaaaiorx se.raew.rrrsre.

the i-,Iat mageization for a typical samleli Of fly' cmn' is Of the order at it'" ef~,gauss1

which is diffrcult to detect We chose In -rasine tan chalnge of M with respiet to the carrier

ccentrvrama n,. The melthris en is modultate the gate catnage and mensure the magnetically The ill-vA effect in ohserved au a noltagic induced in rho pick-np coil Jute to the time

,edaed sfignat in A pick-OP eoil which is placed -a the Periphery aft he gat electrode Phas ronc of change of the fiuxsinduced hy the time dependent magnetization of the Inversion layer

defiono ,cchmtqwaase employed Ite she induced stgnal at modulatin fmrelcs op ta etcri he modulate the electron denstyp stasodatty sach that
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"= iti 'Tipical results for the induced pick-up coil as a function of gate voltage are shown in
dp, it Fig S. Ike conductance of the monitoring FET is shown also, It can be seen that the spike

structure observed in the induced voltage occurs at positions where Landau levels are filled, as

--- pi ihlac , ,q witac h .. Ititic 1h, -lc ,-icc fa. ,I 1c -,,i expected The results of a crude check for the amplitude dependance on frequency and

i.. .... s,_-,eiihtui,.,i Ic - Iihe iNd -icier i te lid 1, tit", ti cl .'.tite.. ci modulation amplitude are as expected. For fixed frequency, the relative size of the different

,p~ -fl' -J he pc ac.iiic, r .,W, tit1cl- R-hichou- ii spikes depends on two competing conditions The first is; the increasing size at higher

deesities as illustrated in Fig 5. whereas the increasing scattering rate with respect to increas-

, wIi c -p- N, Siciri-i, .barging t , iiii isiiiqriiI i, I t , i- ing density is expected to decrease the size at higher densities. As can be seen, the latter

- Ipe the amplr hiiwn in Fig 3 used for the high frequency ic.duanir dominates the spike structure which disappears completely at the highest densities studied, It

cue also he seen from Fig. 4 that the plateau structure predicted for the low scattering regime

is not observed. Clearly. our present signal to noise ratio is not adequate t resolve the

We cute frm Eq 3 that quantum step of double effective Bohr Magnetron.

and the pick-up signal is givee by H-12T

I VillI - A(n hI17K L 
10. kH,

where a and V6, are the gate modulating frequency and amplitude respectively ,-

A schematic of the behavior of dM/de, as a function of n./NL is shown i Fig. 4 We 
r , -

thtn expect quantized plateans in steps of the double effective Bohr mngneii.n. he/m'c, for 101 .-

cacti quantum number n
0 2 4 c g '2 14

.... -..... ... , - - ,

Vq luoursl

5-

ff
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One concern ins such a qaaa-OC experiment is that in lact there are frequency effexta;

present Alter all. we a, charging anid discharging a capacitor structure. We are in n open

struacture geometry and eatpect ltsat the appropriate resistance for charginS the capacitor

between Landau layers in the quantized reslatance" From the results of the monitorng

structure we cans me that the quantized admttac is a linear function of the Landau lee

tItled Any charging effect should hare aisimilar depend-ne Flowerer, it can he seen that

the experimental resultsd In obehave in that fashionm. We note that the sire of the n-2

,iructates about the sarme sie as that fist -4 Further the n.6 is mining while the n-8

an -1 ate ,%,hk We cotitot that although there May ha tonicr estigial effects due to

tht treqency. iu~h c 1te. ca o ha a major cause of the 'hrved tirucenre

gEFEgL.NCES

(H For ii f em : 1) crcien ,!tm se. for example T Art AR Fowter .,I F

2 K ,Khtiie 1 , C; Dttra -,td M Peppier. Phy, R,, Lett L5, 404 (10ti)

1 L L> t,xeecch and A 'isa Sitik. Sor Pity, irTP ?'2. 1006t (196)

(4t Y It Ka. Y-S W.,r red S-V Wang. Pirys Rer Lret 2,, 390 (1971)

fSt F F Fang aont PJ Sides. Phys 5R B (iz apperac
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samples consist of modulation-doped GaAs-(AlGa)As superlatticesMagnetization Measurements on

a Two Dimensional Electron System of 172 GaAs 2D layers of thickness 143 A and average carrier con-
I Haavasoia, . L. Stbrmer, D. J. Bishop, centration n = 8.2x1011 cm-2 with total area of 33.2 cm

2
.

V. Narayanamurti, A. C. Gossard and W. Wiegmann

The magnetic moment p was measured with a commercialBell Laboratories

Murray Hi11, New Jersey 07974 U.S.A. SQUID magnetometer up to 5T at 1.5K. The experimental data of

we have measured the deHaa-van Alphen oscillations in are shown in Fig. 1 together with the Shubnikov-deHaas P and

Hall Resistance oxy data from a portion of the same sample. Ifa 21< electron system of CaAs-)AlGalAs superlattices from 0 to 5T

the electron density n is constant and the DOS consists of a seta: ].f. The amplitude of the oscillations together with known

of 6-functions at Landau levels, we expect the magnetic moment
dersity di tribtion implies for the Landau levels a half-width

to exhibit sawtooth-type oscillations periodic in inverse mag-o>f 2 meV, which roughly agrees with the width calculated from

2 netic field 1/B. Whenever a Landau level becomes completelythe. zero field mobility of 19500 cm2IVs. We have observed eddy

filled, the Fermi energy jumps abruptly to the next level re-:trent reF anation times up to 300s at T ' 0.4K suggesting the

rsistivity of the material to be as low as ox. R 10- 10 /0 suiting in a discontinuity in the magnetic moment of magnitude

conrr¢spndin- to a 3D resistivity of P % 10
-
16 t cm. A = den/m* (4). The amplitude of Ai becomes highly damped at

silw fields mainly due to local inhomogeneities in n and due to

a finite width of Landau levels. Under these conditions onlyThere is considerable interest in determining the den-

the fundamental frequency of the sawtooth shape remains. Since
.,ty of states (DOS) of two-dimensional electron systems (2DES)

if, -rdr t,, co.rehenJ in more detail the Quantized Hall Effect Dxx is in the ZRS when the Fermi energy is between two Landau

levels, oscillations G' p and oxx should be 900 out of phase as.Mt)i ,2) and the coe Resistance State (ZRS)(3). So far ex-

can be verified from Fig. 1.
*.r mental techniques have been limited to magneto-transport,

We have determined the density distribution Pin) ofr-acneno-c'apacltance and cyclotron resonance, all of which reveal

our a sample by measuring the density gradients of severalnro¢cts of the DOS only in an indirect way. However, the DOS

specimens at the periphery of our sample. The approximate fullc-sn be determined directly from a measurement of the field de- wdha afmxmmo ~)i ~x0 I
c

-  
r1%o h

width at half masimum of Pin) is 1.1510 11 cm-
2 

or 13% of the
per-lent magnetic moment of a 2ES (4).

average n value. The average magnetic moment of the whole sam-We have measured for the first time the oscillating

magnetic moment, i.e. deHaas-van Alphen effect, of a 2DES from p is

0 to 5T at T I 1.5K. From the amplitude of the oscillations we <p> f. n)Pn)dn
can estimate the halfwidth of the Landau levels to be , 2 meV, 0

which is comparable to their spacing fic (1 5 meV at MT). The 572
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with % 0.41. Time constant of this length suggests that the re-

EDiB) sistivity of the material is as low as 10-10 2/3 corresponding

un) - - f dE (2) to a 3D resistivity of p lO
"1

D cm. The oe value of 1p
B 

c. T

is more than three orders of magnitude lower than the value re-

where the DOS is DIE.B) = (2eB/h) io t(H-qzc(i+l/2)) (ff(E~dE - ported earlier by Tsui et al. (7).

1). If we approximate the shape function fiE) by a Gaussian The magneto-transport of the superlattice was measured

fiE) . expi-E 2/2r 2). and use the observed Pin) it turns out that with an ordinary Hall rig. Contacts to all layers were pro-

: must be chosen % 2 mV in order to be able to approximate the vided by diffusing In into the sample at the position of the

data using Pg. 1. current and voltage probes. Assuming equal distribution of the

The value of th, fitted r 1 2 MeV may be compared to total current over all the 172 layers the Hall plateaus are as-

the cyclotron frequency twc = Iefl/m* = 1.65 , B (meV/T). The pected to be pxy = h/ie 2H, where N - 172 is the number of layers.

widt- estimated from the zero field mobility of 19000 cm
2
/Vs Although 

0
my stays constant within one part in 104 through a wide

ro,-'fiy agrees with our r. However, cyclotron resonance measure- range of magnetic field, pxy is not exactly quantized to the

ments on similar kinds of samples indicate a halfwidth of above value; p, appeared to deviate from the quantized value by

I meV i5). This apparent disagreement may arise from the I part in t0'. A plausible explanation for this deviation -an

fact that our measurement of p is a true DC measurement. Whence be found in varying contact resistance to the different layers

we might expect to couple also to the localized electron states, resulting in slightly different currents. At this point we have

which are expected to amount to a considerable fraction of the not yet reached a detailed understanding of the current and

total number of electronic states. From the plateau widths at potential distribution in a multiply connected superlattice.

the oxy data of Fig. I we can deduce that for B 4T the ratio Varying contact resistance and closed loop currents passing

of localized to delocalized states is >1 I for T 1< 1. through several layers complicate the situation considerably.

We have extended the measurements of p up to 11 T with Our data, however, seem to indicate that QH is not supported

a modified Faraday balance technique (6). It turned out that the by a multilayer sample though each individual layer probed

measurement of V must be performed under true DC conditions in separately might well show quantization to Pxy - h/is2.

order to avoid contributions to the magnetic moment due to eddy Magnification of Pay by a factor of 100 reveals addi-

currents in field regions when the 2DES is in the ZRS. The sen- tional small structure. This originates from the last or the

sitivity of this technique in DC mods is not yet sufficient to first of the layers, since they are immersed into slightly dif-

detect the small oscillations of u. Nevertheless, we were able ferent surroundings. However, since the deviation in density

to observe decay tims of eddy currants as long as 300 a at is small, the dephasing is immaterial for the plateaus at 5 ' ST.
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in aunsmary, we have measured the deilaas-van Aiphen Figure Caption

effect in 2D GaA$-(AlGa)As superlattices up to 5T at T - 1.5K. Fig. 1. Magnetic moment ii of a GaAs-(AIGa)AS superlattice

From the amplitude of the Oscillations we Can estimate the (172 layers, total area - 33.2 cm 2)vs. magnetic field

Landau levels to have a halfwidth of s 2 meV. At T 0.4K we at T 1.5K. The Hall resistance Ox and Shubnikov-

have measured eddy current relaxation time of % 300 s, which deHaas data Oxare taken at T S 0.2K on a piece of the

implies Pxx % 10 10 NO1 corresponding to a 30 resistivity of same sample with all the layers connected at current

10-16 0 cm. and voltage probes. Divide P.values by 3to get

we would like to thank B. fatlogg for a loan of the N

SQUID magnetometer, D. Shoenberg for enlightening correspondence,

A. Savage for carefully preparing the samples, and K. Baldwin

for technical support.
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HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE CONTROL OF THE CARRIER tor heterojunctions used in semiconductor devices, it is necessary L inves-
DENSITY IN GaAs/G&AlAs HETEROSTRUCTURES tigate their electrical properties under various conditions and eventually to

ROLE OF THE METASTABLE DEEP LEVELS relate them to the growth technology used (metal organic chemical vapor 4epo-

by sition : NOCD, Molecular Beam Epitaxy : 14E). In this paper, we study the
J.M, MERCY, C. BOBQUET. .. L. ROBERT, A. RAYMOND, electrical behaviour of Ga. 7A. 3Ao/ aAs heterostructures under hydrostatic

Groupe dEtudes des Semiconducteurs pressure.
Universit des Sciences et Techniques du Languedoc

Place Eugene Bataillon - 34060 MONTPELLIER CEDEX - FRANCE. A strong variation of the carrier concentration ns is observed In

G. GREGORY, J. BEERENS, J.C. PORTAL the whole range of temperature, the pressure being applied up to 18 kbar,

Labortoire de Physique des Solides, I N S A, 31077 TOULOUSE A decrease of n. is also observed when the temperature decreases
S.N.C.I. - CNRS 166 X, 38042 GRENOBLE and a metastable character of the impurity level Is put forward. ie propose

P.M. FRIJLINK a model for the eterojunction witch takes into account the existence of the
Laboratoire d'Electronique et de Physique Appliques spacer layer and the deep character of the Impurity level In GaAlAs.

3, Avenue Descartes, B.P. 15 - 95450 LIMEIL BREVANNES
P. DELESCLUSE, J. CHEVRIER, T. LINN II. EXPERIMENTAL

THOMSON-CSf, L.C.R., B.P. 10 - 91401 ORSAY Two types of heterojunction have been studied. One is obtained by

MOCVD techniques (L.E.P•), the other one by NBE (Thomson-CSF). Most of the
ABSTRACT samples where bridge shaped but some Van der Pain samples were also studied.

Hydrostatic pressure up to 18 kbar has been used to characterize The samples are put in hydrostatic pressure cells (clamps or
3ais/.aAAs heterostructures manufactured using M.O.C.V.D. and M.B.E. techni- gazeous cells) where the pressure my be varied between 0 and 18 kber at room
ques. temperature. Loser values of the pressure (% 12 kbar) are reached at liquid

The pressure dependence of the carrier concentration ns has been helium temperature. It is important to note that, in this experiment, the
deduced from Hall measurements between 4.2 K and 300 K and Shubnikov-de-Haas pressure is applied at room temperature in order to avoid tie consequences
experiments have been performed at Helium temperature, of the metastable behaviour of the donor level in the establilshment of the

The main result we have observed is a linear decrease of the car- space charge.
rier concentration as the pressure Increases. In order to measure the carrier density, 1111 effect measureent.

We explain this behaviour taking into account the deep character of are made as well as Shubnikov-de-Haas experiments with give access to the
the Impurity level in GQAlAs connected with the X minimum whose variation is two-dimensional electron population. Because of the much higher conductivity

found to be 11 meV/kbar, When the Fermi energy is large enough comared to of two-dimensional electron gas, the bulk conduction can be neglected.
the difference of affinities AEc, a transition between a metallic to an III. RESULTS AND THEORy
insulating behaviour of the heterojunction is induced. Moreover. the metasta-
Ie character of this impurity level, clearly pointed out by changing the On Figs. I and 2 we report the variation of the carrier density

cooling conditions must be taken into account, ns when the pressure is applied. A linear dependence of n s with P is obtai-
In conclusion, this kind of experiment. in which the carrier con- ned, and the heterojunction becomes insulating over a certain pressure which

centration my be varied, appears as a powerfull tool to investigate the pro- is temperature dependent.
perties of the heterostructures. In the particular case of GaAs/GaAIAs the In order to explain this behaviour, we take into account the exis-
role of the metastable state is predominant in all the investigations. tence of a deep level associated with the Si impurities in GalAs. The acti-

1. INTRWUTION nation energy of these donors increases with pressure (1) and the observation
of persistent conductivity in bulk GaAlAs (2) suggests that this level is

In order to optimize the fabrication of lattice matched semiconduc- probably associated with the X minimum
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AEC V2

' -MOM- sampl, a. lig. 3

i- _ -: !_ _ _ _ -_ - Energy Hand Diagr.
in the case of 

MDCvD

2'.T..,). K01 - AI3G 7 Ansamples

Fi. 7 VIA

0' """ \ MBE Sample

-1 V h In I . exp (..) (1 + exp ( {](2)

where E.= 7.865 x (0-.----.) (1/3
The carrier density is calculated assuming that the GaAlAs is par- w 0=/

tially compensated and that the donors are not completely ionized. All the 6 FS 1/3 (eV)

cal erations presented here are made in the parabolic band appro~ai tion. and LE 1,375 x i0
6  

)

The eneigy band diagram assumed is shown in Fig. 3 where all the I elm,

parameters ire defined. The quantum well is treated In the triangular well The electric field in the GaAlAs side of the interface is found by integrating

approach (3.4) anda s$lution is found by requiring that the two-dimensional Poisson equation in the doped region (= 0). We have for the density of char-

,.ectron population equals the density of electrons depleted from the GaAIAs ge ( ) d - N- n(x)) q

side, The space layer is considered to be perfectlycnhpensated (N& N6) so2 N)e
2
(()

that the band curvature is negligible in that region. One must however keep It = N d n() = N noex - " ( V2(X))

in mind that things could be modifieo if the compensation of the spacer is d d 82 
1 

+ ex (_ 6 - -

no* complete. kT Wi

The electron density per unit area in GaAs (nsl) and the density nhe acceptor impurities are assumed to be all filled with elec-
of positive charges in GAAAs (ns2) are related to the electric field F. at trons, and Ehrenberg approximation (5.6) has been used for the calculation

the interface by these relations : of nx).

ns 1 
1  

n. 2 
2
qFs

2  
(1) Poisson equation is integrated to glve

and the continuity of the electric displacement vector (nl Fs * £2 F
5 2
) at dv 2 q

2
Nd  Tl a n 1 --NaV2 o + 4N I + e p ( kT)

the interface requires that at
5 

n2 .x. 2 no. -~ NdK -N I-anv 0

the population in the GaAs side, considering only the two first M- 1 ki

qg u nttzed levels Eo a o [ .is given by (3 ,4) 2 
2

Nd "(2dVe- f where a • 2 eup ( - ) .Vi 2o v2 (a. 0)
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a -

An effective value of the hand bendin, veff, is defined in order to obtain dn/C' (10
1
l/kbl 300 K 77 K

the familiar looking relation Tperimental 0.245 0.295

So ( d
2
) 10 2 - i() Theoretical 0.240 0.330

The value of 6 is determined from the charge neutrality condition far from TABLE I Theoretical resultswith SHF 175 sample.

the junction in GaAIAs :
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

no *a d. This model seems to represent adequatly the rate of decrease of

and E. is given by the two-dimensional electron density with pressure. and the variation of this

qns
2
d rate with temperature. It is however unable to explain the variation of n.

E F A - 02 - 020 " 
6
2 (7) with 7 (see Fig. I and 2). All the heterojunctions show an increase of n.

with tempe~rature, when measurements are made in the dark, while calculations

where the electric field was considered to he constant in the spacer. giv e ra tdrea when t reae
give a slight decrease when T increases.

Knowing Ed' we can now determine the values of all the quantities by choosing

020 is order to have ns, * n s2 meY (1) This behaviour must find its reason in the several points which

were not taken into account here, like a possible contribution of the spacer,
Other guantities nary with pressure. It is the case of the effec- the presence of interface states, the presence of electrons in higher bands

tive mass in GaAs for which we have (8,9). (L and X) at high temperature or the temperature dependence of AEC.

'
a  

.4

W. 0.067 + 4 x 10 P (P in kbar) The interface states. like the variation of AE
c 
with temperature

and pressure are however poorly known and their effects are difficult to es-

The corresponding dependence of me In GaAIAs is found to have a timate.

weak effect. This quantity is only appearing in the calculation of n(x)

(through Nd) and this term changes the results by only a few percents even The introduction of the partial compensation of GaA1As is essen-

at 300 K for concentration up to 1 x toI
8 
cm

" 3
. As a consequence, the varia- tial to explain the pressure behaviour (zero compensation leads to a value

tion of me with P has been neglected in GaAlAs. of dn/dP twice smaller than whit is observed). Thus we had to modify the

model proposed recently by Lee etaL(IO). and contrarily to what is said inAs it can be seen in table I, a good agreement between theory and

experiment is obtained by ChoosingN 0this reference we find that the free electron population n(x) in G&AIAs isexermet sobaiedb cooin 0.32 and o - 11 meV/kbar. This concerns18m-

neglegible even at 300 K and high doping level cthe case of an heterojunction grown fy HOCVD with a spacer thickness of 60 A

and Si-doped to 7.5 . 1017 C,-3. A compensation of 0.32 is considered by the No attempt was made to fit the calculations to the results at

fabricats to be a typical value for this material, and the nalue of Ftaken 4.2 X since at this temperature we cannot reach equilibrium because of the

is different from the one pronoso~ by Sanena ) 0 I4.Im/kbar). relaxation effects. Even at 77 K, we had to wait several minutes to have

equilibrium; this can be easily observed by illuminating the sample for a

while and looking at the decrease of n
s 
toward its equilibrium value.
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the cane In which the electron dynmics Is purely diffusive. In perti-

Coolee Cb inelastic jifetme of aquest-particle cul r the behenlour of the pore system cannot he recovered by letting the

in a, Ito DimensioneI Electron Gess elastic I fetime tobe Infinite. An In a reel situation the two regime%

Gabrie F. Glulieel64 and J. J. Quinn are Inextricably Intermingled [2], there Is a need for a unified approach
tFoa Uiversity, Providence, Rhode Island 02912. USA in whIch the *lastic lifetime, or what Is the nae, the Impurity concen-

We ciscuss a theory of the couleehic Inelastic lifetime iIOf. trenlon, can be varied at will as en external param~eter.

thme Ik~ectronic states of a two dimensional *Iac~ronic system. Our ep- In thin paper we pronide a simple, theory Of I/i I hIch &I lows us to

woc' Is based on a perturhetine diagrammatic analysin Of the electron- Iridge the gap between the pare end dirty metal regimes, Our renults

Impultysystm. e obaina geera exresson or V, wichIn on-can he nery useful ly used Is fittJng the tmperature dependence of 7ias

trust to pren lOon aork, reduces. In the appropriate Ilimits, to thme wall weasured In stagneto-consdnctance experIiten [2].

known diffusion-dominated end the pure regimes. e shoe that our results

proslu ed aComprehensine picture which can be tented by meigneloconductance The coulomb Ineatic lifetime of a quasiparticle of energy ENEI,+!.

exorlets In nigh mobility Intersion iayer denices. We find that at lee In the prestencei of Impurities can be defined [d] en

tpara0-es b=±fl entm connerning and diffunine processes contri-

fewf

.here N ib ()Is the density of states end Iti Is the Invmra coulomb In*-

The coulomb Interaction contribution to the Inelastic lifetime. 'IOf a iantic lifetime of a quaniperticie In the state 1n0 end energy En Whch

;uasiparlicle In a two-dimensional (1)) electron gas hen recentiy rece ined Is ansued to be an exact eigenstete of the eiectron Hmitoftlan In the

-'ct afthct1m Such Interest is motinatedi by the relevnne of the neIa- presence of the Impurity potentiai. if we assume for IA IIa Fermi golden

nto--free both of a Z20 eiectron In the lcali luetion problm [1, [2 mule euxpression In ehich the transitions are dam toeI screkened coulomb

1nmurututes in the pare metal regime i/, Is found to behene b e potential end mabe use of ifncu reeponse theory together with the floc-

w. hereas In the presence of Impurities the diffuie mature of iuatlmun-icm-petlon theorm, we obtain the foilieeing generai formulia [5)

mitnenics leads to a much larger value which Increases IlInearit Wit.) I 1

.1,- 4,. In Rkef. C3 the affect on 1/ of the iee-iylng 2D plas wode: 7 %E E--. 121

t-1v .11. Innestigated. X [Coth (~)-tenh U~~)

v in en mOos theoreticai worb on the Impure 2D eiectron gas Ed) the main feaeli-i. v4 Is the fourier transform of the bar* Couiomb potentiai and

contrIbtrons to I acre elvaluated .ithin a dieginll. approach by ea (4_) 1Is the complex dieiectric function of the non-InteclIng electron

ki nd use of expressione for the Impurity aneraeat "ath rel evant Green gas In the presence of Impurities. The function aqticostumns the cane

functl..e products. The validity of these epressionse Is restricted tO
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O. cONCLUSION

We have shown that measurements of electrical properties of

GaAlAs/GaAs heterojunction under hydrostatic pressure can lead to several in-

formations concerning the parameters describing the energy band diagram of

this structure.

Further experiments on samples with different doping level and

spacer thickness are necessary to ameliorate the model, and give a better un-

Jerstanding of the properties of these structures.

The rapid decrease of n. with pressure might becme very useful

in studying localization effects responsible for quantum Hall effect. This

kind of work is under way now.
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function correletions and Is dfl med as describe the dynemical response of the system as function of, T.In par-

I0

ticular It Is readily established that the corresponding weli kinown

~ ~r~ 2 SwnE)(E t *31expressions for the response Iv "ae pura end diffusive regimes are rac-
'. 55 oredeas ,is ranecivl ade to dvreor vanish.

Wilth the use of 131, (d), iti and 16). Eq.i2i provides a simple end

tNere the bar devotes the Inyority average. In dentving (2) the assuemption covenient formula for I/,i. F o -- the Integrations can be dove

a, bean made +het the Impurity average can be taken Independentiy In eva- analytically In the limit of miaili A/teand the resuits of Ref .EJJ are
.n'tl~ toe quantity and the dil eeCtr'c function. recovered. For finite n cit formua, apart for a factor of fltaep-dTiJ.

I0

Makig ue o stndad mthos [1 te quinttle W(,w)andv (j-)canreduces to the one discusses In [4) once the Imaginary part of the miac-

tronic self-energy Is evaiuated on the energy shell. In the general case
be enpressed In tes of hi veer forms of the appropriate advanced and

retarded Green fuvctions. Perturbetion theory Cas then be Used to derivedrinte vals of h sste s f n , . mn

the tollontg revolts for a two dionsionel electron gas (53 evaluated na er Ically. This Involves a t wo disensionai integrel ehich

does not present any particular difficuity.

- ± iv n +,u) * .n)dlAt high electronic densities the evevector snd can be sefeiy cut off

hi , q, . 2~~l-ln

at the invers screening iength )e 2 111. As the actual densities In In-

versin layers are In general very iow, (typicalli r S* 2, t is ea evector

(44 te a i and y ) * nay be cmpare be to or even iarger thn the Feri e eantetor end en ax-,IT
tression fort svald lo at large q aunt be lued. We find thet a

convenient Interpoiation formulai s obtained by adding (q2.)2 to the

frgunt of the sqare root ppaer ing In (61 . This less to the correct

*rte respe funcs.Pubtion Thisrgive n by nb sd odrv

Lolesiour for s t large q.

27 '. W i. h s r tudied athe behaviour of IA, ea a (unction of 0 sfor several

(hi nnuat the reevant paremeter. In figs. I end 2 the a depaesmn of

s 01 uon /ers for emal I Tir .end upon T/yifor eel I-/T Is een for

tao difaerent values of . For large han , i/ei Is epproxiseltay pro-

itq.(61. as have Introduead the diffueion Conetent D-vF 2V2. nbeng portionel to iIe nd IT/ fo reepectively, Whereas for sealler vaues
the Feral veiocity of the electron g. Thia expresnion for e has Of nthis lea i s am an imat ne de-t

. repiacedr.saepectelon by a)pronlelately

been dert "d keeping oniy leader IIgremes in teogrturbertlon expansion denca. The actsal behaviour In owe compliIcated end will be discussed In

and is valid for seli vals of q end ,i but It Is general enough to edetail In a different paper [5].
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TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY OF LANDAU-LEVELS IN ELECTRON Dingle temperature, 16 the Landau splitting, EFS-Eo(U) the difference be-

INVERSION LAYERS ON (100)-Si SURFACES tween the semiconductor Fermi-level and the bottom of the ground *ubbasd, U
the applied bias between metal and nemiconductor tunnel electrodes and * a

U. Kunze and G. Lautz phose angle. These oscillations can be observed for bias values U<(y$-o)/e

Institot lir Elektrophyik. Techn. Universitt Braunschweig i.e. when the metal Fermi-level lies above the sobband e o

and

ochmasgntfeldanlagr der Teoho. Uoiversitlit BraunscbueigOur expriment are performed on NOS tunnel junctions with native oxide bar-

0-3OO Braunschwvig. Fed. Rep. of Germany riera /2/. The substrates are (0)-oriented p-Si wafers having a net accep-
tor olome concentration of NA03.9q-10$1ce'. HE or Ti ace used as counter

Selectrodes, fhoss low work function creates an electron inversion layer of

unneltnin studies on WtaISioasi-junctions are perfored at 4.2 K in high typical 8"tO"/cm2 and 2.5'00Im' for fMg and Ti. respectively. The tunnel
Tunnvices etudiennondmetal ,SifJ<eSi-junctionscare performedtat 4.2cErinyhigb

na.gnetic fields. Oscillatios in the differential conductance dl/dU and its devices are moued on a ample holder. which can be rotated (accuracy one

diricatve d'l/dU reflect the Landau-level structure of the Invest sibband degree), and immersed in liquid He. A Bitter magnet is used to provide mag-

of the electron incersmon layer. In bias-sweep measurements their period etic fields up to 15.6 Tesla. The tunneling conductance d/dU and its

gives a darcot meare of the effective nas ot the surface electrons. The derivative d'/dU' are taken as a function of the applied bias at constant

devsitn of tate of this subband is deduced from magnetic field sweeps at magnetic field, or at conetant bias while sweeping the magnetic field, by

different biases, varying the effective Area in the b-plane. The electron use of the"conentlonal modulation techniqos /h/.

density a, a function -.f applied bias is determined from aagneto-oscilla- Fig. I. shows the conductance vs. bias curves of a ft-mttallizd atioun

sanis, which are observed in dilo'OU at high modulation voltages. whenever v'th magnetic field directions parallel and perpendicular to the sample nur-

a l.ndau-level passes the semiconductor Fermi-level. face. The steps in the background conductance are due to the steplike in-

crease of the nsber of available states in tunneling, when the metal Fermi-

Recently ahe tucnnling spectroscopy has been applied to Si accumulation and level passes the energy minimum of a subband, e.g. at U-50 mV mand U-0 for

noersct layer. hy use of a special technique in preparing planar lUS ton- the subbands K. and Ea. respectively /1,. In case of a perpendicular magnetic

nel devices I..- These experiments proved to be well suited to determine field (5 // 3). the didU-curve exhibits weak oscillations, which arise from

the minimue energies of the quantited 2D-subbands relatively to the semicon- the Landau-level structure of the ground subband. In the second derivative

doctor Permi-level. We are reporting here first tunneling studies of (I00)- trace (Fig. 2.) these oscillations are clearly enhanced against the back-

,lectron inversion layers in high magnetic fields, ground curve. From eq. (I), their period is given by

, tonnetog through an oxide barrier between a metal electrode and 2D-sub- A(eU) - A o A(EFS - E (U)). (2)

baol, states the nstribotiisn to the differential conductance dl/dU due to Because in the differential conductance the oscillation amplitude is much

ea snibod is bnoon to %c proportional to the density of states of this smeller thon the step height due to the lowest subband, we assume the density

Sbbi 1,. 1 bhen a quantieing magetic field is present, the nubbands split of states to have only a small oscillatory component, too. Then the occupa-

into series of scattering broadened Landau levels, which cause additional tion height E
7
S-Eo(U) is nearly a liner function of the applied bias even

avrl,'at a.-s in th., tunneling conductance /4,5/. o essume that the sontri- at highest magnetic fields. Indeed, we do not observe any change in the pe-

butane of. for inst.ance. the lowest subband to the oscillatory component may riod when either the density-of-states maximum of a Landau-level coincide

descrtb.d by /4' with the semiconductor Fermi-level or the minimum between tao Landau-levels.

"va hT S - Ko() - elU The dependence Eo(U) can be obtained from additional measurements, as discs-

A rnp( " c sed below, hich give us ten data points: first at an applied bias U., the
metal Permi-leel is efignd wstb the nubband minsmum Ko. i e.

ohere A is cnstant or only weakly dependent 
on magnetic field, TD is the

590O 591
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thus lh. period AU gies directly the cyclotron mass 
c 
15/. Typical colors

-n-er ,' L of U U -I are 6....... 9/ o B..a..me.t. at difleot perpendicular

cpocentscf B, ,ryi,,g th, ILIt torIe between the directions of b and the

sctface normal or the ttl -mcnet-t field, we get the same cyclotron masses

a, given in table I.

I h~s te manetc fnd i scpt r fied ianU, the conductance dl,'dU and
it, fericatine d'ld I r fhbits de Haas-non Alpen type osoillations periodic

- in (1iB). Their period t.(I 0 is inversely peoportiol to the effective area

I J in the k-plane corr-ponding to a number of stateN Nk(£l per -it ara of the

.A ( I " g - " f (6)

lo. nhere g. - 2 is the valley dogenoracy factor of the ground subband. Ths o-

closing constant-en.gy cons.. in the k-plane is aligned with the metal Fer-

L7-- a - - -oieel.therefore E - E r EFS- eP. In Fig. 3. Nk is plotted as a lunc-
Iu v flaktio of applicd bias U for three different junctions. Obviously, at U-0 where

0o.1 m-tpFS the Nk are equal to the desities N. of surface electrons with no

applied bias feble )). A eaprtod .ec aJ e +'enight litoe, and their

Ftg. . lunneltng condo"ance dldU Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1. d'l/dU v slopes give the dennity of states

us. bias U of a MghSiO,/Si-;jcno tioc U. For compartson toe B - 0 curve dl
k  

dN dU U- d

vs T 4.2 g in a magnetic field up- has also bec recorded. Dn. d(E-- -

plied 1.1 perpedicular m4 h par-
allel 1d te prac. Tithin experinntal error, she drnsity-of-states masses md are equal to theale I o I h: p,notion surface. The l,

btosigne rfees to that of the m- c c tru mattes n as deterinrd above (table 1). The extrapolations of the !
lines to N

k 
- U, worked by arros, interect the anis at biases U. as intro-al electrode Iii deno ten the nahatra-6

duced tn eq. (3). Thene cubes aeric sithin n few nV with the bias positions
of the dips in dl,dVZ at - O dr to the mirimu of the 0-subband.

"o FS (U), (t If we assume the validity of eq. (1), we are able to deduce ch. Dinele ten-

second, when the reverse "tresold oltae" U, is applied. be ntsapat tn p eaIr T from the magnetic field dependence of the oscillation smplitude.

iheight is zero, as the -roet, density is removed. Sable I. Results.

A - LFn - E (. ((f jntin 10 4g - a A Ti - 4 r 5 Ti - 4a

Using the linear dependeroe EOU) and eqs. 13) as. (4). eq. (2) san be wtt-

... 2 s0. 110.01 0.1 0.02 0.01 o

AleU)l - lr - Af-o° l -(eU
Md' 0 0.22 s 0.01 0.19 .02 0.22 *.01

N o ft n l UiI
or N~ (Of ) 

-  

8.1"11o" 2.-
1

o
t 

"
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ity)bdependent series re.tistance of the ioversion channel is responsible

fory ta formsation of theL -erpoiodic oscillaciossnce for large reverse

biass te trimingresitane dcreses(Fig. 1) and the series resistance

o." of the electron channel increases with diminishing electros density. Accord-

ingly the long-periodic oscillations reflect simply the magnseto-oficillations

F ig. 3. Number of states "It of the cbnnal resistance.

in the lowest suhband per Regardless of the origin of these oscillations, in contrast to the Landau-

unit area of the reel space level oscillations they arise by passing Landau-level. the semiconductor

op to us energy E which lies Farini-level. This enabls as to extract the surface electron eensity 0. as

by -l ab... the Si Fermi- a function of applied bias from S-sweep easeuremenst, as depirred in fig. 4.

level. Data are taken from The arrows indicate extrapolated values of the "thresheld voltage", which

C three different junct ions is nsvdsd for eoaluating eq. /5/. The zero-bias data H (0) agree well with

(T - 4.2 K). these deduced from Landau-level oscillatioss (rig. 3.).

I T1- I.asi

Pig. 4. Surface electron
Wie haye plotted the log of the amplitude, normal ized by the weakly field de- density N. as a functin of

pendent preespocestial factor (l/.isbi; X 211'hft/at) vs. reciprocal field applied bias S or the

and obtained straight lines. Prom their slopes we evaluated the Dingle tnm- junctions used is Pig. 3.

per..tare as given in table 1. C(T - 4.2 K).

A, biases VL wo Landau-lsvsl oscillations appear is the runneling charac----------------------

teristics. However, if sow the modulation voltage is increased by a factorAcnwegm t-Thsor
of 10. new oscillations ar visible is recording. of d-l/dU1 us. S. In biasAcnwdget-Ths or

sweeps, chess oscillations bans periods of about 20 tie larger than these ,was supported by the sadety

of the 1usd a-oscillations. Long-period oscillations of similar kind were ma I ofie. ndltraue
firstly observed hy Tsui 15/ is tanssling foom a metal electrode through an . . . . . .

oside barrier into 0an accuemulation layer on degenerate Inks. He atteibsted Itas as 1. m t

thee Ic .,clarrv f the effective harrier height do. to changes is the uIs

soll-ron~eit surface potential, which occur when in a magnstic field or Referencs

his, swep the Lavdau-lrels move daecuntinaumty through the Inks Permi-le-LotSrae5

-1e) 7/. /1/ S. Kunne,: C. Lat Surface ci.CI1) (1982) 3

12/ U. gune G. Laut, oI d S t. Comn. 42 (1982) 27

an rnm ar lesgperiodic oscillations also is the bias region U< 35c5la~mil .. DkPy. e 6 17 ?

sic he high medulat ion voltage cesemodulates she sbert-psriodiu Landaa- 14/ D.C. Tsui. Phys. gae. 5 A (1971) 4438

osclllaltions. Becase of a strong bias dependence of the escillation ampli- /s/ D.C. Tsui, Phys. Rare. 5 8 (1973) 2657

twde -poaea valee at negatiee bises ae mere than twe orders of magnitude /Ih/ H. Altweis, WI. Pinkenrath, J. Phys. g h (1973) 770

higher than these at positive hiases - we assumm that the bias (i.e. des- /71 G.A. Setoff, l.A. Appelbaum. Phys. 6ev. 1 5 (1972) 475
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The results presented here were obtained Mh a sample which structure is
:'i~cO~ifRTlE3 OF STRAINED I6,.As ML.171 QfLAS WEL STRUCTURES.

show in the inset of Fig.l.The GlaAs buffer layers wr. l.6to thick and the

J-Y.MAPZNM (2ILCE,,,P W.. LEWX nd . G(DSTIN ulti quantum aiell structure consists in 10 period% of lnm5Ea,.As-OaAs.lt

C.N.E.7 195 -y do P.11s,92220 P EIX wa grown on, (100) G3aAs substrate by Mliecular Bowe Epitaxy.The c oition

x f the InmGai~nAs layers and their width L hans been extrapolated from.

eeasureents on thicker layers grwn In the sam condttions.They wre

ABSTRACT assumed to be -i.13 and L-110 X,and the unetrained ln.6a.. As layers should

thug present a .9% miessatth iwith ilaf.Transalssion Electron Microscope
We present piiotolinivscence and absorption eeasiaeeets on Molecular

bewaEpianygr~ staind l~da,,AsGa~ suti uanua ellanalysis of a thinned bevel showed that a low dislocation density appears
Be- pit.y gownst-.M~dI..a,.4s-Gs sltiq~ohum allin the saeple~iocated only at the interface with the first buffer

:trut~a.Th lowtemeraureeviots e iterrete inter oflayer.This was not the case of thicker structures iwhich contained much
eciteni c tranoitionsin-i and n-2 heavy hole encitons are seen in

higher dislocation concentration and shwd powr optical properties.Baease
absorption while the luminescence spectrum enhibits only the M-1i C: Itonic

of theme results, we can &amue that thU range of In compositioen and of

thicknesses is such that the lrt.Sa,_,As layers are strained whjile the SeAs

ones are not.Though it should be necessary for higher . or thicker

structures,wea did not need to time graded buffer layers to match the
The po.ibilitv of growsing thin aisssatched layers on a substrate,iiuith eulbiie prmtr o h eidcsrcuewt hto h

Ceastic accomcotion of th. ainwatch by %train (l).Cnlarges the choice Of
substrate.Finaily,the period of the structure en, which the opticai data

(ye sesiconductors us"d for designing heterostructures.Osbourn et aI. +ipst
presented here were obtained,was accuratelv aeasuredipby double crystal X

grew GaP-GaAs. P,_0 superlaxtices and studied their optical properties (2).
ray diffractionoto be 297.t2

-,,e In. I-a,,As-GaAs %*stee.inclnl.ig too direct gap semiconductor* "a the
Photol uainescence wa excited by a focused spot of the 5145 A line of an

ne'tto e ivestgatd~ad th ofMolcula Feat pitay gownArW tion laser.The eitted light was dtspersed by a 1.5m focal iength Jobin
In. Ga., As-GaAs quantua, well heterosgtructures have been demonstrated

Yvon grating eonochroeiator and detected either by a dry ice cooled 91
.A.h svsytem,because of the electronic properties of ln.0a,.ftA and of

inc Oc 
4  

Gps ubsrat, i poentall ineretin fo opoelctrniccathode photonaltiplier or a liquid nitrogen cooled Be detectar.The
in* v o Gas sbltat~tis otwiale iterstin fo opoelctrnicresulting signal was splified with the usual lock-in tachnique.A quartz
d* Ie%.ho o,*C Of he reset wrk t torepot oxpwmenal sudyIodine lamp in coinat on, with a monochroeator we. eployed as a source

of the htlans~c and absorption in such a str,icture.To our
for the single transeission expertisents.

inow.edgo.wir observed for the first tie clear escitonic transitions in 1. hw h vlto fte3 uiecnesetu bandb
quasi too dimensional layers other than Saha.
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moving the -citing spot along a chemically etched bevel Sm inset).The and Lil0ZAand assuming a 10 MeV fciton binding wwgy.we find a good

spectrum observed in point A contains three peaks.located at 1.3.1.35 and agreement between the xpenimental lines iositions and the nl and h02

1.42 eV.Thc latter is the usual near band edge emission of Baft,avd it is heavy holes ettctons calculated inrgles.me must note that: the

also obsered in P and ,£.oile the two other lines decrease in intensity transition corresponding to the *citon fored with the light hole band

and vanish when the spot is moved to point B and -. This proves these peaks should be weaker than the transitin observed at 1.44 mnlv because of a

are asociated wit te ieriodic part of the amplecontajning the lnrar,. lower density o state, iw e had to take for the compositio and thickness

. Iayers. o the In, G As layer sligfitly different values, compared to those

Fig.2a sIoms the 2h asorpt.o spectrue deduced fr
0 

s l;e bea obtained from the growth conditions.This last point is nht urprising

transmission ex pwm t. This spectrum contains two peaks at 1.-8 and because tMem values are not very precise (of the order of 10%),&.d other

1.44eV. s we have yen ind,thOSe Peaks are due to the multi quantum well parters ae not very w1 knour(a,b.ofset).

structure and rot to the substrate,and they are 1iiely to be the low Fig.22b Shoe the N- luminescence spectru.The dominant 1lne occurs in

temperature equivalent cf the 300P lumineseice lines.The shape of the the victnity of the n-l mciton absorption peabko we attribute it to

absorption peaks are t~picul o' *n-cit c absorption fm si. example mcitonic transitions in the wells.his luminesmcece line,as well as the

-
4

.5 .We attribute them to the creation nf exciton formd -es"ptively absorption on es, l rather broad.This broadening can be dwe to small

froo n-1 and h-2 electron and heavy hole quantum levels.The 3006 composition intio"neitie o, fluctuations In the well width.whch canalso

luminescence lines are then interrtod as the corresponding 'r-0, band to account for the Small discrepancy between the absorption and luminescence

band transit.cns.To check the validity of this intepretatone have n-l line positions.

calculated the positi ons of the quantum levels in the In
1 

_~,a As Let us mention that the great efficiency of the luieinesmnice and the

mells,takinq into account )The variation of the band gap of bulk InmGai. clear observation of excitonic transitions show that this structure is

As with . as in r. ,il;)the increase of this band gap and the splitting likely to correspond to the same situation as in BawAt
w 

As-GaAs

of the valence band due to the strainassuing the GaAs barriers are hcterostructures"sf.ee both electrons and holes arc confined in the Small

*nstraindiiltar offset between the valeOnce bands of GaAs and lnmGai.wAs gap layers.This fact is in agreement with our simple model.

*follooing ref.7 and interpolating the lnAs-BaAS value,iiilthe To su irizeae have performed lum isneos ce and absorption exerimeonts

quantlfcation of the electron and heavy hole levels in the growth on a IniBa ,- As strained multi quantum well heterostucture.ln the low

directlonowth a linear interpolation on the eIetron mae for ln.Ga . temperature transmission cxvprlent,we have observed two absorption peaks

As.e made this calculation using the following values of the which are interpreted as n-1 and n-2 excitonic transitions.At the se

parameters:ilectron mass:.067 mfor Gas and .043 cc for In BaGa As,havy tmp;erature,the luminescence spectrum consists in one line associated with

hole mass:.5 me deformation paotentalosa--8 OV and b--2 V (BI.For ,-.14 the n-1 ecitonic recombination ahileat 300,it includes both n-1 and n-2
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subband to itubbmnd transitt .Furthr exPerlaents awe required to have a MO

better onderStanding of the detai led band configuration of those strained ca

multi qu~ntuft sel structwes.Dur results prove however they can exhibit ge.xp4 Angle.067,ft

excellenit optical behaviour. Fig. I
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NHW EXPEP4ME NTAL RESULTS FOR ELECTRON TRANSPORT IN

WEA ACCUMULATION LAYERS ON ZnO CRYSTALS

h. Thoren G. Heiland, U. Kohl, H.v.Lhneysen, W. Platen,

H.-J. Schink

. Physikalishes lntitt der Rhenisch-estflischer Techni- CORRESPONDING 2
schen Hochschule Aachen, 1 - 5100 Aachen. Germany. INDUCED CHARGE DENSITY Osl/e (10crn2)

> 12 8 A, 0 -4 -8 -12

Abstrt - ZnO 84 K
Preioas Hal, meausements on (O6001 and 000i) faces of ZnO Zn face a

have shown a mobility oscillating as a function of surface Zn-20
electron density in the range between N, - 106 and 1011 c2 (1). 5 J

Here we report on new results obtained by a field effect

arranqement for free surfaces in UN1'. With donors from H expo- I

sure cr by illumination weak accumulation layers IN, 10
1 1

cm
- 2
)

are established. The field effect shows oscillations in surface 0

conductivity as a function of gate voltage. Also the combine- 4

tion of a field effect with a Hall effect measurement reveals U A Ug570V
distinct surface electron densities N.. Various pretreat1sents UJ

do not change the periodicity of these oscillations. Necessary 3
preconditions are a tenperature below 130 K. a surface electron -800 - 00 0 400 800
der.sity belo JxI,' 

2
c.-

2 
and a source-drain field in the order GATE VOLTAGE Ug CV)

of a few V/ca..

A model regardin impurity levels in the space charge layer Fig. I Surface conductivity o sa a function of the gate

relates the resolts of the field effect measurements to the voltage U increasing from -800 V to -800 V.

results of the Hall effect measurement.

41) E. Veuhoff and D. Kohl, J. Phys. C 14 (1981) 2395.
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electrons are in the lowcrit suubard. Ttia is in agreement with

Quantum Transport in Semimagnetic HgMnTe Inversion caclatina or lig _CdxTe possessing similar band parameters

Lyr-xeietand Theory ILayers-Experiment We observe an influencr of temperature on the positions of

G.Grabecki, T.Dietl, J.Xossut, and W.Zawadzki oscillation maxima, as shown in Fig. 2. This is characteristic

of the semimagnetic behavior, in which the paramagnetic magrketi-
Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences

02-668 Warsaw, Poland zation of Mn* ions is strongly temperature dependent. it can be

seen in Fig. 2 that two separate peaks (indicated by arrows)

The first experimental and theoretical study of MIS structures became one at higher temperatures and then again reappear as two.

containing localised magnetic moments is reported. Hg.xMnxTe This is in contrast to the usual SdH behavior, for which the

s:ructures with energy gap ranging from 50 to 200 meV have been oscillations gradually disappear with increasing temperature. We

investigated, refer to this observation in the theoretical part.

In contrast to MIS structures not containing localised moments, A theory of the above system must take into account the fol-

a pronounced temperature dependence of the positions of SdH lowing essential features: 1/ Energy band structure with a small

maxima has been observed. A theory of two-dimensional, semi- energy gap cg and a strong spin-orbit interaction A; 2/ Quasi

magnetic, narrow-gap structures has been developed, which accounts two-dimensional character of the electron motion near the inter-

qualitatively for the observations, face; 3/ Presence of a magnetic field transverse to the inter-

face; 4/ Semimagnetic properties related to the exchange inter-

action between the conduction electrons and the Mn
+
* ions. The

'e nave investigated experimentally MIS structures which con- complete Hamiltonian reads

s.ated of an aluminum film evaporated on a thin Mylar foil

(a 3.5 5m) attached mechanically to the surface of p-type H HI 
+ 
Vo 

+ 
H3o + U(z) + Hexch (1)

A1 x(fnxTe (NA - ND  21016 cm-
3

). The semiconductor surface 2
.as prepared by mecLanical polisning and etching in bromine- l 1 is the periodic potential of thelattice Heo is the spin-orbit interaction, U is the potential of
-r..etnan~ol solu tion. Capacitance measurements vs gate voltag e teivrinlyr o n )frxa0 h

havesion agoo ,ttbiityof he trucure. Te ttalthe inversion layer: U - - for z < 0 and U z U(z) for z • 0. The
CC(V) have s# own a good stability of the structures. The total

er exchange interaction in tne mean field approximation iselectron rfaoe density N. is varied by changing the ate H J<z s hr steecag prtr a>i hvoltage Vg according to relation; N. z CCV -Vth), where Vt is Hexch J<Sz> s., where J is the exchange operator, xSzs is the
"t o r hCossVnQ th thermodynamic mean value of Mn** spins and a. is the electron

nvcrsicr tnreshold voltage, corresponding to a crossing of si prtr1j h adsrcuei ecie snt,.e ?,.m. :v.wl ann, to.. con~ction band-edge. spin operator 12i- The band structure is described using a
tnrc,-lI(vl mclel of rg, rs, r, symmetry levels (8 Uittinger-Kohn.ir., . fl.r-.tial :'ordctivity do/dyg vs gate voltage forg functions, cf. 13;). .ooking for solutions in the form:vuris .a.;.r -c .i s'5 :s s:own in Fig.1. A standard sharp in- Y I fvlulo, the, set of coupled differential equations for the

-o:. f -.-,bl:ty r-ar V.SO corresponds to the in-

o. r5o.. tr.--5:olu. -:e deerease of the nobility for V. > 150 V I

* .. ,c to r. ncr.ascof tr.e surface scattering rate, which C .4 exch11 811 U v )1 - ' 1 0 C
t". -,:rona are driven closer to the surface. In 1

a.%. c r.-s " .a,;:.etc-conductsnce oscillations are where the matrix elemerti fre calculated using the L-K band-edge

a j.fficient mobility of the surface functiona and c ,. ar th, hant-edge energies (at krG). The

l.zono .. u 5. c-/V.a. .wo periods of oscillations are expl.eit. rOnl o.f matrix (1) can be found in 12,31. in the fol-

." electrons occupy at least two electric lowing we put A large ard the set (1) reduces to 6 equations.

5,c-.s. .-o- ... s iedure that for V a WIV about 70% of

612 613
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The set can be solved to a good approximation by substitution temperatures. As it can be seen, this leads to level crossings

negl1ect inrg c mmu tators [p,,U] (cf. 141), and small off-diagonal for higher n, as indicated above. We associate the experimsental

terms of the type b/E9 Here we limit our solutions to a para- observation indicated in Pig. 2 with the level crossing shown

bolic approximation, which gives in Fig. 4, both occuring for higher Landau levels.

4nn 1 7 bWe have not attempted here a quantitative description of the

Erni = r 7 F experiments, since it would require a selfconsistent calculation
9 ~of electron energies for the nonparabolic band, in which both m'

t a.~ Y I 2 b . L h (3) and g*depend on the absolute positions of the electric subbands.

where c are the electric subband energies and n 0,11,... are Acknowledgments

the !.andau levels. wc : eb/rn and g* is the spin g-factor result- One of us (T.D) is greatly indebted to Prof. P. Koech for
'ng from the band structure (gl'v 0. cf. 131). The exchange in- giving him the opportunity to initiate studies of inversion

teract1ion affects the spin-splittings in two ways: it diminishes layers on HgjqnTe in the TUNd laboratory a" for many valuable
the splittings of all levels (a a0) and it contribustes an in- discussions.

creasing term depending on nth 0). We denote

Referenc em
a 1 (Scs)s sS., b x (X IJ IX) <S., ('I)

1. Y.Takada, g.Aral, and Y.Uewmurat Lecture Notes in Physics,
where a is the MnTc mole fractin, (SIJISl -0.4 eV, (XIJIXI Vol. 152, ed. E.Gornik et &l. (Springer Verlag 1982) p.101

= .6 eV (cf. 151). The quantity <S,,> < 0 is directly related to 2. N.R.Galgska and J.Kossut, in Lecture Notes in Physics, Vol.

magnetization. The latter dependa strongly on a magnetic field 133, ed. W.Zawadzki (Springer Verlag 1980), p.245
(increasing function) and the tmpirature (decreasing function) 3. W.Zawadzki, in Lecture Notes In Physics, ed. W.Zawsdzki
and it has been meaxsured independently for Hg0 g(n, 1Te 161. (Springer Verlag 1980) p.

8
5

The elec tric subband energies are calculated for the trian- 4. W.Zawadzki, J.Phys. C: Sol.St.Phys. I6, 229 (1983)

gular potential Liz, =etc. They are also modifited by the semi- 5. M.Dobrowolska, W.llobrowolski, M.Otto, 'f.lietl and N.H.
magnetic terms, Galazka, Proc. 15-th Intern. Conf. Phys.Seamicord. J.Fhys.

- / Soc. Jap. !j2, 815 (1980), Suppl. A
-i *). 6. W.Dobrowolski, M. von Ortenberg, A.M.Sandauer, R.R.Galqzkao

b~A.Mycieski, R.Pauthenet, Lecture Notes In Physics, Vol.
T 152 (Springer Verlag 1982), 6d. E.Gornik et al.,* p.302.

In the calct. lation:; we took the following values: a' 0.0089 a0 ,

g*--112, E=1.35-10 4V/cm.

i'ig. 3 slows calculated electron energies for the first two

electric subbands at T :4.2K. It can be seen that: 1/ The spin

splittirogs euhibit peculiar behavior as functions of a magnetic

field. 2/ '-e splittings increase with the increasing Landau

rnuor r,, whic'r may lead to a rearrangement of the levels.

a:; sBows the ..mrslau level energies for the lowest electric

sutbani as l~rictions of' the temnperature. Due to decreasing

&',nciza':o, tri. 3. c;r,-tic termer contribute less at higher
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Figure captions

WalI %i-4oce c5~f~oltMoE kcm')

F~g.l. Differential conductivity vs. gate voltage for p- 0 0' 1012 5 ,01'2

:9.14,)Jein various magnetic fields at 1.;' K. ane2

Fig.2. Differential magetocorauctivity vs. gate voltage for p- 4, I/

Hg, 9Mn,0 1 Te show the peaks which exhibit a strong T-2;3, ,
temperature shirt . N(ote absence of the spin splitting at,! I
interoiediate tempcraures Tf % 10 K. 0

F49.3. Ca1>,ite1 r.tn,-ti field deperndence of the L~andau levels a -- 2T

in Fi0 9I~ 1 1 , = 100 meV at 4.2 K for the two lowest , /I

elec'.ric Atbarnds Cr :0 solid lines, r =I broken lines) ',I

Fig.4. Calcuiateo temiperatu re dependence of the Lsadau levels (

assnc~ated with ti., lo'west electric Sabband (r =0) in I/ - -
'~ ~~~E 

9 
f

0
T.k 100 seV in 51'. The temperature depen- -1000 1020l0owns

d',nce is die to thn' exchange interaction between con- &0~~5eV
duc tion electron and localised sagnetic moment$. Fi. I.

300- TA42K 3?500 8-5 rs0

200- 400

,,~* 300

C

- -g- 200

Id 100 0

50 5 2

0 1 2 3 45 0 5 to Is 2
Magnetic Filad (T) Temperature (K)

Fig. 3 Fic.
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M48431T0-OFICI 1I A It-VI SIPIIIACK s gT-CdT. dad by a superconducting coil. could he varied continaouoly between 0 aMd 10 T.

T. Gldna, G.basardJ.P.Vieen, . VosIt Pig. are given typical trnsmission spectra a. a funtion of 5 oh-

Grou. d Phsiqe d. Soid-- d V~olenorml@ upoiduerained for difformat infrared wavelength*, B being perpendicular to the layer.

2' ro- Lb-o~d, 75231 P.... Ced. 05, Fronma (8 - 0) . Fross such data, on. can plot. A. a function of I, the energy positione

J.P.F~ura* nd A Milionof the transaission mini.m or absorption aeima as presented in ?iS.2. As shown

lsater, the oboorved optical treaitions. labelled "-, 2-1 and 3-2 in Fig. 2
Laoratoira Infrarouga, I7IcNG, 851. 38041

Grenoble Code., France are attributed to interband transitions from Landau levels of the grouend heavy

hole subhad (U,) up to Landau levels of the ground conduction ub-d (BO)

occuring at tha canter of the IL Brilinuin none. They extrapolate to en energy

by '. 0 at 8 - 0, but they cannot he due either to electron cyclotron resonance

We report far-infrared sagneto-.hsorption investigationa performed in a hecause oar IL is p-type for T < 20 K, or to hole cyclotron resonance hecause

HgTo-CdT@ nuprlattice. Fro, thoe studie, we obtain the bend structure of the they Would lead to hole. *seems much too saeall. In fact, this indicates that

nuprlartice considered hero which is foand to ha a quasi-ero-energy ga nfmi- our IL is a quaoi-tero-Sap semiconductor. We have also observed that, for

conductor. Weo obtain also the value of the overlap betaeen the HSTeaend Mde B 0.3 T. rho magnetic field positions of these transitions depend ueakly on

baac and., the angle 9 between B and tha nornal to the layers, which correspends to a

throe-dismuional, behavior. However, for B S I T, their ponition follow.

Weo repert haeo far-infrared nagoto-aboorption studies of a HITn-CdT@ (cosO)-I, which implies. in a quani-n gap sessicowductor. a two-dienional

.upeclattice (SL) grown /I/ by anlocutar hoe apitaxy (M)31. Among other charcter.

impotan feture. temeinvstigtios alow e t obainthe upelaticeTo proceed further, on should now calculate the bend structure of the

bondstrctue, eacetraing ispariculr, hattheyetw cosidredinIL considered hare and also the resulting Landau levels onder nagnetic field.

thiswor is. qasi-eroevegy ap emicndutor Frm or reult, w daer-The band struoture of the hoot materials in given in Fig.3(m). end that of our

mine&]% th ovetapA btwee th HS* an Cde vlanc hads.whic isanIL is obtained fran the envelope function approach /21. A IL atate is identified
important paremsor whoe value wes unknn. by a subhad index (Io, Hn, n.. .), a SL wavevector q, with -Old q 4vd

The structre under investigation here wee grown by MI on a 0 11) where d io the IL. period, end a two-dimmsiooal wavevector *kwhich is perpendi-

C;dTo substrate, and ie constituted of one hundred periode of IST. end Cd?. cular to the IL axis n. At t 0.hev y-l.ata. hi ohmtras

layers whose thichnese are d, - 190 and d2 a 44 ;. reapective ly. In these are fully decoupled fran the light particle staee cro, r~ i I T. e., r5  in

far-infrared maato-eheorption experieants. which were performed at 1.h K, the CdT*). As obtained later fran the date A %'40 amV, end tho CdTe layers are

tranaaisaion signal wee obeerved at fixed photon "oergies in the Faraday cont potential harriers for heevy-helce. The calculated IL. hand structure /3/ is

figuration end detected by a carbon holomater. Two kinds of infrared sources presented in Pig. 3() with the anergy origin taken at the top of the r. Mde

were -nd, a molecular lower and carciamtrone. dad the msgeetic field 5. provt- valence hand. The ground heavy-hale eubband mR is almest flet along q ad lie.
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at % 2 sav below the re Hgi. band edge. The ground conduction slibband I, has a stood from the K interartian between El. ON * and hi. Furtbermore. the davia-

mined electron (H&T) and light hole McT.) character, whc explains it enr-ton from the theoretical fit of the enperimental data (Fig.2) for the 1-0

g, position and the quasi-ero-gap, nature of the SL. bond structure. In addition, transition around 2.5 T is thought to be due to an intorband polar-n effect,

the upper light hole subband h. is fond to lie here in the energy gap (0,A). the Lil-phonon energy heing 16 smV~ in balk IgTe.

Fig. gies or &TeCd~ SL'. te psitonandwidt ofdiferet sbbaidsWe have also performed similar experiments at higher photon energy

fun'im f 4 fo dd 4.as btaned romsuc cacultios. t sow.(300-400 anY) * and the energy of tha nbserved transitions converge to 34.0 maY

th. r.. varof Z an H~ at -0 ccu. fr d, 5 ;.For inie i orat 3 - 0. They are attributed to interband transitions from Landau level. of
finite g. the situation is much more complicated doe to the intricate h. and. L,(eie rmtert gesae)u oLna eeso 1(i.()

k-omatica .Infact, to calculate ite 9, Landau level.. we hae- used appronmnato since the LHI-t
1 

band gap at q - 0 is 325 maY froms out calculations. The olope

SL dieperniun relation. described in Ref.? for finite ;, We have ncelerted spi cf the energy of the observed transitions is a1.o well accounted for by our

.ff..t.,and we e,. replced C,'by t~n~~sB/0, were model.1 .. inally. aneauWishltoFipoint woutshthotoen. ocathadeducen frome thee.he inveetiga-a

level index. For the an, Landau level. we have considered that they are flat in thtnorfusnbewnHg@adCe yr scranlwaknte

alcvg q. so that their energy is 101In) - Hn1 - (n.IS)Keg/%.h . -here Shh 'asuperlettice studied here.

the heavy-hole effective mane in butk Ugha. This model depends only on A , the

,tter parmters baing well-known bulk paraeer. Theoretical fits to the data Ti okhsbe atyspotdb h ieto o ahrhsa

sing thia model are shown in Fig.?. For the electron (hole) effective aaa and Etd.Techeniquea.

the hand gap 01 bulb S&gh, we took /4.51 0.03 en (0.3 so) end 0.3025 mV, rae-
Refetrences

pactively, mnd, for the band gap of bulb Cdle. 1.6 eV. Vm consider also that

the Fermi level is torlose to *H, doe to the large heavy-hole mao.. The curve aLaboratoirs aesocid au C.iI.R.S.

labelled 1-0 corresponds to transitions from the n -I UI Lanodau level to thePrsnades Uivstyo IlniChcglios600..SA

n - 0 1, Landau level at q - 0. The other curvs are analogeus traneitions

with hole end slectren Landau indite. n equal to 2, 3 and 1, 2, respectively./I . Poi.AMlinadJ.igut p .PhsLe .L,71(98)

A. good agreement is ebtained between experiment and tbeory fer A - (4t t I0) me"./2 G.Reod hsRv.BL.78 (92)

The transitien energies are remarkably eon-linear as a function of B (in con-/3 Dealdccutinwllb pbisd ahro

treat to bulk HgT.), the is-plane apparent electron mesa increasing from //J uhnlr .GybrY odr .Togad1 .Tulc h.

0.00U a, tn 0.03 in, between 0.15 and g T ae a consequence of the I.; interac- Rv ,38 17)

ti- etwen he ,, , ad hsubasis. e hve lso alclatd te wdth/5/ 1. (luldner, C. Rig..., H. Grynbmrg and A. Myrieleki, Phys. Rev. 3 8,

&E, of 1, an a finartiom of g formn - 0, and All is found to detreae from 12

to 2 maY between I - 0 and g - I0 T, eapLainieg the ebserved change from three

to ten dimensional behavior. The variation of All with 3 cane also he under-
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_____________Figure 3

Figure I, (b)~ (a) Band structure of bulk

41.Tpia tranmission spectra .~ HgTe and CdTe

7 V obtained as a function of the Faegot- (b Camae anItutr

tic field B for several infrared '_1 in the q direction of the superlat-

wavelengths. gA
T.S I 14.T tic. studied here,

4

B (T)

93 ~ Figure4

Figue 2-Is Energy and width of different
z_ _ -I subbands in HgTe-CdTe enperlatticee

Energy position of the transei.-

aimn mini" us a function of B( ). The

29 olid lines are theoretical fits an I4

* described in the tent. The dashed line

W is only an yeguid. ervidencing the

* . deviation between experiment and theory th

around 2.5 T.

10 Mo 44" m
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Quantum Wells of InAs Between AISb* two-dimensional quantum states in InAs. the predominant source of the

electrons appears to be different in these two systems.
C. A Chang, E. F. Mendez, " L. L. Changi and L. Esaki

The samples were grown on semi-insulating (100)GaAs substrates by

IBM Thomas . Watson Research Center
P. 0. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, N.Y 10598 molecular beam epitaxy.

8 
starting with a thin homoepitahial growth of SOOA

GaAs to smooth out the initial surface and a thick growth of 4000A AISb to

ABSTRACT Quantum wells consisting of a single InAs layer confined
between two AISh layers were made, and they exhibited characteristic two- accommodate the misfit stress from lattice mismatch. This was followed by a

dimensional electron behavior from magneto-transport measurements. Unex-
pectedly. the electrons appeared to be predominantly extrinsic in nature, single layer of InAs with variable thickness, and then another AlSh of 200A

unlike the situation in the InAs-GaSb system.
thick. An overlayer of OOA GaSb was finally deposited to serve as protec-

tion for the underlying AISb which reacts strongly with moisture.
8 

The

In our efforts to realize the polytype heterostructures of InAs, GaSb InAs-GaSh structures used for comparison were prepared in a similar se-

and AISb.
t 

we have investigated different combinations of two of the three quence with the AISb replaced by GaSh. In all cases, with the exception of

materials The InAs-GaSh tructure has been studied for some time from the initial GaAs. the growths were carred out at SOOC, which was higher than

both magneto-transport and magneto-optical experiments
2 . 3 

It is character- that used previously.8 The layers were all undoped which, by themselves, had

ized by a semiconductor-senttmetal transition with an increase in the InAs an electron concentration of lO
t6

cm-
3 

for InAs. and a hole concentration of

layer thickness, a consequence of the energy positions of the conduction 1016cm-
3 

and IOIScm
"3 

for GaSb and AISb. respectively. For the latter

bandedge f InAs lying below the valence bandedee of GaSh The GaS- materials, the carriers tend to freeze out with decreasing temperatures.

AISb strlicture has recently been successfully fabricated. Energy quantization Figures I and 2 show the carrier densities and mobilities, obtained from

in GaSb was demonstrated from luminescence and absorption Hall measurements at 77K, as a function of the InAs layer thickness. The

measurements.
4 -6 

although the bandedge relationship could not be accurately range of interest of this parameter is between SOA and 200A where the

determined In this work. we report preliminary results on our first attempt electron density is expected to change significantly as a result of charge

for the InAs-AISb system We concentrate on single wel structures
? 

of InAs transfer, the origin of the semimetalllc behavior in the InAs-GaSb structure.
2

sandwiched between two AISb layers, and compare them with those between The spread in the data points represent multiple samples measured from both

two GaSb It turns out thst, while thee are simlaitles in the for mation of the van der Pauw and the "spider" geometry which show some discrepancies.
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In the case of GaSb-lnAs-GaSb. both the electron density and the mobility the interface or at the interface itself could conceivably give rise to the high

increase with the InAs laver thickness as expected, With a widening layer. the electron density in InAs Among the different combinations of the three

electron state in InAs is quantized at a lower energy, allowing a larger number polytype materials of our interest, the InAs-AISb heterostructure is likely to

11f electrons to he transferred from GaSh to maintain a higher Fermi level for be the most difficult to achieve in perfection. It has a relatively large lattice

charge neutrality The increase in mobility may arise from two contributing mismatch. 1.3% which is twice as large as in the other two cases, and it

factors an enhancement in the carrier screening effect and a reduction in contains the highly reactive Al component (absent in lnAs-GaSb) without

relative interface scattering In comparison with results reported earlier.
2  

sharing a common element (present in GaSb-AISb) The relatively low

both the electron density and the mobility arc higher. The slight increase in electron mobility is indicative of the existence of additional scattering imper-

density calls for a somewhat larger value of the energy difference between the fections. At present, little is known about such imperfections or the defects

salence bandedge of GaSb and the conduction bandedge of InAs. which was in general which contribute to the electrons. The possibility that the proper-

presiously determined to be around 150meV The strong increase in mobility, ties of AISb may have been inadvertently affected during chemical processing

by nearly an order of magnitude to I)
5

cm
2
/V.sec in thicker layers where it because of its hygroscopic nature can not be completely excluded.

tend% to saturate. represents a signficant improvement in film quality, proba- Nonetheless. magneto-transport measurements have clearly demonstrat-

bly as a result of the higher depiisition temperature. ed the presence of two-dimensional electrons in this new type of single well

In the case of AISb-InAs-AISh, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the mobility structures of AISb-lnAs-AISb. Figure 3 shows the magneto- and Hall-

increases similarly with the InAs layer thickness, Although it reaches a saturat- resistance at 4,2K and fields up to 22T. The sample has an InAs layer of

mg value about a factor of 10 lower than that with GaSb confining layers. 120A. an electron density of I.lxlt2cm
-2 , 

and a mobility greater than

One would be tempted to infer, from these data alone, that the same charge 104cm
2
/V-sec. Pronounced oscillations are observed in Fig. 3(b): The

transfer mechanism as in the case of CGaSb-InAs-GaSb might be operative. oscillatory period confirms the electron density; and the spin splitting, .hich

However. as shown in Fig I, the electron density itself, scattering around 1-2 becomes well resolved at the Landau level n - I, gives an effective g-value of

l IOt2cm-
2, 

is unreasonably large and independent of the layer thickness. 22, consistent with that reported earlier in the InAs-GaSb superlattice.
9 

The

Extrinsic effect is probably dominant in this case. For example, a large Hall resistance in Fig. 3(a) exhibits well-defined plateausi
0

.
t 

with magni-

number of positive charge or donor-like states either in AISb in the vicinity of tudes given by h/ile
2
, i being the occupation number of the magnetic levels.
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low

The drop after each plateau is believed to arise from incomplete overlap of X. C. A. Chang, H Takaoka, L. L. Chang and L. Esaki, Appi. Phys. Lett.

the allconact wih te lngiudial urrnt ath whch ffets he alu of9. L. L. Chang, E. E. Mendez. N. J. Kawai and L. Esaki. Surf. Sci. 113.
the altconactswit th logituina curen pat. wichaffcts he alu of306 (1982).

th alreitnecorsodngt S . The quantum limit can not be 10. K. von Klitzing, G. Dorda and M. Pepper. Phyn. Rev. Lett. 45. 494
the all esitanc corespndin to(1980).

reached with available fields, however, because of the high electron density in1. D.CTsiadAC.Gsr, p.Ph.Let3.50(98)

all the sample Fig. 1. Electron density vs. tInAs

all hes saple. ~layer thickness at 77K in AlSb-lnAn-

In summary. the single well structure of InAs with two-dimensional Astructures. -nsG~ igewl

clectron% confined between AISh layers has been fabricated. It representn a

diferet tpe f srucurein which, apparently. the carriers are induced

primarily from external sources, in contrast to the situation in the InAn-GaSh ob

system What remains to be seen is whether or not the large electron densi-

ties can be reduced to reach the intrinsic limit O ~ i5
L~wEn THICKNESS OF MAO (A)

The authors would like to thank L. F. Alexander and M. S. Christie for

their technical help in film preparation and sample fabrication. 00$r-MAS
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Enpsehuaae - Lbeely Tw-Dbnod=ee sp et.
- It in obvious thus leand a it. .Wgwek mepeie- eooe a layer of magn teral can

Mieloe pomerunt. be totally distinguished Ieam a aakunanlcee

IB8M T J Warltoesearch Center. Yoehtomne Haigtt. N Y. 10599. U S. A.
It is thtir otr suprising that there link heen a great amont of study of the ef fects of dimausal-

i -tae A resite is given of experients on a magnetic maeterial that tu a single layer of magnetic oty in agneritic materiats. Many experinents 1 5 1 woere done on nquau 2-d "magpnto. ie. crystals

tool, Me ituaate cdepositied by the LsanginirSkit dgett technique Magnetic monelayrs protduced by in which the magnetic ion& occupiod layern that were relatively widely sptaced comnpoaed to their

roniston of magnetic gases are brifly snrveyed Sorke comparisons with the theory of 2-d ustacing within the layers Much interesting inforknation was obtainred, hut there was a sugfur

naisctlare - ade prediction of theory that rmasinked elusive, Thus is the well knowns result. nstt anarfre lu au the

1. Intedneio - Previost, Conferuces on the Electronic Peoperties of Two-Dimensional Systems Metain-Wagner Theorem 1 6 1 that for continuous u3.mmteic interactins between the magnetic

h-v not emphasized thke magnetic peoperties of such system. The inteest has rather ceintered or tons, there could he no tong ranged rmafeto ordee to tkwo- or- one, dimeasmna structues Thin

electical propnrmt ot at most the enapourceof0 the electrical parameters to applied agnectic fietds neemed beyond lesting in quasi 2-d materials because them werev always residuall interactional that were,

This has nappeneit despite the tact that the fir s urikatols that physical peoperties might he strongly three-dtmensionl. As the temperature wan towiered the magenetic conrelutsns hasht up untit three-

influenced by dtsmnahty actually acute in thue study of mugnetionur I I I There stll continues to dhuasional interactions were lap. and 3-dt magnetic orderng always net in before 2-dt urdering wasl

he on abundance of theoretical morh on andel magnetic sytem of tow disenionatity. often with obeve 7 1

truittal anslogaes to other prupertien. An example of tism a the theory by Koserlitz and Tholess 1 2
The direct notation to the problem of 3-dit nteractions wun to orate a Usualnly 2-d magetic

Iwhich smanted as an attach on the problem of the ki-y modal al a magnet in 2-d. hut wan first applied
matorial This wast finally accomplished is two ways: thu adsorptlitn of a knioe.17yer of gasua

io experimet% on, superfluidity, the mehi-. or 2-dt sulids, and to the reistive transition uf 2-it mantca..o -..c.adtedpsto fmooleso rrcmlclst hc

superconductors. bette it ftevoly wa thown to he relevant to a agnetic maeteriall 1 3 1 . Thai
magnetic ioou had hae chemically bonded Thbe orgrai molecule used was mangsaneake atoafte tah*e

moane has nlseraed much of the theory of 2-dt phymco, On the experimtental side. mogueatiam
MaSt2 ), which want deposited by the Langine-Dlodret technique. This paper will review the

seemns t, otter the best poosahy of physically constructing a cleurly 2-d system Ar ideal 2-dt systew
methods and results obtained thus fur by theseetwo aotheals I saaBl emaize my own wuck on

woudd he a single layer of known; Oaher sued in ther ofltnal GrEiek mooning of indivisible units without
Mugt, .ntually. hut shut duesant viciply thatk the comosd flm wUndes are lea inteneatiog

structur. suspended in space for or study Noose has yet coantced such as oblec; the naerest

baa hero liquid crystal films drawn u- -o opensre 1 4 1 We usualy hare tom kind of spporting Sectis 2 will review somen of the theoretial predictins of the importance of donsmoilty

structur In the coset of adsorbted gases on, solid surfaces. or even of electeoe near a micondarfu effects in mangnctsm. Then I shall describe the codensed flhe michiseqao and earksu to Section 3. In

or liqaid 11e saruc -n most make argumets why the tystes of gas or elections way be regarded as Seto a 1 sumrize the Laogmule-Blodget method for the depoitiun of organic mottolayen. the

drostt from its support despite the tact that a is of the tome estre an the support andl ia bound to it preparation of the magueak molecule fiins, .ad the reults of our enpeielmr. In the final section I

with the samer toed of forces with which It Mutrects within itself We con avoid that awkwsard stale by -op-e the two methods. and indicate aoue future dictlue fur the experimental stedy of 2-d

muahink, the 2-dt "yam of huses entiely different a suature, from the supporing streetmee In thismanla
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Sawe iMne .1 lb-... aD o in fi' Whe ob oflmIY - il ws.- 7hema te, themof to infinity. ftis the high density ini low dimenson of the ry low eergy spin wares thont washes eol

eraser ph- . , sesaio bptholn that ther - .ly few paramaters las dewms- the "Na.e of the ordered stale.

thme tr....t.. n 1 I lTreve se the dsmesmethty of she waeta -, mc aresd the symmety of the

isternds-o hotness the certtr anels 11 a also ssuett that the ierstion is short ranged Eeen in she clases of symmetric interactiooi ttee is qtilatiotn whether the extitationa energy "a

%ac a Lowveesality Hyytethess a the reason that a theory of the s-p moe. in 2-d by Koslerit and cattish, because sthe waveccta caoemi 50 t0 Oeoi ouce ssmptett are always of finite size Thecre laas

Ilhhoiles eerre referred uld etobdshore,. olmaid ofmheeislpthysed dtoer seeehpragewide rangefiitesofeffcttentoislostbtteyy iwayesldifferm tosi

,tbct a- hutthev h,, in --. . -d sinicturs and atons cmponeedordetoardmeerinitaNebdshortditintuih s trotsan truero lonue -rongean ordrdrr

clotidroo v-,"nlr the assumpionl of short range force. t atrue for the exchange interaction. hat Is addition. there see qsestiosaboot she effects of eotdtonn lsm-dlmressioa system

as we %tralt use. ite tpetr iteractisa a ln-ranged, which has inmportant cnsequeeo . file effect Since randomess sends so oppooc an ordered suat. ene might wonder whiesher rnoteawould he

mt dtweoewisht, wa pesnted sat hey Bloth I I I in a raletilntto of ste effort of tempferature oe the stufficent so precent order ie she Ising modef. the oneeae in which it is persitad by siteary. This

mnret te of a fnrrotnsgser He sssmerd highly tymmtrw ltrsestergf coupling between spins. S. probtlem is cutrentfy beieg sNaively ttdlod. Theory, distngslsso two exacts randomt exchsnge and

such that the enrgriy. F . IS S, where I a the esxchaege conslattic Heotued thst she nun bet of ranidom fiefd. Rondo. exchange could arise because of random introduction of ass magnetic spim, on,

ther-afte excited spr 0wow asrrwsd soT' 5 ind" bet shost in 2-d or 1-4 the eumber of lspie waees of strains Tit io likely for 2-d materelsine toughnesn is present. An anslysis. dan so Harrs 1 10 1

dmierd at soy ftntle wperstarr Sisce earch Wint ware rprsents a deeresse me the slagiraltor of sugest that ie 2-d tha only effect of eandow exchange will be a shift of she trmnsislon lempersare;

the ferromalset. an tsfsnite nawber of yin wares meant that the mstont ws disordered in 2-d or the Nature of the transition. she crislea eopsfnt. will not chage. Is would he laseeeig to lsat 

-d Toe preditimn of the ahence of order wam estended te she 0-7 interaction, and to anlferro- predton The cas of randow rlds; is own dlrmh sadl is stiff controversil. ft con be ronlsind in as

matonest. by Mernto sd Weimar 1 il 1 dilat snsifoeromsgnet in so enternal magnetic field I If I .Tbeory predicts, that random fields wdll

destroy the liittnos of so husng sysem is 2-d 1 12 1 she disgrots is whether it wrill also
The peordsrted Ntshtiea of ordered strues irn n low dimenions is so well known that the

prevent order in the 3-d lsung model. ft is obvifously important to eabosh he 24d nult epesion-
resmltnoton the theory aue anwetro ovreheehed mhe moult I swls sidy to highly, symmetric*)

tally,
leresttons Itit- dos o applp if sheet is nasaal direesously of ithar aniaotropy or wnhangt,

3. Codmsd Gas 2-d ilMas- Th. was obvitous -pa to propoe s 2-d magnet is to evapornate a thin
Bloch expressed hms wrk toa ordee wo, er 1nt onl as the limt inm mytoissal anlatropy won! tofl1fmgei ea. uhfl nqetoalebcmso hmrbes ffraino dns

rero TINe case of ssrotsstl esohkalge ao he lung Model, iaeraetoo Of the fwo E . IS, Se For tstuin ogte fth usrts n muit fet.Efrsi bi il aeepaie

casethe.there klator mtheascestleyOrveted1 analyticwedtha th.ai bycoOnsuraceergatins ed dwhichersshow.whehethattorltheref amaget secondre

order transitiow loan ordered st im 24d Boid the 1S it feraction and aaltpy itroduce an mssfrm oeta l.Erywrivligohuilfl=Besi ir.hg aum

nerV lisp sn rhea We use spetresm. so tha a thermal energty cewpseshie to this gap ia needed tonodshs ils fafw tmlyr 31.Mr eenl xeiet novn as

oscuer span wares That is the phlysses differec hertwea shm mode and in lHne s A 0-Y waooa r sm u of Ni and Pr odawod as shout 10 K sod molnusinod at 10r11 Tore hare bass

inteesms which here consmss symmetry Is the case of couisnon symmetry ine spis can eoad1 41.7onbwthtNdmMeevlpog-m o@K asutiaot3

enecu small decinn from sobc other whee ease energy whicb eniloss sosthe IN sisgoes monsolayer coverage. Wish only I/h o aD monolayer of Fe. howerer thsan was slready wagilo
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wsalang Tb. differences between Ni and FR. and Na. varouss ae..o. ca. ba widarts..d no th.

basi ( limmw iterectin (rybidjutio) wih te sbstrte 15farm". Thsis ma. istr~ansferred from ltta. wo srace by iaaniag mid refoing a suitablesubsatrt

through tb. tworfame (d mt a) Wben alt Iot. "11. the film aharrs to tb. substrate mad is psub8 oanto

In order to produce better stagle crystal. of1 ttosdcod msptic films , s ad Krebs 1 16 1 the suabstrate by tb. consensual appisaalio of the saff am Pr.- T her m ats ameml~aya. my be

baw.grown Fe on Gas using molecualar beam esptlaty They desrbe warlike a tbin s 20 A which deposited, as in . If the substrate is .immersed miaber lay.. attae. in indicted in (f). ad arthebr

barr good crystal structure. albeit mitlh toos 8.s ittenr mismatch. but with well-defined magwric upon exitng s in (S). 7Ta, may in which lb. layersat. sIo it othe .and tol ate ata i. slat the

anisotropy Their ferrmsptetic rsotansr d.5ata a be tiplained by itcludingt a surac magnti mie1k518 fatty , facsot attach to aother 016 tad Il. ydoplefc surfaces attatc o ea othb.r

.tl,ot ...d by Rod.
To msake lb. tltolayen agniettlwem bonded magnatic itw to Ike acidic tad of the masnl

A rather diferent approach wi. msud by Mo Tagu. ad Nichlt o obtais a msetat h1ad Ftoowig somte restsin ,thb liteatureao 1 23 1 . 8. an oureperimets 1 26 1 . we determined lbat

tatnolayer coverag. butl a stacrs~sropic atllot of sample. The.. substrate I V7 I wat goalol. which. Ma"2 tsst wold replace lb. H4 wb.n lb. cometnlaaliot of MaCI,.ram 103 sos.. sad lb. pH . 7

is jiopllle that has been cifolialad. Me puff getry. to expow showsl 100 ol
2 

/N... of intritor surfaces As ilutted is Fig.I bs ad. under abane 11stdow a .somolayer of Me4 crmt M(,H,0,

,I tba gapte Tbai was pe-sialad by knwat monts of 02 gas, .c tub abt wben is matcooled lb. Abbe MSI ) a formeat thelb surface We hav. Oad. litraly 2-8 mapIts intw wa mys. mah firt is

0, condesead th~ lb. dard coirar Tb. 02 motlacule i. magnetic. as that1 tbey could search. for m showa it Fig. )a. suapy by deftaitiag a simple mttosyar of MaSt2  [a tb. second method, a

- Strlt oodanta., may oberved neutron dilffraction peaks docto mtatiftloagnefi "ad.. below 10 Wtaor-esapnic layer of Cds tsrtt was daposited WA lb.. lit layers of MnR2t maTh Mt to in this

K Aai brcom of Lb. logo qatity of aslic taailable g ht biesthod (abuses 0.1 gta of 0, pet stucuret we~ in a nes, symmetrcial sensations. wad Wionw am m d-. Hamefa.1k as. I refeto .2.8

press of subsirsl.). a range of propelts boot baten mteaurtd: magltalic, suscepibibly I IN I , x-ray Mall, I sblf be speaking only of tb. Mts layers formted by 1k th d melod mae farm. aba aol vi..

rystal trutur.s 1 191 specifichot 1 201 s aaiefetsof subsats 1 21 t ad dilatiot by magnetioradrigdwn tT . 1.5 Kad anare emof againitrne

miss, futuro 1 22 1

4. 2-8 P"4t .1 f lM Somerse- Tm. ltbalmqa ta I bar. neet prepare literally 2-8 Before diasusi mtagntic ordering fitab.,. I sball describe briefly some of lb. cbamical.

magma. iwao daveloped by Lasmand B.lSodgett 1 23, 24 1 It is based on ahe tendency feoh stutrladmgeiotdedhaaosime h abo o rdcn h - ipe

.ad m., . mass wch other mel seprate whe mixed. he molecles rad bytheba Lar- strcture b the Latgtuirbtlqpat W At mnque.aAtrss is oelyIsaony about at, /m /evil,0slbhat ma

Blodgett seclbod are,"ftly" or carbotyb.c" aods Thent so damiatly fats. ie., lag-obtan wed quite sasitivt methods to study the malaoyers Sometsiam nosad bedb powmders ba.... tba

hydodr bon thtbo said t .1ca satertue8.ut hic1ba atims en apaciic rou Tatbatmenest equrebaarerqaattimaofwrod atoeties idfulsamleooup bTmadab

group is attracated to lb. water. mal would dthtolot txcept tbat lbe fatty rnd is repelled fromsth lb.min th etlle fib. off lb. both. UBe .. ali ow of stwpsptr. a ocsfltitis o tat

m.itr Tb. resut istt btlb molecalt lbmala at lb. malw surftace. " a beasa. btweethe aoppoing autate Of cowrwe preferred to tudy mosisym Ibamar. is as smll aabto as posibie. it

tadr-... of itl fatly and acid pant We sed t (ally "ci C17H3 3COOH. octdeatic acld,.aycssi a upiigta f ol nee mlaaoeae.Acsi on sam

otummonsl katw, at steranc sent Ita strutulre i Isdismissd in Fig It sad a dilatt laye. of tubdfrcinNrsilyary a eyj hgsadswwudntepc t bes ifato

exchrculei onth aba .am of mwar a alown.,..Ib Tha Limlmoir-Rlodpet malkod consists 81 comaprass- affut ffrom. a iagt inlelarat Layer. mae Lam -lodgntl h aa special ilraaaam- Its thickbess

agp lb. diba. lay.. with a mtoaba. maf sot pista. (a) 1.1 arelatively incomptesaiblesomlid film.i fso 5A ie 0cl ftomlcls(em 0A.momi rna*o bu

from tba gaziaig migt. Tbi.is Ilan to lb. aaghe for sli ialrmtal reltfioof a ras sad lb.
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intensity of the interfering hearm;s aenh~aoced As shaws ix Fig 2. Oue cup bheeve 1 27 1the prediction of a form A H -A 81~3cozOs- 1)" The dipe s terocslos aso constibuessoaerage

diffiacim from a sinle lsyer.... ao 4 icxt subotrate This roquieed a diffiractounwr wth eacellent mamnetic field that is sassortropic in 2-d This results in a shift is H~ o upfihts values is the sormal

cofbimatton aod monochromwaticity. sod foog coaning times. The structue is suffictently simple that itdireotioos (to overcomoe the opposng dipole fleldef. and to Inuer fields in the In-plae Oeientation This

can he modeled as twonser of the knows cheomicaf constituents of the mxolecule [ 28 1 The resulting is.a small effect hat ao. observed inx. faltilay st tnhe hInghest field saalable to as ft Fiee 4s 1

calculated diffraction pattern. shown by the solidlioes to Fig, 2. is in excellent quantitative agreenment The nsinficance of thene 81esauls in the paramnagaetic phase is tuat they deasoseteste the fsion-

wit he data "epsa magssetrc chosctrurfatci expected for 2-d senorya. therm is not a significant amus of Me is )-dt

woiiocamirta
A timypt way so study the mactics of the MR ix the wtater with the timaric acid ox the surf ace

-a it, surr a fil ton to. ai suhstrate The infira-red spectra were meauuid oo Beckman spectro- EAR was also the method mued to march for spofteao magastsicordering. If ordernsg Occursei

staph Wo could bh.ri the bending of the til .lto mhoolecule bty the redaction in the C00hi drastically changes the instxatute spettum: the reoance field, the litenrhape Or the istrsney may aft

carhioovi peak at h am axd the geowth of an asorpon at &S em. characteristic of hooded metal text he xi fected. IER slpt has quite high snitivity. although ix prowd helpfui to improve the signal hy

I 2q I U-#g i ace. wave ticroqu it o.. poaatblx to oh.".e tr bh.iM.-ton ta tow as One iaching 50 platex each coated On hath sides with a magnetic monaitaxe no sered to incoenei the

msiacluvegrll 30 1 The it iihtorpti howed that Md. ras hooded to the stearate moclecale. hot we atm. of the sample., bat did oa lorn& 3-d intrucions stoor the manalfints were inptisesed by

had wi, et hat nute, sac , OiO Ashe Sio tt samplesa Tis its acsmxid possibily thot could Sicroscaptu distn-e is a partial --.s The hethssi of the ESR e the semperotsaie woe laweed

cutx if precipitates from she hath. ar water coolaing Mx, were imappied in the film precuttoons arimlscad in Figit 3 and 6 Ther hoe width wam ehond s o heands and hIam i*pedest of

wete taken 1.0- tol 5k by washing she Id. dint h pries to poisolubldae or lodged mimoetie,. orientationt This hehavior had heses Obehed in quisi 2-d margneto at they appeosseled a trasitios to

sod wom checked hy two meansa Chemical aoalyenS Ox saples Of tLo mOf layers were performed as stttiffeemngoetsc state 1 St 1 The reanco el loosEinal oeleoatia shifted to lawer flild. hssr

-sif tectrox ioove and Rutheriord chescattertog The chemical anallyse showed that the Mn the HO at normi shiowedn the greatest siftd Its tepsn.n dependence is oexta in F. 6t. sad is fms

concentraion cxeeesposided with that expected fom hlSt, with OR excess Mn Since it showed that to he "ee shsp haoe aou 2 K. Tin unft of thiesoance todwam the rapid devlopmeot of

Me mat located at the toxic efuls ol the molecule., this indicated that Mns wait heing picked sp onty in hlre iternal magnetic fields, winch is sharaterisic of mn todced magetic Mol. Thre anisotropy of

the desod way Ho is few end alo indicte of as oedered ate; I hnow of on Mn osmposn that hmn a remtely

iomde siotropfy is paramasgnetic plume.
Futeiher cefirsattos ht Mn wm hooted in 2-d sesys nd not elsewhere mm fnstad is the

election span resonance fER) is the prspeagneti mate It had heen shown 1 31 1that the ESR The oservahio of rapidii napetue variation of He to a Kate with large arestotrepy see the

shboldt pemeta aotreipy tOr limt the hnc width. AN, sod loner position. HO . at a fanction Of the bass fio the costtuion that on exacly 2-d megne of It nodnemnen agons Ordering Ito eerr

afle of the estereatl agnetaic fid with Respect to the film name The Nex width effect samos the mim of the magnetic sa ise xsot ata We hasvs givs sgste that it may he a "weak

hecase the dipolar heondening depends on spa iffusion. and iffumien dopeod. On dloisallhty. In feeemaawteiim 1 32 1 Thin is domnnty alromagsatc. whlich aesosas for the bhaviour of the

2-d thero we lonig onenoh ssmes which hind to snasomeot of thes teem is the ilpole intetruction Hase widthf sand the tmaepahhthty ( 26t 1 The .x muiagusti nahlsttk do fnt mcal exactly.

that is si neo freqnency. gamly thse &mw proportiom to f(ea52- II In Fig 3 we mesned ranking in a tmxin fono snentimment. This oaphim why the elense doe sat duappeser

thsratifthe v. shex toglo I Intrss the roaase tfud and thex film woefol Thxy It well to this xwtiraoly. as happem wOt an snxifsonman. This modell can O~ne a hqsstl lit so the
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.:.a..l astropy of Hl as shows is Fig? The asS cmeti ia A three peuemeter fit of the thenory fdo Angola, wsrss- and the possible iase of rmatic ceder, This ddficeiy baa bee. largely

3) I of.a ami weak-fsagsi So owr data. Owe of the litting paramseters is tie tempersture If overcento lately by the denloptesi of gesoll with relltivel large And wsgl-orisotad surface 1 37

lbs Iron.,to. ra token As 2 K. th coisied T - 1 3 K is fossil to tin InAgreement sith the miesure.
The Langioir-hlodgeli techoique offers a wider rag of possible magnetic moterials. The meet

test T of 1 4 K Thiers a sWere difficulty is reconoiling oss of lbs paramneters subh as isdependent stuied case. blsSi2 described above, Should br the boil example of a Heisenbsrg inieraction Among

auggestod Alterntuttvely. ea ihe ordered stat may be astrrmgnric. bat that iteresee mivitng Leaws ( 38 to much fon otbers that tight undergoc maognetic Order The only one diat Shoted clear

Mn is Wchich leads tr'A residual magnetic moment, as sgested by Nsel 1 35 1 This idea has Signs Of Orering WAS terric stearaso 1 39 1I The ordering tempierature Seemed to he greater dias 311

some s tc because aslifiromagnetoc MoSt, bus bees schirved inoa vrry carefl t ysotss As u holk K, much bigher than foe bMoSt2 ,Which clearly is conveniento frm as experimental vtewpoint. ita lsob

pooder I Ir, I We hav -,i vet modified ihe deposition of Lattgmol-htodgrii fim tv verify encouraging if onr boehers hopes of apptlying these mteials In practical devices Anothereclmu of

wheIthe film, car he msdere a-stftrromagnels Wn also lack a theory of ihe ER of o defect msaterials that mightl hove interesing properiesA or ae-eucthe, deposited by the L.Osgtsie-Blodgeiti

ant ler mpnnimethod. Theme might be some complications; doe tn the titvalescy of theme io.o One Supposes that the

S. Dbleemas 1 0.1 colde Wit i osio of the relatv odvantoges of the eeafmethods otf ions should be close togetherto1 get slrng iseacticto, and tstshe minsimam Aontos of hydimeuehoos

ptodaviv; 2-d mogness, sod bwinc prospects As Ice ths evaporated metal films, perhaps the reason chains Seems desirahle. If we are fortuate, the tinvalet eserths will not hind to three caeboxyl

ihe' have act been prominest in Stadies of Statostical mechesics is thai magnetism eves in both metals cheins. but two, s hes been foand for som trivalent lrtsoic metals 1 39 1 Each compound bus

is "o melt andertond ti may be more comfortable to apply the theories t0 isulating materials in its peculiarities, As it is dif ficult to predict Which will be interesing and feasible. It shoold he emarked

whicb We think me knns thes the sies are, And hae some idea of their isteracton. Threm may he that the Lasgmiur-Blodgett method ni let Sensitive to surf ace roughniess thus Are the amteids; of

so esceptioin toi this in the case of spte-gloanes the =ajor esperimeatal effortsis on msetals. and the condensed gases The Langmsie-kladgeit layers hae same lateral strength. and coe Suspend betwen

goal as to undetstandl the suur of the magnetic tcransition Here the Origin of the interaction my Osts ek fo h ogns.teeybcmngsote hnteOiia ufc 1

be catculable buti a believed shot it. Spatial vaeiution is of she Raderan-Kittel- Kuapa-Vosida type. I have touched as sen of the usolved peoblema of 2-dl magnetism, bet let me eslnen them here

Which gives nre so the importast festare of the problem (thie random aflifermongnetic And fernoag- Thre eaill .eetia to do a deftnifive sopeelimnf to pe- h Itheremla-Waper Theore be pomperee

nest eachasgel Another factor in the smagl qaintly in sash sample, which loimit he sumber of D~espite at least thee differest esporimes theais heasee that a 2-dl mant des show amgasi order.

properties thai cas be musaired Rougbse of the auhrte . eemsn to he A limiting foctor; mus moss aSold-state pitysianes sill my this oreis iforhidden, Snoops fee Shte Ising model. Ordemn ofa

espernmanrees do not hav emach coafalence in the tpaahty of films us tii us a montolayer, Heisenberg magniet con be tadeced amf only by snAm al aniropes. us mentioned above, hot ahso by

dipollae iseerecisess 1 40 1.which ore inheren"to usmpet. The fact to be remembered io thet
The 1 iocipot hisao of the techsique empiyig the adsortion of gases on grafoil is that it

stablity as dehicate is low-clemsoal systemad amal perturbattos my blampisaed coms-
requtires gaes that see magnetoc 

0
, may be A AsA iquar case, saleas somnev. has she couage to try toqatr hri ate edaal osuytetrntto fM~zi rmgei il.a~em

diff use a vapor ofAr wio gefusl Ithe gesloll would have to be heatad) A problem with geafait hseprmn hc eddAfedfrraies thrtpo xeirns uhA QI ant

been the tack of orlentas SAd the small ia*e of the flairs, About 3000 A.uich basis the ability to
meley. aftiea eAbsoeption. or bgosbaewr effect Arm to progress or oold be,
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Figt ticS~teoio of ttaetes Kid. (tb) - (a). 106 tOp in peoduciog 2d inspei by the Loogtcco- luu--u
Blodgett tchauqoe lit lb). Ite.- acid is spead cc the mv oter e iit M* a iters. The ioci.ed .- -

sid teaoc trO M.* to ptrodoce WoSJ, W Tlave oolayer io compauted. (M A bydiroploickt

substrate f. 9 JO-) .t -.end No fibt removead fromc ther tt. The biri t titnutry If the su

sbtate tre Itydecpttobt. (lX grphitte) 4 lyer 1110d dipOolt. rail tOWrd the tobtat. () Lftig F i
the substtrate, film ic drposted The banoret movet forwed This produces a literally 2-4 tartmet. (f)

S-vots layer is deposited by ectetettig the substrate Loyme attack tO-cctoll The oteohon. turns

doo-d &Wd heirr osoes toeoad () Tbo taer is deoltod meW Oion the aboeoe "my

layes -o he butilt op by tPoc44mg.

Fig. 2 X-tay ddfrotto potter; lerm I layer of MaSt2 easo&Si otboaeol The dcor. M oeimo

poimts, ite -oW ears. is. iated (tor i ara toh oteor dscredt i% . 26.

Ftp 3 The mootlaed PIN honourdilh. (poidh to peok of flke derivative - 0. the anolale heir. t sod

ili e weo . of 2-d lilvdi The boad crw otheftomA +flt0tos '-I)'ftted to the do T

Ft6 . 4 The IU field. Ho. vs. 0. of 35 eualklsyon of MoSt, Tho dsd carv is. l IN to trry of

dlpoioshifted laarm S.etfi 26 T . 80 K l-344G4

Fig 5 ESK kweodlk 0.o1l midl t hoff on. of absuptotti). of 2-d 0455t, ns. oprotur. i ant) II

ref., to the direcoos, of the external field WO1 . Moc U. the fhpkada. I . 9.3 OH. I)I

Fig 6 Trlsarev dIpodo of the down-tdo
M 

Nt of H,,. the poak of LSA abooplto. in

pireodpo r taroeloals..fe 2.olMsSt, I .93 H .. -I -14 .Taz~trie ass
Fig 7 Aogaoe deperolodeca of r~oanfickle of 2-4003, Mb eT - d10 ol otn o O

in to eke thKoy of isa...ece i. oator wroh- f~eoryoamp 1 32 1L
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TWO-DIMEN4SIONAL EIZCFROPIIC SYSTEMS FM 1110-SPEED DEVICE TWO-DU4ENSIONAL EIZC'IU] IC SYSTEMS lOS HIGH-SPEED DEVICE
APPUCATIONt S ( beltd Papi) APUICATKMI ( bull- Puyw)

Th.-. P. Pw,,aII Them u P. Pe..nai

Bil Amt fal Labortost9] i am
lairmy HUI3. Nm Jersy 0794 Mattoy Ml3, Nm Jersey 07974

ABSTRACT I

The w of a rtnsrmcal clecran gas us dwnmt* k dmoes let to insproad perfarace1 The dw of nv-e nsumu~a1 clatrwm3 hs namd to wide. tpduj ats, in mijouket
tlamS~h macta, in %t" , cosnfienmt of1 dcatra tarm to a vde&&ad sist, an
leon tal'at-ou ad~mtntus of the deeteaic Iisterto, lTew w turm lhoe mettd in dvcsfor nmy 10 yon sine e sytsis of th first aedesisctteo spa-latttats2 More
dhanuhc eahatiW, an tum taqnstm 1kia mltda, u aw FWa coua tsman conatv" to
dean dms We wW "m~ 1k pclysiof t1k qpmsti f ldu nimm dmo ce as mind comp-n tmantly, the peset df a two-dmatariosul dwrin Vas. atdimd to the iterfaec hatet a lagh
resels dxanm ina AflrM~idlsAs kiatin ctu t~ttmdh hove the hWg"s 2-ditnteaal daenru
slastv wtd 3WX ttbity, sith MA ' i, h eteratrm m~ich haw bow ft subject of trMd pap m lo m d pp sensiidadtIn hobeat dsAtwd at Oser systas of K-V axrpmud
atae uatac.. hmtnumtal mci applita bmagal at

Onde ofth sbillng fmts. of te to~clastmsaml dactrst gas seci i IDo diese sytm is

the oamal rnalaty af1th mawin at loiran fods md tuqptzaes, me Fi& 1. Uhs dfwt

Isis stiaradol ta usu at uairm .ld-ssi& to rash-. a nav dams of als W&g spa

&"=at bow at this afect. aX de theea m m n tinead abe... *A nmty or this &-vice da

hiss unred do ACaAsl GaAs system hatutt d1 *a mly advedo mated ofboh tim etystal

poat md 1I I tachaudeift comtyato to the allsa tsu lis thr Uas caalditiud that 1k

jaoitics ofk te odmedmmal tmpatl do bdal lad t io' a c-hum, ptifatuwsme but mt

mimal in - d spe aim. lImd study aiem -ai e p mIn Ism boo

ammtol - **4 (hi GLtMlET dI I

If do ut of crystal Wow ml bsii fabdemim a dok ARLaMI~lna. at or &c (bvrsaf
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Effctsof ec ronHeaingon ke no-ieesioal aactvtaoenrtelectric field sod undergo extra scattering mechamnlinan. Henc. enattempt in
inlGsa/GaAs feterostructure this

5 
paper to evaluate the nlectroc heating process in N-kiGsks/ras

0. Skan, i. iirakse.J. oshno. . p honssn
t  

eterojunotions by mesuring the eleictric field dependence ot lhubniboc-de
Y. ek ,gchi. N.otte. S. Kihaend N. Mits" Heaa. (ndH) oscillations in the low and sadium magnetic field range 51<67r).

lo-t1ut of: irdotr Science. Universi ty of Tokyo Furthermore, We study the effect of electron beating cn SdH oic illations at

a1 5,tt or S' lid Ste Physics, University of Tokyo 4.2K in high magnetic field range )hTzSulhT) and present, for the tirst time,
I.- Popporci. Rnlo-icu, Tokyo lot. Jap..an

'DP- -f Phi-s Chlmer Unv. f Teh..16tborg Swdenthe direct evidence of the resonant esission of optical phonons by hot

electrons, We Investigate also the electron heating effect on quanticed fell

Acsruce ifecs o electron besting on Ihuheikov-de Hss oscillations are resistance sod chose that the use ef sxcesaive current level results in the
Acuie a 42 in M-Ai~eAn/f~ske tcteroetruotures. Electron temp..atuirns Tn
ar e trined sod found to' depend only on the input poser Fin per' electron, rise of electron temperature and leads to the reduction of fth Hull plateau

sueto the dominant energy reicoiion procesa iv los teeperaturen Inup~ 1sohiuties'P ,Z ,": and carrier coetato W hen Pee l60. Cand width. evec though the poser consumption Is essentially sero In the
Tv . -K. ectre peak. eberved for thc first time in SdH oscillatios, ahich

he attributed to the r .neat oniosiv of oytioal phonons. The electron plaeau regimoe because ofpoe being zero.
beatin is fond= ordc the plateau widt.h of quantized fall resistlities,
orcb,! i- be s sca heating causes the delorali-stice of electrons.

1.iftrhdution 2. Poperinetal Methods and Results

The Sro-y of tno-disnomionel '2D) electron transpr along the layer

planes of Al~akerluhs euper lattices and beterojunctionai san Initiated In 197'70 (ll Samigle Preparations

ad has becoe an etremely important isub oct. lOne of the main reasons of ape edI the present study em sodulahion-doped s-AlGsaf/GaAs .
this a portanc is that electrons In this Systee van he sell Isolated freesnleeoticum rw ymlrlrbai ptn. Te a

their parent donor inpurities in klr&ae and nohihi- ontremely high eihilities fabricated by growing onto seai-tosolacirli substrates a O.5-l.S)Ae think

on usnseatrs ndoped ilias layer. an aedoped Aiblaka spacer layer and a 0.1)&m thick Si-doped

Advantages of using suob a high moility system are sell recognized and I&slyr -eivy. TbeIs s.th amjspcfaios

-v nlr-dy applied 'o each devices as high-spend field-effect tranosr'" nanly~tbs slloy coposition ii, the thicioves at nedoped AlilsAs spacr

and stadar ro-or bsedon te quntied Hll Of-O It . b-uselayers Wsnp~the electroni concentrations Ms and the mobilities JAat 4.2K. Noe

. bi,., I-'-moblit lea. t . igh-swi~hin p-t I ',h fomerthat they cover a side range of Ms and $A . Eact samls ewan shaped into a

,ppiiitiuhnd the forotiuc of sell-defined L-ae levels luhtjgil standard Hali bar geometry, -0)Am side and GOOpas iong by msa etching

in te ltte. Oe, h-ldnot. hwevr. hat ucha bneft fthetechnique. Potential probes on this Hail bar wae placed at two positions

bihsOility sontos.a is Ocit alwasy effective, but could be invalidated in easywhcwee20p ayfrmte nd lcros. AI he t

Conn, inpoelly henele-- ar heted pprciaby byan pp~id wri donis by fining constant eicurent Jn and measuring the fields 9n

Ey *parallel and perpendicular to the current, respectivelp.
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(2) Electric Field Dependence of SIMS Osciilations end Electrvi Temperatures (20Kc To 4 90K) and sure the lower temperatur'e rage (4.2 o*< 25K)1. thesetw

When the. two-diesansonal olectron a"e 129110 in heated appreciably by CMsrset e be ooriected moothly * sugeting egoin the uneorsality of

-n applied electric field, the thermal equilibrium beteen the electron syem energy lose eachenisms.

end the phqomi syste -ooee the result of such heating cmn be When e eshimete to froe the dots point of Fig.3 In the range or TecOiE

approximately dsecrihed by oe paraeetr. -electro temperature To". Sinm* we find 't-9.4 mac, at Te.511. 5.4 nm at 1.-liE, end 4.7 mc, at Tes2OS. loch

the increase in electron teoe,*esture leads to the damping of SdiI large values of to Indicate that the en~rgy ieee mechanism in this range is list

oscillations. on can det.eine To from the electric field dependence of the eo *efficient and lead to the rapild rie of To with Pa. As suggested by G.

Sds4 oscillations. Figures 1 end 2 shoes a typical results of SIMS easuirent Beasr and H. tehiert for bulk Inm*e th. milos e m echanim in this region is

:t 4,21 ed clearly indictss the damping of SdH oileation. We estimated ikely to be the emslsion of coustic phonan. sinc. e is to little ten low to

the elct-o temperature Tcon - arloum moples, free at relatively 10w sit optical phonoos efficientiy. We diosems in to. next ection the doainent

vag,,stic field range (B5 (3T, ider the amu.ption of constant Dingle energy lees schenise in higher' tooera range.

ton preture. (This assumption I. releoenrt becaue. the 2050 eobilltles

scarcely change at i0, temperatures (T(3011)). On the other bend. the simpie

relation of poers balanc, is deceribed by the foliowing equation: (3) Effects of Eiectron Heating en P xx at Highi Magnetic yieids and

bkle..?. /ta - (eIa - P. (1) Nagnetoph--e Resonence

where T, ts the lattice tespersture. Teie the energy relaxetion tise , Ex1 is when the Input poser Ps to beet tlectrona is reod eboes ieW, then To

the eleotric field. Jo is the tinrent density and Pe is the inpult power per is gaec:od to esceed! 25K1 end the amplitudes of SMS oscillations in the ange

electron. tqoetle I Suges~ts that the rie (T.-?..) in electron temperature to of weak mgnetic field. (Mt -C31 bece. vanishingly sall. Hensa, it iso

Iquely determined by the powr-,olosatlnn-tlee, prodoet PG.11. Hence. " hae. longser possible to determine To simpiy froe the SM date in the low field

plotted In Fig.
3 

toe mesenred valesie of Toe s, a functtion of Pe. Note that the rw

.eperieentel dot, I circles. triengies end eq..)e for three different somlls In the range of higb magnetic field. hoesoe, en ascillatos7 sartse or

fall on a single ooroe#. although the eiectron coencentratios Me end the remistivityPxx in stili preeerved me adiema in Pig.l end 2. If one eamines

moeilitiesej differ widely free samle to ""Is. This indicates that 0 th. oecillatin In tig.2 cieeslythen ane notices the aeree of ten extra

dominant tooling process of hested siectrenes is independent of ft end )& en We at "ee end 12?. s thesurpent leel is raised up to 4-dol/cm. Ye

that 't . is determined by a rather universal mechanis. clarify t.e origin of such pekwe bhss peformed similar esearmte en

A sieilar ettempt to obtain a Te v5 P, cor s recently done by J. ehharl,.u somiles, end feound ent that these packs at 8.12T mad Or appea inell

at . by wng the lahotoleeineecookie eosougaent en eoduaitn-oed the ange., irrsspeetie of the earier oeinftiehw Am (and the Fermi

C*A@/-AlM esparinctice etrusacowee. Their reeqaltoe plotted by a solid l.eel.amshown by Use arrmm in riwe.l 2 mod 4. althughd the amlitudes Of

line in Fig. 3. Although their wok oer Ue -OW of igher. I lauerel peas are somewhat different fees sampie to ample. This .sts toat thee
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peaks are, not Sdgf osillatione but are likely to result froo the magnatophonon (4) Effects of Electron Heating on GOuatized Hall Resistance R,
5

reoac uMPo) process, which is independent of He. to fact, the cyclotron One expects that the heating of electrons 55y affect the quantized Hall

enetgi. Mft-iee/.) for ft-liT and ST areacstly equal to (112) and (1/4) of effect (ONE). We momaured. therefore, the Hall resIstance R.~ at 4.2K at

the optical phony energy Tk., I38.nei). and satisfies the condition of the different current levels J, as shown in riagb. One notices that the width Aft

sagnotophonon resonance MTew phuk. of plateau regions Is reduced me J is increased. Fig.ft shows the seasured

To confirm this interpretation, further we have carried out plateau width Aft a. a function of curront denaity J. Also plottsd in TFig.
nagnotorei.nce sasuraet both at 4.2) and at 17101 on a Caine ample by are the tao magnetic fields, corresponding tI. -he5 two edges of the plateau

,sIng a pulsed magnen as shown In FOlgA. The high tesperature data. shown by region. e also plot the electron tespersture ?a. which in estimated frome the

the broken line. exhibit cleariy the presence of three MPP peak(. at ft.24T.12T SdK osciiiation. in the iv. magnetic field region.

and H?. ohereas the in. temperature data shown by the solid lines exhibit the Fige.5 and 8 suggest that the electron heating with a cutrrent above a

corrospondIng peaks at 8.12T ehen the corrent ievei is raised above a certain certain threshoid reduces the plateau width considerably. Such a tendency is

oslue. Mene.it can be concluded that etra peaks which appear ini Id probably due to the fact that the electron locaization seohanies reepontible

oscillations at high current levels are the first direct evidenca of the MPR for the plates- foration is disturbed by the high current density.

procsse. One should be asare. howeer that the input electrical pcor P. (- P- J'
Mote that the MPR obterved in lao temperature regions is caused by the /Ms) dissipated in this syetes becoese alsoet zaro, once the systest is in the

resonant mission of optical phono.. whereas the usual NPR observed at high plateau region~ehsre, the resistivity F is noriehingly saai. as shown in

(or intersediate) tesperatures are, due to both the emission and the absorption rig. I. Hoe. the electroni systes at the edge of piatesas is apected to

of optical phonones. Hence, the appearance of the MPH peaks in the lao experience a kind of phase transition beteen a non-dissipatIve state and a

toapersture dete can he viesed as an evidence that To is high enough to "5it dissipative state. as the magnetic field Is swept. This tresmition Is probtably

appreclebis ncmber Of optioai phfonn. the msin reson for the appearance rather sharp structures on the two edges of

To estisett Te in these regions where NPR peeks are observed. e calculate Hall plateaus in Fig.ft ad the two edges of zero registance states In0 Fig.l.

first the input eiectricei poser per eiectson Pa. because the resistinity k, To clarify the reason for the observed shrinkage of the plateau width aft.

is high in suh high agnetic field. Pa (-. A..J'/ft is founod to be as high as w5 -555redgf at loser teoperturee (l.31-4.20l, as shown by the equaree In

10
5

WV. If mne puts this velue Into VIX.3, then 1. for ths onset of optical Fig.7. Mote that&a$ detarsined at a IM niurrent lenei decreases wontonicaily

phonon mssion is estiated to be approximately d0-50K. Such valuoes ere quite when the lattice tomporature TL is raised. This indicates that the

reasonable in vies of the nt that a photoaieacence Study of WSh St al. lOnllato, of electrvews. Which Is resposible for the plate.. forsitlon. io

has established that the dominant energ lose sechaniem of two dimessionsai laws prom.inent at hihe taspesturse. It also suagsets that the shrinkasge of

aiectrona for To*eS dtoi due to optical phonon mssion. se Illustrated by the aB observed at 4.2K for higher cumrrent levels (Pig.ft) could be ascribed to the

upper portion of the wild curns In Fig.3. rise of electron teemporatuire To by the electric field. To check such an
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interpretation. w. picked up the electron te mperature data T@(J) of FIg.3 and

.I.o the plotea- width data 5(J) of FiS.G and *liainsted the omtmon -arable References

J. The results Sre shon in Fig. 7. where AS is replotted as function. of To. (1) L. L.. Chang, H. Sskeki. C. A. Chong end L. Esaki: Phys. R.0. Lett.

148 (1977).Note that the A Ba v. Tocurve cofnct. asoothip with the ARB 05 TL. cu-o Such (2) R. Dingle. H. L. Stdmrn, A. C. Gossard and W. Viegmarwn: Appi. Phy..
Lett. f~665 (1978).

a s-0th connection sugies~ta that the temperature of the electron system, in the (3) T. Minor. S . Hiygaizu. T. ruiti end Kt. Manbu: Jpn. J1. Appi. Phy.. .
1225 (1980).

dcosnant factor. which detemsInes, the eleotro localization process and the (4) T. Hiotta. H. SakakI and ff. Ohno: .Ipn. J. Appl. Phy.. 2;.LI22 (1982).
()D. C. Tsui end A. C. Gosnard: Appi. Phys. Lott. ILt50 (1981).

plateau~~~~~(8 wit3.tepeen ytm 5 J Shah, A. P100:0k. 8. L.. Stdrsme. A. C. Gonsiard end W. Wi.gan appI.
Phys. Lett. A&.55 (1983).

(7) G. Bauer ad K. Kahlert; Phys. R-v M5.588 (1972).

:n numomary, effecte of *iattron heating on Shubhlkov-de Has. oscillations
.- tl ... Itate pee-e aand C ~eeaUsa tbe efa.

are studied to evaluate electrocn teegerature. We have shown that the rise in
Ronn. ailen eInaleea anaeead Aisaea Ietee ca1.. eoams-.o. an1e"

electron temperature ATe' WY.-?..) In the ins temperature range is described by e We..ee ) 1.1 S."Itn) p ei elis.'.

the power-riaa.o-.time product ' Te-Pe 'to/k) sith'te ,.5 nant and that the 0I .30 1Ho .56 M$
1s) 4.30 .4 3.7 M.a

energy reiaeaition time'te is Independent of sample parseatems. The electron *1,0.95 e.0 It..
hetn it-h owrP 1 .30 s 1.)

heafog iththe owe P.In eces of 10"' V per electron is shoew, to generaessO)e.e ~ .

extra peaks in mageatorealitioities. which can b. ascribed to the rasneent

emission of optical phonons. Finally. electron Aosting ins hown to lad to P-2

the *ectro doiacalieation end reault In the shrinkage of plateau width in the 30 9-8 * ON-82 ,.e&WsAs

012 AR I at &2K
quantized Mtall affect. - .1 DR a~mus'IU

ms.46.leomfl)m

20. Pa

Thm authora wsh to aeknoe.g with ga'atitedam vmabi. diacuissiona with 2s

Profeassors S. Kawaji and T. Ande, mid ceilaborstiena of Dr. (S. 9ids and Mir. 1. 1 o

Fig. 2 ShuaMikow-de Itam osciliatios
of labeestion. Selenem9 md Cultirean by ths Joint RsAssreg Prows, of' of 'Win O-52.

institut* far Solid State Phsics, thniwesiaty of Tokyo. MAONRETI FELD (T)

Fig. 1 usanikoe..d No"e oscillatins
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D:s~ ua: I roI: e of Ipit'-irbit Svatteetng iMaervd vIa Localization 2. Kaooetocnnletanjeof the fIss.

IEffeo . vincalleatlon theory predicts (2) a eagnetoconduttance given by (for II

~N'ri'~ct~r ?., ,-,, evn. flt. USA. -5-1-t Vioecly. Boston, Wi 5% - 2 3 44)) (1)

*t- Fitt- N-tioal Hagvtt Lah. ,Cambridge. Mans. USA whtere It- e 
2 

/21b and 9, - + 0) - (nfl )., I. the dtgaa functin,

raro MW.a.' and I P/P45I (AS; - i/2jizt. t2 - Bc /sB. and the Y.aar or lo1ut combinations of scattr-

t I rhi~h , 1-aritisic t, fildlog lengths: t(olazclc). I (InelastIc), I (matgnetIc Impurity), and Is

A fit .- :. it'. harm,trs .1 tl to-dlsmenzsvnat loozlioatlon with (epln-orhln scattering). If spin-dependent scattering Is nngligilea nly

-1t~~ n -ap upt, cht ni-uterIns. At l owe r teaproturos, the 4 contributes, with t, - E, - T-* with the exponent P being characterlstic

catr~t~ca t~c vt-r,-, t il a Intlpendent value. Wn Interpret this of the inelastic scattering eechanlsm. In the Pd film.o eleotrn-elzctroe

-- j da a --coae 4 pie--rbit scattering teas its hulk value to stattering Is dominant, with P-2. ifowener, in Pd spin-orbtt scattering Is

a r c o i~ 2~~*-d file. The resulting .agnetooosfnno00 in nery strong. If is 1. isotropic, only tfi contrihutes to Ao, and

coa-co -A th thooolca reuls o B~asl UrhlnandBagaka 1 - (21- + i-1). Blaze the spis-orhit scattering is penpornlonal to the

Bel C t.'oran Ivls s ompictedBy spreeduria atais ianguar msmntsme0p sasf~~nl this film only the e-oponemt of

Pd~sithe scotteoing will reaafn Einite (a 1L to the film plane). Is tis roase

(2d apin-erhit scattering), both *3 and tare comparable, and at high fields

I. v. :t'o a low) the -r satueates.

1,varecentzonalvsl. of low temperature (TN1.-SOX) saeoraastaaza The fibs are prepared by spattering Pd onto a single crystal Si

lee) of ruiteathlv P'd filea (6-55;) on SI substate- (1). wm found a geinenal substrata, Tha P'd and StiInteact at rom tsmperature, farming a layer of

overall saeeoot with Incalizatlan theory. tever, lbs data displayed an '30A sf Pd 2Si, with thm reaisong P'd shoe this layar. (Tma (A 111. smy

ao, Ios t-rauredepndece f te apliudeof he n. hic dereaed epresent a different phase) (1). In the initial needy (T > 1.31). tbs me Was
uwith d-era' ing 5. To stedy thin behaviot furthec, we have measured me of towed to he positive and very anluotropit. as expecned for localization

,I',Ilsr #tl.
3

o atanill lene r (0.075-iL) In a dilution refrlgeator. Thass effectu in the presents of st rong 3d spin-orbit scattering. A deaalead cot.-

ucac -al , tow arooulv-nhze e aturates to a flald-indapsadasi p-ar With thonry yielded scattering lengths similar In those fund in tha

.tt high fields. We believe that hoih assalles, ran be Interpreted asprsnstdTb,1 v flshesilav usofllaaees

IvdiC-vaIe of a changeover of the nirln-ochlt neattering Erost a 3-d (at high I) enoept ie. This variatim onunld he dam to Imprities istenduod In the

to 2-d bch-sir flits Came, mechanism ran also esplain unusual utructsre sputtering procass (twe estIngte that the smllest to would narespond to

observed tn ths vera-field resistivity of son files, only about frO0ppa of 
7
e)i alternatively, in may be that the fle with wry

*6 Sp-r~d t MI bytheNatinalScince otetiaionlarge 1. Were essentially pse stlcidhs. fet which magnetic Impurity

acattering -ny be wank (dhenda filled). Thin variation In is Is reaposible
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* .~C t eass... ens.as showor in FIt, I d 2.

p, a :14 I~ Aselodin he dta.(1)Is he ter is, crrestpondirg to * of Eq. 1, which appears when (becomes tw-

is dLmeo.tn..1

I is ,fthe r ... tsxno..111 tn-siiig. ut bgin toThe solid curves in Figs. 1-4 represent the theory (1) with parameters
..... 1 ;- - .1. 4eo Filg 2). (7) Th. high-i. film- hots an Tbe1 ()- on b p.ftl ie .T ()

a pa. ~ v.r I t :r.!ield resist ictv e T. smties havng an
o.trrryoratuces. levellitg off t, 1. at high T.

4. Superconductivity

-r' di; 1- ye a hirdsoxisly Inhig fieds he have observed a superronductieg transition in our thither film. at

4-is .- . tO 5 .- t-11 o wiedindhpWnden obisee ato hg., T .2-.3Y (It&. 5). The, trasiltion appears to be complete in the 30; file,

?I a T -AM Fig.4). The6; fle hile the 50.% film shows a residual resistivity below T.. The soper-

.&.I -c l' hissatratin t jut wat ouldbe xpetedforconduttiolev probably occurs in the pd2Si layer, aod the proximity effect

2-d eyi n-c-r scattering Hirever, the earlier fits asing costant frrm the pore Pd in the thinker film drives part of the Pdt2S i normal.
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UCML. Primitive and Composite Ground States in the
PREPRINT Fractional Quantum Hall Effect

RB. Laughlin
University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

PRIMITIVE MID COPOSITE ROUNiD STATES ABSTRACT

IN THE FRACTIONAL QUANTUM HALL EFFECT Our theory of the Fractional Quantum Hall Effect is reviewed. Arguments are

presented that the fractionally charged quasiparticles associated with the

R. B. Laughlin effect are fermions. Wavefunctlons for the 2/7 and 2/S states are proposed,
University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and estimates for the cohesive energies and gaps of these states are given.

Livermore. California 94550

I. IdTROOUCTIOH

This paper has two functions. The first is to review our theory (1)

This paper was prepared for submittal to: of t0e Fractional Quantum Hall Effect and supplement it with some computational
Fifth Interational Conference on

Electronic Properties of Two-Dimensional Systems details we feel make the theory more complete. The second is to introduce

Oxford, Engla1d approximate ground state and excited state wavefunctions for the 2/7 and 2/5
September 5-9, 1983 states recently discovered by StIrmer, et. al. (2), and from them to estimate

tCae cohesive energies and gaps of these states. We describe the states as

August 17, 1983 charge 1/3 quasiparticles of either sign themselves forming the 1/3 state, or

equivalently as a product of Jastrow-type wavefunctions, one in electrons and

one in holes. Central to our new theory is the idea that the quasiparticles

C.; are fermions.

1I. THE1 .. 3STATE

We consider a two-dimensional metal in the x-y plane subject to a

F... .,.,, ~. . I- .- -h _ h . -- -magnetic field H0 in the z direction. The many-body Hamiltonian is

.. ~0......- ,,n,.,, ....... ~O. H * T V(zj) +jIv * 1)

where zj = xj-iyj is a complex number locating the jth electron, V(z.) is the

potential generated by a uniform neutralizing background of appropriate charge

density .:

V(z) - -e' I dx'(y)

and = (Xy-yx) is the symmetric gauge vector potential. We restrict our
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attention to the lowest Landau level, for which the single-body wavefunctions approximuation for the radial distribution function 9(r) of the plasma. which is

Are n 1 a equivalent to the density-density correlation function of T.. If we let x - r/R,

In, - z T3 whe re R - eW2 is the ion disc radius, and if we define fourier transforms in
the manner

withthemagnticlengh a (%/wc1/2 (ceO1/2 e o1 hs tts;() h. ,. x(0

are degenerate: a

I Tf l - tl 16,1~n, (4) where Jo0 is an ordinary Bessel function of the first kind, then we hane

Ilany-body wavefunctions ~ 'crised of such states take the fore g(x) -exp( -Ov(s) 4 h(s) - c(s) + B(X) 1 (11)

Y(zI. . ,, - P~i. -ZN) .. '*j I IzI (5) ad;k-;()+ Z(k)h(k) (12)

where P is any antsyetric polynomial. Such polynomials may always be wt ~)-gx-.I q 1)w e m(I~) B ~)I h oe
written wt () gx-. I q~(1 eatep-va) .Bs ste-e

N bridge function described by Caillol at. al. (3). It provides a small correction

P(zI,.. ad - S(I. .ZN) a *z-k (6) and may for the present purposes he considered zero. Eqns (11) and (12) are

where S is a symmetric polynomial, J solved Iteratively, wiih the long-range 'coulob' divergences handled In the

Our approximation to the 1/3 state is one of a sequence of variational manner

wavefunctions of the form g94) -eaii{ h(s) - C5(X) - 2i (Qx) 1 (13)

v~l,..,Zn I where K. is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and where

with P odd. This form Is predicated by thea conditions a.) that the polynomial ~ k k (k2+ q2) (4
prefactor be a product of Jastrow functions, b.) that the state be on elgen-
function of angular mmy . and c.) that thi Paull principle be obeyed. The g(x) Is independent of the cutoff parameter Q). In term of g(x), the total
nature of t.ls state is understood by Interpreting Is square as the probability energy per electron is
distribution function of a classical plasm. We let

iv -e B total " 'm /N. 7  Jig(s) - 1) dxj (15)

where Bi - I/. and a, the classical potential energy, takes the form Solving these equations, we arrive at the samieamierical formula

..... .... z,) ft 2 1 LJIj-t 12~I (9) UDaBI4 ( 0.230 l~Am 1

A describes particles of *charge' m repelling one another logarithmically and
being attracted logarithmically by a uniform background of 'charge" density We note that T.as written describes a circular liquid drop. To describe a

a1 *(2.).! Local neutrality of this 'charge' requires that the electrons be drop of a different shape, we write

spread out uniformly to a density a. -(2.e) -l The Fractional Quantum Hall v; V , ~. (17)

Effect occurs when as a, with a defined per Eqn (2).

we calculate the cohesive energy of Y. using tbe hypersettei chain where f is any analytic function.
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T;,e elementary excitations of T. are particles of charge /m, lie To show that TzO describes a quasihole of charge -1/m electrons. we

make them with a thought experiment in which the liquid is pierced at z. write

with an infinitely thin solenoid through which is passed adiabatically a flux I-Z2 B
'  

(2)

quantun A+ - hc/e. By gauge invariance, this operation maps the ground state 
0

u~iiquely onto an excited eigenstate of Hi. Ile have argued that these excitations with a I/r and

may be written approxima tely
N N

I2fM 2  
znlz -2. t l iz-l

2 -  
. (27)

Ao A Y (zi-zo) v. (li) z(. .) - k - { tlz-zl . (27)

and

Eqn (27) describes the same plasma as Eqn (9) except for an additional phantom
A a 0 ) vT (19) particle of "charge" I located at zo . In screening this phantom, the plasma

accumulates "charge" -1, which Is equivalent to a real charge of -1/ electrons.

for the quasihole and quasielectron, respectively, with the understanding in We calculate the energy to make the quaslhole using the two-component

Eqn (19) that differentiation be performed only on the polynomial part of v.. hypernetted chain (5):

A,, and At. are adjoint under the inner product

g'j(x) - expi -Bvlj(x) + h1j(x) - cjj(x) 1 (28)
• vi'r2 [...[ V(Z i

- -.. -Z,) 2(?ji .... -zI) dxidyi ... dx.,dyt, . (20)

That i iij 
(k
) * ctj(k) + 2 1h 1 (k) P. c^,j(k) (29)

<1IAzO
2
' - <At oylIT2 (21) The indices in Eqns (20) and (29) run over two kinds of particles: 1.) electrons

and 2.) phantons. 0t is the density of each component. With x defined as
It is sxrw4hat cleaner to write A and At in tern.s of ladder operators (4): before we have p 

• 
1 and p2 

• 
1/1. We perform perturbation theory in P2:

ZO Zo To zeroth order, the 1-1 equations decouple and revert to Eqns (11) and (12).
N

AZo " i (at - zo) (22) Thus we consider 9g1(x) - g(x) to be given. For 12(x) we have

A h12(k) (1 + 2 11(k)) C12(k) (30)
A
t  

- (oi -zo*)  (23)
Zn nand

with g12(x) - expi -ev 1 2 (x) + h1 2 (x) - c 12 (x) 1 , (31)

1 7-1 Y~jwith exp{-OVl2(X)} .
z  

Using 9 -ix) obtained from Eqns (30) and (31) we

and construct the change to g
11
(x) resulting from the presence of the phantom. We

andy have

a. - -14 *2- (32)a O :- yj
1 ) ](25) 6h11(k) (I + 2h11(k)

2 
6c(h v h122(k) (32)

tt cerivi tines in aj and aj have the ordinary meaning.

In! driviivesin aand
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This Is again a to-component plasma probim. We have e(r-r,) g12(x) with

h(x) -(2 v land 912(x) given by Eqns (30) and (31) with epi-#v2(x)) - 1/t"
6c,,(x) 1 ) 6hjj(X) (33) Because the charge accumlated aroumd the phantom is determined by the long-

The energy to make a quasihole is then given by range behavior of v1 2(x). we have. as with the quasihole,

AQusihale x- h(s) a 1oC) /d - . (39)
l 50 placing the phantom at the origin and rewriting Eqn (37). we obtain

Solving these equations. we obtain 0.026 e
2
/a. for m-3 and 0.008 ez/a 0 for W-5.

The 1' diecrepancy between these energies and those quoted in Reference (1) is () - (V +2.2 +M + r'+ 2 -1 (40)

due to the discovery of a computer error.

to remark that the above formalism goes correctly to the Debye- Thus p(F) also goes asymptotically to P . and we have

.Dckel limit when the plasma is weakly coupled. In that limit, the size of the
quasiparticle is the Oebye length a./ and its energy is vf(4,q me) e

2
/AD. J (Po() - -P) (( ) - pe)

We remark also that t.he degeneracy of the quasiparticle band, as measured by

the number of linearly Independent places a quasiparticle can be created, can

be seen froa expansion of Eqn (22) in powers of z. to be X. or M-1 If center of (v + 2 ' + 4) ,2.2
mass motton is disallowed.

We can make a similar argument for the quasielectron. The electron 2 1 " . ( - ct

density in itS presence is given by r -2
Boundary

S.. I, z (zl. . .z
? 

d 1 dx2 dy2  ... dxs dY (4

I ,;Z5(Z.. dsly ... ds.dy; electrons (41)

Since for any polynomial P(z) we have To calculate AQuasielectrons * we introduce a "pseudopotentlal" v(x), defined

to be that potential which, when substituted for v12 (X) in Eqos (30) and (31).

12 oI 2 ii --z1 pI, (36) leads to g12(r) - e(r)/ as defined by Eqn (40). Justification for this step
comes from the empercal observation that classical liquid behavior can always

Eqn (35) may be rewritten De modeled with a sum of pair potentials. With vps (x) defined In this way, we

12 calculate 
0
Quasielectrons using Eqns (32) - (34). We obtain 0.030 e

2
/a, for

rr m-3 and 0.006 e
2
/a. for in-5.

111. OUASIPARTICLE STATISTICS

with We consider a liquid drop described by vi to be placed beneath and
- 2 parallel to a similar drop described by V,. so that an Infinitely thin solenoid

. e N((zl-z, 
2 

-Z nli-zkI dx2dy2 ... dx MdYN  passing through one passes through the other In the sam place. Since the
S' i (31) adiabatic mapping from the ground state onto an excited state induced by adding

• C7 IIz;-zIl -z~Iu.y ... d11dx a flux quantum through this solenoid Is nominally unitary, the excitations
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generated in this Manner in the two systere are In one-to-one correspondence.

In the drop described by TnI these excititions are ordinary holes In a full Laniau Al t1

level. and are thus ferunes. We argse that excitations in one-to-one corres- (z . z) - b. ... ZN (44)
pondence with these must be fermions too. The following example illustrates U N

this one-to-one correspondence and hows how It leads to copatibility between

the commutivity of the operators A and fermi statistics. Let solenoids he then we let

brought to z. and zb and let a# be added si-ltneously and adiabatically through

each. We obtain approximat aly deaizau.anaiailyhoh
1

* b r (-7) j~z2 -z0 z1
N N b1.-

% (zi-z.)(zi-z ) il (z -z) e I . (42)

x ... .* a (4S)
From analysis of the for of Eqn (27) it is clear that this wanefunction, when

za and zb are far apart, correctly describes the presence of two quasiparticles,
one at za and one at zb- even if sel is substituted. If za and zb are now If the degree of S is small F merely removes its center of mass motion. For

allowed to coalesce at the origin, we have in the T1 drop exaople, we save

-AIzii zFn I  - I46

A ,, - oz. oz: (-zJ , , IjN ,
'
)

i jk
wher, -i zj . As the degree of S increases, te action of F sconMs

)l 2 increasingly severe, and in the limit that any 9, exceeds 4-1, annihilation

a(l) ' (N) (43)occurs. By this reckoning the numer of low energy quasiholes which can be put

into % is 4-1, since F A -0. Alsowe have

wliere a is a permutatton and sgn(,) its sign. This is a state with tV adjacent 
0 l (-1)2

holes, one iii 01 and one in <ll (cf. Eqn (3)). We shall henceforth consider F AN
-1

- (-) u/ (Z -Z')t (47)

a symetric polynomial S to be an approximate representation of the unitary J4 f k

transformation generated, for example, by passing flux quanta through an array so that n. "full" of quasiholes equals Y,+2l Lik-wise. v. "full" of quasi-

of solenoids, and that S m  mansm the saw thing S1 means: a ground state electrons equals ._2. It is important that while the nutber of allowed quasi-

plus fermion quasiholes. Since the transformation is unitary, we consider St'm particle statcs In this picture always equals the number of electrons, the

to be the approximate image of 
1
e under the inverse transformation: a ground quasiparticle density depends on context. For example, when n is small, VAOnIt

state plus fermion quasielectrons. describes a state of n quasiholes of charge 1/M packed to a density 1 at

We remark that care must be taken in discussing how many "locations" the origin. As n increases toward N-l, however, the total electroi density at
are available for putting quasiparticles into 1. because their presence changes the origin goes continuously to I so that the dv ;ity of quasiparticles.

its nature. An example of this is An which is the drop described by To with to the xtent it makes sense, must go to I

a large hole in its center. To "count' such states is unphysical, and thus we

propose to count only the states of lowest energy, those with a minimal number IV. THE 2/5 AND 2/7 STATES

of zeros near singularities of the potentiel. We do this by means of a function- The 2/3 state is the electron-hole conjugate of the 1/3 state.

al F which annihilates excessively energetic excitations. If a symmetric Denoting It by v3/2 ' we bane

polynomial is expanded in the manner
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v3/2(z' . .ZN) " -. vl(z. .z3 /
2
)v3 (Z- 1 .... z3N/2) IT 7/2(z .. az)I a jak Izj-zkI e i (sl)

when it Is large. Thivi T7/, describes electrons uniformly spread out to a
dsldye.•.. dx3/ 2 dY/ 2  • (48) density (7,) with a total energy per electron. give-n b Eqn (16). of

-0.394 e2/a o . For the 2/5 state, we write

v3/2(Or ... ZN) is divisible by v(Z i  ... IN). the quotient being a

symetric polynomal S3/2(Zl...... aN). Per the foregoing discussion, S3/2 is - N e n (52)
a representation of a unitary transformation generating the 1/3 state in holes IT5/2(zl z.) j I a - Iz

from v 1. Accordingly. S3 ,v 3 must be an approximate image of the same trans-
formation acting on ?3: the 1/3 state in quasiholes. We shall argue that and thus estimate a total energy per electron of -0.449 a2/o• The connection

is te 217 state v7/Z and that S t 2 3 is the 2/5 state T5/2- between St/T and Eqn (52) is ad hoc. da make only the nebulous argument.k/2 , fr t, u/7stte 7 adthat $Ingt3 epril-oecnuaeo htSt3
.c first u.erve that 3/2' being the particle-3le conjugate of 33/ that S/ 2 reprsente tne Inverse of the unitary operator represented by S

is a variational wavefuntion with a minimal expectation value across 11. It and thus should be approximated by S- wen the 3tr is defined.

do~s thts Ly being small wien any two electrons are close. 'e odel this If the liquid drop described by l eor 5 2  is pierced at . ith

jienavior by a0proximating the manitude of 3/2 n the manner a solenoid through which is passed a flux quantum. a particle of charge .1/7

1 2or 2/ is geaerated. However, lower energy particles also exist, those corres-
1/ .Ia - 1jz'.b ponding to an excitation within the layer of quasiparticles added to T3 " InI~;(z ... zil i* n lzj-zk)~ o (49) 3

jki constructing these excitations we mast first observ? that 13 hns charge ./3
excitations which are not simply two charge 1/3 excitations. These are

when it is large. is a normalization constant. We justify this approximation generated by the three-step process a.) Particle-hole conjugate the wave-
o, tree grounds: a.) It properly describes the electrons uniftrly spread out function. b.) Insert a solenoid at z and pass through it a fl-Jx quantum.
to a densiy (3.)-! h.) Classical liquids can always be described by pair c.) Particle-hole conjugate again. If we abbreviate particle-hole conjugation
potentials. c.) It gies the correct coniesive energy. From Eqn (16) we obtain by C, then we have

a total enu riy per particle for ?3 of -0.415 e /a.. The cohesive energy per
pIrticle. define by Bzo " C AtoC (53)

UIcoh"it + A/ e0 (50) and
; t

o - C AzOC (54)

is -0.107 e'/ao . The correct cohesive energy per particle for 73/2 mst be I Z

1/2 this value. or -0.1335 ea /ao. Substituting 31/2 for n in Eqn (50), we obtain for thu operators creating a quasiole and quasielectron, respectively. of
-0.521 ea/ao for the correct total energy per particle of V3/2" The value charge 1-1/a in T.. Similarly, these operators create quasiparticles of charge
generated from tqn (49) by substituting 3/2 fur m in qn (16) Is -0.547 e2/a. 1/3 in T3/2 'Aich have a lower energy than do the excit(t6ons of char-0 2/3.

Toe error is j% in the total energies and M in the cohesive energies. It Is These charge 1/3 excitations give rise to syimetric polynomials in the manner
Possible to rmove tnis disparity with a more judicious choice of pair potential.

For simlititj we l5ct not to do so.

Eqa (49) enables us to evaliate the properties of v7/2 " 3/2 91 3'
A2 have
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an] Lust, in tuni, give rise to excited states of cte form S2 and
Z'17 V. ACr434tthGErIE;iTS

* / hic ar patce ofcarm17cr /.rs'tney oso especially grateful to P.A. Lee for pointing o-it to me the
t .i;. we make an approximate representation of the magni tude of nZV/ sinfcneffzrsi the etvfoto. Ia logaeu oI..laprn

~ 112I12  
.N. Girain, F.D.M. Huldane and P.M. Platznan for helpful discussionts. This

(55 work was perfonsed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy an4er
. 03)1 j'kContract Mo. W-7405-tog-48.

This is correctly a particle of charge 1/3. Calculating the particle creation

energy using Eqos (13).(l4) and (30)-(34). we obtain 0.034 e'/ao , which comparesV. EEtAS
well toiti the value 0.026 e2/a. known frw particle-hole symmtry. Using thinsI EEiIE

approsimoate representation, we tten obtain for the elementary excitation of V (1) R.B. Laughlin. Phys. Rev. Lt. SO (133) 1395.

1 21 (2) H.L. Stbmer, A.M. Chang, D.C. Toul, J.C.M. Huang. A.C. Gosoard, and

+z2' 
1'

S$/ .0 3 N -hci U Irti1 e). Wiegnano, Phys. Rev. Lett. 50 (1983) 1953.

'3/ v(z Z~I a 01-01 j42fZk (3) J.M. Caillol. D. Levesque. 3.3. Weis and J.P. Hansn J. Stat. Phys.

23 (19o,2) 325.

This is a prticle of charge 1/7 with a creation energy of 0.00i e'/0. We (4) The use of ladder operators in also discussed in S.M. Girvin, Pys.

(5) f.. Rogers. J n. Chea Poys. 73 (1930) 6272.

N 2 (5) B.I. Hialperif, Conference of the Condensed Matter Division of the

3o/2(3 ... *~l
1  

a' izi-zo) It l i 15 . (53) European Physical Society, Lausanne, 28-30 Miarch 1g83. Proceedings

I jd to appear in Helvetica Psysica Acta.

This c:!Scribes a particle of charge 1/ 3. - cltna Creation energy of 011 e'(a 0 .

e I reinar finally that oar ,avefunction0s. while complex, are similar

o oiats recetly proposed by alperin (1). tiough on different grouonds. 7/

for meanipei written out explicitly in its notation, is v.L t NtI

(2)H.L St~rer, . -Chn, .C. Ts-t, w ... idr A.o - osrd
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